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THE "GRIST" OF ANIMAL CHARCOAL.

Bt "WniiAJi Aenot, F.C.S.

The diversity of opinion on the sulbject of "grist "is evidenced

in the practice of the sugar-house. One refiner uses char, the

mechanical appearance of which is hut little removed from that of

fine sand; another ahides exclusively hy chips as large as peas,

while every iutermediate size of grain is to he foimd in different

refineries. If the deeolorative power of a ton of hone hlack is

quite independent of the grist or siz3 of grain, then this is a

suhject about which no one need concern himself; the result of

extended observation and experiment, however, has led the writer

to quite a different conclusion. Experiment shows a very con-

siderable difference in the deeolorative power of the same bone

black in different mechanical conditions. As a rule, the finer the

grist of the char, the higher will its deeolorative power be. Of

course there is a limit to the degree of fineness that can be practi-

cally used for filtration, and besides this, some regard must be had

to prospective as well as present grist. Attrition is always going

on, and if the refiner would avoid a very serious loss in the shape

of dust to be blown away, he will have a regard to the mechanical

condition of his char, as well as to its present deeolorative power.

That charcoal of very large giist is not calculated to yield the

highest results wiU be manifest, on a consideration of the nature of

A
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the agent and the circumstances attending the process of decolora-

tion. The decolorising agent is a porous substance ; its pores,

howeror, are very minute, not at all visible to the eye, and very

difficult of observation, even with a good microscope. These pores,

or cells, are peculiarly aggregated, and are formed of the mineral

portion of the bone. Each pore, or cell, has a coating of very

finely-divided carbon—the result of the decomposition of the

organic part of the bone in the process of distillation. It is this

carbon which does the work of the refiner, and it must be manifest

that before the full value of the char can be realised, every pore

must be^filled with the sugar liquor, or syrup. Nor is this all

;

there must be a continual replacement of liquor in every pore as

the process goes on. With a heavy liquor and large-grained char

this is very difficult of attainment : the pores once charged with

thick gummy syrup, the succeeding portions of syrup will to a

great extent pass over the char, without passing through it, the

result being that but a fractional part of the decolorizing power

of the agent has been utilised. It is only when the operation of

washing is commenced that replacement takes place, and even then

with difficulty.

Actual experiment has shown that bones ground to pass through

a 1 5 mesh sieve will decolorize a continuous stream of raw sugar

liquor, for three-fifths longer time than the same bones ground

to pass a sieve of 6 meshes to the inch ; i. e., three-fifths

more sugar will be decolorized in the former case tfian in the

latter, all other circumstances being equal. Now, not only

is there a greater difficulty in the replacement of liquor in

the interior of large grains, but the interstices between the grains

are larger, and give freer passage to the liquor than in the

case of char of smaller grist. "Where the char is of moderate fine-

ness, a much nearer approach to uniformity in the mass is attained

;

the particles pack closer together, the spaces are much smaller, and

in certain circumstances the contents of a cistern of such char

might be^viewed as one unbroken mass of the decolorising agent,

through the pores only of which the liquor can pass. A cistern

well packed with char dust would be a near approach to a
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uniform porous solid ; and although such a filter would not he

practically -workahle, it is just such a uniformity—such a compact-

ness, that is desirable, substituting grain char for dust char.

Heavy sp-ups would not pass through dust char
;

moreover, such

char would neither wash nor rebum well, and, of course, the

nearer the approach to such a condition the more difficult the

filtration, washing, and rebuming. What the refiner has to aim

at, therefore, is to have his char of such a grist, and in such a

condition, that the whole power of the agent will be fully utilised,

that filtration will go on at a reasonable rate of speed, that the

chax will be quickly and thoroughly washed—first from " sweet,"

and then from organic and mineral impurities—and^that the re-

buming may be done safely and expeditiously.

Many refiners err on either side ; some seem effectually wed to

dmt, or a near approach to it ; while others adhere tenaciously to

gravel, or an approximation to that. Each has his own theory,

but, as a rule, the explanation of the general practice is to he

found in the circumstance that use and wont rules with a high

hand in the various establishments, and that nothing else will suit,

simply because nothing else has ever been tried.

St. Anne's Laboratory, Lasswade, N.B.,

December, 1870.

CULTIVATION IE BEITISH GUIANA.

{^Continued from page 534.)

Laying Out the Laijb.

The land thus empoldered is divided down the centre by a 12 or

14 feet trench, called a centre or main navigation canal, very often,

however, two such canals are dug, one on either side of a dam or

road, 50 or 60 feet wide, by which means the expense of erecting

and repaiiing bridges over the cross canals that separate each field

from the other, and which branch from the main or centre canal,

is saved, to say nothing of the gi-eater safety to the mules working*
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and to the manager's and overseer's necks when riding round the

estate.

At every 160 yards a cross navigation canal 12 feet wide is dug

at right angles to the main or centre navigation canal, up to within

about 12 yards of the side line trench, thus forming a field 160

yards wide by nearly half the width of the lot in length, suppos-

ing the lot of land empoldered to be 600 yards in breadth, it would

be divided as follows: say side line dam, 12 yards; side line or

draining trench, 4 yards > field to main canal, 269 yards
;
naviga-

tion canal, 5 yards ; centre dam, 2 yards
;

navigation canal, 5

yards ; field to side line or draining trench, 269 yards ; side line

trench, 4 yards ; side line dam, 12 yards.

The measurements would make each field contain nearly 9 acres,

which is a very convenient size. Of course, the arrangements vary

somewhat on different estates, for instance, if a lot were only 400

yards in faqadc, it would probably not be divided in the centre,

but have the main or navigation canal running on one side and the

draining canal on the other. It is by means of these cross and

main canals, called here "punt trenches," that the canes are

carried from the field to the mill. Each field is divided longitudi-

nally, into beds of from 10 to 12 yards (generally 12 yards,) by

drains, called " small drains," about 2 feet wide, with the excep-

tion of the centre drain, called a " tracker," which is never less

than 4 feet wide and is often 8 feet wide, and laterally by two or

more cross drains or trackers, one 12 yards from the centre canal,

the other, if only one, in the centre, thus connecting all the small

drains together, so that if the mouth of any drain should be choked

up, the drainage water would have egress through these trackers.

The bed running along the main canal formed by one of the cross

trackers is called the dam bed. The two beds running on each

side of the field close to the cross canals are called head beds, and

are generally a Httle wider than the others.

A field would thus consist of two head beds each about 14J yards

wide, 10 other beds each 12 yards wide, 10 drains each 2J feet

wide, and one centre tracker 8 feet wide.

I have supposed, of course, that all the trees, bush, &c., on the
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land have been cut do-wn before draining, in wbicli case the next

operation to draining, preliminary to planting, -would be

—

Grass Bjcukcsg.

All the trees that are fit forfael have been cut up into cord-wood,

and transported to the buildings, leaving only bush and glass,

which, if very heavy, is centi'e-banked and burnt,—that is, all the

grass and bush is cleared from the sides, and piled aU the Tvay

along the centres of the beds, and, -n'hen suflciently dry, burnt.

Before grass banking, it is necessary to line the rows in which

the canes are to be planted, which run across the field from cross

canal to cross canal ; these rows are almost universally 3 feet wide.

At every 40 yards on each cross canal a large lining-pin is stuck

up, and a line of pins run between them ; this is for the purpose of

checking the liner-man, as in lining, so many rows as there are in

a field, he is apt to get confused, and run one row into another.

The rows are lined with smaller pins placed every 3 feet, and a

line run across with pins stuck on every other bed, being close

enough for a line to be stretehed from one pin to the other. The

grass is then cut down with cutlasses, and placed on every fourth

row, thus leaving 3 rows of 3 feet each perfectly clean. The row

on which the grass is placed is called the " grass or trash bank ;

"

the next will be called a " cane row ; " the next the " clean

bank," being left open and clean, for the purpose of ploughing,

&c. ; the next is a " cane row," and so it goes on, alternately

"cane row," "trash bank," -'cane row," " clean bank."

There is another mode sometimes adopted when the grass, bush,

&c., is very heavy, and it is thought desirable not to bum it, or

when the weather is too wet to bum, and that is to make the

grass or trash bank 9 feet wide, and piling all the stuff on that

space, and then in a year or two, when the grass, &c., has decayed,

running a row of canes in between. The field being thus properly

lined, and grass banked, the next operation is that of

PlajiTIng.

This is either "surface planting," "half banking," or "banking."

As in consequence of the open drains ploughs cannot be used,
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ploughing has to be done by manual labour with the shovel (which

is a narro-w spade, with a handle some six feet long stuck into the

socket). " Surface planting" consists ia simply ploughing the three

•feet cane rows, turning over the ground some eight or nine inches

deep, breaking the clods, and pulverizing the earth as much as

possible, and then planting the cane tops in the centre of the

ploughed surface in a continuous line—sometimes a double line

;

the latter being preferable when, from dry weather or poor soil,

there is any doubt as to the spring of the plants. The tops are

pushed into the ground in a slanting position, and in such a way
that the eyes shall be on each side, and not top and bottom ; the

heads should always be placed away from the wind. The dry

leaf or trash that covers the eye is carefully retained to protect it

from injury. In the late dry weather a field was planted with

tops placed upright, they grew, when tops planted in the usual

way failed ; but in ordinary weather there can be no doubt that

horizontal planting produces a far better stand of canes than the

vertical, for this reason—that in vertical planting only two eyes

spring, whereas in horizontal planting five or six eyes grow.

Half-banking consists in not only ploughing the cane row, but

in taking out a portion of the earth and placing it on the trash

bank, thus covering over the " trash" (as aU refuse such as dead

leaves, grass, bush, &c., placed on the trash bank is called), and

forming a shallow drill, or drain, some three or four inches below

the surface of the land, in which the canes are planted. This is

the plan now almost universally adopted; but in doing it care

must be taken that no holes or hollows are left in the centre of the

bed. The comers near the small drains should be sunk a little

deeper than the centre, to prevent water from lodging.

" Banking," or " whole banking," as it is generally termed, in

contradistinction to "half-banking," is similar to "half-banking,"

except that the drill or drain is sunk a good twelve inches deep,

the earth being pUed in both clean and trash banks, at the bottom

of which the canes are planted. This mode of planting is not so

generally adopted as the former two ; it necessitates the small

di'ains being deep, and the drainage good ; it is particularly
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efficacious in dry, reefy soils, and -srhere the subsoil is better than

the surface soil, but would not answer where the subsoil is at all

sour. Planting mgy be done in every month of the year except

August and September, but the best season is May and June ; the

canes coming in to be cut in October. After they have done

arrowing they have showery weather to start them, and are well

established before the heavy rains of July fall.

November, December, and January, are also nice showery

months for planting, and the canes come in at about the best sugar

making time of the year—^namely, February, March, and April.

March and April are good months for planting, but the canes come

in at a bad time of the year for cutting, namely. May and June.

July, August, and September being always avoided, if possible,

for making sugar in. July is too wet a month for planting, and
the young plants would get the severe dry weather of August and

September on them. February and October are generally too dry

for planting. As soon as the canes are about a month old, and
have fairly sprung, the shovel men are sent in to plough.

Ploughing is done entirely by the shovel before mentioned, or by
the four-pronged agricultural fork, and is distinguished as "shovel

ploughing" and "fork ploughing," or "forking;" the latter is

considered far preferable, as the prongs of the fork go deeper into

the soil, and not only turn the earth up from a greater depth than

the shovel, but also tear and shake the soil below that which is

actually turned over. Shovel ploughing only goes to a depth of 8

or 9 inches, and leaves a hard, glazed siuface underneath the turned

up earth. In aU ploughing care must be taken that the whole sur-

face is turned over, as shovel men, in order to get rapidly over the

work, are very apt to cover over a portion of unploughed soil with

the loose earth which looks all right to the eye, but is soon found

out by the careful driver or overseer by prodding about with the

stick he carries.

The proper way to plough a bed is to commence at the centre,

merely turning the earth over without moving it, then, for the

next foot, placing the earth removed on the already ploughed sur-

face, thus completely shifting the ground,, aud forming in front of
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the plougter a liollo-w which he fills from the next breadth of land,

and so on till he reaches the small drain comer, thus forming a

BHghtly rounded bed ; he then returns to the centre, and finishes

the other side of the bed in the same way.

The clean bank is generally the only portion of the land ploughed,

being only a fourth of the surface of the land
;

if, however, labour

be plentiful, the trash is removed from the trash bank, and placed

on the ploughed surface of the clean bank (which becomes then a

trash bank), and the bank or opening thus exposed ploughed. An
opening is the space between, and including the cane rows extend-

ing from one side of the field to the other. To plough an opening

is to plough the space between the two rows of canes ; to weed an

opening, is to weed the two rows of canes, and the spaces between,

i.e., the whole surface.

CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL ANALYSIS OF STJUAE.*

[From the French.]

M. Payin's Peocess.

This process is based on the insolubility of sugar crystals in

alcohol saturated with pure sugar, whilst many foreign matters

are soluble in this liquid. The following is the mode of operating

:

An average sample of the sugar to be analyzed is rubbed lightly

in a mortar, so as to break the lumps without injuring the crystals.

Ten grammes of this sugar are weighed, and placed in a tube about

15 millimetres in diameter, and 30 centimetres in length; then

about 10 centimetres of absolute alcohol are added, to eliminate

the two or three per cent, of water which the raw sugar may

contain. After shaking the tube it is allowed to settle, and the

alcohol decanted. There is then poured into the tube 50 centi-

metres of the test liquor, which is prepared in the following

manner :

—

* Sacchahimetme Optique, CHiMiauE and IVlELASsiMETKiauE. By L'Abbe

MOIONO. PaKIS, AU BuBBAU DC JOUBNAi lES MoNDES, 1869.
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To 1 litre of alcohol of 88° is added 50 cubic centimetres of

acetic acid of 7°
; id this liquid there is dissolved 50 grammes of

dry, powdered, white sugar. This quantity will saturate the

liquid at a temperature of 59° Eaht. ; but in order that it may
remain saturated in changes of temperature, a string of white

sugar-candy crystals is suspended in the vessel which contains the

liquor. The solution thus prepared is able to dissolve the uncrys-

tallizable sugar and molasses, to decompose and dissolve suorata of

lime, without dissolving the crystals of pure sugar, because it is

saturated with the latter.

(The saturated liquor was not quite all that could be wished in

some changes of exterior temperature. M. Numa Grar has ren-

dered it more exact by powdering sugar candy in a mortar, mixing

it with the test liquor, and filtering it
;
then, on immediate use, it

gave comparable results in the valuation of sugar to within a half

per cent, in the proportion of pure crystallized sugar extracted

from the raw sample.)

To continue :—50 centimetres of this test liquor are poured into

the tube containing the raw sugar which has been washed with

absolute alcohol and rapidly drained. The tube is shaken, and

allowed to stand, and when the liquor has become clear it is

decanted, and a jfresh quantity of test liquor poured in as at first

;

it is again allowed to settle, and again the clear liquor is decanted.

It is needful to make a last washing with alcohol of 96° or 98°, to

remove the saturated liquid interposed between the crystals.

There only remains to place the sugar on a filter to dry, and

weigh it. The difference between the weight of the sample sub-

mitted to analysis and that of the sugar remaining after the

process, indicates the foreign soluble substances which are mixed

with the raw sugar. If the sugar contains insoluble substances,

their quantity may be ascertained by dissolving all the remaining

sugar in alcohol of 60°, filtering and weighing; the residue remain-

ing on the filter will be the insoluble substances which the sugar

contains.

M. Dumas has modified this process, and has rendered it more

rapid and more sensitive by directly estimating the foreign soluble
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matters—the glucose and salts—by the excess of density whicli the

test liquor presents after the sugar has been washed in it above

the density of the saturated solution used in the process. In the

practice of this process an ordinary alcoometre is all that is needed.

The other parts of the process are nearly the same as M. Payen's.

The process is as under :—To a litre of alcohol of 85° are added

50 grammes of acetic acid of 8°. To this liquid is added as much
pure sugar as it wiU dissolve ; it then marks 74° on the alcoometre.

On mixing a decilitre of this liquor with 50 grammes of sugar to

be analyzed, and filtering the liquid, to finish the valuation of the

sugar it is only needful to plunge the alcoometre into the filtered

liquid ; if it marks 74° again the sugar is pure ; if it descends to

69° the pure sugar is 95 per cent. ; if it goes down to 64° the pure

sugar is 90 per cent. Each degree lost on the alcoometre c(/rre-

sponds to a degree of diminution ia the richness of the sugar.

In very low-priced sugars, the variable nature of the im-

purities renders this latter analysis a little uncertain; but for

sugars from 87° to 100° [of saccharine value], which form the

bulk of the sugars of commerce, the results accord with those of

the polariscope. If the sugar contains sand, or other insoluble

matters, they must be taken account of.

In an important refinery in Paris, at LiUe in the most compe-

tent hands, in the Customs' Laboratory, and in that of the Sorbonne,

this process has given similar results to the polariscope. In an
average of twenty analyses made to determine the richness of a

large delivery of sugars of three classes, the difference did not

exceed one-thousandth, that is to say, it was nil. In a single trial

it rarely varies one per cent., which is of no account, as we know
that the sugars of conffljerce classed m the same type often differ

as much as 8 or 10 per cent, ia richness.

M. Clerget acknowledges that the old process ofM. Payen, although

it does not indicate exactly the proportion of pure sugar contained

in the raw sugar, gives useful results. He also allows that the

process of M. Dumas is very important, not only from its exacti-

tude, but still more so from the simplicity and promptitude of the

method ; at the same time, he calls attention to this important fact.
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It is not sufficient to value the return in crystallizablc sugar

which may be obtained from saccharine juices—to prove the amount

of pure sugar (C^, H", 0") which the juice contains—^because, as

is well known, up to the present time it has been found impossible

to extract the whole of this, or even a quantity proportionately

constant, because of other soluble substances contained in the

juice.

BjJtEESWTLL's PeOCESS.

We reproduce this process, although it has been considerably

improved, because M. BarreswUl was one of the first to attack the

difficult problem of sugar analysis. His sacchaximetrical process is

founded on the following facts, discovered by M. Frommers :

—

1.—That crystallizablc sugar does not reduce oxide of

copper contained in an alkaline fluid.

2.—That it becomes able to reduce this oxide when

treated with sulphuric acid, which by a few minutes'

boiling transforms it entirely into glucose.

3.—The quantity of bioxide reduced is in proportion to

the quantity of sugar employed.

When it is required to find the quantity of crystallizablc sugar

which exists in a liquid, to the exclusion of every other organic

product, a standard alkaline solution of oxide of copper must be

prepared. By bringing together sulphate of copper, neutral tar-

trate of potash, and caustic potash, a liquid of an intense blue

colour is obtained, which being filtered, will remain clear and

limpid a long time. This solution is the test liquor, the strength

of which must next be determined by ascertaining how much of a

solution made with a certain weight of pure dry sugar candy, with

the addition of some drops of sulphuric acid, is needed to decolor

exactly a determined volume of it. The test liquor being thus

carefuUy standardised, a certain quantity of it is placed in a porce-

lain or glass capsule, and there is then added to it some very

concentrated caustie potash, the object of which is to increase the
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density of the liquid, and render the after precipitation of the oxide

of copper more rapid. Then, by means of a graduated burette, the

acidified sugar solution is aUowed to fall drop by drop into the heated

[boiling] test liquor. As soon as the two liquids are in contact, a

yellow precipitate of hydrate of copper appears, which becomes red,

and settles to the bottom of the capsule when it has reached the

temperature of the liquid in which it is foimed. In proportion as

the operation advances, the colour of the test liquor decreases in

intensity, whilst the copper is precipitated in a state of protoxide.

It is terminated when the solution is entirely decoloured. Then

by reading on the burette the number of divisions which it has

requu'cd to arrive at this limit, we obtain by means of a calculation

the quantity of sugar contained in the liquid under examination.

The delicate part of the operation is to seize the point when the

precipitation of the oxide of copper is complete. We may arrive

at this (if the sugar solution is itself uncoloured) as well by the

decoloration of the test liquor as by the cessation of the formation

of the yellow-coloured precipitate, which precedes the deposit of

the oxide of copper. The latter is the only test when the liquid

to be tested is itself coloured. An excess of sugar solution added

to the test liquor after the separation of the oxide of copper is

complete, gives to the solution a brown colour, easUy recognised,

which results from the reaction of the hydrated alkalies on the

glucose.

In cases where the sugar liquid of which the composition is

required contains both crystalUzable sugar and glucose, the pro-

portion of the latter substance is determined by first making trial

with a portion of the liquid brought to a known volume, before it

has been submitted to the action of sulphuric ; the glucose alone

reduces the copper solution which pure sugar leaves intact.

Another portion of the sugar liquid is afterwards boiled with

sulphuric acid, so as to convert aU the sugar into glucose; by

means of a second assay made with the liquor thus modified we

have the total weight of the glucose which it then contaios ; and

deducting the weight of the pre-existent glucose obtained by the
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first operation, vre hare in the difference tlie amount of crystalliz-

able sugar contained in the sugar solution [or rather the quantity

of glucose -which the crystallizable sugar was ahle to furnish by

treatment with sulphuric acid].

When the sugar solution contains (before treatment with acid)

only crystallizable sugar, the amount may be ascertained by this

method in a quarter of an hour, within 2 or 3 per cent.

The chief fault of this process is that it is only applicable in

cases of simple solutions of pure sugar, or of a mixture of pure

sugar and glucose. If the sugar to be tested contains tartaric

acid, dextrine, or sugar of mUk, these substances AviU act nearly

in the same way as crystallizable sugar, and may consequently be

confounded with it. On the other hand, there is no doubt of the

existence of some organic substances which will reduce the alkaliae

copper solution in the same manner as glucose itself ; in conse-

quence of which this process cannot be employed with absolute

certainty, unless by previous experiments it has been proved that

other organic substances do not exist in the sugar to be analyzed,

or that these foreign matters have been properly separated by some

efficient method.

Fehung's Coppee Liqttok.

The improvements mentioned as having been made in BarreswiU's

process are chiefly in the preparation of the test liquor, which is

called after the inventor. It is prepared as foUows :

—

Dissolve 40 grammes of crystallized sulphate of copper in 160

cubic centimetres of distilled water; in a separate vessel which will

hold 1 litre, place 1 60 grammes of cream of tartar, 1 30 grammes of

caustic soda, and 500 to 600 grammes of distUlcd water at the

boiUng point. The hot alkaline liquor thus obtained dissolves the

tartrate of potash very rapidly. The solution of sulphate of copper

is then added little by little, when all this salt is dissolved ; the

litre bottle is filled up with distilled water. The liquor thus

obtained is kept in a ground-stoppered bottle.
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To standardise the copper liquor :

—

Having provided the liquor as ahove, the exact standard of it is

then determined

—

i.e., the quantity of sugar which corresponds to

a certain volume of this liquor; 10 grammes of pure sugar are dis-

solved in 80 to 100 grammes of water; 2 or 3 grammes of hydro-

chloric acid are then added, and by four or five minutes' boiling

the sugar is completely converted into glucose. This solution is

thrown into a litre bottle, which is filled up witii distilled water

to the gauging point.

Each cubic centimetre of this liquor represents 1 centigramme of

pure inverted sugar.

Place 25 cubic centimetres of the copper liquor in a capsule, and

raise to the boiHng point, when by means of the graduated burette

the normal sugar solution faUs drop by drop into the boiling

copper liquor, until a red precipitate of oxide of copper is formed.

Suppose that 15 cubic centimetres of the nomial sugar solution

have decolored the tartrate of copper, as each cubic centimetre

represents 1 centigramme of sugar, it needs 15 centigrammes of

inverted sugar to decolour 25 cubic centimetres of Fehling's test

liquor. The standard is then represented by 0 gr.'lS. The process

is thus applied to colonial sugar :—10 grammes of sugar are placed

in a flask holding 100 cubic centimetres, which is then filled up
with distilled water. Each cubic centimetre of this liquid repre-

sents 0 gr.-l of raw sugar. This liquid is aUowed to fall drop by
drop, as before, into the vessel containing 25 cubic centimetres of

the boiling copper liquor. Suppose that it requires 30 cubic centi-

metres of the sugar solution, representing 3 grammes of sugar, to

decolourize the liquor ; the standard of the copper liquor being

0 gr.-l 5, the glucose is found by the following calculation:

—

3 gr. : 0gr.-15 : : 100 : x

X = 5 grammes.

There is then 5 per cent, of glucose in the raw sugar.
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Chemical Analtsis in its Applications to the Stoae Indusiey.—
By M. Feltz.

"We are induced to reproduce this clear and practical note

because it brings to our notice two instruments used in the sugar

industry of Germany—tbe saccharometer of Balling and the areo-

meter of Brix, with which it is worth whUe to become acquainted.

When it is wished to value the yield [of sugar] in a saccharine

substance, the ordinary process has been to determine first the

amount of crystallizable sugar it contains by the saccharometer.

Another weight of the saccharine substance is then burnt, and this

furnishes the quantity of ashes. These two known, the return is

calculated according to the saline method.

The saecharimetrical method does not require much time. The
weighing of a sample is easy and rapid, because there is no need to

weigh to a centigramme.*

It is not the same in the determination of the ash. Three-

quarters of an hour must be allowed for the incineration of solid

saccharine substances, and at least one hour and a-half for the

evaporation and incineration of a juice or a syrup with the neces-

sary care. Further, incineration, to be carried out with facility,

requires apparatus of particular nicety. For an easy method of

analysis in the factory it must therefore be renounced.

The saline method is founded on this principle—that the quan-

tity of molasses produced in the manufacture [of beet sugar] is

proportionate to the amount of salts existing in the saccharine

substance.

Another method practised for some time in German sugar

factories is based on this—that the quantity of molasses produced

is sensibly proportionate to the sum total of the foreign matters

contained in the substance, deduction made for the water and the

* 16 gr. 350 of pure sugar, combined with 100 cm. c. of pure water,

gives in Duboscq's instrument a rotation of 100°
;
therefore, 1 centigramme

will give the rotation of 0 06 c.—in fact, an inappreciable quantitj-.
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sugar. I shall speak particularly of this process, the result of

which is called the co-efficient ofpurity.

Balling graduated an areometer in such a manner, that each

degree marked on it corresponded to 1 per cent, in weight of pure

sugar dissolved in water. "WTien the areometer known in Germany

as Balling's saccharometer,* or Brix's areometer, marks, for

example, 15° in a solution of pure sugar, it signifies that in 100

parts of the solution there arc 15 of pure sugar.

Juice or syrup from the factory is always a solution of sugar and

foreign matters in water. "When Brix's areometer is plunged in

this solution, this instrument marks a certain number of degrees

corresponding both to the sugar and foreign matters in the solution.

If, now, by an observation on the polariscope, or by Barreswill's

(copper) method, it is determined how much pure sugar is contained

in the solution, it is easy to calculate the weight of the impurities.

Suppose that a sugar solution marked 15° on the areometer of

Brix, and that saooharimetrical observation indicates 1 2 per cent,

of sugar, to obtain the quantity of foreign matters which are found

in 100 parts in weight of the solution, it will be sufficient to

deduct 12 from 15. Thus, of 15 parts of solid matter, 12 are

sugar; on 100 parts there will be = 80 parts of sugar, and

the co-efiioient of purity of this solution is 80. We may remark

that by subtracting 15 from 100 we shall have the quantity of

water in the sugar liquid.

Thus, two determinations both quickly made are sufficient to

determine the sugar, the water, and the foreign matters. The

determination of the foreign matters is, however, not quite perfect.

"We have supposed that a degree of Balling or Brix corresponds

exactly to 1 per cent, of any substance whatever, which is not

strictly correct. It will be found that the weight of foreign sub-

stances'is always less than that indicated j but practically this is of

no importance. It is, besides, possible by a series of experiments to

determine the co-efficient of coiTection for the areometer in this

respect.

* M. Brix oorrooted tlie scale on Balling's instrument, and it is hia areo-

meter that is universally used in Germany.
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THE SYSTEM FOLLOWED AT BUEPENGAEY

PLANTATION.

LeITEE to "The QxiEElfSLANBEE.

"

This plantation is situated on the Burpengary Creek, about twenty-

five mUes north of Brisbane. It is the property of Mr. Nicholson.

Everything here is plain and simple, and, as you, Mr. Editor, your-

self expressed it, there is not a superfluous item about the place

—

we have only what we require. We have tried all methods of

planting here ; we now run out the plant furrows between eight

and ten inches deep, and plant at that. "When the sets are put in

deeper, and rain follows, the plants become sodden, and run much

risk of rotting. September is, in my opinion, the best month for

planting, whether the varieties be Bourbon or ribbon, both of

which are grown here. The Bourbon is the surest cane to grow,

and the quicker of the two, but the ribbon when well grown and

untouched by frost, yields a bright hard sugar, and more of it than

the Bourbon. To any sincere enquirer asking my advice, I would

say, plant ribbon cane, if no frost touches your land, but be certain

upon that point before you plant ribbon largely. The very best

way to learn is to put in a small quantity, and carefully notify the

results.

I find heavy black soil the best, everything considered, for cane

growing. The return from such land, when well cultivated,

should be fully a ton and a half of sugar to the acre. The land

must be, naturally or otherwise, well drained, which is a first con-

sideration in laying out land for a plantation. Stagnant water

must not hang about the cane roots, if we desire to make a heavy

crop, which wiU tell well in the boUing-house. I am also certain

that sugar planters must keep near the sea, and I prefer the

latitudes north of Brisbane.

In speaking of the manufacture of sugar, my information wiU

be confined to the system carried out at Burpengary plantation.
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wliich has been under my cai-e during tlie season just finished

[1869.

—

Ed.] The process foUo-wed here is known as the steam

process—all the clarifying and evaporating is done hy steam heat.

The apparatus was supplied from the Queensland foundry, and is

very complete, and does as much work as any miU of the same

capacity.

To understand the process, perhaps the best way would be to

describe the plant at the outset : the mill is all of iron, and placed

at one end of the boiling-house, at such an elevation that the

liquor runs by gravitation from the time it leaves the cane until it

reaches the coolers, through all the different stages. The shed or

boiling-house referred to is 85 feet by 22 feet. The mill rollers

are 2 feet long, 18 in. diameter; boilers (supplying steam for all

purposes), 25 horse-power
;
engine, 8 horse-power ; two clariflers,

each 320 gallons ; three evaporating or boiling pans, each 8 feet

3^ in. long, and 5 feet 1 in. broad, 12 in. deep, and with a flange

of 1 foot ; three coolers, each 8 feet by 4 feet 6 in. There is a 34
in. centrifugal, by Pettigrew, of Brisbane.

The cane carts are driven up to the mill, and the cane discharged

close to the hand of the feeder. The megass comes from the mill

at a sufScient height to fall into a cart or barrow, and is at once

carried away. The liquor mns into the clariflers, to which steam

heat has been applied ; the temperature of the liquor is raised here

to 180° Faht., and then temper is applied in the form of one i- pint

of bi-sulphite of lime and a small portion of common lime, in

proportion to the condition of the liquor. When the matters in

the liquor have properly subsided or floated to the top, which
different substances do when the temper is thoroughly stirred in,

the liquor in the clai-ifier is then comparatively clear and of a pale

brown color. It is run into the evaporators, heated by coils of

steam pipes, and there boiled up to about 236° Paht., and until it

"marbles," as the sugar boilers express the signs evident upon the

syrup as it becomes ready for granulating. The steam is then

shut off, and the syrup is run from the evaporators to the coolers,

where it granulates. As one clarifier is filled, the liquor from the

mill is run into the other—from the clariflers to the evaporators
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until the -whole apparatus is at fuU work. When the sugar has

granulated in the coolers, it is lifted out in buckets (it is then a

heavy wet mass) and poured into the centrifugal, from which it

comes in a few minutes dry sugar. It is then lifted to the packing

table, put up in 70 lb. bags and sent to market. I think the whole

operation of sugar 'making is now described, and I will conclude

with a few words concerning the results of the steam boiling pro-

cess just referred to.

The entire apparatus works admirably, and gave us, in a full

working day of ten hours, as near to a ton of sugar as need be

;

that is an average day's work when good sound canes were passing

through the mill. The steam which gives the heat passes through

coils of iron pipes lying at the bottom of the evaporating vessels,

and the power thus supplied is highly satisfactory and effective, as

evidenced by the work turned out from the Burpengary null.

Here the services of a practical boUer were available for but one

day. For some days following Mr. Nicholson took charge of the

boiling himself, and he then handed the works over to Mr. J.

Ballinger, who had no farther instruction than that given by Mr.

Nicholson. Mr. J. BaUinger boiled during the remainder of the

season, the machinery being under the care of Mr. "W. E. Burrell.

The season being late before our works approached completion, we

were anxious to begin, and commenced before the appliances were

in fuU working order, The natural consequences followed—^many

obstacles met us
;
but, novices as we were, the result gave over

twenty tons of sugar ; not a fine white article, it is true, but the

description of sugar which was wanted at the time in this market.

"With a pair of Nottingham centrifugals, additional coolers, and

apace for curing and packing, we can turn out 1J tons each fair

working day. The molasses made during the season was 5000

gallons.

Charles BALLraoEn.

JSurpen^ary, March, 1870.
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DIFFUSION PEOCESS IN AUSTKALIA.

It appears from The Sugar Cane in Australia tliat a modification

of the diffusion process has been patented in Queensland, by Mr.

E. F. Hart, wbo erected a factory in 1868 in South Brisbane, the

variation in his process from that used in the Aska sugar works,

India, is that Mr. Hart uses steam, before -water is added to his

sliced canes. He claims for his system the following advantages :

—

1st.—Extraction of all the saccharine matter from the cane.

2nd.—Saving of labour in extracting the juice.

3rd,—Reduction in the cost of plant and in the cost ef

production of sugar.

"The canes are cut into slices from J to in. in thickness, by a

machine like an ordinary chaff cutter. The sliced canes are at

once placed in vats, and the rest of the process is carried out in the

foUowing manner :

—

Five vats are arranged one above another, each vat being hung on

centres, through which steam is introduced by a pipe connected

with a steam boiler. The steam pipe first passes through a tank

or reservoir of water above the range of vats, for the purpose of

heating the water in the tank. The process of extraction is com-

menced by steaming the cane in the npper vat for about ten

minutes; the vat is then filled up with water from the tank,above-

mentioned, and after being boiled for twenty minutes, the liquor,

which is then highly charged with saccharine matter, is run down

into vat No. 2, which in the meantime has been steamed. The

process is thus continued through the five vats, until each has in

its turn been subjected to the operation five times; thus, after the

lowest, or No. 5 vat, has been emptied, the liquor marks from 5 to

8 degrees of the saccharometer, according to the strength of the

canes. The refuse or megass left is perfectly tasteless. The con-

tents of the vats are then canted over into a truck and carried off,

to feed stock, or manure the land, for either of which purposes it

is said to be better adapted than ordinary megass. The liquor at

Mr, Hart's factory was ^tempered and evaporated in an ordinary
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open fire battery ; but steam boiling
]
could be adopted. The

evaporation took a somewhat longer time than ordinary cane liquor,

as the excess of -water used for extracting the juice had to be

evaporated. But this excess ought not to he more than 10 to 15 per

cent. This appears to he the only disadvantage. The result Tras a

fair yeUow ration sugar which granulated rapidly. The molasses

remaining after draining the sugar was small in proportion and

superior in quality to that procured by the crushing process.

It has been found that, by subjecting the cane to the action of

steam, for the purpose of extracting the juice, that most of the

chemical ^ingredients found detrimeatal to the production of good

sugar are left in the refuse. Mr. Hart made several experiments

with his process, and found that one ton of Bourbon cane, nine

months old, yielded six per cent, of cured sugar ; the canes used

were second crop, or ratoons, grown on light sandy soU. The

density of juice in this case was 8° Beaume. From 220 lbs. of

Bourbon cane, twelve months old, density 10°, he got 23 lbs. of

fine ration sugar. Several other samples of cane were tested with

equally satisfactory results, the sugar being of large bright grain,

very sweet, and free from any unpleasant flavor.

Mr. Hart claims that by the extraction process he obtains all the

saccharine matter of the cane. In dry seasons when the canes

contain much sugar and less sap in proportion, his process is

equally effective, and saves much of the sugar held by ordinary

megass."

BARBADOES: ITS EESOUECES AND ADVANTAGES.

A PLAifTER in Barhadoes, writing to the editor of the West Indian)

of the date of 11th Nov., observes that the absence of any news

either from the seat of war or of local importance, has led him to

think over the chief resources and advantages of the island, which

he says has been almost ruined by the drought of the past two

years. The principal advantages he considers to be—the redundant
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labour population ; the level surface, wliicli facilitates the making

of good roads through the island, and which is so generally covered

with soil that almost every acre can be cultivated
;

lastly, a good

supply of water, both superficial and in the deeper strata. He
adds that there is abundance of stone for building, and of lime-

stone ; marl rich in phosphate, and clay not merely of use for

brick-making, but also of great value in certain soils for retaining

moisture in times of drought ; and that there is naturally a perfect

system of drainage throughout the island—or rather, we should

say the facility for making the system of drainage perfect—by
means of the guUies which open out to the sea, and the fissures in

the coral rock.

" A Planter " has certainly been well employed in thinking over

the advantages and resources of the island, and whether the best

use is made of them : the result of such considerations may usefully

supply the place in the local papers of news from the seat of war,

or events of local importance. He has first turned his attention to

the labouring population, his letter on which subject we transfer

to our pages nearly verbatim.

OfB LABOTOIJfa PoPFIATIOH'.

" Without an ample and continuous supply of manual laboui',

the most fertile and advantageously situated land is of no value.

'
' Having obtained land, the first thing to be done is to get a

suflicient supply of labour, and we are among the most fortunate of

mankind that we have an' ample supply already living on our soil.

That we possess a fine peasantry no one can deny
;
thoy are strong,

hardy, accustomed to privations, with well-developed figures, suf-

ficiently docUe, and easily controlled; these are their chief character-

istics. That they are left too much to their natural ignorance and

capricious whims is much to be regretted ; with better discipline they

would be more valuable as labourers, more comfortable in their

habitations, and better off. I should not wish to see their personal

liberty in any way interfered with
;
they should be free to go and

live where they please, but they should be compelled to respect the

lives and property of other persons, which is not the case at present.
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as they generally manage to evade our laws, wliicli are often vague

and feebly administered. Their good health and cheerful disposi-

tion is truly wonderful, and seem to carry them through all their

troubles, and coupled with cheap native and imported provisions,

and a salubrious climate, are the principal causes of their increasing

so much by births. At the time of the emancipation of the slaves

they were about 80,000, while the white and free population was

about 20,000; at the present time the population is about 180,000,

the whites not being supposed to have materially increased.

Their love of Barbadoes is very strong. Most of those who

emigrate return again to their native country. Many purchase

houses and lands with the money they have earned abroad, though

for the most part they return ruined in health and poorer than

they left us. But their love of country should not be too strongly

counted on. High wages have already tempted some of our best

labourers to emigrate; and we must expect as neighbouring colonies

become better known, more cultivated, more healthy, and have

greater command of capital, that the competition for labour will

become much keener in our market. The greatest ambition

amongst our people is to own a plot of land, and where they have not

the necessary means for that, to rent. About the period of eman-

cipation it was thought good poHoy to rent out a good deal of

land on our estates, chiefly for a labour rent, a days labour [per

week ?] being generally given for one half acre, and no doubt it had

a great effect in settling down our labourers to the soil. But of late

years a great part of their lands has been taken up by estates,

and the labourers turned off. The village system has sprung up

everywhere. That this system wiU tend to render Barbadoes less

attractive to our labourers there can be no doubt. They become

now careless of themselves, more insolent, and retrograde very

much in manners and morals. It may be said in favour of estates

cultivating most of their own lands, that the land is turned to

better account and produces more sugar, that the labourers often

lacked the capital and industry necessary to work advanta-

geously, and have too short a tenure to give them confidence in

making any improvement to the soil."
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We agree with "A Planter" in his conclusions : the obtaining

of a few more hogsheads of sugar from an estate is dearly pur-

chased, at the risk of rendering the labourers less contented.

Contrasting the position of Barbadoes -with that of many colonies,

where labour is only attainable by the immigration system,

planters there will do weU to conserve the advantages they possess

even at some apparent sacrifice, by doing all they can to render

these laboiu'crs orderly and contented, and nothing is more likely

to do this than giving them an interest in the soU.

CHAECOAL riLTEES EOE A SUGAE-HOUSE.

{From The Arlizan.)

HAVEfG, by means of defecation in the clariflers, obtained a com-

paratively clear and neutral liquor, it now becomes a question

whether the water shall be at once evaporated, without endeavour-

ing, except by the mechanical process of boiling, to increase the

purity of the juice, or whether it is worth while to carry the

process of clarification still further. As regards this question, a

great deal must be left to the judgment of the manager or proprietor

of the sugar-house. In some cases the canes may be so good, and

the clarification performed so thoroughly, that by means of some

one of the evaporating apparatus to be hereafter described, a first-

class grocery sugar may be obtained. In other cases, although

equal care may have been exercised, the juice when evaporated

will yield but a small proportion of sugar of an inferior colour,

and a large quantity of molasses. This latter result is probably

owing to the large quantity of albumen and mineral salts held in

solution, as it is usually found that the juice of "plant" canes,

which from their vigorous growth naturally absorb a larger propor-

tion of mineral salts, is more difficult to manipulate than the juice

from "ratoons."

There have been various methods proposed for the further

clarification of the liquor by means of filtration. The first plan
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•was, we believe, to filter it through beds of coarse sand and

shingle, the idea being most likely taken from the filtering beds of

waterworks
;
but, as might have been expected, it was soon aban-

doned. Another method has been extensively adopted, viz.,

filtering through bag filters; but this again, though useful to a

certain extent, is entirely a mechanical process, and is by no means

perfect even for that purpose. The only filter that will meet the

requirements satisfactorily is undoubtedly the well-known animal

charcoal filter, as it not only purifies the liquor mechanically, but

also absorbs or decomposes nearly all the deleterious compounds

held in solution. As we are now treating upon the manufacture

of a good saleable, but unrefined sugar, we are not going to propose

a complete system of charcoal filtration. That, indeed, is more

advantageously carried on at a later stage in the manufacture ; but

we feel convinced that a somewhat rough and ready filtration

through animal charcoal at this stage of the manufacture greatly

increases both the yield and the quality of the sugar.

A charcoal filter suitable for this purpose consists of a galvanised

wrought-iron pan, about 12 feet long by 4 feet wide, and 4 feet

deep, slightly tapered at the sides. A false bottom, consisting of

stout wire gauze or a perforated plate, stiffened by means of cross

stretchers, is placed about six inches from the bottom, and covered

with a coarse blanket, or other suitable material. Upon this is

evenly distributed the animal charcoal, previously moistened with

soft water, to within about seven or eight inches of the top of the

pan. A sheet of fine wire gauze is then placed upon the top of

the charcoal, and the whole covered with a cloth of the same

material from which filter bags are usually made. An air tube

with an open top, which runs up a short distance above the pan,

is provided for the purpose of allowing the escape of the air

enclosed between the two bottoms ; a cock for drawing off the

filtered liquor being situated at the other end of the pan. The

charcoal should not be too fine, or the liquor will not run through

quickly enough. The depth of charcoal recommended is not

suflcient to remove all the colour from the liquor, but, as before

remarked, is only intended to remove a sufficient amount of colour
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to give a first-class grocery sugar, and also to free the liquor from

most, if not aU, of its impurities. As far as we can judge, this

process wUl also prevent the occurrence of that disgusting insect,

the aearus, or sugar louse, which compels many people to use

refined sugar instead of the far superior flavoured sugar direct

from the mill. Amongst other properties possessed by animal

charcoal may be mentioned the neutralisation of any acid that may
still remain in the juice through the agency of the calcic carbonate

contained therein.

SUGAR CULTURE IN LOUISIANA.

(From the '\Trelav>ny, "J Jamaica.

A coEEESPONDENT has Written us in reference to our article upon

this subject, published in the Trelawny" of the 20th ult. He
remarks, "The yield, as you say, is nothing extraordinary—

a

little over a ton of sugar for an acre of plants. But how is the

great profit derived ? I cannot mate it out. Giving £20 per ton

for sugar, and £8 8s. per puncheon for molasses—fuU prices I

should think—I cannot make the profit more than 9,417 dols.

instead of 25,282 dols."

The statement, which we took from the Sugar Cam (Sep. No.,

p. 516) and is contained in an article communicated byA. N. "Wallace

of New York, from the direct information of the proprietor, set

forth, that on an estate of 92 acres of plant canes and 82 acres of

com—the total expenses in cultivation, manufacture, and other

incidents, amounted to the sum of 6,938 dols.

and that the gross proceeds of the crop realized 32,221 ,,

Showing a net profit of 25,283 ,,

"We took the statement as it stood; but our correspondent on

analysing it can find no warrant for such an extraordinary result.
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Thus taking the crop at 193 casks of sugar at 1200 lbs., equal to

103i tons, say at £20, would give £2070 0 0

143 punch, molasses, at £8 8s 1202 17 6

Total £3272 17 6

which, converted into doUai-s, gives 16,355 dols.

Deduct expenses 6,938 ,,

Shows a profit of 9,417 ,,

in place of the 25,282 dollars stated in the report—being a dif-

ference of no less than 15,815 dollars. True, nothing is said of

the corn crop ; but unless we can suppose that the proceeds thereof

far exceeded those realized by the sugar cultivation—a very im-

probable circumstance ;—a ninth part, or 1000 doUars, being the

more likely return, there certainly appears on the face of this

statement, an exaggeration of at least 14,000 dollars.

"We tiTist that the Editor of The Sugar Cane, to whom we shall

transmit a copy of our paper, wiU endeavour to explain how this

inconsistency arises ; for while we perfectly agree with him as to

the value of statistics in general, it is at the same time requisite

for any useful purpose that they should be strictly trustworthy.

"VVe have pleasure in inserting the above from The Trelawny, and

quite agree with the conclusion that statistics to be of use should

be strictly trustworthy.

The Editor of The Trelawny will no doubt have observed on our

first page that the writers alone are responsible for their state-

ments. Perhaps our contributor, when this number of The Sugar

Cane reaches him, may be able to explain the matter fuUy. In

the meantime we may observe that, according to Horace Greely,

"though the taxes on foreign made sugars in the United States

were imposed for revenue merely, their effect has been none the

less rapidly to revive and generously to recompense the cane sugar

culture in Louisiana," in other words, the sugar planters of America

enjoy a protection of such an amount as materially to increase

the value of their sugars
;
consequently £20 per ton was much too

low a value for your correspondent to take as a fair average.
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HOW GOOD CANES AEE MADE.

(From The Sugar Cane in Australia).

Pew men of the present day have gone more earnestly into any

investigation of the necessary conditions for the production of good

sugar cane than Dr. John Shier, of Demerara. He has published

many evidences of his enquiries into the peculiarities of the cane,

not only going into elaborate analyses himself, but securing the

services of Professor Johnston, and other able chemists. Of the

talents of such men we have the opportunity to avail ourselves,

and intend doing so, partly that we may become acquainted with

cane growing and sugar making in other countries, and partly

because the facts submitted by Dr. Shier to the planters of the

"West Indies suit us admirably. Eirst, we have an analysis of

three portions of soil taken from a cane field : No. 1 is the surface

soil ; No. 2 from the bottom level of the cane holes ; No. 3 the

subsoU. :

—

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3.

11-05 8-14 5-10

0-27 0-21 0-61

8-56 10.20 11-85

12-76 8-31 5-76

12-76 8-31 6-76

0-84 0-33 0-39

0-24 trace trace

Insoluble, silicious, and aluminous matter

.

60-44 70-12 47-74

100-47 99-86 100-37

"We observe here that the surface soU contains eleven per cent,

of organic matter ; the second, eight per cent. ; and the third,

five per cent. ; all of them large proportions, but the first especially

so. Now, this might be safely considered as a very fair sample of

a large proportion of our rich, heavy bottoms—lands no doubt the

most difficult to manage, but when properly managed capable of

yielding large returns. Of the proportions of organic matters in

different soils, Professor Johnston teUs us, in his lectures, p. 337 :

"All soils capable of profitable cultivation contain organic matter

in a greater or less degree. In the best soils the organic matter
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does not average 5 per cent., and rarely exceeds ten or twelve. Good

wlieat soils contain in general from four to eight per cent., and if

very stiff and clayey, from ten to twelve per cent, may occasionally

be detected." Again, at p. 229, he tells us:—" In the soil the

vegetable matter is continually undergoing decay; various sub-

stances are produced in greater or less quantity, some solid, some

liquid, and some gaseous, but all of them, some by one road some

by another, hastening to that final condition which sooner or later

they are all destined to reach
;
when, in the form of carbonic acid

gas and water, they shall be in a condition to minister again to the

nourishment of all plants," which, as is well known, absorb

carbonic acid, retain the carbon, and restore the oxygen of which

it is composed to the atmosphere. In the meantime, we learn, at

p. 585, that organic matter exists in the soil in five different states,

one of which is what is called the inert state, when spontaneous

decay ceases to be observed. Again, in the next page, we are told

that " in dry air decomposition is exceedingly slow, and the

changes which dry organic substances undergo in it are often

scarcely perceptible." Now, as our atmosphere is often very dry,

and our soil unfortunately more so, not only from want of rain and

moisture in the air, but from its imperviousness to air and water,

we may assume that much of the large proportion of organic matter

found in our soils is in an inert state—its conversion into carbonic

acid is slow ; it is, therefore, not benefitting our crops. How are

we to remedy this state of things ? How to turn to useful account

the valuable material which abounds in our fields, and of which

there cannot well be too much, provided it be kept in a transition

state—a state of rapid decay—a state of conversion into carbonic

acid? First and foremost it is answered, By the admission of air

and water to free contact with it. The joint action of air and

water, and the tendency of the elements of the organic matter to

enter into new combinations, cause now changes to succeed each

other in rapid succession. How shall we effect this desirable

object—by subsoil ploughing; by the introduction of drains,

where admissible. It would be folly to attempt to point out a

plan of management which should be equally applicable to light
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and heavy soil. It is very true ttat we have much land of tho

lightest description, but we have much that is heavy, and which

would be immensely benefitted by drainage. The land from which

the sample analysed is taken is of the number. It contains a

large proportion of alumina, the base of clay. Not that it is on

that account the less valuable, for even pure clayey soils contain

within themselves aU the elements necessary for fertility; they

only require the more pains to subject them to the action of the

air, and none is so eflcacious as that of drainingr

We very much wish that we could dispossess ourselves of tho

idea that drains are only intended to carry off water. This is no

doubt one of their chief uses where there is a superabundance of

water, but is scarcely a less benefit that, when deep (two-and-a-

half or three feet) below tho surface, they promote the circulation

of water, and also of air—a matter of the most vital importance

—

and so carry both to a depth and extent which cannot possibly

occur in undrained land. Just consider whether this is not

reasonable ; or wo may put it to the test of experiment :
" Take a

tub ; fill the bottom to the depth of a foot with clay, and ram it

into a uniform mass, such as is found beneath many of our culti-

vated lands ; then place on it a few inches of loose soil ; then poux

water on it, and see how much it will take up before the upper

soil is saturated and inundated
;
then, when this is evaporated, as

it soon will bo, examine the clay, and see how much more moisture

it contains than it did before the watering. It will not be much.

Now take up your clay, break it up, expose it freely to tho air,

re-place it loosely in the tub as before, with the covering of mould,

and observe the quantity of water which it will receive before the

mould is inundated ; and then, lastly, examine and see how much

moisture your under-stratum of clay will now contain as a store

for the necessities of the plants which might be growing above.

AVe doubt not you wiU find it abundantly larger than in the other

case, and then you will no longer be inclined to disbelieve, or

unable to understand, the assertion of the highest authorities, who

tell us that land duly drained retains its moisture and its verdure

longer than other land, and this is a fact so generally knoATO that it
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hardly needed the proof -n-hich has lately been afforded on a large

scale amongst the fens of Lincolnshire. When these were first

improved by drainage, some years ago, it was thought advisable to

be cautious, and not to injure the pasturage by lowering the level

of the water too much ; but as science advanced, this apprehension

diminished, and it was thought desirable to lower the level further

in accordancewith the mostrecentrecommendations of scientific men.
Well, the effect has been materially to increase the yielding and
sustaining powers of that land in summer." In fact, the effect of

drains is to deepen the soU ; and who will doubt that a deep soil

contains more moisture than a shallow one placed upon an im^
pervious clay ? Any matter will only hold a definite quantity of
moisture, according to the state in which it happens to be at the

time. Por instance, if a sponge is compressed, it wiU only take up
a small quantity of water, but if it be aUowed to swell—in other
words, to become porous—it will take up a gi-eat deal. To vary
the illustration, fiU a linen bag very tightly with sponge ; then
put it into a deep tray or basin, pour water over it, and observe

how much water the sponge will take up. Of course, after it is

filled, the water that you continue to pour over it wiU run away
to waste. jNW release the sponge from its confinement in the
bag, and make holes in the bottom of your tray ; then pour water
over the sponge again, and now you wiU find that it will take up
much more water, and retain it too, though the superfluous water
will now run out through the holes in the tray, instead of fiUing

the tray and running over the top. The case is just the same with
the soil and the drains ; the latter carry off thi'ough the former the
water which it could not retain, whilst there are these immense
advantages in addition—the soil is washed from deleterious matters,

and the air is admitted along with the water in wet weather, by
itself in dry seasons

; in either case acting most beneficially upon
the materials of the soU."

In considering the advantage to be derived from the breaking up
and pulverization of the soil, it would be well that we should
remember that the goodness of bodies as conductors appears in a

measure to depend upon their density. "When bodies are
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arranged into sets," says Professor Thompson, "wo may lay it

down as a general rule that the densest set conducts at the greatest

rate." It follows from this that an unbroken and dense soil will

receive a larger amount of heat from the sun than that which, by

pulverization, has been rendered more porous—^the fact being that

it is to the presence of air ia the pores of the last soil that this is

attributable, air being a very bad conductor of heat. Again,

accordiag to the actual experiments of Schubler, the denser soils

retain their warmth for the longest period when the sun goes

down. This may be attributed, in part, to the greater amount of

heat previously absorbed, and partly to the circumstance that the

radiation of heat from bodies appears to diminish with the increase

of their density. This may be deduced from the experiments of

Count Rumford, who found that having enclosed a thermometer

in a tube and bulb, with an inch vacant space between the two,

when into this space sixteen grains of Eider down were diffused,

it took 576 seconds for the escape of 135 degs. of heat from the

thermometer, but when the quantity of down compressed within

the same space was increased to sixty-four grains, it required 1472

seconds for the escape of only sixty degs. of heat. These are the

results of scientific enquiries, but the same thing is obvious to our

senses. "We all know how strongly the heat of the sun penetrates

through a roofing of boards ; but if we were to plane the same

boards up into shavings, and secure them on the rafters, very much

less heat would penetrate. As we cannot do that, we use thatch,

which is only another form of woody fibre in a state of subdivision.

If we wish to preserve a lump of ice, we do not put it into a box

of compact materials, but we wrap it up in flannel, which, being

of a porous nature, prevents the heat from penetrating to the ice.

So it naturally follows that if we would prevent the heat of the

sun from penetrating the mass of earth and injuring tlie roots of

our crops, we should keep it well pulverized—carrying out, in

fact, to its full extent, the very system we pursue in giving it a

covering of cane, trash, or loose thatch. We have already pointed

out that there would accrue an equal amount of advantage in the

greater quantity of water which would penetrate such a porous
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mass. But further, since the more porous soils cool the quickest,

as we have seen upon Schubler's authority, they will obtain the

largest share of dew, for this always falls upon different surfaces

in proportion to the rapidity of their cooling—the cooling of the

surface being, in fact, the cause of the deposition of the moisture

which the interjacent air had contained. Another great advantage

remains to be noticed, as following the pulverization of the soil

—

viz., the diminished liability of the soil to crack in dry seasons, a

process which must of course greatly injure the plants by com-

pressing some roots within the hard masses, and exposing others to

the scorching air.

The subject of drainage is of such incalculable importance that

we cannot omit to adduce here the testimony of one of the best and

most experienced of English agriculturists, and that the more

readily because we know how apt men are to set lightly by the

opinions of mere theorists. Now Mr. Morton, from whose valuable

work on soils we are about to quote a few passages, is no closet

philosopher ; he is and has long been in practice as an agriculturist

—scientific indeed, yet practical. Indeed, we may say that his

writings are far more valuable when they are purely practical than

when they are scientific. We cannot too strongly recommend all

who would be good planters to read his work, though they must

be prepared to find that a large proportion of it is not in any way

applicable to our agriculture. "What is so—^viz., the general

principles, and especially those which relate to drainage and tillage

—they wiU find worth studying. "We might almost quote at

random from these parts ;
indeed, it is hard to make a selection

where one sentence is hardly less valuable than another, and shall

begin with the sentence which is the last we have marked :

—

" Complete or perfect drainage is the foundation of all improve-

ments in husbandry; it should, therefore, be the first step we take

in attempting to improve or ameliorate the soU." "Perfect

drainage and deep ploughing is the true principle of giving to the

BoU an increased fertility
;
by this means the plants are enabled

readily push their roots further and deeper in search of food, which

they obtain of a more healthy kind than when the soil is imper-

c
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fectly drained and ploughed shallow. If the soil on a retentive

subsoil he only pulverized to the depth of the furrow slice, in

continued wet weather it soon gets into a state unfit for vegetation,

and when it again becomes dry it is as hard as a mass of bricks

ready for the kiln." " But when the soil is artificially deepened

by deep ploughing, and the subsoil is also made porous to a much

greater depth by the subsoil-plough, the rain gradually sinks

down to the whole depth of the porous substratum, and from

thence to the furrow di-ains, and in time of great drought the

deep-moved ground will hold, by capillary attraction, a much greater

supply of moisture for the nourishment of plants." " "WTien the

particles of earth which compose the soil are separated from each

other, or well pulverized, it holds the greatest quantity of free or

available moisture, and readily transmits it to the plants which are

growing in it ; but when the particles of earth are closely packed

together, like new-made bricks, it neither can receive moisture nor

will it give out that which it already possesses." The productive-

ness of any soil, we think, depends principally on its natural or

artificial capability of retaining or transmitting its moisture, the

vehicle at least by which the nourishment is conveyed to plants

;

the soil whose constituent parts are best adapted for retaining a

sufiicient supply and transmitting a proper portion in very dry

weather to the plants growing in it, without holding it in injurious

quantities in the time of very wet weather, is possessed of the

principle of vegetation, and wUl be found of the most productive

nature." " The too tenacious clay soils must be made artificially

friable (by drainage and the admixture of marls, sand, &c.), and

kept so, and be pulverized and mechanically altered before we can

expect them to become productive. UntU this is done such soils

resist effectually the enriching influence of rains and dews, which

merely fall on their surface, and either run off or lie there without

penetrating into them. The sun and wind also may beat on them

and blow over them, but they can never waken up the dormant

energy that lies within
;
they only by their repeated attacks dry

and harden the surface, crack it into irregular portions, and more

firmly lock up any languid and dormant principles of vegetable life
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that may be within the mass." " "When clay is in excess, it is

remedied by the application of sand, chalk, marl, or burned clay,

light unfermented manures, and perfect pulverization, to make the

soil friable. None of these applications, however, wUl have the

desired effect, unless there be first a perfect subsoil drainage of aU.

superfluous moisture, conjoined with perfect tillage." We might

multiply quotations from Mr. Morton's work, did space permit, but

as it does not, we must again beg that it may be remembered that

these are the words of a man daily occupied in the practice of

agriculture. And let it not be supposed that in England dry

seasons do not form an important item of consideration. In many

districts cattle suffer and die from the failure, through drought, of

the hay harvest—an event quite as bad to them as our loss from

drowned canes.

And here we may remark upon another feature of the soils

analysed, which requires considerable attention. They contain a

large proportion of the oxide of iron. "\Ye doubt not that much

of our land does the same, for there is nothing ferruginous in the

character of the neighbourhood from which the soils were taken.

Now this oxide of iron, when present in excess, is very prejudicial

to vegetation—roots avoid contact with it as much as possible

;

therefore, as it exists in greater abundance the lower we go in the

ground, this is an additional reason why the roots of our plants

cannot get down out of reach of the burning sun. Professor

Johnston, in his valuable Catechism of Agricultural Chemistry,

instances that in a particular locality in Scotland, certain crops

generally fail every year at the time when the roots get down to

the iron in the substratum. Is this an irremediable evU ? By no

means ; drain the land, and the water, which, falling on the surface,

descends through the soil and finds exit by the drains, will carry

with it a large quantity of this deleterious agent
;
but, moreover,

the water, and still more the air, which is thus made to circulate

—

or rather the two conjoined—wiU communicate to the iron an

extra quantity of the oxygen which is a constituent of both,

and this wiU convert it into a peroxide of iron, which

is a promoter of vegetation, as we see in the fine red soils.
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to which it gives its color as well as its fertility. These facts are

well known, but we feel particularly glad to be able here to refer

to a late lecture, in which they were restated to as enlightened an

audience as could well be drawn together—the Mite of the Eoyal

Agricultural Society, including the Duke ofEichmond, the Marquis

of Northampton, Lord Spencer, and other noblemen. Professors

Buckland, Daubeney, and Porbes, with Messrs. Pusey, Chadwick,

and others. "We mention these names in order that it may be seen

that we are not inviting our readers to a waste of time or trouble

in asking them to study these matters. In this lecture at the

Eoyal Institution, Professor Playfair observes:—"Irom exists in

nature in two forms : that of the protoxide (or briefly oxide), being

one proportion of oxygen and one of iron combined ; and that of

peroxide, with two proportions of iron and three of oxygen

—

i.e.,

half as much more oxygen than in the first compound. The foi-mer

is injurious to vegetation and animal life ; the latter beneficial and

necessary. The protoxide, however, can be converted into the

peroxide by the absoi-ption of oxygen from the air. The farmer

can effect the change of the deleterious agent into the beneficial by
the adoption of the subsoil plough and the drain, which allow of

the access of air."

After adverting to various points connected with the soils

analysed, Professor Johnston says :—" If these soUs were anywhere

in England, I should say the first thing to be done with them
would be to put in drains ; this would make them more free, admit

of their being subsoiled and ultimately trenched with advantage,

and also allow the percolating rains to wash out some of the oxide

of iron from the subsoil, which seems to have accumulated there to

a considerable extent. If I wore myself in the colony, I would tiy

the same system of thorough di-ainage for the culture of the cane

as we do at home for the culture of com. The depth to which the

cane roots would go would compensate for any additional drought

to which the drains might be supposed likely to give rise, and

would, no doubt, in a great measure, do away with the falling of

the cane complained of. But if di-aining be not attempted, you
ask. Ought the laud to be subsoiled, stirred, and opened

—

i.e., vrith
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tlie subsoil plougt ? Certainly it ought, though, its efifects, -where

draias are not previously established, mil neither be so great nor so

permanent. The subsoil mil run together and close again, and the

oxide of iron mU. stiU remain beneath the roots, forbidding their

farther descent. It might be advisable even now to bring up to the

surface small quantities of the subsoil cautiously ; but thoroughly

to improve it, I would drain, lime, and subsoil, and after a few

years I would plough deep and bring up a portion of the subsoil."

In answer to some further inquires, he says:—"Tou will, I think,

never find out the true value of your estates until you secure the

effectual deepening and opening of your soils by previous draining."

"We have now examined the various processes by which good

cane is made in the field, and also the necessary conditions of the

soil for making good cane. The next part of this work, detailing

the experience of Australian cane growers and sugar makers,

deserves the very best attention of the enquirer.

USE OF HYDRATE OP ALUMII^A FOR THE
CLARIFICATION OF SUGAR SOLUTIONS.

(From La Sucrerie Indigene.)

Up to the present time the known means for the clarification of

sugar solutions are found not to have fulfilled their object when
these are submitted to the test of optical examination. This has

notably of late years had the effect of sending on to the market

a larger and larger quantity of raw sugar, the solution of which

can only be clarified with great difficulty, or appears incompletely

so, when examined by the polariscope. It seems as though the

cause should be attributed to the processes of which use has been

made for the solution, or to the juices being too much neutralized.

This is especially the case with the white products, which, polarizing

well, are not affected by acetate of lead, and do not need particular
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clarification, but present a turbid appearance, and give after filtra-

tion a solution which is not white, but which may be called opal.

These sugars, like many others, which resist clarification by

solutions of which lead is the base, may frequently, by the addition

of tannic acid, of which M. Scheibler discovered the utility many
years since, be brought [to such a state that with acetate of lead

they will yield a precipitate, and after filtration a clear liquid*

But since new species of tannic acid have been introduced, which

possess the property of left-handed polarization, this new method

is equally become defective. It foUows that another means of the

proper clarification of the sugars merits being received with wel-

come.

M. Scheibler advises in this case, where it is less a question of

change of colour than of transparency in a sugar solution, to employ

hydrate of alumina, by which he has recently obtained remarkable

results. M. Albert Langen, of Cologne, has made numerous experi-

ments on this question, at the Berlin Laboratory, which have shown

that the use of hydrate of alumina is convenient and safe in the

case of a turbid liquid, and is without action on the polarisoope.

As to the manufacture of hydrate of alumina, it is best to prepare

it by the ordinary method, in quantity, that is in sufficient quantity

that it wiU serve for numerous researches. To a solution of sulphate

of alumina, or alum not too concentrated, is added an excess of

caustic ammonia. The precipitate formed is left to settle ; it is

then decanted, or better, the liquid floating above it is drawn off

with a siphon, and the precipitate is washed until all trace of the

salts of ammonia^have disappeared, and also until red litmus paper

applied ceases to turn blue. There then remains a quantity of

pulp of hydrate of alumina, which is kept in a well stoppered

vessel. Then place in a small flask of 50 cubic centimetres,

13-024 grammes of sugar to be clarified ; add by the aid of a pipette,

tapering to the point, 3 to 5 c. c. at the most, according to the

density, of a solution prepared of the hydrate of alumina, shake

and then filter. By proceeding thus, a liquid extraordinaxily clear

and transparent is always obtained, partially changed in colour and

suitable for the polariscope.
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To estimate the diminution of volume which results from the

introduction of a solid body and renders needful the use of a small

flask of 50 c. c, evaporate 10 c. c, of the same hydrate of

alumina, slightly heat the residue and weigh it. M. Langen

ohtained thus 0'2 grammes of alumina, and as the specific gravity

of this is 4-15, it follows that the alumina contaiued in. 10 c.c. of

pulp only occupies the space of 0-048 c. c. But as it appears in

the ahove researches that only 3 to 5 c. c. at most ought to be used,

the diminution of the capacity of the small flask cannot be more

than 0-015 or 0-025 c. c, that is to say an iasignificant figure.

Thus if it has a fault, it is within the limits of the errors to which

observations of all kinds are habitually subject.

THE CONTINENTAL BEET SUGAR CROP.

(From LicMs Monthly Circular.)

The beginning of November was very wet, and in con-

sequence, the beet harvest was much delayed; but later,

particularly in the second half of the month, there was some fine

autumnal weather, so that not only the other field labour which

was at a standstill but also the harvesting of the beets could be

finished by the end of the month, before the coming of the frost

and snow.

Accordingtothe declaration of theestimatesto the present time. 111

sugar factories situate in various districts in Germany have worked

up 109,295 tons of beets, against 96,305 tons at the same period

last year. From these (somewhat more than a third of the working

sugar factories in the Zollverein) we may estimate an increase of

13J per cent, in quantity over last season, and reckoning the new

factories, of 15 per cent. ;
but, of course, from these figures we can

draw no m-^«m conclusion as to the whole. But joined with the

accepted matter of fact that the beets generally are supeiior both
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in quantity and quality, so that, at the beginning, we estimated an

increase of 10 per cent, of sugar in the ZollvereLn, and later, of 15

per cent. ; we now estimate that 300,000 tons more beets wiU be

worked up, and 25,000 tons more sugar produced.

The fineness of the root and the facility of its working are

generally satisfactory, although here and there we have heard

complaints that the recent growth of the beets, in consequence of the

long continuance of mild weather, justifies some forebodings.

Prom the other beet sugar producing countries, except Russia,

the latest accounts both as to quantity and quality are favourable
;

even from France itself, we hear that the manufacture, especially

in the department of L'Aisne, is making good progress, and

reckoning the increase of quantity and yield in the northern

departments at 15 to 20 per cent, more than last year, whilst the

number of the factories, which from want of coal and other

grounds are not at work, is small, considering, also, the large

amount of sugar which has already been either warehoused in

Belgium or exported to England, we see no reason why we should

reduce our estimate of the beet sugar crop of France from our

former statement of 300,000 tons

The favourable accounts from Austria entitle us to increase our

former estimate of the sugar produce of this country to 175,000

tons. From the south and the other favourable districts of Russia

we have reports that the crop will not much, if at aU, exceed that

of last year, so that we have reduced our estimate to 135,000 tons;

whilst for Belgium, Sweden and Italy, we have not seen it needful

to make any alteration.

Our various calculations bring our estimate of the continental

beet root sugar crop for the season 1870-71, in round numbers to

85,000 tons in excess of the yield of last year. But we must

again point out that the result may be afiected by a further course

of wet weather, and that as regards France, the longer continuance

of the war may prevent our estimate being reached. Regarding

Russia and Poland, we believe their yield will be rather in excess

pf the figure we have taken.
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PROSPECTS IN FEANCE.

The last number of La Sucrerie Indigene, dated 24th November,
was not received until the third week in December

; although,

therefore, the account is not very recent, we translate the following

extract from the editor's " Chronique" :

—

"Last week we undertook an excuj-sion amongst the sugar factories

in order to see with our own eyes what was passing—^this is the

reason why we are a week late in publication—but we have only

been able to visit a very small part of the departments of La Somme
and I'Aisne, as we were forced to tum^back in consequence of the

movements of the German troops, who appeared to be approaching

the north-west. We have during our travels been very nearly

having to take part ia a combat under the walls of Ham.
But our troops retired; the best step they could take in the

presence of the very superior forces of the enemy, which we were

able to notice in passing them.

The invasion extends further every day. We do not think,

however, that it will reach the departments Du Nord and Pas de

Calais. The points to which it always appears directed from this

side are Paris, Amiens, and Eouen. For the rest the sugar manu-
facturers do not appear to be terrified beyond measure by the

consequences of the occupation. After what we have seen, the

French Government appears to us to place such unnecessary

impediments in the way of commerce and industry, and also against

the movements of persons and transmission'of produce (of no use in

the defence of France) as completely to paralyze those parts under

its control, so that the Prussian occupation appeai-s to add no other

burden than heavy requisitions, especially on the inhabitants of the

country districts.

It is paiaful to avow it, but such is the fact
;

also, we say it

freely, if during our travels we have gathered some information

useful to our publication, we have also, on the contrary, received

ample matter for bitter reflection and profound sadness.
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The committee of sugar manufactures of L'Aisne has lately met.

The project of a syndicat de guarantie for warrants on account, was

again discussed, and each discussion tends to giving to the project

a larger basis; and there has been introduced into consideration the

founding for the sugar industry of a real bank of account, the notes

of which should present such guarantees that they might certainly

be accepted with the same secmity as the notes of the Bank of

France.

The committee also had under its consideration the situation in

which the sugar industry is placed by the levee en masse which had
been decreed, and it joined in the petition of the cii-cle of manu-

facturers of Beronne for the exemption of chefs d'usines and the

indispensable employees in the manufacture of sugar.

In the arrondisenients of St. Quentin, of Vervins, and of Laon,

the manufacture is being conducted in most of the establishments

without hindrance or difficulties of any sort. As to the returns

obtained of sugar of the first and second jet, instead of presenting,

as in the last season, a general and absolute superiority, there are

differences which vary from 3 to 10 kilos, per hectolitre, and these

differences exist especially in the usines, which work in the open,

not precisely because of the nature of the syrups, but because they

have been endeavouring to make better sugars and to purify them
more, in order to be able to preserve them in depot without modifi-

cation, till the cessation of hostilities, which at present render the

placing of them almost impossible.

Below we give the official returns (by the kindness of M., the

inspector of sugars at St. Quentin) for the arrondisements of St.

Quentin and Virvins. "We hope to be able to obtain them soon

from all the sugar departments of the north of Paris, and thus to

supply in a certain measure the absence of the monthly table

ordinarily published by the Journal Officiel ;—
Loads received for Sent out from Usinea
Manufacture. for all Destinations.

Season 1870-71 7-752,000 kilos. .. 1,820,331 kilos.

„ 1869-70 7-553,000 „ .. 4,463,909 „

Differences for
I
more. . 205,000 „

1870-71. jless 2,643,578 „
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Taking the above as a basis we obtaia for the department of

I'Aisne

—

1st—^An increase of nearly 3 per cent, on the amount received

for manufacture.

2nd.—A diminution of nearly 60 per cent, on deliveries for all

destinations."

THE CEOPS IN MATJEITITIS.

(From the Commercial Gazette.)

The crop mil be considerably below the quantity estimated before

sugar-making commenced. "W"e do not expect it wUl far exceed

85,000 tons.

Purchases are making for all the markets, and no less than

twelve vessels are loading for different parts of Australia. For

Bombay, after some interruption, there is now a disposition to

purchase. The low rate of freight for Europe has also encouraged

buyers to come forward, and No. 14 has been sold at 6.30.

The proportionally large quantity of fine sugar now made by the

leery process adds considerably to the value of our crop, and

makes it very suitable for the markets of Bombay and Australia.

If we had to rely only on the British markets, the improvements

in manufacture which have been accomplished here, and which

are second to none elsewhere, would never have been made.

With regard to the future our prospects are brightening : heavy

rains, very unusual at this time of the year, have fallen in all

parts of the colony during several days, to the great benefit of the

plantations for the coming crop. The previous dry weather

(during two months) gave cause for much uneasiness, especially as

last year there was a drought during the months of September,

October, and November ; and it may be said that with these fine rains

and ordinary weather in the thi-ee coming months a fair, if not an

abundant crop will be the result. It is early to predict so favour-

ably, but the young plantations and ratoons, being well watered,

will improve rapidly with the increasing heat, and be ready to

receive and profit by the rains which usually fall in November
and December.
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Looking at the present position of the colony, although the

present crop is reduced, as it foUows one that was large and sold

well, the average of the two will leave a fair profit to all who

worked with ordinary prudence and economy, and if the season for

the coming crop continues as favorable as at present, we shall have

little to complain of. It must not be forgotten, however, that

agriculture here as elsewhere is liable to vicissitudes which should

not be kept out of view. "Wo have seen a hurricane destroy one-

half of a crop. As for the pou blanc and the borer, if they have

to contend against a wet season they are little to be feared.

REUNIOI^.

There are no late news from this island. The following extract

from a Reunion paper comes round by Mauritius :

—

Complete stagnation of business as regards articles of export has

been the result of the war, and general advance in the articles of

import. It is well for the island that it is well provided with

provisions, and that up to the present time there has been no

interruption in the arrivals. But how long wUl this continue ? It

is to be hoped that after the arrival of the maU our markets wUI

awake from the torpor in which they have been buried. Nearly

all the orders to buy have been cancelled. The last instructions

represented, generally, shipments to India. Those who can buy

find it impossible to do so within the limits fixed for them. The

holders wiU not sell. They have confidence in the future, and

they have sent their produce to the depots very slowly.

For the rest there is very little activity in the manufacture.

The yield is worse and worse. The further the crop advances the

greater the reduction appears. We cannot now hope that the crop

will exceed 20,000 tons, although it is not possible to estimate it

yet ; but it is at least unhappily certain that it will be sensibly

decreased. For several months the plantations sufiered from the

drought. In certain localities they wsre literally burnt up. Many

factories have been forced by want of rain to cease the cutting of

the canes. In some quarters there has been abvmdant rain; in

others the rain is insufficient.
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CEOPS IN BAEBADOES.

Theee have been fine showers during the last week, -which came

just in time to keep up the growth of the canes after the heavy-

rains of last month. The crops are low in St. John's and the

upper part of St. George, particularly along the ridge between

Gun Hill and Sweet Bottom, one of the most fertile districts in the

country, which appears to have suffered more than elsewhere from

the want of rain in September. But although low here and

further up on the cliff, and in some other parts, the canes are

healthy, and, if the weather keeps up till January and February,

may be expected to give a good return. Elsewhere in St. Philip,

and Christ Church, and to Leeward, they are more forward-, and

under a vigorous growth. The crop in St. Lucy's is said to be as

fine as ever was seen there before, and no wonder—for more rain

feU there than over any other parish, and more regularly. "We

have heard it said by more than one planter, and not in respect of

this parish alone, or of any particular district, that the growth of

the canes was not as great after the rains as was usual, which was

attributed to the want of manure, and the inferior quality of the

guano and other manures applied. Perhaps in some places where

there was a great wash of the fields from the flooding of the land,

this might have been the cause of it to some extent. However,

there is a fine crop on the ground, and the planting of another

for the foUo-wing year has commenced, with the fields under good

tillage and well manured, and with plenty of labour for every pur-

pose
;
provisions cheap, Indian corn, potatoes, and pumpkins, and

with the early yams 7 lbs. to the bit. A good crop of yams and

eddoes is also expected. There is nothing to complain of in the

agricultural line, except in the inferiority of the machinery and

processes used in the manufacture of sugar, as compared -with

Demerara and other colonies, where steam engines and vacuum

pans are found on every estate. By degrees the former are being

introduced here on the large estates, one this year at " Haggat
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Hall," and others at " Blackman's " and " Greenland," Captain

Best's estates. The cane cultivation on these estates and some

others, as " Vauclusc " and "Lears,"has been also considerably

extended by the taking up of new cane-fields, so that the breadth

of land under preparation for the follo-sving year (1872) is perhaps

greater than ever was planted in any year before. A large number

of cattle and horses is required for reaping the crop, and making

up manure for this extended cultivation. "We are not in a position

to give any data as to the number of these, their condition, and

their keep. This is a very important part of agricultural economy,

and one generally considered to be the weak point in Barbadoes

management.— West Indian.

PUEIFICATION OF SYEUPS.

To THE EdITOH of THE ChEMICAL NeWS.

Snt,

Although I am in no way called upon to act as champion for

Dr. Seyferth and his process, yet I think it only right to state

Dr. Calvert, in his letter in your last impression, seems to have

misunderstood the claim Dr. Seyferth is putting forth. He cannot,

and does not, claim to be the first inventor of a sulphurous acid

process for the purification of syrups, for already, as far back as

1849, M. Melsens published such a process, which at once raised a

great deal of attention on the continent. In 1858, Dr. Calvert

and M. Sievier came out with their plans, and in 1863, the

processes of Eeynoso, and especially of Possoz and Perier,

produced the greatest sensation among German sugar manufactu-

rers. I may safely say that there is not one of the latter class

who is not acquainted with this subject, and a gentleman of Dr.

Seyferth's attainments would have all these processes at his

fingers' ends—among them also Dr. Calvert's, which is quite well

known in Germany, as far as published. The feature Dr. Seyferth
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is claiming as a new one is evidently only the way of employing

the sulphurous acid solution, viz., by sucking it up into the

vacuum pan along with the syrup ; he distinctly states that only

by using it in the vacuum pan it can be completely removed again.

This seems to be new, and a prima facie argument for the real

novelty of the process is this, that it has been so warmly recom-

mended by the German Association of Beet-root Sugar Makers,

which commands savans of the most extensive knowledge of

everything published in the matter of sugar making and refining.

Without, therefore, taking away from Dr. Calvert's merits, I think

Dr. Seyferth has other merits of his own.

I am, &c.,

Geoese Ltoge.

DR. SHIEE'S APPARATUS PGR TESTIKG CANE JTJICE.

To determine the exact amount of lime required for the tempering

of a given quantity of cane juice, fill a bottle with the liquor. If

any air bubbles are present they must be got rid of by causing the

bottle to overflow. By pouring out a little of the juice, or displac-

ing it by introducing a glass rod, the surface of the juice is made

to coincide with a mark on the neck of the bottle, and the outside

of the bottle is to be wiped. The bottle, when accurately flUed up

to the mark, contaias just 250 septems, or the fortieth part of an

imperial gallon. The contents of the bottle are then transferred to

one of the beaker glasses, No. 19. The spirit lamp. No. 13, is

now kindled and screened by the tinplate cylinder that is provided

with a grate, No. 15. Place on the grate the beaker with the cane

juice, and surround the whole with the tinplate cylinder. No. 16,

to protect the lamp from cumnts of air. Stir the cane juice occa-

sionally with a glass rod, No. 26, tiU it boils. After boiling for

about a minute, take the graduated soptem measure. No. 11,

and fill it to zero (0 deg.) with clear saturated lime water.
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and add tli3 lime water from it to the cane juice, a few drops

at a time, till a drop of the juice, applied with the point

of a glass rod, No. 26, to a slip of the neutral litmus paper,

No. 22, neither reddens it nor blues it, but simply wets it

without changing its colour, just as distilled water would do.

The indications of the test paper are extremely delicate, and it

takes some practice to accustom the eye to judge of very slight

changes of colour ; but after several series of trials with acid and

alkaliue solutions, varying from strong to extremely dilute, even

a tyro will soon leam to read the indications of the test paper.

This point may be called the point of neutrality, and when it is

attained the beaker should be taken off the lamp, and its contents

allowed to settle for a minute. If a coagulum, consisting of

pretty large floccules, is seen floating about in the perfectly

transparent although slightly coloured liquid, and readUy sepa-

rating and subsiding to the bottom of the vessel, the point of

proper clarification has been attained ; that is to say, the point of

neutrality and the point of proper clarification coincide. The exact

number of septems of lime water used must be noted. If, how-

ever, the floccules are small, and do no not readUy separate from

the juice, and the juice is not perfectly transparent, then it is not in

condition to filter readily, and on boiling would throw up scum,

and thus lead to loss of juice, and produce a sugar the solution of

which contains floccules—in a word, it it is not properly clarified.

The beaker must be replaced on the lamp, its contents again

brought to boil, and more Hme water be added, in small portions

at a time, till the indications of proper clarification, as above

described, are attained. The juice will now be capable of ready

filtration, and although transparent will have a deeper tint than

if excess of lime had not been required in clarification. The total

number of septems of lime water being noted, the calculation as to

how much quick lime is required for a given number of gallons of

juice is easy :—Thus, suppose 250 septems of cane juice to have

required 20 septems of lime water to bring it to the neutral

point, and 10 more to the point of proper clarification, then

30 X 40 = 1200, the number of septems of lime water that one
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gallon ofjuice would have taken ; but every septem of saturated lime

water at the temperature common in tropical boiling houses con-

tains -00862618 of a grain of quick lime, therefore 1200 x
•00862618 = 10"351416, the grains of quick lime required by a

gallon of juice ; and we have merely to multiply this amount by

the number of gallons contained by the clarifier to find the

weight, in grains, of the lime required by the charge of the

clarifiers. Thus, were the clarifier capable of containing 500

gallons, it would with such cane juice require 5175'7 grains, or

in round numbers, eleven ounces and three-quarters of good quick

lime.

The following table may be useful in reducing the results of

calculations in grains into lbs., ozs., &c., the weights most fre-

quently found on estates :

—

Grains.

i oz 109-375

i
3
T
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

218-75

328 125

437-5

875-

1313-0

1750-

2187-5

2625-

3062-5

4500-

3937-5

4375-5

4812-5

5250-

' 5687-5

6125-

6562-5

(Mb.) 7000-
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Table showing the quantity of quick lime in avoirdupois ounces

and drachms necessary to be added to one hundred gallons of

cane juice, to clarify it properly, according to the indications

of the lime water test :

—

Test. Quick Lime. Test. Quick Lime. Test. Quick Lime.

0Z3. drms ozs. drms. ozs. drms.
0 0

' §

o / 9 143 cnby D •jf

aD Q oo QO Au ti)
c0 8i

7 0 8-3. QO 71 0
QO 0 QO 79 0
Q flv rx L

QO Q3
<^¥

*7q 0 12
IV/ n 1 9i 49 QO c0 *74 c 1 q 1

1 1
1 1 n 14 Itj o AlOf io 0 1 /i 3

1 9 n q
's

la.io a
D c\U

lO Qo R3 / /
aD 1 1

1 X
"^4 ^0 QO 1 ct *7Q a 9 1

1 5 3 47 QO 1 1 i
I It 7Q 0 q3_

1 fiX u *4 qO (in D 0
1 7 Q

t>
1 Q3IO4 Q 1 c0

1 ft1 o 1 "4 oU QO 15 o2 D
Q 31 Q1 XJ g 0 I

Q Q00 D
20 o4 ct 1 A

Oo A
*±.

Q 00 D 111lit
99 1 14 At OctOD 0

1 % 00 At 0 /
/?
D

94 1 14i oo 4 6f
0 000 6 15

9^ 15^ 0 1 4 8 oy 7 Oi
26 2 oi 58 4 9i 90 7
27 2 2 59 4 lOi 91 7 2*
28 2 3i 60 4 Hi 92 7 4
29 2 4* 61 4 13 93 7 5i
30 2 5f 62 4 14i 94 7 6J
31 2 7 63 4 95 7 8
32 2 8i 64 5 96 7 H
33 2 9f 65 5 2 97 7
34 2 11 66 5 3i

4*
98 7

35 2 67 5 99 7 13
36 2 13^ 68 5 5i 100 7 14i

Explanation.—The column marked " Test " shows the number
of septems of lime water found by experiment to be required to

clarify 250 septems of cane juice. Opposite the number thus
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found, and under the head of " Quick Lime," is given the weight

of quick lime necessary to clarify 100 gallons of the particular cane

juice put to the test.

Geneeal Rule.—The proportion of one septem of lime -water to

250 septems of cane juice is nearly equal to 1J drachm of quick

lime to 100 gallons of cane juice. Hence the number of the test,

multiplied by IJ drachm, gives the weight in drachms of quick

lime required for 1 00 gallons of cane juice. This result is, how-
ever, one per cent, too little.

Table op AToraDTTPOis Weight.
Pound, Ounces. Drachms. Grains.

1 = 16 = 256 = 7000

1 = 16 = 437i

1 = 27i

{From the Sugar Cam in Auttralia.)

NEW PATENT.—FEOM the MECHAiaCS' MAGAZIKE.

1562 A. Manbee, Baker-street, W. Oltaining saccharine matter. Dated

May 28, 1870.

This consists of a top and bottom of a hemispherical form and of three

intermediate cylinders or parts forming the body. The outer casing is

formed of cast or wrought iron, each part being formed of four segments, and

the inner surface or lining is formed offiye consecutively corresponding parts

of cast lead, the top and bottom parts being of a hemispherical form and the

centre part of a cylindrical form. Each leaden cylinder is cast with a flange

at each end and with four ribs or webs, which latter are clamped between the

vertical flanges of the segments forming the outer casing to prevent the lead

from buckling. Each segment of the outside casing is formed with flanges

all round and of a strength such as will resist a pressure of at least one

hundred and fifty pounds to the square inch. The parts being thus formed,

to construct the body of the apparatus it is only necessary to bolt (by means

of their vertical flanges) the iron segments forming the outer casing round

the lead cylinders and then bolt the three parts or cylinders together.—

Patent completed.
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Exports from Havanna and Matanzas feom Jantaet 1st to

novembee 5lh, in thottsands of tons, to the neaeest thousand.

1870. 1869. 1868.

. . 153 . ... 186

United States . . 187 . . .. 152

46 . . .. 45

France
. . 47 . . . . 44

Northern Europe . . 15 . ... 18

Southern Europe 3 . 3

Other Ports . 6 . ... 7

479 .. . 457 . .. 456

Stocks in Havanna and

. 32 . • « 32

Estimated Yield of Beet Root Stoae on the Continent of Eueope
FOE 1870-71, COMPAEED WITH THE YIELDS OF 2 FOESIEE SEASONS.

1870-71. 1869-70. 1868-69.

tons. tons. tons.

Germany (Zollverein) .... 250,000 . . 215,407 . . 208,140
Prance 300,000 . . 285,146 . . 213,904

175,000 . . 152,205 . . 101,602
Russia and Poland 135,000 . . 132,500 . . 87,500
Belgium 50,000 . . 43,552 . . 37,078
Holland, Sweden, and Italy 15,000 . . 12,500 , . 10,000

925,000 841,310 658,224
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The following aee the Shipments eeom Isi Aug., as Compaeed

WITH those op the TWO Peeviotts Teaes, to the end of Oct.

{From The Mauritius Commercial Gazette.)

United Kingdom

CEOP.

1868-69.
Tons.

. . 8,555 .

CEOP.

1862-70.
Tons.

.. 8,257 .

CEOP.

1870-71.
Tons.

... 2,777

, 1,703 .. . . 3,929 . . .. 2,159

7,932 . . , 10,323 . ... 7,623

3,661 , .. 10,532 . . .. 7,253

290 .

379 . . . 447 . 868

Sundry Places .

,

90 . 220 . 153

22,320 . . . 33,998 . . . . 20,833

Stocks of Sugar in the Chief Maekets of the 'Woeld on the

31st Octobee, in thousands of tons.

1870. 1869. 1868.

165 ... . 142 .

.

.. 158

57 ... 60 .

.

83

23 . .

.

25 .

.

.. 41

Germany (Zollverein) .

.

19 ... . 21 .. 30

Six other Entrepots. . .

.

4 . .

.

4 .

.

6

268 . .

.

. 252 .

.

. . 318

82 ... . 101 .. 55

Havana and Matanzas .

.

21 . .

.

32 .

.

32

371 ... . 385 .

.

. . 405

Consumption of Sugae, &c., foe Yeae ending 31st of Octobee,

IN thousands of tons.

1870. 1869. 1868.

, 1,363 ... 1,254 .. .. 1,181

472 ... 410 . . 425

1,835 ... . 1,664 .. . . 1,606



SUGAR STATISTICS—GEEAT BRITAIN
To 24th Dec, 1870 and 1869. In Thousands op Tons, to the Keaeest Thousand.

cn

British "West India

British East India

Mauritius . .

.

Cuba

Porto Rico, &c.

Manilla & Java

Brazil

Beetroot, &c. .

Total, 1870 .

.

Total, 1869 .

.

STOCKS. IMPORTS. DELIVERIES.

London.
Liverpool Bristol. Clyde.-

Total, 1870.
Total,

1869.
London.

Liverpool Bristol. Clyde.
Total, 1870. Total, 1869.

London.
Liverpool Bristol. Clyde.

Total, 1870. Total,
1869.

15 1 12 28 13 106 17 10 50 182 155 100 18 10 38 166 174

14 1 16 18 13 2 15 28 12 5 17 18

3 1 4 4 15 3 7 • 5 30 19 15 2 9 5 32 23

4 2 2 5 14 20 11 18 35 87 150 118 17 19 33 88 156 118

3 3 1 1 8 6 8 23 3 7 41 23 8 21 2 6 37 23

28 16 44 46 21 21 3 3 48 56 28 13 3 4 49 51

12 1 5 18 12 1 44 4 17 66 66 1 40 5 15 60 76

4 2 1 6 13 4 22 9 5 33 70 36 21 8 5 31 65 35

72 36 6 29 142 122 197 137 67 201 607 502 201 126 67 188 582 519

75 26 3 18 20inc rease 190 103 64 145 105 ijicrse. 187 114 66 151 6Sinc rease!
CO
-Ofo
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THE SUGAR TRADE IN 1870.

The year opened -with a diminislied stock of sugar in the four
principal ports, with a slack demand, and prices tending down-
wards. This depression in the sugar market was increased by the
flourishing state of the national finances, which justified the general
expectation that the sugar duties would be either abolished or
greatly diminished, and, until the settlement of the question,
refiners and the trade continued to buy only for their immediate
wants, their caution increasing as the time for the Chancellor of
the Exchequer's statement drew nearer.

The reduction of the sugar duties one-half gave universal satis-

faction, except to some who wished for their equalization. But
the immediate efiect of the reduction was the reverse of what had
been anxiously looked for ; instead of greater activity and firmness,
there was for a time, if possible, greater hesitation, even with
prices in favour of buyers. Towards the end of April more
animation was displayed, but at a further reduction. 'No. 12
Havana afloat was sold at 1 s. per cwt. less, but lower sugars were
depressed much more, and from this period they continued to
decrease in relative value until September, when, although
No. 12 Havana was only Is. 3d. per cwt. lower than before
the reduction in duty, Bahia, Pemambuco, and some other descrip-
tions had fallen in value nearly 6s. per cwt. This anomaly may
be accounted for by the unusually large imports of sugars of aU
descriptions, by disproportionate stocks of medium and low sorts,

whilst refiners were disposed to work better classes of sugar than
formerly; the demand in the country, in consequence of the
reduction in price, being for the finer sorts of crushed and pieces.

The unexpected outbreak of war between France and Germany,
which affected aU branches of commerce very unfavourably, though
it caused stagnation in the market, yet had not at first the effect of
further depreciating prices. It was, indeed, the general' feeling
that the war would seriously prejudice the beet sugar crop,

although, on the other hand, it might have the effect of directing
to the United Kingdom cargoes of sugar intended for Prance ythe
latter, indeed, was the case to some extent.

The fluctuation in stocks during the year has teen very remark-
able. In Januaiy there was a decrease of 26,000 tons, in April
an increase of 3000 tons compared with the same dates in 1869;
from the latter date stocks continued to increase rapidly until
August when they reached an excess of 67,000 tons, which amount
gradually decreased until November, when the excess as compared
with last year was only 13,000 tons. Imports, of course, show
similar fluctuations. In Januaiy there was a decrease of 5,000
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tons; in August an increase of 100,000 tons. The collapse of the
French military power, which became so apparent in the beginning

of September, had a depressing effect on the sugar market, which
about this time reached its lowest point. But the deliveries, which
during the first half of the year were below those of 1869, began
to increase, and with this increase the market assumed a firmer

tone, and from September prices advanced steadily with the

increased deliveries and diminished stocks. The firmness of the

market in November was tested by the revival of the Eastern
question, caused by Prince Gortchakolf's note repudiating some of

the provisions of the treaty of Paris. Although this caused a

panic in the stock market, and in securities generally, the prices of

sugars were not affected.

"We must note that the value of lump sugar in the United
Kingdom was materially increased by the events in France,

and that there has been a fair demand for crushed and pieces for

export for the same reason.

Oa the 24th of December, stocks at the four ports were only

20,000 tons more than at the same date in 1869; whilst imports
for the year were nearly 100,000 tons in excess. Deliveries have
increased 62,000 tons in the latter half of the year, without doubt,

chiefly the result of the decrease in the duties. Prices have closed

at 28s. to 28s. 9d. for No. 12 Havana—an advance of 2s. from the
lowest point of the year, whUst the advance on medium and lower
descriptions has been at least 4s. per cwt. ; so that the great dis

parity in value which prevailed no longer exists.

FuTUEE Prospects.

There are fair accounts of the Colonial crops from most parts,

but stocks are nowhere heavy, and we may fairly calculate on the
increased consumption in Great Britain not falling off. "We may
also note that the new tariff of the United States, in which the
duties on sugar are considerably reduced, comes into operation in
January, 1871, and will doubtless stimulate consumption there.

Although M. Licht's monthly cii'cular continues to estimate the
yield of beet sugar iu France at 300,000 tons, it is very doubtful
whether any such quantity will be produced, as it is known that
in many parts the roots have been gathered late, and in some places
not at all. On the whole we do not see why the present firmness
should not continue for some time to come.

December 30, 1870.
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The importance of the mineral constituents of plants, and of the

soils in which they are cultivated, can scarcely he overrated, and it

was a useful stroke of genius on the part of Liehig when he brought

this subject forward for the first time with such surprising clear-

ness. All organised beings, from infusoria to man himself, contain

in their tissues a certain amount of the mineral matter of mother

Earth, without which they could not exist

—

3.g., the bones of the

human body—but one of the most interesting portions of this sub-

ject resides, so it appears to me, in the fact that for a given plant

these mineral ingredients are (save a few exceptions that can be

accounted for) constantly in ths same relative proportions. The

same law holds good for the various portions of a plant, provided

we consider them in a state of maturity,—i.e., when each portion

has done all the work that is allotted to it by Nature.

This is a point which has, hitherto, not been insisted upon, and

appears to have escaped many eminent observers. As it gives us

the key to some peculiar discrepancies in the analysis of plant ashes

made by various chemists, I will endeavour to bring forward an
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illustration of it, that will place the importance of analysing only

the plant in a state of maturity in a very clear light.

1 was commissioned some time ago to draw up a report upon a

number of analyses of sugar cane executed by several distinguished

chemistswhose results could bethoroughly reliedupon, and to explain,

if possible, why they differed so widely with regard to the amounts

of potash, phosphoric acid, silica, &c., found by each of them, and

occasionally by the same chemist. After submitting the matter to

a careful investigation it was found, not without some difficulty,

and a voluminous correspondence, that the only conclusion to be

drawn from the facts ascertained was that the canes had been

submitted to analysis at various periods of their growth, consequently

the results could not be expected to coincide. More recently I

undertook an extensive series of analyses of the coffee plant and

the soils in whi'jh it grew. This furnished me with the counter-

part of the above proposition, I was requested to make these

analyses in order to ascertain what materials the coffee tree took

from the soils—what the soils supplied in largest quantities—what

they were deficient in—and what kind of manure would be requisite

to increase the crops of berries without impoverishing the estates.

The results have proved most satisfactory ; but I will only allude

here to those yielded by the berries. I had never analysed coffee

berries before, and I sought in vain through the works and jom-nals

which 1 possess or had access to for some analysis of the kind. It

was only when the work was finished, and my results obtained,

that a friend found for me an old analysis made about thirty years

ago by an eminent chemist, whose figures coincided in a most

remarkable manner with those I had obtained. Now, his coffee

berries had been grown in the West Indies thirty years before, and

mine came from Ceylon ! It then struck me for the first time that

the analyses of the mineral ingredients of plants lurnt after they

have arrived at maturity must generally coincide, and can alone

teach us accurately what that plant takes from the soil. The
reason that the analyses of these coffee berries gave results so pre-

cisely similar was that the berry in both instances was ripe.

Now for the exceptions. It appears to me that a peculiar nature
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of soil will sometimes affect these results to a certain degree

—

nothing very considerable. This, as far as my own observations

extend at present, is notably the case for magnesia and manganese.

"When one of these substances is very abundant in a cultivated soil

relatively to the amount of other substances present—when, for

instance, the magnesia comes out 1"17 per cent., whilst the lime is

only 0'44, in other terms when the magnesia predominates, it will

force its way, as it were, into a plant and come out rather high in

the analyses of the ashes of this plant. Thus to illustrate the case

alluded to, where the soil (quartzous soil of coffee estates in Ceylon)

gave 0'44 lime and 1'17 magnesia, the ash of the leaves of the

coffee trees grown thereon showed lime 28 '50 and magnesia 15 per

cent. Now 15 per cent, of magnesia in the present instance is a

somewhat high result, and must doubtless be attributed to the pre-

ponderance of magnesia over the lime in the soil, for a similar high

amount of magnesia was also found in the berries and the wood.

Such appears to be the case also for oxide of manganese, which

often comes out as high as 2 per cent, in the ashes of trees and

shrubs. Many analytical chemists who have devoted time to this

kind of investigation have entirely passed over this oxide
;
others,

however, have noticed it, and estimated the quantity of it.

It has often been thought that soda and potash could replace each

other to a certain extent in all plants, but the fact has never been

proved, and land plants usually contain little soda, but those

peculiar species which thrive on the sea-shores, where soda

abounds, are much richer in soda than potash.

These and similar considerations must guide us in studying the

culture of any given vegetable species, with the view of ascertain-

ing the best soils and the best manures for these soils. With

regard to the sugar cane, it is a complicated study in the present

state of things, because this plant has not yet been submitted to

such rigorous investigation as other graminaceous plants (wheat,

oats, &c.), or sugar-producing species (beet) in Europe. Moreover,

our efforts in prescribing the proper manure to suit cane soils sub-

mitted to analysis, must have in view the production of sacchaiine

juice rich in cane sugar, rather than a fine large plant. The
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quantity of sugar contained in the beet-root is by no means in pro-

portion to its weight. A root weighing 4^ lbs., yielded 84 per

cent, of water and 9 of sugar, whilst another weighing only J lb.

gave 78 J- per cent, of water, and 16 per cent, of sugar. Hence we
may argue that if canes are properly manured, they may be

planted very close, provided they get a due amount of air and light.

The Cedars, Putney,

London, S.W.

(To he continued.)

ANALYSIS OF SUGARS.*

M. Peligot's Peocess.

This process is based on the essentially different action exercised

by alkalies on the two sorts of sugar

—

i.e., cane sugar and

glucose {sugar d^Armidon, grape sugar, fruit sugar, &c.). Cane

sugar combines with alkalies ; it forms with bases some compounds

in definite proportions, from which wo may extract the sugar

without the latter undergoing the slightest modification. Glucose

will combine with alkalies just the same, but it gives birth to some

compounds of such an ephemeral nature, that it is impossible to

keep them intact more than a few moments. In fact, if a solution

of glucose and potash is left to itself at an ordinary temperature,

we may observe that the quantity of free potash contained in the

liquor diminishes every day, and finally disappears altogether when
the glucose is used in excess. The glucose is transformed, in fact,

into one or more acids, which colour the liquid brown, and which
form with the potash some neutral salts. The action which
alkalies exercise slowly on the glucose at the ordinary temperature

is developed instantaneously, if the solution of these bodies is

boiled
;
in some minutes the transfomation of glucose into these

acids is complete.

* From Saccharimetrie Opti^ue, Chimique, et Melassimetrique. Par M.
L'Abbe Moigno.
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The alkali which M. Peligot uses in his saccharimetrical analysis

is lime. It is well known that pure water will only dissolve a

thousandth part of its weight of lime, whilst sugar water will dissolve

a considerable quantity, proportionate to the weight of sugar it con-

tains. The compound which is formed when a solution of ordinary

sugar is placed in contact with quicklime used in excess has been

noted by M. Soubeiran. It is represented by the formula

—

2 0", 3 CaO.

Thus, two equivalents of sugar, weighing 427 grammes, combine

with 1,050 grammes of lime, or three equivalents.

To analyze a raw sugar, weigh 10 grammes of it, and dissolve it

in 75 cubic centimetres of water ; add little by little to this solu-

tion, which is made in a glass or porcelain mortar, 10 grammes of

quicklime sifted : rub it with the pestle 8 or 1 0 minutes, then

throw the mixture on a filter to separate the undissolved lime (this

base having been used in excess). In order to dissolve rapidly all

the lime the sugar will take, it is better to pass the solution a

second time through the filter.

By means of a graduated pipette, take 10 cxibic centimetres of

the solution of saccharate of lime, add to it 2 or 3 decilitres of

water—add to this liquid a few drops of the blue tincture of

litmus ; then neutralize it exactly with a standardized solution

of sulphuric acid. This proof liquor contains per litre 21 grammes of

pure sulphuric acid, with one equivalent of water. A litre of this

liquor saturates the quantity of lime dissolved by 50 grammes of

sugar. The normal solution of sulphuric acid is first placed in a

burette graduated into cubic centimetres, each of which is divided

into ten parts.

The burette is filled up to zero, then the acid is dropped into

the alkaline solution, which is kept agitated during the process,

until the blue tint of the latter turns red under the influence of

the last drops of the proof liquor. Then by reading the divisions

of the burette, the quantity of normal acid which has been

required to attain this point of saturation, you obtain the quantity

of lime, and thence the quantity of sugar contained in the solution

of saccharate of lime ; the total volujue of this solution is known
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by means of a table prepared by M. Payen, for estimating the

volume furnished by the given weights of sugar and of water.

For the analysis of ordinary raw sugar, the above is the process.

M. Peligot states that he hasproved that the proportion of glucose beet

sugars contain is too small to be appreciated by the second operation,

about to be mentioned. But it happens sometimes that granulated

glucose is introduced fraudulently into raw sugars intended for

refining. To prove this adulteration, as well as to analyze molasses

and the inferior raw sugars, which contain variable proportions

of glucose resulting from the modification of ordinary sugar, in

consequence of the processes of extraction, &c.—to analyze a

product containing cane sugar and glucose, the process is as

follows :

—

After the first alkalimetrical valuation, place in a medicine phial

one part of alkaline liquid, which heat in a water bath to 212°

Faht. for some minutes. If this liquid contains only the saccharate

of lime produced by pure sn-^ar, it becomes turbid by the action of

heat, in virtue of the curious property which calcareous compounds

possess of coagulating, like the albumen of the egg, when heated

to the boiling point. But this muddiness disappears on the liquor

being allowed to cool, when it does not take a darker tint than it

possessed before it was heated ; and on submitting it to a second

alkalimetrical trial after it has become cool, we get the same

result as before. But if the sugar contains glucose, the solution,

when heated in a water bath, takes a brown tint ; a brown deposit

forms, which does not disappear on cooling, if there is a large pro-

portion of glucose, and a strong odour is developed as of burnt

sugar. Lastly, the second alkalimetrical determination shows a

smaller quantity of lime than the first, which quantity will almost

all belong to the pure sugar ; the lime dissolved by the glucose

cold having given birth to some neutral salts, on which the normal

sulphuric acid liquor has no action.

In cases where pure glucose is to be analyzed; after the cold

liquor has been mixed with the lime, the first determination will show

very nearly the same extent of alkalinity as witli ordinary sugar

;

the second, made on a portion of the liquid heated to 212° Faht.,
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will indicate the same quantity of lime as that which would have

been dissolved in an equal volume of pure water : this quantity is

very small— 1 decilitre saturates 4 cubic centimetres of the nonnal

solution of sulphuric acid. Although the liquor may then be

brown coloured, the point of saturation may easily be seized, by

taking care to add a little more of the tincture of litmus, and to

stop at the moment when the solution, which becomes green, takes

a clearer tint by the addition of the sulphuric acid. The trial of

saccharine solutions is made by operating as above ; the only pre-

caution necessary is to work on liquids marking 6° to 8° onBaume's

areometer.

The juices of the cane and the beet are found naturally in these

conditions ; if more attenuated solutions are employed, it is at the

risk of not beiug able to dissolve rapidly all the lime which they

will take up ; if they are more concentrated, they become too

viscid for rapid filtration. The quantity of quicklime employed

for these liquids should be such that it may be very nearly equal

in weight to that of the sugar which is supposed to exist in the

product to be analyzed. This quantity is indicated approximately

by the areometrioal degree of the liquor.

CANE PLANTING IN QUEENSLAND.

From " The Sugar Cane in Australia."

The experiments of different cane growers give good reasons for

planting in differentlocalities andunder different conditions, from Sep-

tember to December. Perhaps, the very best season for commencing a

plantation extends through October and November. Before that

time, the soil is cold, and plants put into it while in that condition

vegetate but slowly ; there is also some danger of losing them

altogether, from absence of the stimulating heat which the more

advanced season finds in the soU.

During the cold months of June, July, and August, the soil

heat at about six inches below the surface falls under fifty degrees,
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as recorded by the thermometer; as September approaches, the

soil heat gradually rises until it approaches sixty degrees, and

until that heat of the soil has arrived, the sugar cane makes very

little gi'owth. This gradual -warming of the soil is easily and

beautifully perceptible, in -well drained loose fields; in wet and

compact soils the heat comes more in starts, and is not so steady as

in soil in its best state for cultivation. The circumstance demon-

strates plainly the veiy great importance of drainage in this

country, by which the seasons are made to come earlier, to remain

longer, and continue more uniform throughout.

To retard the planting later than November, very much reduces

the prospects of a crop worth cutting during the following season.

There are exceptions to every rule, and canes have been planted to

the end of January; but the risk of loss is very much increased by

such late planting. To the northwards, as at Port Mackay, the

latter end of summer—as May and April—has been considered a

desirable time for planting;. Canes put in at that time might grow

a little before the cold weather of June and July checked them,

and on the approach of warm weather might spring, and so

make an early crop for July and August in the following year.

The greatest objection to the system arises with the check to the

canes during the winter months. It is a truism in agriculture,

that plants once checked are not likely to do well afterwards.

It is found that we cannot depend upon the crop being annual,

but by commencing to plant in September, the earlier canes of the

Bourbon and yellow varieties are usually found in condition for

cutting in October of the following year ; first rattoons will then

be ready in November ; second in December ; then the crop -will

have to go over a season, and be cut as third ratoons in August, or

earlier, as some growers believe. On this point we consider the

gi'owcrs in different portions of the country the best judges, and as

they have given their experience at length, we refer the enquirers

to the information afforded by their writings.

From what has been already published, it will be seen that there

is a largo field from whicli to select the cane, and varieties fitted

for all soils may be chosen. It is an advisable course which con-
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suits neighbors, or parties similarly situated, regarding which is the

best sort of cane for a specified locality and soil. But whichever

cane may be decided upon, great care and discrimination is neces-

sary, for it is with the sugar cane as with all other plants—like

produces like, and imperfect and diseased plants are not likely to

produce good canes. Get the plants from plantations known to be

well cultivated. Avoid too young cane without mature buds, or

cane touched in the slightest degree by frost, for plants so affected

have caused most vexatious delays. The age is not of so much

account as favourable growth and well formed joints and eyes.

Plants should have three or four joints well formed
;
tops as a

general rule are used upon the older plantations, and are found to

answer admirably. Plants usually range from twelve to eighteen

inches in length, and have three or four buds upon each. They

should on no account be tumbled about or trodden upon during

loading, for the " eyes," or buds, will very probably be knocked

out by harsh treatment, in which event the plants are rendered

valueless, as they cannot grow. When they arrive on the field,

whether they are to be immediately set out or not, they should be

carefully " stacked up" on one end, in "beds," or "mattresses,"

close together, and then covered with grass or leaves, and well

watered with fresh water. This system is variously called " seed

bedding," " forcing," and " hatching." They will thus begin to

grow at once, and, if well attended to, watered, and shaded from

the sun, they will keep two or three weeks, extending over the

time a large field may be planted without any difiiculty whatever.

The same treatment is followed with plants from fields where the

crop is being taken off, and people are busy for some days or weeks

at the crushing, and there is no immediate opportunity to plant.

All agreements for cane should stipulate the price per thousand

for good sound cuttings that are likely to grow, and it has been

customary for the purchaser hitherto, when they are counted, to

dispute, or throw out all cuttings without eyes, damaged, split, or

bruised by being run over in the field with the cart, or burst and

cracked by being chopped on a log of wood instead of being held in

the hand and cut by one stroke of the knife.
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The really skilful work of the planter commences after the plants

are in the ground. It is all important that the plants start even

—

that from the time of their first appearance above ground a uniform

growth is maintained throughout the field. In a fortnight or so

after the planting, the earth should he carefully removed from a few

holes in difi'erent parts of the field, and the progress of the plants

inspected. By that time the buds of Bourbon cane have com-

menced to spring ; the ribbon, green cane, and purple canes do

not spring so readily, but usually in a fortnight, and in favourable

weather the buds have swollen to some extent, and an idea can be

foi-med as to when the plants will push above the covering soil.

"When the growth is slow, it may be necessary to set the land hoes

to work around the holes, for no appearance of grass or weeds

should be permitted. The work has to be gone about very care-

fully, that the plants may not be injured; they are in a state of

fermentation, and when wounded, if only slightly, almost to a

certainty turn sour and decay. In the case of heavy rain washing

soil over the plants, it must be removed at once, or the plants will

run much risk of being injured. The soil which has been washed

over the plants should be scooped out with the hand in preference

to any tool, for the young shoots which may be pushing through

are very delicate, and easily broken or destroyed. Every eflfort

should be made to have aU the plants above ground within a fort-

night after the appearance of the first plant. The holes which do

not show plants must be examined by carefully removing the soil

with the hand
;

or, if it is very stiff—which frequently is the case

a month or so after the plants are in—a pronged hoe is sometimes

used ; as the shoots may be met just under the surface crust, this

looking after the condition of the plants is a duty which is gone

about with the greatest care.

"When, upon opening the soil, a sour smell is detected, without

the appearance of any young shoots, the plant is pulled out, and

another, or two when there are plenty on hand, put in its place,

and covered with soil in the usual manner. To aid the work, it is

a good plan to have plants in reserve stacked up on end in

" mattrasses," as already described ; when kept well covered and
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moderately damp, the plant root freely while stacked in this

manner, and are in a forward state for fiUing the places of failures.

Thus the rows are gone over two or three times a week, and all

failures are made good. Occasionally heavy land bakes upon the

surface, and a crust is formed through which the young shoots

have much difficulty in forcing their way ; this cnist has to be

broken with a pointed stick, a hoe, or other tool. Once through

the ground, cane plants run up a foot or two in a very short time,

and then the horse hoe may be set to work between the rows of

cane ; the spaces between the plants being touched up with the

hand hoe. It is of the utruost importance that weeds be not per-

mitted to grow up with the plants ; when they are allowed to

grow, and are then taken away after the cane plants have made a

growth of two feet or so, the plants are found pale in color, and of

thin weakly growth ; the first buds, which are developed by that

time, and from which young shoots should spring, almost certainly

fail ; the plants, if they live, will be delicate and backward.

From the plants kept properly cultiuated, bunches or stoles of

canes soon spring. The Bourbon cane habitually sends up one or

two first shoots which take a strong lead. As soon as the stoles are

formed and rooted, these leading shoots are cut out wi; h a knife,

and then the other plants grow more equally, and the stole is

altogether improved. The other varieties of cane seldom require

this treatment. During the first two months of growth the plants

are regulated with care; after that the fields "draw up," as it

were, in a body, and soon shade the whole of the ground. During

the process the hoes may have gone thi-ough the canes three or four

times, but the amount of nccessaiy work depends entirely upon the

weather. After the plants cover the ground, grass and weeds make
very little growth ; in the case of ribbon cane, these pests of the

cultivator make no growth whatever.

In the process of cultivation, an inch or two of soil will have

gradually washed or worked into the cane holes or furrows, and

this is considered on many plantations a sufficient covering for the

first season's growth. So far, it will be seen that there is nothing

extraordinary in the cultivation of cane ; it is ordinary clean farm-

ing, and nothing more. The important features of the cultivation
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are those -which maintain as many canes as possible throughout the

field at a uniform height and of uniform bulk, so that they may
arrive at the point of ripeness in a body. When cane is brought

to the mill which has been irregularly cultivated, the juice is found

to be irregular in quality, and its conversion into sugar is difficult

—very difficult, and almost impossible in some cases. On the other

hand, -when cane of an even growth is brought to the mill, its

treatment with lime and the general conversion of the juice into

sugar is very much simplified. Hence the saying so -well appreci-

ated by sugar planters, " sugar is made in the field."

By "trashing" is meant the operation which strips the leaves

from the canes as soon as they are withered and the canes have

attained a bulk near to what they ought to show when fully

grown. Opinions the most difierent are held by growers regarding

the benefits or otherwise of trashing. Some maintain that unless

the leaves are taken off as they decay, so that the rind of the cane

may be exposed to the influences of sun and air, that the juices

will not ripen properly. Others as confidently believe that the

canes are injured by stripping off the leaves, and that when the

leaves are dead ripe they fall off without the assistance of man.
Both opinions demand attention, for they come from men ex-

perienced in cane cultivation in different parts of the world. With
different canes, and during the veiy difierent descriptions of seasons

experienced in Australia, the practice of both may be occasionally

followed with advantage. It is clearly to the advantage of the

cane grower to trash as seldom as possible, for it is both an irksome

and expensive operation. During a dry season, when the canes

require all the moisture and shade which can possibly be afforded

them, and when the leaves ripen but too readily and fall off with-

out assistance, trashing the leaves from the canes does appear an

unnecessary operation. During a wet season, the conditions of

growth are altered ; the canes are then full of sap, the leaves are

developed to their utmost capacity, and continue fresh and green

after the period at which they fall off in a dry season. The barrel

in the meantime swells to veiy large size, but this is not found to

be its most profitable condition, for the juice is then wateiy, and
holds but a small proportionate amount of sugar. It is under such
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conditions also that some varieties of cane incline to send out shoots

from tlie joints, which, unless checked, grow rapidly, and seriously

injure the canes from which they spring. The buds at the joints

are nourished into growth by the leaves which surround them until

they have burst forth, and send out shoots which look like so many

young canes. In such cases the side shoots—which grow all the

way up the hard portions of the cane—are pulled off as soon as

noticed, and if the surrounding leaves are ripe—that is, if they can

be stripped off freely without tearing the skin of the cane, then

trashing seems a very necessary operation. On some plantations,

the leaves are thus stripped from the canes three or four times

during the growing season, so that the air and what sun can get at

them may act freely upon the uncovered canes and ripen the juices

which they contain.

The natural foniiation of the cane fields has much to do with

trashing. On dry soils which undulate or have so much uneven

surface that natural drainage is rapid, the dry leaves drop off

readily of their own accord ; but upon flats and heavy wet lands

generally, trashing is frequently a necessary operation to cause the

canes to ripen at the right time. In all cases, it is usual to strip

off the dead leaves and remove all imbbish from the canes two or

three weeks before they are cut and removed to the mUl.

When the cane fields have amved at a fit stage for the last

trashing, the plants are as thick in the rows as they can well be.

The leaves of the tall-growing varieties meet overhead, and at the

sides the canes form a wall through which an opening can scarcely

be found. Between the rows a man can barely force a passage,

while the trash which has been collected during the season is pUed

up in the centre of the rows, and forms a soft mass from twelve to

twenty inches deep.

Thirty tons of ripe canes to the acre is considered a fair average
;

and with safety we may take the average as ranging between 25

and 30 tons. It is said that with the best machinery 80 per cent,

of juice is obtained from the canes in their best condition ; but 70

per cent is, in our opinion, a high return. At that, 25 tons of

cane, the juice of which marked 10° upon Baume's saccharo-

meter, would give, if the manufacture be as carefully attended to
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as the cultivation, 6468 lbs. (about 2 8-9 tons) of dry sugar, and

588 lbs. of molasses ; in tbe latter case (30 tons per acre) we may

obtain 77631bs. (nearly 3^ tons) of dry sugar, and 7051bs. of molasses,

from one acre of land. But if the density of the syrup should be

12° Baume, or 22 per cent, at 25 tons of cane per acre, we
might obtain 7906 lbs. (more than 3^ tons) of dry sugar, and 718

lbs. of molasses, from one acre ; or if at 30 tons of canes per acre,

then 9486 lbs. (nearly 4^ tons) of diy sugar, and 862 lbs. of

molasses, from one acre of land. If we go up the scale to 80 per

cent, of juice, from 30 tons of canes, at 12° Bauine, we arrive

at the startling amount of 11,173 lbs. (or very nearly 5 tons) of dry

sugar, and 994 lbs. of molasses, from one acre of land. Those are

high averages, which only the very best cultivation and most care-

ful manufacture can be expected to reach.

The time for cutting cane in this country extends, according to

the season, from August to the end of the year. Canes have been

cut later than that, but they have seldom been profitably manu-

factured into sugar. Cane growers in the far north believe that they

will be able to out earlier than August, as the winter months have

vei-y little effect upon the growth there. The question is easily settled

by the density of the juice of the cane, which is tested by the

saccharometer, or, as it is sometimes termed, the areometer, an

instrument in general use in this country. The instrument used in

the colonics is usually by Baume. It is a hollow tube graduated

into degrees, commencing at 0 at the top, where it should stand in

distilled water of the temperature to which it has been graduated

—80 and 85°—which is its test-point ; and it has an air bulb and

a weight bulb of quicksilver. When placed in juice it rises accord-

ing to its density. For testing purposes, from the juice of a few

average canes a glass of liquor is taken, and allowed to stand a

moment or so till settled. The instrument is then put in, and the

density is seen at the point where the surface of the liquor comes

into contact with the figures upon the instrument. In the essays

written by cane growers, it will be found that sugar is made from

juice ranging in density from 6 to 12°. The first is a low density,

at which sugar is with diflaculty made. From 8 to 10° is considered

very fair. The theory of the saccharometer is that each degree
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represents by -weight nineteen parts in 10,00, wHch is pretty

nearly correct, although not exactly in all states of temperature.

It is a highly serviceable instrument, and when one is used regularly

on a plantation, very good calculations can be made. The follow-

ing table, by Dr. Dutrone, gives a good idea of the quantity of

sugar contained in 100 lbs. of juice at different densities :—

Scale

of

Baume's dogroes.

Weight of sugar in
each lOOlbs. juice
or syrup.

Weight of water in

each 100 lbs. juice

or 8)Tup, beyond
the water of solu-

tion.

Specific gravities

of solutions at
each degree.

1

lbs. dr. IDS. oz. ur. deg. sp. gr.
1 13 6 nu LO 1 1 CifXRlUUD

2 3 10 12 94 l 0 lU lo
3 5 8 3 91 9 1 0 oO lU.iU
4 7 5 10 88 3 1 9

5 9 3 0 85 4 1 11 i. 0 IVoo
6 11 0 7 82 o 1 u D
7 12 13 14 79 fiu Qy 7

/
1 n^rtlUOU

8 14 1

1

4 i o Qo Qo 1 n

9 16 8 u / o QO 7 Qy L UDO
10 18 g 1 Q o 1 f\ 1 ^^7QiU/ O
11 20 3 8 fi7 1 n1 u o i 1 lUol
12 22 0 15 fid 1 1

1 L
A 1 0

13 23 14 5 fil 1 9 oo lo 1 1 fin

14 25 11 12 58 13 Qo 1 lUO
15 27 2 2 oo 1 a. 1

1 1 1 1

16 29 6 9 52 15 1 16 1125
17 31 4 0 50 0 0 17 1132
18 33 1 6 47 0 15 18 1140
19 34 14 13 44 1 14 19 1148
20 36 12 3 41 2 13 20 1157
21 38 9 10 38 3 12 21 1167
22 40 7 1 35 4 11 22 1176
23 42 4 7 32 5 10 23 1186
24 44 1 14 29 6 9 24 1195
25 45 15 4 26 7 8 25 1205
26 47 12 11 23 8 7 26 1215
27 49 10 1 20 9 6 27 1225
28 51 7 8 17 19 5 28 1235
29 53 4 15 14 11 4 29 1246
30 55 2 5 11 12 3 30 1256
31 56 15 12 8 13 2 31 1267
32 58 13 3 5 14 1 32 1278
33 60 10 9 2 15 0 33 1289
34 62 8 0 34 1301
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The indications of ripeness in the sugar cane are a dry brittle

skin ; -when cut -with a knife, the cane breaks off sharply ; the

interior of the cane appears dry, and filled with little white

particles, or sugar crystals. A cane which cuts soft and presents a

watery inside is not ripe. The dense heavy weight of a ripe cane

is sufiicient for an experienced man. A few ripe canes are cut with

a sharp cutlass or knife close to the surface of the ground ; the

juice is pressed from them, and the saccharometer test applied as

directed to find the density of the juice. Of this instrument, Mr.

Melmoth Hall, of New South Wales, says :

—

"Although the accurate determination, by any instrument, of the

quantity of sugar existing in cane juice can neither increase nor

diminish that quantity, nor aid in nor obstruct its recovery, still it

is well to ascertain correctly what it is, if only as an index to the

variety of cane which it is most desirable to select for planting, or

to the time most advantageous for cutting the canes for manufacture.

Por all practical purposes, however, Baume's saccharometer, in the

hands of a man who understands its use, indicates with quite

sufficient correctness all that is required ; and its low price brings

it within the reach of any one who wishes to possess it. It has

been said that Baume's saccharometer cannot be relied on, because

it is not only affected by the sugar, but by any other substance

held in solution or suspended in the juice ; and farmers have been

warned against permitting its use, as no cane juice is free from the

presence of salts and mud. The inference intended to be deduced

is false. The quantity of foreign substances is i-arely large enough

to be appreciably exhibited, if the trial be properly made. So

much uncertainty, however, prevails as to the right method to be

employed in ascertaining the density of sugar cane juice by this

instrument, that a few words wiU perhaps be of service. It is

generally thought that the density of the juice should be tried

immediately that it is expressed from the mill. Very little

examination is required to show that at that time the juice is filled

with air bubbles ; and a little reflection will convince anyone that,

until all air shall have escaped, anj indication of the actual density

will be far too low. No attention is usually paid to the tempera-
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ture of the juice. This is of as much importance as the preceding.

Water decreases in density as it increases in temperature. Saccha-

rometers are always guaged to a particular temperature : this is

marked on the index—say 80° Fahrenheit—and before trial is made

the juice must be brought to this temperature, or the density

exhibited will be shown lower than it ought to be. The stalk of

the instrument should be carefully washed in clean water, and

wiped dry, after every trial. It is obvious that if any juice be

left to dry on the stalk, the effect must be to weigh down the bulb,

and occasion a still further apparent reduction in the density. The

proper plan to adopt is either to take the juice as it falls from the

mill, strain it carefully through fine muslin, set it by to settle in a

vessel wrapt about with a wet cloth, placed to stand exposed to a

current of air till the temperature is the same as that marked on

the saccharometer, and until the foreign impurities shall have sub-

sided, then gradually, not suddenly, to insert the saccharometer,

when the true density will be very closely indicated ; or to take

the liquor after it has been clarified, reduce it to the proper tem-

perature as above, and then make the trial. When properly

conducted, the difference between the two will veiy rarely be

discernible."

We may, for example, take juice which the saccharometer marks

eight, eleven, or twelve deg., and thetheoiy of the instniment gives

the proportion of sugar in the liquor of different degrees of density,

as follows :

—

Deg. 8 X 19=152 divided by 10=15 per cebt.

„ 11 X 19=209 „ 10=20

„ 12 X 19=228 „ 10=22

But the exact deductions are not borne out, as juice at eleven deg.

seldom yields more than eighteen per cent., and juice at twelve

degs. not more than nineteen per cent, of sugar, except by refined

chemical analysis.

The information aff'orded by gentlemen who have written upon

sugar making in Australia is invaluable upon this point. For an

average, we may take sixty-five per cent, of juice from the weight,

?
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of cane as fair, and this juice, at a density of eight deg. Baume,

gives about one pound of sugar to the gallon of liquor ; and each

deg. above 8° as gi\ing an additional two ounces, gradually up to 12°

which gives one and a-half pound ; below eight degs. the scale is

Tery irregular and uncertain. At six degs. the juice only gives

about half a pound of sugar to the gallon of juice. The quality of

the sugar also falls with the density of the juice, while the time

necessary for the evaporation of so much water takes up the time

and adds to the expense of the boiling house.

"When it is decided that the cany is in fit condition for the miU,

all the arrangements for cutting, carting, punting, &c., should be

fully matured, and some considerable attention paid to details.

The horses, drays, cutlasses, &c., are put in order, and perfect

arrangements made with the mill. A little attention and fore-

thought soon puts people up to their work, whilst the contrary

may have very serious results.

For moving cane from the field, light one-horse carts are very

handy ; others prefer light two-horse trucks ; but the means of

conveyance depends greatly upon the distance of the cane pieces

and the capacity of the miU, whether it works up 20, 30, 60, or

100 tons of cane per day. For cutting the canes, cutlasses about

twenty inches long are employed. Several difierent forms are in

favour ; but all are kept in stock by the ironmongers. The horses

employed in the field work without shoes.

'When aU is ready for commencing to cut, the sugar boiler

usually visits the fields, and notifies how much of the tops of the

canes should be cut off as unfit for the mUl. The cutters then

commence, and cut the canes clean from the stoles, and as close to

the ground as possible, the lower joints being the richest in saccha-

rine matter. The tops and all adhering parts of leaves are taken

clean off, and the canes laid down in parcels. Canes damaged in

any way, either by rats, or injury from winds, horses, or otherwise,

are put aside with the tops and crushed separately for the distillery,

when one exists; if not, the damaged canes, tops, &c., are considered

unfit for crushing. The sound canes are either tied into such

ndles as a man can lift, or loaded separately into the carts, and
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despatclied to the mill. Throughout this field -svork, the capacity

of the mill is closely followed ; more or less men being kept in the

field to keep the mill constantly going. Too many canes must not

be cut, for from the moment they are severed from the parent stoles

the process of decay goes on, and a few hours of moist sultry

weather is quite sufficient to ruin a mass of cut canes. Therefore,

dry weather is the best for the purpose, and the work in the field

and at the mUl is regulated as closely as possible. At this time,

the effects of active, discriminating management tell upon the work,

and frequently decide between profit or loss to the estate.

BEET AND MELON STJGAES.

"We learn from the Scientific Press that at the State Fair of

California, the Superintendent of the Sacramento Valley Beet

Sugar Company's works exhibited beet sugar of excellent flavour

and superb grain. That paper says :

—

" The only possibility that can stand in the way of a grand

success in the manufacture of sugar in California is the high price

of labour and fuel. But even at the present rates a fair margin of

profit is left to the producer above the cost of production, and this

should stimulate our agriculturists to active exertions in the way

of introducing and fostering this new industry. The same gentle-

man also exhibited two samples of melon sugars, of his own pro-

duction, which are even superior to his beet sugar, in point of

flavour, if they do not quite equal it in grain. The sample from

canteloupes is of a peculiar flavour, but decidedly good; while

that from water-melon has a beautiful colour, and possesses an

excellent flavour. If there is one product besides grapes and beets

in which the soil and climate of California excel all others in pro-

ducing, that product is the melon. As many melons can be raised

on one acre, with one-fourth the cost of cultivation, and the surplus

seeds over what are required for the next year's crop of melons

win yield a table oil equal to the best, and in quantity that wiU

pay one-half the cost of cultivating the melon crop."

—

From the

Lowsiana Stu/ar Bowl.
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THE USE OF ANIilAL CHARCOAL FOR THE
PUEIFICATION OF SACCHARINE SOLUTIOIfS IN

POLARIMETRICAL ANALYSIS.

[From the Frmeh of Dr. Stammer.)

A CERTAKT quantity of animal black in powder or in grist is often

employed to decolour and puiify saccharine solutions intended for

polarimetiical analysis. It is true that some chemists avoid this

use of char, in -which they think they see a cause of error ; but it

is generally admitted that in these conditions the char does not

absorb the sugar, and therefore does not affect the resiilts.

As this opinion does not appear to have been based on special

experiment, M. Scheibler, in concert with M. Daunal, undertook a

series of researches on the absorption of sugar in the treatment of

saccharine solutions by means of char, which have placed beyond

doubt the fact of this absorption in such a way as to depend hence-

forth from the use of this method of clarification for exact analysis.

The following tables contain the results of some experiments, in

which different sorts of sugar have been employed.

The proper quantity of these sugars was dissolved in 50 cubic

centimetres of water, and purified in the ordinary way by means

of acetate of lead (except the samples marked by an asterisk in the

table), and first examined in the polariscope. The same solution

was then mixed with the quantity of powdered char shown in the

third column of the table, and the action prolonged during the

time indicated in the fourth column. The filtered solution de-

coloured was polarized afresh, and the proportion absorbed calcu-

lated. It is needless to say that eveiy possible precaution was

taken to prevent any cause of inexactitude
; consequently the

results are entirely conclusive.

It will be seen that the char absorbed some sugar in every case,

and that the quantity absorbed was proportionate to the quantity

of char employed. Some hours' contact sufficed to render the

absorption sensible ; the previous clarification by acetate of lead
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and the degree of purity of the sugars appear to have had no
influence.

Table 1.

—

Absoepiion of Pttee Sttgak by Chae. Dried to 230° FaU.

Sugar Employed
IX

EXPEKIMEST.

Pure Sugar
Sugar in Crystals .

Raw Sugar, No. 1

,

2.

„ 3.

4,

„ 5.

„ 6.

,. 7.
Masse d'

product

empli, 1st

Before treat-

ment by
Char in

Percentages.

100-00
99-7

91-5

94-2
90-8
95-4
93-45

91- 8

95-8

82-35

*olarization

After treat-

ment bv
Char in

Percentages.

Qnantity
of Char
employed.

Grammes.

Time of
Contact
with the
Char

Honrs.

Propor-
tion of

Sugar ab-
sorbe(3 per

cent,

of Sugar.

99 8 5-5 23 0-2

99-3
it 24 0-4

91-15 3 0-35
93-8

)> 18 0-4

90-4
)> 24 0-4

94 65
)j 20 0-45

930
)) 24 0-45

91-5
>> 24 0-3

95 45
>) 16 0-35

81-95
»> 18 0-4

Table 2.

—

Absoeptiou of Puee Sugae bt Chae. Dried to 320° Faht.

Sugar Employed

experimest.

Degree of Polarization.

Before treat-

ment by
Char in

Percentages.

Quantity
j

Timfiof
of Char

i
Contact

employed. I with the
Char.

After treat-
ment by
Char in

Peiccntages. Grammes.; Hours.

Propor-
tion of

Sugar ab-
sorbed per
cent ot
Sugar.

Pure Sugar
Sugar in Crystals ,

Raw Sugar, Is'o. 1 .

„ 2.

3.

4,

„ 5.

., 6.

„ 7.

„ 8.

9.

,, 10.

„11.
Masse d^empli, 1st

j

product .... I

100 0*
99-75*
97-25*
93-1

93-1

91-75
98-4*

99 0*
98-4

92- 1

93-2
91-8

97-3*

83-3

99
99
96

92
91

91

98
98
97

91

92

90
97

55

3

75
5

9

2

2

45
8

0

2

1

82-9

5-5

11-0

5-5

11-0

11-0

15-0

5-5

16

16
16

3-12

3-12

16

0-45

0-45

0-5

0 6
1- 2

0-55

0 2
0-55

0- 6
1- 1

1-0

1-0

0-2

0-4

"We must conclude from these results that the use of char in

analyses of sugars is not alloivable, and that the general opinion on

the non-absorption of sugar is erroneous.
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That char -will absorb a proportion of sugar is conclusively proved

by the above experiments
;
therefore, in veiy exact analysis its use

should be avoided, if possible. But in the analysis of low raw sugar,

subacetate of lead will not sufficiently decolour the sugar solution for

the disc to be plainly visible through the solution placed in the tube

of the polariscope. The use of char is then necessary, but the char

will in a short time become saturated with sugar from the solution

flowing through it, and, in fact, only that portion which runs

through first will be much affected, so that the only precaution

necessary is to run off a quantity of the solution through the char,

sufficient to saturate it with sugar before filling the tube of the

polariscope; that the quantity necessary for saturation may be easily

ascertained is shown in the following experiment :

—

A solution of pure loaf sugar, of the ordinary density for examina-

tion by Soleil's. polariscope, was filtered through 130 cubic centi-

metres of new char of 16/20 grist.

Degree of

Polanzation.

Before filtration 100-

1st. 25 c.c. of filtered solution 88-9

2nd. 25 CO. „ „ 97 9

3rd. 25 c.c. „ „ 99-7

4th. 25 c.c. ,, ,, 100-

It will thus be seen that it was needful to run off three times

the quantity of sugar solution contained by the tube of the polari-

scope before the filtered solution gave results unaffected by the

absorptive power of the char.

—

Ud. S. C.

CANE CULTIVATION IN MAURITIUS.

The following letter (from the French), extracted from a recent

number of the Commercial Gazette, was addressed to the Chamber

of Agriculture in Mauritius during the favourable season of 1869-70,

its author fearing that the unusually fine crop of that season would

lead planters generally to the belief that an era of prosperity was

dawning, and, consequently, to neglect the cariying out of those
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improvements in cxiltivation which the cane disease and previous

adverse seasons had pressed upon their attention. That M. Seneque

was right ia his previsions that the crop of 1869-70 was an ex-

ception, due to the unusually favourahle season, has heen proved

by the great falling off of the sugar production of the present

year.

To the Honourable N. Nai, President of the Chamler of Agriculture,

and to the members of " The Chamber."

In my last letter addressed to the Hon. E. leery, in pointing

out the cause of the cane disease, and the proper means to be

employed effectually to eradicate it, I spoke of the necessity of

improving our soils, of reservoirs, of irrigation, &c.

It is useless to repeat more than a few paragraphs of what I

then said, but I may recal to your remembrance the recommendations

of M. de Mazarieux, President of the Chamber of Agriculture in

Eeunion, whose views were in. exact conformity with my own,

and confirmed me in the utility of my observations and in the

results of the serious study I have given to the subject for more

than twenty years.

The interests of agiiculture and, consequently, of our country

should make us reflect deeply on the lessons of the past The year

1869 was an exceptional one. For fifteen years we have not had

one like it ; favoured by abundant rains in the proper season, and

by a suitable temperature, the force of vegetation was so strong as

to arrest for a time the cane disease, as weU as the ravages of the

Hce, and many persons hope that these two plagues are stayed.

Such is not my conviction ; on the least cause they wUl reappear.

In July, 1865, I wrote as follows: "The loss caused by the

borer may be estimated at one-fifth of the crop ; for the cane per-

forated by it, besides becoming hai-d and dry, loses in addition half

its saccharine richness, if the juice does not entirely turn into water.

This insect, which does not appear to trouble us because we are

used to it, causes a loss to the colony of mUlions of piastres

annually."

Some of our plantations are very fine this year, as well from the
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length of the canes as from their thickness, in them, nevertheless, I

see certain signs of the disease.

Tears ago, I said that one of the causes of the cane disease was

the ahuse of guano in the spring, that the expense of it was a

trihute paid to the foreigner, when the manure which we might

make for ourselves would have been a great economy and an im-

provement to the soil ; whilst the abuse of guano was so great that

both the plant and the soil were exhausted.

Besides obtaining new varieties of cane from abroad, we ought

to renew our old species habituated to our soil and climate, for we

do not know that these new plants will continue free from the

disease,—in my opinion they will if anything be more open to it

not being used to our climate and temperature. I have already

remarked (in 1868) that " these new cane plants should at first be

planted in nursery grounds, where the cane has not hitherto been

grown, and one essential point, the use of stimulative manures,

avoided in their trial. Then it is only on condition of these new

plants proving superior that they should take the place of our old

sorts, and this can only be proved by the ratoons of these new
varieties planted in our fields whether they will resist the disease."

It is this which makes me persevere in saying that we must renew

those which we have. The query is, are our lands, prepared

by changes of crop such as I have indicated, to receive the new
species of cane ? No ! or at best very partially. "We have planted

canes on canes for more than forty years, on the same lands. Is

there, then, any cause for wonder in the appearance of the disease,

with the soil in the same conditions, with the same exhausted stocks,

for the new plantations ? "Would it not be better to take the slips

for plants from the plant canes only, and from those where stimu-

lants have been least employed ?

Some persons are astonished that in new lands the disease should

appear; the reason is simple, the plants have been taken from

ratoons or plant canes which have not beeu renewed, and having

m them consequently the germs of the disease, which is sure to
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develope itself sooner or later ; the disease being also in the at-

mosphere vitiated by emanations arising from the diseased plants,

which ought to have been burnt but which, on the contrary,

have been left in the field or carried to the manure heap, whence

later, they have been sent back again to the fields.

These are causes of the extension of the disease, which we should

seek to eradicate by the means formerly indicated, by renewing our

cane plants by a culture appropriate to our soil, and improving our

sou by rotation of crops.

"We must not continue to employ in excess that which is so

costly, and which tends to make our soil drier. Purthei-more, we

must not count on the amount of rain of one season as being sure

to fall annually to neutralize the baneful efiiects of the guano we

use in such large quantities.

In proportion as we do not carry out the rotation of crops and

the use of farm manure in our fields, from the least cause our

plantations wiU suffer doubly, from drought like that of preceding

years. In the meantime we must carry out those improvements

of which the times of trial showed the necessity. "We must not

sleep because of the quasi prosperity of the season 1 869-70, for of the

cane disease, the lice, and the lorer, we have not yet heard the last.

We shall doubly regret not having suitable changed our crops with

the manioc, the pea, &c., or with maize. The stalks of these

plants may be used as fuel, the grain and roots for our cattle, by

which a large sum may be saved.

Many of our planters have made these rotations in their crops,

many would do so but are unable, though they see their neighbours'

plantations of less extent returning double, and saving expenses,

by a system which also renews the cane and prevents the extension

of the disease.

Those who have made these changes and improved their lands will

find a great difi'erence in the comparative yield of their canes, in

contrast with those around them who forget that all things wear

out, the soil as well as the human frame.

I must afresh caU the serious attention of the Chamber of
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Agriculture to the points I submitted to them some time ago.

1st.—The preparation of manure on the plantation on a large scale

and ia the most complete manner. 2nd.—The employment of

competent men who know the needs of the soil on which they

operate.

If we are to believe the news from abroad, the supply of guano

from the Chinchas islands is exhausted, and as no other places

supply such a powerful article we must seriously undertake the

preparation of our own manures, unless we wish to see our sugar

production rapidly decrease, even from its present average.

I must also say, that by the judicious use of manure it is possible

to modify the effects of the drought on our plantations. Guano

should only be used on the surface soils and in proper seasons, its

use in dry seasons tends to the further exhaustion of the soil.

I again call your attention to the replanting of forests, the

forming of reservoirs, and to supplying means of irrigation. Ac-

cording to some authorities, forests exercise a certain attraction to

the rains, others doubt it. Not to dispute the question, though I

agree with the former, is is undoubtedly true that forest trees

maintain a humidity in themselves that is profitable to the soil and

climate, and are, besides, the means of keeping a certain volume of

water in the streams and rivers, from which the fields may be

fertilized by irrigation. Reservoirs should be formed which would

be partly filled in the rainy season, and later by dams, motive

power, hydraulic wheels, &c., which would enable us to utilize

by irrigation those streams which we are now content to see

lost in the ocean without any profit to any one. The evils caused

by three months dry weather in our young plantations might then

be averted. It is quite time that the discussion of these questions

was finished, and that we began to carry out various improvements

which we see to be so necessary.
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THE SUGAR MANUFACTURE IN" QUEENSLAND.

Visit to Mb. Macxeand's Stjgab. and Coxceete Facioey.

{From the Mart/borough Chronicle.)

According to promise, we paid a visit on Monday last to Myrtle

Grove. "We landed at the wliaif—a very good and substantial

structure, to wliicli the fact that it has withstood the late floods

amply testifies. Alongside the wharf were lying a fleet of punts,

which we were informed would be put into commission this week.

In travelling from the wharf up the bank towards the mill—

a

distance of about 260 feet—the first signs of the power of steam

became observable. There, side by side, lay a pump for the supply

of the null, lifting the water from the river to an elevation of about

50 feet, and a tramway for conveying the cane from the punts to

the miU. In the tramway iron rollers are placed, to save the

winding rope from being chafed. On gaining the second bank, the

mill comes for the first time fairly into view, and presents a more

imposing appearance than we were prepared for. It has a neat,

well-ventilated galvanized iron roof, the lower end of each row of

iron being 8 inches clear of the upper end of the under-lying

sheets, thus allowing a free current of air, and ample room for the

escape of steam—much wanted where so mucli evaporation takes

place. The iron chimneys have also some attraction : one is

50 feet high, the other 80 feet. They have both a very peculiar

appeai-ance, in consequence of a damper being placed at the top to

regulate the fires. The action of the dampers is said to be both

quick and efficient.

On entering the sugar-house, we were struck with the perfectly

clean, dry, and orderly appearance of the place. In the bins a

large quantity of rich yellow counter sugar was lying, as brought

in from the centrifugal, and ready for being put into bags. "We

traversed the building, which is at present about 70 feet long, and
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here the concretor and centrifugals were busily revolving. The

general arrangement was something quite new to us, and as we began

to comprehend the process, we could not fail to admire the eare and

attention that must have been employed to bring the concretor

process to its present state.

We were conducted first of all to the mill, which is supplied

with cane by a carrier, 60 feet long, and which is made to receive

the cane from the punts by means of the tramway we before

mentioned. The cane we saw, however, was being drawn from

the plantation belonging to the miU by means of horses attached to

slides, instead of drays or carts.

The cane, on being brought to the miU, is at once placed on the

carrier, which is worked by the engine, and the speed is regulated

by the revolutions of the rollers, so that the feeding corresponds

with the wants of the rollers, at whatever rate they are being

diiven. The cane carrier in use here was, we are informed, new
to this district ; but the way it did its work was highly successful.

The rollers were nest visited. They are certainly equal to any-

thing wo have seen, for both strength and finish. The engine by
which they were driven, with its gearing, looked exceedingly well,

and was working away smoothly, without strain or jar. At the

back of the engine-shed we observed the blacksmith's shop, with
its aiTay of necessary implements and material to repair any
ordinary mischance, to which the best regulated machinery is

liable. At the rollers we made inquiries about the juice, and
found it was being conveyed in spouts, lined with tin, to the

clariflers (three in number), and holding from 300 to 400 gallons

each. The large copper coils with which these are supplied

indicate great heating power ; there the juice is boiled by steam,

and tempered. Afterwards it is passed off to the subsiding tanks,

where it is allowed to settle and cool somewhat. The juice is

then passed on to the supply tank, from which it is allowed to run
on to the trays. The trays are, as most of our readers wiU be

aware, a part of the concreting process patented by Mr. Fryer, of

Manchester. These trays are ten in number, and make a total

length of about 50 feet, each tray being cast so' as to form a
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succession of inclined planes, along which the liquor keeps steadily

passing. The three trays at the highest level, and immediately

over the fire, are made of malleable iron, with a view to prevent

any accident to the trays, which miglit happen to ordinary cast

iron, through neglect. They are also somewhat deeper, and placed

more nearly horizontal than the remainder, so that the cane juice

can be retained in them at boiling point for a longer time than in

the remaining ones. The other seven trays are cast iron, fluted

with an almost uniform incline to the receiving tank, which

supplies the concreting cylinders. The density of the liquor, we
were told, should be, when it leaves the trays, from 25 to 30

degrees, and that, when the cane is cut at a proper density, and in

good order, it would evaporate to that density in passing over the

trays described. As compared with the ordinary battery, the

process of boiling is entirely reversed. In the concretor is pre-

sented mathematically a maximum of heating surface to a minimum
volume of liquor ; the liability to injury and discoloration of the

juice is therefore said to be proportionally diminished. The
arrangement otherwise is so complete that a regular stream of juice,

from a pipe 1 J inches in diameter, is flowing into the trays at the

upper end, and is being as regularly discharged at the lower end.

As before mentioned, if the juice is good, it would leave the trays

sufiiciently boiled to be at once run into the cylinders. The canes

we saw were only marking a density of 7°, and, therefore, caused

us to examine a very beautiful aiTangement by which, when the

density is not high enough, to be allowed to pass into the cylinder,

it can be quickly pumped back again through a pipe which passes

along the length of the trays, and in which taps are placed at

intervals, to allow of the juice passing again over the trays any
distance that may be found necessary to its proper evaporation, the

pump being always at work, and keeping this pipe constantly

filled.

We have now described, in some degree, the operations the cano
undergoes in its transit from the field to the receiver, and have
mentioned the cylinder, which is a monster, like nothing else

within our acquaintance. It is some 12 feet long, and 6 feet
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in diameter. It is kept revolving very slowly, not on its centre,

but by means of revolving wheels on its outer edge. It is driven

by an engine of about four-horse power ; the engine also drives a

fan at the same time, which forces a current of heated air through

the cylinder. This is the finishing part of the process under the

patent. The use of the cylinder appears to be to assist the granu-

lation of the sugar. The liquor from the trays enters at one end,

and proceeds from the other in a steady stream. It is passed on

into coolers to granulate, and, when suflciently granulated, re-

moved to the centrifugals. If concrete is intended to be produced,

the liquor as it leaves the cylinders only requires to be cooled and

packed. We were led to conclude that sugar wiU most likely be

made during the whole of the present season.

In reply to an inquiry as to what was done with the molasses,

we were told that up to the present time none to speak of had been

made, and with good canes it is expected that none will be

made.

Our attention was now directed to the nse of the megass as fuel.

It is here used as fuel direct from the rollers—a tolerably conclu-

sive proof of their power, and of the satisfactory manner in which

they work. "We were surprised, all through the mill, at the

mechanical contrivances for saving labour. The position of the

ground has also assisted in the general effect. The engine and

mill is placed to the extreme right of the buildings, looking at the

factory either from the river or from its principal front towards the

house. The bed of the engine is 14 feet above the lower level of

the sugar-house. A drum, placed in the roof, hauls up the trucks

from the wharf to the cane carriers. From the rollers the juice

runs down to the clarifiers, from the clarifiers to the subsiders,

thence to the trays, and so on. There is during boiling no lifting

or looking. One man can attend the trays, and keep them properly

supplied with liquor ; steam does all the rest. The proprietor

speaks in the highest terms of the way in which the machinery is

got up. The makers are Messrs. Manlove, Alliott, and Co., of

Nottingham, and there can be no doubt that the workmanship

reflects the highest credit on them.
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It must at any rate be gratifying to see so much good machiaery

employed amongst us. It would be presumptuous on our part to

pronounce dogmatically on the value of the concretor over other

and older methods of manufacture. Many parts of the process,

however, must approve themselves to all who are interested in the

matter. And looking on as the machinery is so regularly and

steadily doing its work, one might be excused for fancying that it

possessed sense as well as motion, and that the time may not be

very distant when such perfection will be attained that the raw

material wUl be placed in the mill at one end, and leave at the

other manufactured and ready for a market.

We have only to add that we wish the proprietor, Mr. Mackeand,

may reap an abundant harvest from his spirited undertaking.

examijStatiox of the molasses and of the
mode of woeking in the refineries

OF PARIS.

The examination and the study of molasses in furnishing various

indications of the constitution of these residues, may not only

enlighten the trade as to the real value of these products, but they

have beside a not less important function, which shall be the

principal subject of this article.

It may be fully admitted that there exists a necessary relation

between the composition of residual molasses and that of the

sugars which have supplied them. We know further that the

variable composition of these residues depends not only on the

primary matters of manufacture, but still more on the methods by

which they have been produced. From these various standards

the study of the residues is of the greatest importance to enlighten

the industry respecting the real value of processes which it carries

out.

Two principal sorts of impurities which are found in variable

quantities in molasses, are to-day estimated in the sugars by the
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commercial analysts to establish the value of these products con-

sidered as fii'st matters for refining ; these impurities, as is well

known, are saline substances, mineral or vegetable, and glucose.

These two distinct groups of impurities constitute, in fact, with

the sugar and the water, the elements of molasses; and these bases of

an art which we have made kno'nn under the now accepted name

of melassimetrie, are justified by the incontestible property which

the glucoses and the salts of molasses possess of holding prismatic

sugar^ in a particular state, which renders it uncrystallizable.

All the salts in the molasses do not possess in the same degree

the property of modifying sugar, and it is the same of the divers

species of glucose, but in the impossibility of defining these

disturbing agents precisely, we are bound to admit the two

co-efiioients, the one for the whole of the salts, the other for all

^he glucoses, and these co-efficients always discussed and opposed

since the admittance of saceharimetry, have been sufficient for our

needs by substituting for the informal official classification of the

types, a surer and more scientific basis.

In fact, melassimetrie is able to determine the value of sugar to

nearly 1 per cent. , whilst the basis of types was not in certain cases

able to estimate it within 1 0 per cent. From this point of view,

melassimetrie constitutes an immense progress which ought to be

recognised by honest commerce and industry, instead of being a

subject of incessant complaints, from the absurd consideration that

a number of analysts employed on the same sample of sugar may
sometimes vary from 2 to 3 per cent. These difierences prove

something against the manipulators, but not against the method,

which properly carried out is only liable to slight error.

The glucoses may be estimated by BaiTeswill's method with a

precision almost infinitesimal, and we have proved that for beet

root sugars we may neglect the correction of this impurity by the

received co-effloients ; but we will not on this point endorse the

opinion of certain chemists, who affirm with great assurance and

with dense ignorance, that the glucose impurity and its estimation

is of no importance in the sale and manufacture of indigenous

sugars.
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"We have established in the most positiye manner that the

presence of glucose in all the sugars of commerce has an intimate

connection with the processes of manufactuie. We have proved

that raw sugars—yellow or white—made hy certain processes so-

called perfected, contain some ferments which, after having inverted

some of the sugar in the warehouse, will continue to work

destruction in the refinery, to the detriment of the interests both of

refiners and consumers.

One of our opponents (31. Feltz) has advanced against us on this

question—the smallness of the proportion of glucose contained in

refined sugar. He has even alleged the existence of glucose in

the products of the refineries before the processes in question
;
but,

doubtless, if our contradictor had known our works a little better,

and the history of the science and industiy, he would have avoided

making this kind of objection. This wHl be abundantly shown

by the facts which we shall have to bring forth and discuss in

this note.

As regards colonial sugars, it is admitted that the glucose

impurity proper to them is corrected by means of the co-efficient 1

and this co-efficient appears to be justified by the examination of

colonial molasses,—thus, as we have shown respecting a Cuban

molasses,* in attributing to the glucose it contained the co-efficient

1 there remained for the saline co-efficient of the crystallizable

sugar more than the No. 4-3, which is found approximately to be

one of the limits of the saline co-efficients of the molasses of raw

~
This molasses, insufficiently drained of its crystallizable sugar, gave

the
42-5 per cent.

Glucose 21 6 „

Salts
^^OS "

In attributing to the glucose the co-efficient 1 there remained 20-9 of crystal-

lizahle sugar, which, divided by the salts, gave a co-efficient of 4-3. This

co-efficient would have been a Uttle smaUer if the molasses had been dramed

to the degree which is common in the European sugar factories. If, on the

contrary, we had adopted in this case the number 2 for the glucose co-

efficient, as has been proposed, we arrive at the impossible, i.e., at giving no

co-efficient at all to the salts. These facts tend to establish that the legitimate

elucose co-efficient ia properly 1 for colonial sugar, as is generally admitted.
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beet sugars. This is not the case when the method is applied to

molasses made by beet sugar refineries ; these molasses, as is well

known, often contain very large proportions of glucose, and we

have had to take into consideration the true source of these glu-

coses. We give first the results of analyses made in 1866 of the

molasses of the Paris refineries,* they will serve for our discussion,

if even it should be proved that their constitution has been changed

for some years past. These molasses are delivered to the buyers

no"; at the density of 40° Baume as the raw beet sugar molasses, but,

rather with the saccharametrical value of 50 per cent, at least, on all

the sugars, and if it is considered that the raw molasses really

only contains on an average 43 to 44 per cent, of sugar, we shall see

that the value of alcohol produced from the refinery molasses is 7 '4

3

greater than that from the molasses of raw sugar, say one-sLcth more;

this will make their increased value legitimate.!

Except the molasses of MM. Sommier & Co., which is

of exceptional composition, the molasses in the table differ

very little, and if we apply the salts to the ciystallizable sugar

alone we shall find very nearly a justification of the co-efiicient

5, which is imposed by the refiners on the manufacturers of sugar.

But if we first take account of the glucose there will remain different

saline co-eflicients of the ci-ystallizable sugar, according to the

figure allowed for the glucose co-eflScient. With the glucose co-

efiicient 1, the saline co-efficient is about the figure 4; with the

glucose co-efficient 'Z, the saline co-efficient of the crystallizable sugar

approaches near to an average of 3-50, which appears to us to belong

to raw molasses. These comparisons, if we stop here, are they not

of a nature to justify one of the last two co-efficients for commercial

ti'ansactions in raw beet sugai's ?

* We take these analyses by preference because they were made in a year
little removed from that, when mdassimetrie was adopted into the practice of

refineries. Their numbers may, up to a certain point, have served for the

base of the co-efficient 5.

fThe molasses of the beet sugar refineries often reaches -5 to 6 francs

per 100 kilotrrammes more than the molasses of raw sugars, and a very
remarkable fact is that buyers make no distinction between the molasses of

refineries of pure beet sugar and that of beet mixed with cane sugar;
however, the molasses of pure cane sugar often brings double the price of

raw beet molasses.



TABLE OF ANALYSES OF THE MOI-ASSES OF THE PAKIS REFINERIES, IN 1866.

Maker's Name. Density
Baume.

Saccharametrical Estimate. Saline co-efficient.

Sugar
Crystalliz-

able.

Glucose. Salts.

With
glucose

oo-efficient

1.

With

co-efficient

2.

glucose.

42°5 45-25 5-17 9-33 4-35 3-74 4-85

44°0 44-50 5-47 8-95 4-36 3-75 500

4r8 50-80 2-34 9-10 5-32 506 5-58

44° 1 45-25 6-30 9-80 3-97 3-33 4-61

43°9 44-50 5-50 10-07 3-87 3-38 4-45

44°0 43-37 5-70 9-45 3-98 3-38 4-60

M. Dubrunfaut does not say whether these analyses had been published before they appeared with

the rest of this article in The Moniteur Scientifique some time before the commencement of the War in

France.—.Ed. 5. C.
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In the compressed tatle of analyses given above, some important

facts may be observed by comparison of the numbers, and we must

call the attention of our readers to these facts.

In the first place the molasses from Mil. Sommier & Co.'s

refinery difiered from the other molasses in many remarkable

peculiarities.

1st. It contained much less glucose than the otherS, inasmuch as

this impurity reached only 2'34 per cent, in it, instead of 5 to 6 per

cent., as given by the others.

2nd. It contained in all more than 53 per cent, of sugar, of

which nearly 51 per cent, was ciystallizable.

3rd. Its density was less ; so that if we correct the saccharine

richness according to the density, i.e., in proportion to the received

bases of raw sugar, viz., 2^ per degree Baume, we shall have 5 per

cent, more sugar for the density 44°, which is that of two-thirds

of the other molasses.

In these conditions the molasses of MM. Sommier and Company

would have contained in 1866, at a density of 44°, 55-5 per cent,

of sugar and 9'55 per cent, of salts.

Such a composition thus considered will certainly not appear to

tell in favour of the process fdlowed in MM. Rommier's refinery,

since the residual molasses of this refinery would have been sold

and delivered to consumers the least drained of its sugar, i.e , with

the maximum of saccharine richness, and consequently with the

highest saline co-efficieut (5-58), when the others attained as a

maximum 5 (MM. Lebaudy freres), and as a minimum 4-45 (M.

Mortessier).

These particulars necessitate some explanation, and even impose

a retrospective review of some facts.

During the harytique mode of working which was carried on at

Villette in the year 1850 the glucose molasses had called for

particular examination, because they did not submit properly to the

harytique treatment, and there was then observed a great difi'erence

in the molasses supplied by different Parisian refiners to the

harytique usine. One molasses alone was distinguished as being

nearly free fiom glucose—that of MM. Sommier and Co. ; another
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which contained but little of itj was that of 31. Onft-oy; all the rest,

in short contained 4 to 7 per cent, of it, so as to render the

harytique treatment very difScult. It was at this period that by

the economy of baryta we were able to practise the previously

necessary destruction of the glucoses by the alkalis (Ume or caustic

soda).

Thus we see that in the year 1 850 the working of the refinery of

Sommier and Co. was distinguished from that of other Parisian

refineries by delivering commercially a difierent residual molasses,

and this diflferencewas especially marked by the absence of glucose and

consequently by a richnes^^ of crystallizable sugar. We have never

known ofScially the cause of this difference, but we have suspected

or guessed it in this manner.

Our friend and pupU, Numa Grar (of Valenciennes), also pro-

duced some molasses, which was distinguished from all other

refiners' molasses in the same way as that of 3131, Sommier, by its

almost complete freedom from glucose ; and in his case the fact was

perfectly clear to us, because we knew that Xuma Grar scrupulou-ly

practised the alkaline mode of refining. In fact, he employed lime

throughout, and this resulted if not in completely paralysing the

glucose fermentation, yet at least in the destruction of the glucose

which might have previously existed in the sugars, and even that

which might have been accidentally produced in the working.

"We were not then acquainted with the method which now allows

us to estimate real glucose separately from its derivatives produced

by the calcic reaction, and so were not able to apply it to the

products of Numa Grar, nor to those of 3I3I. Sommier & Co.

"We have never doubted that 3I3I. Sommier & Co. practised, like

Numa Grar,. the alkaline method of refining, and it is thus that we

have always accounted for the peculiarities of their molasses

;

the observations which follow justify the interpretation of these facts.

We give, first, the analyses of some molasses from difi'erent

refineries of Paris, which we have just made. "We summarize

them as we did those of 1866, but add the determination which

we have been ab^e to make of the amount of the true glucose by

the sucrate of lime process, as weU. as that given by the

Barreswill method.



TABLK OF ANALYSES OF THE MOLASSES FEOM THE PARIS REFINERIES.

Names of Eefinors.
Density
Baume.

Percent -

age of

Crystal-

lizablo

Sugar.

Per centage of

Glucose

Salts.
Calcic

lleuctlorp

Total
Sacchar-

ine

richnoss.

Saline

Coefficients.

r~

By
Copper
tost.

Sucrato
of Lime
proces?.

f

For the

Crystal-

lizablo

Sugar.

For the
Sugar
of both
sorts.

MM. A Sommier & Co 42-0 52-15 0-6 0 12-8 0-114 52-15 4-00 4 Od

42-0 41-36 12-5 11-9 11-16 0-118 53-26 3-70 4/0

„ C. Say 41-4 43-36 12-5 7-85 11-47 0-40 49-21 3-60 4-3

40-2 44-14 8-33 6-25 11-20 0-64 50-39 3-94 4-5

oy / oi o 19-24 190 U 1 o 50-60 5-70 8-6

420 46-7 12-3 11-8 7-60 0-16 58-50 6-10 7-7

40-2 39-66 19-23 15-35 5-80 0-182 55-0 6-70 9-4
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We have to study this table from a new point of view, and to

draw, if it be possible, some conclusions as to the value of the

workings of the refineries, and of the probable results of these

workings. We do not intend to formulate anything absolutely on

these points, and we only 'wish to give an example of the conclusion

whith we may draw from the analyses of the residual molasses, to

conjecture the nature or the value of the methods and processes

which are practised in the refineries, as we have already done as

regards the sugar factories.

In this examination we shall, in some measure, accept the

reports, which are matters of public notoriety, as to the nature of the

methods and the processes carried out. This comparison will be of

the more importance in that it is made at a period when there

appears to be a wish to introduce changes into the working of the

refineries.

We wiU admit to begin with, as the basis of discussion, that if,

as many refiners affirm, all the Paris refineries operate on the same

class of sugars, whether as regards origin, quality, or as mixture,

the propor'.ion of salts furnished by the same weight of molasses

should give the true elements of the proportion produced in each

refinery.

Thus, in admitting the coefficient 4, which is that of the molasses

of MM. Sommier & Co., as the normal coefficient, and supposing

the production of a quantity of average molasses equal to 10 per cent,

of the weight of the sugar melted, we find for the other refineries

the production of molasses as under :

—

MM. Lebaudy Freres 11-29 per cent.

„ C. Say n-47 „

„ Guillen Pere & FHs 11-42 „

„ Jeanti & Prevost 19 64 ,,

,, Sarrebourse 16-84 ,,

Eafiinerie Parisienne 22-03
,,

These conclusions appear probable as regards the first three estab-

lishments, that is to say, that the quantities of molasses produced

by these establishments do not differ materially from what is pro-

duced and delivered by MM. Sommier & Co. ; and the differences
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of 1-29 to 1'47 per cent, might be considered as the measure of the

relative inferiority of the working of the three establishments in-

question, if one circumstance did not alter the exactness of this

conclusion as regards M. Say and MM. Guillon Pere et Fils, which

is, that in place of delivering their molasse.'! at a density of 42°

Baume, as M.M. Sommier & Co., the density of M. Say's molasses

is 41-4, and that of M. Guillon 40-2. If the conection of these

differences is made, the apparent superiority of MM. Sommier &
Co. disappears at least as regards MM. Say and Guillon.

E.xamining the true glucose element, we find that although it is

nil in the establishment of MM. Sommier & Co., it is very grtat in

the three establishments comparable to it as regards their saline co-

efficients, and, consequently, by the probable identity of the first

matters of fabrication. In fact, in these three establishments, the

proportions of true glucose vary between 6*25 and 11-9 per cent.,

and the amounts of glucose shown by the copper test between 8-33

and 12-5 per cent.

fTo he continued.J

REDUCED DUTY ON SUGARS IN THE UNITED STATES.

Text op the New Scgae Bill.—The following is the text of

the Sugar Bill, which has just become a law :
" Be it enacted,

etc., that so much of section twenty-one of the act reducing inter-

nal taxes and for other purposes approved July 14, 1870, as relates

to sugar, bo amended so it will read :—On all sugar not above No.

7 Dutch standard in colour, 1J cents per pound ; on all sugar above

No. 10 Dutch standard in color, 2 cents per pound ; on all sugar

above No. 10 and not above No. 13 Dutch standard in colour, 2 J

cents per pound; on all sugar above No. 13 and not above

No. 16 Dutch standard in colour, 2J cents per pound ; on all sugar

above No. 16 and not above No. 20 Dutch standard in colour,

3i cents per pound; and on all refined loaf, lump, crusted,

powdered and granulated sugar, -— cents per poimd. Provided
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that the Secretary of the Treasury shall by regulation prescribe

and require that samples from packages shall be taken by the pro-

per officers, in such manner as to ascertain the true quality of such

sugar, and the weights of sugars imported in casks or boxes, shall

be marked distinctly by the Custom House weigher by scoring the

figures indelibly on each package. Provided, that all syrup of

sugar, cane juice, mclado, concentrated melado or concentrated

molasses, entered under the name of molasses, shall be forfeited to

the United States."

TfiEASTTRT ClECtTLAE PeESCEIBING REOraATIONS UlTDEE THE KeW
Taeiff Act.—Secretary Boutwcll to-day issued a circular to

collectors of customs, prescribing regulations to carry into effect

certain provisions of the act approved July 14, 1870, better known

as the Tariff Act. The first is in relation to the sampling of

sugars. It is provided by the twenty-first section of the act of

July 14, 1870, as amended by the act of December 22, 1870, that

the Secretary of the Treasury shall by regulations prescribe and

require that samples from packages of sugar shall be taken by the

proper officers in such manner as to ascertain the true quality of

such sugar, and the weights of sugar imported in casks or boxes

shall be marked distinctly by the Custom House weigher, by

scoring the figures indelibly on each package. Under the provisions

of law it is directed that the percentum of each importation of

sugar shall be sampled, except when it is imported in mats or

bags, when, if deemed sufficient, a less quantity can be sampled.

The samples shall be taken as follows, viz. :

—

From sugars in hogsheads, tierces, or barrels, by drawing from

the head, centre, foot and sides of the packages ; from sugars in

boxes, by drawing from the top, bottom and sides of the boxes

;

from so-caUed " wet foots," when either in the sides or ends of

the package, by drawing from the part where the "wet foot" is

found, and marking on the sample package the depth of such

" Wet foot." This will be in addition to the sampling as aforesaid.

"When the samples representing the sugars of an invoice or entry

are thus obtained, so as to represent a true average of the contents
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of the particular package, each, shall be carefully compared with

the Dutch standard to test the colour for classiiication. Those of

the same grade under the law shall he classed together, and all the

packages contained in an invoice or entry shall be classified in

colour and rate of duty in that proportion which the sample pack-

ages, as examined and tested, represent. In testing the colour of

sugars and fixing the rate of duty, they shall always be regarded as

above the test standard with which they are being compared when

they are lighter in color, even though they do not reach the next

grade or standard above that which establishes the rate of duty.

The weights of sugar imported in cases or boxes shall be marked

distinctly as soon as the same are weighed by the United States

weigher, branding on the head of the cases or the cover of the box

the gross weight, tare and net weight of the packages. The

branding will be done by means of hot iron or copper figures,

branded on the head of the cask, as is commonly used.

—

American

Grocer.

The LoxnsiANA. Sugar Haevest.—Despite the interruption pro-

duced by the recent political excitements our coast planters have

made considerable progress in gathering their saccharine harvest.

The season was never more favourable in South Louisiana for the

maturing of the cane, and the cutting, hauling and grinding of the

same. The only drawback has been the lack of water to supply

the mills. Many planters have had to run their pipes to the river

and sink pumps ; others have employed tugboats to pump water

into their ponds. Defpite these obstacles, grinding is going on very

briskly, and the yield of sugar and molasses promises to exceed

that of last year by at least 20,000 or 25,000 hogsheads. With

good and reliable labour to cultivate the plant early in the season

the product would have been much larger. The increase this year

is due entirely to the season, which has been an extraordinarily

propitious one. Labour has been very difficult to obtain, even at

the high rates of 30 dels, and 40 dols. and even 60 dols. a month.

The quality of the sugar and molasses is excellent.- Several large

planters are securing gangs of Chinese laborers, and are preparing

for large crops next year.

—

lieta Orleans Times.
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COMMERCIAL & OTHER STATISTICS OF THE UNITED KINGDOM.
From Francis Sad ^ Co.'s Monthly Circular, January, 1871.

SUGAR.

Year

Estimated
i'OPULA-

Raw &L Refined MOLASSES TEA. COFFEE. COCOA.

U
TIOX, Lbs

31st Deo Tons. per Tons. Lbs. <u Lbs. Lbs. QJ ci

Head M d, o

1
1

184.5 27,875,000 242,834 19'51 44,193,433'l-59
1 1 1

34,293,190 1-23 2,579,497 0-09

1846 28,189,000 261,933 20 81
!

1 DO OD, / Ol,00'9 1-30 2,961,206 010

1847 28,093,000 23'14 1 -fin Q7 I?*}
i. Ow o / ,441,0/ {. 1 33 3,079,198 0-11

1848 27,S55,flOO 309,424 24'88
1

1 •7ri ^7 ft77 i^A R
1- ( w 0/,U/ /,04u

1

1 37 2,919,591 0-10

1849 27,632 000 299,041 24-24 3i;853 2-58 ^(\ (lOl fi7fi 1 -Rl SOQ 'XIAL OA o4,ovy,o(4 1-24 Q nr\ct 1 A C 0-12

1850 '.27,423,000 310,391 25-35 40,653 3-32 1 1 70 ^inoQ 1, L 1 Z,o\)^ 1'14 O {\QC\ R / 1ii,UoU,D4 J. 0-11

1851 )7 529 000 328,581 26-74 45,915 373 CO Q ^ Q ft tQ
1

1 i/u O6,0U4,i)40 1*18 O fl T O OA 1J,y7o,i>44 0-11

1852 27 570 000 358,643 29-14 38,662 314 1 -QS Q/l Q7Q A'iO1 i70 (j^,y / o,4o^ 1-27 012

1853 27 663 OOn 374,379 30-32 39,997 i'2i '^Q QQA ftQ7 2-13'36,983,122 1-31 o,yy7,iyo 0-14

1854 416,620 33-5842,336 3-41
1

2 33 37,350,924 1 "34 0'16

1855 384,267 30-8646,126 3 "45 2-27j35,764,561 1*28 0-16

1856 374,978 29-69 47,111 3-75 70 01 0 2-25 34,995,944 1*24 1 RO A t OK 0-13

1857 9ft I'lQ finr 382,294]30-20 30,556 2-41 2-44 34,367,484 1"21 2,6o6,233 0-09

1858 9R ^fiR nnn 450,203 35-30 43,829 3-44 71 0 17 ^ Q 1 2-57.35,338,111 1-24 3,071,115 0-11

9Q T7A (\r\r\ 457,449 35-61 34,890 2-72 7fi QRO ftftQ 2-65 34,492,947 1-20 3,480,987 0'12

1 R^nloOU 28,944,000 448,070 34 61 27,998 2-58 Tti Q SO OO/D,ooy,4<:o 2 66 35,674,381 1 23 3,481,484 0 12

1861 29,196,000 478,040 36 06 54,600 4-18 77 Q<1Q ARK 2-67 35,375,675 1-21 3,676,384 0-12

1862 29,400,000 485,856 87-24 55,840 4'22 78,817,060 2-68 34,664,165 1-18 3,926,600 0-13

1863 29,600,000 495,050 37-46 87,452 2-83 85,206.776 2-88 32,986,116 1-11 4,106,468 0-14

1864 29,820,000 499,604 37-53 25,341 1-90 88,637,099 2-98 31,591,122 1-06 4,171,082 0-14

1865 30,000,000 545,781 40-75 28,692 2-14 97,921,944 3-26 30,748,349 1-02 4,286,635 0-14

1866 30,050,000 559,166 41-68 32,285 2-41 102,325,067 3-41 30,944,363 103 4,606,997 0-15

1867 30,100,000 593,358 44 15 20,186 1-58 111,057,705 3-69 31,567,760 1 05 4,585,517 015

1868 30,200,000 561,135 41 62 37,379 2-77 106,918,118 3-54 30,608,464 1-01 5,730,223 019

1869 30,350,000 583,369 43-05 37,088 2-74 111,889,113 3-69 29,109,113 0-96 6,564,216 0-22

1870 30,500,000|659,705 48-45|35,568 2-61 117,082,690 3-84 30,913,313 1-01 6,943,081 0-23
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Commercial Aftn other Statistics of the TJ.vited Kingdom:.

Tear

EICE TOBACCO TALLOW WINE BRITISH & FOR-
EIGN SPRIIT

Tons
Lbs.
per
Head

Lbs.
Per
Head Tons

Lbs.
per
Head

Gallons
Per
Head Gallons

Per
Head

iS4.' 13,466 1-08 26.162,159 094 59,595 4-7!) 6,736,131 0-21 26,665,501 0-91

1846 21,691 l-7i '0,859,788 0-95 59,192 4-70 6,740,316 0-24 28,344,746 1-01

1847 55,166 4-4C 26,638,136 095 53,465 4-26 6,053,847 0-22 25,534,820 0-91

1848 19,5 IE 1-57 27,194,368 0 98 70,336 6-66 6,136,547 0-22 26,822,175 0-96

1849 25,464 2-Ot 27,553,238 100 70,624 6-72 6,251,862 0-23 28,216,149 1-02

1850 20,051 1-65 27,584,406 1 01 60,231 4-92 6,437,222 0-23 28,653,695 1-04

1851 19,173 1 rj 27,915,024 101 54,049 4-41 6,279,759 0-23 28,742,691 1-04

1852 27,601 2-24 28,418,568 103 58,616 4-76 6,346,061 0-23 30,061,189 109

1853 38,917 315 29,564,696 1-07 66,848 5-41 6,813,830 0 24 30,151,076 1-09

ISo-- 41,748 3.36 30,391,841 1-09 38,001 3-06 6,776,086 0-24 30,998,057 1-12

1855 48,345 3-88 30,332,657 109 39,714 3-19 6,296,439 0-23 26,731,609 0 92

1856 71,032 5-65 32,413,000 1-15 50,366 4-07 7,004,953 0-25 28,284,989 1-00

1857 74,523 5-85 32,680 369 1-15 53,686 4-20 6,606,710 0-23 28,864,186 1-02

1858 88,093 6 91 34,110,851 1-19 61,259 4-80 6,697,224 0-23 27,774,347 097

1859 65,334 6-09 34,791,261 1-21 51,826 4-03 7,262,966 0-25 28,790,364 100

1860 76,778 6-94 35,412,845 1 22 71,049 5-50 7,368,189 0-25 27,066,126 0-94

1861 79,172 6 07 34 976,453 1-20 57,696 4-42 10,787,091 037 25,097,640 0-86

1862 132,357 10 08 35,614,985 1-2I 48,519 3-70 9.803,046 0-33 24,720,614 0-84

1863 73,225 5 54 37,616,246 1-27 56,333 4-26 10,478,057 0-35 24,718,b91 0-84

1864 80,518 6-05 38,239,521 1-28 49,300 370 11,456,715 0-38 26,544,650 0-89

18B5 27,264 2-04 39,179,801 1-36 66,015 4-93 12,061,386 0-40 26,990,464 0-90

1866 48,726 3.63 40,995,161 1-36 64,518 4-81 13,327,916 0-44 29,769,868 0-99

1867 78,868 6-87 41,053,612 1-36 52,076 3-84 13,754,343 0 46 29,090,697 097

1868 134,729 10-00 41,280,001 1-36 67,163 4-24 15,151,741 0-50 28,610,658 0-94

1869 175,038,12 92 41,719,500 1-37 59,056 4-36 14,840,158

1

0-49,29,624,124 0-98

1870 S7,50f 6-4L 11,652,795 1-37 77,879 5 72 16,053,100 0-60|
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Commercial and othee Statistics op the United Kexgdom.

foueigk wool COTTON RAW SILK
•I'OTAL VALUE OP
IMPORTATION.

Yea:

Lbs. Per Heart Lbs. Per
Head Lbs. £ Per

Head

1845 74,151,50'2 2-66 679.063,569 24,36 4,058,737 0-15

1846 62,243,482 2-31 401,925,570 14,23 4,190,054 0-15
00

a

1847 57,782,873 2 23 399,753,295 14 23 3,697,187 0-13
ior

t

64,289,263 2-54 639,000,369 22 94 4,181,027 0-16
.

•a

64,318,150 2-33 656,575,476 23-76 4,518,132 0-16

o
'3

loOU 59,938,104 2-19 561,107,165 20-46 4,385,097 0-U
u
o
DQ
03

LaO I 69,581,988 2-53 645,399,389 23-44 4,059,449 0-15
1

32,444,525 2 99 817,898,144 29-67 5,129,231 019
O

lOOo 107,671,080 3-89 746,709,069 J7-00 6,046,852 0-22

1 i 81,612,732 -,>-94 764,007,037 27-40 6,439.104 0-23 152,389,053 109/8

LoOO 69,846,980 2-50 767,383,792 27 51 4,433,307 0-ie 143,542,850 102/1

89,531,599 3-18 877,225,440 31-10 5,945,074 0-21 172,544,154 122/7

100 1 93,262,679 3-29 837,391,296 29-53 10,371,306 C-37 187,646,336 132/11

1 R^R 100,037,181 3-50 884,732,576 30-97 3,963,057 0-14 164,583,832 115/3

104,267,884 3-62 1,050,845,836 36-52 7,768,564 0-27 179,182,355 124/7

lOor 117,633,210|406 1,140,510,112 39-40 6-023,654 0 21 171,789,166 118/8

1 flft 1
I oD 1 92,795,737;31S 958,696,816 32-84 4,613,689 0-16 179,034,444 122/8

1 QRO 123,840,673 4-21 309,258,656 10-62 5,089,407 0-17 184,1-29,120 125/3

LoOo 113,449,703|3-83 428,230,768 14-47 5,368,226 0-18 203,826,363 137/9

1 QRIqD-. 50,539,306|5-0i 648,602,416 21-75 1,733,271 0- 6 226,057,691 15-2/0

1 Qft'L^So_ 129,761,317|4-3; 675,069.360 22-75 4,386,260 0-15 219,393,987 146/6

1 QAflODl- 172,785,201j5-7t 988,177,568 32-88 3,488,711 012 238,773,192 158/10

1867 142,951,240|4-75 911,910,496 30-21 3,947,634 [oi3 220,862,585 jl46/9

1868 147,673,844,4-8l
1

1,005,463,536^33-29 4,105,882 joi3 249,616,302 165/4

1869 141,853,383 4-67

1
1

948,298,51231-24 2,524,215 ^0-09 250,617,820 165/2

1870 jl67,168,449|5-48 1,073,501,744^35-20 3,318,669 |0-11 259,031,132 169/10
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CoifllERCIAL AND OTHER STATISTICS OF THE UxiTED KlXGDOJf

Tear

Total Value of
British an'd Irish
PROItfCE EXPOKTED

Ships ix Foreign
TBAnK Entered

Inwards
Railways in

United Kingdom.

£ Per
Head Tonnage Per

Head
Capital

Expended
Per
Head

Nett
Profit

^ cent.

1845 60,111,082 41/8 6,045,718 0-22 75.646,100 54/3 5-48

1846 67,786,876 41/0 6,101,015 0-22 87,765,100 62/3 5-25

1847 58,842,377 41/U 7,196,033 0-26 114,728,000 81/0 4-09

1848 62,849,445 37/11 6.626,945 0-23 154,200,000 110/9 4-06

1849 63,596,025 46/4 6,919,900 0-25 197,000,000 142/7 3-44

1850 71,367,886 62/1 7,100,476 0-26 230,522,730 168/3 3-31

1851 74,448,722 54/1 7,872,094 0-28 236,841,420 172/1 3-67

1852 78,076,854 56/8 7,887,447 0 29 248,083,520 179/11 3-44

1853 98,933,781 71/6 8,943,107 0-32 263,636,320 190/7 3-80

1854 97,184,726 69/U 9,160,366 0-33 273,860,000 197/1 3-93

1855 95,688,085 68/7 8,951,239 0-32 293,903,000 210/8 3-90

1856 115,826,948 82/3 10,653,134 0-38 302,946,360 216/3 4-00

1857 122,166,237 86/2 11,475,199 0-40 311,163,670 219/5 419

1858 116,608,756 81/8 10,961,700 0-38 319,950,000 224/0 3-91

1859 130,411,529 90/4 11,221,922 0-39 328,219,100 228/2 413

1860 135,891,227 93/11 12,172,785 0-42 337,827,200 233/5 4-39

1861 125,102,814 85/8 13,179,589 0-45 352,386,100 241/4 4-30

1862 124,137,812 84/5 13,091,000 0-44 370,107,280 251/9 4-22

1863 146,602,342 99/1 13,256,063 0-45 387,246,200 270/8 4.25

1864 160,436,302 107/7 13,615,011 0-45 408,396,680 273/11 4-49

1865 165,862,402 115/1 14,317,886 0 48 433,558,101 289/0 4-46

1866 188,827,785 195/8 15 612 170 0*52 ARO rAft Qnn OXO/O

1867 181,183,971 iao/5 14,827,617 0-49 479,167,300 318/4 4-18

1868 179,463,644 119/0 13,851,317 0-46 486,893,400 32.3/8 4-13

1869 190,045,230 125/3 14,485,945 048 490,950,770 323/2 4-45

1870 198,157,898 129/11 14,910,486 0-49 504,381,000 330/9 4-49
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COMMERCIAI, AND OTHER SrATISTICS OP THE TJnITED KiNGDOM.

Declared Value ..f Gold, Silveh,
AND Specie

Bank
INTER-
EST

INCOME Tax

Tear

Imported Per Head Exported
Per
Head

An

avago

per

cent

Nett Amount
Charged for

Property and
Profits

Per
Head

1845

£
4,066,886 2/11 2'68

1846 2,937,266 2/1 o oo
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NOTICES OF BOOKS.

Assays designed to elucidate the science of Political Economy, while

serting to explain and defend the policy of Protection to home

Industry, as a system of National Co-operation for the elevation

of Labour. By Horace Geeeiy. Boston : Fields, Osgood

& Co. 1870.

In common with the Republican party generally in the United

States, Horace Greely, the Editor of The New York Tribune, is a

Protectionist, and in these essays he very ably states the case

from his stand point against free trade, the principles of which

are now making progress in the States.

Mr. Greoly goes through all the producuVe industries, with the

aim of showing that eveiy interest being alike protected, all are

equal, and that thus a species of co-operation is formed, and

therefore it cannot be said that J;he few are benefited to the

detriment of the maoy.

Fortunately it is no part of the ofBco of The Sugar Cane to

champion free trade in the United States, or to attempt to refute

Mr. Greely's arguments in favour of protection, nor would his book

have been noticed in these pages but that he adduces as an instance

of the beneficial results of protection, the rise, progress, and success

of the beet-root sugar industry on the continent of Europe, and in

France more especially. To this success he points conclusively as

having been entirely the result of the fostering care and protection

of the French Government. After a somewhat rhapsodical glance

at the introduction of cane sugar into consumption, Mr. Greely

proceeds

—

" And though the fact that sugar existed in and was chemically

extractable from the beet, carrot and other edible roots was

discovered by the German chemist MaigrafF, in 1747, no practical

benefit was realized until after the close of the last century.

Dr. Johnson in his great Dictionary of the English Language

(1753) defines as follows :

—

Sugar.— 1, The native salt of the sugar cane, ohtained hy the expression

and evaporation of its juice. 2, Anything proverbially sweet. 3, A chemical

dry crystallization.

"It is plain that, broad and even loose as are the secondary
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definitions, the great lexicographer had no clear conception of th?

extent to which sugar exists in the vegetable pi'oducts of the

temperate as well as in those of the tropical zone. Ere Noah

"Webster completed the compilation of his still greater dictionary,
.

three-fourths of a century later, the progress of human knowledge

had been such as enabled him to give this far more accurate

definition :

—

Sugar.— 1, A sweet crystalline substance obtained from certain vegetable

products, as the sugar-cane, maple, beet, sorghum, and the like. 2, That

which resembles sugar in taste, appearance, or the like—as sugar of lead

{i.e. acetate of lead), so called .because it has a close resemblance to sugar in

appearance, and tastes sweet. 3, Figuratively, compliment or flattery

employed to disgiuse or render acceptable something obnoxious.

The advance ia human knowledge and efficiency indicated by a

comparison of "Webster's with Johnson's primary definition of

sugar, is the fruit of half a century of determined, stringent,

Protection."

Mr. Greely does not say where this was put in practice, yet we
must infer that but for fifty year's of determined stringent protection

(against the sugar cane of course) ' the maple, beet, sorghum, and the

like would have been unknown even, to Noah "Webster. Yet a

little further on, Mr. Greely himself teUs us that it was the direct

result of the annihilation of French shipping and the impossibility

of any colonial sugar being imported into France during the wars of

the First Napoleon thatthe beet sugarindustrywasestabHshed in that

coimtry ; in short, though it had been tried unsuccessfully more

than once, that Napoleon Bonaparte had resolved that beet sugar

should not be given up as a failure, and that "two loaves

of excellent home-made beet sugar having been presented .to

the Emperor, he gave the subject of its production as much
thought and study as he could, amid his incessant and

gigantic cares, and decreed that 32,000 hectares (nearly 80,000

acres) of land should be devoted to the culture of the beet, and a

considerable sum was confided to the Minister of Agriculture ex-

pressly to encourage the production of beet sugar. Coincident

instructions were despatched to the prefects of the several depart-

ments into which France is divided, and a subsequent decree

n
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established five schools of chemistry in aid of the manufacture of

beet sugar ; while four imperial factories were provided, calculated

to produce from the crop of 1812, 2,000,000 kilogrammes, nearly

6,000,000 pounds, of beet sugar."

This, it will be seen, was wholly exceptional legislation, which

would not have been carried out had the produce of the French

sugar colonies been able to reach the mother country. There is no

question but that the industry fostered in this manner succeeded,

and that the protection continued to the beet sugar manufacture

after the fall of Napoleon had some effect in extending it.

It is true that for many years it was entirely free from excise

duty, and that the first imposition of a tax of only 15 francs per

100 kilogrammes had the effect of closing over 160 sugar factories,

yet this was only the result of panic from which the industry soon

recovered, and the excise duty was increased from time to time,

until at length there was a detaxe in favour of French colonial

,

sugar of 5 francs per 100 kilogrammes. Yet the prosperity of the

beet sugar industry continued, and does continue to increase,

though all protection is thus withdrawn, and it can compete with-

out difficulty with colonial sugar from all parts.

.

In this Mr. Greely sees only the results of protection. " Here

we see," he concludes, "that protection pure and simple, created

on the soil of France a perfectly novel industry, so far as that

country or its material is regarded, and reduced the price of its

product, by gradual and persistent approaches, to a point below that

at which tropical sugar had ever been, or could now be afi'orded, in

France, were all tariff's abolished and trade rendered absolutely free."

" The protection afforded to home-grown or beet sugar, over col-

onial or cane sugar, ranged from about eight cents per pound in

1816, dcwn to one to three cents from 1840 to 1860. Since 1860,

the duty (as will be seen) is [was] rather lower on colonial than

on beet sugar. In other words, protection, having done its perfect

work, is superseded, as no longer necessary."

This is certainly one of the very few instances of which we have

heard, of protection having done its perfect work:—

It is possible that the French beet root sugar industry may have

been one instance amongst the very few, in which John Stuart Mill
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allows protection to be beneficial ; one in which an industry maybe

protected in its infancy if it is likely to be able to maintain itself

eventually without. Tet, if aU the prosperity of the beet root was

due to protection, would this prosperity have continued to increase

after protection was withdrawn ?

"We venture to submit that there are other causes of the pros-

perity of the beet industry which lie deeper than protection, unless

indeed the scientific knowledge and research, both chemical and

mechanical, which have been devoted to it are to be considered as

resulting from protection, which may indeed have been the case to

some extent at first. But some of the greatest Friench chemists

have exerted themselves to improve the chemical defecation of the

juice and the various methods of its manufacture, to the utilization

of the various residues, to the manufacture of the best manures for

the root; the most skilful mechanicians have devoted their genius to

the invention of the best methods of evaporation and concentration
;

in short, the beet sugar industry throughout has been treated as a

science worthy of the highest, powers. It is needless to say that

such has not been the case with the sugar cane, the almost universal

neglect of which, until very lately, has been one of the chief causes

of the prosperity of the beet. "We have no hesitation in saying that

if half the scientific skiU which has been expended on the beel for

the last half century in Europe, had been expended on the cane in

tropical and subtropical countries, the relative positions of the two

industries would have been widely different, and that of the beet

would have occupied but a smalt compass,

NEW PATENT.—^FROM the mechasics' maoazinb.

1628. J. B. MiRELEES and W. E. Watson, Glasgow. Des^icating megatt.
ie. Dated June 4, 1870.

Megass or sugar cane refuse after leaving the mill has still a percentage of
moisture remaining in it, and ta remove this in an effective ana rapid manner
is the object of the present invention. The apparatus employed consists of a
long tube placed at any angle or inclined and carried upon rollers which
are rotated by suitable gearing, these again causing the revolution of tlie
said tube The rollers may be provided with spur teeth gearing into con-e-
sponding teeth on the outside of the tube, or they may be smooth, in which
case the frictional contact of certain parts of the tube with them causes it to
revolve. At intervals on the interior of the tube feathers, buckets, or light
irames are placed, and a blast of either hot or cold air is forced or drawn
jhrough the tube by fans, pumps, or exhaustere.—Patent completed,



EXPORTS OP SUGAR FROM HAVANA AND MATANZAS, phom Ist Jantaky to 29Tn December, 1870 and 1869.

{From the Havana Weekly Report.)

HAVANA. MATANZAS.

- SUGAU. MoLASSHS. tSuOAR. Molasses.

1870. 1869. 1870. 1869. 1870. 1869. 1870. 1H69.

Boxes. Hhds. Boxes. Hhds. Hhds. Hhds. Boxes. Hhds. Boxes. Hhds. Hhds. Hlids.

488,779 11,986 476,468 9,026 6,843 7 110 147,633 16,854 119,682 19,415 6,783 12,149

394,242 37,594 467,098 26,489 21,125 25,676 80,780 82,383 116,406 62,778 90,614 100,034

2,686 1,330 3,236

Norway, Sweden, und Dsmnark •

.

12,340 15,458 14 1
X 2,592

2,895 202 4,010 1 32 3,088 283 4,051 613

.... 492 • •
' 160 5 .... ....

21,731 .... 35 .

.

1,369 .... ....

150,200 •• 157,422 16 21,613 684 38,402 10 ....

184,628 160,360 10 287 122 64,516 726 29,797 193 39

11,850 7,455 780 4,097

3,457 616 1,882 913 538 441 691 1,316 2,184 3,616 1,866

Other parte Other parte.

8,164 19 5,136 12,422 100 6,115

Total to 29tli Dooomtor, inclusive.

.

1,280,972 50,417 1,308,381 35,649 29,020 33,556 330,121 102,246 325,461 86,322 97,5C0 114,088
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EXPOETS FEOM HaVAIWA. AND MaTANZAS FEOJt JaNITAEY IST 10

Decembee 3ed, in thousands op tons, to the neaeest thousand.

lo/U. loby. J.ob».

176 .. . 160 .. .. 184

United States 186 .. . 194 .. .. 152

. 47 .. .. 46

44 .. . 47 .. .. 48

11 .. . 10 .. . . 19

Southern Europe 3 .. 3 ,, .. 4

Other Ports 8 .. 6 .. .. 7

488 468 469

Stocks in Havanna and

Matanzas 13 20 ... . 13

Estimated Yield of Beet Eoot Sugab on the Continent op Eueope

FOE 1870-71, compared -with the fields op 2 poemee seasons.

1870-71. 1869-70. 1868-69

tons. tons. tons.

Germany (Zollverein) .... 250,000 . . 215,382 . . 208,140

275,000 . . 285,146 . . 213,904

175,000 , . 152,205 . . 101,602

135,000 . . 132,500 . . 87,500

50,000 . . 43,552 . . 37,078

Holland, Sweden, and Italy 15,000 . . 12,500 . . 10,000

900,000 841,286 658,224
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Stocks op Sugar in the Chief Maekets of the TVoeld on the

31st October, IN THOUSAITDS OF TONS.

1870. 1869. 1868.

165 142 .. . 158

57 .... 60 .. . 83

23 25 .. 41

Germany (Zollverein) .

.

19 .... 21 .. . 30

Six other Entrepots . . .

.

4 4 .

.

6

268 .... 252 .. . 318

82 101 .. . 55

Havana and Matanzas.

.

21 .... 32 .. 32

371 .... 385 .

.

. 405

Consumption of Sugar, &c., foe Year ending 31st of Ociobee,

in thousands of tons.

1870. 1869. 1868.

1,363 ... 1,254 .. . . 1,181

472 ... 410 .

.

425

1,835 ... 1,664 .. . . 1,606

[aueitius.—Exports FROM 1st August to 15ih NOVESIBEB

[From Lieht's Monthly Circular.)

1870. 1869. 1868.

Tons. Tons. Tons.

To England 5,591 12,781 . 10,136

2,337 . . 3,929 . 2,291

16,127 , 12,758 . 12,070

1,355 . . 2,654 487

„ Cape of Good Hope. . 1,037 525 379

8,663 . . 13,472 . 7,311

156 522 101

Total
,

30,266 . . 46,641 . 32,755

Bags. Bags.

Stock in Warehouse . . 428,U00 .. 471,000



8UGAE STATISTICS—GREAT BRITAIN
To 2l8T Jan., 1871 and 1870. In Thousands op Tons, to the Nearest Tiiousand.

STOCKS IMPORTS. DELIVERIES.

London.
Liverpool Bristol. Clyde. Total, 1871. 3 «^

H 2
London.

Liverpoo]

Bristol Clyde.
Total, 1871. Total, 1870.

London,

j
o
& Bristol. Clyde.

Total, 1871. Total, 1870.

Bntish West India 11 1 1 11 23 1 n12 4 2 6 5 6 1 2 8 4

British Jiiast India 15 2 16 1 *7
17 1 1 1 1 1 2

nr .1
. 2 2 6 3 1 2

3 2 1 2 8 19 . . 1 2 4 1 1 1 2 6 5

Porto Rico, &c. .

.

3 1 1 5 4 1 2 2

Manilla &" Java .

.

27 12 39 43 1 1 2 3 2 3 4

9 4 14 11. 1 1 2 3 2 1 1 4 3

4 1 3 9 16 7 2 1 2 8 12 7 2 2 2 6 11 6

Total, 1871 .

.

64 28 6 27 124 119 7 3 4 11 25 26 12 9 4 12 37 28

Total, 1870 . . 78 21 4 16 5increase 10 5 2 8 line rease 9 8 3 7 9increase
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STATE AND PEOSPECTS OF THE SUGAR MARKET.

pxmi?fG the past month there has heen great firmness and activity
in the sugar market, and on most descriptions of raw sugar an
advance of 2s. or more has been obtained on the high prices current
at the close of the year. Although there has been some speculative
demand, yet the chief cause of the advance is, that as no loaf sugar
from the Paris refineries has heen able to reach this or other
countries for some months past, the strain on the refiners in
Loudon to supply the demand has been very great, and their re-
quirements of good sugars suitable for making lump have been
unusually large.

The supply of loaf sugar being quite inadequate to the demand,
the advance in price has been very considerable. The price of
common refined lump is now 53s. 6d. to 54s., in London, being an
advance of lis. per cwt. since the close of the year, and of 15s. on
the lowest point of 1870. The capitulation of Paris, which has
just taken place, will, doubtless, at once afftict the price, though it
will not immediately increase the supply of loaf The advance of
raw sugars being very small in comparison may be maintained for
some time, as there is great scarcity of good sugar at present, and
the quantity afloat is less than that of previous years at this period.

Stocks continue to decrease, at the close of the year they were
14,000 tons in excess of those at same time of 1869 ; now they
are only 5,000 tons in excess; deliveries have increased for the
first three weeks of 1871, nearly 10,000 tons over those of the
same period last year; whilst imports are rather less in the
aggregate notwithstanding a much larger quantity of beet sugar
has heen consigned to our ports than during the fii'st three weeks
of 1870.

Prices of good raw sugars, generally, are (in bond or afloat) about
2s. per cwt. in advance of last jear's at the same date. No. 12
Havanna afloat is quoted at 31s. per cwt.; and fair to good refin-
ing muscovado, 28s.; middling to good brown Bahias and
Pernambucos, which now nearly maintaia their relative value,
are worth 24s. to 26s. 6d.

As regards the future some details are wanting as to the
prospects ; it is difficult, for instance, to speak with any precision
of the French beet sugar crop. M. Licht, in his last circular, has
reduced his estimate for France to 275,000 tons—being 25,000 tons
below his valuation of the previous month, this, he says, "well
informed persons " consider not too high. The total crop of the
Continent he now estimates at 60,000 tons in excess of' that of last
season. The crops of colonials sugars in most parts seem likely
to be fully a fair average

;
though the seasons appears rather late

in some parts, and there is delay in shipments both in the East
and West.
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JAMAICA.

MANUPACTUEE OP SUGAB AND ETJM.

Mt notes on cultivation having appeared in your number for

December, I now offer tlie following on our mode of reaping and

manufacturing tbe produce of the field.

Commencement is usually made about the middle of January, by

which time the labourers are tired of holidays, and previous to

which we generally have a few weeks of good ripening weather on

the back of the fall rains. If not, high yieldings are experienced for

some time, and slow progress is made in consequence tiU the middle

or end of February. Then aU expedition must be exerted to get

as much as possible olF the ground by May, and allow the rising

crop to get the benefit of the spring showers then ensuing, which

on the other hand cause ripe canes to faU off in saccharine value.

The most urgent pieces for fixst cuttrng are the faU plants of the

previous year, which by January are fourteen months old. "With

these a varying proportion of ripe ratoons must be cut and mixed,

the juice from plants alone, at this season, being always more or

less rank. This mixing of pieces is continued throughout the crop,

partly with the object of regulating the quality of produce, and

I
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partly to equalise the distance of cartage to the mills. Great

attention is paid while falling to have the canes cut as closely as

possible to the ground, to make the ratoons come up strong and

healthy, likewise not to have the field nor yard overstocked with cut

canes. The sooner ground after cutting, the better for the sugar ; but

they should on no account be allowed to lie over beyond the third

day. "With a steady supply of labour, and reliable grinding power,

this limit need never be overstepped. In this lies one, and by no

means the least, advantage gained by the introduction of steam

engines, before which the antiquated wind and cattle mills are

rapidly becoming extinct. Jamaica, ia this respect, is not behind

hor neighbours, and were she as forward in others as in the grind-

ing department, there might perhaps be less cause for tte rubs

aimed at her apathy in patronising new-fangled machinery.

Seeing the canes simply put through the rollers, and that no

juice is left in the trash, the next step is to the boiling-houSe, where

the liquor is met in the clarifiers. "When steam has been the

grinding power, it is farther utiLised with improved clarifiers in

clarifying the liquor ; otherwise the copper syphons still retain their

place- for this purpose. As it usually takes two charges of one of

these latter vessels to prime the coppers ere fire can be applied, the

first liquor has to be drawn down unheated, and consequently un-

clarified. It nevertheless receives its modicum of temper from the

syphon-man and head boiler, who give it so much according to their

fancy ;
for, in their philosophy, test paper has remained undreamt

of. "When boiling is fairly started, with properly acting flues and

dampers, the liquor in syphons may be brought up to 160° Paht.,

and upwards, when a fair clarification may be obtained. It is

the invariable practice of these operatives, if not expressly for-

bidden, to add the temper when the syphon is about half fuU, and,

if not before, immediately after raising the damper to let on heat.

I am not aware if this proceeds in obedience to any fancy or fixed

rule of the " olden time," but it is certainly greatly at variance

with the prevailing idea of the present day—namely, to have juice

first of all brought to boil, and to allow it a few minutes to re-

settle before tempering, as the means of effecting certain and
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complete precipitation of the ordinary impurities held in suspension.

Some argue that this boiling of the raw juice aggravates its natural

acidity, and advocate the addition of some detergent substance

directly as it falls on the miU-bed. Certainly when, as often

happens, the juice has a long way to run in an open gutter before

reaching the boOing-house, this were a suggestion worthy of con-

sideration. But clarified or not the liquor is brought down to the

coppers, and strained, skimmed, brushed, and beaten until it becomes

apparently clean, and as it boUs down is projected onwards until

the tache is filled. Striking small skips is undoubtedly the best

for the grain of the sugar. It is a fault of our boUermen

repeatedly to fill up the tache after the syrup is near the striking

point, thereby tampering with the grains in the act of development,

and burning syrup and the bottom of the copper at same time.

"When the signal is given, fire is rapidly withdrawn, and the

contents of tache emptied into the coolers. Here we can soon

judge how the sugar is to turn out, and if it has been over or under

tempered. The best sign is the rapid formation of a good, strong,

transparent crust, above an rach or two of molasses overlying the

the sugar. Thi» indicates a sugar that wiU be of strong grain, cure

perfectly, and yield a fair proportion of molasses for the stUUiouse.

Sugar cures best when potted about 120° Paht., and it might

be worth considering if the curing house should not be kept as

near as possible to this temperature.

Leaving the sugar to drain, let us return to the millhouse to

collect materials for the distillery. MiU-bed trash, sour, or rat-

spoiled canes, suckers, &c., are aU collected and ground for the

purpose of making rum. Then from the boiling-house is taken the

trash and lees from syphons, and skimmings from the coppers. All

these meet and mingle in a large receiver, or mixing vat, which is

continually ebbing and refilling, and kept fermenting. From this

a certain quantity is put in the bottom of each vat or cistern to

be set up, generally about 250 gallons to a vat of 1000, which

with 475 gallons Dunder, 200 gallons of water, and 75 gallons

molasses, will make up a vat of liquor standing thus by Long's
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saccharometer (-wliicli sho'svs degrees of specific gravity above water,

and about 7j to 1 of Baume's scale) :

—

250 gls'. Skimmings x (gravity) 40 = 10,000'

475 „ Diinder X „ 50'= 23,750 Saccharometrio

75 „ Molasses x „ 300 = 25,500 points.

200 „ Water 00,000,

1000 gals, at an average gravity of 56,250—or 56J

Assuming all this to be attainable matter, except the dunder, we

take the 475 gallons by 50 and get as above 23,750 points, which,

divided by 1,000—the number of gallons bulk—gives 23f, the

degree to -which the wash should attenuate. Although this comes

pretty near the truth in practice, it is not quite correct in theory,

for there is always a portion of the skimmiags unattenuable, and

often a small portion of the dunder that is attenuable. Keeping

therefore the above figures, and taking 23f from 56J we have 32^^

degrees of attenuation—^which at 1 per cent, of proof spirit for

every 5 degrees attenuated from the original strength (the minimum

fixed by British excise laws) we get 32J/5=6A—the percentage of

proof spirit in the wash, or 65 gallons to 1,000, which will be 50

gallons at 33 O.P., our shipping strength. Carefully prepared

wash, however, gives more than this, and should yield at least 50

gallons 38 or 40 O.P., which reduced 5 per cent, by colouring will

stiU remain at shippitig strength. The above should take about

six days to ferment, and is an average specimen of the wash set

and distilled here ; but on each side of this average there are con-

siderable variations, some setting at so low a degree of gravity that

fermentation is over in two days—others so high that it may take

two weeks. This can be done without materially interfering with

the percentage of sweets added, or return of spirit produced, the

dunder being the medium effecting this, which may be kept at any

standard of gravity from 20 to 60. Such differences in the modes

of treating wash does not fail in producing corresponding variations

in the quality of rums—that from the waterish and quickly fer-

mented liquor being of a harsh and bare alcoholic odour ; while
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the other, even new from the still, wiU smell mild and Ml-bodied.

It is nevertheless asserted that the former turns out the more

drinkable article by age, as is said to be the case mth whisky of a

similar stamp distilled from raw grain. Notwithstanding the

superior character of Jamaica rum in general, there arise the most

baffling dissimilarities in the favour and value of rums made even

on neighbouring estates—the price realised for one being some-

times nearly double that of the other. That such differences would

give rise to various speculations as to their cause, as well as

endeavours at competition, is but natural to infer. Such endeavours

have not been few, nor unattended in single instances with fair

results, but the theories alighted on by experimentalists are varied

and incongruous. The means adopted are principally confined to

the treatment of the wash in fermentation. Pursuing the course

indicated by the fact of the better rum being produced by slow

fermentation, the direction has been followed to the utmost limit

consistent with a reasonable sacrifice of quantity and quality.

Such sluggish fermentations are often induced as to present not

only unmistakable signs of a highly acetous, but an apparently mor-

bose process, which, instead of dissipating—as might be inferred of

a rapid process—tends to fix, develope, or dissolve (as chemical

investigation might determine) the aromatic principle (or substance

containing such) constituting the valued flavour. Were the result

attending this rather hazardous experiment always a success, we

might be contented to abide by the conclusion that this aroma is

entirely the efiect of a certain process of fermentation; but as

such fails to be the fact, the more natural supposition seems to be

that it is a peculiarity incidental to certain soUs, extracted princi-

pally by the albuminous matters of the cane juice and sent in the

skimmings to the stUl-house. In commendation of this it may be

stated that flavour is always strongest in the bottom part of the

wash in the fermenting vat, when the albumen and yeast, &e., have

subsided after fermentation. It is to be remarked, however, that

rums of the most natural and most valued flavours are made in the

most ordinary way, and without any efforts at forcing, which fact

directs and strengthens the belief that flavours may be intercepted,
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but not dii'ectly forced, by fermentation. I believe the -svater used

in setting to have more connection in imparting flavours than is

generally allowed. It is beyond dispute that the superiority of

Scotch Glenlivat and Irish Poteen whiskies is owing to the soft,

meUow, sweetish waters derived from surrounding peat bogs, and

used in mashing and brewing. These whiskies are to aU others

what Jamaica is with rum. Skimmings communicate in a far

greater degree than molasses the characteristic stamp to rum. A.

spirit made of pure molasses and water would scarcely be rum

;

and instances are fanuliar of molasses having been removed from

one place and distUlcd at another, which, with different skimmings,

have produced an entirely different mm.
Among other efforts to impart a flavour may be noticed that of

adding certain odorous ingredients to the wash previous to distilla-

tion, or lucious fruits during fermentation. Of distillation little

need be said. The apparatuses used are the common still for wash

and generally retorts for the high and low wines. Low still heads

are approved of as admitting more free passage for essential oUs,

but with these caution must be used in firing, so as not to force

over bad oUs which ought to remain in the lees, and at same time

prevent foul running. The running should be conducted slowly so

as to cause the spirit to arrive perfectly condensed and cool. Flavour

is always strongest in the first half of the spirit from the still, and

it is sometimes the practice to put this up separately, and ship it

under a different brand from the other.

That rum has not only been the staple and principal support of

the many ill paying estates during bad years, but has acted ia-

directly as a barrier to the introduction of improvements in sugar

manufacture, even on highly remimerative properties, there can be

but little reason to doubt. Proprietors when asked to adopt such

and such an improvement, or send out certain new machinery, at

once become jealous of the quality and proportion of their rum,

and answer "no," making such excuses as that they expect greater

improvements to be arrived in course. The invention of the

concrete process—^the latest stride in advance—^was not in the
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direction of Jamaica, unless for exceptional estates producing rum,

so poor ia quality as to be of the remotest consideration.

Not only is ordinary rum netting £15 per puncheon, sometimes a

more profitable article than sugar, but high classed brands at £18

to £25 per puncheon* in such cases make sugar quite a

secondary consideration, and often attempt the tumiag of such an

undue proportion of materials down to the stiU house as to seriously

affect the value of the rum itself. So long as this state of matters

continues, there is little likelihood of any sudden change in oiu'

boning houses here, yet it is to be hoped, as weU as expected

(especially should the recent favourable years contiaue, with re-

turning confidence and capital to the island), that as the old taches

and syphons become " burned out," more advanced methods of

manufacture will be adopted, having for their object the turning of

cane juice to the best possible account, in the direction of its more

legitimate end—namely sugar.

J. S.

Trelawny, Jamaica,

2drd Jamari/, 1871.

EXAMINATION OF THE MOLASSES AND THE MODE
OF WORKING IN THE EEFINERIES OF PAEIS.

By M. DxTBEiwrAUT.

{Contirmed from page 96.)

The conclusion to be drawn from these facts is that the largest

proportions of glucose have been produced in the refineries of

MM. Say and Lebaudy, and the smallest in that of M. GuUlou

* 2000 gallons of cane juice at 60 Long, gives 1 Khd. sugar of 24 cwt.,

and f of a puncteon of rum from molasses, &c. Same juice fermented will

give- 165 gallons of rum, or If puncheons. If the rum nets £18 per ptm-

cheon, and sugar £16 per hhd., the value of the juice either way is about

par—not considering the cost of manufacture, which for rum would only bo

about half that for sugar, besides having the trash which is used to boil tho

sugar to return to the field as manure.
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pere & Fils. The differences of the figures of the effcctiYC glucose,

shown in the column headed by sucrate of lime process, justify this

conclusion, as they present the three refineries in the same order,

as shown hy the copper reaction.

In our table there is a column devoted to the calcic standard, and

the figures of this column confirm our conclusion. "We see hy these

figures that the minimum of calcic salts are found in M. Lehaudy's

refinery, and that it is in inverse proportion to the inactive glucoses

in the refineries of IIM. Say and Guillen. Thus the facts and the

conclusions are in perfect accord; they prove that in the three

establishments in question lime is used as a preventive agent, and

that it is used in different proportions, which are represented by the

inequalities shown in the calcic standard.

This explanation is in no degree weakened by the fact that it does

not reach MM. Sommier & Co.'s molasses, as this latter is the result

of a peculiar alkaHne mode of working, in which lime and carbonic

acid are used as purifiers and decolorizcrs, and one of the inexpli-

cable consequences of this system is probably the elimination of

the salts of lime.

As to the three very glucose molasses to which the calculations

of the proportions produced by salts does not apply, that is to say,

the molasses produced in the refineries of MM. Jeanti, Prevost &
Sarrebourse, and the Eaffinerie Parisienne, they are evidently coin-

cident with a mode of working which admits of the melting of a

large proportion of cane sugar.

In fact, on tasting these molasses, we find that they have the

sweet flavour proper to cane molasses; besides, they show, on

analysis, proportions of glucose unusual in molasses from refineries

in which beet sugar is used alone or nearly so—as in the fii-st four

of our table.

With respect to the molasses of the three last refineries, then,

we cannot doubt that the conclusions drawn of the proportions of

salts are perfectly explained by the notabl& mixture of cane sugar,

which may even be calculated with some precision, according to the

weight of the salts, and the known saline coefficient of the molasses

of pure cane sugar.
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This poculiarify excludes from the discussion with which we are

occupied the Eaffinerie Parisienne, and the refineries of MM. Jeanti,

Prevost and Sarrchourse. We must believe that if these three

refineries had at the time when they produced the molasses which

we have examined—if they had, we say, used the same sugars as

MM. Sommier, Say, Lebaudy, and Guillon, they would have

obtained results little differing in quantity and quality of their

molasses from those of their confreres. In fact, if we except the

refinery of MM. Sommier & Co., who at this moment are working

with a new apparatus, the other refineries use pretty nearly the

« same means, and ought to arrive at the same practical and economical

results.

After having thus cleared the ground of the discussion, and con-

centred our examination on the products of four refineries alone,

which are at least comparable by the quality of the raw material

which they work upon, we can see what conclusions we may
legitimately di'aw from the analysis of their molasses, as to the

value of their modes of working.

MM. Sommier & Co. employ, as we know, at present a different

method of refining, which is founded on the use of a new chemical

compound. This compound (sucrate of hydrocarbt)nate of lime) is

substituted for animal charcoal and blood ; it allows of the use of

large quantities of lime and carbonic acid, and it wiU, it is said,

produce from this time in the working of the refinery of MM.
Sommier & Co. an economy which we are not able to estimate,

and a perfection of working which must show itself by a better

quality of refined goods.

The molasses which figures in our table of analyses has been

given to us by MM. Sommier & Co., as proceeding from their new

working; and if, as we believe, the examination of this residue

possesses the demonstrative power which we suppose it has, it will

be able to serve, partially, at least, as a verification of the results

which MM. Boivin & Loiseau attribute to the method which

they have put in practice on a vast scale in the refinery of MM.
Sommier & Co.

The raw beet sugars which in general are used in the refineries
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of Paris contain, on an average, -we may say ^ per cent, of glucose,

and the average return admitted from the kind of sugars employed
in the refinery mil be, in round numbers, 90 per cent, of refined,

in loaves, and 10 per cent, of molasses.

If the working of the refinery does not produce glucose, and
does not carry into the molasses with the salts any pre-

existing glucose, these molasses, delivered at an average standard

of 60 per cent, of aU sugars,, will contain 45 per cent, of crystal-

lizable sugar and 5 of glucose.

It is not thus in reality, and if we except from it the molasses

of MM. Guillon, given in our table of analyses, aU the others are

very diiferent from the composition which we have just stated

;

they are still more different if we adopt the glucose indicated by
the copper method ; and if we consider that the standards of the

products derived from glucose are really inferior to the glucose

itself. We have, in fact, ascertained that the standard of glucose

derivatives will be the measure of a much greater quantity of real

glucose. But we will take for our present consideration either the

figures given of the glucose by the copper reaction, or those obtained

by our glucosometric method, with sucrate of lime, which will be

quite sufficient for our needs in this discussion.

M. Say's molasses is that which gives the smallest proportion of

sugar of all kinds, say 49-21 per cent. ; but if we take the amount
of glucose given by Barreswill's copper test, it will be shown to

contain 53-8 per cent., of which 12-5 is glucose and 41-3 prismatic

sugar.

Adopting these figures, then, M. Say delivers to the consumer

sugar of all kinds 1-8 per cent, more than M. Sommier, who delivers

52 per cent.; and observe, this 52 per cent, is exclusively prismatic

pugar. In the 12-5 per cent, of glucose delivered in the molasses

by M. Say are included the average normal quantity of glucose

preexistent in the raw sugar. This being admitted, we recognise

that there has been produced in working of the refinery in question

12-5—5' of glucose, or 7-5 of effective glucose taken from the

prismatic sugar, which wiU have been transformed by the infiuence

of glucose ferments of the raw sugar, and by the working of the
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refineiy. Such Avill he, in our opinim, the approximative limit

of the actual loss in the refineiy of M. Say. And if we compare
this with the quantity of sugar worked, it wUl be found in reality

nearly 0-75 per cent.

The single useful fact which may be considered real and incon-

testable in the working of MM. Boivin & Loiseau, is the alkaline

working, with aU its results for the refining of sugar. With this

working the lime employed in large quantity destroys the i per cent,

of glucose existing in the raw material, and these glucoses, probably
eliminated in the state of calcic salts by the carbonic treatment,

cannot figure in the saccharine standard of the molasses; on another
part, the calcic working certainly sets fi-ee the refinery of MM.
Sommier & Co. from the production of 7-5 per cent, of glucose,

which we have proved to exist in {he refineiy of M. Say. On the
other hand, MM. Sommier, after having destroyed and eliminated

5 per cent, of normal glucose which M. Say seUs in molasses, these
refiners are obliged to deliver under the form of crystaUizable sugar
all that M. Say delivers as glucose. Where, then, from this point
of yiew is the utnity and the profit of this mode of working ?

If our calculations and conclusions are well founded, the results

,
of the working of MM. Sommier & Co. wUl be merely negative;

that is to say, that using the same raw material these refiners would
deliver m their molasses 5 per cent, of crystaUizable sugar, which
M. Say sells under the form o'f refined sugar; and ia proportion to

the raw sugar melted, M. Say, by the £ud of the normal method of

working—not alkaline—would obtain firom his raw sugars a return
of i per cent, more than MM. Sommier & Co. These calculations

and results will apply equally to the working ofM. Lebaudy Preres,

and to that of MM. GuUlon pcre et Eils.

We- only examine here, it may be remarked, one side of the

question, and that which is founded on ' the composition of the

molasses, as shown by analysis, and we designedly neglect other

aspects which at present we are unable to consider. ^Nevertheless,

if we permit ourselves to encroach on the economical question, we
wUl remark that after having visited, on the invitation of M. Boivin,

the large and beautiful mine of VUlette, it would appear to us
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difficult to compreliend how the new working which is there prac-

tised can be more economical than the old system. The suppression

of the working of centrifugals would only appear to us rational, if

Mil. Boivin & Loiseau were able, as they seem to think they are,

to avoid making molasses to the gain of their production ofsugar, and
in this case the result would be so much the greater that the molasses

now produced by them show in crystaUizable sugar the greatest

saccharine richness of any. This molasses would be extremely well

suited for the osmose process, which would obtain from them 25 to 30

per cent, of good sugar, free from duty; and it has appeared strange

to us that HM. Boivin & Loiseau, who have a considerable plant

for the production of sucratc of lime, do not utilize this plant, at

least as trial for making the new product from their molasses,

instead of using exclusively their green loaf syrup, which can

neither show anything nor prove anything relating to the important

question of molasses.

If, as the inventors aflSnn, they are able to extract aU the

crystaUizable sugar from these molasses, and to separate it from

the salts, either by filtration or lixiviation in the state of insoluble

sucrate, they have all that is needful to make this trial ; and we
cannot comprehend why they do not shake off the last of their vain

hopes, founded on a special installation, expensive and problematical.

It wUl, perhaps, be objected to ua that the preceding discussion,

which militates, in appearance, against the alkaline working of

Messrs. Boivin & Loiseau, from the comparison with returns from

non alkaline working, contradicts the preference which we have

never ceased to entertain and to advocate in favour of this method.

It is not so, however, and the weak side of the alkaline working

in the refinery of ViUette, wiU apply more to the mode of its

application than to the system itself.

To resolve the problem of rational alkaline working in refineries

it is necessary, as we have fonnerly said, to commence the solution

in the sugar factories, by excluding the various processes which-

introduce into the sugar the glucose and the glucose ferments, from

which the working of the refinery sufiers.

This end being gained by the introduction of the pure calcic

I
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alkaline working, (in sugar factories now using the carbonic

decoloration,) purification by charcoal, and not excluding

the improved apparatus and processes, such, as the triple effet and

cuite en grains ; the refiners provided with good alkaline sugars, Avill

be able, without any trouble, to adopt this system of working,

which is in all points open to the public, as is the carbonic decolo-

ration and the rest, which the soi-clisant inventors claim with the

most inconceivable assurance.

If this problem, briefiy stated by us, had been suitably solved,

in its double sense, what would have been the result? The refiners

would not have been obliged to make glucose molasses, as MM. Say,

Lebaudy, and others, are doing; and also those who would have

adopted the alkaHne method, like MM. Sommier & Co., would not

have been obliged to substitute crystaUizablo sugar for the 5 per

cent, of preexisting glucose, and the 7 per cent, produced by

fermentation—all the refinery molasses might have had the same

composition as that of MM. Sommier & Co.; i.e., they might have

been exempt from glucose, produced or destroyed. The figui-es

which result from the comparison between the glucose method and

the alkaline method would have been unnecessary, and the alkaline

method would have appeared in aU its positive advantages, and

without any drawback, even relative.

The weak side of MM. Boivin & Loiseau's refineiy, considered

simply as an alkaline working, is, therefore, that the solution of

our problem has been attempted in the wrong way.

If there was not more than the average glucose in the raw sugar,

and if none were produced in the work of refining, the proper

return in sugar and in molasses in this industry would be exactly

what is indicated by saccharim'etry; thus, a sugar of a standard of

95 per cent, of sugar and 1-25 of salts, would return 90 per cent,

of refined, and 10 per cent, of molasses containing 5 per cent, of

pure sugar, and there would be no further occasion to submit to the

damage of the glucose alteration, nor to make distinctions between

glucose molasses and molasses without glucose ; and if it were sub-

mitted to a process [osmose] which would extract all or part of the

sugar contained in the molasses, glucose would no more be an

obstacle than there is made to-day in the processes founded on the
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sucrates ; the sugars extracted from the molasses -would be a clear

nett profit.

Such would be the sugar collected by.MM. Boivin & Loiseau, if

their process of sucrate of hydrocarbonate were a reality; and it is

- even on this hypothesis that they formulate the chief utility of

their mode of working. They say, in fact, to their confreres to

whom they propose their method : Ton make 10 per cent, of molasses,

half of it sugar ; this sugar is worth, nett of costs and price of

molasses, five francs; that is the profit which we mean to procure

for those refiners who will adopt our process. This would be a

reality, if the sucrate of hydrocarbonate was itself a reality, and

was able to solve economically in manufacture, the problem of the

refining of sugars without molasses.

THE TAX ON SUGAE.

THE GKADTTATED SCALE wsms A TJNIFOEM DUTY.

Seprinted by permission of the author, from a pamphlet issued in Greenoei,

January, 1871. Mackenzie Co., Printers.

The question of the Sugar Duties has again been brought to

notice iu a pamphlet which discusses the opposing theories of a

graduated scale of duties as at present existing, and one uniform

duty on all sugars. »

The object of this paper is to restate some of the reasons why
the present system should be maintained, so long as any duty at

all is levied on sugar. An apology is almost necessary for repeat-

ing what might have been supposed to be understood and admitted

by everybody who has taken the trouble to study the subject, but

the appearance of the pamphlet in question shows that there are

some persons who are not yet convinced.

One argument of the advocates for a uniform duty is, that sugar

ought to be taxed in the same way as other articles are.
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If this be a correct principle a strong point is established in

favour of a scale of duties.

Consider the various articles that come under our Customs'

taxation, and it will be found that a graduated scale is applied to

nearly all of them. For example

—

Beer is charged according to its strength as determined by the

specific gravity of the -worts, the scale ranging from 8s. to

24s. per barrel.

Cocoa is charged Id. per lb. in the raw state, 2d. per lb. when

made up into cocoa paste:

Coffee is charged 3d. per lb. when raw, 4d. per lb. when

roasted or ground.

Spirits are charged according to strength.

Tolaceo and Snuff are charged at various rates, ranging from

8s. Ifd. to 5s. per lb. according as they • are more or less

moist, and unmanufactured or manufactured.

Wine is charged Is. or 2s. 6d. per gallon, according as it is

below or above a standard strength, and 3d. per gallon

additional for every degree of strength above a certain

limit included under the 2s. 6d. rate.

Other articles of minor importance are also taxed by the Customs

according to a graduated scale.

Until lately, when the com duties were finally entirely swept

away, the duty on flour was 4Jd. per cwt. against 3d. per cwt. on

the com.

These instances, which, with sugar, include nearly the whole of

our customs paying imports, clearly prove that the principle of a

scale of duties,' varying according to the strength or purity of the

article taxed, is fundamental in owe Customs laws.

The one great exception which the advocates of a uniform duty

bring forward to prove their assertion that sugar is taxed on a

different principle from other articles is tea. Here, they say, is an

instance which ought to be the criterion for the sugar duties.

Now—without naming the various reasons (such as the con-

sideration that sugar is an article which is the raw material of a

manufacturing process, while tea is not, or that tea is consumed
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exactly in the form it pays duty in, -while the bulk of the sugar

consumed has never, in the form in 'which it passes into the

consumer's ;hands, been brought under the eye of the Customs

authorities at all) -which might, -with much force, be urged to prove

that a uniform duty on tea might be quite proper -without invol-ving

a similar propriety in a uniform duty on sugar—^it is only necessary

to quote here the -words of Mr. Gladstone to show that the excep-

tion in the mode of taxing tea is not dictated by the belief that a

graduation in this case also -would not be the correct method if

that -were at all practicable.

In his Budget speech in 1864 Mr. Gladstone said, -with regard

to this very point

—

" The fact, however, is that we did impose different duties on

teas of different qualities, and that we abandoned that system not

because it -was false in point of principle, but because, from the

commodity itself, the principle -was found inapplicable in practice."

In the last financial year, ending 31st March, 1870, out of the

total Customs' duties collected, amounting to twenty-one and a-half

millions, only about three millions were le-vied upon articles not

rated according to a graduated system, nearly the whole of the

three millions being on the one article—^tea.

Surely the foregoing is enough to con-rince any one that the

application of a graduated scale of duties to sugar is not inconsistent

-with the general principles on which our taxation is based.

Again, the advocates of a uniform duty assert that the differen-

tial duties offer a bounty to the manufacture of inferior raw sugar
;

that were it not for the scale of duties all sugar would be made at

the first process of the finest quality, as such can be 'done at little

or no additional cost over the cost of turning out the most inferior

raw.

This assertion is almost too ridiculous to require serious refuta-

tion. One or two illustrations of the absurdity of it wiH suffice.

For example, Cuba Muscovado sugar pays a duty of 4s. 9d. per

cwt., Cuba clayed Ifo. 12 pays a duty of 5s. 3d. per cwt. The

price of the former is generally about 3s. 6d. per e-wt. below the

latter. Xow if it be true that the superior quality could be made
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just at the same cost as tte inferior, if there was no scale of duties

to prevent it, is the inducement not strong enough oven with the

duty? The planter by making his sugar all clayed instead of

Muscovado, will get 3s. 6d. per cwt. more for it: even suppose he has

to pay 6d. more duty, he will still have 3s. per cwt. more to pay for

the iuappreciahle increase in the cost of production.

Or again, the price of ordinary beet sugar at present is 26s. 6d.,

of white beet crystals 32s. 6d. ; the duty on the latter is only 9d.

more than on the former. If the grower can as easily make his

sugar white as yellow, why does he not do so, and get the advance

of 6s. per cwt., even if he has to pay 9d. more duty ? Surely

5s. 3d. per cwt. is a handsome profit for an alteration of manufac-

ture which is to cost little or nothing

!

The fact that any sugar is made of an inferior quality at aU,

while so many shillings per cwt. more is obtainable for the superior,

is a certain proof of the absurdity of the assertion of the uniform

duty advocates.

The weight of authority is entirely in favoui- of a graduated

scale.

It is not meant to quote any opinions of members of any branch

of the sugar trade, who, although their opinions may be entitled

to great consideration, yet might be looked upon by outsiders as

possibly biased by business considerations to take one side or the

other ig, the controversy.

Independent and impartial authority alone is alluded to, such as

the following :

—

The successive financiers who have dealt with the sugar duties

and made them a special study, and whom no one wUl accuse of

any approach to partiality or a desire to protect one interest at the

expense of another, the late Mr. Wilson, Mr. Gladstone, and Mr.
Lowe have each declared in favour of the graduated scale as being

the only one approaching to an equitable system.

Professor Leone Levi, of King's College, London, in a lecture

published in 1864, after reviewing the entii-e question of the sugar

duties, comes to the conclusion that a distinction in the duties among
the different classes of unrefined sugars imported, and a difference in

K
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the duty between refined and unrefined sugars is only fair, equitable,

and necessary.

The late Mr. Cobden, in a letter on the sugar duties, addressed to

certain of his constituents at Rochdale, -m-ote as follows :—" If

duties are to be levied on imports, the most equitable mode for the

consumer of levying them is on the ad valorem principle

If the present rate, or anything like it, be retained, then I think,

in justice to the consumer, there ought to be ad valorem duties

(which I am by no means convinced is impracticable), or a dis-

criminating scale, similar to what now exists."

A Select Committee of the House of Commons sat on the subject

in 1 862, and after a long and careful collection and consideration

of evidence from aU branches of the trade as wcU as the Customs
authorities, resolved and reported :

—

" That it is necessary to maintain the principle of a scale of

duties, with standards designed to include several classes of sugai-

within each range of duty."

The pamphlet, abeady referred to, tries to nullify the effect of

this result of an impartial enquiry by saying that it was arrived at

because it was proved that equalization would have lessened the

revenue. Thi^, of course, could not be the case, as the rate of

uniform duty, if such had been decided to be the just principle,

could have been so adjusted as to produce the required revenue.

The International negotiations on the sugar , duty question

between the four governments of Britain, France, Belgium, and
Holland, and the Cologne experiments following thereon, carefully

canied out in the most painstaking manner and with the single

object of arri\'ing at accurate conclusions on the subject, fully

confirmed the equity of the classified duties.

"With such a weight of impartial authority in favour of the

scale of duties, it must be repeated that an apology is necessaiy

for taking any notice whatever of the revival of the demand for a

uniform duty.

The fact upon which the justice of the differential duties on

sugar depends is this : that all that is imported into the country

under the name of sugar is not really sugar. A little which is
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actually sugar is imported, but the great, bulk is a mixture of sugar

and a greater or lesser quantity of otter substances wbicli are no

more sugar than the cask in -which it is held is.

"What is liable to taxation is sugar, that article of domestic use

which is used to sweeten our food. The tax is upon the sweeten-

ing property. Loaf sugar is all sweetening, but raw sugar contains

only a portion of sweetening, together with portions of water,

mud, salts, and other matters which are not all liable to taxation.

The effect of the scale of duties is to put all sugars on the same

relative footing as if there was no duty at all, as may be plainly

seen from the following example.

An East Indian refiner buys raw jaggeiy ; a British refiner buys

the same; both separate the sugar from the other matters contained

in the jaggery, gettiag out of every 3 cwts. of jaggery 2 cwts. of

pure sugar. The British refiner has paid 4s. per cwt. duty on

3 cwts. of jaggery, in all 12s. before he gets his 2 cwts. of pure

sugar ready for the market. The East Indian refiner sends his

sugar in ready for the market, and pays 6s. per cwt. on his 2 cwt.,

or 12s. in all, exactly the same duty as the British refiners' 2 cwt.

of pure sugar has cost him. The public in either case pays just

12s. duty on the 2 cwt. which are actually consumed.

Had there been a imiform dnty of 6s. per cwt. ithe British

refiner would have been paid 18s. for his 3 cwt. of jaggery while

the East Indian would get his 2 cwt. of sugar, which it took him

3 cwt. of jaggerj- to produce, passed for 12s. making the British

refiner 6s. worse off', or, in other words, giving the East Indian

refiner a bounty of 3s. per cwt. on every cwt. of sugar he sends

to this country.

The question whether sugar ought to be taxed at all is one

on which much may be said on either side.

The fact that it is becoming more and more a necessary of life,

taking its place as such second only to corn, affords good ground

upon which to rest an effort for effecting its entire emancipation

from the enhancement of price occasioned by taxation.

This question, however, is beyond the object of the present

paper, which has been merely to state some of the considerations,
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showing the impossibility, vnth. fairness, of equalizing the duty

on everything that is imported under the name of sugar, and the

propriety of maintaining the graduated scale so long as any portion

of the national revenue is derived from the article.

ON GLUCOSE.

By Pbofessos Chaeles A. Joy.

(From the Chemical News.J

In the year 1811, Kirchhoff, a celebrated German chemist,

discovered that it was possible to convert starch by means of

sulphuric acid into sugar. Great expectations were founded upon

the announcement of the discovery, as, in consequence of conti-

nental wars and the English blockade, sugar had become a very

dear article, and it was at first thought that an ample supply could

be obtained in this way ; but everybody was destined to be

grievously disappointed as soon as the subject was more thoroughly

investigated, and it was found that the sugar thus produced was of

a ditferent character from^ that to be obtained from the cane and

beet. StUl, the discovery of Kirchhoff was of great importance,

and has led to many practical applications. It was soon found

that glucose or grape sugar could bp made in several ways, and

that it was always the product of the germination of starch grains,

and sometimes occurred already formed in nature.

It is probable that both cane and grape sugar are formed from

the starch contained in the cellular tissues of the plant, cane sugar

being formed first, and then grape sugar, if acids be present.

Acidulous fruits contain only grape sugar, whereas cane sugar

occurs in those that are free from stronger acids. The chief natural

sources of the grape sugar are in the sap of the grape vine, in

plums, cherries, figs, honey, in the liver, and in diabetic urine

;

but it would not be economical to prepare it from any of these

sources.
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One of the latest methods for the preparation of grape sugar is

the one proposed by Maubre, and is as follows :—the mixture of

dilate sulphuric acid and starch meal is boiled under pressure of

six atmospheres. The necessary boilers are similar to those used

for high-pressure engiries, and are lined with lead, and provided in

the interior with a perforated lead tube for the passage of steam.

The boiler is further furnished with safety valve, stop-cocks, ther-

mometers, &c. In the process of manufacture, 56 pounds of

Bulphuric acid of 66° B. are diluted with 5,600 pounds of water,

and heated to 212° E. A mkture of the same amount of acid and

water is made in a separate wooden vessel, the heat of which is

raised to 86° F. Into the second mixture 2,2401bs. of starch meal are

are well stirred and heated to 100° P. This is gi-adually added to

the first mixture, and after heating with open valves for a few

minutes to 212° F., the stop-cocks are, all closed and the heat raised

to 320° F., and continued until aU of the starch is converted into

sugar, which requires from two to four hours.

The contents of the boiler are then run into a wooden tank, and

168 pounds of pure chalk or carbonate of lime, previously stin-ed

up with 500 pounds of water, are gi-adually added to neutralize

the acid ; the gypsum is' caught on a filter, and the filtrate evapo-

rated to 20° B., and afterward clarified by blood and bone-black,

and again filtered. In this way the product is obtained pure and

free from bitter and empyreumatic taste, and is well suited for any

of the purposes to which grape sugar is adapted.

Another way is to convert the starch into sugar by means of

malt. For this purpose 10 to 12 pounds of barley malt are well

,

stiiTed with 400 pounds of water," and to this are added 100 pounds

of starch, and the whole is heated to 158° F., and kept at that

temperature for several hours' under constant agitation. At 158°

F., the starch becomes pasty, the grains bursty and at first there

are no signs of sugar, but in a quarter ofan hour the liquid becomes

more fluid and begins to have a sweetish taste. Great care must
be observed to retain the heat at the same temperature, not have it

either higher or lower than above indicated; and to insure this

several thermometers ought to be put in different parts of the
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apparatus. After six hours the liquor can be filtered and clarified,

and evaporated to a syrup. The sugar prepared in this way always

retains the taste of malt, and is only adapted to use in breweries,

where this property will not prove detrimental.

Grape sugar, or glucose can be prepared in open vessels, by

allowing a mixture of starch and water to flow gradually at a

temperature of 130° F., into a vat containing water acidulated

vnth. one. per cent, of sulphuric acid. By keeping it .at a boiling

point, the starch is at once altered, without producing mucilage.

The amount of starch taken is usually about one-half the weight

of water employed. After all of'the starch is added, boil for an

hour and decant. The sulphuric acid is neutralized by carbonate

of lime as before and the liquid evaporated to the specific gra^-ity

of 1-28, and set aside to crystallize. The molasses is allowed to

drain off, and the sugar is dried at a gentle heat in a current of

dry air.

In the United States, especially in the "West, it is more econom-

ical to make grape sugar from com. There are several large

establishments where this business is now extensively prosecuted.

The com is steeped in weak soda-lye to separate the husk and

soften the gluten. It is then ground wet and run through revohlng

sieves, by which the husks and gluten are separated. The starch

flows through long ways and troughs, in which are slats against

which the solid particles lodge, and thus separate from the water.

The wash water is mn into a large cistern, where it can be

fermented into weak vinegar. The starch is put wet into a mash tub

and treated with one per cent, sulphuric acid in suiScient water, for

three to eight hours. Where it is intended to make sugar, the

whole of the starch is converted ; but if syrup is sought, then

some part of dextrine is left unaltered. The acid liquor is neutral-

ized with chalk as before, and evaporatfed in vacuum pans, and,

after the separation of the gypsiun, is run into barrels and allowed

to crystallize. Eor syrup a certain percentage of the dextrine is

left in the liquid unconverted, which helps to keep it from crystal-

lizing, and in the manufacture of syrup special care must be

observed to neutralize all ' of the acid. The sugar is sometimes
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cast into blocks six iaches square and dried on plaster plates, in a

current of dry air, as hot air would be apt to discolour it. It has

been found that glucose can be made from cellulose as well as from

starch, but the process is too e.xponsive for practice; it is, however,

interesting from a scientific point of view, and ought to be

mentioned in this connection.

Two parts of clean [linen shreds are gradually added to three

parts of sulphuric acid, and they are allowed to stand twenty-four

hours. The whole is then largely diluted, and the sulphuric acid

neutralized by carbonate of lime or carbonate of baryta. In a

similar manner any other kind of cellular tissue, as cotton, wood-

shavings, paper, &c., can be converted into grape sugar.

It is a singular fact that, although we can prepare grape sugar

from cane by the action of acids, no way is at present known by

which glucose can be re-converted into sucrose. It would be a

discovery of great importance if we could make cane sugar from

glucose, as in that event common sugar could be prepared from a

great variety of refuse matters, and would be largely reduced in

price.

There was a time when much grape sugar was manufactured iu

England clandestinely, for the purpose of adulterating muscovado

sugar, but this illegitimate business was destroyed as soon as the

tariff on sugar was reduced. The price of cane sugar must be very

high before manufacturers can afford to make grape sugar for its

adulteration.

The starch of potatoes can be converted into glucose by digesting

for a few hours with parings of the potato. This operation is

largely practised by German farmers in the preparation of food for

fattening hogs. The starch is rendered more digestible in this way,

and from the glucose some of the larger proprietors manufacture

alcohol for which they obtain a high price.

An excellent article of starch sugar can be prepared from Indian

corn, which wiU yield alcohol one-eighth cheaper and quite as pure

as that from cane sugar. As by a recent decision of the courts, the

manufacturers of vinegar from this source are not distillers within

the meaning of the tax levy, the business is not hampered by
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licences, inspections, or stamp duties, and has tius a great advan-

tage.

In some parts of Europe large quantities of grape sugar are used

to add to -(vine, but in America it is not so much the wine growers

as the brewers who make such an extensive use of it as to give rise

to its regular importation. This can hardly be justified excepting

in times when the price of barley is very high.-

"We find in the Zijmoiechnic News, of St. Louis, an interesting

article on the uses of starch sugar in the manufacture of beer, from
which we quote the following paragraphs :

—

" Barley contains in an average 57 per cent, of starch and cognate

substances. These pass into the wort, partly as sugar, pai-tly in

the shape of dextrine (gum). The relative proportions of these

ingredients vary in accordance with the method of brewing, but
experience teaches that, on an average, one bushel of barley yields

about 12 pounds of sugar and 15 pounds of dextrine. A portion of

the latter substance is further transformed into sugar during fer-

mentation, so that a bushel of barley represents, on an average, 16

pounds of sugar and 11 pounds of dextrine (gum).

"Both dextrine (gum) and sugar are equally essential to the

brewing process. The latter furnishes the alcohol, without which
no beverage can be called spirituous ; while the former constitutes

almost the entire extractive matter, or body of the beer, which is

one of the chief distinguishing features between beer and wine.

Now it is true that all (commercial) starch sugar contains a certain

amount of dextrine—^the more the poorer the quality; but this

portion would be insuficient in case a good article were used,

while, in the contrary case, it would be paid for at an extravagant

rate.

" Imported potato sugar of good quality, containing some 15 per

cent, of dextrine (gum), costs about 12 cents per pound at Ne^v
York. Maize sugar of equal purity can be furnished at 8 cents per

pound. Twenty pounds of either article, costing respectively 2-40

dols. and 1-60 dols., would yield 16 pounds of fermentable sugar

and three pounds of dextrine (gum), while a bushel of barley wiU
yield not only 16 pounds of sugar, but eleven pounds of dextrine or
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gum besides. Thus, starch sugar can be added to beer wort only-

it small quantities, unless when it is desired to impart a vinous

character to the beer. "When the latter object is not in view the

best substitute for barley will always be found in maize or some

other cheap grain.

"Not so in the manufacture of wine. Eor this purpose, good

starch sugar, containing not exceeding 15 per cent, of dextrine, is

decidedly preferable to cane sugar. -A pound of the latter, of the

quality suitable for wine manufacture, costs at least 15 cents

;

whereas, as just stated, good starch sugar from maize can be sold

at 8 cents. Now, as 51bs. of starch sugar are equivalent to 41bs. of

cane sugar as regards their yield of alcohol, the balance is altogether

in favour of maize sugar, to wit :

—

Centa. .

4lbs. cane sugar at 15 cents '. 60

51bs. of grape sugar at 8 cents . . . . 40

" The 15 per cent, of dextrine (gum) contained in the maize

sugar will (according to the usual proportion of sugar added to

must) increase the amount of ' extract ' in wine o ily by a few per

cent., and will tend to give it the 'monthly ' taste (body) which in

meagre wiaes, already fermented, is sought to be produced by the

addition of glycerine.

" Enormous quantities of cane sugar arc already being consumed

in the wine manufacture in this country ; so that even as a con-

sideration of national economy it is highly important to supply in

maize sugar a partial substitute for imported cane sugar."

In Erance there is a use for grape sugar arising from the fact that

the sugar manufacturers do no prepare molasses ready for the

market as they do in this country. The crude molasses is bought

up by second parties and the grape sugar is used very largely by them

to extend it and give it body. An alkaline solution of grape sugar

is converted by heat into a dark brown body, called melassic acid.

This acid has a .powerful af&nity for oxygen, and reduces the CuO

to CuoO. Some of the tests for grape sugar are founded upon this

reaction. One of them, known as Fehling's test, is prepared as

follows:—A standard copper solution is made from loz. crystallized
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sulphate of copper, 3 ozs. cream of tartar, 1^ ozs. pure carbonate

of potash, 14 or 16 ozs. of a solution of caustic soda (sp. gr. 1-12)

and -water until the solution measures 15,160 water grains; 200

measured grains of this solution contain a quantity of copper that

would be reduced by 1 gi-ain of sugar, each atom of sugar reducing

10 atoms of the black oxide of copper to the state of sub-oxide.

Cane sugar is converted into grape by boiling with weak sulphuric

acid, and it can then.be easily tested by the standard solution. It

sometimes becomes 'necessary to test for sugar in diabetic urine.

This is accomplished iu various ways. One of them, called Trom-

mers's test, is as follows:—Add caustic potash, and filter if

necessary; then dilute solution of sulphate of copper in small

quantities; the precipitate that first forms dissolves on stirring, and

the solution becomes azure-bhic, but after standing, a fawn-coloured

precipitate of sub-oxide of copper will bo formed. The conditions

and precautions to be observed are fully given in medical works

and need not be repeated here. The property of grape sugar to

reduce metallic salts is made use of for the preparation of silver

mirrors. Add to the nitrate of silver a few drops of ammonia and

then some grape sugar, and the metal wUl be precipitated.

Chloride of silver can also be reduced by grape sugar, and this

method affords a way for reclaiming photographic wastes, and of

preparing pure metallic silver. Take 14 parts of well washed and

stiU moist chloride of silver, 24 parts of caustic soda, sp. gr. 1"333,

11J parts ammonia, sp. gr. 0"925
; to this add, with constant agi-

tation in a flask, 7^ parts pure honey, or 9J parts grape sugar

syrup, and let the mixtm-e stand in a warm place imtil sulphuretted

hydrogen affords no sign of silver. Decant and wash out aU traces

of chlorine. The reduced silver can then be dried and melted in a

crucible.

Platinum black, finely divided metallic platiuum, can be obtaiaed

from the chloride by adding carbonate of soda in excess, and, after

adding grape sugar, heating the solution for ten minutes. The

precipitate can be collected in a filter and then well washed and

dried.

Grape sugar crystallizes in warty, cauliflower concretions com-
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posed of hard transparent cubes. It is less soluble in water than

cane sugar, but more soluble in alcohol. Two and a half parts of

glucose are required to produce the same sweetening effect as one

part of cane sugar. Sulphuric acid does not decompose it, but

forms a definite acid with it, called sulpho-saccharic acid. It forms

a double salt with common salt.

1^801,2(01,3,2012) +2aq.

It also forms definite but unstable combinations with the alkaline

bases.

Prom the foregoing it will be apparent that grape sugai- can bo

easily and cheaply prepared, and that it is capable of many im-

portant uses in the arts, if it could be manufactured in adequate

quantity and at a refisonable rate.

—

Journ. App. Chem.

THE CULTIVATION AND MANTJEACTUEE OE SUGAE.

From " The Field."

SiK,—I perceive that the cultivation 6^ the sugar-cane is a

subject which has an attraction for many, and that your highly

intelligent, candid con-cspondent "Wallaby Jack" gallantly "keeps
the ball a-roUing." He brings before us some interesting, and veiy
valuable facts and figures, collected, for the most part, from among
men who are struggling into a new business, and whose mode of

operating may consequently be immature in more respects than
one. Our Australian cousins wiU gain experience with time, and
then look back on the record of their infantine days with mixed
feelings of pride and pleasure. For, they must progress; the

watchword in which their pride centres being " onward." We
may not lag behind with any degree of credit to ourselves, even

when indifferent to profit ; and the subject is a very important one,

sugar being second only to com.

I c'ordially agree with your correspondent in most of the infer-

ences drawn on his own responsibility, and may be pcnnitted also
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to arraign tradition in his unwitting attempts to perpetuate it. "We

are one when lie says that " the high-class farmers from England

and Scotland will make the hest sugar planters."

In the "West Indies we may see "ratoons;" in Ireland we may

see " lazy beds," for growing potatoes. The mention of the one

always suggests the other to my mind. I very much doubt if our

" high-class farmers " would patronise the one or the other. Of

course the ratoons can be kept clean, by a gang of men hoeing them.

I have seen a field of cane, say 15 or 20 acres, kept perfectly clean

by a man, a buffalo, and a plough. There were no ratoons in that

field. Our " high-class farmer " being a good wheat grower, has

only to expand the idea, and the wheat straw becomes the sugar

cane. I shall not be far wrong if I class both these plants here as

canes. They must be similarly treated, and they must have pre-

cisely, the same class of resources in th^ soil.

There is also a valuable paper on farming, on the same page as

the letter by
"
'WaUahy Jack." "Wo read there, but not for the

first time, that Prof. "Way compared the ashes of wheat with the

constituents of strong land, and showed that the latter contained

supplies equal to hundreds of crops, provided the minerals could

be dissolved sufficiently fast to yield up what was wanted." Eor

my own part, I never scanned a reliable analysis of wheat straw or

of sugar cane, or of the most congenial soil for prodvicing either of

them, but there was a suitable place and value found for sUica.

The agriculturist who attaches no value to, and is consequently

indifferent about, the presence of silica in sufficient quantity in the

soil, undoubtedly commits an egregious blunder. "Without silica

the wheat plant would prematurely fall; silex is well known to

stiffen the reed, and strengthen the cane, with a glass-like coat.

."Where there is a deficiency of silica in the soil, or it is not available

for the plant, and the plants are made to vibrate by every breath

that blows, we have immaturity, and failure is inevitable. The

Bodmin and "Wadebridge Eailway may be regarded as an agricul-

tural monument. It was the first railway constructed in the "West

of England. The source of profit, and simple motive for that con-

struction and its perpetuation to this day, is to economise the transit
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of sea-sand for the farmer's use, as manure for his land. I haye

heard him say, " Let me stiffen the reed, and I don't fear for a

crop ? " There, guano is sparsely used—as a stimulant only in the

spring. Again, in the island of Luzon, that arenaceous soil is never

manured, and yet produces the sugar-cane and rice in abundance.

These well-known facts may be sufficient; addition cannot strengthen

the argument.

,
Here again we meet ia the letter an old hackneyed delusion,

Somebody communicates the tradition, which your correspondent

records, that " the sugar should be made on the field," as if what

remains to be done in the boHiag-house were already perfection.

Again :
" The planter, not the boiler, is held accountable for both

the quality and the quantity of the season's yield of sugar. . .

Sugar boiling is only a secondary consideration." f I wiU endeavour

to show that we have here a " vulgar error," of the utmost conse-

quence to all concerned. It is one of those traditional errors in

which indolence takes refuge, and involves the loss of millions of

pounds sterling every year. It is pressed on our notice with so

much confidence that men put faith in it, and are largely embark-

ing their capital in. the manufacture of beet-root sugar as a conse-

quence. This is to be regretted, for they are building on an

unmitigated fallacy, and they, will be very serious losers who do

not look deeper than the surface.

Now, it is well known, that the Prench had introduced, years •

ago, much improvement in the manufacture of sugar. We followed

them so implicitly, if not servilely, as to perpetuate even their

technology, and we have the " battery " to this day ; and their last

iiovelty, the " monte-jus," is another instance, as if we could not

appreciate a juice raiser. Analysis has repeatedly demonstrated the

fact, that cane juice contains from 18 to 25 per cent, of sugar. It

might be reasonably inferred, from the jubilant air of satisfaction

with which the boUing-house is contemplated, that one or other of

these figures is there realised with perfect ease, or that the sugar

product occurs somewhere between these extremes. "So such

thibg. In truth, the practical product is only a melancholy exhi-

bition of conceited ignorance. The better to lighten my responsi-
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bility here, or remove any doubt of the fact; we may also see what

our precursors say on the subject, 'when taking a review of the

last season, 1869-70, in the Journal des Falricants de iSucre.

" In a word," it says, '" with the naked fire battery 5 to 6 per cent,

of sugar was extracted ; in the central factory 9 or 10; and it

needs only fresh efforts to obtain 12 per cent." Ivow, although

the superior arrangement of appliances in the "central factory"

here alluded to is not common to our sugar-producing colonies, we

can aiford to be generous, and so far gratify their pride here as to

assume an equality of sugar product. What is the result of this

concession, and this tradition which complacency invites us to

accept with perfect satisfaction ? Why it would be, at the best,

not one half of what they ought to get if they but Imew how to

get it. To divert attention from this miserable fact is oflfensive to

rectitude of principle. Who, then, is responsible for this loss of

more sugar than they sell ? Tour intelligent correspondent himself

supplies the clue to the enigma with his wonted, frank truthful-

ness. " In the Wes|; Indies, the boiling is carried on by negroes,

who are never interfered with by any person on the estate. . .

Many of them have been thirty years in the same boUing-house."

Will you permit me to add that the right treatment of the juice

of the sugar-cane involves more than a superficial knowledge of

organic chemistry ? Yet we see that this intricate manipulation is

consigned to the "untutored negro," whose best guide is tradition,

nursed some "thirty years," to mature into conceited ignorance.

Who can wonder, in the presence of such facts, that more sugar is

lost than is sold, when xmadulterated ignorance presides, where the

ablest chemist approaches with a due sense of the most complicated

problem in practical organic chemistry ?

The consequence is, that the consumer has topay a higher price far

his sugar thjui he would if all the sugar produced in the field were

utilised, and not lost in the boiling-house. On this feeble straw,

this shameful loss, is supported the probability of monetary success

in tte manufacture of beet-root sugar in this country. Of course

I am open to correction. However, I have the gi-eat satisfaction

of finding myself in very good company. Dr. Scofiem estimated
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"the total value of two miUioa tons of sugar at the place of pre-

paration, will he no less than thirty millions of pounds sterling iper

annum. Passing on from a consideration of the annual amount of

sugar produced from the cane, and other sources, to the amount

lost in the process of extraction, we find here a suhjeot of painful

contemplation. There can he no question ahout the matter. All

persons conversant with sugar arc unanimous in the statement that

at the lowest estimate, for every weighed amount of sugar obtained an

equal amount is lost, owing to imperfect methods of conducting

the operation. Dr. Scoffem has adduced evidence to prove that

the loss is nearer two-thirds than oiie-half. . . So great a loss

is altogether without parallel in any other chemical art." ( Vide

Professor Brande's Lectures on Organic Chemistry.)

I respectfully submit that these things should not be withheld

from enterprising gentlemen who hftve been thinking of manufac-

turing beet-root sugar at home, nor from those who own plantations

abroad. It is evident that the present remunerative price of beet

sugar depends entirely on the low qualification, if not the positive

ignorance, of those natives who preside over the " chemical art
"

of sugar manufacture from the cane. What is of some importance

is, that a proved, practicable, and economical remedy, which is

beyond the control of ignorance, is available.

"Whenever the old wasteful process falls into disuetude, as it

deserves, the ephemeral profit on beet sugar must fall with it ; and

it may be soon—it cannot be too soon. This hint will be sufficient

for those who are interested.

I therefore repeat the fact that this difficulty is not insurmount-

able—that it has been overcome, that sugar can be made in a

great measure free from molasses, to the great increase of quantity,

and considerable improvement in the quality of the product. It

can be carried out into practice with suitable simplicity, efficiency,

and profit.

Whenever the knowledge of this, or some better mode, when

discovered, of treating the juice, is more widely spread, and the

price of sugar follows the increased product of a superior quality,

then they who now embark in the production of beet-root sugar
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will find it a severe struggle to compete, if at aU, in quality and

price, with cane sugar. It would be weU if they take the hint

in time. Now, cane sugar necessarily passes through the hands of

the refiner, but it can come direct into the hands of the grocer at a

better price.

I intended to have added a few lines on the mechanical arrange-

ments alluded to by " "Wallaby Jack ;" but, as I happen to slightly

differ from him, 'the explanations might extend too far for even your

obliging consideration.

W. E. Gill.

46, Mortimer Road, Be Beauvoir Square,

London, iV".

This letter appeared very lately in "The FieW^—iYiQ country gen-

tleman's newspaper—ia which the subject of sugar growing in

Australia was mooted, and replied to under the nom de plume of

" "Wallaby Jack." This reply, it wiU be seen, is passed iu review

by a gentleman whose name is not strange to our readers, and who
has evidently brought much thought and experience to bear on the

mode of treating the juice of the sugar cane. There is no question

about the waste and loss of sugar in the ordinary modes of its

manufacture, and the writer of the above letter has done good

service by frequently pointing this out. Ee has also often alluded

to methods of manufacture by which more sugar of a better quality,

and almost free from molasses, can be made with simplicity and

efficiency (without the use of Ume), but has not, so far as we are

aware, described the process he recommends. "We have no doubt

many of our readers woidd be glad to see a full account of this

method from the pen of Mr. GiU.—En. S. C.
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BEET EOOT AND COLONIAL SUGAE CEOPS.

fFram Lichts MontUy Circtdar.)

The accounts from the ZoUverein, Austria, Belgium, &c., M. F. 0.

Licht reports to be equally good with those of last month. Of
France he says :

—

"Of the extent of the yield in France this season, -we must, for

want of official reports or other reliable accounts, remain in igno-

rance for some time to come. To be sure there are rumours partly

from the French, partly from the German side of the frontier, now
and then received, which represent many of the beet root factories

[in France] to have been injured ; others from want of coal or

labour forced to stand still ; whilst in some places it is said the
roots remaia in the ground. These depreciatory circumstances we
more and more consider to be exceptional, as the manufacture is

generally, and jarticularly in that part of the country occupied

by German troops—as is now allowed by the French themseh-es

—

carried on as usual. Under these circumstances, we can only abide

by our estimate of last month—[that is, for the whole of Europe,

60,000 tons above the yield of last season].

The latest news from the sugar-producing colonies confirm oui-

previous accounts, and are favourable both as to the present and
the coming crops. The reports from Martinique, Eeunion, and
Mauritius, speak of considerable falling ofi; especially in the

produce of the last-mentioned island, which, in consequence of the

late long-continued rains, is estimated at only 75,000 tons, being

55,000 tons less than the yield of last year.

A week's later accounts from Java, Cuba, and Brazil, as from
other parts, speak favourably of the cane crop of this season

;

whilst in Louisiana the crop of last year will he considerably

exceeded. From Cuba we hear that the efiect of the hurricane of

the 7 th of October was such on some plantations that advantage is

beiag taken of the favourable sugar-producing weather again to put
off the cutting of the crops for a week or so.
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The shipments in Pemambuco from 1st October to the end of

December, reached 11,355 tons, against 20,695 tons in the same

months of 1869, and 14,613 tons in 1868. From Bahia, the

exports during the same period have been^ in 1870, 6889 tons; ,

against 6090 tons, in 1869; and 8231 tons, in 1868., The stock

there was estimated at the end of the year, at 10,000 tons; against

6000 tons and 13,000 tons, at the same period in the two former

years.

From the East Indies 16,810 tons have been exported to England

and France, against 26,430 tons and 33,780 tons, respectively, the

two previous seasons ; and from Java to Holland, were afloat at

the same period, 15,000 tons this season; against 30,000 and

40,000 tons the two previous ones.

The colonial sugar production of this season -will not, we believe,

as fai- as regards the imports into Eui-opc and Xorth America, much,

if auy, exceed that of last, so that there will be only the cxce!<i

of Uie beet sugar crop to set against a continually increasing con-

sumption, whence we conclude that the position of the article is

favourable, and is Hkely to be so, especially when we consider that

the greatest part of the contiaental beet sugar of this season has

already been delivered to the refiners, and the constant demand for

refined goods siace December has been so unprecedented, that sales

for forward dcliveiy Jiave been made far into the Spring."

THE ADVAIS-TAGES OF BAEBADOES.

Some months ago we copied from the West Indian a letter from

"A Planter," on the natural advantages of Barbadoes, in which its

abundant labour supply was discantcd upon. In a late number of

the same paper we find a short letter on the level surface of the

island, as presenting one of its chief features and advantages, from

which we extract the following :

—

" Everyone will wUlingly admit that Barbados is a low level

country, ilariners consider it a dangerous island to approach, as

it is so low down to the horizon that it cdbnot be seen twenty miles
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off ; and they are apt to get so near that the strong cxirrents that

prevail on our -windward coast drift them on the numerous reefs.

" The natural features of the island are ranges of hills with

vaUeys between, and savamiah, of varying extent, bounding the

coast, nearly all round the island.

" One of the chief advantages of our level surface, which is

seldom broken by any abrupt precipice, is the great facility it gives

us to construct good roads. Advantage has been taken of the

valleys, extending from the town eastward and northward, to run

most of our main trunks through them, and branches run over the

hiUs. There are seven chief roads, all of which radiate from the

town as their centre, and they ran on to the extreme ends of the

island.

" The advantages of oui" level surface are very numerous, afford-

ing great facilities in all agricultural operations, and easy commu-

nications all over the island. Level lands arc ploughed to the best

advantage, retain their moisture longer, wash less in heavy rains,

are open to tlic prevailing trade winds that are always passing over

this island, causing the temperature to be more equable and carrying

away all miasma, thus rendering it healthy. Second to our busy

labouring population, we owe our advantage over the neighbouring

colonies chiefly to our general level surface. 'No one can so well

appreciate the blessing of level land as those who have to carry

a load up hiU, or the ploughman who has to plough on the hillside.

" Owing to the level surface of the island, we are enabled to

cultivate about 75,000 acres, about 60,000 of which ai-c cither in

cane or under preparation for cane planting ; the remaining

15,000 may be considered as in rotation having crops of fodder and

provisions. 50,000 acres of our land are deep, fine soils, second to

no other, but rather exhausted now from over-cropping and imder

manuring. The remaining 25,000' are lands that have been re-

claimed or made in the last twenty years, and are for the most part

shallow and not yet sufficiently deepened by grabbing out the stony

BubsoU, and by moulding.

" I am, sii'j your obedient servant,

"A PXAOTEE."
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FIBROTIS PLANTS IN JAMAICA.

Ii seems that Jamaica possesses vegetable wealth, of a iind trhicli

has never yet been utilized ; in the shape of valuable fibrous

plants. Sir John Peter Grant 'is reported to be " turning his

attention to the development of this fibrous -wealth," and if he

succeeds in furthering the shipment of new articles of commerce to

any great extent, without interfering with the labour required for

old industries he wiU add materially to the prosperity of the island

whose welfare he has so much at heart. The following extract on

the subject is from the Morning Journal—
" Sir John Peter Grant, it is said, is turning his attention to the

development of the fibrous wealth lying latent, and running to waste

in this island. In plainer language, his Excellency thinks there is

money to be made by preparing for market the numerous varieties

of plants growing without cultivation all over the country, from

which, fibrous materials may be extracted, for the manufacture of

cordage, textile fabrics and paper ; and we learn that he is about

to bring to this countrya person experienced in the extraction offibres

from the plants containing them, if not for the further conversion

of the materials so evolved into manufactured articles. At present

we do not go so far as to insist on the manufacturing part of the

project; but we would content ourselves just now with an impetus,

such as it is said Sir John contemplates, to the growth and prepara-

tion of the raw material for the purposes of the manufacturers of

Manchester, Glasgow, and other towns and places in the United

Kingdom. "We are not so ambitious as to " despise the day of small

things." Therefore, for the present, at least, we would be quite

satisfied to witness the shipment of a few tons of the raw mateiial

spoken of by way of a beginning to a new industry which, we are

convinced, if followed up with spirit, is calculated to provide a

handsome living, if it do not lead to afiuence, to such persons as

may engage therein, provided that they set about the work under-

standingly, and carry it on skilfully, and at the lowest possible

cost. Nor does it appear to us that any very elaborate process,

involving complicated and costly machi^jery, is absolutely necessary

for the pui-pose of separating from fibre-producing plants, such as

we have in such luxuriant abundance in the island, the ligaments,
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which form their strength and real substance from the feculences

T\-hich keep them together in a state of cohesion. Take the Jeru-

salem dagger, for instance. "We have seen a fisherman who, having

lost all the hooks he had ready ginged—that is attached to the

piece of cord which connected the hook to the line proper—and

having forgotten to take along some spare twine with him, just

step ashore, pluck a few of the lanceolated leaves of the Jerusalem

dagger, and strike the bunch several times smartly across the gun-

wale of his canoe, which had the tendency to bruise and soften the

leaves, and loosen the fibres. It was then an easy matter to draw

the leaves through his hands, which separated the fibres from each

other, leaving them quite white and clean, after washing in the

sea alongside. Several of the fibres were then twisted together,

aft^r the manner of whipcord, and the thing was done in a very

few minutes. A slender cord was produced, equal, for the time at

least, to the purpose it was called into existence for. Can there be

any doubt that if the same fisherman had lost his lines altogether,

and was unable to procure others, in consequence of the locality

he happened to be in, that he would have been able to extemporise

a serviceable line by the same process as he employed in manufac-

turing the mere ginging ?

Now, the Jerusalem dagger, as well as the common dagger,

grows luxuriantly aU over the island. In regard to the latter, it'

is too common to render necessary one word about it. The other

variety is not so well known. The leaf is more soft and pliable,

and seems to us to be even more adapted to the manufacture of

cordage and perhaps for textile fabrics than the better known kind.

"We address ourselves more particularly to those abroad who are in

any respect interestetl in spinning and weaving—that the fibre of

the two plants we have already named requires no bleaching—at

least it seems so to us, for immediately as it is cleaned, washed,

and dried, it is as white as the [best bleached linen thread, much

whiter than the printing paper on which this article is being

written. Jfor this alone, it is as fine as the finest sUk, as it comes

from the worm, tough and elastic. Unlike the plantain fibre,

which breaks if made into a knot, it is tenacious and can bear any

complication of knots without snapping. This is one of the
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greatest desiderata in all fibres, whether for cordage or textile

purposes. Then, if we mistake not, whatever substance is suitable

for woven fabrics is equally suitable for manufacture into paper,

with this advantage, that for the latter purposes the waste and

refuse, embracing short broken fibres, may be used with equal

benefit with the long, sound fibre, employed for the purposes

named. And as there has, for many years, existed an outcry about

the scarcity of rags, we may add, that the paper maker wiU be

able to turn out a superior article, because he will have for stock

(in this refuse) a raw material much stronger than the old rags, lie

has been in the habit of employing in his manufactory. "We have

abeady alluded to the marked whiteness of the fibre of the dagger.

In this, as weU as in its greater flexibUity and tenacity, it is far

superior to the fibre of the plantain or banana of any description,

which would require considerable bleaching either for paper or any

of the textile fabrics."

EAIJvTALL IN BAEBiU)OES (Januaey to Decembee).

(From the Government 'Notice.)

Number of Inches in 1870.

I

Total

Average

of

Years

1817

to

ISfiO.

Districts.
December

let Quarter. Quarter.

Srd
Quarter. 4th Quarter. Total

of Yeai
1870.

of

18C9.

Scotland, or Below Cliff,

Average of 11 stationB. 3-41 5-86 16-38 15-62 24-50 63-91 49-00

Windward Highland, or

Above Cliff,

Average of 22 stations. 3-75 7-14 16-44 18-22 25-19 67-79 60-83 63-40

Central Highland,

Average of 14 stations. 4-02 7-83 16-62 18-01 26-57 69-52 57-34 67-13

Average of Highlands,

47 stations. 3-77 6-94 16-48 17-32 25-42 67-07 63-51 64-67

Leeward Lowland,

Average of 26 stations. 3'17 5-86 13-66 17-01 23-08 63-03 61-61 59-01

Central Lowland,

Average of 18 stations. 3'55 6-37 11-23 15-40 22-94 56-84 47-76 57-57

Southward Lowland,

Average of 35 stations. 2-98 5-00 11-91 14-38 19-66 51-48 42-75 51-28

Average of Lowlands,

79 stations. 3-17 5-74 12-23 15-60 21-32 55-61 46-50 66-40

AveraKC of v.-holeIsland 3-39 6-20! 13-92 16-07 23-37 60-17 48-52 o8-2S
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SUGAE TEADE OF THE UNITED STATES.
From the New York Shipping and Commercial List.

RECEIPTS OP FOREIGN SUGAR IN THE UNITED STATES.

FeOJI J.iXUAET Isi TO Deceiibee 31si, 1870.

Hhds.,
& Trcs. 3rls.

^6^'
Bags, &c.

Total
Tons.

Add Stock at all the Ports, Januarj-

Deduct Erports and Shipments In-

land, to Canada, from all the Ports,

in 1870, including lots in transitu

Deduct Stock at all the Porte,

Total Consumption of Foreign,

319070
84472
73603
87661
5221
32718

22380
2123
3397
11843
529

2308

297166
23060
30800
57722
61539
6234

545120
225071
36324
26431

263
1370

253634
64024
60571
67303
12628

20797

602946

83421

42680 466521

111898

834579

330349

468967

81604

688366

8256

42580

1060

577419

15434

1164928

40723

560661

9029

678110

46530

41520 561985

80851

1124205

459858

541532

57640

631580 4152oj481134 664347 483892

From Jai;tj.uit 1st to Decehbee 31si, 1869.

At New York
,, Boston

„ Philadelphia

„ Baltimore

„ New Orleans

„ Other Ports .

.

Total Receipts

Add Stock at all the Poi-ts, Jan. 1, 1869

Total Supply
Deduct Exports and Shipments inland,

to Canada, fiom all the Poi-ts, in 1869,

including lots in transitu

Deduct Stock at all Ports, Jan. 1, 1870

Total Consumption of Foreign .

.

Hhds.
&Tcs. Brls.

Boxes,
&c.

Bigs,
&c.

Total
Tons.

335690
72890
78625
76453
9042

23235

32952
2291
690

9424
469

4043

393632
35941
36895
69012
89601
13310

656767
199630
54203
11227

201
1271

292335
57786
56704
57213
21630
16786

695835
54517

49869 628291
14701

923299
56520

501354
41942

660352

16528

49869

1851

673082

14020

979819

36590

543296

13703

633824
834!>1

48018 659062
111898

943229
330349

529508
81604

55440S 48018 547164 612830 447899
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Consumption of Foeeign and Domestic Sugaes in the TJnited

States, foe the teaes 1870, 1869, ajtd 1868.

1870. 1869. 1868.

Tons. Tons. Tons.

Consumption of Foreign .... 483,892 ., . 447,899 .. . 446,553
Estimated Crop in Louisiana, 1869-70. 1868-69. 1867-68.

46,800 ., . 45,000 ,, . 23,000

530,692 . . 492,899 .. 469,653

Increased Consumption .... 38,793 .. . 23,346

It will be seen by a reference to the above tables, that though
the receipts of raw sugar into the TJnited States (not including the

States on the Pacific) were not so large in 1870 as in 1869 by
32,397 tons, yet the consumption of 1870 exceeded that of the

previous year by 35,993 tons, the consumption absorbing all the

imports and 14,935 tons besides, and with the exports, reducing

the stock in the country 23,964 tons. The receipts of foreign

sugar in the TJnited States in 1870 were 468,957 tons, against

]-eceipts in 1869 of 501,354 tons; and the consumption of foreign

ia 1870 was 483,892 tons, against a consumption in 1869 of 447,899
tons; while the total consumption of foreign and domestic cane

sagar in 1870 was 530,692 tons, against a total consumption in

1869 of 492,899 tons, an increase in the consumption of foreign in

1870, as compared with 1869, 35,993 tons, or 8 per cent. ; and an

increase in the consumption of foreign and domestic of 37,793 tons,

or over 7f per cent.

The consumption of raw sugar for the past year was much larger

than any previous like period, as will be seen by the following

figures, covering a space of twenty years

:
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Cake Stjoab Consumed in the United SiiiEs.

Foreign & J; ureigix oc.

Foreign. Domestic. Foreign. Domestic.

Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons.

1870.. . 483,892 . 530,692 1859.

.

. 239,034 . 431,184

1869.

.

. 447,899 . 492,809 1858.

.

. 244,758- . 388,492

1868.. . 446,533 . 469,533 1857.

.

. 241,865 . 280,765

1867.

.

. 378,068 . 400,568 1856.

.

. 171,616 , 378,760

1866.

.

. 383,178 . 391,678 1855.

.

. 192,607 . 377,752

1865.

.

. 345,809 . 350,809 1854.

.

. 150,854 . 385,298

1864.. . 192,660 . 220,660 1853.

.

. 200,610 . 372,988

1863.. . 231,398 •
. 284,303 1852.. . 196,558 . 315,217

1862.

.

. 241,411 . 432,411 1851.

.

. 179,825 . 287,263

1861.

.

. 241,420 . 563,819 1850.. . 143,045 . 269,466

I860.. . 296,250 . 415,281

There -was less sugar made from molasses in 1870 than during

the previous year, some of the large refining works in this, as well

as other localities, having been closed. The bulk of the molasses

that comes forward from Cuba now, is inferior and unsatisfactory,

being stripped upon the plantation of the greater part of its sac-

charine qualities. Added to this, the low prices which have ruled

for much the greater part of the year for the refiner's produce,

sugar and syrup, has rendered the business less profitable than it

was in years preceding. Sugar has sold low, and the residuum

(sugar house molasses) has not been wanted for trade uses, so that

with little or no demand from either grocers or distUlers, resort was

had to foreign markets. Considerable shipments have been made

to Europe from this port, and through this new outlet for this

article, the market experienced during the closing months a sensible

rehef.

We estimate the consumption of molasses from the manufacture

into sugar in 1870 at 150,000 hhds., producing about 31,800 tons

of sugar, against a production in 1869 of 33,000 tons.

The consumption of maple sugar in many parts of the country is

considerable, but as a very small portion of the crop is marketed, it
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is difficult to obtain data from -wliicli any reliable estimate can be

made. Erom the best information we can gather, we think 23,000

tons is not excessive for the yield of the maple tree in 1870 ; this

is a little less than the cstimata of the year preceding, the season

generally being less favourable for the running of the sap.

On the Pacific the consumption of raw sugar was not quite as

large the past year as it was the preceding one. Our correspondent

at San Francisco favours m with the following statements relative

to the port

:

Stock of Raw Sugar Jan. 1, 1870 7,400 tons.

Receipts, January 1 to December 31, 1870 .... 16,364 ,,

Total Supply 23,764 „

Deduct Stock January 1, 1871 8,570 „

Consumption ia 1870 20,194 „

The crop in the British and French West Indies will not vary

materially from that of last year. From the East Indies and Brazil,

we have no late ad\dces relative to the extent of the supplies that

may be expected thence. Having thus briefly glanced at the con-

sumption of the various descriptions of sugar in 1870, the result

may be summed up as follows

:

tons.

Cane Sugar cons'omed in the United States on the Atlantic 630,693

In the States and Territories on the Pacific 21,000

Of Sugar made from Molasses 31,800

Of Maple Sugar 23,000

Total , 606,492

Against a total consumption of all kinds in 1869 of , . . . 574,'399

Increase in 1870 32,093

Or about 51 per cent.

A little sugar has been made from the beet in Wisconsin, Illinois,
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and California, but not in sii£a.cient quantity to make other than

this passing note of it, and the same remark applies to the yield of

sugar from the sorgho plant. The latter is cultivated chiefly for

its syiTip, and the manufacture of the former has not advanced yet

beyond what may be termsd an experimental step.

Louisiana made some progress again last season in the production

of sugar, as we find in the valuable work of Mr. L. Bouchereau, of

Jfew Orleans,. the crop of 1869-70 put down at 87,090 hhds.,

against 84,256 hhds. ia 1868-9. The present season, it is believed,

will show a substantial iacrease ia the yield over the previous one.

The estimates range from 100,000 hhds. up to 120,000 hhds.—the

actual outturn, however, -noil probably not exceed the former figures.

"With sufficient and reliable labour upon the plantations, there is

scarcely a doubt but that the larger amount would have been very

considerably augmented.

The Spanish "SYest Indies continue to be the source whence we

draw the great bulk of our suppHes, the prolific fields of Cuba

contributing 80 to 85 per cent, of our whole consumption
;
hence,

our markets are more sensitive to crop or other accounts touching

probable supplies from that island than from any other, or all other

quarters combined.

The last Cuba crop, that of 1869-70, was only about 2 per cent,

smaller than the crop made the season before. The present one, it

is stated by good authorities, will probably show a considerable

faffing off, as owing to the poHtieal troubles, planters in the exposed

sections used up last year aU their young cane, fearing its destruc-

tion by the contending parties, and so left nothing to commence

their rolling operations with. This, with other hindrances, inter-

fere with early grinding, and so free receipts will be something

later this year than usual.

From Porto Rico, the next point of importance to Cuba, the

prospects are favourable for a yield fully as large, if not greater

than that of last year. Heavy rains, however, have delayed the

grinding, so that it wUl not become general before the middle to

the latter part of this month (January).
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GERMAK" IMMIGRAiTTS IN LOUISIANA.

"We leam from the Louisiana Sugar Bowl, that there is in New
Orleans a society of influential Germans, whose object is to induce

their fellow-countrymen who land in that city, on their way to the

Western States in search of employment, to remain in Louisiana,

where lahour is greatly in demand, and well remunerated. This

society appears to have no other end in view than the wellbeing of

their feUow-countrymen, and of the good of the State in which they

are themselves located, as they take care of the sick and helpless,

and secure employment for the sti'ong, without any charge, either

to the immigrants themselves, or to the planters or others whom
they supply with labourers. The following remarks on the subject

are from the paper above mentioned :

—

" WhUe in the city, recently, we saw a large number of these

hardy people, awaiting employment, in the office of the society,

and were struck by their intelligent appearance. Upon inquiry,

we learned that many of those who are constantly arriving, and

seeking employment upon plantations, have been well educated at

home, and are capable of filling almost any position m life. "WMle

wiUing and anxious to work, they are not accustomed to being

treated like negroes, and hence they have left some plantations

where employed. In fact, here Hes the only obstacle in the way
of securing a fuU supply of labouiers. Our planters must think

more of the comfort of their workmen—especially if they expect

to be successful with white labourers. Men who are badly fed and
miserably sheltered, are not as likely to work for the interest of

their employers as are those who see that the planter is constantly

miadful of their comfort.

" To illustrate how important is this matter of attention to the

comfort of labourers, we will mention that it has been remarked to us

by a number of Northern gentlemen who, upon opening their planta-

tions here, at first tried white labourers, and afterwards coloured,

and they say that they have no fault to find with the negroes, as
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they make excellent labourers when well treated. There should

be the best feeling between the planter and Ms workmen, instead

of animosity, as is too often the case ; and we hope the day is not

distant when planters wiU fully understand these things, and learn

that money invested in making comfortable quarters for their

workmen is well spent.

"Now, especially, since both sugar and cotton are selling so low,

planters will say that they cannot afford to pay present wages and

add to their expenses by making the improvements which we suggest.

This would appear to be a reasonable deduction; but we believe

there is no good reason why we cannot afford to pay as good wages

in Louisiana as do the farmers of the North and West, where an

acre of ground does not yield one-fourth as much revenue as here.

The secret lies in the fact that Northern planters and their sons are

all producers themselves, actually working as hard as their hired

men, instead of seeking to live altogether upon the labour of the

latter. The Almighty ordained that we should ' earn our bread

by the sweat of our brow,' and when an impoverished people seek

to do otherwise, it is not strange that they should find that they

are not paying expenses.

"However, we are digressing. Our subject is the supply of

labour in Louisiana, and we should reserve other remarks for future

articles. The Germans are coming to Louisiana in great nimibers

—

many even returning here from the AVcst, since they, hear such

favourable accounts of our rich State ; the Norwegians, Danes, and

Swedes are coming, an agency having been established in New
Orleans to promote the immigration of the Scandinavians; and if

our planters only exercise judgment and patience with this new
class of labourers, they will soon find that there will be no more

difficulty in getting good, reliable labourers.

" Because these new workmen all seek homes and lands of theii'

own, and in a short time will work for no one but themselves, should

be no objection to their employment. The very fact that a poor

man can purchase land, and soon' have a home of his own, after

having commenced as a field hand, wiU be the means of securing

to us a growing emigration, and an increasing supply of labourers

;
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and as fast as the more frugal buy lands, and commence to -work

on their own farms, new immigrants will be glad to take their

places, thus giving us all the labour necessary to tiU our thousands

of acres of idle lands, and bringing us all the advantages of an old

and thickly peopled country—schools everywhere, churches for aU,

and happiness and wealth within the reach of the most humble."

THE DIPFUSION PEOCESS AT ZWANENBUEG HOUSE,
HOLLAIfD.

In this beet sugar factory the diffusion process is carried on rather

differently from the method in use in some other establishments.

The beet roots arc lii'st washed in a machine, which consists of

an iron cylinder (perforated with holes at frc(^ueut distances),

which revolves in a tank filled with water. Inside the cylinder

are cross bars of iron, to assist the motitin of the beets, which are

dropped by an endless lift down into the cylinder, through which

flows a constant stream of clear water. When the roots have

passed through the cyHndcr, they are raised by the same lift into

a hopper, whence they pass into the slicing machine. This is a

cylindrical iron vessel, with a hopper to receive the roots. In the

centre of the cylinder an iron axle revolves, to which eight vertical

plates of a triangular shape are attached. Below these plates, at

a distance of one centimetre, an iron disc is fltte4, which is pro-

vided with twelve small knives in the shape of small saws, placed

at equal distances, and slightly inclined from the disc, below each

knife, there is a hole in the disc to discharge the slices as fast as

cut.

The beet roots drop through the hopper on to the disc, where

they arc forced against the knives by the revol\-ing plates attached

to the axle, and by this process are cut up into long thin slices,

which are thrown by a lever attached to the axle quite out of the

cylinder, when they arc earned in hand carts to the diffusion

battery.
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The diffusion battery consists of a pressure tank, twelve diffusion

vessels, and two heaters of a cylindrical shape. The foriner con-

taining about 900 gallons, and the latter (which are heated by

steam coils) not quite 700 gallons each. The diffusion vessels are

connected by three iron pipes of different colours, red, white, and

blue. The white one is the cold water pipe, connected with the

pressure tank. The red one is used for the discharge from the heaters

into the diffusion vessels ; whilst the blue one, which is divided

into branches with shut-off cocks, leads the juice to the heaters

or to the defecators. In the first instance, cold water is

forced from the tank into the diffusion vessels, , and thence by

pressure into the heaters, where it is i-aised to a temperature of 65 per

cent, (about 150° Faht.) This water passes again into the diffusion

vessels, thiee of them being filled with it—say 1, 2, and 3
;

next,

the fourth vessel is charged -with, sliced beet roots, and by degi-ces

water is supplied to it from the heaters, at a temperature of 85

Cent. (185° Faht.) .In the same way Nos. 5 and 6 are charged.

-U'tcr remaining the proper time the juice from No. -1 is let off into

the heater, again raised to 185° Faht., and thence flows to No. 7,

which is then fiUcd with sliced beets. In the same way the juice

in Nos. 5 and 6 is rc-heated, and flows into Nos. 8 and 9. And
again, the juice from 7, 8, and 9 is re-heated, and passes into 10,

11, and 12, in which fresh sliced beets are placed, and where the

third extraction is performed ; from these the juice flows to the

defecators. In this way the process works regularly, nine vessels

ai-e always filled: thus, whilst 10, 11, and 12 are being emptied,

Nos. 1, 2, and 3 may be filled. The diffusion vessels are emptied

as soon as all the saccharine has been extracted from the sliced '

roots
; what is left of them being taken out by opening a small

door in the bottom of the vessel, and sent to the presses to force

out the juice left in the pulp. This juice is of so little value that

it is generally run off into the gutters.

D. V. L. C.
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THE CLAEIPICATIOIT OP CAOT JTJICE.

In the article " Sugar in St. Helena," see page 677 of The Sugar

Cane, was an account of the method of clarification there pur-

sued, which -was commented upon hy Mr. John Scott, in the

Qusemlander, as follows :

—

In your issue of the 18th of Decemher, there is published an

interesting description of the works at St. Helena, and the process

of making sugar as it is practised there. Thinking that a few

comments thereon may prove acceptable to planters with similar

appliances, I write to you now, although for thirty years I have

whoUy repudiated this destructive principle of treating cane juice.

Claehtcatiox op the Jtjices.

This portion of the boiler's duty ought to be so efiectuaUy per-

formed as to bring the "liquor" into an almost perfectly lucid state

•before it is drawn into the desiccating coppers. The description

given of this process, in the article referred to, does not effect this

very important object. I will explain how it may be conducted.

When the juice is at a heat of about 120 deg., temper it; then, as

quickly as possible, bring it up 210 deg., when the fire must be

instantly drawn from beneath it ; for if, at this stage, it come to a

boil, a portion of the impurities ia the juice which have then accu-

mulated to the surface wiU subside ; and they do not afterwards

, come to the surface until it attains a density of 20 deg., and even

then the impurities can be but partially removed. To perform this

process effectually, light fuel only ought to be used, such as trash

and megass. The surface of the juice wUl then be covered with

a black and tenacious scum, which must be gently and carefully

skimmed off. Afterwards apply as sharp a fire to it as possible,

and thus the remaining skimmings only wUl be brought to the

surface. These are then taken off. When no more appear, the

clarification so far is complete, and the liquor can then be drawn

down into the desiccating coppers, to which the strongest heat

ought to be applied, until the juices attain a density of about 35

degrees Beaume, at which stage they ought to be in the tache,

where a reduced heat must be applied, decreasing its degree as the

density of );he syrup increases. Slight fuel ought only to be used

for this copper, as therewith the fire can be more easily regulated.
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COLLECTION OP STATISTICS FOE THE USE OF REFINEES.

To THE EdITOE,

"Wj? •wish to avail ourselves of tKe pages of The Sugar Cane to

offer the foUowing suggestions.

The profit received hy British sugar refiners, or the loss entailed

upon their labours, depends in great measure upon whether the

market for their refined produce is glutted or bare ; it also depends

to some extent upon -whether the supply of raw sugars suitable

for refining is ample or scant.

The Board of Trade returns, colonial or other shipping lists, and

the various market reports, supply all the information and statistics

required to enable refiners to regulate their operations, so far as

they depend on the supply of raw material. But there is no means
at present in existence of arriving at the quantity of refined produce

in stock in the country ; and trade jealousies may possibly prove a

sufficient obstacle to the collection of information which would
prove invaluable to refiners. In any scheme which might be

adopted, it would be easy to take such precautions that no

individual refiner should be able to ascertain the amount of stock

held by any other refiner.

Suppose it were agreed that some one should be empowered to

collect statistics ; it might be efiected in the foUowing manner :

—

Each refiner would supply monthly to the collector, a return,

giving, in the first place, the following statistics of sugar held in

stock on his own account.

1.
—

"Weight of stoved sugai's

;

2.
—

"Weight of crushed and good pieces
;

3.
—

"Weight of yellows and low pieces.

In the second place, the weight of (1) stoved goods and (2) other

sorts in casks and bags in his warehouse, but sold.

These returns would be grouped as under :

—

1 .—Scotland and Ireland

;

2.—^Lancashire, Cheshiic, and Yorkshire
;

3.—London
;

4.
—

"West of England.

This information would be supijlied to eacji contiibuting refiner,

who would be pledged to secrecy. The collector also would be

Al
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pledged to secrecy, and to keep no record of individual returns.

"When sending out the grouped full return, and the monthly

blank form, he would enclose with it the last return sent by the

individual refiner.

A slight charge, probably not exceeding £1 per annum per firm,

woidd cover the whole expense.

"We throw the matter thus briefly before the British refiners, in

the hope that others in the trade will freely communicate their

views through the pages of The Sugar Cane.

"We are, &c.,

FEYEE, BENSON & POESTEE.

To THE Editoe of " The Sugae Caije."

I HAVE found ia the course of my use of the Concretor that the

cylinder has occasionally become glued up, but have found also,

that this may be easily remedied by washing out the cylinder

after each day's work, with boiling water ; steam wiU not have so

good an effect. During the washing the fan should be detached

to prevent any air being drawn through. This is a very simple

operation, and if performed daily is quite effectual, but if left for

a week or more, it is not so easy to remove the sticky substance

which has become hardened by long continued heat.

I may add that it is important that this should be regularly

attended to, as when the cylinder has become choked up, the

passage of the air is thus contracted and the concrete becomes

injured.

Thinking these remarks may be useful to some of your readers,

I submit them to your approval for insertion in The Sitgar Cane.

I am. Sir, yours, &c., B.

"We have received the following information respecting the

Working of a Concretor in the PhUlipine Islands.

" I have for some time purposed doing myself this pleasure,

and now, having quite concluded our crop, I can give you the

results. "We have raised this year about 530 tons of concrete

and the quantity would undoubtedly have turned out much more

had we not been delayed in commencing by unfavourable weather,
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and afterwards by want of fuel in consequence of continuing the
crushing into the wet monsoon, and the consequent inability to

dry the megass, here called bazaso. We required to consume a
large quantity of coal, which has increased considerably the
expenses of manufacture.

"Mr. wrote informing me that some of the shipments to

him proved that we possessed the means of making most
excellent concrete. He settled the second and third shipment at

4 dels, per picul, 16 to a ton. Allowing only 3 dols. for the first

shipment, which contained some bad and burnt parcels. Considering

that sugar here averaged about 3 dols. 25 cents., and that we saved
great loss from not making any molasses in the process, we may
most sincerely thank Mr. Pryer for having iuvented this very
excellent machinery. Mr. has become a most enthusiastic
admirer of the system, as weU he may."

Extract from a letter received received from Dr. Neud, of Port

Macquarie, New South "Wales.

It may be explained that Dr. NeUd is using the Coneretor for
making centrifugaled sugar, but as he possesses neither bag filters

nor charcoal filters his juice is not very perfectly cleaned.
" By this mail I send also two small samples of our ordinary

make of sugar this year. It fetches in Sydney £34, and the yield
promises to be over 2J tons, if not 3 tons per acre. * ^ *
A Sydney letter to-day styles our sugar the best made in any
(N.S."W.) colonial mill. * ^ To gain time for the above
three skimmings, I have devised a long knife of wood, about 8 in.

broad, reaching across the clarifier and resting by a shoulder on
the edge, this is faced with tin, bent out at the bottom at a right
angle for 3 to 4 inches, this flat hoiizontal part is perforated like a
common skimmer. Thus the scum can be carried forward right
across the clarifier in successive cuts and lifted quickly into the
scum chamber, in place of the former tedious and disturbing plan
of the common skimuier. The trough is raised on brackets, so
that the skim knife sweeps under its outlets easily."

The Conceeioe in' Egypt.

We have had the following advice from the Viceroy's sugar
factories, in Ehoda, Upper Egypt :

—

We commenced on the 24th of December, and all is going well.
AVe have had the Concretors at work since the commencement,
evaporating the juice and giving good results.

The Arab sugar-boUer is well pleased with them
;
they make

splendid syrup, much better in colour than the " triple eff'et."
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ITEW PATENTS.

—

peom the mechanics' magazhte.

1900. J. F. Gall, Paris. Evaporating liquids Dated July 6, 1870.

According to this invention the original caloric may be utilised an infinite

numher of times, although in practice from ten to twenty times will be

found amply sufficient. The process of evaporation or boiling is, according

to this invention, commenced either at the atmospheric pressure -with a

decrease of one-tenth or one-twentieth or less (according to the numher of

boUers employed,) in each succeeding boiler, or the process may be com-

menced at a pressure above that of the atmosphere, and terminated at a

pressure equal to the atmosphere, or, if desired, considerably below it, in

which latter case, the two systems of evaporating above and below atmo-

spheric pressure will be combined in one series of from twenty to forty

boilers. The tubular steam space of the first boiler communicates by a pipe

and suitable stopcocks, either with the exhaust pipe of an engine, or direct

with the boiler, or steam generator. From the top of No. 1 evaporating

boiler of the series, a pipe couducts the steam arising fix>m the liquid, under

evaporation into the tubular steam space of No. 2 boiler, which discharges

its steam arising from the evaporating liquid through another pipe into the

tubular steam space of No. 3 boiler, and so on throughout the series, the

pressure in each decreasing by about one-tenth to one-twentieth of the

original pressure
; for example, if the pressure in No. 1 boiler be that of the

atmosphere, that of No. 2 will be (say) one-tenth less, that of No. 3 two-

tenths less, that of No. 4 three-tenths less, and so on. The liquid to be
evaporated is introduced by a pump and st6poock into No. 1 boiler, and fiows

through connecting pipes and stopcocks into the others of the series, after

which the connections are stopped, and the steam is let into No. 1 boiler,

when the process commences ; the steam or vapour arising from the last,'Or

nearly the last, of the series may be conveyed to a condenser. The requisite

amount of vacuum is maintained in each boiler by one or more air pumps
and stopcocks, and the contents of each boiler may be discharged through
cocks or valves at the bottom thereof.—Patent completed.

2049. G. Phillips, Tufifeell Park Road, N. Decolorizing syn^s. Dated
July 20, 1879.

The inventor takes ethylio (common vinous) alcohol or methylic alcohol,

known as wood spirit, or a mixture of these two known as methylated spirit,

and he adds to the alcohol to be employed either caustic ammmonia or caustic

soda, potash, or Uthia, or any of their salts having causticity, and that are

soluble in the alcohols named. To the alcohol thus rendered caustic he adds

the impalpable charcoal and heats up in the case of the ammonia alcohol to

from 100° to 130° Faht. In the case of alcohol and the three fixed alkalies

named, he heats to 180° Faht, using proper means such as cohobation, and

sufficient condensing power to prevent loss of material.—Patent completed.
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ExpoBTS FEoir Havaiwa and Mataitzas feom Janttaet 1st to

Deceitbee 31st, thousands of tons, to the neaeest THorsAND.

1870. 1869. 1868.

To TJnited States of N. America. . 196 . . 200 . . 165

„ Great Britain 176 . . 167 . . 194

Spain 60 . . 47 . . 46

, „ France 44 . . 49 . . 60

,, Northern Europe 11 .. 10 . . 19

,, Southern Europe 3.. 3.. 4

„ Other Ports 8.. 6.. 8

499 .. 484 ., 486

Stocks in Havanna and

Matanzas 6 . . 22 . . 8

Maueithjs.—Expoets feom 1st ArousT to 14th Decembeb.

{fi-om Zichfs Monthly Circular.)

1870. 1869. 1868.

Tons. Tons. Tons.

To England 8,319 . 18,572 . 15,511

3,566 . 5,431 . 3,406

16,168 . . 16,924 . 15,507

1,717 . 3,123. . 1,255

,, Cape of Good Hope.

.

1,261 776 501

11,430 . . 17,270 . 10,110

187 589 108

42,648 . . 62,685 . . 46,398
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CojrSUMPTIOlf OP SiTGAE, &C., TOB TeAE ENDING 31ST OP DECEMBER,

HT THOUSANDS OF TONS.

1870. 1869. 1868

Tf-nifprl TClT10'rloTn 668 623 593

316 . . 321 . . 286

Germany (Zollverein) .

.

.. 223 . . 225 . . 158

31 . . 25 . . 25

, 95 . . 109 . . 104

Total in Europe . .

,

. 1334 1304 1166

United States (foreign) . . . .466 429 424

. 1800 1733 1590

Stocks of Stoae IN THE' Chief Mabkets of the World on the

31st Deceiebee, in THorsiNDS OF TONS, to the neakest thousand.

1870. 1869. 1868.

138 ... . 129 .. .. 144

127 ... . 128 .. .. 148

25 ... 13 .

.

.. 34

35 . .

.

42 .. 62

5 ... 4 .. 8

330 ... . 309 .. .. 395

56 ... . 81 .. 44

Havana and Matapzas .

.

6 ... . 22 .

.

8

392 . .

.

. 410 .. .. 447
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Feb., SUGAR STATISTICS—GEEAT BRITAIN
1871 mB 1870. In Thousands op Tons, to the Neaeest Thousand.

STOCKS IMPORTS. DELIVEEIES.

do rpool
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3 rpool O
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rpool

CO
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o
1-1

Live O O 00
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o
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Live
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O 00
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British "West India 8 2 0 17 9 1 1
oo lo 8 12 1 X 7* 21 10

British East India 14 2 16 16 1 • •
o 3 1 • • •

A
4 4

2 1
i 3 7 1 1 oZ 7 1

1 2 5

2 2 1 5 15 1 2 10 1 1 2 4 9 15

Porto Rico, &c. .

.

2 2 4 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 3

Manilla & Java .

.

25 11 2 1 39 42 1 2 3 1 6 6 4 4 1 9 8

1 9 5 14 10 4 1 2 7 7 5 1 2 9 8

3 1 2 4 10 5 4 3 2 12 22 15 5 3 3 15 27 17

Total, 1871 .

.

56 29 7 16 108 107 15 13 9 19 55 56 28 17 8 30 83 71

Total, 1870 .

.

71 19 6 11 1 incirease 19 11 9 17 1 dec rease 24 17 8 22 12in(.rease
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STATE AjST) prospects OF THE SUGAE MAEKHT.

AxTHOTJGH there has not been much donbt lately as to peace being

concluded between Germany and France, yet the unsettlement

has had a depressing effect on the sugar market.

As -we predicted last month, the capitulation of Paris at once

affected the price of lump sugars, a fall of 7g. 6d. per cwt. in

common refined lump has taken place since the end of January

;

the price being now 46s. to 46s. 6d.

Good ravr sugars continue very scarce and prices consequently

firm. I^^o. 12 Havana afloat is still quoted at 31s. Cuba llusco-

vados are slightly lower. In good brown Bahia and good to fine

Pemambuco there is no appreciable difference in price, nor in good

"West India ; but for low sugars there is little demand, and prices

are rather lower.

Stocks have decreased during the month about 4000 tons, and

are now only 1000 tons above those of last year. Deliveries

have increased 3000 tons during the month, and 12000 tons from

the commencement of the year. Imports have fallen off about

2000 tons during the month and 1000 tons from the end of last year.

It is imusuaUy difficult to form an opinion as to the future, so

many and various are the circumstances requiring consideration.

As regards the beet crop in Pi-ance, M. Bureau, of the Journal

des Fahricants, agrees with 31. Licht in thinking that the loss of

beet sugar in that country will be much less than might have been

supposed, and states that there are large supplies warehoused in all

the beet growing districts. The demand from the Paris refineries

will be great ; but there will probably be decreased consumption in

France itself. On the other hand, the price will be affected by the

proportion of seed sown for the next crop, which may be expected

to be much smaller than usual from various causes. The colonial

crops appear on the whole not to be above the average, and from

many parts they are slow in coming forward. The increase of con-

sumption in Europe during the last year, has been neaiiy all in the

United Kingdom, the result of the reduced duty.

Good refining sugars will doubtless maintain high prices until

the market is much better supplied than at present.
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PRACTICAL OBSERVATIONS ON CANE MANURE.—No. 8.

Bt Dr. T. L. Phipsoit, F.C.S., &o.,

('Zate of the XTnwmity of Brussels, Professor of Chemistry).

It appears from the results of a numerous series of analyses carried

on in my laboratory during the last two years, that the degree of

exhaustion which a cane soU has undergone can, to a great extent,

he ascertained hy comparing the relative amounts of lime and

magnesia yielded to analysis. This remark applies more especially

to British Guiana, and to some parts of Jamaica, but not, so far as

I am yet aware, to Barbadoes. The fact , has some out so clearly

in many analysis of soils from Demerara that I cannot refrain from

calling attention to it.

Here are a few examples from the same estate, from variotu

portions of which, the samples were taken:

—

Cultivated Upwards of
10 to 15 years. 60 years.

Per cent, of lime 0-44. . 0-64 .. 0-11..0*40

„ of magnesia.. 0-32.. 0-50 .. 0'36..0-51

Two of these portions had been in canes only 10 to 15 years,

the other two had been cultivated for 60 years in canes, and some

time previously ia coffee and plaintains. The general character
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and composition of the soil is the same over the whole of the

estate in question. I could quote several similar examples, but

these mil suffice for the present. It will be seen at a glance that

the lime has diminished considerably whilst the magnesia has

remained much as it was.

In coffee soils from Ceylon I have found that the same thing

occurs also, but that the magnesia is more taken than with the

cane, this is natural enough since it forms an important ingredient

among the mineral matters of the seed of the coffee plant, which

seed is carried away from the soil after each crop. However, even

ia coffee soils the magnesia dimioishes much less rapidly than the

lime.

On referring to a series of analyses of soils, comprising between

forty and fifty- samples, the fact to which I now call attention is

rendered so evident that the number of years any plantation has

been in canes, or coffee can be judged of by inspecting the analysis

of the soils, in many cases with almost perfect accuracy, and

with the greatest nicety when an analysis of the same soil from

an uncultivated spot, or from a plantation that has only been

cultivated for a small, but knoVn, number of years, can be taken

as a point of comparison.

"When the quantity of Ume has sunk so low in any soil, as to

be only O'l per cent, and then only one-third of that of the mag-

nesia present, and it is known that in the origin the lime was not

only equal to, but higher than the magnesia, we may rest assured

that almost any crop grown upon this soil without a considerable

amount of manuring, wiU fall off year by year. Now comes the

question whether this state of things has not been appreciated

instinctively many years ago, before agricultural chemistry was a

recognized branch of science, when the process of liming was

first resorted to ? It is true that such a practice has been found

highly beneficial in many parts of Europe for a long series of years,

and _even in modem times its effects have only been partially

explained ; it probably originated in the discovery of the important

part played by lime in vegetables and animals, and also, of the

power of lime to set free ammonia from organic matters containing
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nitrogen. Lime, or carbonate of lime is absolutely necessary also

to neutralize that peculiar acidity of the soil, of -which I have

spoken in a previous paper as being highly developed in certain

Pemerara cane soUs long under cultivation.

The use of lime implies that of manure also, for liming without

manure is a dangerous practice, as all agriculturists are aware,

The French have a saying,

" De la chanx sans fornier

Appauvrit terre et fermier."

The use of lime alone has a tendency to destroy the humus, or

vegetable mould, which is so necessary to the porosity of the soil and

consequently to the nutrition of the plant, to say nothing of its

constant supply of carbonic acid. But Ume in the calcined state

will fix this carbonic acid—^which is to a great extent the origin

of all the sugar in the cane—instead of allowing it to penetrate

into the plant. Hence, if lime is to be supplied to a soil I would

prefer grotmd sheUs or limestone, more especially mark that

usually contaia a notable proportion of phosphoric acid, and are

easily pulverized, in preference to calcined limestone. If the

limestone is calcined for cane soils a certain quantity of clay /'i.e.,

of the soil itself) should be mixed with it, and the whole calcined

together. Such a mixture will be found more efficacious than

Ume alone, for in this operation the mineral ingredients of the

clay (potash, silica, soda, phosphate of alumina, &c.) are loosened

and rendered available, as they could only be by "weathering"

for a long period of time.

Indeed the advantage of supplying the lime in a proper

condition cannot be too much insisted on, and the Urban Sugar

Cane Manure, of which I have previously spoken in these papers,

doubtless owes much of its success to the fact that it supplies lime

in several diflferent states to the cane. With regard to this

product, the composition of which I shall make known shortly,

reports that have reached me since last year, show that on the

West Indian soils my anticipations of its action have been

thoroughly realized
;
though I believe that its fuU effects cannot

make themselves felt in less than two or three seasons.
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It will be seen from wliat [precedes, that I am convinced cane

crops cannot be increased upon soils in whicli the lime has

diminished to less than one-third that of the magnesia (unless the

quantity of lime present is at least 0-5, or i per cent.) -without

recourse to manure of the very best description
; by this, I do not

mean stimulants, but complete manure, which like good farmyard

manure and that just referred to, contains all the ingredients

requisite for the cane. ^Vnd if the lime is lower than 0-1 or one-

tenth per cent, in the soil, I would certainly advise liming or

marling about two months previous to the application of the

manure. By such means a partially exhausted soil will gradually

improve and in the course of four or five years a perceptible

increase of the crop will ensue and continue for an indefinite

period of time.

This mode of working will, I feel confident, be found far less

costly than taking in new land, situated further from the boiling

houses and requiring a very considerable amount of labour.

Analytical Laboratory, Putney,

London, S. W.

THE TAX ON SUGAE.

THE FALLACY OF A UNIFOEM DTTTY EXPOSED.

Br John Neih, Jtjn., M.A.

The advocates for a uniform duty on sugar, among the many
fallacious arguments which they put forward, make use of one

somewhat to the following effect. They publish a table which they

explain was calculated some time ago before the new duties came

in force, but which they say is stiU applicable allowing for the

reduced duties. The table (in an abridged foi-m) is constructed on

the following principle
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Quality.

A
About
Ko. 6
D.S.

B
About
No. 10

D.S.

c
About
No. 12i

D.S.

D
About
No. 20
D.S.

Approximateaverage dutypaidprice
of all sugars, -whicli represents the

|

difference in real value (as buyers I

buy not by the duty charged but •

by what they consider intrinsic 1

323. 6d. 38s. 6d. 42s. 3d. 48s.

Intrinsic difference in value between"
the lowest and the qualityin ques-
tion which would be obtained by i

the planter under a uniform duty
f

on all sugars, or if there were no

•• 6s. 9s. 9d. 15s. 6d.

8s. 9s. 7d.

28s. lid.

IDs. 6d. 12s.

Amount, less duty, realized by the
\ 24s. 6d. 31s. 9d. 36s.

Difference in price realized by the
planter from each superiorquality 1

between the lowest and the qual- S
ity in question, after deducting

|

4s. 5d. 7s. 3d. lis. 6d.

Loss sustained by the planter or
)

producer in consequence of the
}

graduated scale of duties, per cwt. )

Is. 7d. 2s. 6d. 43.

These figures are of coiu-se intended to mislead a ciirsory reader

into the erroneous conclusion that the producer loses Is. 7d., 2s. 6d.,

or 4s. per cwt., as the case may he, according as he makes his sugar

of either the 2nd, 3rd, or 4th quality noted, and that therefore

there is a hounty offered for the producing of the lowest class.

Now the fallacy which renders the argument totally worthless

may he thus stated.

It is taken for granted that 6s., 9s. 9d., and 15s. 6d., the

differences in the approximate duty-paid prices hetween A and B,

A and C, and A and D respectively, are fixed quantities independent

of the actual duty-paid values of A, B, C, and D.

A moment's consideration wiU show the gi-oundlessncss of this
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supposition, and prove that the true state of the matter is that

these are mere relative differences which will hecome greater as

the absolute values of A, B, C, and D increase, and diminish as

these decrease.

Suppose, to take an extreme case, that the market value of sugar

became so depressed that the finest, D, was -worth just 15s. 6d.

per c-wt.
;
then, according to the table, the lot A -would be -worth

nothing at all, if the difference in intrinsic value between D and A
is unalterably fixed at 15s. 6d. Of course this is absurd. Ho-wever

lo-w the market goes, so long as D is -worth even 15s. 6d., A -will

be of some value, less than 15s. 6d. of course, but stiU much more

than nothing.

D may be taken as representing pure sugar.

What constitutes the value of A, B, and C at aU ? It is just

the fact that they contain to a certain extent the s-weetening pro*

perty -whereof D contains a maximum, and their value is in

proportion to the quantity of that sweetening property -which they

do contain.

The buyers of A, B, and C qualities (-which represent something

like the average of the three classes of ra-w sugar used by sugar

refiners) buy, as the heading of the column in the table she-ws, not

by the duty charged, but by -what they consider the intrinsic

value.

"Now, what is the measure of intrinsic value of these three

qualities to the refiners ? It is mainly the quantity of pure sugar

extractable from each. They pay more for B than for A, because

they can get more D out of B than out of A, and the quantity of

money which they can afford to pay more for B than for A, as -well

as the absolute price of either B or A, depends on the quantity of

D extractable from each, and also on the absolute value of D. This

latter varies -with the market or -with alterations of duty, and

therefore the quantities D—A, D—B, and D—C, are not constant

quantities.

For example, if the quantity of D extractable from A be 60 per

cent., and the price of D be 50s., then the -worth of
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A will be ^ D = 80s.,

and D—A = oOs.—30s. = 20s.

But if the price «f D be lowered to 40s., then the worth of

60
A will be-jQQ D = 24s.,

andD—A = 40s.—24s. = 16s.

Applying this principle to the table in question, it may be seen

that the fallacy lies in expecting that the planter should get the

same absolute difference between the qualities short price as long

price, or, in other words, that the intrinsic differences should be

the same when the value of D is 36s., as when it is 48s.

But, as above shewn, the values of A, B, and C, for various

values of D are proportional to these various values.

If the values of A, B, and C given in the table be correct when

D is worth 48s., then wljgn D is reduced to 36s.,

24s. 4id.,

28s. lOid.,

31s. 8id.,

which values approximate almost exactly to the actual prices

realized by the planter, after deducting the duty of 8s., 9s. 7d.,

and 10s. 6d. respectively from the duty-paid prices.

This demonstrates that the effect of the scale of duties is to place

all classes on the same footing as if there was no duty at all, and

entirely exposes the fallacy of the column in the table, which

professes to show the loss sustained in consequence of the graduated

scale.

To show that a uniform duty would be a prohibition to the

lower qualities, a table might be constructed thus :

—

36
A = 32s. 6d. X ^ =

36
B = 383. 6d. X ^ =

C = 42s. 3d. X g =
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Quality. A Q c D

Value to buyers, duty paid, per owt. 32s. 6d. 38s. 6d. 423. 3d. 48s.

67-7 80'2 88-0 100-0

Pjnce realized by planters after de- \

ducting a uniform duty of say >

10s. per cwt )

22s. 6d. 28s. 6d. 32s. 3d. 38s.

Proportion of value realized byl
59-2 75'0 84-9 1000

Per centage lost by planters in \

consequence of operation of uni-

1

85 5'2 31

This per centage of loss on the lower qualities -would of course

act as a prohibition against the importation of these qualities, arid

by thus restricting the sources of supply enhance the price of the

article to the consumer.

ON THE PART WHICH SALTS AND ORGANIC MATTERS

PLAT IN THE FORMATION OF MOLASSES.

By Eugene Feltz.

No. 2.*

In the first part of this essay we collected a certain number of

experiments made with the aim of deciding if the formation of

molasses is due to the presence of crystallizable mineral salts, as

the partisans of the saline method afSim ; or rather, whether the

whole of the uncrystaUizable matters organic and inorganic should

be considered as the producers of molasses, as is generally accepted

in Germany. These experiments proved that if the mineral salts

* No. 1 of tMs subject, a translation from the Journal des Fabricants de

Sucre, appeared in No. 10 of the Sugar Cane, p. 257 to 269. Por the article in

French, of which this paper (No. 2) is a translation, we are indebted to

M. Eugene Feltz himself, who has forwarded it to us from Arlovetz, Smela,

Southern Bussia.
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such as the chlorides, do not exercise on the sugar the dissolving

po-wer so often attributed to them, -we might affirm -with so much

more reason that the organic substances such as glucose and caramel

do not possess this property. It appeared then from these experi-

ments that the,sugar is retained in the molasses, neither because it

is combined with the chloride of sodium or potassium, nor because

it is in solution m the glucose, and that the theory of its formation

must be sought in the physical character of the molasses. Do

these results to -which these experiments made -with pure sugar

and pure salts led, remain true -when carried into the domain of

actual manufacture? Or rather according to the affirmation of M.

Dvtbrunfaut, do they lead to no serious solution -whatever? Perhaps

it might be that the -whole of the foreign matters, that is to say,

the complex reunion of mineral and organic salts, of inverted

sugar, of caramel, and the other organic impurities possess this

solvent po-wer -which -we have not been able to prove in any of

the principal elements. "We -were thus led to extend our re-

searches to the impurities -which constitute molasses, and -we

have made many series of experiments, taking as our standard a

molasses of manufacture, 3rd jet, -which preserved in our labora-

tory a year had not deposited any crystals. Its composition

-was as under :

—

•Water .. 19-04 Salts 13-16
^

Sugar ..54-97 Coefficient Saline 4-177 d =2-887

Impurities 25-99 khmt
r . 2-115

100-00
impurities

The -water and the sugar -were found by direct observation, and

the impurities calculated by difference. The salts -were determined

by sulphuric incineration, Scheibler's method, deducting one-tenth.

We see that in this molasses the proportion {d) of sugar to -water

is 2-88, that is to say, that 100 grammes of -water retained in

Solution 288 grammes of sugar*in place of 200. This is then a real

molasses, i.e., a supersaturated solution of sugar -which deposits

no crystals.
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THs molasses reboiled, that is concentrated further, gave after

crystallization an average return of 8 per cent, of yeUow sugar

(in weight) from the centrifugals. Submitted to the osmose treat-

ment in the usine and boiled, this molasses gave from the centri-

fugals an average return of 22 per cent, of its weight, and of 5

per cent, more on being again passed through the osmogene.

The waters of exosmose obtained in the usine of Arlovetz are

chiefly composed of solutions of saltpetre and of chlorides of

potassium and sodium. "WTien these waters are concentrated to

38° Baume, large, crystals of saltpetre are found on cooling. After

many successive crystallizations of saltpetre, crystals of the chlorides

are obtained.

A sufficiently large quantity of normal water of exosmose being

concentrated to 27° Baume, and a solution was obtaiued containing

Water 60-00

Sugar..- . 12-60

Impurities 27-40

100-00

No doubt can exist of the effect of the osmose purification. It

is evidently the elimination of the impurities carried away by the

waters of exosmose from the molasses which raises their saccharine

yield. It was then natural that we should study the action of the

water of exosmose on the sugar.

We made the first series of experiments with a mixture of con-

centrated water of exosmose and pure sugar. A certain quantity

of sugar and of this saUne water were mixed in a capsule, with the

addition of some distilled water to facilitate the dissolution of the

sugar, and then evaporated in the open air to a concentration

determined by the weight of the evaporated water. A Deleuil

balance, sensitive to a demi-decigramme' per Mo., gave an

approximation quite sufficient for experiments of this kind.

Our operations were always conducted so as to obtain 400 grammes

of masse cuite, which we placed hot iu a flask, and hermetically

closed. Left in a temperature of 65° to 68° Faht., these masses

crystallized more or less rapidly, some in a few days, others took
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months. From time to time we took out some grammes of syrup,

to estimate the sugar by the copper method.

We had recourse to this method in order to operate on a small quan-

tity, and also not to be troubled by the presence of uucrystaUizable

sugar in a part of the experiments. To separate the syrup from the

fine crystals often found still in suspension, we used a glass tube,

one end of which was covered over with fine Hnon, whilst the other

end is put into communication with a vacuum apparatus.

As the determination of the water contained in the syrups is a

slow process, we were content in aU the intermediate trials, to de-

termine the quantity of sugar and to calculate the sugar crystallized

after the following formula:—Let (x) be the quantity of sugar

yielded by crystallization, (P) the richness per cent, of the weight

of the first masse cuite, (p) the richness of the fijtnp which has

already crystallized wholly or in part, we have :

—

(100—x) P—x: whence x = ~
^~100

Thus, for example, one masse cuite composed of pure sugar, of chlo-

ride of sodium, and nitrate of potash, also pure, showed 76'36 per

cent, of sugar, and 16 per cent, of water immediately after boiling.

The crystallization was formed slowly, and at the end of two months

the syrup remaining showed stiU 57-38 per cent, of sugar. Applying

the formula :— 76-36—57-38
X = = 44-53.

1—0-5738

That is to ,say, the syrup has given up 44-53 of sugar. In calcu-

lating the quantity of sugar, 76-36—2x16 = 44-36, according to

the quantity of water which the masse cuite at first contained, we

see that the 7-64 grammes of salts which were mixed with the

sugar had not retained the least part of the sugar in super-

saturation.

It may be remarked, that the errors due to the determination of

sugar by the copper method, may cause a difi'erence to the extent

of 1 to 2 per cent, more or less in the value of (x) ;
also, that on

determining directjlj', the water and sugar according to the method
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described Mglier up, it showed that crystallization had arrived at

its limit.

The three following experiments were made under such conditions

that 100 grammes of masse contained 20 grammes of water and 80

grammes of dry matter, so much sugar and salts. The proportion

(r) of impurities was made successively:

—

r==20 r = 10 r = 5

Impuri-
Water. Sugar, ties.

Experiment 1. Masse euite containing 20 76-2 3-8

2. y, „ 20 72-7 7-2

j, 3. „ „ 20 66-6 13-3

Notwithstanding the presence of considerable quantities of salts of

exosmose, the masses crystallized, and the syrup remaining was not

at all supersaturated. The masses, 1, 2, 3, should have given up

respectively, in virtue of their supersaturation, 36-2 grammes;

81'48 grammes; and 25-33 grammes. Analysis showed that in

reality they yielded 36'87 grammes; 36-84 grammes; and 25-03

grammes.

Thus the salts of exosmose had no power to retain sugar in solu-

tion. The result of these three experiments, in direct opposition

to the conclusion to which the practical effects of the osmose process

lead, induced us to make other experiments with the whole of the

foreign matters contained in the molasses. To isolate these im»

ptrities, wo found no more practical means than that of fermenting

nearly three kilogrammes of normal molasses with a little yeast.

By filtering to separate the yeast, and afterwards concentrating the

vinasse, we obtained a liquor containing at 30° Baume,

Water 51-62

Impurities, of which 0-2 were glucose . . 48-38

100-00

. This slightly acid liquid was neutralized with a drop of solution of

soda. The three following experiments were made under the con-

ditions of Nos. 1, 2, and 3 :

—
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Water. Sugar. Impurities.

Experiment 6. Masse containing 20 75-2 4-8

„ 7. „ „ 20 70-72 9-27

„ 8. „ „ 20 64-00 15-99

In concentrating these some inverted sugar was produced, wliicli has

been added to the impurities first taken for experiment.

From the amount of their supersaturation, the masses 6, 7, and 8,

should have yielded respectively 35-2 grammes, 30-72 grammes, and

24-00 grammes of the primitive sugar. In reality, the amounts

•were 34-25, 30-01, and 25-09 grammes. "We thus see that the

whole of the foreign impurities had not any more marked action on

the sugar in supersaturation, than the salts of exosmose.

In presence of these negative results, we imdertook a very

several series of experiments, with mixtures of sugar and normal

molasses, varying in the proportion of the impurities, and also of

the water, to the sugar.

In the experiments 10, 11, and 12, the conditions of super-

saturation and proportion of Nos. 1, 2, and 3 were reproduced:

—

Water. Sugar. Impurities.

Experiment 10. Masse containing . . 20 . . 76-19 , . 3-81

11. .. 20 .. 72-72 .. 7-27

„ 12. .. 20 .. 66-66 .. 13-33

These yielded respectively 36-50, 30-82, and 24-25 grammes, in

place of 36-2, 31-48, and 25-33.

In the following experiments, made also with mixtures of sugar

with normal molasses, we preserved the same proportion, r=20, of

impurities to sugar, but varied the proportion of water :

—

Water. Sugar. Impurities

Experiment 13 .

.

r=20 d=5-l 15-75 80-0 4-00

14.. )) d=4-0 19-23 76-92 3-85

10.. jj
dr=3-8 20-0 76-19 3-81

15.. )> d=3-17 23-00 73-23 3-66

16.. >j d=2-53 27-00 69-32 3-47

In none of these experiments did the syrup retain any appre-

ciable quantity of the sugar in supersaturation. The differences
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as much, negative as positive between the results found by analysis

and those calculated from the supersaturation did not vary more

than one per cent.

Experiments 14 and 17 had the same supersaturation, d=4, but

(r) was varied :

—

"Water. Sugar. Impurities

Experiment 14 .

.

r=20 . d==4 19-23 76-92 3-85

17.. r=10 d=4 18-51 74-04 7-40

Here still the total quantity of sugar of supersaturation crys-

tallized.

The harmony of all these preceding experiments shows that the

' conclusions drawn from experiments made with pure sugar and pure

salts are still correct when made with the molasses of our factories.

It is clear, in fact, that if the salts of exosmose possess the

property of retaining saccharine solutions in a state of supersatu-

ratioii; the experiments 1, 2, and 3, should have all given opposite

results. A reasonable analogy may be applied to the results of

experiments made with the vinasm and with the molasses itself.

The objection drawn from the complex composition of molasses,

agaiust the generalization of the results obtained by the aid of

synthetical experiments made with pure sugar and pure salts have

then no foundation ; and it may be affirmed, with M. Alfred Mar-

shall, that the opinions* which have obtained for a long time on

the formation of molasses are completely false.

In what then does the formation of molasses consist, if no one of

* To give an idea of the certainty which these opinions have acquired in

Trance, it is sufficient to refer to the first letter on Melassimetrie published by

M. Maumene, in the Journal des Fabricants de Sucre, No. 50. The beautiful

experiments and the learned criticisms of Dr. Soheibler on this subject, have

altered the convictions of the generality of the German chemists on this

subject ; but in France the saline theory preserves all its prestige.

It may be remarked, that M. Maumene is so convinced of the action of the

chlorides on sugar, that he endeavours to prove that the deKquesoent salts do

not possess this property ; the acetate of potasa which he gives as an example,

is really one of the rare salts to which M. Marshall refers in his remarkable

inaugural thesis, as possessing a true solvent power on sugar.
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the substances .to which is generally attributed a melassimetrical co-

efficient possesses the power of retaining sugar in solution ? As we

said in the first part of this essay, it is necessary to seek in the

physical character of the molasses the theory of their formation.

Some preliminary explanations are necessary in the development

of this idea. "When we evaporate a' concentrated solution of certain

salts, of chloride of sodium for instance, a moment arrives when the

water is not able to retain in solution aU the quantity of salt ; the

excess is' eliminated in the form of crystals from the hot solution.

Other substances, as nitrate of potash, are more soluble with heat

than cold, and we are obliged to allow a supersaturated solution to

cool to obtain crystals of saltpetre. In the second case it is easy to

obtaia a saturated solution of salt of any given temperature.

Sugar acts like saltpetre, it crystallizes when cold from its

supersaturated solutions, but we may easily show the great

difference between the saccharine and saline solutions.

Sugar has a tendency not to crystaUize from its solutions when

poor as is well known, but of which the following experiments will

give a new example :— *

Water. Sugar.

Experiment 18 masse, containing. .25 . . 75 . . = 3

„ 19 „ „ ..20 .. 80 .. 4

„ 20 „ „ . . 16-66 . . 83-3 . . d = 5

These three masses placed in flasks and corked when hot, then

left to crystallize at an ordinary temperature, deposited their sugar

of supersaturation very differently. The masse 20 was completely

crystallized in 3 days, the masse No. 19 in 13 days, and that No.

18 had only yielded 18-72 per cent, of sugar in four months,

instead of 25 per cent. We need not remark that if the masses No.

18 and 19 had been shaken, they would have crystallized more

promptly. Thus the syrup, masse 18, after 4 months, yielded the

rest of its sugar after stirring, in some days. Another part of the

masse 18, stirred directly after cooling, yielded all its sugar of

supersaturation in 5 days.

. Another series of experiments were made with a mixture of sugar

and salts, preserving the proportion (d) of the water to the sugar
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equal to 3, as in experimpnt 18, and under the same conditions of

temperature, &c., as far as possible.

Water. Siigar. Salta.

Ex. 21. massi containing 23-25 . . 69-76 . . KCl 2.33 NaCl 4-66

fNaO Azo' 2-33
„22. „ „ 23-25.. 69-76..}^^^^^, ^.^^

„ 23. „ „ 24-25 . . 72-75 . . NaO So' 3-2

These mams aU crystallized slovrly like masse 18. However,

after 4 months, the crystallization was accomplished. The influence

of the salts had in these cases heen more faTouraUe than hurtful.

Experiment 24 masse, containing

—

/ Na.Cl 5-

Water. Sugar. Salts. Ko,Azo' 5-

20 .... 60 .... 20 j KCl 3-4

NaO,Azo' 3-4

.NaO.So' 2-0

This masse on becoming cold yielded some fine crystals of salts,

but it remained 4 months -without yielding a single crystal of*

sugar. When shaken after this period it gave up in 8 days, 5

per cent, of sugar, and shaken a second time it again began to give

up fine crystals of sugar. We were able to observe even traces of

inverted sugar in this masse.

In this experiment the influence of the salts is very evident ; the

two foUowing experiments are perh..ps stiU more striking in this

respect. In these experiments chloride of sodium and saltpetre

were added to the sugar, so as to keep the proportion r — 5. In

one, d = 3-33 ; in the second, d = 4-37.

Water. Sugar. Salts.

Experiment 25 massi? containing 20 66-66 NaCl 6-66 K;oAzo'6-66

„ 26 „ „ 16 70-00 „ 7-00 „ 7-00

At the end of 2 months masse 25 had yielded 18-22 per cent, of sugar

instead of 26-6 ; and masse 26 had given up only 15-68 instead of

38 per cent. If then we had stopped these experiments at the end

of two months, we should have had to conclude for the first a

melassimetrical co-efficient of 0-63, and for the second a co-efficient
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of 1'59. In reality the two masses gave up the remainder of the

sugar of supersaturation in some hours after slight shaking.

Masse 12, made with a mixture of sugar and molasses, gave

analogous results to those oi. masse 25. These two ?«ffises were

ohtained in identical conditions, both having i = 3-33 and r = 5.

Masse 12 only abandoned 6-5 per cent, of sugar after three months.

It took six months to crystallize completely.

•The experiments naiade with water of exosmose and with the

vinasses, considered as regards the rapidity of the crystallization,

lead also to the remark that the impurities retard the crystalliza^

tion.

Thus the masse 3 gave up in two months 12-87 per cent, of its

sugar ; in four months, 21-61 per cent. ; and only after sis months,

25-03.

Two new experiments were made with the water of exosmose,

augmenting the quantity of impurities, and reducing the super-

saturation.

"Water. Sugar. Impurities.

Experiment 4 20- . . 60- . . 20-

„ 5 20- .. 53-34 .. 26-66

The first deposited some long crystals of saltpetre, the second a

considerable number of crystals of saltpetre much finer ; neither the

one nor the other yielded a single crystal of sugar in four months
;

at the end of that time ma^se 4, forcibly shaken, gave up some fine

sugar crystals; masse 5 shaken iij the same way, has not yet

crystallized.

In experiment (9) made with vinasse in such a way as to

reproduce the conditions of experiment 5, some 3 per cent, of

crystals of sugar were deposited in sis months.

It may be remarked that in experimenl; 8, made like 9 with

I'inasse, crystallization was complete in fifteen days ; whilst in ex-

periment 3, made with salts of exosmose, but in identical conditions

of purity and supersaturation, six months were required for crystal-

lization.

To decide if the difference is real between the two sorts of

0
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impurities employed ia the two experiments, we made the following

trials.

"We submitted to the osmose purification a certain quantity of

concentrated vinasse, which had served as the base of the experi-

ments 6, 7, 8, and 9. By the aid of many operations with the

osmogene we obtained two solutions, of which the one contained

the most difiusible part of the total impurities of the masse. These

two solutions were concentrated, and after having determined the

water and the dry matter of each of them, we made the following

experiments:

—

Water. Sugar. Impurities.

Experiment 27, with the least diffusible part 20 . . 58 . . 22

„ 28, , 20 ,. 60 .. 20

The masse 27 crystallized slowly, yielding only 12 per cent, of its

sugar in six months, whilst the tnasse 28 remained six months

without depositing a crystal ; shaken briskly they gave up 8 per

cent, of sugar in the next eight days.

To endeavour to measure more or less approximately the

influence of the salts on the rapidity of the crystallization, we
prepared some masses containing equal quantities of sugar in super-

saturation, but differing in the purity, or the natural impurity of

the salts, added to the sugar. All the trials made with this aim

were unfruitful, so numerous, and for the most part still iindeter-

mined, are the causes which act 'on the crystallization, and take

away the necessary character of precision from this kind of experi-

ments. "We found the following results in the single aim of giving

an idea of the influence of the salts.

Water. Sugar.

Experiment 19. containing. . 20 80 (Z=4

„ 29. r=5 d=4 17-24 68-96 Na CI 6-89

KoAzo'' 6-90

These masses placed hot in flasks and left at a normal temperature

gave up successively :— -

Masse 1!7, as well as the other in -which much of the vinasse was con-

tained was very difficult to hring to the desired concentration, because of

jhe scum which was produced in great quantity during the evaporation.
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Masse 19.

Sugar.

After 1 day.

.

„ 2 days.

.

>i 3 „ ..

»i ^ )> • •

• > 13 II . •

9-18 per cent.

33-24 „

33-40 „
38-47 „
39-50 „

After 5 days

Jl
8

10 „

i> 13 ))

» 16 ,)

„ 20 „

„ 30 „

Masse 29.

Sugar.

9-60 per cent.

9-50

19-90

24-40

27-50

30-40

34-10

Experiment 30 was made under similar conditions as experiment

29, but witli a mixture of sugar and normal molasses. The

influence of the impurities was rather more considerable and after

three months the masse had only crystallized 18-50 per cent, instead

of 34-48. Many experiments having shown that the influence of

the natural impurities of the molasses was much more considerable

than that of the pure salts, on pure sugar, we diminished the pro-

portion (r) in the trials made with molasses, thus experiment 31

was made with a mixture of sugar and molasses, from which we

obtained the proportion (?=4 as in No. 19 and 29, but with r=l5.

Water. Sugar. Impurities.

Experiment 31, masse containing . . 18-98 75-92 5-06

left at the normal temperature this masse crystallized

After 9 days 18-4 per cent.

„ 16 „ 34-8 „

„ 25 „ 37-3 „

Half of this masse having been placed in a stove at 104° Faht.,

gave after 2 days 20-7 per cent.

„ 3 „ 24-8 „

„ 4 „ 26-0 „

9 32-0. „

„ 15 „ 37-50 „

The useful effect of a high temperature for hastening the crys-

tallization of low products, is well known. 'When the products are

Tiscous it is one essential condition of crystaUization, thus we see

in the sugar factories, the low products made at the end of the

season, if left at the temperature of the air, remain without crys-
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tallizmg during two or tkree montis, -vrill deposit abundance of

crystals when placed in a temperature of 104° to 110° Fait

Evidently the temperature acts onlyby diminishing the viscousness,

because in reality it diminishes the degree of supersaturation and

should consequently act in a contrary maimer. The experiments

prove besides, that excess of supersaturation in presence of impurities

does not produce any useful effect. Thus masse 25, crystallized

better than 26. Experiments made ynth mixtures of molasses and

sugar are stiU more striking, and the practical manufacturer always

takes account of the inherent viscousness of the menses euites not

only of the low products, but also of the first.

"WTulst the masses cuites obtained by mixtures of sugar and

molasses acquired a ceirtain degree of viscousness, 'it was visibly

increased by the addition of salts, such as chlorides and nitrates,

and the differences in their crystallizations were easily observed.

Thus the two experiments, 32 and 33, were made in such conditions

that the proportion, <?=4, remained the same; the proportion,

r=4 in 32, was lowered to r=3 in 33, by the addition of equal

parts of chloride of sodiiim and nitrate of potash.

Water. Sugar. Natural impurities.

Experiment 32 16-68 .. 66-70 .. 16-60

„ 33 15-79 .. 63-18 .. 15-79 + salts, 5-24

Masse 32, cooled to the ordinary temperature, deposited some crys-

tals, which slowly increased, whilst masse 33 did not crystallize at

all. Placed in the stove at 104° Eaht., No. 32 deposited in 15 days

20-2 per cent, of sugar, whilst imder the same conditions a few

crystals only were formed in No. 33.

Let us sum up the conclusions to be dra-wn from the ejjjeri-

ments recorded in this essay.

The substances, mineral or organic, crystallizable or uncrystal-

lizable, which are generally* met with in our molasses, do not

possess any special power of dissolving sugar, as for a long time

* The results of M. MarehaU's experiments showed that acetate of potash

and CErbonates of potash really possess the power of retaining sugar in super-

saturation ; it 13 known that potash and caustic soda also possess this faculty

in a high degree.
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has been believed. They act in a purely physical, we might

almost say mechanical manner. Thus they may appear completely

inoffensive iq a solution rich in sugar, but their pemieious effect

becomes more &nd more apparent in proportion as the solutions are

poorer ra sugar and fuller of impurities.

The crystallization of sugar from its supersaturated solutions

is so much the more rapid as the solution is more concentrated.

But at the same time the concentration also augments the natural

viscousness of the saccharine solutions ; and if to this natural vis-

cousness vre add that of the foreign matters, -we soon reach in the

boiling a limit which it is impossible to pass. At the end of three

or four ciystaUizationSj we obtain in our usines such a low pro-

duct, that we are not able to bring it to a state of proper super-

saturation ta obtain from it a remunerative crystallization. If we
concentrate further, we obtain such a viscous masse that no crystals

are able to form in it. It is thus that the true molasses of the

usine are formed.

"We shall not be able to show more clearly, how substances

which have been proved incapable of retaining the smallest quantity

of sugar in solution, may, nevertheless, contribute powerfully to

the formation of molasses, than by returning again to our experi-

ments.

Carbonate of soda possesses no power of dissolving sugar; it

has even been classed by M. Marshall amongst the negative pro-

ducers of molasses, that is to say, far from preventing the crystal-

lization of sugar from its solutions, it rather favours it.

We made with this salt melted, the three following experiments :

—

Water. Sugar. Salts.

Ex. 34. Masse containing 19-45 77-83 Carb.Soda2-72 (?=4r=29

„ 35. „ 18-96 75-84 „ 5-20 <?=4r=14-6

„ 36. „ 17-24 68-96 „ 13-79 (?=4 r=5-0

Carbonate of soda has the property of rendering sugar solution s

very viscous. Thus masse 34, though r=29, is more viscous when

cold than masse 29, though in that d=4 and r=5. However it

(34) gave up in 30 days 21-05 per cent, of sugar, and crystallized

completely when the syrup had been shaken. Masse 35, morp
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viscous, remained 36 days without crystallizing, shaken forcibly

and placed in a stove at 104° Faht. it crystallized completely.

Masse 36 was so viscous that it was difficult to detach a portion

with a glass rod. All crystallization had become literally

impossible even in the stove.

Some analagous experiments made with chloride of calcium, and

other bodies classed amongst the negative producers of molasses,

led to similar results, complicated by the transformation of a

part of the sugar into glucose.

All the impurities contribute in diverse measures to the produc-

tion of molasses, and we may affirm that the most pernicious are

those which are most difficult to separate from the sugar. Thus

the salts easily crystallizable, such as chlorides and nitrates, if alone,

would do but little mischief. In presence of other uncrystalliz

able impurities they play on the contrary a very important pai-t,

which sufficiently explains the results of the osmose process. But

the inability of this process to bring out all the sugar, proves the

same pernicious effect of the less diffusible impurities.

"We must not finish the second part of this essay without calling

attention to the industrial consequences of the new ideas on the

formation of molasses, which are being developed little by little in

consequence of the discussions which Dr. Scheibler initiated. The

problem so important and so fuU of interest, of the extraction of

sugar from molasses, presents up to the prese;it two possible solutions.

Admitting that one or more of the substances accompanying the

sugar are endowed to the exclusion of other impurities with the special

power of retaining sugar in supersaturation in its solutions, we are

naturally led to see the solution of the problem in the elimination

of these substances melassogene par excellence, it is thus that the

saline theory has led to the osmose process, which we must repeat

is an excellent thing, but it has not the exclusive importance which

its inventor has endeavoured to attribute to it. The osmogene should

take a place in our usines of the same importance as defecation and

filtration, that is to say, as an excellent process of semi-purification,

to do which it oiily needs that it be made a little more practical,

industrially speaking.
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We may say the same of other processes by -srhich. we have

sought to modify the nature of the impurities contained in the

products of our usines. Thus the carbonic treatment of syrups and

molasses by the "Woestyn method, and the sulphurous acid process of

Seyfurth, only appear to owe a part of their relative efficacy to

the transformation of the free alkalies into carbonates, and further,

of the alkaUes and carbonates into sulphates.

The second and iif future the only rational solution of the

problem of the extraction, will consist ia retaining the sugar in an

insoluble combination, or to render the sugar itself insoluble by

modifying the nature of the liquid which dissolves it. Its trans-

formation into salt of barytes would be a radical solution, and it is

to be regretted that the brilliant commencement made by M.

Dubrunfaut has not been carried out with more perseverance.

The transformation of sugar into sucrate of Hme, however, pre-

sents itself to day as the only possible economy. "We hope that

from the attempts made by MM. Boivjn and Loiseau on one side,

and those of M. Lais on the other, we approach the end towards

which so many of the sugar chemists have directed their efforts.

Arlovetz, 1st Felrmry, 1871.

ON THE MANUTACTTJEE OF EUM IN JAMAICA.

By Pateick Netlson, Trelawney.

It is well known that Jamaica has always occupied the first place

for her rum, owing probably to many causes combined, such as

the high cultivation carried on, the peculiar properties of the soU,

and in many cases from the superior manipidation of the material

in the distillery. Many estates in this island make a fine rum,

almost naturally, without any effort on the part of the bookkeeper

to produce flavour, and in such instances of course it is better to let

well alone ; but it will be my object to show that on almost any
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estate it is possible to improve the rum, and I have had very con-

elusive evidence on the point.

To begin with, I admit that the soil has a great deal to do mth
the characteristic flavour of themm of each estate, at the same time

many soUs may possess the same ingredients and properties, but they

do not appear to be equally soluble, and refuse to part with their

constituents, or yield the desired flavour by the usual processes,

hence they require to be forced or coaxed, and stronger means

employed to extract their virtues. To attain this, my chief object

throughout this paper will be to show the great improvement that

is obtained by adopting a system of slow and protracted ferment-

ation ia stiUhouse operations, coupled also with a cool temperature;

quite the opposite to the system usually carried on, namely, the

hurrying in of aU. material, keeping the vats boUing like a pot,

fermentation over in three days, closed doors and a heated apart-

ment, consigning all the refuse and bottoms to a dirty cistern,

where aU, or at least a considerable portion is in a manner

• lost.

In order to show the great difference that exists between quick

and slow fermentation we have only to look at the method pursued

in some parts of Germany for the production of what is known as

Bavarian beer, which ia the product of a very slow and protracted

fermentation, combined with a low temperature, for a full descrip-

tion thereof I would refer to Liebig'a works—a few extracts here

however will serve my purpose so far, he says in regard to the

manufacture of this beer, that "the wort after having been treated

with hops in the usual manner is thrown into wide flat ^vessels,

in which a large surface of the liquid is exposed to the air, the

fermentation is then allowed to proceed while tiie temperature of

the chamber in which the vessels are placed is never allowed to

rise above 50°. The fermentation lasts from three to six weeks,

and the carbonic acid evolved during its continuance is not in

large bubbles which burst upon the surface of the liquid but in

small bubbles like those which ' escape from an acidulous mineral

water, a great deal of yeast is deposited on the bottom of the

vessel in the form of a viscous sediment
;

" this precipitated yeast
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does not excite ordinary fermentation again, and when tte yeast is

Tised again several times in succession the temperature may be

increased much higher." Liebig attributes the changes going on

to a sort of putrefaction, and says, " that this remarkable process

of fermentation mth the precipitation of a mucous-like ferment

consists of a simultaneous putrefaction and decay in the same

liquid, the sugar is in the state of putrefaction and the gluten ia

that of decay."

The beer so obtaiued is entirely different and far superior to

many other sorts; and. if this superiority is got simply from a

slower fermentation then I hold that like results may be obtained

in rum making.

I crave special attention to the foregoing, for it wUl be found to

bear very much on the subject in hand, for in the precipitates, or

bottoms of the rum fermenting vats lie one of the chief secrets in

rum manufacture. The treasures that lay there looked upon as

refuse, used in a manner to be thrown away.

What in fact first drew my attention to seeking out a flavour in

rum was the running I first got from what is known here as the

dirty oistmi, a receptacle for all the refuse, bottoms, &c. of the

other vats; I was astonished to find at the
^
can pit mouth, as the

rum came over, an exquisite flavour. I considered and said, why

not make all the other vats, dirty cisterns, or at least to some

extent, and I proceeded accordingly, with very happy results. I

may state that the said dirty cistern besides being a receptacle

for aU refuse, is allowed to go on fermenting away, sometimes

dead, sometimes alive, for three to four weeks ; in fact, a sort of

putrefaction] goes on, and an acidity ia produced which frees the

aroma, hence the fine flavour when full.

Following up my ideas, I then proceeded to turn half of the vats,

gradually increasing up to two-thirds, into slow fermentation, and

commenced by adding material in small quantities to each vat. The

vats were about six feet deep, holding about 2000 gallons. I only

put in liquor to cover about two feet at the com&encement and

added from day to day as I saw them dying off, keeping them

always gently excited till they were' filled up. I kept them
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moving this way for two weeks, sometimes less, sometimes even

more. I set up at the rate of from 7^ to' 10 per cent, of sweets,

including skimmings, molasses, and dunder, which I kept at about

30°. I always used fresh water, imless of course I got copper

water from boiling house. I sometimes allowed the molasses and

skimmings to ferment together before introducing them into the vat.

Molasses ought to be some weeks old before using at all. As these

vats began to work I soon found a rich fruity odour pervading the

house, and I then knew I had the right thing, which was confirmed

at the can pit mouth. On resetting up these vats I did not as cus-

tomary, pitch the bottoms into the dirty cistern, but set up again, on

them, contiauing to do so for three or four successive occasions when

the liquor began to get muddy and I had to throw them out. I

found at about the third setting up, a round from which I obtained

the finest flavour, after that the vat began to get too heavy and

sluggish and besides acid. I then threw the whole away, dunder

included, and drew from the other third, that is, I kept one-third

of the vats working on the old system, for the sole purpose of

obtaining a fresh and sweet dunder.

By setting up on these bottoms I extracted all their virtues,

not so by a dirty cistern, it is far too clogged up, and there is not

half enough liquor in it for the solubUity of the precipitates,

there is a loss there also, as the dunder has to be thrown away at

every running of a dirty cistern.

By thus working I changed the character of the fermentation

very soon, only small bubbles working on the surface quite gently,

something like an acidulous mineral spring.

In carrying out the above system great care and discrimination

is required by the distilling bookkeeper in order to prevent undue

acidity getting into the house, for I do not deny but that

the above results are obtained not only by a slow decay or putre-

faction going on, but also by an acid generated thereby, and which

acid assists in drawing out and setting free the good qualities

of the bottoms and materials. "When I wrote my first paper on

the subject it gave rise to some comment—why could I only make

two-thirds of my rum crop good and not the whole ? The reason
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was I had to keep the remaining third working on the common
system to produce the sweet dunder. Besides that, I then quietly

•withdre^w all my lo^w wine stills. I -was the first to do this, hut it

has no^^F hecoms a common practice on many estates. I would

hoTP-ever suggest that these low wine stills be redistilled—it would

take away the low winey flavour.

In addition to what has been said, there are many minor details

requisite for procuring flavour, none more so than getting plenty

of Eum Cane liquor, that is the half fotten or rat eaten cane,

unsuitable for sugar and generally sent to the still house, not at

all for flavour, but from economical motives, however the book-

keeper often gets flavour thereby quite un^wittiugly. The rum canes

have gone through a process themselves of a slow fermentation,

lying in the field and yard, hence their efiioacy. I have kno^wn

some estates making mm one year worth £25 in England, and the

next only getting £17. I could trace it to the want of rum cane

;

when rum cane is Hot to be had, sweet cane liquor is as good

only subjected to proper treatment.

Another indispensable article is skimmings; a distiller cannot get

too much of these. I have seen some estates giving away the half

of them to the working mules, they were very probably thro^wing

away £5 per puncheon
;
very few mules now enjoy that beverage, the

value being better understood. The skimmings are the fat or

cream of the liquor, and it is for want of that commodity that our

large distillers in the tTnited Kingdom can only distil guid Scotch

whiskey out of molasses,, in place of rum. Skimmings are a

powerful agent in fermentation, and vats set up with molasses alone

will not yield nearly as much as when mixed with a proportion

of skimmings. Skimmings have a very acid reaction.

I believe that temperature has something to do with making a

good spirit,—"heat yer maut slow and ye 'wUl get the sweeter

liquor " is an old Scotch saying, perhaps applicable here ; jt may

be owing to this that our October brewing of ales at home are

always the best. I often thought that in the beginning of the crop

here, that is after the first round of vats, that the best rum was

made, owing to the temperature—January being very cool. I
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have also heard German rum buyers here say that they have,

engaged whole crops of rum on the faith of the first five puncheons

suhmitted to them, but to-vrards the end of the crop they were

miserably disappoiated.

It has often been remarked that the rum crop is made in the

boiling house) and there is some truth in the remark, for stiUhoTise

work is much dependent on what is going on there. Many a book-

keeper is charged with incapacity, for making a small rum crop,

when in reality the fault was in a paucity of material. Nothing

changes its character so rapidly as cane juice, and in proportion as it

boiled off slowly or quickly so wUl the quantity of the material be

afiected—^the more slowly the jidce is evaporated the more fructose

or grape sugar '^rill be formed, which is molasses or near akin.

Canes also, scarcely ripe, will produce much more for the stUlhouse,

and, bye the way, flavour also ; even cane tops in a dry season are

a very good thing for rum—just as good as rum cane, sometimes

better. There are.many other smaU matters in the boiling house,

aU tending cither for the benefit or detriment of the stUlhouse,

such as the amount' t)f temper lime applied in the juice, boiling

high, potting cold, &c., &c. In one estate I was on, I saw Hme used

and was ordered to use it myself to a very injurious extent ; on other

estates I have been on no lime was used at aU, and very proper too,

for at all times a perfect neutrality must be observed. An excess

of lime used in whitewashing vats, &c., will of itself produce a

virulent acid, something of the nature of lactic acid, and, besides,

destroys fermentation.

"What also affects cane juice, but in favour of the stiUhouse, is

the distance sometimes that Ihe grinding apparatus is from the

cojJpers, especially where there are windmills, the liquor has often

to travel 200 yards in an open gutter. That the manner of boiling

cane juice does affect after products is shown by the fact which I

have heard stated on good authority, that where on an ^tate

usually producing a good rum, they were compelled, owing to an

accident in their machinery, to send their canes to be ground in a

neighbouring estate, the rum turned out perfectly different.
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What sort of cane is most favourable for good rum it would

be difficult to say, but I certainly prefer the Bourbon.

The proportion of rum made to sugar fluctuates very much in

Jamaica ;
however, three-fourths, that is, 75 pimcheons of rum to

100 hhds. of sugar of 1 ton, is considered a fair proportion, many

estates do not make above half. It is very evident, however, that

if the yielding in the boiling house is as low as 1200 gallons to the

hhd., there cannot be much going the stiUhouse way, aU' is being

converted into sugar; on the other hand, if the yield is about

2000 gallons, longer time being required for evaporation, much

more molasses and grape sugar is generated. Only observe how

Fryer's Concretor works ; from the very swift process no molasses is

formed. There are inany ways of making a large crop of rum in

proportion, one I need scarcely mention, which is known to many

distillers, but the spirit is very thin and poor.

Some bookkeepers manage to make a large crop by being on

very good terms with the boilermen. I was once on an estate

with a very clever bookkeeper who was making puncheon for

hogshead, mirdbih dictu; the yield was 3000. Some estates

making fine rum send down liberally from the boiling house in

order to increase the quantity of rum, but this is easily overdone,

for although cane juice alone, if properly treated, is of great

value for flavour, sugar has quite the contrary effect. I knew one

estate whose rum commanded the highest price in the English

market, where they sent down the greater part of the sugar one

year; the brand of the nmi also went down to an alarming

extent.

I have seen it stated on high authority that 1 cwt of sugar wiU

make 10 gallons of spirits, but I think that this is a mistake, for

in that case all our estates would be converting their sugar into

rum as being more profitable, for supposing that 1 cwt. of sugar

would yield 10 gallons of spirits, then 1 hhd. of 20 cwts. would

give 200 gallons or 2 puncheons rum, valued say on the spot at

£24, whereas the 1 hhd. sugar would only be worth £15, tiius

there would be a profit of £9, barring a very little for the manu-

facture of rum.
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I have also seen it stated, that 1 cwt. of sugar will yield 10

gallons of spirit, and 1 cwt. of molasses, 7 gallons
;
now, I always

found it just the reverse
;
more, I would say that either weight

for weight, or hulk for hulk. Molasses will yield three times the

spirit that sugar does.

Leaving the fermenting house, we come to the last process in

rum making, namely, the distillation of the fermented wash or

liquor, this is so simple that no description is necessary. The stills

in use here are mostly those having one or two retorts, which pro-

duce rum at one distillation, there are a few estates yet using the

old single stiU, which involves three distinct distillations and great

extra expense for fuel and attendance. It would be difficult to say

which stUl produces the best rum. One would imagine that with

the retorts great opposition is offered to the essential oils, or flavor

coming over, and yet some of our best rums are obtained by

retorts.

I have seen some bookkeepers using the spent lees of the retorts

again, saying they get better returns ; there never was a greater

fallacy, and of all things I would eschew this, the low winey

poison is just what I would seek to avoid. It is amusing to hear

the different opinions about loading the retorts, the fact being that

as long as the induction pipe is covered it is all the same, the

alcohol will come over, it may be either in rum or low wines. To

save trouble it is best to keep strong spirit in the retorts, and

when kept up a better spirit is got. Consign the weak rum to the

low wine cistern.

There are various opinions as to whether rapid or slow firing

is best, I always prefer slowish firing. It must be in borne in

mind that although the boiling point of alcohol is 173°, whilst

that of water is 212°, that an intermediate temperature is requisite

to. bring over the spirit, depending on the 'strength of the wash or

charge, in the still. The following table shows]^approximately the

boiling points of wash or fermented liquor, containing various pro-

portions of alcohol, and also the proportions of alcohol to water in

the vapour arising from such liquids and distilling over.
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Temperature

of

Boiling Wash.

Alcohol present

per cent,

in the Liquid.

Proportions

of Alcohol in the

vapour per cent.

212° FaM. 0 0

210° „ 1 13

207° „ 2 28

205° „ 3 36

203° „ 5 42

201°, „ 7 59

As the charge in our stills in this country never exceeds 13 per

cent., it will be seen that the closer the firing is kept to the boil-

ing point of water, the better. Some think, however, that with

strong firing the essential oils come over better, especially in the

case of retorts.

I have seen Coffey's apparatus working at home, it is a

beautiful and highly scientific contrivance, based upon the known
principle of alcohol separating at a certain temperature.

The fact has already been noticed, that when spirit is mixed with

water it does not boil, or rapidly vaporize until the mixture is

heated to a mean temperature, depending upon the proportion of

water and spirit present, and then both water and spirit vaporize

together, and also the essential oils which may be present, it

must now be noticed, that if instead of immediately condensing

such mixed vapour, it is allowed to difi^use itself in a chamber

maintained at a temperature a few degrees above the boiling point

of alcohol 173° Faht., nearly the whole of the water and oils will

resume the liquid form, carrying]with them but a small portion of

the spirit, and the spirit vapour may then be drawn into another

chamber at a lower temperature where it wiU be condensed, and

spirit will thus be obtained in a state of great purity. Upon this

principle the process of rectification is conducted in Coffey's

apparatus.
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For a fall description I beg to refer to the patent itself, as it

should take up far too mucli space tare : I may briefly say that the

apparatus is a chamber built of -wood, about 8 feet high and 4 feet

square, this is divided into compartments, or shelves made of

copper plates perforated with holes. The wash is introduced at

the top, and steam from a common steam boiler is iatroduced at the

bottom and plays upon the wash in its descent downwards, and by

some very ingenious internal arrangement spirit as strong as 65

Sikes, comes off one way, and the spent wash goes another, there

are no such things as high and low wines. I do not think that such

an apparatus would do for very small estates, but might be used

advantageously on large estates. It is intended, however, for a

pure spirit, and this is not desirable for rum, only this might be

avoided by raising the temperature of the chamber where the steam

is passing through, so that the essential oils would come over also,

as it is, the essential oil is collected separately and used for flavour-

ing brandies and other spirits, why not also the rum itself?

Certainly the process would improve those rums which have a bad

flavor, for it would take it away. "Where estates have already

steam boilers it would be the more applicable. I suspect the

apparatus would be cheaper than the stills in use, there would

also be great saving in fuel, and as the spirit can be,made at 65,

in place of 35 Sikes, there would be the saving of half the puncheons,

which calculating at 30s. each would be £150 in 100 puncheons, in

freight also at £2 per puncheon there would be £200, in all £350.

I will close my paper with a few general remarks on the subject.

It has been observed that few very large estates make fine rum—
always the smaller ones. I account for this by the bookkeeper

being obliged to keep pace with the large crop, and in consequence,

hurry on all his materials. Molasses, for instance, should not be

used tiU they are a week or two old, they oxydize as it were, and

certainly change their character. Perhajsit is from other causes

that our " wee still whiskey " at home is 'famed.

Another important matter that will affect rum is the quality of

the water used. I believe that the name of some of our more

celebrated brewers and distillers in England depends upon this.
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CANE CTJLTTJEE AND SUGAE MANUFACTURE IN

NEW CALEDONIA.

In No. 5 of The Sugar Cane (December, 1869), there was a short

extract translated from the Journal des Falrieants, whiqh gave a

bright account of the sugar cultivation in New Caledonia. "We

have before us a more detailed account of it, in a report presented

to the Chamber of Agriculture of Mauritius, by Mr. J. Caldwell,

one of its members, who has lately returned from a mission to

the island above named, which report appears at length in several

recent numbers of the Mauritius Commercial Gazette. "Whether

Mr. Caldwell, as a Mauritian, sees in New Caledonia a future rival

of his native island in the sugar markets of Australia, and has thus

been unconsciously biassed, or whether his report is entirely un-

prejudiced, he gives by no means a favourable account either of

the fertility of the island, or of the progress and prospects of the

sugar production there.

The report contains much interesting information of a general

character, but as it is too long to transfer entire to our pages,

we subjoin several extracts, chiefly referring to the subjects con-

nected with the grovrth of the cane, or the manufacture of sugar.

The following refers to the mode of cultivation formerly practised

by the natives, who had, of course, no knowledge of sugar making,

but who grew the cane as an article of food.

" It was on the edges of beds, made on the slopes of the hUls by

heaping up the loose soU about three feet high by four feet

deep, thus forming a peculiarly rich and deep loose soil, that

the natives planted their canes, not in lines near each other, as

we do, but twenty or thirty feet apai-t, and in- a single row

only. As the detached stools grew they were tied up in a

bundle with the straw in order to exclude light, to limit the

number of shoots, and to force them to lengthen ; and likewise to

make them juicy and tender instead of sweet. For a New Cale-

donian values a cane for the quantity of its juice, not for its

P
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saccharine qualities, and has never probably eaten a really ripe cane.

No marvel that under such treatment, aUowing only three or four

canes to a stool, they should grow large and long, so long, in fact,

that those which were laboured, or kept for grand ceremonies have,

after two and a half or three years attained a length of from

twenty-five to thirty feet, and a diameter of four inches or more,

requiring to be supported on forked sticks as they fell over. Above

all it should be noted that in direct opposition to our system, the

cane teat never replanted iu the same land, thus giving it the best

chance of progressive development, and avoiding the chances of

degeneracy or disease. Every intelligent cultivator will at once

recognise the necessarily practical effect of such a continual principle

of selection carried out for perhaps centuries."

Mr. CaldweU assures us that those who have described New
Caledonia as realising the idea of an earthly paradise, have done

so with a view of attracting foreign capital to it, as in fact nothing

can be more erroneous than such an impression. The exceptionally

' fertile parts are very rare, and the cane cannot be grown on con-

tinuous sets of fields, as in Mauritius and other places, but in

detached patches, with inferior land between. " In fact," says

Mr. Caldwell, "the only good lands suitable for cultivation of any

kind to be found along the western coasts are confined to a narrow

strip of from one to three miles wide, between the shore and the

mountain range, where old alluvial deposits exist in the ancient

bays now dry.

" In those places where the cane was grown for sugar maUng,

that is, in close rows as with us, I saw nothing superior to ourwy
good Mauritius canes in favourable seasons. In the few instances

where I succeeded in finding a few stools of fine native canes, I

did not see one good cane, for the locusts had devoured everything,

especially the fined canes. It is only when the cane is planted

under exceptional circumstances, such as I have detailed above,

that the plants become remarkable, and this is now a settled matter

with those gentlemen resident at New Caledonia who have been

practical planters in Mauritius and Eeunion, such as Messrs. Fer-

dinand Joubert, DuboUe, De Greslan, Guilloneau, and others.
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" It has been hoped by many persons that we might come across

the cane seed in New Caledonia, where the plant was asserted to

be indigenous, and that hence might be propagated many useful

varieties. To scientific planters I need not point out that ' if the

cane were to form a mature fertile seed, it could only be at the

expense of the sugar contained in the stem,' and that so far, there-

fore, we are fortunate in having canes which do not produce seed.

But of finding this fertile seed in new Caledonia I have no hopo

whatever. All competent observers (chief among them Dr. VieUard)

believe that neither the cane, nor the yams, nor the taro, nor any

excellent plants of New Caledonia are indigenous, but have all been

imported with the present inhabitants at some period more or less

remote. So well grounded in fact is this belief, that it is hopeless

for the French convicts to go marron ; there is not a single edible

plant growing wild in the bush, and they always have to surrender

from hunger after a few weeks. I met, indeed, at Noumea with

Mr. Belan^on, a French botanist, collecting for the Cabinet d'His-

toire natureUe, at Paris, who is considered an authority on grasses

and their seeds, but who had not paid any particular attention to

the cane flower before I brought it to his notice. He showed me
what he considered seed, but as he could not get it to germinate,

and I have not since heard from him on the subject, I conclude he

has come round to the same opinion as others. In fact, I took upon

myself to say to him, that I was sure the Chamber of Agriculture

would gladly make it worth his while to coUect a certain quantity

of cane seed, if he could get it to groioP

""Want of sufiicient capital for any considerable extension of

agricultural operations will probably be long an obstacle to the

progress of New Caledonia. At present commerce is solely depen-

dent on the expenditure of the French Government as connected,

with a large convict establishment, and all invested capital in

Australia, in very few hands, limited in amount, and very dear.

All the necessaries of life, even bread, meat, flour, coals, and timber

are aU supplied from Sydney, Adelaide, and New Zealand, and

remittances for them made in coin on French Treasury bUls, which

are readily cashed in Sydney. The French napoleons which come
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from Trance periodically on Government account all find their way

to the mint in Sydney and are recovered into English sovereigns.

The deficiency of labour must necessarily continue so long as

capital is deficient, for it Is aU imported, the natives steadily

refasing to work, not one hundred being in regular employment.

There is, it is true, a pretty regular introduction of two or three

hundred men a year from the New Hebrides and some of the

Melanesian Islands, but from aU I can gather that source of supply

will soon be exhausted and they wiU have to Sbid for what they

get against Queensland." •

" The population of all these islands is comparatively limited,

and not only are the natives dying out from contact with white

men, but are fast learning the full money value of their services

;

and the French government keeps a sharp eye upon the introduc-

tion of black labour, and upon the treatment and return passages

of the labourers, so that there is no suspicion of its favouring any

kind of slave trading. There was also during my visit an importa-

tion of about three hundred coolies from Reunion by M. de Touris

;

but that source of supply has been stopped by Imperial orders,

and the total number of Indians (most British subjects) is certainly

under six hundred perhaps not five hundred. Convict labour is

not available in any quantity to the settlers, and is neither cheap

nor efficient and when the new sugar factory of MM. Cruikshank *

& Co. shall have been completed at Bourai, the Government will

probably refund all its available convict labour to cultivate enough

land to enable it to fulfil its agreement of supplying the mill with

sufficient cane for 4000 tons of sugar. It must be borne in mind

that this government sugaf speculation is necessarily subordinate

to the formation of roads and the improvement and keeping in

order of the town."

" To sum up all, I need not ask Mauritius planters what will be

the ultimate results of plantations made and sugar houses erected

* The French Government had agreed to supply canes, the growth of

convict lahour, in sufScient quantity to yield 4,000 tons of sugar, on Messrs.

Cruikshank putting up the necessary machinen-, the produce to be shared.
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where an insufficiency of labour must exist during the growing of

the crop."

Although Mr. CaldweU succeeded in obtaining, or at least of

identifying 44 varieties of cane in New Caledonia, with regard to

procuring any quantity of each, he says :

—

" With respect to procuring any large supply of canes for planta-

tion from New Caledonia, the difficulties are such that I think it

would be far more desirable to obtain a few plants of each different

variety, and propagate them in Mauritius."

" 1st.—The supply is in itself very limited, and indeed insuffi-

cient for local requiremements so that cane plants are necessarily

very dear, and would become much dearer by competition from

abroad. 2nd.—The large area ovei- -which the collection of them
would extend, the want of roads, and means of communication,

require each bundle to be carried miles on men's heads, to be then

conveyed by sea in canoes or open boats from 20 to 40 mUes exposed

for perhaps days (if wind bound) to be soaked in sea water under

a burning sun, and on arrival at Noumea carted to the place for

packing, recarted to the hot shore, and left four days before being

embarked, for there are no conveniences there such as are foxmd in

more settled places, and money will not procure them unless it

suits the personal convenience of the labourer. If on the other

hand it is considered advisable to pack them on the spot, the

planks, raUs and tools, and the workmen must all be sent down by

water carriage, and the cases sent back to Noumea in the same

way at enormous expense of money, time, and labour, and at a

great sea risk from the unwieldy form of the cases. I have had

to impack some and repack again at Noumea from their having

fallen into the sea on their way ! Por all this only black native

labour of little activity is available. The black will not carry

half a dozen canes at a time ; if they fatigue him, he will simply

throw them away, and unless you walk by him, he will beguile

the tedium of his journey by eating one-haK of them, choosing as

a matter of course precisely those you have selected with the

greatest care, and value most. 'Arrived at Sydney they require to

be transhipped, and again at Melbourne, each time exposed for an
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uncertain period often a long one, to the adverse and fatal influence

of sea water and careless handling."

" If live plants be sent in "Wardiau cases it is quite as bad.

Until I accompanied some cases myself from Brisbane to Sydney,

I had no idea of the utter disregard of aU precaution in handUng

such delicate packages both at Sydney, and Melbourne on board

the passenger steamers. I had to remonstrate against their being

turned upside down^ laid on their sides, rolled over, and let down
violently with a run ; and at Sydney I saw a passing labourer

swash in the glasses of two of my cases as I stood on the wharf

waiting for a cart, ' in order to encourage the glaziers." The end

is, that as no repairs have been made (if made at all) when the

cases are finally embarked at Melbourne, the plants are often

irretrievably lost. "With all possible care, in this last voyage,

under my own eye, I have had to partiy reglaze the cases myself,

as no one on board could do it, or had the materials, or a diamond

to cut the glasses, all which I had provided. If a large supply

should ever be required the only safe mode I could recommend

would be to go beforehand and secure the plants standing; when
assured of the supply, freight a small schooner at Sydney (where

many are always available at any rates), take the canes on board

direct in boxes or wardian cases, and sail direct for Mauritius with-

out calling at intermediate ports. A saving of very many days

would certainly ensue, and give them a fail- chance of arriving

fresh and sound. And if, besides, they could be brought by the

Torres Straits route, which is frequently taken to Mauritius by

vessels from Australia during six months of the year, they would

travel throughout in a tropical temperature, and avoid the biting

cold of the Southern Coast of Australia, which during the winter

months must affect their vitality."

" I have no doubt but that sereral of the so-called varieties will

ultimately prove to be merdy sports of various stock canes, so that

the forty-four appearing on the list will probably be reduced to a

lesser number. I did not, however, consider it advisable to attempt

any reduction of the apparent number, as there certainly are dis-

tinctive features in each cane named by the natives, and if the
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variation be only occasional, it will soon become manifest when

cultivated here."

" Neither was I able, although at first I wished to do so, to make

any reliable comparative trial of the various canes, the plants being

of all ages, fi-om ten months to three years old, some in tolerable

order, others much damaged by drought and locusts ; some fairly

cultivated and clean, whilst others were taken from among grass

and weeds, and though healthy, not fairly representing the plant as

it would be when properly attended to. I did not find in New

Caledonia a single instance of disease, properly so called, or of

borer, so that there can be no anxiety respecting the introduction

by any of the plants I forwarded of any new scourge to our

plantations.

" The ' Reverends P^res des Missions Etrangeres ' placed the

whole of their canes at my disposal to choose from, and personally

took the greatest interest in the selection, especially Pere Vigoureux,

of St. Louis, and Pere Lambert, of Conception. These gentlemen

were never tired of exerting themselves to procure me every

assistance they could command, and using their influence with the

natives to procure' me or show me every variety it was possible

to get hold of. I much regretted that their mill was not ready,

for they would gladly have allowed me to make determined trials

of the difierent canes they had, and from their education and high

intelligence such experiments would have been attended with most

useful results.

"Mr. Ferdinand Joubert of Kontain Kvoeta, Mr. Numa Joubert

of Koe, and Messrs. Duboise de Ricquebourg and de Greslau of

Nemba, all gave me the same assistance as the Missionaries. They

sought for every variety of cane existing in their estates or to be

heard of, and from Mr. Duboise I received the few plants, I was

able to forward of the famous No. 29 cane " Oubounoutoo," which

had yielded (from a small patch) 22 tons to the hectare, or 18,650

lbs. to the Mauritius arpent. Of the correctness of this hitherto

fabulous yield I have no doubt, for Mr. Duboise having no mill of

his own passed the- canes at Kvoe, and Messrs. Joubert took their

share at the same rate, both planter and miller, thus agreeing in
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the amount of yield, and I was allowed to examine the entry in

the books of the estates.

"All these gentlemen as well as the Missionaries declined selling

any of their canes that I toot, although cane plants were scarce

and seUing at a high price for the new plantations fomung at

Paita, Bulupari, and the Tamoa. They requested to receive in

exchange choice tropical ftuits and useful plants, and above all,

some live martins in order to try and check the ravages of the

locusts,

" "With regard to nomenclature, I took especial care to ascertain

the proper native names, so as, if necessary hereafter, to be able to

replace any cane that it may be desirable to re-introduce. The

missionaries procured for me a very intelligent native of the Bulari

district, whom I took into my service, and whom I found of great

use. I repeatedly verified the names he gave me, by putting a

private mark on each Cane, and making him or another native pick

them out from a heap moved' up together, and I never saw them

make a mistake. It is truly wonderful to see the acuteness with

which the natives distinguish any cane that may have only an inch

or two fully formed ; and they frequently recognise a very young

cane from its leaves."

Mr. Caldwell concludes his " Eeport " with a list and descrip-

tion of the 44 varieties of cane found in New Caledonia. "We have

not space for this list in our pages, but we extract the description

of that species of which the yield of sugar is so remarkable. If

this species were sure to retain its fecundity and saccharine rich-

ness when transferred to other places, plant canes of it would be of

extraordinary value.

No. 29, Oubounoutoo.—Stem regular, round, rich vinous red or

purple, occasionally striped when young ; intemodes short, very

tumid; eyes large, prominent, tumid; leaf somewhat pale green,

thick, moderate width ; base pale straw colour, remarkably and

peculiarly striped with red, somewhat hairy
;
edges serrated, has

yielded in New Caledonia at the rate of 9J tons, of sugar, to the

acre.
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THE NEW VARIETIES OF CANE IN MAUEITIUS.

Eoyal Botanical Gardens,

12th December, 1870.

The Hokotjeable the Colonial Seceetaet.

Sib,

I HATE the honour to enclose you the Tesult of an experiment in

crushing 17 samples of the new varieties of sugar cane, and beg

that, should you deem it necessary, you will kindly forward the

same to the Chamber of Agriculture with the following remarks.

These samples were crushed at " Mon Boucher " the estate of M.

de Chazal, who kindly lent his mUl for 3 to 4 hours for the purpose,

and took the leading part in the experiment. The samples in all

cases were not selected canes, and were taken " as they came," the

good with the bad.

Each sample was carefully weighed before being crushed, and

the megass, which was caught in a sheet as it came from the rollers,

was weighed before the crushing of another kind was commenced.

The megass was not passed. The juice required for taking the

density was taken from a spout as it flowed from the rollers, and

it was allowed to settle, in all cases, two to three minutes before

its density was noted.

AU the megass, juice, etc., of a variety was properly and

thoroughly swept and jtaken away before the canes of another

variety entered the mill.

The new canes wfre irrigated; but having been grown for

planting, the water was not withdrawn, to allow them to ripen for

sugar making.

All the samples were cut three days previous to ctushing.

M. de Chazal's canes which were very fair samples of the

"gingham" and "white bamboo," were not grown under irrigation.

The new canes were well manured and had never been guanoed.

I have &c.,

^SignedJ JOHN HORNE,
Sttb-Dieecioe.
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Name.

Guingham

Bamboo
white ..

Njamplong

Aboe ...

Ardjoena.

Meeia . .

,

Anson .

LieUen .

YeUow &
Green

SocratNo.2

Portii

Trinidad .

.

Egjrptian.

.

Hauer ....

Somsarrah

EappoeVar

Red Cut-
\

tarah. .

/

20

204

188

184

165

220

306

244

190

266

211

239

217

201

20a

241

234

99

206

67

60

67

78

103

81

64

Djoeng- ?
j5

Dioeng 2 S

jSocratXo.l 1.3| 132 46

I

1-3 to

OH

127

121

124

108

142

203

163

126

180

140

164

130

128

135

159

150

35

9

37-75

35-64

32-61

34-54

35-45

33-66

33-19

33-68

32-33

36-65

31-38

40-09

36-32

34-15

34-02

35-90

64-65

C 3

o

62-25

64-36

67-37

65-46

64-55

66-34

66-81

66-32

67-67

66-35

68-62

59-91

63-68

65-85

65-98

64-10

35-35

137 33-50 1
66-50

86 I
34-85

1
6o-15

10'

lor

9°

8°

QIO
"s

10°

10°

8°

9°

9^

Remabes.

These canes -whiclL are those

generally grown were crushed

for a comparison. The canes
were rather old.

The canes of this variety were
in good condition for crushing.

They require 18 to 20 months
to grow and ripen.

Is a delicate cane to cultivate

and arrows freely, so much so

as to be almost worthless.

The canes of this variety were
too young for a fair trial They
would require to be from 12 to

15 months old.

"Was too old. Its canes should

have been cut 2 months sooner.

The half of the canes of this

variety were too old and the

other too young. They are at

their best when about 18

months old.

This variety was past its best.

If the canes of this variety,

which were in their full vigor

of growth, had been older, the

density of their juice would
have been greater, and their

bulk perhaps about the same
figures.

Some of the canes were in good
order, but the majority ofthem
were about 3 to 4 months too old

Some of its canes were in good
condition ; the plants had been
picked several times for canes

to sell. One of the best sugar-

yielding canes in Mauritius,

its canes require 20 months to

grow and ripen.

Was in good order for crushing.

The canes of this variety were

4 months too old.

Was too young. Should be
planted in March or April, and

cut in Sept. or Oct. of the fol-

lowing year, oflfers tobeahardy

cane in dry parts, grows slow,

Should have been cut 2 months
earlier. A fine cane but some-

what tender to cultivate.

Could scarcely have been in

better condition for crushing.

: Was in very bad order ; even

at best it is a worthless cane.

Remarks same as for "Hauer."

Was in very good condition.
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THE BEET BOOT SUGAE CROP IjS" FEAiJ^CE.

We have great pleasure in welcoming our esteemed contemporaries

the Journal des Falricants de Sucre and La Sucrerie Indigene, after

some months intermission ia their publication. Respecting the

beet root sugar crop in France, they agree that a large proportion

of it has been saved, as will be seen in the following extracts.

fFmn the Journal des Fabricants de Sucre.J

EvEEtwHEEE the manufacture in our unfortunate country com-

menced under the most extraordinary circumstances. In the

departments of Ardennes, VAisne, la Somme, VOise, Seine et Oise,

Seine et Marne, -early occupied by the armies of the enemy, a

certain number of the faotoriBB -were in course of being fitted up
or refitted, or were insuflciently supplied with implements, or

were waiting for important parts of their machinery, on the way
by rail or canal, or yet in the hands of the makers. These factories

experienced great delay and much difficulty, or were unable to get to

work at all. The great central usino of Meaux was of this number.

Many other factories within the circle of Paris have either been

completely inactive or have worked veiy partially. Great quan-

tities of beets intended for these usines have been either frozen,

destroyed in the fields, or have served as food for cattle.

The railway trafllc having been absorbed by our troops or those of

the enemy, manufacture was retarded in many usines for want of

coal, coke also was wanted for the carbonatation. The great rigour

of the winter has prevented the proper preservation of the beets

from the weather. Labour also has of course been less abundant,

and disorganization has resulted iu some places. * * * « *

The legitimate fears of our manufacturers have not been justi-

fied by subsequent events, and by good fortune the beet root

industry is one of those branches of labour which have had least

to suffer or complain of from the presence of the enemy.
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Thougli not able to assign the exact cause of this exception to the

general disaster and ruin which have befallen the occupied districts,

impartiality impels us to attribute it in part to the proclamation of

the Grand Duke of Mecklenburg, then Governor of Eheims, hj
which the German troops under his command -were enjoined not to

interfere in any way in the operations of the gathering of the beet

crop, or in the working of the usines, in aU the departments under

his administration. All illegal entrance into the beet fields was
forbidden ; no requisitions were to be enforced on either the con-

veyances used in the transport of roots, or on the coal, or on other

things necessary to the beet sugar manufacture. In short, all the

guarantees possible were accorded to our manufacturers for the

trafic in their sugars. * * * "W'e must as faithful historians add,

that to our knowledge the duty on sugars, which constitutes one of

the largest of our indirect taxes, was not collected by the Prussians,

though some of our manufacturers transported their produce within

the enemies lines. Beyond this exception, happily very rare, our

manufacturers generally have in the record of the market price

also made entry of the amount of duty, holding honestly and

patriotically at the disposition of the treasury, (which wiU have

great need of it) the amount that would have been levied if the

excise had been able to act with the usual vigour and regu-

larity.

H-otn " Za Sucrerte Indigene.^'

It may be said that this season the manufacture of sugar in Prance

has been effected xmder more favourable conditions than we had

any reason to hope at first, regard being had to the sad circum-

stances which it has had to pass through. The usines of le JVbrd

and of Pas-de-Calais were far advanced in the manufacture before

the war reached the frontiers of their departments ; the lines of

communication with the sea, Belguim, and the coal districts having
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remained open, they had been able to export their sugars quickly

and especially to supply themselves mth coal and coke in time

and in sufficient quantity. This has not been the case, unfortun-

ately, with the usines situated La the occupied countries, such as

la demme, I'A isne, V Oire and the other sugar departments. Then

the "rasping" has been slow, and it has been impossible to dis-

patch the sugars therefrom. The vats being still full of the

molasses of last season, it was impossible to procure coal and coke,

of which they had need, nor the thousand other things required,

with which they were insufficiently provided, and the usines thus

placed were obliged to suspend work for some time. Some of them

are rasping even now, with the great loss of the saccharine richness

of the beet roots, of which a part is totally lost in consequence of

the frost, and of the bad management generally practiced, excep-

tional this year from want of practice in the cultivators. Others,

such as usines of Villeron, Maseil, and Mitry, within the circle of

investment of Paris, have rasped few or none of their beets, which

have rotted in heaps in the fields: the great central usine of

Meaux had not been supplied with its machinery before the invest-

ment, and it has remained inert before the enormous quantity of

beets destined to supply it. AH this is certainly disastrous, but in

fine, a very great part of the manufactuic is saved, and the pro-

duction of this season will reach according to our advices the figure

of lalst year, nearly 300,000 tons. However, to the deficit result-

ing from the circumstances we must add that compared with the

preceding season the juice was more difficult to work, the tempera-

ture less favourable to tie preservation of the beets and a smaller

yield, as wUl be seen in the table below. MTiat would then

have been the quantity of this season's yield if none of these sad

events had come in the way ? This reflection is especially apt at

present, at the time of sowing for the next season. A part of the

com sown in the northern departments is lost by frost, the farmers

appear disposed
.
to replace it with beet

; poverty is at our gates, a

monetary crisis is imminent ; what reasons for prudence are pre-

sented to the sugar manufacturer, scarcely escaped from com-
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plete disaster, and yet still overliurdened with goods to sell

!

Table of Eetoens, made up to the end op Jaiojaey, applying

to a considebable nuitbee of ushtes.

Average

Amount of Cuit

Syrup obtained.
Yield of Sugar

per 100 litres of Syrup.

Density. Per

Hectolitre

of Juice.

Per
Hectolitre
of Juice
and

per lOOdeg.

First

Jet.

Second

Jet.

Third

Jet.

0-71. New process
o.oo y ;s-9o 15 69 42 17

Season

187
Old process. 4'0 6-79 17 65 42 15

.Average .

.

4-0 6-34 16 67 42 16

Season 1869-70.. 3-9 6-46 17 . 70 46 11

Increase 1870-71 •3 5

Deoreasel870.71 012 1 3 4

20th March,—
We are yet without official documents relative to the production

and movement of beet sugars, and meanwhile these accounts would

possess to day an extraordinary interest for the sugar trade, which

appears to show hesitation in other respects easily explained'by

the gravity of the events which are passing and by the uncertainty

of the future.

It is our duty to supply as far as possible, by information drawn

from a trustworthy source, the docuemnts which we need to day,

and which will be more needed in the future. This we did in our

last number and are about to do in this.

We yet hold to our figure of production of 300 millions of kilos.

(300,000 tons) however we must say that the beet roots which

are being manufactured at present by the thirty factories stUl at

work are generally in an unsatisfactory state, they are more or less

spoiled, and the synips which they yield show a considerable deficit
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in return of sugar. These bad results were apparent to a less

degree in the factories -which worked up to the end of February.

From this state of things, of which the causes have been explained

in our last number, the surplus of manufacture will not attain this

year more than 7 to 8 per cent, of the quantity estimated, in the

proportion of 1400 gi-. per hectolitre of juice and per degree

densimetrical, instead of 16 to 18 per cent, obtained in the past

year, which was it is true, extraordinarily advantageous and

productive. We regard then the figure of 300 millions as a

maximum which may perhaps be attained, but which very probably

will not be exceeded.

Then in adopting this figure, 300 millions, we see below how
it stood according to our accounts at the end of February

:

Tons.

Quantity sent direct into Consumption 6,000

„ ,, into "Warehouse , . . . , 66,000

„ „ into Foreign Countries (with

power of reimportation). . 78,000

Quantity remaining in usines in sugar made . . 105,000

,, „ in course of man-

facture 45,000
^^^^^^ I

300,000

SUGAR CANE FROM SEED.

At one of the last sittings of the Chamber of Agriculture of

Mauritius, a letter was read from M. Lemerle, of the island of

Reunion, informing the Chamber that he had been so fortunate, on

his estate at Hivi&re-des- Creoles, as to establish the possibility of

the reproduction of the sugar cane from seed.

This communication was the cause of a very long discussion,

which the President closed by saying, that the future would
show-the extent of the importance of the discoveiy.

—

Journal des

Fabricants de Sucre.
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, BURNING OF SUGAR MILLS IN JAMAICA.

The Neio York Herald published the following telegram

:

" Kingston, Jamaica, 22rid February. A terrific fire broke out on

Sunday night last, on the Penzance estate, in the Parish of

Clarendon, the property of Lord Penrhyn. The boiling and curing

houses were consumed, with 32 hhds. of sugar ready for shipment.

It is believed that the plantation was fired by a negro labourer in

revenge for the overseer complaining of the instability of a fence

he was employed in making. The Penzance estate is the finest in

Jamaica, yielding 2 hhds. of sugar to the acre of canes. If the

boiling houses had not been consumed, the crop gathered would

have amounted to 400lLhds. This is tlie second plantation burned

in the same parish, within, a fortnight. The sugar crop of Jamaica

this year wUl be unusually large in every parish. The probable

yield of the island is estimated at 40,000 hhds. Last year it was

estimated at only 30,000 hhds."

CROPS IN BARBADOES.

There has been a change in the weather during the last week,

which has become more settled, and with a steady breeze favorable

for sugar making. So a good many mills have gone to work, and

reaping has fairly commenced. The first London vessel left on

Tuesday with 480 hhds. to Messrs. Daniel, and the "Candidate"

is loading for the same port. The canes are not yielding well, but

the sugar is strong, and a sample we have seen manufactured by

the Aspinal pan at Congo Road showed a good grain. The

showers for the previous six weeks from the beginning of the year

have greatly benefited the crop, causing the canes to ripen kindly.

As the season advances there is no more time to be lost, and the

weather continuing fair, sugar making will be general all over the

island in a week or two. There is every reason for expecting a

fair crop, considerably in excess of what was reaped last year.

The young crop has been got in earlier than usual, and from the

favorable weather there has been a fine spring, and it is very

promising.
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NEXT SEASON'S BEET CEOP.

Foe the next season's beet root crop preparations are already in

active progress, haste is being made to regain time lost, and to give

the earth the cultivation that it requires. After a long and rigorous

winter, the temperature has become extremely favourable and mild

for the season, although the nights are generally cold. The

condition of the -winter com, injured by frost in a great number of

places, will gxeatly augment the extension of the soil dedicated

to beet root.

—

Journal des Fahricants He Sucre.

LrvEEPOOL, 2 1st Maech, 1871.

To THE Editoe op " The Stoae Cute."
SlE,

"We should bo glad to furnish statistics of our refined stock

monthly, provided that the trade were unanimous in so doing,

otherwise the effect, we think, would be only misleading.

Yours truly,

CEOSFIELD, BARROW & CO.

Poet MACQxrAEiE, New South Vales,

Decejibee 22nd, 1870.

To the Editoe of "The Stjgae Cake."
SlE,

Possibly a communication from a country where the sugar
industry is but struggling into life, may be not unacceptable,

especially as it may bear upon points of practice. My partner and
self have just finished our season's work at the mill. "VVe began
about the middle of October, and Uke aU our neighbours had
scarcely anything to do, and a most trying and disheartening time
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of rain, floods, cool atmosphere, and clouded skies intruding into

a late spring, after a drencliing -vrinter. "We have crushed 9 acres

of cane, mostly ribbon, and 35 tons of very poor and valueless cane,

the stunted produce of 3f acres of land! A crop not equal in quality

to that of one of our average acres. The result has been 23 tons

of good ycllo-w sugar, and a boiled residuum of about 1300 gallons,

which as yet does not promise much sugar. I consider 'our return

as 2 tons 6 cwts. per acre.

The season at present chosen for crushing is from September to

Christmas ; but severai of us are questioning whether this be the

best time in all respects : whether it does not throw the ratooning

of the stoles too late on in the spring, and whether there may not

be a loss of sugar and increase of glucose, from the revival of

growth in the standing cane. If cane be cut from May to June or

July it is stated to die out altogether : whilst, if cut late in July

or early in August, it not only shoots again uninjured, but has the

whole of the growing season for ratooning, and that we must work

in this direction to get yearly ratoons. By our presfent procedure,

I do not see how we can expect them save every 15 or 18 months.

Owing to the most prejudicial character of the year and of the

season, already named, crushing began late, even for our custom

hereabouts. Our own Concretor, as just mentioned, yielded much

the same returns as last year, due allowances being made. The two

Concretors of the Sugar Company, erected some 40 miles to the

north of us, began work about the same time as ours, making,

however, not sugar as we did, but concrete. An unlooked for and

unpleasant contingency occurred. The concrete deliquesced ex-

cessively, although apparently properly manufactured. This out-

come caused almost dismay in the district, and some cane was

actually ploughed out, as if "sugar" were a collapse and a failure,

fl fear shared even by capitalists in Sidney, but happily counter-

vailed by the equally marked success of bur work and works.

The results at some of the batteries caused the proprietors to close

them again, till favoured by hotter and drier weather. One planter

has gone further still, and is discarding his battery, and replacing

it with a Concretor, having watched oxu-s at work and become
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convinced, to quote his own words, " that if sugar pays on our

Northern rivers, it will he hy adopting the Concretor." From

what I hear, his example is not unlikely to he followed hereabouts.

In further testimony to the value of the Concretor may be men-

tioned that 6 acres- of our cane, yielding to us 2 tons 6 cwt. per

acre, were part of a piece of 12 acres, 4 acres of which returned

in the battery of another and larger set of works, not above 1 ton

to the acre.

After temporary closure, the nriUs have resumed work in hotter

and drier weather, and with better success.

Two queries come up for solution :

—

I. Why should our Concretor do better than the larger ones

named?

II. What are the reasons of its superiority over a well built

battery?

The answer to the first query relates, I believe, wholly to the

character of the cane, and of the land on which it was grown ; and

not at all to the apparatus. The land was alluvial; extraordinarily

rich, moist, and in need of drainage
;
and, as is to be inferred from

analysis, by Professor Thomson, of the Sydney University, of the

molasses drained from the concrete, impregnated with an excessive

amount of saline matters. The continuous wetness of the year

had, no doubt, greatly increased the detrimental action of these

salts in the processes of manufacture and afterwards. In desiccating

the juice to concrete, the water of the molasses would, of 'course,

be evaporated, but not the salts. These would remain, and set up

deliquescence on exposure to the atmosphere, and this would be

accelerated and augmented by its dampness. "We are warranted,

therefore, in attaching no discouraging importance to these points.

Every year's cultivation will lessen the amount or proportion of

salts in the soil, and meanwhile we may look to better drainage,

either negatively in drier seasons, or positively, at the hands of

cane growers : for it cannot be supposed that manufacturers will

continue to give good prices for poor cane, if even they buy it at

all. To outward appearance, the canes alluded to are of splendid

growth, for bulk, and length, and weight, but at the mill they
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declare their imperfect ripeness. Vegetation has choked elabora-

tion. It has, by its profusion, shut out light and air ; and hence

entailed unripeness and loss of sugar.

n. The superiority of the Concretor over a well built battery,

mainly consists, if I comprehend aright, in this great point : that

in the battery, whether worked by fire, or by steam, the juice is

boiled in bulk, and unavoidably suffers largely by inversion of true

sugar into molasses, owing to long exposure to heat and atmospheric

air ; whilst in the Concretor, the juice being evaporated with great

rapidity, in a thin layer, with a large surface, and at a lower

temperature, undergoes but little inversion of its sucrose.
*

There are further marked advantages in favor of the Concretor,

as in labour, fuel, &c., but this I apprehend to be the decisive one.

Yours, Mr. Editor,

mo. C. NIELD, M.D.

NEW PATENT.

—

^peom the mechanics' magazkte.

2212. J. F. Cail, Paris. Treatim; sujar cane. Dated Aiigust 9, 1870.

The cane to be crushed is fed by means of a morahle feed table worked
by a chain connected with it, and operated by a pinion between a front pair,

of rollers, where it undergoes the first crushing or pressure, and whence it

issues in the form o^ split flat strips, and passes on to an intermediate

horizontal table
; being forced forward by the crushed cane behind it, it

slides forwsird upon this table until it reaches another pair of rollers, and is

in its course wetted by a suitable quantity of cold water, which issues from

a spout or vessel above. Having undergone a second pressure under this

second pair of rollers, the same operation is continued and the crushed cane

being again wetted passes between a third pair of rollers and so on, the

number of pairs of rollers employed depending upon the extent to which

the cane is required to be exhausted. On leaving the last pair of rollers

the crushed cane is received upon a table, along which it passes to an end-

less travelling apron, by which it is carried off, being prevented from

rising during its passage by pressing rollers above. The crushing roUera

with their gearing are mounted upon a foundation plate, the surface of

which is formed of three inclined planes, which all lead to the same point,

and form a receiver for the juice which flows therefrom through an opening

in one of its sides.—Patent completed.
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EXPOBTS FKOM HaVANXA AND MatANZAS FEOM JaNTTAET IST TO

Febeuaet 4xh.

1 871 1 QAQlooy.

Tons. Tons. Tons.

To United States of IT. America, . .

.

10,986 . . 1,4954 . . 9,830

900 . . 6,434 . . 1,408

300 . . 1,020 . . 287

212 . . 1,814 , , 3,266

172 . . 4,055 . . 1,650

. 238

114 . 129 . 47

12,684 28,406 16,726

Stocks in Havatma and Matanzas

.

24,316 . . 63,829 .

.

35,754

MAUEimrs.

—

Expoms feoji 1st Atoctt to 11th Jaotabt.

(From Ziehfs Mbnthlt/ Circular.)

1870-71. 1869-70. 1868-69.

Tons. Tons. Tons.

To England 9,317 .. 22,431 .. 15,511

„ France 3,566 .. 8,861 .. 4,973

„ Anstralia 19,544 .. 22,424 .. 17,399

„ New Zealand 1,717 •.. 3,123 .. 1,440

,, Cape of Good Hope. . 1,407 .. 863 ., 640

„ Bombay 12,878 . . 20,863 . . 10,870

„ Other Ports 195 . . 662 , . 496

Total 48,624 .. 79,227 .. 51,329
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Consumption op Sugab, &c., foe Yeae ending 31st of Janttaey,

in thousands of tons.

1871. 1870. 1869,

/
Rn4« • uu^

315 . . 311 . . 297

214 .. 225 .. 165

9Q 31

90 .. 110 .. 108

Total in Europe, . .

.

1350 1320 1200

United States (imported sugar)

.

. 475 424 431

1825 1744 1631

Stocks op Sxjoae in the Chief Maekets op the "Woeld on the

31st Januaet, in thousands of tons, to the neaeest thousand-

1871. 1870. 1869.

115 . ... 103 .. .. 128

140 ., . . . 143 .

.

.. 137

21 ., . . . 22 .

.

.. 34

Germany (Zollverein) .

.

44 ,. . . . 44 .

.

.. 62

4 4 ., 7

324 .... 316 .,, . . 367

40 . . . . 77 .

,

... 27

Havana and Matanzas to

4tli February .... 24 . ... 64 .,, .. 36

388 .... 457 .,, . . 430



SUGAR STATISTICS—GEEAT BEITAIN

To 18th Makch, 1871 and 1870. In Thousands of Tons, to the Neabest Thousand.

STOCKS IMPORTS. DELIVERIES.

London.
Liverpool Bristol. Clyde.

Total, 1871.
Total,

1870.
London. Liverpoo

Bristol. Clyde.
Total, 1871. Total, 1870.

London.
Liverpool Bristol. Clyde.

Total, 1871. Total, 1870.

British West India 7 2 1 3 13 12 12 2 2 4 20 15 17 1 1 12 32 14

British East India 12 2 14 15 2 1 3 2 4 1 • • 5 5

2 1 1 4 7 2 1 1 4 10 2 1 3 8

Cuba . .

.

2 1 1 3 11 1 1 1 3 12 2 2 2 5 12 21

Porto Eico, &c. .

.

1 2 3 3 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 5 4

Manilla & Java .

.

24 10 1 35 39 4 3 2 1 9 8 7 6 1 15 13

9 3 13 10 7 1 4 12 14 9 1 5 15 15

5 2 2 5 14 7 9 5 4 19 37 24 8 5 4 21 38 24

Total, 1871 .

.

64 27 6 13 100 104 29 21 11 30 90 88 44 « 11 44 126 105

Total, 1870 .

.

69 19 4 12 4 dec cease 28 20 12 27 2 increase 35 26 13 31 21 increase
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STATE AND PROSPECTS OF THE SUGAR MARKET.

The sugar market has been very dull during the past month and

prices for most descriptions are decidedly lower. It was expected

that on the conclusion of peace between Prance and Germany,

business would revive and that sugars would have shown more
animation with the wants of the Capital to be supplied ; but such

has not yet been the case. The insurrection in Paris, the success

of which shows the weakness of the French Government, has had

a most depressing effect on the market.

Large arrivals of beet sugar in this country for immediate sale

have had the natural effect on the prices of other raw sugars, and

although the Parisian refiners have not yet sent over any large

supplies of loaves, the price of refined has continued to fall

steadily. Common lumps are now quoted at 40s. 6d. per cwt. in

London, a reduction of 5s. 6d. per cwt. in the month, and of

13s. 6d. from the highest point in January. The nominal price

of No. 12 Havana afloat is 28s. 6d. to 29s., about Is. above last

year's price.

Stocks'in the four ports are nearly 4000 tons less than last year at

the same date, and deliveries have increased since the beginning of the

year 21,000 tons over those for the same period in 1870. Owing to

the large arrivals of beet sugars, imports show in the aggregate

an increase of 2000 tons, but the arrivals of 'colonial sugai-have

been so far much smaller than usual, and the falling off in the

imports of Cuba and Mauritius is very marked.

According to the latest ad™es the colonial sugar crop generally

will be below that of last season. The decrease in Cuba, it is said,

will reach 25 per cent, of last year's crop, and in Matiritius there

is no doubt the proportionate falling off will be much larger.

The continental yield of beet sugar will most likely make up the

deficiency ; still there is the increased consumption in this country

and in 'the United States to bo provided for, so that but for the

state of affaii-s in France a steadier market might be expected.
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ON THE DIFFERENT METHODS OP EXTRACTING
SUGAR FROM BEET ROOT AND CANE.

A tEcitTEE has lately been delivered before the Society of Arts on

this subject, by Ferdinand Kohn, Esq., C.E., Consulting Engineer to

the Aska sugar works, Madras. This lecture -will be chiefly interest-

ing to most of oui- readers, from its account of the diffusion process as

used in the manufacture of sugar from the cane. TVe omit, there-

fore, the greater part of what the lecturer said respecting the

different methods of extracting beet juice, the diffusion process

being the only one which seems adapted to both cane and beet.

The attention of the society for the encouragement of ai-ts,

manufactures, and commerce has been very frequently directed to

the art of producing and manufactui-ing sugar. It is a subject of

vast interest, and one of the most important sources of national

wealth, and it has, for a long time past, been considered as an

industiy deserving and requiring the special protection of the

government. This policy of government protection has created an

exceptional position for sugar manufacture, and has never ceased

to influence the welfare and progress of this art, for good or for

e\'il, up to the present day, when the last remnant of this system is

stiU in existence in the form of a differential sugar duty, intended

8
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for protecting British, sugar refiners and the sugar cane planters in

the British colonies against foreign competition.* The interest of

sugar cultivatic n has in this manner exercised an important

influence upon the colonial and general policy of this country, and

its history is therefore more closely related to the political history

of the British nation than any other branch of arts and manufac-

tures.

The two plants to which the manufacture of sugar is at present

principally applied are beet root and cane. The sugar in both

these plants exists dissolved in the juice which is held within the

vegetable cells, but the character and composition of the solutions

is different in the two kinds of juice. Beet root juice contains

from 7 to 15 per cent, of sugar, a considerable proportion of

insoluble and soluble albumen, and a quantity of salts, which

generally give to this juice an alkaline character. The cane juice

is charged with insoluble nitrogenous matter of diflferent kinds,

with soluble albumen, and also with salts ; but the character of

cane juice is always acid, and the contamination with salts is less

in proportion as compared with the juice of beet root. The per

centage of sugar in cane juice ranges between wide limits, but may

be taken a^ averaging from 15 to 20 per cent, in ripe cane. The

cane juice generally contains a sensible proportion of glucose, or so

called fruit sugar, which is of a ditferent composition from the

cane sugar itself, and is incapable of being crystallized in the

ordinary process of sugar manufacture. Beet root juice does not

contain any considerable per centage of this kind of sugar. The

beet root contains 96 per cent, of juice, and only 4 per cent, of a

solid, insoluble substance, which forms the marrow or pulp. The

sugar cane is composed of 90 per cent, of juice, and 10 per cent, of

wood fibre, which latter composes the cane trash or megass. The

process of extracting the sugar from these plants consists in a

separation of the saccharine solution from the surrounding solid

* JFe cannot understand how Mr. Kolin can see in the differential duties on

sugar any remnant of protection, seeing that tlitre is no distinction between

sugars from ant/ part of the world, all alike being assessed at an approximation to

their saccharine value.—Ed. S. C.
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masses, and. it is the pm-pose of the present paper to describe and

compare the different means hitherto practically employed for

effecting this separation.

The traditional and most primitive method of extracting the juice

from beet root and cane consists in the application of mechanical

pressure. The action of the mechanical force in compressing the

mass of the tow material destroys the cellular structure of the

tissues of the plant, and bursts the individual cells, the liquid con-

tents of which are liberated and forced out of contact with the

solid residue. The juice expressed by mechanical force is therefore

charged with all the soluble and insoluble impurities originally

contained in the plant, and it is, moreover, mechanically intermixed

with minute fragments of the fibrous solid mass, which is more or

less disintegrated by the action of the mechanical force. The beet

root, before being exposed to this process of extraction, requires a

preliminary treatment of great importance, viz :—the reduction to

a fine pulp, by means of the so called pulper or rasp. The pulping

machine, in its most generally applied form, consists of a double

revolving drum, fitted with toothed saw blades, or scrapers, which,

in their rapid rotation, efi'ect the disintegration of the roots, and

convert the mass into a fine, soft pulp. The action of the rasp

efi'ects the principal part of that destraction of cellular stracture

to which the subsequent separation of the liquid and solid consti-

tuents of the beet root is due. This subsequent operation consists

in charging the beet root pulp into woollen bags, for being operated

upon by a powerful hydraidic press, which drives the liquid juice

through the meshes of the bags, and compresses the solid residue

into a dry, dense cake. The quantity of pulp remaining in the

bags averages 18 per cent, of the weight of the beet, giving a yield

of juice equal to 82 per cent., instead of the theoretical quantity of

96 per cent. This large difiference, which cannot be sensibly

modified by increased pressure or time of extraction, is principally

due to the imperfect disintegration of the cells by the action of the

rasp. The operation of pulping leaves a large proportion of the

vegetable cells unbroken, and therefore less capable of giving up

their jiiice under the action of the hydraulic press. The proportion
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of such, unbrokeu cells is greater in the coarser kinds of pulp, as

compared with finer pulp, which, latter contains a greater number

of disintegi-ated cells, and is; therefore, capable of yielding a larger

proportion of juice. In practice, the differences of yield from this

cause are counteracted, and the general yield of juice from the beet

root considerably increased by the expedient of mixing water -with

the pulp in the process of rasping. The addition of water to the

pulp effects a partial extraction of the sugar from the unbroken

cells, by the action of endosmosis and oxosmosis, and the increased

yield of sugar obtained by these means from the beet root pulp

affords an ample compensation for the expenses of evaporating the

additional quantity of water which is in this manner mixed with

the natm-al juice of the root. The yield of juice can be increased

to about 87 per cent, by the addition of a quantity of water, which

amounts to 15 or 20 per cent, of the original juice. The process of

beet root extraction by means of the rasp and hydraulic press has

been veiy well described in all its details in a recently published

work on the manufacture of beet root sugar in England and

Ireland, by Mr. W Crookes, F.E.S.

For the extraction of sugar-cane, the application of mechanical

pressure has been almost exclusively confined to one form of appa-

ratus, viz., the well known roller mill. The numerous imperfec-

tions of this class of machinery have been recognised for a long

time past, and many changes of construction have been suggested,

tried, and abandoned, without departing, however, from the general

principle of extraction by means of mechanical force. One of the

most ingenious and promising attempts in that direction was the

sugar cane press, invented by Mr. Henry Bessemer, in 1849. The

history of that invention, or, at least, that of its early trials, is

prominently recorded in the annals of the Society of Arts ; it is not

necessary, therefore, to dwell upon its details at present. It will

be sufficient to say that Mr. Bessemer, very con-ectly recognising

the defects inherent to the action of the roller mill, intended to

replace this machine by a hydraulic press, worked direct from the

crank of a steam engine. Mr. Bessemer's cane press has not,

however, established itself in practice, and has left the sugar mill
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intact, and with nearly all its defects nncliangcd, although these

defects have siace been more generally recognised, ia consequence

of the clearness and precision with which they were pointed out

by 3Ir. Bessemer in his often quoted specification. Mr. Bessemer

says :

—

"In order to extract the juice from a cane by means of a rolling

mill, it is ob-^-ious that the rollers must be set sufiiciently close to

giro a very tight pinch ; but the rollers must not be too close,

otherwise the cane trash is so lacerated and broken as greatly to

lessen the value of the waste or megass for fuel ; besides which,

the too hard pressing of the cane extracts certain other matters

therein contained which are found to be highly prejudicial to the

saccharine juice. It is therefore clear that, to produce the best

effect, the rollers should be set at a certain ascertaiucd distance

apart, which distance ought of course to depend upon the thickness

of the cane
;

for, suppose two rollers are placed so as to produce

the best effect on a cane of one inch and a half in diameter, and
that in the course of work two canes pass through together, one of

which is an inch thick and the other two inches, it must follow

that both must be done imperfectly, since their respective bulks
are as four to one, the small one being only partly pressed, and a

small portion of the saccharine juice extracted, while by the

larger one a larger amount of saccharine juice will be expressed,

but mixed up with much of the foreign and injurious matters

before referred to. This defect is common to aU and every of

the mills in use, and is totally irrespective of the number and
position of the rollers. Further, when a cane is passing between
a pair of rollers, the pressure at any one time does not extend to

more than two or three inches of its length, and the extreme pinch

is exerted on a mere line only, where the rollers approach nearest

together, the pressure gradually decreasing on each side of the

centre of pressure. Now, when rollers of two feet diameter arc

making ten revolutions per minute, then- surfaces, and consequently

anything passing between them, must be moving at a rate exceed-

ing one foot per second
;
therefore, if we assume that the effective

pressure upon a cane amounts to three lineal inches at one time, it
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is clear that one quarter of a second only is allowed for expressing

the juice from each portion of the cane under operation, a period

wholly inadequate to effect the thorough displacement of the fluid

from the congeries of cells in which it is contained. Neither can

this evil be remedied by any alteration of position or arrangement
of the rollers.

"Another most serious defect of the roller mill is the extra-

ordinaiy facility it affords for the re-absorption of the juice after

it has once been expressed. The cane, it is well known, consists

of an outer rind enveloping a spongy cellular mass, which contains

the sacohaiine juice. The spongy mass possesses a considerable

amount of elasticity, when deprived of the juice, and as the cane

emerges from its momentary pressure between the rollers, this

elasticity causes the eane to expand in the same way as sponge

does when relieved from pressure ; then it re-absorbs the juice

which is following in contact with it among the rollers, and thereby

not only wastes the juice, but leaves the refuse cane so saturated

with it, that it is found necessary to spread the cane trash in the

mill yard to be dried by the sun before it can be used for fuel. I

have before stated that the pressure on the cane while passing

between the rollers of a mill will always be in proportion to the

relative ttiickness or diameter of the cane, and the amount of space

between the rollers ; but the amount of pressure exerted upon the

different parts of the cane is far from equal, since the rind and
knots are more hard and woody than the rest of the cane, and
therefore subjected to a much heavier in-cssure than the intemediate
parts, which are composed chiefly of soft cellular matter and juice;

and thus it is, that so much grccu wax, chlorofile, and other

objectionable matters are expressed from the knots and rind, which
should, if possible, have escaped pressure altogether. Their
superior hardness and solidity cause the rollers to exert a far

greater pressure upon them, by which the injurious matters before

referred to are expressed, the juice gi-eatly contaminated, and the

power of the mill absorbed. This defect is common to all roller

mills however the rollers may be varied in number or position.

" Lastly, the action of the rollers upon the canes, when great or
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repeated pressure is exerted upon them, tends to lacerate them to

a considerable extent, causing thereby many of the larger frag-

ments to fall into the juice, and forcing out and mixing with it

innumerable small pieces of the delicate cellular tissues, of -which

the structure of the cane is chiefly composed, the mixture of -vrhich

with the juice greatly increases its tendency to fermentation, and

impedes the process of defecation."

Of all these numerous defects pointed out by Mr. Bessemer, now

more than twenty years ago, only one has been slightly modified in

modem constructions of sugar mills, viz , the speed of the rolls.

It is now understood that the periphery of the rolls in a well

proportioned sugar mill does not ran faster than at the rate of 18

or 20 feet per minute. Although this necessitates the employment

of proportionally larger, more powerful, and therefore also more

costly sugar mills, for the extraction of any given quantity of cane, it

must be considered as a decided step in advance, and as an improve-

ment which has actually raised the average yield of juice from the

cane by a very considerable per centage. The average yield of

juice produced by the old sugar mUls ranged from 50 to 60 per

cent., whilst the best construction of modern mills give an average

yield vaiying from 65 to 70 per cent, of juice upon the weight of

the cane. There are many eminent manufacturers of siigar mills

in this country and on the Continent who claim for their mills a

superior power of extraction, amounting to 75 per cent, of juice,

and who not only guarantee this result, but actually succeed, on

trial, in reaching this proportion. There is, however, a gi-eat and

unavoidable difference in practice between the results obtained by

a skilfully conducted trial of a few hours, and the real average of an

entire season's work, and it is at present well established by

experience that the best of these " guaranteed" mills rarely reach

the figure of 70 per cent, as the actual average yield of juice in

practical working. The maximum extraction of juice by mechani-

cal pressure, practically applied to sugar cane, realises therefore

a yield of 70 per cent, instead of the theoretical quantity of

90 per cent, actually held by the cane. There is, therefore, a

quantity of juice equal to 20 per cent, of the weight of cane left
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in the trash, or megass, and the saccharine components of this

portion of the juice arc utilised in no other 'way except as a fuel

for raising the steam in the sugar factory. *" * * *

The success of the diffusion process in the heet root factories of

Europe led to the application of the same process to the extraction

of sugar from the cane. A double diffusion battery, consisting of 20

vessels similar to those just described (as used in the extraction of

beet juice), was erected in 1867, in the factory of the Aska

Sugar Company (Limited), at Aska, Madras Presidency, in

India, under the management of Mr. F. J. V. Minchin. The

machinery for cutting the cane into thin slices has been constructed

similar to that used for beet root, only the form of hopper for

feeding was changed, to suit the nature of the cane. The Aska

factory has six cane cutting machines, each capable of cutting

about 32 tons of cane' in 24 hours on an average, and requiring

one horse power for working it. A steam engine of 12 horse

power is employed for working the whole diffusion plant. The

average quantity of cane worked up per day is 96 tons. The

diffusion vessels have a capacity of 170 cubic feet each, and require

33 minutes for filling. The average number of vessels filled every

24 hours is 40. The diffusion process works without intcnnission

day and night. The diffusion juice produced is very pure ; it has

a bright yellow colour, and gives off little scum in the clarifier.

During the best part of the season when the cane is perfectly ripe

and in good condition the diffusion juice requires no filtration

through animal charcoal, and can be passed direct into the evapo-

rators and vacuum pans, for the production of good high class

raw sugar. The density of the diffusion juice produced in Aska

ranged from 12 to 14° of Balling's sacoharometer, whilst the density

of the natural juice of the cane was from 17 to 19° of the same

scale. There was, therefore, an excess of water in the diffusion

juice which amounted to about 20 per cent. The quantities of

cane extracted in Aska in the three seasons 1868, 1869, and 1870,

were 3,300 tons, 6,739 tons, and 5,025 tons respectively, and the

juice was employed, partly for manufacturing sugar, and partly

for distilling rum. The average yield of juice (reduced to the
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original density of the natural juice of the cane) amounted, in

1868, to 84-5 per cent., in 1869, to 84 per cent., and in 1870,

to 81 '9 per cent, upon the weight of the cane; and the final

yield of saccharine products, established by the experience of

these three seasons, ranges between the following figures :

—

Green sugar (saccharine matter and salts) from the juice,

13 per cent, to 14-1 per cent, on the weight of the cane
;
yield of

crystallized sugar, 9 per cent, to 9-9 per cent, on the weight of the

cane
;
yield of saccharine matter, &c., ia molasses, &c., 4 per cent,

to 4-9 per cent, on the weight of the cane. These figures, when

compared with the best practice of colonial sugar factories, seem to

indicate that the diifusion process is capable of afibrding an incal-

culable benefit to the cultivators of sugar cane, and that the

advantage to be derived from it in colonial sugar factories are even

more important than those which it affords to modem beet root

sugar works.

In comparing the yield of juice at diffusion, taken at the figure

of 82 per cent., with the highest practical yield of sugar mUls, at 70

per cent, upon the weight of the cane, it appears that from every

lOOlbs. of cane, diffusion wiU extract 821bs. of juice, against 701bs.

of juice produced by the mill. The crop of a cane plantation will

therefore produce an increased yield of 19 per cent, when extracted

by diffusion instead of being crushed bythe mill. But the advantages

of diffusion are not confined to this. The diffusion juice being purer

than the mill juice, and requiring less purification in consequence,

yields a larger proportion of crystallizable sugar as compared with

miU juice. In this manner the production of nine or ten per

cent, of crystallized sugar upon the weight of cane is far beyond

the yield at present obtained in colonial practice. It is well

known that the central factories in general return only five per

cent, of sugar to the planter, and the most liberal return allowed

anywhere is six per cent., the factory in that case having a margin

of less than one per cent, over and above the value of molasses to

work upon. Compared with such results, the increase of yield in

dry crystallized sugar afforded by diffusion is 43 per cent.

It is weU worthy of consideration whether and to what extent
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there are disadvantages and difficulties connected with this new

process of diffusion, which may tend to counteract the advantages

of increased and superior yield. In this respect the first question

which presents itself is the increased quantity of water which

must be evaporated from the diffusion juice, and which may

amount to 15 or 20 per cent, of the natural juice extracted. This

question, reduced to figures, means that one pound of water must

be evaporated over and above the water naturally hold by the

juice for every pound of sugar which is gained by diffusion. In

practice, the evaporation of six to eight pounds of water is effected

by the combustion of one pound of coal, and it follows from this

that the additional quantity of fuel required for diffusion amounts

to about two ounces of coal for every pound of sugar gained. A
more important drawback is the fact that the value of the trash or

megass is lessened, because the sugar is extracted from it, and

cannot therefore serve as fuel. There remains, however, all the

wood fibre in the diffusion trash, which dries vei-y readily in the

open air, and can be burnt with facility upon a properly constructed

grate. The manual labour for working the diffusion battery is

vciy nearly the same as that required for working the mill. The

first cost of a diffusion battery is less than that of the mill for

equal quantities of sugar produced, hut since the question generally

presents itself in that form, viz. : to provide a plant for working wp

a certain quantity of cane, the cost of a diffusion battery is, as a

rule, somewhat greater than that of a sugar mill. The most

important difficulty to be dealt with in some localities, in introducing

the diffusion process, is the scarcity of water. The actual demand

of diffusion is one ton of water for every ton of cane extracted, but

the proper supply for working a battery should be larger than this,

and is sometimes very difficult to procure. A closer investigation

of the actual condition of the water supply of such plantations,

however, very frequently shows that the water is not in reality

scarce, but that it only requires collecting at the proper season,

and that this can be done at a comparatively small expense, when

attention is once properly directed to this subject. So far as the

past experience with the diffusion process is concerned, there is
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not, therefore, any serious drawback or disadvantage known which

could materially affect its practical advantages, or impede the

progress of its introduction in the sugar cane factories.

Mr. Eobert has, at a recent date, introduced an ingenious and

promising modification of his diffusion plant. Instead of a battery

of diffusers, he employs only one single vessel, which is open at the

top, and into which the slices are introduced at the bottom by a

central mechanical feeding apparatus. The fresh water runs in at

the top of the vessel in a continuous stream, and the slices rise

slowly and gradually from the bottom to the top of the vessel.

They give up their soluble contents until they arrive at the top of

the vessel completely extracted, and are discharged by a mechanical

rake, while the water, in its descent, becomes charged with sugar,

and is drawn off from the bottom of the vessel as concentrated

juice. Mr. Eobert has two diffusei-s of this kind at work in his

own factory, one applied to sugar manufacture, and the other for

beet root distillation, and they ai-e working with remarkable speed

and regularity. The juice produced by these vessels has an equal

density with that di-awn from the battery, and the extraction of the

beet is equally complete. For the extraction of cane, this modified

apparatus is likely to afford great advantages, on account of its

economy of space and manual labour. An experimental plant of

this description has been sent to the Plaisance estate, in Tiinidad,

belonging to Messrs. Charles Tennant, Sons, & Co., but it has not

as yet been set to work. It appears hardly doubtful that the single

vessel will succeed with cane equally well as it has done in

extracting beet root, when once the necessary experience in man-

aging the process is gained.

The above described processes for sugar extraction are equally

applicable for the manufacture of sugar and for the production of

spirits, since the saccharine juice, when extracted from the plant,

is easily fermented, and rendered fit for distilling. There are,

however, special processes for so called beet root distillation in

existence, and some of these deserve a brief notice. Dombasle,

some 50 years ago, attempted to extract beet root sHces by means

of hot water, but he obtained a juice which was unfit for the
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manufacture of sugar, ou account of the large quantity of pectin

which is extracted from beet at a high temperature. The juice

was suitable, however, for distilling, and this so called hot macera-

tion has found favour in beet root distilleries. It has been improved

by Champonnois, who employed the hot water from the still,

instead of pure water, for maceration. The pui-pose of this is first,

the utilization of the heat in the spent wash, and also the preserva-

tion of the nitrogenous matter within the cells. The wash from

the beet root still is charged with all the soluble nitrogenous matter

first extracted from the beet, and according to the laws of diffusion,

such wash is incapable of extracting any more of these substances

from the cells, whenever it has an-ivcd at a similar per centage of

such matters as exist within the cells of the plant. By those means

all loss of valuable feeding substance from the beet is avoided, and

the extracted slices contain a maximum[of nitrogenous food. Another

special process of beet root distilling is that invented by M. Leplay,

and which is now being tried on a large scale at Buscot park, in

Berkshire, by Mr. Eobert Campbell. The Leplay system consists

in fermenting the juice within the cells of the plant, without

previous extraction. This is effected by cutting the beet root into

slices, and immersing it into a fermenting liquid, which induces

fermentation within the cells of the plant. The beet slices are

thereby charged with alcohol instead of sugar, and the extraction

of the spii-it takes place by bringing the slices bodily into a specially

constructed still, which consists of a cylindrical vessel, fitted with

a series of perforated trays, upon which the fermented slices are

spread. Heat is applied from the bottom, and the rising vapours, in

gradually ascending from tray to tray, become rectified to a certain

extent, and are finally drawn off as raw spiiits. The distilled slices

serve for feeding cattle, like all other residue of beet root extrac-

tion.

In concluding this paper, it will not be cut of place to approach,

in a few words, the important question of competition between

beet root and cane. The manufacture of beet root sugar cannot

exist without the simultaneous and proportionately extensive

production of meat. The manner in which these two branches of
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agricultural industry are connected and the conditions under wMch
ttey are capable of a commercially successful application in this

country, has been fuUy described ia the publications of Dr.

Augustus Voelcker, F.R.S., of Mr. Arnold Baruchson, and ia the

report on Belgian sugar industry, made in 1863 and 1865, by Mr.

Barron, then H.M. Secretary of Legation at Brussels. Within, the

limits of the existing demand and capability for producing meat

in any beet root growing coimtry, the scale turns in favour of beet

root and against the cane
;
beyond these limits, however—and

there is a vast field for sugar production outside of these limits

—

the sugar cane stUl remains the principal and most important raw

material for the production of sugar, and so it will continue, in all

probability, for an indefinite time.

MESSRS. BOIYIJT & LOISEATJ'S

SUCRATE OF HYDRO-CARBONATE OF LIME PROCESS.

A coEKESPOiTDEifT in New Orleans enquires whether the sucrate of

hydro-carbonate of lime process has yet been carried out in the

purification of cane juice in any of the colonies. In reply, we
have not heard that such has been the case. Our correspondent

will see in another part of our present issue, that sucrate of lime

manufactured in Martinique has been purified in France to the

extent of about fifty tons ; and we learn from La Sucrerie Indigene,

of the 5th ult., that the sucrate of hydro-carbonate of lime process

has during the last season been practised in two sugar factories in

France, and that the process has been in both conducted in the

following manner :

—

The juice proceeding from the rasping miU flows into a cistern

provided with a mechanical agitator. Into this, syrup fr-om the

triple effet runs, until the solution contains 170 grammes of sugar

per litre ; then lime is added, in the proportion of 20 parts of lime

to 100 of sugar. The mixture is then agitated for 10 or 15

minutes, until it becomes homogeneous, and the combination
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of the lime with the sugar complete. Then is begun the Latro-

duction of the carbonic acid, slowly at first, because of the

froth which is produced, but gradually increasing the quantity.

The pipe through which the carbonic acid flows is so formed as

to distribute the cun-ent of gas equally through the whole mass.

The operator may tell when the sucrate of hydro-carbonate is

formed, when the masse becomes sufficiently sticky for the current

of gas to throw aigrettes 30 or 40 centimetres above the surface of

the liquid. It is important to seize this point because it only lasts

some instants.

To form sucrate of hydro-carbonate of lime the temperature

should not be above 90° Taht., the best adapted for it is from about

60° to 68° Eaht. : it is therefore needful to cool the gas and the

syrups to this temperatiu-e.

The purifying re-agent, i.e., the sucrate of hydro-carbonate of

lime, being formed, it is mixed with the juice flowing from the

rasping miU, and the whole sent into the boiling copper, which is

in fact only a kind of ciiite en grains. The boiler is completely

closed, and communicates with the exterior air by means of a valve,

which can only bo raised by a pressure corresponding to a tempera-

ture of 105 c. (221° Faht.)

Under the influence of this temperature the masse is decom-

posed into hydro-carbonate of liiae and into sucrate ; the hydro-

carbonate of lime forms some insoluble combinations with the

impurities contained in the juice, and a considerable amount of

ammonia is disengaged by means of the valve of the tube which

conducts the vapours outside. It is possible to coUeet these vapours

and form cheaply a considerable quantity of amnioniacal salts.

The sucrate becomes again soluble sugar, and re-enters into solu-

tion. The operation is considered finished when the disengagement

of ammonia ceases.

The sucrate of hydro-carbonate of lime is mixed with the juice

in such proportion that when it leaves the copper, 100 c.c. of juice

require 3-5 c.c. of noi-mal sulphuric acid to make it perfectly

neutral, thus it is needful to use 20 hectolitres of sucrate of

hydro-carbonate of lime for 45 hectolitres of juice.
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Prom the boiling apparatus both juice and deposit are put into

filter presses placed below ; these filter presses are not provided

with perforated metal plates ; the pressure is only exercised by

means of a column, of liquid, of which the height is equal to the

difference between the level of the liquids in the copper and the

filter press. At aU events, the semi-fluid matter is separated

—

1st, into a deposit; 2nd, into a juice.

. 1st.—The deposit lightly pressed is taken into a diluter, -where

it is submitted to the action of a rolling mill with a stream of water

in such a manner as to form it into a semi-fluid paste, which is again

passed through the filter presses. The washing water which comes

from these filters goes to the rasping mUI. The quantity of water

employed in diluting the 1st deposit is such, that it is suffi-

cient for the supply of the rasping mill. This water is highly

charged with lime as may hi supposed. The pulp also has a green

colour characteristic of the presence of lime. Messrs. Boivin &
Loiseau state that the deposit may be washed and pressed several

times without any fear of dissolving the organic matters, and thus

all the juice it contains be saved.

2nd.—Tlie juice is sent to the saturating coppers, and there

saturation is pushed to the extreme ; then it is boiled, to decompose

the bi-carbonate and make the juice quite neutral.

According to the inventors of the process, the juice may be

filtered, evaporated, reflltered and boiled without any fear of the

least touch of fermentation
; whilst at a temperature of 221° Faht.

all the nitrogenous matters are decomposed, as is proved by the

disengagement of the ammonia.

THE IMPOETANCE OF POTASH IN AGEICULTUEE.

By Db. "W. 0. Am-ATEE.

If we take a plant, or any part of a plant, and bum it, there

remains what we call the ash ; and if we analyze the ash, we find

that it invariably contains certain ingredients—potash, soda, lime.
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magnesia, oxide of iron, sulphuric acid, phosphoric acid, silica, and

chlorine.

There are also other elements—carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, and

nitrogen—that are always present in the plant, not in the ash ; but

their relations to the soil are of a different nature, and we leave

them out of account here.

Each of these ingredients is indispensable to the growth of the

plant—soda and chlorine perhaps excepted. Even if one of them,

though not absent entirely from the soU, is present in too small

quantities, the plant will be stunted and often diseased. A large

crop is impossible without the presence in the soil of all the elements

of the food of the plant. Different plants contain these ingredients

in different proportions. Grains—wheat, rye, barley, &c.—contain

nearly as much phosphoric acid as potash. Maize, however, requires

three times as much of the latter as the former
;
hay, potatoes, and

turnips, four times as much
;
hops five times as much ; and tobacco

nearly seven times as much potash as phosphoric acid. A hundred

weight of potatoes, with the stalks belonging thereto, contain only

half a pound of potash, and a fifth of a pound of phosphoric acid

;

a hundred weight of wheat, two and a half pounds of the former

and one and a half of the latter ; while the same amount of tobacco

leaf, with its lugs and stalk, contains fourteen pounds of potash

and about two of phosphoric acid.

These substances must come from the soil, and when the crop is

removed, the soU is of course left poor, and if these materials be not

returned by nature or the hand of man, the soil wiU become by

degrees exhausted.

The natural recuperation from decay of rocks, &c., is at best

uncertain, and in general, unless cropped land be manured, it will

become gradually, but surely, exhausted, though it may be decades

before the lack makes itself felt, as in the case of our prairie lands.

Of the mineral food of the plant, the potash and the phosphoric

acid are apt to be present—indeed, are almost ^vitllOut exception

present—in very small quantities, while the demand for them on

the part of most plants is quite large ; hence they are soonest used

up. AYe know that in general the plant cannot extract all the
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potash or lime from tte soil. It will often grow sickly, diseased

and weak, while many times the amount necessaiy to its support is

present in the region of the roots.

But now suppose that the land is manured, say with fannyard

manure, or with guano, supei-phosphate, &c. This is generally

sufficient with ordinary crops, since the manure has in its mineral

elements a composition corresponding somewhat closely to that of

the crop. This is true of wheat, maize, potatoes, grass, &c. But

as we hare pointed out, there are crops that ai'e one-sided, so to

speak, in their requirement of food material. A fair ordinaiy

manuring will supply their wants with the exception of perhaps

one material. In the tobacco leaf, a fourth of the whole weight of

the leaf is ash, and one-fourth of this is potash.

I give here a little table that I have di-awn, showing how many

pounds of the more important mineral elements are taken from the

soil by different crops, and how much of the same is returned by

the application of different manures.

These figures represent the average results of hundi-eds of care-

fully conducted investigations, some by Americans, some done in

England, others in Prance, but mostly in Germany :

Lts. Mag- Lbs. Phos.

Potash. nesia. Lime Acid.

There are taken from the soil ly a crop of

AVheat—25 bushels ; 35 cwt. Straw .

.

35 9 15 24

Tobacco—20 cwt. leaf, 2 cwt. lugs, 30
37280 11 380

Thm-e are given to the soil hy manuring with

Farmyard manure, 1 ton, mixed, moder- m 14H
2 1 10*

Three loads of farmyard manure make up the want in potash,

magnesia, and lime of a 25 bushel wheat crop, and if we add a

hundredweight of good guano thereto, wc fill out the demand in

8
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phosphoric acid. Not so with tobacco, however. "WTicn you have

put on enough of dung or giiano, or both to make up the phosphoric

acid supply, for a crop of say a ton of leaf, you have still a

couple of hundred pounds of potash unpro\-ided for, which the

compost heap or a special potash fertilizer must provide on the soil.

A similar statement might be made as to magnesia and lime, though

they are generally more plentiful in the soil. I speak here of

Peru^ian guano, because that is about the only artificial fertilizer

common in the market that contains potash. Supei-phosphatc and

bone dust contain generally only traces. There are special "tobacco

fertilizers" sold, whose special merit for tobacco culture consists

in their amount of potash. A most excellent idea, provided there

is enough potash therein to be of a great deal of service.

When the crop is removed from the soil, certain amounts of

mineral substances are removed with it, and the average amount is

such as stated above, though the figures in individual cases may
vary. The only question is as to the natural recuperation of the

soil, and practical experience proves that this source is not sufii-

cient to keep up the strength of the soil with ordinary crops, much
less with such exhaustive ones as hops, flax, grapes, and tobacco.

The German farmers know, by sad and costly experience, that

when they wiU have a crop they must advance the material.

Their soil has reached the point towards which ours in America is

tending. I should like to give some of the results of potash man-

uring in Germany, but have not the space. Sufiicc it to say that

it sometimes fails, and that it is often productive of most excellent

results, and that in by far the majority of cases its influence

on tobacco, hops, turnips, potatoes, and grapes has been excellent,

often remarkable. The cost of first quality of sulphate of potash,

containing about 50 per cent, of potash (probably the best form

for our use at home), including freight from Staasfurt to Ham-

burgh, whence it could be shipped to America, is some 84 dollars

per ton, gold.

Tobacco is at best an exhaustive thing for both land and user.

Some can use it, however, without apparent injury. Others are

ruined thereby. The same is more or less true of soils. It would
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imdoubtctUy be both better for land and man if the seed were

unknown. But we have it, and are injured by it, and it is well to

find a preventive or a cure for exhausted fields, if possible. TSTiat

that shall be depends upon the circumstances of a given case. It

may be potash ; it may be potash with other plant food. And it is

a question too to be decided by experiment. iSo one can take a

diagnosis of a field and tell aU its iUs and wants therefrom. But

there is this great fact : tobacco takes immense quantities of potash,

magnesia, and Hme, and a good deal of phosphoric acid from the

soil. Magnesia and lime are apt to be present in lai'ger, and

potash and phosphoric acid in very small quantities. The theo-

retical conclusion is evident. In thousands of cases in Europe,

and many in America, this theory has been substantiated by

experience. Many farmers here know that they could better

dispense with potatoes from their table than potash from their soil.

Some soUs abound in silicates so readily decomposable, that in

every one or two years as much silicate becomes soluble and fitted

for assimilation as is required by the leaves and straw of a crop.

In Hungaiy, extensive districts are not uncommon where wheat

and tobacco have been grown alternately upon the same soil for

centuries, the land never receiving back any of those mineral ele-

ments which were withdrawn in the grain and the straw. On the

other hand, there are fields in which the necessai-y amount of soluble

silicate of potash for a single crop of wheat is not separated from

the insoluble masses in the soil in less than two, three, or even

more years.

—

Agricultural Ecommid.

THE SEYFUETH PEOCESS.

A description of this process of decolorizing sugars by means of

sulphurous acid gas passed into the vacuum pan during the boiling

of the syrup, lately appeared in our pages.

Mr. H. B. Hittorf, of Bnissels, who is empowered to act for the

inventor, states that the process has been adopted in nine Belgic
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sugar factories, or refineries, and that it has extended further in

Austria, Russia, and Germany.

Ho states that the system may be adopted in any refinery -with-

out altering the machinery, and that it may bo made ready for

working in 24 hours, with only an interruption of 3 to 4 hours in

the working of the establishment.

That the apparatus for the production of the carhonic acid does

not require more space than about 8 feet in length, breadth, and

depth, that the cost is 1400 francs, (£56,) in Brussels, payable on

delivery, that the cost of setting up is small, leaden tubes only

being required.

That the patent rights are fixed for rcfijicrics at 40 francs for

every 1000 sacks of raw sugai- treated by the method for six

years
;

or, a payment at once of 200 francs for every 1000 sacks of

raw sugar refined annually.

As in the former case, payment is conditional on the refiner

being satisfied with the good results of the system, and deciding to

carry it on, for which six months are allowed, payment in advance

ia not likely to be very frequent.

As a sack of beet sugar usually contains 100 kilogrammes, say

2 cwt., a refiner working 20,000 tons of sugar annually, would

pay every year for six years, in round numbers, the sum of

£320.

OK THE MANUEACTTJEE OE SUGAE EEOM THE
SUGAR CANE, AND THE MACHINERY

EMPLOYED THEREIN.

Pabi I.

From " The British Trade Journal."

TnEKE cannot fail to be among our numerous readers in the great

sugar-producing districts of the globe a very wide circle of com-

mercial men who are directly and practically concerned in the

production and manufacture of this important article of commerce

;
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and it is with a view of fumisliiiig those of our friends who are thus

concerned with some thoroughly practical information, principally

upon the macliinery used in its manufacture, and incidentally upon

the various other points connected with its production, that we

purpose giving a series of papers under the ahove title, which we

shall continue from month to month, until the subject is exhausted.

Sugar is an article of great and increasing importance. In

England, especially, has its use increased with wonderful rapidity.

Not only are we the largest consumers of sugar in the

world, but our capacity for consuming it appears capable of

almost indefinite expansion. It is not merely that year

.

by year we eat more sugar because our population is

larger, but each unit of that population consumes a

larger portion. Thus, in 1840, we only consumed about 15 lbs.

of sugar per head of the population; in 1850, this 15 lbs. had

already grown into 28^ lbs. per head; by 1860, there had been a

further increase to 37 lbs. per head ; and in 1869, the consumption

had risen to the large figure of 45J lbs. per head, or three times

what it had been only thirty years before. The reduction of the

sugar duties, and the consequent decrease in the cost of sugar, may

be expected considerably to stimulate the already large demand for

it. Indeed, while the consumption of sugar in the United King-

dom during 1869 was 623,000 tons, in 1870 it had risen to 668,000

tons, or an increase of about 7 per cent. Nor is this increased use

of sugar confined to oixr own countiy. In the IJnited States the

consumption of sugar has, as nearly as possible, doubled within the

last twenty years. If, on the other hand, we look at the nations

of the continent, we find that, although doubtless sugar is increas-

ingly used by them, yet the amount they consume per head bears

but a very small proportion to the English total of 45J lbs. per

head. It has been estimated that, in 1865, France and Switzer-

land consumed not quite 15 lbs. per head; the ZoUverein, 9 lbs.;

Spain and Portugal, 6 lbs.
;

Italy, Turkey, and Greece, 5-J- lbs.

;

Sweden and Norway, 5 lbs.
;
Poland, 4 lbs.

;
Austria, 3 lbs. ; and

Russia, less than 2 lbs. per head. It need hardly be pointed out

how enormously the demand for sugar would be increased, could
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the rate of consumption in the above countries be stimulated until

it approached the rate of consumption in England or America.

Seeing then, that sugar is so largely consumed by ourselves, and

the demand for it is already increasing so rapidly in some places,

and capable of such enormous expansion in others, information

relating to its cultivation and manufacture is likely to prove

interesting, both to those at home who consume it, and to the

numerous and influcjitial class abroad who either already produce

it, or who live in countries where it may be produced to advantage,

and who are on the watch for profitable employment for their

. capital and energies.

Sugar is produced from three principal sources :—1st, the sugar

cane, which at the present time yields probably more tlian

2,000,000 tons annually; 2nd, the beet root, from which about

900,000 tons will probably be made this season; and 3rd, the

palm, which produces about 140,000 tons annually. Besides these

three principal sources from which sugar is obtained, there are

many minor ones, such as the sugar maple, and the sorgho cane
;

but the total quantity derived from these is, comparatively speaking,

so small that they do not need special notice. The only plant

which can in any sense be said to compete with the cane is the

beet root. It possesses the following advantages over the cane—
1st. It can be grown in countries where both machineiy and skilled

labour are comparatively cheap. 2nd. The machinery for manu-

facturing it and the processes to which it is submitted have both

received much more care and thought than those usually employed

in the manufacture of sugar from the cane. 3rd. Fuel is usually

abundant and cheap in those regions where it is cultivated, while

in nine cases out of ten the planter of the sugar cane is obliged to

employ his crushed cane as fuel, and thus his land is deprived of

that which ought to be returned to it as manure. 4th. TJncrystal-

lizable sugar is not an invariable constituent of beet juice, and is

never found in it in large quantities ; it is therefore able to support

long continued or intense heat and rough treatment with much less

injury than would be inflicted on cane juice by similar causes.

Against these advantages must be set tlie fact that the beet root is
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not nearly so rich in sugar as the cane, and that it yields very

much less sugar to the acre of land planted. Then, again, the

planters of the cane are obtaining a much better knowledge of

scientific cultivation than they formerly possessed, and are also

giving much more attention than formerly to the choice of suitable

machinery and the adoption of improved methods of manufacture.

Our own belief is, that when the cultivation of the cane and the

manufacture of sugar from it, are conducted with as much science

and skill as are at present employed in the culture of the beet root

and the manufacture of beet sugar, the beet root will no longer be

able to hold its owm in the markets of the world. Under the

influence of this belief we commence this series of articles, descrip-

tive of the machinery employed in the production of sugar from the

sugar cane, and the various processes to which the cane juice is

subjected in the course of manufacture, and as we are convinced

that the whole world benefits by any reduction in the cost of

producing an article of prime necessity, such as sugar, it wiU give

us real pleasure should these papers be the means of enabling any
to manufacture sugar more cheaply or to better advantage than

they have hitherto done. We intend in these papers to confine our

attention to the description of machinery and processes used in man-
ufacturing sugar from the cam. Much of the machinery and many of

the processes wiLL indeed from their nature be such as might be

employed for the production of sugar from other plants, but other

portions of the machinery and other processes of the manufacture

are applicable only to the production of cane sugar ; nor shall we
describe anything which is inapplicable to that purpose.

It may be advisable, in the first instance, to say a few words

respecting the sugar cane itself. This plant (the Arundo saccharifera

of the botanist) is a member of the family of the grasses. Its

proper home is within the tropics, nor can it be cultivated to

advantage at any considerable distance on either side of them, since

it is peculiarly sensitive to the influence of frost, the slightest

approach of which causes an alteration in the chemical constitution

of the juice, changing a portion of the crystallizable sugar present

in it into uncrystallizablo sugar, and thus rendering the processes
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of manufacture much more diiiicult, and tie article produced of

inferior quality.

Sugar appears first to liave been manufactured from the cane either

in India or in China. Both countries claim the honour of having been

the original introducers of this article; and there is but little

evidence to show which has the most right to it. It is certain,

however, that it was by Indian merchants that sugar was first

made known to Europeans. It was not at first known from what

plant it was procured, but the cane was eventually transplanted to

Palestine, where it became known to the Crusaders, who brought

it with them to Cyprus. From this island it found its way to

Sicily, where we learn that a considerable quantity of sugar was

manufactured in the twelfth century. It still continued to spread

westward, first to the south of Spain, and then to Madeira and the

Canaries. From these islands it was conveyed to Brazil and to the

"West Indies, where it appears to have been introduced in 1506.

It is doubtful whether the sugar cane is a native of the western

hemisphere. It is certain that its product, sugar, was unknown
there until introduced by the Spaniards, and also that the Spaniards

themselves brought the canes they needed to commence their

plantations from Madeira, the Canaries, and Brazil. It is often

argued that because the sugar cane will not produce fertile seed in

the "West Indies and America, that, therefore, it cannot have been

a native of those regions, though they are now the chief centres of

its cultivation. This argument, however, though plausible, is far

from conclusive ; for we iind that the seeds of other plants, such as

the banana, the bread-fruit, theHly, and the tulip become sterile, if

the plants are propagated only from the roots. Now the universal

system, wherever the cane is cultivated, has been to propagate it

from cuttings, and it is possible that this practice may have resulted

in depriving the plant of its power of bringing its seed to perfec-

tion. It seems very doubtful in fact whether at the present time

the sugar eane produces fertile seeds in any part of the world.

There are many varieties of sugar cane, such as the Creole, the

Bourbon, the Otaheitan, the pui-ple violet Java cane, the Salangore,

the China, and the ribbon cane. Each of tliese varieties has certain
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peculiarities of its own. For example, the China cane is peculiarly

hardy, bearing well both cold and drought, and being capable of

resisting the attacks of -white ants and even the teeth of jackals.

On the other hand, it is more diflcult to crush, and contains a

larger proportion of woody fibre than many of the other canes.

The Salangore cane usually yields very heavy crops, perhaps

heavier than those obtained from any other cane, but it appears to

need more time to ripen than is required by some of the other

varieties.

Thus, then, it is of great importance that the planter should

choose that kind of cane which is most suited to the particular soil

and climate found on his estate ; since the variety of cane, which

was the most likely to flourish on one estate, might be quite unsuit-

able for another. It is also essential, if more than one kind of

cane is cultivated on a plantation, not to mix together two kinds

which would ripen at different seasons.

The time required by the cane to reach maturity varies very

much, according to the climate and kiad of cane grown. In Egypt

the cane is ripe and ready to cut in from eight to nine months

after it has been planted, but there it has the advantage of con-

tinual irrigation joined to a never-clouded sun. In the "West

Indies the cane usually takes from twelve to sixteen months to ripen.

A cane may be said to be " ripe " when it has attained its fuU

development and active vegetation has ceased. When growth is

taking place at all rapidly there is always a large proportion of

uncrystaUizable sugar present, and as this impedes the manufacture

of the whole of the sugar, and renders it all much more liable

to injury by heat or other causes, the aim of the planter ought to

be to cut his canes only when they have amved at maturity.

As we have abeady remarked the cane is propagated from cut-

tings and not from seed. Attached to each "joint" of the

cane will be found a leaf and a bud. The leaf appears to be

essential to the full development of the joint to which it is

attached. If it be removed before it has performed its functions,

the joint to which it was attached wiU remain contracted and

imperfect. When the leaf has become unnecessary to the plant,
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it changes colour and dies, and may then be removed with advant-

age to the cane. These remarks will show that in "trashing"

the canes, that is, in removing superfluous leaves so as to admit

light and air to them, it is of great importance not to remove any

leaves which are not already dead. The bud above alkided to is

capable of producing a perfect plant, so that from each joint of a

cane a new plant may be propagated. It is, however, usual to use

pieces of cane containing several joints, and therefore several buds

for planting The system of planting and the spaces left between

the cane plants vary very much in different countries. In Egypt, for

example, the cane is planted in rows only some 2J feet or 3 feet apart.

The whole cane instead of a mere cutting is buried in these rows,

and each cane thus put in overlaps the one next to it. Such a

method of planting is very bad in its effects. It does not permit

each cane to develope itself as fuUy as it would otherwise do, and

it prevents the admission of the light and air, which are essential

for the production of rich sweet juice, yielding much crystaUizable

sugar and little glucose, or other substances likely to cause mischief

during manufacture. It is doubtful whether even a greater weight

of cane per acre can be grown where close planting is adopted, than

where full space is left for the development of the cane and for the

access of light and air to it. It is certain that where the latter

system is adopted a gi-eater weight of sugar per acre is obtained

than can be got under the former. In the West Indies the cane

rows arc usually spaced about 6 feet apart. The cuttings in them

are placed some 5 feet apart, so that each plant has a space of some

30 square feet for its development. This aiTangement gives suffi-

cient room to allow the plough to be run between the rows while

the canes are young, and to give ev(?ry facility for weeding. "WTiere

this system is adopted each cutting is placed in a hole prepared to

receive it, and is slightly covered with earth. As the young plant

springs up more earth is heaped around it. During the earlier

stages of its growth, care must be taken to keep down the weeds,

lest these should smother it, but after a time it will spread out so

as to shade the whole of the ground ; after which time the weeds
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give no more trouble. From each root or "stool," as it is called,

spring a number of canes—sometimes as many as twenty-five or

thirty from a single root.

The heaviest crops are obtained from " plant " canes, that is,

from young canes vrhich have not been previously cut. It is,

however, a very usual practice to allow the roots to remain in the

ground and put forth fresh shoots. At the end of twelve months

these are ready to cut. They arc smaller and more woody than

the "plant" canes, and do not yield nearly so much juice, but this

is usually sweeter, and the expenses of cultivation are considerably

less. The names, 1st ratoons, 2nd ratoons, 3rd ratoons, &c., are

given to the crops thus obtained according as they are the returns

of the first, second, or thii-d year after the cutting of the "plant

"

canes. In some very exceptional instances, ratoons are cut con-

tinuously from the same roots for twenty years in succession ; but

on the best managed AYest India estates only 1st ratoons, and

occasionally a few 2nd ratoons, are cut.

A moist, nutritive soU appears to be that best suited to the culti-

vation of the cane. It requires a large amount of moisture to

enable it to attain its full development. On the other hand, it

cannot be cut (even if it could be carted) in the midst of continuous

wet weather, as at that time the juice is thin, and contains an

unusually large amount of glucose and other injurious matters.

"Where cane crops have been grown for many years continuously

on the same soil, it wUl frequently be found that the earth has

become acid, and where this is the case it is quite certain that the

crops will decrease year by year until it is remedied. It is easy to

discover whether the soil is acid or in a proper condition by testing

it with litmus paper.

It is not our object, however, to treat on cane culture, but rather

to speak of the processes adopted for the mamifacture of sugar

from it, and we must therefore defer our remarks on the cutting of

of the cane until our next number.
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LOCUSTS IN NEW CALEDONIA.

The cultivation of the cane and the manufacture of sugar appear

to have many difficulties to contend with in New Caledonia.

Chief among the former are the locusts, and of the latter, want of

capital and want of labour. Of an invasion of locusts which
Mr. Caldwell himself witnessed, which began January, 1870, and

was still going on in March when he left the island, he gives a

very graphic account :

—

" About half-past seven in the morning the air became literally

darkened for days and days with countless myriads of winged

insects about two inches long, as close as rain in a shower,

following each other in endless succession and devouring all

verdure as they passed. I was that day at St. Louis, and from the

Mission house, raised about 50 feet above the fields below, saw
in the plain Mr. Denis's fields of eighteen acres of tall maize

nearly ready for gathering eaten tip in twenty-five minutes, nothing

being left but the hard portion of the stalk perfectly denuded, and

the midi'ibs of the leaves. They would soon have made equal

havoc amongst the canes and rice ; but the whole popula-

tion of the Mission, adult and childi-en, male and female turned

out with horns, drums, tin cases, and everything capable of

making a noise, which frequently scares them and prevents them
from alighting in any numbers. For many days, the chief part of

the labouring population was thus employed in watching, walking

up and down among the growing crops. The confusion and

disturbance is best compared to the scene a Mauritius estate

presents when there is a fire in the cane fields. Yet this is but

the first act of the tragedy. This early swarm lays eggs from

which is bom a new generation some five or six weeks afterwards,

repeating the same devastations and aided by constant accessions

from behind, for the insects keep always moving onward. And so

it goes on until the cold weather comes, or a storm drives them
into the sea when they disappear as suddenly as they came and are

seen no more for six or eight months, unless, as sometimes happens.
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their dead, bodies are vraslied ashore iu such quantities as to poison

the air with their stench. The visitation I witnessed was the fifth

in five successive years. In JToumea the streets were so thickly

covered with them that passengers in walking crushed them under

foot, and in the neighbourhood they had left miles of grass land so

utterly denuded of verdure that the cattle had to be driven else-

where to avoid staiTation. In February, 1870, they had attacked

the young plantations of canes at St. Yincont, (Tamoa) Bulupari,

and Poitoe, all of which they eat up, and had seriously damaged

many of those at Conception, St. Louis, and the Dombea, so much
so that many i)lantcrs began to get disheartened and one at least (a

Mr. G.) was about to give up any further planting till he saw
some likelihood of getting rid of them. They do not attack

cotton, coffee, or manioc ; but the first two have each their own
special enemy which is not so fatal however as the locusts."

THE SUCEATE OF LIME PEOCESS.

A Eepoet On the extraction of sugar from sucrate of lime has

lately been published in Guadaloupe and since in France.

Messrs. Emile Eosseau and Bonnatcrre after many years' study,

introduced a new method into the sugar manufacture, of which

an account will be found in. page 205, Yol. 2 of The Sugar Cane.

This system is based on the production, by the mixture of a large

amount of lime with cane juice of a solid compost which, coilid

be shipped in inexpensive packages to Europe, there to be manufac-

tured into sugar, without being injured in any degree by trans-

port.

The French Colonial Government took this process under its

protection to a certain extent, arranged with a planter in Martinique

to make a quantity of sucrate of lime, (about 50 tons,) and entered

into an agreement with a firm of sugar manufacturers near Douai

to extract the sugar from it when it arrived in France.

All the profits from the sale of the sugar iu France, deducting
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expense of manufacture and customs' duties 'were to go to the

profit of the colony. It appears from the Eeport that Messrs.

Clerc, TJrbain & Co., of Frais-Marais commenced the manufacture

on the 11th January, 1869. Two lots of sucrate of lime were to

hand, the larger the result of the Government contract, the

smaller the fruits of private enterprise. To save time and expense

the two lots •were worked together, the respective weights being

as under :

—

Kilogrammes.

1st.—Sucrato of Lime sent by the administration

of the colonies, from Mai'tinique 43,525

2nd.—Sucrate of Lime from individual manufac-

turers 6,854

Total 60,379

The process of extraction seems to have been a slow one, as it is

mentioned in the "Eeport" as being " carried out at various times,

according as the successive products crystallized," finally however

the " after products " and all were finished in July (a period of six

months), and the produce was sold by public sale in August.

The result, as given by Messrs. Clerc, TJrbain & Co., shows a profit

of about £117, or two pounds fourteen shillings per ton ;—thus

Expenses of manufacture of 43,525

kUos. of Sucrate of Lime into

Sugar, &c 13,283-19 francs.

Net product of sale 16,203-97 „

Profit 2,920-78 =£117 16 7

We do not understand from the "Eeport" that the expenses

comprise the cost of the sucrate in Martinique, but rather that they

merely include transport, expense of extracting the sugar, and

Customs duties in Trance, leaving £117 16s. 7d. to pay for the

sucrate. If so, the process cannot have proved very successful so

far, and the colony would not be much richer for the "profit"

which was intended for its benefit.
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THE SUGAR IOT)USTEY IN SWEDEN.

Br Robert Bubgee, Magdeburg.

From the Journal des Fabrieants de Sucre.

The manufacture of beet root sugar in Sweden, wbich has

only existed a short time, has made remarkable progress

within the last two years. The Swedish government protects the

industry as much as possible. As a proof of this it has provided

the necessary funds for a cert«.in number of young men to go to

Germany, to make themselves fuUy acquainted with the beet sugar

manufacture there. In addition, the Swedish sugar manufacture

win be exempt from all duties up to the 1st July, 1873 ; for the

next three years it will only pay one-fifth of the duty on imported

sugar, during the next three years two-fifths, the three following

three-fifths, then foiu'-fifths.

The import duties in Sweden for raw sugars below Ko. 18 D. S.

are 1000 Oeses per 100 kilogrammes (about 13s. per cwt.), and for

refined sugar 1400 Oeses per 100 kilogrammes (about ISs. per cwt.);

thus the indigenous manufacturer will not pay the same duties as

the German for 12 years to come, and as is well known these are only

about half of what are levied in France, Holland, and Belgium.

The lively interest taken by the Swedish government in the new

industry is a sufficiently sure guarantee that it wUl not surcharge

it when it shall have made notable progress.

The quality of the beet root, especially in the southern provinces

of Sweden, is satisfactory, and it is hoped that it will be as much

improved by careful culture as it has been in other countries.

In the central part of Sweden there is a large extent of soil rich

in humus with a sub-soE of sand mixed with good common soil, for

which nothing can be better for beet culture.

One of our friends there has found as an average of 29 polariza*

tions 13-48 per cent, of sugar in the juice, making deductions for

the salts, which were 1'92 per cent. The Swedish beet root is

shown in much less favourable conditions, according to a special

report made by Dr. Bergstrand, Professor of the Agricultural
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Institute of Stockholm. In fact, he finds on an average of 180

polarizations, observed in the course of the months of September,

October, and November, an average of only 10-77 of sugar, de-

ducting the salts -which averaged 3-46.

However, it must be remarked that of these 180 polarizations,

82 -were of juice from beet roots gi-o-wn in small gardens near

Stockholm, of which the soil, abundantly manured and used by
preference for the culture of tobacco, was unsuitable for the beet

root. Thus the salts contained in the beets grown in these con-

ditions varied between 3 and 6 per cent. Certainly M. Bergstrand

would have arrived at a more favourable average if he had not

included these last beet roots in his observations. We find in the

analyses of 31. Bergstrand-—

53 Analyses of beet roots -with a richness of from 5 to 9 per cent.

91 „ ), 9 to 12 „
36 „ „ „ 12 to 16

,,

The beet most rich in sugar was from the isle of Gothia, of a

density 19-48, deducting salts 2-23, saccharine richness 17-25 per

cent.

The consumption of sugar and syrup in Sweden was, in 1869,

21,000 tons. The five refineries of colonial sugar in that country

had manufactured nearly 15,000 tons. The importation from

Belgium and France was about 5000 tons, and the produce of the

beet root manufacture of the country 1000 tons, or thereabouts.

It may be stated that the agiiculturists of those parts of the

country suitable to the beet, have voluntai-ily engaged to cultivate

and deliver beet roots for several years at the rate of 18s. per

ton. The pulp is sold at 10s. per ton.

We may add, that manual labour is cheaper than in other

beet sugar producing countries, whilst fuel, that is to say

English coal, is sold at very nearly the same price as in Gei-many.

We may then believe that the culture of beet root sugar in

Sweden may be carried on even more profitably than in England,

Italy, or the United States.

A few years back there was only one sugar factory in Sweden,

but during the last campaign six have been in full work, and
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new factories are projected for next season. In fact, men of enter-

prise are hastening to profit by the present exemption from duty

and the reduced duties which will be collected in the future.

It appears that ia Sweden the soil suitable for culture of the

beet root is of great extent, as there is a sugar factory near

Stockholm and another near Malmoe, the distance between the

two localities being as gi-eat as that between Paris and Bordeaux.

THE PEODUCTION OF SUGAR IN THE UNITED
STATES.

PEOJI AN AKIICLE ON THE PpODtTCIION OF BEET SUGAE AS AN AGRI-

CTTLTUKAI, ENTEEPEISE IN MASSACHTJSETTS.

Br Peof. Chaeles A. Goessiiann, Ph.D.

Among the vaiious saccharine substances, which chemistry at

present recognizes, are three of particular interest to the agricul-

turist, namely, milk sugar, grape sugar, and cane sugar. Milk

sugar, which causes the sweetness of milk, is exclusively confined

to this peculiar animal secretion, and constitutes in that of different

animals from 3 to 9 per cent. Its application in an isolated form

is quite limited, and its manufacture carried on mainly by the

mountaineers of the Swiss Alps.

Grape sugar, or glucose, which gives sweetness to the grape, ia

the most widely distributed of all saccharine substances. Most of

our cultivated fruits derive from it, at least in part, their sweet

taste.

It is the only one among the sugars previously enumerated,

which we arc able to produce by artificial means ; its commercial

importance, on account of its use for the production of alcohol and

alcoholic liquors, as wine, beer, &c., and of syrups, is daily in-

creasing. As our cheaper grains furnish the material, starch, from

which grape sugar is mainly manufactured, its increasing production

sensibly affects ou^r home consumption of com.

Cane sugar, which receives its name from its priutipal source,

I
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the sugar cane, is the kind -n-liieli we commonly employ for house-

hold purposes, and is consumed in enormous quantities ; while the

number of plants which furnish it is quite limited. The sugar

cane, a few species of palm, the sugar maple, the sorghum cane,

and the sugar heet, are the plants which are turned to account for

its manufacture. M. D. Bureau, in a report on the "World's

Exhibition of 1867, mentions that of the whole amount of sugar

which has recently entered the various markets, 66-47 per cent, is

produced from the sugar cane, 27-87 per cent, from the sugar beet,

4-29 per cent, from the palms, and 1-24 per cent, from the sugar

maple. The same authority states that the whole amount of sugar

sold in 1867, in the principal markets, was 5,140 million pounds,

besides eighteen million gallons of sorghum molasses.* The con-

sumption of sugar is steadily increasing among civilized nations

:

in France it has more than doubled within the last thii-ty years
;

in England it has doubled within the last fifteen years, whilst in

Germany its consumption has increased threefold within the same
period of time. Numerical statements like those of Bureau, respect-

ing the total production, are therefore not surprising ; in fact, if we
should allow to the whole population of Europe the same liberal

supply of sugar required by the citizens of the United States (30

pounds per head), the total amount stated would scarcely suffice to

meet one half the demand. More than nine hundred million pounds
of various grades of sugar, besides from fifty to sixty million

gallons of spnip and molasses from sugar cane and sorghum, have

been annually consumed of late, representing a value of nearly one

hundred million doUars, of which about seven-tenths arc first cost,

and three-tenths government taxation.

SOirU EESOUECES.

The sugar produced in the United States is far less than the

amount consumed, leaving a heu^T- balance for importation. The
production of sugar cane in Louisiana and Texas it appears from

• Th.0 home consumption, particularly in the East Indies, is apparently

hot estimated, for the home consumption of cane sugar obtained from palms
is set down as 90,000 tons. (See Hunt's Commercial Kcview, Vol. 39, Isov.

1838, No. 5.)
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reports of Champonnois and others, nercr exceeded four hundi'cd

and fifty thousand hogsheads, besides twenty tho*isand gallons of

molasses ; the maple sugar production may have reached in favor-

able years from twenty to twenty-five million pounds ; the sorghum

plant has thus far yielded, with but few exceptions, only molasses,*

whilst the cultivation of the sugar beet for the manufacture of

sugar has just begun to attract attention as worthy a more thorough

trial in various parts of the couutry.f In presenting the above

figures concerning our home production, I have chosen, as far as

the sugar cane cultivation is concerned, the results of 1861, the

most favorable year on record. Glancing over the early history of

the sugar cane iu Louisiana, we find that the large production of

sugar, conceded to her above, proves to be based on an exception-

ally lai'ge crop, and gives by no means a correct idea of her past

contribution to our home product. The sugar cane was first intro-

duced into Louisiana in 1751 ; JI. Dcbreuil established the first

plantation iu 1758; from 1828 to 1843, its average produce per

year has been about 82,000 hogsheads (90,000,000 pounds) of

sugar, besides five to six miUion gallons of molasses ; from 1844 to

1857, its annual produce averages two hundred and forty-one

thousand and eight hundi-ed hogsheads (each 1,100 lbs.), or 265

million poimds of sugai-, with about sixteen million gallons of

molasses ; ia 1854, there were one thousand four liundi-ed and

eighty-one plantations under cultivation ; whilst in 1857, but one

thousand two hundi-ed and ninety-nine plantations are reported.

The last report (1869) of the National Agricultui-al Department

at 'Washington, D.C, states on the authority of M. Bouchereau,

that one acre yielded dui-ing the past year 1350 pounds of sugar,

worth ten cents per pound, besides seventy gallons of molasses,

worth sixty cents per gallon ; and that improved lands fit for

* Mr. B. Moore, of Bloomington, HI., and others, have produced a large

quantity of crystallized sorghum cane sugar.

t The fii-st attempt to produce beet sugar within the United States is

credited to Davii Lee Child, of Noi-thampton, Mass., who made nhout 1,300
lbs. of sugar in 1838.
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sugar cane cultivation might be bought for from 25 dollars to 40

dollars per acre.

While the sugar planters of Louisiana, a few years before the

late war, thus apparently struggled to hold their slowly gained

ground, we cannot help being struck by the prominent position which

the sugar cane cultivation acquired during the same period of time

in the neighbouring island of Cuba, which furnished for exportation

from eleven to twelve hundred millions of pounds, about one third

of all the sugar that enters the markets of the United States and

Europe. Unfavorable legislation with us is frequently cited as a

cause of the results in Louisiana. Unsettled conditions regarding

leading principles of political economy, no doubt, act most seriously

on industrial entei-prises, which require time for their healthy

development ; how much such influence niay have interfered here,

I do not propose to discuss, but shall confine myself to the exposi-

tion of a cause which has much to do with the past results of the

Louisiana sugar cane cultivation. A close examination of the

statistics of the annual production of sugar in Louisiana, for

over forty years past, leaves scarcely a doubt about the fact, that

unfavorable climatic influences—as early frosts, and the consequent

serious limitation of the harvesting season—must have interfered

with the most profitable cultivation of the crop.

The fluctuations in the annual produce of sugar during succes-

sive years are so large and of so frequent occurrence, that any

other assumption can scarcely account for it. Thus we have

In 1834 . . 100,000 hogsheads. In 1846 . . 140,000 hogsheads.

1835,, 30,000 „ 1851 .. 236,000

1838 ., 70,000 „ 1853 .. 439,976

1839 ., 115,000 „ 1856.. 73,976

1843 . . 100,000 „ 1860 . . 228,758

1844 . . 200,000 „ 1861 , , 459,410

To rely on the production of one crop exclusively without abun-

dance of ready capital is hazardous, even in exceptional cases,

where the special character of the soil and of the climate, or the

peculiar condition of the markets seem to secure a monopoly, for

these conditions are at the present time, in the majority of cases
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but temporary. Wherever large gains are to be secured, competi-

tion will sooner or later enter the field. The cane sugar industry

of Louisiana, judging from past experience, cannot stand in

unrestricted competition -with that of the islands of the "West

Indies; but a judicious rotation of crops, and the introduction of

other sound principles of modem fanning, may produce better

results in the future.*

Our production of maple sugar is of little consequence as far as

available quantity is concerned, and stUl less reliable in regard to

its annual yield; since an early spring with warm nights may
reduce it to a mere trifle. An increase of maple sugar production

is scarcely to be expected, and its chances are daily diminishing.

Many of our barren, rocky hillsides might furnish suitable grounds

for maple groves, yet.before broad-leafed trees wiU flourish, it is

probably necessary that the exhausted elements of fertility be

restored by the growth of one or more generations of pines.

Our production of the sorghum plant, although spreading steadily

in some portions of the country, has not yet received that attention

in those localities which, on account of a warm and long season,

are particularly qualified to reap the full benefit of its cultivation.

In a paper presented to the New York State Agrieiiltural Society

at their annual meeting in 1861, and printed in their annual report

of that year, I stated the results of a chemical investigation carried

out by me in 1857, concerning the fitness of the sorghum cane for

the manufacture of sugar and of superior syrups. These statements

have been confirmed, as far as its yield of a good quality of syrup

is concerned ; but the manufacture of sugar has not been tried to

any extent, although there is no substantial reason why within

* The production of sugar from one acre of sugar cane differs widely and

may be greatly increased by the adoption of rational modes of cultivation.

Upon Eeunion 1,056 pounds of siigar are stated to be the annual results per

acre, •wMle upon Java 4,045 pounds are raised upon the same area. The
great success upon Java is ascribed to the adherence to a judicious system of

rotation, but one-fifth of the lands under cultivation being planted at one

time with sugar cane, the cane changing its place every two years, and the

weeds upon the land being frequently burned to destroy parasites, &o.
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some of the Southern States, -with their favourahle climate, a part

of its sugar might not bo advantageously secured in crystals. A
proper defecation of the sorghum juice before its concentration

would doubtless accomplish that result. In making these state-

ments here, I do not intend to assert that most of our Northern,

and particularly our North Western States can profitably engage

in the production of sorghum sugar. Localities liable to early

frost and short seasons had better confine themselves, if at all

engaged in sorghum cultivation, to the manufacture of syrups, for

unripe cane is entirely unfit for the manufacture of crystallized

sugar. The Middle and some of the Southern States have appar-

ently not sufiiciently appreciated the value of this crop. Associa-

tions between neighbouring farmers for the purpose of supporting

one cane miU in common, no doubt, would reap handsome profits.

Quick working of the ripe cane is essential to success, for there is

no practical way as yet proposed by which the sorghum cane may
be preserved imchanged after it has attained its ripeness.

In view of these present conditions and future prospects of existing

home resources of one of oxir most important articles for daily com-

fort, we must regai-d it as peculiai-ly proper that public attention

is turning more and more seriously towards the question whether

with iatelligent management, the production of beet-sugar as an

industrial enterprise, can be profitably undertaken in Massachusetts,

as it has been in many countries of Europe. Having witnessed

personally, the working of the sugar cane upon the island of Cuba

and in Louisiana, and being also somewhat acquainted with the

beet sugar industry of Europe, and the treatment of sugar solutions

for refining purposes. I do not hesitate to state that the sugar

beet as a mere sugar producing plant is inferior to sugar cane

;

in fact if it were possible to cultivate advantageously the sugar

beet alongside of the sugar cane bestowing at the same time equal

care on the cultivation of both plants, and on the treatment of

their juices, they could be scarcely considered rivals. Yet, to day,

the beet sugar manufacture is looked upon in Europe by agricul-

turists and by sugar manufacturers as a decided success. England,

even with her great facilities for importation, and her favourable
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commercial relations with cane sugar producing countries, is has-

tening of late to add the beet sugar manufacture to its home

industry. English agriculturists have had for years occasion to

notice the liighly prosperous condition of the farms in beet sugar

producing countries of Germany, France, and elsewhere ; while

English capitalists begin to believe in the sound formation of the

new business, when they notice the steady increase of beet sugar

importation into England, amounting in the year 1867 to a value

of £1,600,000.

THE USE OF BISULPHITE OF LIME IN THE
DEFECATION OF CANE JUICE.

We continue to have enquiries as to the value of bisulphite of

lime as a defecator of cane juice, and respecting the best method of

applying it. As regards its value, we have pleasure in extracting

the following letter from the Journal of the Agricultural Society of

New South Wales :—

Haton Vale Plantation, Mwrylorouffh.
To THE Ebitoe,

SlE,

In the November issue of your Journal I see an article

headed " Sugar Difficulties," and commenting upon the condition

in which the sugar made by the Colonial Sugar Company reached

Sydney.

I infer from what I read that the sugar left the mill in a dry

fonn, and became semi-fluid on exposure to salt or damp air, and

you attribute this condition to the wetness of the season, and the

consequent injury done to the cane. I am induced to notice the

paper because I believe that the judicious use of bisulphite of

lime would have neutralized all acids in the cane and have

procured a yield of bright crystals which would have resisted the

influence of any change of temperature to which it would com-
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monly have been exposed. I do not think that the power of

bisulphite of lime is generally known ; I used it on several

occasions in the miU under my control, on canes that had suffered

severely from excessive wet. In one instance, the cane had been

ten days under water ; in another, it had been cut and lain nine

days exposed to the sun before crushing, on its way from the farm

where it was grown, to the mill
;
but, in both instances, and many

others less marked, excellent white sugar was made which sold

readUy at £40 per ton.

I used half a pint of bisulphite of lime (in addition to the

ordinary temper) and mixed it with the juice as it was expressed, no

other chemical of any kind was used, and I am convinced of its

uncommon efficacy in converting ill grown and damaged cane into

pure sugar. I shall watch with much interest the future progress

of the Company's works, and should be much gratified to find that

the bisulphite of lime had been successfully used.

I am. Sir,

Your obedient Servant,

D. W. ARMSTEONG,
Manages.

Respecting the best method of applying the bisulphite of lime,

opinions differ as they do about almost every method of claiification

and defecation. Dr. Shier, as we may remind our readers, recom-

mends that one per cent., or less in some cases, of a solution of

bisulphite of lime be added to the juice immediately after expres-

sion, the juice allowed to boU a few minutes, when a mixture of

cream of lime and clay batter should be added and the boiling

continued five or ten minutes longer, the scum being beaten down

meanwhile. The juice then to be run into subsiding vessels when
after subsidence and filtration through bag filters, it is ready

for concentration. As regards mixing the bisulphite with the

juice just as it comes from the mUl, Mr. Armstrong seems to have

followed Dr. Shicr's method. But there is equal authority for

recommending the tempering with lime to be done first. Milk of

lime having been mixed with the new juice imtil slightly alkaline.
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sufficient bisulphite of lime is then added to neutralize it and heat

applied as in the usual mode of defecation when the scum rises to

the surface and is skimmed off, if not all removed hag filters -vrill

separate it. Practical experiment only will prove which method

is the better.

It will be well worth the while of those who have not yet used this

chemical to give it a trial, as no additional apparatus is required

and the cost of the bisulphite in England is only about 10s. per

cwt.

THE DEAWBACK ON FEENCH EEFINED.

It is generally believed in this country, by those conversant

with the subject, that the French refiners enjoy a considerable

bounty on the loaf sugar they export, in consequence of the way in

which the terms of the Convention of 1864 have been carried out,

(or evaded) by the French Government
;
indeed, there can be no

question but that they possess some advantages which enable them

to compete successfully with the English refiner. As the -time

approaches when France is bound to assimilate her duties

and drawbacks to those of the other three contracting powers,

some of the terms of the convention have been freely dis-

cussed by several journals, French and English. La Sucrerie

Indigene, of April 20th, replies at length to a London cotemporary

who has attacked France and her refiners, though evidently with

an ulterior object, as the French journalist is quick to perceive.

As it may be interesting to see what can be said on behalf of the

French refiners, we render freely the greater part of the article in

question :

—

" In its issue of the 1st of April, The Produce Markets Heview,

takes us to task for what we wrote in a late number On Treaties
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of Commerce in general, and the International Convention in par-

ticular. Then he gives us another lesson on Article 13 trampled

under foot hy France, and explaios what scale of duties for the

interior we ought to adopt to be withia the terms of the Con-

vention. "We should be glad if ho did not in the same harangue

mount his hobby (a uniform duty), which he knows so well

how to thrust into everything, and especially into diatribes

against the Convention, which, so far as it goes, prevents the

adoption of his favourite system.

""Wo have up to the present been indifferent to the polemics of our

English cotemporaiy ; but we find that the Journal des Falricants

de Sucre, which from its name may be considered in England as

the accredited organ of the sucrerie indigene, is in perfect accord

with the English journal (which is after all only the cireiilar of a

London wholesale grocery house), and this continual interchange of

sentiment between them may lead their readers to imagine that

they alone are ' the law and the prophets,' the one of the raffinerie

and commerce of England, and the other of the sugar manufacture

of Prance.

"The principal complaints made by the Editor of the "Produce

Marhets Revieiv," may be reduced to four.

1st. The French refiner buys by analysis whilst the duties

fixed by the convention are based on colour, i.e., on the types of

the Dutch standard.

2nd. The duties on raw sugars entering the refinery are not

payable on delivery as in England, the refiner being allowed tlu-ee

months credit, and further by means of certificates of exportation,

and of temporary admission, the refiner is able to export without

making any payment, and profits in this way to the extent of 2J
per cent, of the duty on the whole of the sugar he exports.

3rd. The French refiner obtains larger returns than those fixed

by the convention, from which results the possibility of his deUveiy

for interior consumption entirely free from duty, not only the

excess of his returns, but also the low products of his refinery.

4th. The exact correlation between the duties levied on raw

sugar and those fixed by the convention has not been caiTied out,
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and this in spite of the 13th article of the convention and of the

succeeding declarations to which it has given place ; from which

causes Erench loaves compete, in the London market especially,

injuriously to the English refiner.

"Wc will examine these points in detail :

—

1st. 'France' says our cotemporary, 'admitted the returns

' fixed hy the convention as hases of the drawhacks or rather of

' discharges of duty or certificates as they are called, -which returns

' were based on the Dutch standard of colour. The Erench refiners

'immediately saw their way to obtain a lai-ger bounty by buying by

'analysis, well aware that colour was no guide whatever, &c., &c.'

" What may we ask has the method of buying to do with the

convention? Has it any right to interfere with trade, and say

how it shall be carried on? This indeed would be a singular

pretension. Besides, buying by analysis does not date from the

convention as our cotemporary seems to believe. Eefiners careful

of their interests have always taken account by analysis of the

average yield of each mark from which they have usually supplied

themselves, also noting the exterior tokens of quality such as

colour, dryness, grain, &e., of the lots presented to them, and

offering a price according to all these elements of valuation. This

method was followed tUl lately by some refiners, and if it is dis-

continiied it is because there is so much greater choice, as the number

of vendors increase, and because the processes of manufacture are

so rapidly changed. It would be absurd on the part of the Erench

buyer not to use the method of valuation usually adopted, and

which is open to the Belgians, the Dutch, and the English, who

indeed generally practice it.

" The application of the certificates of exportation is not very

clearly explained by the English journalist. It is probable that by

not quite understanding it he has drawn erroneous conclusions

respecting it.—Sec an account of it in our publication, vol. 1, pp.

482 to 485, 1st edition; and pp. 323 to 325 in the 2nd.

The CertificaU d' JExportation, delivered by the Customs for the

refined sugar exported, serve for a discharge of the provisionary

obligations entered into by refiners for the working of the raw
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sugars, -wMch they certify under the reffime of temporary admis-
sion. These provisionai-y obligations must be discharged in tuo

months, and the refiner who has undertaken them, if he does not

produce in that time certificates of e.xportation for a corresponding

quantity, is obliged to pay in cash, and loses thus two months of the
credit on the duty, whilst the ordinary obligations, that is to say,

the obligations entered into by refiners for home consumption, are

payable in four months.

It is unnecessary to say that the provisionary obligations and the

exports of each refiner do not exactly balance, very far fi-om that

;

but as substitution is allowable, the refiners, who make especially

for export sell their certificates to the refiners for consumption,

which serves to meet with paper, within two months, the

provisionary obligations into which they have entered. There is

thus established a traffic, more or less considerable according to the

profit to be drawn from it, by means of which the exportation

may be carried on with freedom and security. But it must be
understood that this security is only obtained at the price of a
certain superabundance on the side of the provisionary obligations,

superabundance which is balanced by a loss of interest of two
months on the amount of the duty on the sugars which have not
found their counterpart in certificates of exportation, and which
are obliged to be paid in cash within the two months.

The certificates of exportation have as variable a currency as

merchandize, and they are far from assuring always to the seller

a profit of 2i per cent, which our cotemporaiy assigns to them, as we
wiU show by an example taken from actual fact.

The current rate was in the first days of September, 1870,
51-25 francs. "We thus see the difierence between the payment
of obligations in paper and in cash.

Francs. Francs.

Nos. 15 to 18. . Payment in paper 48-17 Payment in cash 44

47-10 „ „ 44

45-10 „ „ 42

41-0 „ „ 42

34-34 „ „ 42

„ 13 „ 14..

„ 10 „ 12..

>) 7 ,, 9. .

„ below 7. . „
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"We see by this table that the payment in paper can not be

practised by refiners -with profit on all the numbers from 12 to 18,

which form the greater part of the raw sugar production, whether

indigenous or colonial. There is only a difference of one franc in

favour of payment in paper on Nos. 7 and 9, but this difference

is far from constituting a net profit to the seller of the cer-

tificate, the export refiner, there must be deducted 1 per cent.,

or nearly 40 centimes for compensation for the sacrifice of two
months of the term, and there remains therefore only 60 centimes,

which we admit is a benefit which will be divided between the
seller and the buyer. Thus the 1 franc of our cotemporary is

reduced to 30 cents, or a discount of 0-71 per cent, for the export
refiner.

"We may further observe that this benefit can only be realized on
the colours 7 to 9, which form a small proportion of the colonial

and home production, only in fact in the last season of which we
possess complete accounts, 1868-69, 12-U per cent, of the yield.

As to the numbers below 7 the difference between the pajrment

in paper and in cash is 7-66 francs, but these colours are veiy

rare, (0-58 per cent, of the yield of the season 1868-69) difficult

to refine, and they are besides much sought after by the English

brewers.

Thus one of the complaints of our cotemporary is reduced to its

just dimensions. There remains only that relating to the /o«r (not

three) months' credit given to our refiners for the payment of

duties. We must reply that neither is this a custom dating from the

International Convention, a weapon invented to combat the English,

but rather an antiquated method which is applied with, us to

nearly all the excise duties. The trafiic in certificates it may be

said, do you defend that? Would the English wish then to

deprive us of this facility given to the export of loaf sugar when
the same measure applied to iron, brass, or copper articles for

example exported under the regime of temporaiy admission has

given to England so large and advantageous an opening in France

for its raw material.
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Our cotemporaiy further continues

—

" "We will take an example to show the method adopted by the

'French refiners. Suppose a French refiner buys a lot of sugar of

''No. 9 which on analysis of sample, he finds should return 88 per

' cent, of loaf sugar. The duty on No. 9 is 42 francs and the return

' fixed by the convention is 80 per cent. He presents to the customs

'for export 80 kilogr. of loaf sugar and obtains a discharge of duty

'of 42 francs per 100 kilogr. He then presents 8 kilos, more and

'receives a discharge of this quantity at the rate of 42 francs for

'80 kilogr. or 4-20 francs, he has thus obtained 46-20 on his 88

' per cent, of return, but there stUl remains from his 100 kilogr. of

' raw sugar, 12 kilogr. of pieces and molasses on which he pays no

'duty whilst he has received a discharge for 100 kilogr. received.

' The net result is thus :—the refiner on the weight of ICO kUos.

' pays no duty on 12 kilos, and obtains above the limit legitimately

' allowed discharge of 4'20 francs. The whole forms a bonus of

'9-24 francs per 100 kilos., or 7-4 for 220 lbs., or 3-8 per cwt.

"We here see by what assertions it is sought to be proved that

the French refiners elude the convention. It is quite sufiicient

for those acquartited with the sugar industry to translate pure

and simple the lucubrations of our cotemporaiy to show all their

inanity. Whence has he taken his return of 88 per cent, from sugar

No. 9 ? It would be a true gold mine this No. 9, it would give a

double profit from the same thing, for after it has yielded 88 per cent,

of loaf sugar, as our cotemporary says, we may still make pieces with

the rest. Pieces indeed, French refiners do not, so to say, make

anything of the residues, not even eatable molasses; our cotemporaiy

is ten years behind at least. The 12 kilogr. or rather 20 kilogr.

of residues go to the distUleiy to produce alcohol, which is all that

can be made of them. The Treasury cannot claim more than

80 per cent., since it fixed the return at that figure with a

view of taxing the orystaUizable sugar only.
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THE CULTIVATION AND MANT]^ACTUEE OF SUGAE.

Sir,

Under this heading, you did me the honovu- of introducing my
letter in " The FieW^ to your readers, and you were pleased to

admit "the waste and loss of sugar in the ordinary mode of
manufacture " conducted by the untutored negro.

Permit mo to duly appreciate your challenge "that many
would ho glad to see a full account of this method." I
assume that those who desire to sec this "full account" may
be divided into scientific and commercial, leaving the merely
inc[uisitive to their own resources. The former -will be satisfied

for the present, with the assurance that the matter in issue

is the application of an old well-worn principle already recognised
by them, and remains indisputable, inviting perfect confidence, as

its practice commands mine, seeing it led me to success when chal-

lenged by the practicals to "do what they could not do" in their

own boiling-house
;
although I could adapt only accidental appliances

such as I found there. The principle held good and the product
with inferior refuse, gave 25 per cent, more than they got from the
best canes. It is the accumulation of such facts- that has embold-
ened me to persevere.

The commercial portion who profit by the sugar cane, and ai'o

content with that profit although they lose more sugar than they
sell, do not appear to appreciate that loss nor attempt to avoid it.

They only tacitly admit, when they do not deny a loss of millions of
pounds sterling, with every recurring season of ripened sugar cane.
It may be esteemed rudeness to stir this contentment with too much
fervour.

There is however, a disturbing element or two approaching of
increasing importance and consequence. The refiner has been
contented to be the largest if not the only buyer of colonial
sugars. If those sugars were good, they would invito the
grocer to be a competitor with the refiner, but the gi-ower
has been induced to satisfy his by far the largest cus-
tomer in preference. But this largest customer found himself
undersold the other day by beet sugar, which fact weaned his affec-
tions from colonial sugar's. The beet sugai-s being cleaner, freer
than colonial sugars from molasses and other impurities, pass
thi-ough the refiner's charcoal filters with gi-eater economy, hence
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the preference. Thus we find iii "the cuiTent sources of infor-

mation" of April 7, 1871, something of this kind " Sttgae.—Demand
continues good, and prices show an advance. Barbadocs, 27s. 6d.

to 35s., Java 19s. 9d., Zebu 19s. 6d., Beet crystals 38s. 6d." If
these figures betray a humiliating fact, it is assuredly none of my
creating. Here is beet sugar in all its acknowledged ofiensive-

ness, which renders it unfit for the grocer, in its unrefined state

realizing more money than the best Barbadocs, and twice as much
as the Javas or the Zebus. It docs this when it can be beaten
out of the market by each of them, whenever properly treated, and
that to a far greater profit than is at present realized by the planter.

Lot us take a few current facts as we find them, and let the
resultant figures expose the actual loss which the planter now
suffers.

The produce of 92 acres of "plant" canes was 193 casks of sugar

at 1200 lbs. equal to—
103 tons at £20 £2070 0 0

143 puncheons of molasses at £8 8 . . 1202 17 6

Together , .

.

3272 17 6

Deduct Expenses.

.

1387 12 0

Nett profit £1885 5 6

If we acccjt 27 tons of canes per acre to bo the average produce

of a well cultivated estate, we have 92x27=2484 tons of canes;

and 65 per cent of canes to represent the juice, then 2484 x ^o%=
1614-6 tons of juice ; and 21 per cent, of the juice to represent the

contained sugar, then

—

1614-6+ iVb=339 tons of sugar at £20 . . £6780 0 0

Deduct expenses. . 1400 0 0

£5380 0 0

And the difference between £5380 and .

.

1885 0 0

must indicate the yearly loss oa 92 acres £3495 0 0

It will be seen that I take no credit for molasses in this last

estimate simply because molasses is only a product of improper

treatment of the juice. Nor have I taken credit for that better

price which a better quality invariably commands, and is always

open to those who produce superiority. An increase of quantity is

the inevitable consequence of superior quality in the proximate

manufacture of sugar ; a fact which deserves to bo better known.

W. E. GILL.
4-6, Mortimer Road,

Beauvoir Square, London, N'.
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NEW PATENTS.

FEOir THE invextob's specificatiox.

No. 2049. Qeoege Phumps, H, Tuffnell Park, Analytical Chemist.

Improvements in preparing charcoal for decolorising syrupa and other solutions.

Patent dated 20tli July, 1870.

I take animal or other suitaUo charcoal having sufficiently marked decol-

orizing properties and grind it in water until reduced to an impalable state,

that which is suspended in the water I pour oif and collect, either by sub-

sidence or filtration, and treat in the following manner :

—

I take ethylic (common vinous) alcohol, or methylic alcohol known as

wood spirit, or a mixture of these two known as methylated spirit, and I add

to the alcohol to be employed either caustic ammonia, or caustic soda potash,

or lithia, or any of their salts having causticity and that are soluble in the

alcohols named. To the alcohol thus rendered caustic I add the impalpSblo

charcoal, and heat up in the case of the ammonia alcohol to from 100° to

130° Faht. In the case of alcohol and the three fixed alkalies named, I heat

to 180° Faht. using proper means such as cohobation and sufficient condens-

ing power to prevent loss of material.

I continue the heat for about one hour ormore according to circumstances,

the caustic alcohol is then run off into a properly arranged .distilling appa-

ratus, redistilled, and collected for future use. The animal and other

similar charcoal thus prepared is much improved in decolorizing power.

Of the alkalies named, I prefer ammonia, on account of the easy manner

in which the charcoal can be freed from it, I take ethylic alcohol in pre-

ference, and of a strength varying in density from 8805 to '920 at 60° Faht.,

and to this I add one-twentieth of its bulk of liquor ammonia of from -800

to -870 density at 60° Faht., and heat in the way described.

If the animal charcoal be new charcoal that has never been used, a

large quantity of coloring matter in some cases as well as the offensive smell

will be taken from it ; if it be animal charcoal that has been used in deco-

lorizing saccharine solutions, the coloring matter taken from the sugar will

be dissolved out, and the charcoal when dried by any suitable steam or other

arrangement will be fit for use without removal from the vessel in which it

has been placed to decolorize the saccharine solution.

If the fixed alkalies named be used the charcoal must be washed until

freed from their presence, and the quantities of the fixed alkalies to be added

to the alcohol employed should be such that the alcohol has a strong alkaline

reaction.

y
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I do not confine myself to the impalpable form of the charcoal, though I

prefer it, as charcoal as ordinarily used in decolourizing sugar solution can

be treated in the manner I have described and rendered more powerful in its

action.

In the case of charcoal used in decolorizing saccharine solutions alcohol

as described without the mixture of the alkalies named may be used, but as

the use of the alkalies renders it more effective I prefer their admixture.

The way in which I prefer to use charcoal in decolorizing solutions of sugar

and other solutions containing color capable of being removed by charcoal

and dissolved by the solvents herein named, is as follows :

—

I take by preference, animal charcoal prepared in the way described-and

place it in a suitable vessel containing an axis with stirring arms. This

vessel is so arranged that it can be closed at the top and bottom, with proper

outlets at command so as to form a still, and with a false bottom consisting

of two perforated metal plates with ilannel or other close fabric between

them so as to form a filter. The deoolorization having been effected in the

manner hereinafter set forth, and tlio liquid run off from the charcoal and

the charcoal washed, the next stage may be proceeded with, videlicet the

freeing of the charcoal of the coloring matter it has taken up, in the way

herein described. Alcohol is poured upon the charcoal and as the moist

charcoal contains from 40 to 50 per cent, of water, the alcohol should be

added in such strength and quantity that when combined with the water of

the charcoal its density shall be within the range of the densities from '8805

to -920.

If (as I prefer) ammonia be employed together with alcohol, I take four

parts of alcohol and add one part of liquor ammonia of a density of from

•800 to '880 at 60" Faht., and apply the mixture to the charcoal in the vat,

as already described.

I next, by means of a coil of steam pipes in the va,t, or by other means,

heat it up to from 100° to 130" Faht. with proper means to prevent loss of

material, it any exit exists bom. the vessel.

I continue the heat for one hour or more, then filter away and run off the

liquid into a properly arranged distilling apparatus and recover the liquid

free of coloring matter for future use.

The charcoal in the vat is now by means of the steam pipes or by free

steam blown into the vat or otherwise heated or raised to a temperature of

180° Faht., and the remaining alcohol and ammonia as the ease may be, is

distilled over and recovered in the usual manner.

In cases where the charcoal is much loaded with coloilng matter it may be

found advisable to repeat the ammonia alcohol treatment.

The charcoal being thus prepared, the sjTup or solution of sugar or other
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solution is again run upon it and the whole well stirred up for about five

minutes, and the syrup or solution ia filtered off. The filtration may ho

accelerated hy air pressure or by exhaust.

The charcoal is next washed to remove the remaining sugar or matter, it

is then again submitted to the alkaline alcoholic treatment and so the same

charcoal is used over and over again an indefinite number of times.

In a properly arranged vessel there should be little or no loss of alcohol

and ammonia.

Before repeating the alkaline alcoholic treatment the charcoal may with

advantage be boiled with water.

If fixed alkalies are used I simply make the alcohols moderately alkaline

and heat up to from 170° to 180° Faht. The same treatment as to the recovery

of the alcohol may be pursued, and after this, the charcoal must be washed

with water mitil the water passes free from alkalinity.

As the difierent kinds of sugar contain variable amounts of coloring matter

the quantity of charcoal necessary in each case will be dependent on the

amount of coloring matter to be removed, but in aU cases I fimd it advan-

tageous to use an excess and to decolorise in about five minutes.

The quantity of charcoal to effect this may be readily ascertained by

treating one hundred grains of the sugar with one thousand grains of common

or pure water, and adding if it be good raw sugar, one himdred grains of the

prepared charcoal and well agitating the whole in a glass stoppered bottle

for five minutes ; if upon filtering the liquid it be quite colorless, and if

when the charcoal is well washed with water the washing is also colorless,

the quantity of charcoal employed is sufiioient ; if not colorless all through

the solutions {md washings more charcoal is required. In the lowest descrip-

tions of sugar used for refining purposes I have found six times the weight

of the prepared charcoal always perfectly decolorizes it in five minutes. As

the charcoal by my process is improved in power by use, the quantity is not

a consideration as no loss occurs, and as I hold that to some extent the

quantity of pure sugar produced is dependent on the time employed in

decolorizing, I recommend that it be effected in the shortest possible time.

I prefer the sugar solutions to be made without heat being employed and

decolorized while cold, and as regards the quantity of water to be employed

I prefer much thinner solutions than those now used, it is the practice pretty

generally now in refining to use a solution of about 28° Baumd, or equal

weights of svigar and water and this hot, I recommend cold solutions and

from four to ten parts of water to one pmt of sugar by weight and brisk

agitation of the sugar solution with the charcoal for five minutes.

The objection that appears to this is the increased amount of water to bo
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evaporated, but this is compensated for by the rapidity and perfection of the

process.

However, the present mode of solution and scale of dilution can be main-

tained where desired.

What has been stated relates to all substances with which prepared char-

coal can be used as a decolorizer, and the solvents herein named are solvents

of the coloring matter thus taken up by the charcoal.

Having thus described the nature of my said invention and the manner of

performing the same, I would have it imderstood that

I claim the preparation of animal or other charcoal for decolorizing sjTups

and other solutions, by treating it with ethylic alcohol, or other alcohol,

substantially as described.

I also claim the preparation of animal and other charcoal for decolorizing

sjTups and other solutions, by treating it with ethylic alcohol, or other

alcohol together with ammonia and other alkali or alkaline substance, sub-

stantially as described.

tEOM THE MECSANtCs' MAGA2lXE.

2550. i). ii'C. Weston, Boston, U.S.A. Centrifugal Machines. Dated

September 23, l870.

This consists in placing springs above and below a flange situated at the

interior of the supporting bracket. The fixed shaft on which the tubular

shaft carrjdng the centrifugal basket revolves has a flange firmly fixed on it,

and lea\Tng a portion of the shaft on the upper side of the flange of sujfficicnt

length to pass up through or between the springs and the flange in the

bracket, and at the extremity of this upper part of the shaft a screw thread

to receive a nut is formed, which on being tightened compresses an upper

washer or flange against the upper spring and the lower flange against the

lower spring. A second arrangement for suspending the centrifugal basket

consists of a framework with arms, into the centre of which the fixed shaft

or axis of the centrifugal machine is secured. At the ends of each of the

arms a hole is formed to pass over studs or bolts in the supporting bracket.

Above and below the holes in the arms springs are placed, which are tight-

ened or compressed to the necessary extent by means of nuts on the studs or

bolts. The arms are cranked BufBciently to admit the pulley and belt for

driving the centrifugal machine.—Patent completed.
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HAYANNA AND MATANZAS.

(From Licht'a Monthly Circular.)

ExPOEIS FEdM THE IST OF JaNUAEIT TO THE 4tH OF MaECH.

1871. 1870. 1869.

Tons. Tons. Tons.

28,405 .. 31,187 . .38,538

Great Britain 7,735 .. 27,265 . .22,098

Northern. Europe , 854 . . 2,026 .. 2,750

•Prance 2,221 . . 4,875 . . 9,102

5,465 .. 11,570 .. 4,767

Southern Europe 25 300 . . 504

Other Ports 751 .. 1,129 . . 397

Total 45,436 78,352 78,156

Stocks in Havanna and Matanzas

.

58,325 . . 92,826 . . 41,192

MATJEITIUS.-

EXPOETS FEOM IsX AuGUST TO 7tH pEBHrAET,

1870-71. 1869-70, 1868-69.

Tons. Tons. Tons,

To 12,286 . . 27,546 . . 17,792

(> 4,496 . . 10,864 . . 5,048

M 24,030 . . 25,145 , . 22,233

New Zealand 2,311 , . 3,443

Cape of Good Hope. 1,638 . . 1,986 640

)> Bombay 14,408 . . 27,444 . 13,283

)) Other Ports 658 . . 1,038 529

Total 59,727 .. 97,466 .. 59,525
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Stocks of Sugab in the Chief Maekeis of the "Would ou the

28th Febstjakt, ur thousands of tons, to the iteakest thousajid.

1871. 1870. 1869.
105 .

.

93 .

.

. . 112
France 121 . . . 135 , . . 119

18 . 26 . . 35
Germany (Zollverein) .

,

44 . 40 .

.

67
4 . 4 . 6

292 .. .. 298 .. . . 328
51 . . . 73 .

.

14
Havana and Matanzas.

,

58 .. 93 .

.

.. 41

401 . . . . 464 .

.

. . 383

EsTiiiATED Crop of Beet Eoot Sugae peodtjced on the Continent

OF EtJEOPE, COJtPAEED mTH THE AMOUNTS OF THE

TWO PEEVIOTJS SEASONS.

(From LicMs Monthly Circular.)

1870-71. 1869-70. 1868-69.
tons. tons. tons.

Germany (Zollverein) 250,000 .. 215,382 .. 208,140
Franco

275,000
.. 285,146 .. 213,904

Austria 175,000 .. 152,205 .. 101,601
Russia and Poland 135,000 . . 132,500 . . 87,500
Belgium 50,000 .. 43,552 .. 37,078
Holland, Sweden, and Italy 15,000 .. 12,500 ,. 10,000

Total 900,000 841,285 658,223

JAVA AND SUMATRA.

Exports for the iast Five Yeaes.

1870. 1869. 1868. 1867. 1866.

Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons.

To Europe.. 106,262 . . 164,950 . . 144,886 . . 111,088 . . 111,565

„ America 9,124 . . 8,544 . . 1,769 . . 1,658 . . 5,900

115,386 173,494 146,655 112,746 117,465



SUGAR STATISTICS—GEEAT BEITAIIST

To ISth Apeil, 1871 and 1870. In Thousands of Tons, to the JTeaeest Thousand.

STOCKS. IMPORTS. DELIVERIES.

London.

o
B*
a>
k
h3

•c
Clyde. Total, 1871.

Total,
1870.

London.
Liverpool Bristol.

i-Ho
Total, 1871. Total, 1870.

London.
Liverpool Bristol. Clyde.

Total, 1871. Total, 1870.

British West India 7 2 1 2 12 17 16 3 2 6 28 24 22 2 2 14 41 18

British East India 10 2 12 15 2 1 3 4 6 2 8 6

Mauritius 2 2 8 2 2 1 5 13

25

3 1 2 6

14

71

10

24Cuba 1 1 1 2 5 21 1 2 3 6 2 3 3 6

Porto Eico, &c. .

.

1 1 3 5 I 2 Ro 4 2 3 I I

Manilla & J&va .

.

25 9 1 1 36 44 6 4 3 1 14 15 9 8 2 1 19 16

Brazil 11 1 3 15 15 12 2 6 20 24 11 1 7 20 20

7 2 1 6 15 11 13 7 4 30 54 33 11 6 G 31 54 30

Total, 1871 .. 53 28 5 15 100 136 40 30 14 48 132 142 56 35 16 60 168 127

Total, 1870 .

.

78 30 7 22 36deercasc 42 36 18 45 lOdecrcase 40 32 16 39 41inc reaso
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STATE AND PEOSPECTS OF THE STJGAE MARKET.

DuBiNG the first half of the month there was considerable im-

provement in the demand for refined sugars, and prices advanced

about 2s. per cwt. The raw sugar market was in consequence very-

firm, with a corresponding improvement in value of the better

sorts. Eefiners and the trade bought freely, especially of British

West India, of which the supply was unusually large. The market

continuing to be well supplied, and many cargoes afloat, there has

latterly been less firmness, and prices have drooped to some extent.

The Parisian refiners not being able to resume working in the

present state of the Capital, raw beet sugars have arrived in this

country in considerable quantity. In fact, since the end of last

year, more than two-fifths of our imports, and one-third of our

deliveries, have been beet sugars. .

The stocks of raw sugar at the four ports on the 15th of April

were less by 36,000 tons than at the corresponding period of 1870,

whilst deliveries up to that date were in excess by 41,000 tons.

Imports during the same time have fallen off about 10,000 tons

compared with last year.

The price of No. 12 Havana afloat is 29s. to 29s. 6d. Demerara

has been sold at 27s. 6d. to 37s. 6d.
; Barbadoes, 27s. to 35s.

;

Antigua, 28b. 6d. to 30s.
;

Jamaica, 31s. to 33s., duty paid.

Common refined lump reached 42s. 6d. to 43s. at the highest point

during the month, and is now quoted in London at 41s. 6d. to 42s.

Prices of British West India have been some shillings above

their ordinary relative value, but as the supply increases they are

gradually resuming their usual proportionate price to lower sorts

which do not appear likely to advance. The aggregate of the

stocks in the chief markets is less than last year and the estimated

general supply from aU parts is considerably below the require-

ments, taking into account the increased consumption in this

country and the United States.
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THE SUGAR CONVENTION OF 1864.

No. 1.

This Convention between the four Governments of England,

France, HoUand, and Belgium, for the purpose of regulating the

drawbacks on sugar exported from each country was signed at

Paris, November 8, 1864.

The object of the convention was " to effect the abolition of

all bounties which might be given to the refiners of any coun-

try in the amount of drawback allowed on the exportation of

refined sugar." It was well known that such bounties were

given by all the three continental governments, and in fact it was

never denied by them, but each alleged that unless by combined

action such bounties could not be abolished. In Holland the

export of 79-7 lbs. of refined sugar was allowed to cover the import

duty on 100 lbs. of raw sugar of any quality, and as the duty

was high and uniform, the bouuty realized by export refiners who

worked the better class of sugars was very considerable. lu

France and Belgium a similar system prevailed.

The work of the Convention, in which the British government

took the initiative, was the establishment of a more equitable

system, by assimilating to each other the relative proportions of

duties and drawbacks in all the four contracting countries.

The results of the Preliminai-y Conferences were embodied in

twenty-two Articles of Agi-eement, which after having been sub-

w
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mitted to the respective legislatures^ of the four powers, -were ratified

at Paris, July 5, 1865.

Article I. regulated provisionally, as under, what should be

considered as the minimum yield of sugars in the process of refining,

until the conditions of Article II. could bo carried out.

Nos. 18 to 15 D.S. on each 100 kilogs. 87 kilogs. refined sugar in loaf.

„ 14 to 10 „ „ „ 85 „ „
9 to / ,, ,, ,, 81

„ below 7 „ „ „ 76 „
Article II. provided that immediately after the ratification of the

Convention steps should be taken for making practical experiments

in the refining of raw sugars of each class and of different origins

to detennine the real yield of each, by the results of which. Article

III. states that the provisionary yields should be modified.

Ai-ticle IV. (on the meaning of which the French government

afterwards founded some arguments in its own favour) nins thus :

" Those of the high contracting parties which now gi-ant or shall

hereafter grant a uniform di-awback, or a discharge for duties, shall

establish an exact correlation between the import duties and the

yields fixed ia accordance with the preceding article."

Articles V. and YI. exempt England from the operation of the

provisions of Article I. conditionally on the relative scale of duties

and drawbacks then in operation being maintained, excepting that

the drawback on refined should be reduced 6d. per cwt.

By Articles XI. and SII. no drawback is allowed on molasses,

treacle, or syrup, and the duties on exhausted treacle and ordinary

molasses are fixed at not less than one-third of those charged on

sugars of class 10 to 14 D.S.

The text of Article XIII., on the meaning of part of which there

was afterwards some disagreement, we give in full.

" The import duties on refined sugar in loaf and on sugars in

crystal or powder assimilated to refined, imported from one of the

contracting countries into another shall not be higher than the

drawback granted on the exportation of pure refined sugar."

"In France the import duty shall be 15 per cent, above the

duty on raw sugars of Nos. to 15 to 18. This per ccntage shall
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be reduced or increased in inverse proportion to the yield "wUch

may be definitely fixed."

" The duty on sugar-candy may be 7 per cent, higher than the

duty attaching to other refined sugars."

" Pieces shall be assimilated to raw sugars."

Article XV. regulates the per centage to be allowed for tares

where the duty is not charged on the net weight.

Article XVI. relating to Belgium, where the duty is laid on the

beet juice, regulates the amount to be charged per hectolitre, and

fixes the duty on beet sugars when the assessment is made on the

juice at the rate levied on foreign sugars of class 10 to 14.

Article XXI. fixes the duration of the Convention to ten yeai-s, and

reserves the power of introducing into it by common consent

" any modifications not inconsistent with its spirit or its principles,

and the utility of which may be shown by experience." The rest

of the Articles relate principally to matters of detail. The Convention

was signed by
W. G. Geet. . , . for Great Britain.

By. EuG. Beyer's. „ Belgium.

DEOimr DE Lhtts „ France.

LiGHTENVELT. . . „ HoUand.

By a protocol itwas declared that the Conventionwould become null

and void, if the experiments named in Articles II. and III. should not

be completed within a year from the ratification. This ratification was

signed by the same parties as the Convention, except that Lord

Cowley's name stands in place of that of "W. G. Grey.

In order to make arrangements for the carrying out of the ex-

periments named in Articles II. and III., a conference met in

London, in April, 1865, at which the four contracting powers were

represented by

—

Mr. Mallet, of the Board of Trade for England.

M. Barbier, Director General of Customs, &c. . . ,, France.

M. Fisco, Inspector General of the Dep. of Finance
| jg^j .^^

M. Guillaume, Director in Department of Finance )

"

M. TJyttenhooven, Secretary General in the De-
( u n j

partment of Foreign Affairs ( " -tioi^ancl.
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It was there proposed by the English Commissioner, and agreed to,

that tables of all the sugars imported into each of the four countries

during a given period should be laid before the Conference, and

that the lots to be experimented on should be composed of pro-

portionate quantities of each class of sugar of each origin calculated

therefrom.

Eetums were produced on the part of England for the year 1864,

but the other Commissioners were not able to produce any complete

of a later date than 1862. The aggregates of all these were taken

as bases from which calculations should be made of the propor-

tionate quantities of the different sorts, and origins, of the four

classes of sugars which were to be experimented upon.

Ultimately a programme of experiments was agi-eed to, and

signed by the Commissioners, containing the following pro^-isions :

—

1-—The experiments shall commence in the month following the

ratification of the Convention of the 8th of November, 1864, and

shall bo continued without interruption. The Commission gives

power to the President of the Conferences, held at Paris, and Mr.
Ogilvie, British Commissioner, to select, if possible, a refineiy

situated outside the four countries, and to direct the operations

with the concun-ence of delegates of the conti-acting governments.

2.—The experiments shall extend over from 200,000 to 400,000
kilogrammes of raw sugar of eacli of the four classes mentioned in

Article 1 of the Convention, according to the capacity of the

machineiy used for refining.

3.—In each class, sugars of different origins shall be used in the
following proportions, which represent approximately the importa-
tion and production of the four cotintiios :

—

1st Class (Nos. 18 to 15 D.S.).

Mauritius 16 per cent.

Cuba J2

Ja'^^a 25 „
French Colonies—Reunion 30

,,

Beet root 17

100 „
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2nd Class (Nos. 14 to 10).

"West Indies and Guiana 14 per cent.

Mauritius 12

Cuba 33 „
Java 13 „
Beet root 28

3rd Class (Nos. 9 to 7).

"West Indies and Guiana

Cuba

Brazil

Beet root . . .
:

4tli Class (Below No. 7)

"West Indies and Guiana

East Indies ,

Mauritius ,

.

Brazil

Philippine Islands

4.—For sugars of the same class and the same origin, there shall

be taken of each quality, a quantity as nearly in proportion as possi-

ble to the quantities annually brought into the warehouses in London.

5.—The sugars shall be purchased in London; nevertheless,

sugars may be obtained in France, Belgium, or in Holland (the

principle set forth in the preceding paragraph as regards the des-

criptions of sugar being observed as much as possible), especially

those from Java, and beet root sugars which are not found in the

London warehouses.

6.—All sugars of each class shaU be mixed together in a single

refining operation.

7.—Eefined sugar, bastards, and syrups must be produced in the

proportion which is usually observed by refiners. The yield in

sugar shall be fixed by adding to the refined sugar obtained, the

quantity of sugar of that description represented by the other

produce of the refinery.

100

36 per cent.

23 „

22 „

19 „

100

21 percent.

16 „

14 „

32 „

17 „
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8.—There shall be kept a journal of the operations ; the definitive

results shall be embodied in a general record of the proceedings,

signed by the delegates of the four countries.

The duty of conducting the experiments being intrusted to M.
Barbier, one of the French, and to Mr. Ogilrie, one of the EngKsh
commissioners, with liberty to employ such professional assistance

as they might require ; the fonner, M. Barbier, made enquiries in

Prussia, and found a refinery, suitable in every respect for the

purpose, in Cologne, the property of a joint stock company, said to

be one of the most successful in Germany. The Company ofiored

the use of their refinery, and to conduct the experiments, under the

supervision of the four contracting parties, for £100 for every

working day, and £40 for Sundays and holidays, for a period of not

less than eight months. Though these terms were high, twice as

much as a refinery could have been hired for in London, yet they

were ultimately agi-ecd to, as the Dutch Government objected to the

experiments being conducted in London on any terms. But before

the refinery was engaged Mr. Ogilvie requested and obtained the

assistance of Mr. Gadesden, the Chainnan of the Committee of

London Eefiners, who repaii-ed to Cologne to inspect it, and ex-

pressed his entire satisfaction with its construction and apparatus.

As the refinery was large, it was determined that the full quantity

named, 400 tons of each class, should be experimented on.

The sugars were in great part purchased in London through

brokers, but the beet root sugars, those from Eeunion and the finer

qualities of Havana and Mauritius, were bought in France, and

the Java in HoUand. Samples of all the sugars purchased were

laid before the representatives of the four powers and approved.

Mr. Otten, for 20 years manager of a London refinery, was engaged

to superintend the whole of the operations in conjunction with

representatives from the other three powers.

During the progress of the operations, Mr. Ogilvie reported that

all these gentlemen worked in harmony, taking turns in the super-

vision of the refinery, and analysing a sample of each parcel as a

check upon the final products. Tlie annexed table shows the

composition of the lots to be refined.



TABLE SHOWING THE COMPOSITION OP THE LOTS TO BE SUBMITTED FOE EEFINING.
N.B.

—
^The figures represent thousands of kilogrammes.

CLASS.

1st ..

Total .

.

to

.9

s s
3 -

o

18

17
16

15

68 64 120 100 48

West Indies and Guiana.

14 .. 23 12 11 34
13 .. 23 12 11 30
12 .. 22 6 10 19

11 .. 22 6 10 19

10 .. 22 12 10 30

112 48 .. 1 52 132

East Indies. Philippine
Islands.

100
100
100
100

400

•y.

2nd ..

Total .

10

66

3rd ..

Total .

4th below

'

No. 7.

Total .

.

1st quality

2nd „
3rd „
4th „

76

66

92

6 6 12 4
6 5 14 4
6 6 12 4

20

24

144 88

55

7

84

128

128

24

20
10

64

14

54

68

86
93

73
62
86

400

117
164
119

400

32
234
53
81

400
CO
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On the 1st of September, 1865, the occupation of the refinery

was entered upon, and the experiments begun. On the 27th August,

1866, they were finally completed; and on the 20th September,

1866, the commissioners met at Brussels, where M. Barbier reported

on behalf of Mr. Ogilvie and himself, the execution of the com-

mission intrusted to them by their colleagues, and M. Euan, who

watched the e.tperiments on behaK of France, stated the following

results :

—

1st Class. A quantity of 400,000 kilogrammes of raw sugar,

composed, as to origin and quality, in conformity with the require-

ments of the programme, was operated upon ; and there was

obtained for every 100 kilogrammes submitted to refinement :

—

Kilos, g.

1. A lot of pure sugar, amounting to 89 353

2. Three lots of bastards and pieces of various

qualities, amoimting altogether to..,. 4 570

3. A lot of molasses amounting to 3 304

4. Sweepings of pure sugar (for account) , . . . 0 037

97 264

The total of this produce was estimated at a yield in pure sugar

of 94 per cent.

2nrD Class. Quantity operated on according to the conditions of

the programme, 400,000 kilogrammes.

Quantities obtained for every 100 kilogrammes submitted to

refinement :

—

Kilos, g.

' 1. A lot of pure sugar, amounting to 83 791

2. Two lots of bastards and pieces of various

qualities, amounting altogether to ... . 3 181

3. Three lots of molasses of various qualities,

representing altogether 8 174

95 146

The total of this produce was estimat-ed at a yield in pure

sugar of 88 per cent,
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3ed Class. Quantity operated on according to the conditions of

the programme, 384,220 kilogrammes.

Quantities obtained for every 100 kilogrammes submitted to

refinement :

—

Kilos, g.

1 . A lot of pure sugar, amounting to 70 378

2. Three lots of bastards and pieces of various

qualities, amounting altogether to ... . 6 872

3. Seven lots of molasses of various qualities,

representing altogether 14 817

4. Sweepings of pure sugar (for account) ... . 0 013

92 080

The total of this produce was estimated at a yield in pure

sugar of 80 per cent.

4th Class. Quantities operated on according to the conditioM

of the programme, 408,637 kilogrammes.

Quantities obtained for every 100 kilogi'ammes submitted to

refinement :

—

Kilos, g.

1. A lot of pm-e sugar, amounting to 51 556

2. Seven lots of bastards and pieces of various

qualities, amounting altogether to ... . 11 115

3. Ten lots of molasses of various qualities,

representing altogether 29 060

4. Sweepings of pure sugar (for account). ... 0 058

91 789

The total of this produce was estimated at a yield in pure sugar

of 67 per cent.

These results were unanimously adhered to by the Conference,

and a wish was expressed that the new yields should be applied

from and after the 1st of May, 1867, or earlier, if the sanction of

the English Parliament could be obtained for the modifications in

the tariff', which they necessitated.

The expenses of conducting these experiments, including the

difference between the cost of the sugars purchased in England,
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France, and Holland, and the sale of the refined produce in

Germany, amounted to £29,144 15s. 7d., which was paid in equal

proportions by the four contracting countries.

In accordance with the results of the experiments a Declaration

was signed in Paris, by the representatives of the four powers,

fixing the minimum yield of raw sugars, as under, and arranging

for its coming into operation on the 1st of May, 1867, subject to

the sanction of the laws of the contracting parties where needful :

—

Numbers of the series of

Dutch Standards.
Refined Sugar in Loaf.

Nos. 18 to 15 94 kilogrammes.

„ 14 to 10 88

„ 9 to 7 80

Below No. 7 67

It was the general impression that as a direct result of the

Convention all the four contracting countries would adopt the

system of four classes of import duties and drawbacks which pre-

vailed in England, and it was with the view of rendering this

result binding that Article IV. was drawn up, which stipulates that

all the governments which now grant, or shall hereafter grant, an

uniform drawback or discharge for duties, shall establish an exact

correlation between the import duties and the yields, i.e., those

fixed by the Cologne experiments, and in accordance with this the

import duties of England, Belgium, and Holland were altered to

correspond with the results of those experiments. But the French

government, having by the law of 1st May, 1864, established a

system of temporary admission of sugar intended for export after

refining, considered that Article IV. was not binding upon them, as

they did not grant any uniform drawback or discharge for duties

;

they therefore retained the duties established by that law, but

altered the scale of drawbacks to accord with the results of the

Cologne experiments. This the governments of the other three

contracting countries considered was within the wording of

Article IV., and it was therefore acquiesced in. But the French

government demurred to making the alteration in the import duty
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on refined sugar provided for in Article XIII, and which by the
results of the Cologne experiments should have been reduced from
50fr. 60c. to 46fr. 8 1 centimes. They argued that although the yields

of Nos. 15 to 18 had been raised from 87 to 94 per cent., yet that

the average yield of raw sugars on all the four classes was just the
same, and for this reason they thought to retain the duty on lump
sugar at the former figure. This would have been practically a
prohibition of the import of refined sugar into France from any of
the other contracting countries, and was therefore strongly objected

to, especially by the EngUsh government. At length, as no agree-

ment could be come to by correspondence, the French government
proposed that another meeting of the Commissioners who took part
in the Convention of 1864 should be held at The Hague, to consider
the whole question, and at the same time to take steps towards the

admission of the ZoUverein into the Convention, there having been
some disposition shown in Germany towards such a union. This
being agreed to by the other powers, a Conference met at The Hague,
in August, 1868.

At the first meeting the French Commissioners abandoned the
interpretation which their govenmient had sought to put on Article

XIII., but submitted that the rigorous carrying out of it would
operate most injuriously on the French refiner, chiefly because
of the import duties on raw sugars entering France not ha\'ing yet
been altered in accordance with the yields of the Cologne experi-

ments, which they, the French Commissioners, on being pressed,

admitted as their own opinion ought to be done. They also alleged

that the export of refined sugar from France had considerably fallen

off since the Convention of 1864 had been put in operation. Theii-

proposal was that the duty on refined sugar entering France should be
be 49 francs per 1 00 kUogrs. At length, as the result of calculations

made by the Dutch Commissioner, a rather lower figure was sub-
stituted, and the duty was fixed at 48 francs 85 cents, instead of

46 francs 81 cents. Tliis compromise was only accepted as pro-

visional by the English Commissioners, to continue tiU the end of

1869, when the surtaxe on the flag and the detaxe on French
colonial sugars would cease, and the French government would be
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free to make the necessary changes in their import duties, to put

their refiners " on an equal footing with their foreign competitors."

The conference also sanctioned ad, referendum the export of pieces

under No. 10, and hy request of the Dutch government the suh-

division of the four classes of sugars.

On enquiry, it was found that the laws respecting the duties,

&c., on sugars, in the ZoUverein, at that time, were such as to

prevent its entering the Convention.

As the result of this conference at The Hague, the following

declaration was signed in Paris, in November, 1868, by the

representatives of the four powers.

Declaeation.

The governments of Great Britain, of Belgium, of France, and of

the Netherlands, having delegated Commissioners to find out the

means of removing the difficulties which have arisen from the appli-

cation of the second paragraph of Article XIII. of the Convention

of the 8th November, 1864, relating to the sugar system: and

those Commissioners having recognised, in conferences held at the

Hague, the impossibility for France of establishing an absolutely

exact relation between the basis of the tax and the duty applicable

to refined sugars, so long as there does not exist in that country a

precise correlation between the duties to be levied on raw sugars

and the yields fixed by the declaration of the 20th November, 1866;

the undersigned, duly authorised to that effect, after having taken

cognizance of the protocol of the conferences above mentioned,

dated 21st August, 1868, have agreed upon the following arrange-

ments :

—

Article I.—UntU the 31st of December, 1869, the duty on the

importation into France of refined sugars coming from the other

contracting states is fixed at 48 francs 85 centimes, an amount

corresponding to the average duty on raw sugars and a yield of 88

per cent.

Article II.—The present arrangement concluded provisionally

shall come into execution in eight days from the date of its prom-

ulgation.

But in July, 1869, the Finance Minister of the French
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government discovered that it would be impossible to effect the

required modification of the sugar laws in time for any new
arrangement to be entered on by the end of the year

;
application

was therefore made to the governments of the other three con-

tracting countries for a conference to be held at The Hague, where

beside the prolongation of the tariff on refined sugars imported

into France, the questions of allowing the export of pieces under

No. 10, the subdivision of the types, and the renewal of the official

standards should be settled. Accordingly another Conference

met at The Hague, in October, 1869, at which the Prench Com-

missioners appealed " to the good feeling and friendly disposition

of the respective governments to forbear from pressing upon the

government of France the fulfilment of an arrangement which,

though made at the time in the most perfect good faith, must prove

embarrassing if prematurely or inopportunely broiight forward."

The representatives of the other three countries saw no course

open to them but to agree to the request of the French govern-

ment and to extend the time for the carrying out of their engage-

ment to June 30, 1871.

The decisions of the Conference were embodied in five articles:

—

Article I. runs thus: "The period granted to the French

government by the Declaration of the 4th of November, 1868,

for establishing an exact correlation between the duties to be levied

on raw sugars and the yields fixed by the Declaration of the 20th

November, 1866, is extended to the 30th June, 1871."

Article II. provides that the duty on refined sugars imported

into France shall remain provisionally as before.

Article III. reduces the limit allowed for the exportation of

pieces (admitted under the system of temporaiy importation,) from

standard No. 10 to No. 7.

Article lY. allows the subdivision of the four classes of raw
sugars named in Article I. of the Convention.

Article V. fixes that these arrangements shaU come into opera-

tion on the 1st January, 1870.

Such of the official standards as required it were renewed and
the Conference separated.

( To he continued.)
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ME. KOHN'S LECTUEE
ON THE DIFFEEENT METHODS OF EXTEACTING

SUGAR FEOM BEET EOOT AND CANE.

(Continued from page 237.)

(Prom the Society of Arts Journal )

DISCUSSIOif.

Mr. De Moeijat inc[uired if any deterioration took place in the

juice in consequence of the time occupied in the process, and the

temperature at -which it ws conducted.

Mr. KoHN said the time occupied was several hours, hut it was

carried on in a battery entirely shut out from the air, and nothing

approaching fermentation took place. The juice was entirely

confined in closed pipes until it was run into the clarifier, -where it

was immediately subjected to such a temperature that fei-mentation

would be out of the question.

Mr. E. A. Macfie, M.P., said he had listened -with great plea-

sure to the very able paper which had been read by Mr. Kohn,

especially as it was only -within the last few years that this process

of extracting sugar from beet had been invented; therefore a

description of it was interesting. He should like to know what

depth was required ia the vessel in which the continuous process

was conducted, and also whether Mr. Duncan adopted it in his

factory. The only part of the paper in which he did not concur

was that in which the -writer rather de-s-iated from the subject

proper, and spoke of the protective system, which, he thought, still

remained. He (Mr. Macfie) was not aware that there was any-

thing of the kind. There was no desire to protect, but rather to

equalise the duty according to the saccharine value of the dififerent

sugars imported. It was evident that if the same rate were charged

fore the weak sugar of India as was imposed on the higher qualities

of Germany and Mauritius, it would be very prejudicial to the

producers in India, and also to refiners in this country who worked

up these poorer qualities. Still, he believed that would not stand

in the way for one moment of anything which was admitted to be
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an improvement in the manner of applying the duties ; but they
n-ould be veiy glad either to manufacture sugar in bond, or which
would be better still, if the duties could be removed altogether.

All the recent improvements in sugar manufacturing seemed to him
to point to the introduction into this country of domestic sugar
manufactories. Ho believed that Mi-. Duncan had done an im-
mense service to agi-iculture and to the commerce of the country

by his bold and painstaking experiments, and he certainly desei-ved

honours at the hands of the Queen as much as any man. He could

only hope that his factory Tvould be the precursor of hundreds in

England and Scotland ; and he should be very happy if the same
benefits could be extended to Ireland also.

Mr. Peaesaii, said he did not quite gather from the paper the
exact nature of the organic septum employed in the diffusion

process, nor whether any difficulties were connected with its prac-
tical use. It was well known that on the Continent, where these
experiments had been tried, that after a time the membrane that
had been used gradually failed in its action, and its use could only
be restored by washing it over with sulphuric acid. He should be
glad to know, therefore, whether any separating substance was
now employed, which would go on from hour- to hour extracting
per-centage after per-centage; or whether that septum became
effete, and whether, in that case, there were any means of reno-
vating it; also, whether the ordinary persons employed in the
manufacture could easily detect when such renovation was required.

Mr. Appleby said the distiUeiy at Buscot-park, which had been
referred to, was set up by his fim, and to a considerable extent
under his own personal supervision, and he thereforefelt great interest
in the process. The author appeared, after considering the various
processes, rather to favor that of M. Jules Eoberts, which he was
Sony to say, he had not yet been able to see in action, but hoped
to be able to do so some day. Ho did not quite gather whether
the author had considered the matter simply from a distUler's or
refiner's point of view, or whether he had looked at it from the
agiiculturist's stand-point. A short; reference only had been made to
the Leplay system, which differed materially from that of M. Jules
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Roberts, although there was a certain amount of similarity between

them. As it appeared to him, the great merit of the system was,

that there was so little manual labour, and such a large per centage

of return ; but it did not appear so clear that the same agricul-

tural benefit would be derived from the pulp as was the case

with the Leplay system. In the latter, the slices of beet were •

put into the vat, where they were fermented, and from thence

removed into the stills at once. Steam was then turned on, the

spirit evaporated from the slices, and the latter were thoroughly

cooked, thus fixing all the nutritive matters, and at the same time

destroying those which were not useful to the cattle. It was

known by experience, that this pulp would keep for six or twelve

months, and he believed it had been kept for two years perfectly

good, the practice on the continent being to store it and use it

whenever fodder was required. He should like to know from

Mr. Kohn, whether he considered Roberts' system as good for

farmers as the Leplay, for in this country he considered that

question was one of veiy great importance, because if the beet

root distillation or the manufacturing of sugar was to be carried on

to any great extent, it appeared to him that the question of food

was almost, if not quite as important as the per centage of sugar

or spirit obtained ; for what the farmer wanted was to cany back

to the land the products which had come from it. The system

therefore which would do that most efiectually was the best adapted

for this countiy, even if it were not quite so productive to the

distiller or sugar manufactm'cr. He should be glad to near further

details as to the method of distilling by Roberts' system.

Mr. "W. E. Gell said he should have thought but for the expla-

nation of the lecturer, that there would have been a loss by fer-

mentation, as was suggested by the first question which had been put.

Mr. Kohn, however, had stated that no loss arose in that way, which

he was glad to find ; for to his knowledge fermentation very easily

took place in the tropics when the cane was exposed to the atmos-

phere, and therefore they were very careful to use the canes the same

day they were cut. He believed it was this exposure which set up

the acidulation to which reference had been made, in the juice,
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because lie clid not believe tbe juice had normally any acid character.

This had been proved by the juice faUing to colour litmixs paper.

No doubt the apparatus referred to, when it got into the hands of

Avorkmen generally found on sugar estates, would be very liable to

get out of order, from the ignorance which prevailed there, though

no doubt it would work very well in this country, where skilled

laboui- was always at command. He imagined that the knives of

the slicing apparatus would soon get blunt from the silex which
enveloped the sugar- cane, and provision must be made to meet that

difficulty. "With regard to the introduction of beet root into this

country, he was afraid that there was a mistaken idea which
requii-ed to be removed. The quantity of sugar now obtained from

the sugar- cane was about 5 or 6 per cent., not of the cane, but of

the juice. It had been stated that the juice contained 15 to 20

per cent, of sugar, but he had always understood the per-centagc

to be from 18 to 25 per cent., and the difference between that and
the 5 and 6 per cent, which was commonly obtained, was a positive

loss, which ought not to occur if it were properly treated. In

fact, the cane juice was capable of yielding much more sugar than

was commonly obtained from it ; and when Sambo and his friends

were superseded by workmen of greater education, there would no

doubt be a much gi-eater result than at present ; and when the

same land produced a greater quantity of sugar, it would be

brought to this country both cheaper and of better quality. Now,
as the price of beet root sugar was dependent entirely on that of

cane sugar, it must be borne in mind that when this increased

quantity and superior quality of cane sugar was obtained, it would
become a question whether the beet root sugar manufactory could

be carried on at a profit. He hoped gentlemen, therefore, embark-

ing in this entei-prise would weigh that aspect of the question.

After some remarks fr-om Mr. Botlt,

Mr. Koh:n-, in replying to the various questions which had been put
said the size of the vessel was dependent upon the quantity required

to be extracted in 24 hours, the depth required being such as, at

the speed with which the apparatus was fed, would give the beet

root about three to four hours' time to ascend to the top, that being

X
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the period which was shown by experience, to be amply sufficient

for entirely extracting the saccharine matter. The vessel in use at

M. Eoborts' own works was ten feet in depth, which was found to

be ample ; and when a larger apparatus was iatroduced, it was not

always thought desirable to increase the depth in the same propor-

tion. A vessel of seven feet in diameter and eleven feet in depth

was capable of working up sixty tons in the 24 hours. Mr. Duncan

had visited It. Robert's factory only last season, though he had not

yet introduced his process, having had his premises fitted up long

before he heard "of it ; but he believed he was on the Continent,

when he would probably avail himself of the standing invitation

which he had to visit and inspect il. Eobert's establishment. The

question of the sugar duties was one which would open a vast field

for discussion ; but he had only referred to it in tracing the

liistory of the past, though he must confess he considered

the last remnant of the protective duties still existed. It

was not acknowledged until last year, when the differences

of duties were halved, that the other half was a protection

;

but the question was very simply argued in this way, that

the difference was required in order to pay for the dirt

coming from some places, and which ought not to pay duty as

sugar. This showed in itself that there was a protection. Now,

in the "W^est Indies—and he might speak especially of Trinidad—it

was the practice to work with open pans, where half the juice was

burnt by the scorching heat of the fire, and what was produced

was filled into the hogshead in a very thick and dirty state, just

the same as it was a century ago ; there was not one vacuum pan

in the island. Of course, if this dirty sugar was not protected

against that which came from Mauritivis, the French colonies, and

especially from the beet root factories on the Continent, the

producer had no market, nor was there a market for the refiner

who had laid out his works for the purpose of refining this coarse

sugar. Still, if these men lost their market, he believed they

would soon strive to regain it, and this might easily be done by

getting more skilled labour, which, if difilcult, was not impossible.
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This, therefore, was the last remnant of those protective duties

which had heen destroyed by free trade. Mr. Pearsall, 'who had

asked a question with regard to the action of organic membranes,

had not quite understood his description of M. Eobert's process, no

special membrane being used, but simply the skin of the cells

themselves. "With regard to the action of organic cells, there was

a difference of opinion in theory, some persons holding that the

action could not take place so long as the ceU was alive, and that

it was necessary therefore to subject it to a high temperature, or

to the action of sulphuric acid. This had been carefully considered

in working out the system, but the results seemed consistent with

these theories. The treatment applied was the application of a

very moderate degree of heat, not sufficient to produce pcctino from

the pectose bodies in the cell, which would spoU the juice, but at

the same time sufficiently high to effect what French savans called

the amortissement of the cell. As soon as the cell was affected by

this action, or by that of sulphuric acid, the process of diffusion

commenced, and the only care required on the part of workmen

was to see that the tcmperatiu-e was at the right degi-co, which was

easily effected by means of a thcnnometer. The use of sulphuric

acid was frequently resorted to in the case of distillation, for if it

were desired to obtain alcohol from the beet root, Avherc you had

nothing but cane sugar to begin -with, it was necessary first to con-

vert this iato glucose, or sugar containing one more equivalent of

water, which was effected by the addition of a small per centage of

sulphuric acid. If this process took place before diffusion com-

menced, the latter might take place at a low temperature, whereas

if diffusion took place first, being assisted by means of heat, and

then a small quantity of sulphuric acid were afterwards added,

decomposition of the sugar would immediately be produced, and

fermentation would commence. He had purposely avoided giving an

opinion as to the relative merits of Lcplay's and Robert's processes,

the former not having yet been sufficiently tested by practical

experience to allow of a fair comparison being made. He might
say a word or two, however, on the theory of the two processes.
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especially as bearing on the nutritive quality of the residue. He
had not carried his description of Eohert's process beyond the pro-

duction of the juice ; but when this vas requii-cd to be distiUed the

process vas as follows :—The saccharine juice which came from the

bottom of the vessels, and which in the sugar manufacture would

go at once into the clariflcr, was conveyed into a battery consisting

of six or eight fermenting vats, all connected together, the top of

one being on a level with the bottom of the other, in the same way
as Schiitzenbach's macerator, and fermentation thus went on while

the liquor was ia motion. This was quite a novel method of con-

ducting the fermentation, for it had long been supposed that, in

order for any liquor to ferment, it must be in a state of peifect

rest. Modem experiments, however, had proved that, so far was

this from being the case, that the liquor fermented more rapidly

when in motion, 1 2 hours only being required for the fermentation

of the beet root liquor, whereas iinder the old process from three to

six days were required for the same purpose. One great advantage

arising from this was, that continuous distillation could take place

at the same time as continuous extraction. In fact, it was one

continuous self-acting process by which the beet root was converted

into alcohol, the fermented liquid being conveyed into one end of a

continuous rectifying still, and the raw spiiit being drawn off at

the other, whilst the wash was discharged in a continuous current.

The actual process, therefore, was this:—The beetroot was brought

up to the upper slicing machine, and, by a self-acting movement,

it went into the extracting vessel, and from that the juice passed

on through the fermenting battery and into the stUl, whence itwas

finally discharged in the form of two products—alcohol and the

refuse wash. It was, therefore, the most complete self-acting

apparatus with which he Avas acquainted, requiring scarcely any

manual labour throughout the whole process. There was certainly

a slight resemblance between this system and Leplay's, viz., that the

beet root was cut into slices ; there the similarity began and ended.

In Robert's system, the piincipls was to first extract the sugar,

and then convert it into alcohol, thus getting the process of fer-

mentation under control, and having to deal with the liquid only
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after the time when the fermentation commenced. Loplay, how-

ever, started with this idea, that it was difS^cult to extract the

sugai', and, therefore, he would first convert it into alcohol while

stiU in the cell. Fermentation was a process of decomposition of

sugar into carbonic acid and alcohol, and this process in Leplay's

system was effected in the cell, the membrane of which was perme-

able to gases as well as to liquids. In order, however, to induce

fermentation in these closed cells, a certain kind of diffusion must he

commenced in order to set up the process, and for this purpose the

slices of beet root were immersed in a tank filled with liquor

in a state of fermentation, which always has a tendency to

set up the same process in any other liquid, even if sep-

arated from it by a permeable cell, provided, however, that

the cell be killed either by the action of sulphuric acid or

of heat. The first thing to decompose in such a case was the

nitrogenous matter held in the cell, and which was, in fact, the

same substance which formed the yeast. The nutritive substance

in decomposition produced yeast, which was the active medium in

inducing fermentation in the liquid. Therefore, by the very action

of fermentation in the cell, it was deprived of a certain quantity

of these nutritive matters which Leplay claimed to maintain in it

;

and it had yet to be proved that after this change they were stiU

as valuable for food as before ; for instance, that yeast would be as

valuable for nutritive purposes as the gluten from which it was

formed. This was a theoretical point on which he could not quite

agree with what was claimed for Leplay's process, that as the fer-

mentation began in the cells the same quantity of nutritive matter

was retained in them as they originally possessed. True, it was

not mechanically removed, but it certainly did not remain in the

form in which as food it would be most valuable. It might be

that practically very little difference arose on this point, because

the decomposition required for inducing fomientation was but very

slight. In the process of diffusion a large portion of the nutritive

qualities remained in the cells, in consequence of the difference of

osmosis with regard to crystallisable and non-ciystallisable bodies,

so that the soluble albumen, &c., would pass through much more
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slowly than the sugar. It would hardly he correct, therefore, to

say, theoretically, that one process was superior to the other, as far

as the quantity of food left in the cells was concerned. The prac-

tical diiference was not appreciahle, and the spent cells, whether

produced by Leplay's system or Robert's were fully capable of

being kept for any reasonable time, and were both equally valuable

as food. He would not dispute whether the sugar cane juice was

or was not natiirally acid, for, inasmuch as it was always acid

when procured, it did not make much practical difference whether

it was naturally acid or not. The idea that cutting it up into slices

would induce fermentation was one which occurred to most persons

when the question was first put before them, but experience showed

that there was no difficulty on this account. It must be remem-

bered, however, that immediately on being cut, the slices were put

into the hopper, and wore not left lying about for any considerable

time. There was no doubt that the canes, having a silicious cover-

ing, were rather detrimental to the edge of the knives, but that

difficulty was met by having a double set, so that one set might be

in use when the other was being shai-pened ; for a groat deal of

the success of the operation depended on the knives being shai'p,

so as not to tear and bruise the cells, and thus introduce impiiritics

into the expressed juice.

The Chaieman paid the process described by Mr. Kohn seemed
to afford a most remarkable instance of the application of pure
science to practical and commercial purposes ; and in these days,

when science and scientific instruction were so much considered, it

seemed to him that this was a most forcible example of what might

be done by carrying out purely scientific investigations ; and there

seemed no reason why a continued application of the same ingen-

uity might not lead to even further and more valuable results.

With regard to the sugar duties ho must say he did not consider

they were in any manner protective
; but unfortunately the public

revenue had to be raised by taxes of some kind, and a small portion

was levied upon sugar. Looking to the fact that sugar formed such

a large element in the consumption of the poorer classes of this

country, being in fact almost a necessary of life, he thought every
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discovery of the kind just described, whicli tended to cheapen,

improve, and increase the production was really a philanthropic as

well as a commercial success. He had much pleasure, therefore,

in proposing a cordial vote of thanks to Mr. Kohn for his interest-

ing paper.

The vote of thanks was carried unanimously.

LABOEATOEY NOTES ON THE EXAMINATION OF

GLUCOSE-CONTAINING SUGAES.

Br C. Hatjghton Gili.

Those engaged in the examination of low sugars and molasses, have

frequently had to complain of obtaining quite iininteUigible results.

It is well known that the solution of the sugary body is decolorised,

and clarified by the addition of basic lead acetate, before submitting

it to optical examination—but I find that the power of invert

sugar to rotate a ray of polarised light, is so greatly altered by the

presence of this re-agent, that the results obtained by the so-called

polarisation of syrups containing much invert sugar, are worthless

when clarification has been effected in the ordinary way.

The alteration of rotatory power of pure invert sugar by basic

lead acetate, is shown by the following experiments :

—

15 c.c. of a solution of invert ( Observed with a SoleU's \

sugar made up to 50 c.c. by
I

saccharometer* in > read— 28-25 at 24°C.

water ' tube of 20 cm. )

15 c.c. of the same solution,

with water, and 2 c.c. of

saturated solution of basic

lead acetate to 50 c.c.

15 e.c. of the same solution,
^

with basic acetate solution > . . . . . . „ -(. 67 at 25*C.

alone to 50 c.c. j

25"8
* The readings of this instrument X j^g = angiUar degrees.

„ — 24-7at24''C.
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These results have been conflnned by many other observations.

The alteration producing this reversal of rotatory power takes

place only on the levulose of the liquid—the dextrose suffers no

change of optical properties.

A solution of piiro dextrose prepared from invert sugar,
J

and reading 60-3, made up to 2 vols, by strong solution > read 30-5.

of basic lead acetate )

A solution of nearly piu-e levulose, prepared by Dubrun-
)

faut's method, and reading — 44 at 20''C., made xip to J „ + 6 at 20°C.

2 vols, by solution of basic lead acetate. ;

The maximum alteration of rotatoiy power caused in this way

seems to be equal to that which would be caused by converting all

the levulose into an equal weight of dextrose.

This reaction also affords a moans of detecting the levulose in

presence of an excess of dextrose.

The alteration of the rotatory power of levulose is not pemianent.

On removal of the lead or on acidifying the liquid, the original

rotatorypower is restored. The alterationis not due to the alkalinity

of the lead solution, as regards alkalinity alone, for weak soda, or

ammonia produces no such change, till it begins to decompose and

destroy the sugar. It is probable that a soluble lead compound of

levulose possessed of dextro-rotatory power is formed.

Now, when a sugar solution containing invert sugar is clarified

by basic lead acetate, the invert sugar loses, in part or in whole,

its levo-rotatory power, "and the first direct reading is too high.

When the liquid is acidified and inverted by heat, the original

invert sugar has its true levo-rotatory power restored, and added to

that of the invert sugar proceeding from the cane sugar, thus pro-

ducing a greater " difference " in the readings than that due to the

sugar cane alone, and consequently loading to too high a result.

The remedy for this difiiculty is to remove the lead, and acidify

the liquid before making the first reading. For this purpose, I

prefer to use a strong solution of sulphur dioxide, which possesses

the advantages of removing the load, and bleaching the liquid at

the same time, while it is incapable of inverting cane-sugar in the

cold, even in twenty-four hours. The dccoloi-ising effect is so
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great, that even the -worst treacles give liquids of a pale straw

colour when thus treated, and moreover, "inversion" can afterwards

be performed without any fear of spoiling the colour
;
whereas, by

the ordinary method, the liquid frequently becomes too red to allow

of optical examination.

Another error also arises from the use of the lead-salt as a

clarifier for those sugar solutions in which glucose is to be estimated

by the use of Fehling's copper solution. The presence of lead here

leads to a result much too low since it also becomes partly reduced,

and thereby necessitates the use of a greater volume of the sac-

charine solution, which is called on to reduce lead, as well as the

known amount of copper. Sulphur dioxide serves to remove the

lead, whUe excess of the re-agent exerts no other action on the

copper solution, than that of facilitating the subsidence of the

cuprous oxide.

As iUustrating the extent of the error which may be introduced

by the presence of lead, the following experiment, selected from

many others, may be taken.

Solutions of invert sugar of the same strength used in each case.

Volume required to precipitate

cuprous oxide from 10 c.c.

of Fehling's liquid.

1. Free from foreign bodies 10 c.c.

2. Containing 1 0 per cent, of its volume of solu-

I

tion of basic lead acetate ) ,

To utilize these observations, the practical course of analysis of

a low sugar or molasses, becomes

—

AVeigh off double normal quantity
;
dissolve, treat with excess of

basic acetate, and make up to 100 c c. ; filter ; measure off 50 c.c.

of filtrate ; make up to 100 c.c, by solution of sulphuric dioxide
;

and filter again. This solution wiU have the usual degree of con-

centration, and can be proceeded with, as if prepared in the ordinary

manner from good sugar.

—

From the Journal of the Chemical Society.
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OX THE PEODUCTIVE POWERS OF SOILS IN RELATION
TO THE LOSS OF PLANT FOOD BY DRAINAGE.

THE SUBSTANCE OF A LECTUBE DEIIVEEED BEFOEE THE CHEJUCAL

SOCIETY, MAT 4tH, 1871,

By De. Voelckke.

fFi om " The Chemical Kews."J

The lecturer began by showing the futility of the belief that a

soil analysis could reveal whether a land was productive or not.

To those who only imperfectly know the teachings of modem agri-

cultural science it appears very simple to remedy a deficient soil,

by finding out, through analysis, the wanting constituents, and then

to supply them. But this is not so. Not only is it difficult exactly

to analyse a soU, but many other conditions besides the composition

of the land have to be observed. Experience has furnished exam-

ples that two soils may be equal as to the respective amounts of

potash, soda, lime, or phosphoric acid they contain, and yet be very

different in their productiveness. The mentioned substances may

be in different states of combination. Then, much depends on the

physical properties of the soil. Land may contain all the important

plant foods and still be yielding but poor crops, if it does not possess

suficient depth. A further point of consideration is the character

of the undersoil and its relation in the situation to the surface soil.

Lastly, climatological circumstances have to bo considered. These

two latter conditions are not revealed by soil analysis. Of course

it is not to be denied that there are cases where analysis may

ascertain and remedy the deficiencies of a soil. It is well known

that in spite of good physical conditions of a soU, and of its pos-

sessing useful constituents, as potash, phosphoric acid, &c., it yet

may be barren, simply because some injurious substance—as, for

instance, iron sulphate—is present in it. Here an analysis of the

soil shows whence the mischief arises and suggests the remedy.

And so it is with regard to substances which have a beneficial effect

upon a land. Yet, in both these cases, the amounts may be so
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small as not to permit their exact determination by analysis. The

addition of 3 cwts. of good superphosphate of Ume to 1 acre of soil,

6 inches deep, increases the turnip crop in a favourable season

6 to 10 tons per acre. Ifo-w these 3 cwts. to 1 acre hardly add

1-60,000th per cent, of phosphoric acid to the land, and this small

poition can, by analysis, certainly not be estimated -with accuracy.

More than anything, this fact shows the futility of attempting to

determine the productiveness of a soil by a mere analysis. It

is also opposed to the views of those who advocate that in a

system of rational farming there should be kept up a debtor and

creditor account as regards the constituents which are removed

from the soil in the crop grown upon it and the quantity of fer-

tUising matter restored to it in the shape of manure.

The fertility of the crop cannot be maintained, much less in-

creased, if only as much of the fertilising constituents are applied

to the land as are removed from it in the crops. Dr. Voelcker

thinks that three to five times as much fertilising matter has to

bo put upon the land as is taken out from it in the crops.

Dr. Yoelcker then discussed the relative values of various mineral

salts as manures, quoting in support of his views the results of the

classical field experiments of Lawes and GUbert, and this, then, led

the lecturer to speak of the examination of land drainage waters.

Lawes and GUbert, throughout a long series of experiments on the

growth of wheat, have experienced a great loss of nitrogen, no

matter whether ammonia salts, or nitrates, or nitrogenous organic

matters were applied to the crop. Similar loss was found when

barley or meadow hay was grown. The amoxint of nitrogen sup-

plied in the manures was greater than that recovered in the

increased produce.

It appeared to Dr. Voelcker that the nitrogen lost might have

passed into the drain, and, at his request, Messrs. Lawes and

Gilbert directed holes to be dug in the experimental wheat fields,

at the end of each di-ain passing right through the middle of each

experimental plot. An opportunity was thus afforded of collecting

the drain-waters, which were then analysed by Dr. Yoelcker. Of

course it was known with what manures each plot had been treated.
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The waters -were collected

—

1866. Dec. 6. At a fiiU flow of the drain.

1867. May 21. „ „

1868. Jan. 13. ,, „

1868. April24. „ „

1869. Dec. 29. At an enormous flow of the drain.

A large table hung in the room contained the detailed figures of

the analyses. It showed the relation of nitrogen as nitrates and

nitrites found in the draia waters to the various manures employed.

There would have to be considered the loss of raiu-water by

evaporation, but on this point as yet no reliable data exist.

But it is clear, from all the observations that, in whatever form

the nitrogen is applied to the soil, a large proportion of it is carried

ofi' chiefly in the form of nitrates. Nitrate of soda, especially,

seems to be rapidly removed by the rain. It should, therefore, be

applied to the soU late in spring, the best time in average seasons

being, probably, the middle of March. Farm-yard manure, on the

other hand, experience has shown is best applied in autumn.

At all times of the year, but especially during the active period

of growth of the crops, nitrates are found in the watery liquid

which circulates in the land, whereas ammonia salts are never met

with in any appreciably largo quantities. It may therefore be

assumed that it is chiefly, if not solely, from the nitrates that the

crops build up their nitrogenous organic constituents.

Dr. Voelcker's analyses of drainage waters further showed that

potash and phosphoric acid, which certainly are the most important

mineral constituents for the plant, are almost entirely retained in

the soU, whilst the less impoi;tant, as lime or magnesia, or sulphuric

acid pass with greater readiness out of the land.

The interesting lecture concluded by pointing to the importance

of attaining an accurate knowledge of the capacity of different

soils to work up, so to speak, the crude fertilising matters into

suitable food for the plants.

The Chairman in proposing a vote of thanks to the lecturer,

expressed how highly the Society appreciated the paper just read.

Refemng to the observation that the soil cannot retain some salts,
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especially nitrates, he remarked how important it was to put the

Tarious manures at the proper season upon the land. Alluding to

the field experiments of Messrs. Lawes and Gilbert, he said that

the facts brought to light in those investigations would form the

most valuable material for theoretical speculations for some time to

come.

Dr. Gubebt fully agreed with Dr. Voelcker as to the inutility

of soil analyses. Eeferring to Dr. Voelcker's observation, that

such important constituents as phosphoric acid and potash were not

carried out from the ground, Dr. Gilbert remarked, that even by •

an increased addition of ammonia to the soil, no increase of phos-

phoric acid in the drain waters was to be noticed. This seems to

destroy the theory according to which ammonia serves to dissolve

the phosphoric acid.

Dr. Maesden thought that great analogy exists between animal

and vegetable physiology. The soU does not retain those substances

it has no need of, but holds well those necessaiy for the life of the

plant. Of course, how they are retained we do not know with

certainty. From the circumstance that nitrates do really leave the

ground, whilst no ammonia is met with in the drain waters, he

concluded that nitric acid is not absolutely necessary for the

plant.

Mr. "Wablkgiox could not clearly see the analogy drawn by the

previous speaker ; the body is a livi'nff filter, the soil is not. As to

the opinion of niti-ic acid not being required by the plant, he

thought that the wonderful crops obtained with nitrate of soda

manures are sutEcient fact to refute it. Alluding, then, to the

main results of Dr. Yoelcker's paper, he said that they spoke very

much against the utUity of applying sewage manure by irrigation,

since this would have to go on during periods when the activity of

the vegetation is almost nought, and would thus entail loss of much
of the valuable plant constituents. As to Dr. Yoelcker's statement

that nitrates are not well retained by the soil, he thought there were

some experiments on record which would tend to show the

contrary.
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PEACTICAL OBSEEVATIONS ON CANE MANURE.—No. 9.

Bt Dr. T. L. Phipson, F.C.S., &c.,

(Late of the University of Brussels, Professor of Chemistry).

In continuation of my last paper on this subject, I intentionally

repeat that the careful investigation of cane soils from various

parts of the globe has enabled me to state in a considerable

number of cases not only whether a given soil is partially exhausted

or new, whether it has been cultivated for many years or not at all,

but also about how long it will give a good yield of sugar per acre

with little or no manure, and at what period it will cease to yield

good returns without a considerable amount of manuring. These

investigations, for the caiTjing out of which I am indebted to the

kindly aid of several influential friends much interested in the

agriculture of our colonies, have also taught me what kind of

manure is most suitable to the partially exhausted clays of

Dcmerara, Jamaica, &c., to the sandy soils of Ceylon, to the ferru-

ginous soils of South Australia, and what kind of fertilizers should

be avoided under pain of rendering these soils absolutely sterile

for sugar in the course of a few years.

I have endeavoured to give to the readers of this periodical some

of the results of these investigations in very few words and in

language as devoid as possible of technical terms.

In the course of these observations I have been convinced, in

spite of the assertions of some modem agiiculturists, that the best

guide to a knowledge of agricultural chemistry is to be found in

the masterly work of Baron Justus von Liebig entitled " The

Laws of Husbandly," of which I am happy to say there exists an

excellent English translation
;
(and ; Iso in his previous work

"Piinciples of Agricultural Chemistry," edited by the late Dr. "W.

Gregory,-formerly Professor of Chemistry in Edinburgh University).

It may be that Liebig, like others, has modified his views, to some
extent as observation and discovery have progressed, and that in

his most recent work some of his former arguments are enlarged
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and his meaning more fully explained in answer to tlie extraordi-

nary attacks that have been made upon him in England ; but stUl,

his theories, as originally set forth, are the sole guide we hare

eitlier in science or in practice, and none of the so-caUed scientific

experiments carried on for so many years in this country have, in

our opinion, been capable of giving the slighest shock to the

magnificent agricultural edifice raised by the genius of Liebig and

the labours of his pupils and friends.

It is reported that Dr. Gilbert and Dr. Yoelcker asserted

recently before the Chemical Society of London that the analysis

of soils can teach us nothing as to theii- fertility ! This would lead

many to believe that those gentlemen had become somewhat mysti-

fied by the results of their field experiments which have not

corresponded with some of their preconceived idea?. I am of

opinion that such a state of things does occur sometimes, and cau

be traced in most field experiments to the neglect of ascertaining the

exact composition of the soil on which the experiments are made. In

the absence of this knowledge no conclusion of any permanent

value can be arrived at.

Again, it is of little practical use to watch a field or a plot of

ground, year by year, whilst it is being deluged with various con-

coctions, in oitler to aiiive at its true chemical state. A series of

ten or fifteen years um-emitted culture must elapse before any
valuable practical results can be obtaiaed. If the composition of

any soil is carefully ascertained in its original state, and then after

growing sugar for ten or fifteen years, its analysis is made again,

a very marked difi'erenco will be found in the two results, a difier-

cncc which at once points out the proper treatment to which that

soil must be subjected to make it yield its fonner abundant crop of

sugar.

The same ai-gument, of course, holds good for wheat or any other

crop
; and far from chemical analysis being of no use in the treat-

ment of soils, it is absolutely necessary to guide our actions, as it

has laid down the basis of all modem agricultural theories. On
p. 10 of Messrs. Lawes and Gilbert's " Eeport of expeiiments

on the gi-owth of wheat," they themselves say : " if our know-
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ledge of the chemistry of soils should progress as raijidly as it has

during the last twenty j-cars, the analysis of a soil will ere long

become much more significant than it is at present." That is as

much as to say, that if oui- knowledge continues to progress we
shall derive gi-cater benefit from it. In reading such a passage wc
cannot but wonder that these gentlemen did not think proper to

analyse the soils on which their experiments were performed.

" With the use of ammonia salts alone says Liebig, (Principles

of Agricultural Chemistrij, p. SJ,) "no cultivation whatever can

be permanently kept up ;
" and this is just what we find to be the

case in the cane soils of the West Indies, where large quantities of

ammonia salts have been submitted to the test of practice.

The island of Barbadoes appears to offer a marked exception to

many others, and stimulants appear to have succeeded there better

than anywhere else ; I believe this may be explained by the fact,

that the thin stratum of clay in many places lies directly upon the

limestone of the coral rock, rendering the natural fertility of the

island greater than that of others ; but manuring has for many
years past been largely resorted to.

With the exception of some comjiaratively new soils from

Queensland, and the new land now in course of draining in British

Guiana, I have not hitherto met with any cane soil capable of

yielding an abimdant han-est of sugar, even for a small number of

years, without the aid of manure, or deep labour, and weathering

(fallow) ; and in these days of activity the former of course is

preferred, both in our East and West Indian Colonies.

The Java and Demerara clays when properly drained and worked,

will, from the moment they are put under cultivation, yield good

crops without manure for a space of about ten years. In Jamaica,

the same kind of clay wiU yield well for at least fifteen years, and

the red porous clay soil of South Australia, for fifteen to twenty

years. After this period, the yield becomes less and less each sea-

son, in spite of all care, and then a liberal siipply of sulphate of

ammonia, or Peruvian guano wUl raise the product, and for the

next two or three seasons, if the practice is persevered in, it will
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appear to bring about the original state of things. After this,

their stimulating effect will cease almost completely, and the soil

vnil be in a worse condition than before.

Anived at this state, which is precisely the case with a consider-

able number of our most extensive plantations, very great care in

manuring and some amount of patience are requisite to bring about

the former degree of fertility. Of this, more in my next paper.

Analytical Laloratory, Putney,

London, S. W.

THE TENANT SYSTEM IN LOUISIANA.

The want of capital on the part of the large majority of our

sugar planters, and the difficulty, under existing circumstances, of

obtaining advances from commission merchants, has caused the

adoption of the share system of working, by many throughout the

State. This method of working is not popular, however, excepting

with a few who inaugurated the system some years ago, and have

had abundant opportunity of choosing their men ; and nearly all

others who are now working in that way had to come to it from

actual necessity. Although most of those who are going to divide

their crop with their labourers—from the short time allowed them

between sugar-making and the planting season—were obliged to

take almost any body they could get, yet we hear of but little

complaint as to the manner of their working. StUl, there must be

considerable uncertainty in such promiscuous partnership, especially

where there is no organization and directing head, and we fear

that the latter is the case in many instances. The result will be

looked forward to with great interest by all.

The tenant system, first inaugurated on our Bayou by Mr. Louis

Grevemberg, promises to work much more satisfactorily to both

planters and workmen. Instead of planters furnishing the seed,

team, implements, feed, etc., at their own risk, the workmen to be

charged with one-half the expenses and giving one-half the profit

at the end of the year, which is done when working on shares

;

as tenants they are simply furnished with the land and seed,

X
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the latter to be returned when quitting the plantation, and

are given comfortable houses to them. In their contract we
believe it is stipulated that they shall cultivate a certain

quantity of cane, assist in cutting wood to convert the whole

crop into sugar, and give their services, during sugar making,

for all the miU has to do, and, as compensation, they are not only

to receive one-half of the sugar made from their cane, but allowed

to retain aU the corn, potatoes, chickens, etc., etc., they raise, for

for their own use.

In making a trip through the country recently, we visited the

fields of the ten Lafourche families who are cultivating the extreme

western portion of Mr. Grevemberg's plantation, and found them
all working most industriously, being well satisfied with their

profits last year. Their houses are all situated in the rear of the

large field, several acres apart, so that* all have yards well filled

with poultry, cribs well fiUed with corn, and stock in the best

condition. "We saw no negroes about, either as field hands or

assistants in the houses, but we were struck with the large number of

children engaged at work with their parents in the field and house-

hold, and were gratified to know that inducements were offered

for such industrious citizens to locate in Attakapas.

—

Louisimia

Sugar Bowl.

WIRE TRAMWAYS.

We have watched with much interest the development of the

wire tramway system of transport, and have from time to time

noticed its progress. Its spread over several foreign countries and
some of our colonies has been most remarkable, no less than 45
lines having already been undertaken, most of which are constructed

and in successful operation. One of the most remarkable instances

of its success is that of the line constructed for the Ebertrardt and
Aurora Company, in Nevada, U.S. The materials for this line

were forwarded from England late in the Autumn of last year, and
reached Nevada whilst the whole of the mountain district, in which
they were to be placed, was enveloped in snow. Nevertheless,
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during the spring the line (of nearly three miles in length) vas

constructed and has recently been put into most successful operation,

a telegram having been received by the directors of the Ebertrardt

Company, in London, to the effect that the line was working

splendidly. On it there are grades of 1 in 3, and spans from post

to post of some hundreds of feet. The quantity of material carried

is about 200 tons a day, and it may safely be asserted that the

difficulties of this mountain country could not have been overcome

for the purposes of so considerable a transport by the employment

of any other means. Lines have been forwarded to Peru and

Brazil for sugar cane transport. One has been opened in Peru, but

too late for the season, and another in St. Kitts, from which most

favourable results have been obtained. In Austria the system has

been applied to the carriage of turf, and in Bohemia to the carriage

of fire clay from pits requiring an ascent of an angle of 30° from

the horizontal.

The Indian Grovernment are now adopting the system to the

development of the salt mines in the Punjaub ; and the Spanish

Government have applied it to a fifteen mile length, in the moun-

tain of Asturias, of which about nine miles are already in operation.

The "War Office has taken a line for transporting powder casks

from the store at Purfleet to the examining shed and back again,

the inducement being that the transport could by this means be

effected without bringing either animal or steam power within the

precincts of the establishment. The power is to be supplied from

a boUer situated at a distance of several hundred yards from the

powder stores. Stimulated by the rapidly increasing demands not

only of our countries, but the development of mineral and agricul-

tural productions, means of transport are now in great demand and

rapidly on the increase.

The traction engine has received some remarkable improvements

of late, and promises to aid, if not to frequently supersede horses on

common roads, but the wire tramway system has the advantage of

not requiring a ready-made road for its employment, and is un-

doubtedly the pioneer of all existing means of transport.

—

Mechanics'

Magazine.
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THE USE OF SULPHUE IN THE DEFECATION OF
CANE JUICE IN THE ISLAND OF

ST. THOMAS, D.W.I.

Play Grande, Viequez., March 15th, 1871.

To tlie Mitor of the St. Thomas's Tiiende.
Dear Sir,

I have to request you to insert the following notice in your
periodical, whereby you -wiU confer a favor on

Tour obedient Servant,

C. M. HJAEDEMAAL.

Notice to Planters.

I consider it but due to Col. E. A. Stewart, as well as in the

interest of sugar manufacturers in general, to publish the results

obtained on this estate by the application of the said gentleman's

system of applying sulphur in the defecation and clarification of

cane juice. I have been at work with two large size Fryer's

Concretors, since the beginning of last year, when the result

obtained from that apparatus was perfectly satisfactory as regards

quantity, the average being 198^ lbs. of concrete from 100 imperial

gallons of juice gauging 10^° Baume, but as the quality did not

correspond to my expectations I determined to try Colonel Stewart's

system and after a week's fair trial, can now state that the quality

has been vastly improved in colour, which from the system of con-

creting cane juice is necessarily somewhat duU, but approaching to

a light yellow or even white. So far, I have not been able to

remark that the concrete is in any way less soUd, when potted, as

it ought to be, in thin layers. From the fact that a great deal more

of the damaging substances contained in the juice are extracted by

the Stewart method of clarification, the natural deduction seems to

be that it wiU be less subject to deliquesce, and I fully anticipate

that it will stand the sea better than common concrete.

To obtain this result, I am using 1^ lbs. of sulphur to each

1000 imperial gallons of juice, and with good clarifiers and sufli-

cient steam to work them properly it is easily attained.
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CENTRAL SUGAR FACTORIES.

The following letter appeared in the Barhadoes West Indian of

April 24—

Dear Sir,

"Will you give me room to put the above subject before your

readers, who, like myself, are interested in the sugar properties in

this island. The average loss on shipboard on sugars, sent from

this island ia the form known as raw muscovado, arisiag from the

crude and unscientific mode of manufacture, is about 10 per cent.,

or, to put the matter in another light, for every lOOhhds. of sugar

shipped, the actual quantity of sugar- landed is equal to about 90

hhds. This loss represents what would afford a handsome profit

from any business.

The injury inflicted on the commercial and planting interests of

the island in addition must also be taken into account, as where

sugars are purchased here to fiU orders, the consignees abroad com-

plain, that the deficiency between shipping and landing weights is

so great as to curtail—^if not to a great extent to prevent—any

future orders for sugars, and thus the business of the merchant is

lessened, and the planter's market for his produce restricted.

These combiued losses can be avoided by the application of

science, and skilled labour, to the manufacture of sugar, involviug

in addition the advantage of a division of labovu" between the

planter and the refiner.

At present the planter combiaes in himself the several occupa-

tions of agriculturist, sugar manufacturer, distiller, and merchant.

It is the general interest of all concerned ia the staple of the

island, that these occupations should be so distributed as to be

productive of greater benefit to the community.

Quite irrespective of what has been already stated, the most con-

vincing argument in favour of improvement in the manufacture of

sugar, is to be found in the recent changes in the duties on that

article by the Imperial Government, such duties holding out a

premium too good—as against inferior sugar.
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The question of an equalization of tlie duties on sugar,—the

principle of 'which obtains with respect to its adjuncts, coffee and

tea,—is one that will be decided affirmatively by time. It is in

the interest of the refiners in Great Britain that this should be so,

and as a body they are so influential that there can bo very little

doubt of their ultimate success.

If tlie foregoing conclusion is accepted, the natural result must

be to put a stop to raw sugar as an article of export, inasmuch as

it would be too heavily weighted by duty in the competition with

loaf sugar.

In order to avoid the losses which at present arise from the

generally imperfect mode of manufacturing sugar, to meet the

changes arising from the progress of events and to impart greater

stability and permanence to the agricultural and commercial pros-

perity of the island, considerable improvement will be necessary

in order to produce such sugai's as will stand shipment without loss

by drainage, and which, by giving satisfaction to buyers from

abroad, will attract orders, and create a healthy competition for

the island staple.

The necessary improvements would require an outlay of capital

such as is not always within the reach of individual enterprise, but

by combination, on the principle of limited liability, ample capital

woiild be forthcoming for the establishment of central sugar

factories in the island if the investors were satisfied to receive a

remunerative return upon their outlay.

A sugar refinery on the Pierhead has been occupied thus far

during the current crop in converting cane syrup purchased from

estates, directly into white sugar, with as it is understood, the

most satisfactory results to both soUer and buyer of such syrup.

The plan is fraught with advantages, a few only of which are

mentioned in support of the assertion. It enables the planter by

converting his canes into syrup instead of sugar to get them off

the land in a shorter time ; the injury to his tayches from extreme

heat is diminished ; the coonsumption of fuel is lessened con-

siderably, thus leaving a surplus for manuring purposes, a great

desideratum now that both the quantity and quality of the import of
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guano from Peru is said to be declining and a further, but by no

means insignificant, result -would be the closing of the boiling-

house at an earlier hour, thereby relieving the people employed in

it from the fatigue and loss of rest, which late boiling causes,

irrespectire of its attendant evils of uncleansed liquor and high-

boiled sugar, together -with the opportunity which darkness affords

to pilfering ; and as regards fire, if the stancheon should be full of

sugar in hogsheads it would be almost impossible to get them out,

and if not insured the sugar would be lost, whereas syrup is

despatched for sale immediately as it is made, and is turned into

money quicker than sugar, which must remain for two or three

weeks before it can be sent away.

Besides, in selling syrup, there is no difiiculty as to uniformity

of sample, so prolific a cause of misunderstanding in dealing with

the sale of sugar ; no shipment on planters account, and therefore

no loss by drainage, neither by exchange, nor postage ; no trouble-

some correspondence to be carried on, no feeling of anxiety as to

the changes of prices in markets, to which the planter has sent his

sugars, and the transaction is one for ready money.

The two refineries in the island are of immense benefit to the

planters, but they are not on a scale to take off more than a

certain quantity of syrup, and are compelled to limit their pur'

chases to requirements. It is therefore deemed very desirable,

looking to its numerous advantages, that this new industry should

be promoted, and I shall be amply repaid, if what I have written

should be the means of attracting the attention of capitalists to the

subject. People talk of developing new industries ; let them wait

a while until an old, tried, and valuable one is improved to the

fuU and pajing extent of which it is capable, and then we shall

be at leisure to examine into the new ones.

Tours truly,

PROGEESS.

The writer of the above letter takes for granted that the drainage

from the packages on shipboard represents so much absolute loss
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of sugar, -whereas it is mainly the molasses which drains, and the

remaining sugar is -worth more per c-wt. -when it arrives in port in

consequence of such drainage. It is a question for the planter to

consider, -whether he -will he sufficiently compensated for the extra

expense of capital and lahour necessary, hy the production of a

better class of sugar which -will not drain. As for the difficulties

alleged to arise in the consignment of sugai-s from the difference

bet-ween the shipping and landing weights, it is very easy for the

buyer -when "purchasing to fill orders" to take into account this

average loss of about 10 per cent.

As to the duties, " Progress " is mistaken in supposing that it is

to the interest of British refiners that they should be equalized.

Much nonsense is -written on the equalization of the sugar duties.

At the present time the duties le-ried upon sugar in England are in.

effect equal, i.e., aU pure sugar pays a duty of 6s. per c-wt. -whether

it comes in the form of a c-wt. of loaf sugar from a Belgian refinery,

or of a c-wt. of sugar mixed -with half a cwt. of impurity, as

Jaggery from India, or unclaycd ilaniUa from the Philippine

Islands. Molasses pays a duty of only Is. 9d. per cwt., because

the sugar obtainable from this quantity bears the same proportion

to 112 lbs. as Is. 9d. bears to 6s.; thus sugars are taxed at a

uniform duty of 6s. per c-wt. of pure sugar. The tax on alcohol is

in like manner, a uniform tax, but it is discriminating in that the

impost on each gallon of alcohol and -water is based on the propor-

tion of alcohol present : in the one case pure extractable alcohol is

taxed, in the other pure extractable sugar is taxed and everything

else goes free. The business of the sugar refiner is to separate

sugar from other matters, and if the same duty -were levied on each

c-wt. of sugar and foreign matter, -which he imports, as upon each

c-wt. of pure sugar, -which foreign refiners send into this country,

the occupation of the British refiner -would cease and he -would

re-erect his refinery in Dunkirk or Antwerp in order to be fairly

weighted in competition -with his foreign rivals. But the effect of

all this upon the tropical planter -would be most disastrous. Unless

he too -were to make white refined sugar, which he is not likely to

do in any quantity, he would be subjected to too heavj- a duty,
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Ms sugars -would be practically excluded from the grocery market

in this country and his sole customers -nrould be refiners abroad.

So long as the duties are levied upon sugar they mil certainly

be discriminating ones, but if it were conceivable that one duty

should be laid on everything called 'sugar, such a change would be

coupled with refining in bond, as no reasonable being could desire

to sec a large British industiy employing thousands of workpeople

driven from our shores. Eefining in bond, means that the duty

shall be levied on the refined sugar leaving the factory, instead of

the raw sugar entering it. The efi'ect of this would be to place

refiners in fully as good a position as if they were to carry on

the business in Antwerp or Dunkirk. But so long as the same

duty was levied on 16ozs. of refined sugar as upon 12ozs. or so of

the pure sugar present in a pound of muscovado, the makers of

this class would have no customers but the refiners, and the makers

of all sugars of any quality inferior to pure refined would be diiven

to sell to refiners, or be subjected to a prejudicial rate of duty.

The planter no less than the refiner and consumer is interested

in all pure sugar paying a uniform duty, that is, that the duty

shall be paid on extractable sugar present in each quality, as is the

case at present.

" Progress" mentions several difficulties attendant on the manu-

facture and sale of sugar from which the planter selling his syrup

would be free ; most of these are simply transferred to the refiner

and must re-act on the planter in the price paid to him for his

syrup, and on the other hand the cartage as compared with sugar

would be doubled on account of the greater bulk of syrup. The

central factory system possesses certain advantages, one of which

is—in dealing with large quantities of cane—^the employing of

mills which extract the largest amount of juice. In the scheme

proposed this advantage would be lost. The scheme would promise

more abundant success if the canes were brought to the central

factory, partly coastwise and partly by judiciously arranged tram-

ways from the centre of the island.
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BAEBADOES.

Since the holidays the busiaess of the crop has been resumed,

and is pushed "with more vigour than before, as the canes begin to

feel the effects of continued dry weather and parching winds. On

many of the smaller estates in the black soils it is drawing to a

close, and it may be said on these estates generally about two-

thirds of the crop has been reaped, and on the red soils about one-

third, altogether about three-fifths of the crop. The quantity of

sugar shipped to date amounts to 10,318 hhds., 1012 trcs., 6678

brls., 7065 bags, equivalent to 12,711 hhds. Jtlolasses 3095 puns.

350 hhds., 330 brls. Eum 58 puns., 139 hhds., 27 qr. casks.

Sugar is coming down much faster now ; the stores in town are

full, and so it may be said without exaggeration is the quay and

the approaches to it. The quantity ready for shipment in the

boiling-houses may be taken at double the quantity shipped, from 20

to 25,000 hhds. It has been selling at from 4 dels, to 4J dels, per

hundred, and molasses at 20 cents, including puns.— TFest Indian.

AJSTTIGUA.

The quality of the sugar in course of manufacture this year is

remarkably fine, greater care than ever being bestowed in producing

a good article. As yet our planters have not adventured on any

process absolutely new to the island, and we are not so far advanced

in the march of progress as to be able to boast of sending forward

vacuum pan, and other sugars of a kindred quality. Nevertheless,

the demand for a superior article, and the capabilities of most of

our soils to produce it, have stimulated our planters to put forth

all their skill and attention in the boiling house, and the result has

been a display from more than one estate of really an unexception-

able sugar, with dry and large blooming crystals, in colour pale

yellow, approaching to white. Such sugar, in cases where pro-

prietors or their representatives were not under obligation to ship

to Europe, have been readily caught up for markets elsewhere, at

highly remunerative rates, and we only hope to see the energy of

our producing friends more continuously rewarded by an increase

in this direct traffic, without the intervention of intermediate

hands.

—

Antigm Observer.
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LABOTJE IN THE "WEST INDIES.

To IKE Editoe of the Suoab Case.
SrE,

"When the Act of Emancipation of the Blacks was passed by

the British Parliament, it is much to be regretted that the question

of labour (for there only, -was there ever any difficulty,) was never

grappled with; for, to this day it has not been rightly understood,

nor freedom sought to be reconciled with industry.

The question has been shirked, or evaded, but has never been

fairly met, or candidly looked at. I have ransacked aU Hansard

upon this negro question, and I must say that no speech struck me
more forcibly than that of the Duke of "WeUington, who said,

that he never felt more difficulty how to vote, than he did upon

that question. Every one knows the humanity of the great Duke.

But he was also a most practical man, who could well foresee the

great difficulties of the measure, difficulties which were not thought

of by its sanguine promoters.

No qiiestion was at that time raised upon the importation of

slave sugar. The only question raised, was the question of the

enfranchisement of the negroes. As for the "West Indian Planters,

in vain did they again and again protest that they were not wedded
to slavery and its accessories. AU. they wanted was some security

of labour for the cultivation of their estates, and with their

experience of his character, in countries where there was no surplus

labour to be had, they thought that the negro could not be relied on

in time to come. Nor can we wonder that it should be so ; that

men accustomed to labour for others; when they were made
free, in a climate requiring no expense for house rent, for

fael, and very little for clothing, should look uj)on a life of

ease and absence of labour, as the ne plus ultra of human
enjoyment. "We must not, therefore, blame the blacks that their

wants being thus limited, and they without ambition, or any

desire to rise in the world, did not evince the same alacrity
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for labour in a state of freedom, as in a state of slavery.

If custom and fear were leading motives in the one ease, necessity,

•vvhicli in cold climates, impels the vrorking-man to labour, was

almost entirely wanting in the case of the negro. Although,

therefore, we cannot much wonder at the idleness of the blacks,

we do blame their rash and over confident advocates who spared no

pains in the press, and on many a platform, to blacken the character

of the "West India Planters, as men devoid of all human feelings.

No wonder that the crowd who did not understand, and who would

not wait to discuss, the difiiculties of the question, should be violently

excited by tales of blood and cruelty, and give their ready credence

to him who promised to rid them of such iniquity ! Alas for the

consistency of human opinion. Who could imagine that in a few

years, when the amount of labour was getting scai'cer and

scarcer, and the price of sugar dearer and dearer, as the "West

India Planters had all along predicted, the picture would be at once

reversed. "We no longer heard of sugar or coffee being tainted with

blood and cruelty. The only question, then was, where is the

cheapest sugar to be had ; and in a solution of that problem we did

not hesitate to go to foreign countries, not merely to countries

where slavery existed, but where the slave trade was actually

carried on, in disregard of express treaties, and of every law human

and divine to forbid it.

If the legislature or the government of the day had really solved

the question of free labour, I do not think that the "West India

planters would, or could complain of the freest competition with

the sugar of foreign countries. Although where slavery existed,

and above all, where the slave trside was carried on, in defiance of

law and treaty, we were surely bound upon every principle of

right and justice, to take care that in our own markets at aU

events, such sugar so made, should have no advantage over the

produce of our own emancipated colonies.

Although I thus speak of Cuban and other slave sugars, yet such

is my confidence in the ultimate success of free labour rightly

administered and intelligently guarded, that I am not sure that in
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the British colonies it ttcuM not prevail even against Cuban slave

trade.

Let me here remark that after the emancipation of the blacks in

the British colonies, when the price of sugar rose high, the

West India planters did not derive any benefit or advantage from

it, as had been very ignorantly and mistakenly represented. The

advance resulted entirely from want of labour to cultivate

and extend their estates. The government of the day, in place of

trying to solve the difficulty which their own weU-meant but

rather rash act had created, all at once left the British colonies

with broken credit and exhausted means, to struggle against such

overwhelming difficulties, and under the cry of free trade flew off

to foreign countres for cheap sugar. At this time the quantity of

sugar in the British colonies fell off about a fourth, whilst the

cultivation of coffee was aU but abandoned. Hence arose the

advanced price of both. No wonder therefore, that the "West India

planters should desire to promote immigration from every country

from which immigrants could be had, as affording them the only

means of cultivating their estates, and working out the full

advantage of the free labour principle.

Sometimes it is ignorantly, often dishonestly urged, that the

British parliament did a very noble and generous thing in voting

the payment of £20,000,000 compensation to the AVest India

planters for freeing their slaves. Let there be no mistake upon

this head. Had parliament adhered to the spirit of their own act,

and firmly maintained their own principles of freedom, then the

payment of the £20,000,000 in question, indeed the half, even

one-fourth part of it, would have been fully sufficient compensation

to the "West India planters for their probable loss in changing from

a system of slavery to one of labour for hire. As compensation,

therefore, with the maintenance of their own principles, the sum in

question was amply sufficient. But as the value of the estates

such a sam was altogether a bagatelle, and in that point of view

the importation of slave sugar, and the free labour question left

unsolved, was no other than an act of confiscation. On the contrary,

the £20,000,000 was never paid to the "West India planters, and
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never received by them, as the full value of their estates, •which

without adequate labour to cultivate them, were of themselves

utterly useless. So far from this, the value of the West India

estates and slaves, without reference to the Cape and the Maiu'itius,

was said to be £120,000,000. The rash advocates of immediate

emancipation, without any preparatory instruction of the negroes,

or any regard to the supply of labour to the planters, stoutly main-

tained that in a state of freedom, and in the absence of restraint,

the blacks would work with more energy than before, they them-

selves receiving the benefit of their hire. The result as we all

know was not so. Let us for instance take the enterprising and

prosperous colony of British Guiana. What has been the effect of

the change to it ? In a pecuniary point of view, is free labour

more profitable to the planters than was slave labour ? Take an

estate making 300 to 400 hhds. of sugar. I believe an estate of

this size costs £2,000 a year more than it did before. To the

planter that difference in expense of cultivation must be met, or

the estate cannot be carried on. If his means or credit can be

stretched so far, the planter may, in a favourable year, improve his

position by extending his cultivation, and raising 1,000 or 1,200

hhds. of sugar instead of 300 or 400. The reason is obvious to

practical men ; while certain expenses are much the same whether

your cultivation bo large or small, certain other expenses, but

chiefly that of labour, require to be enlai-ged to meet the require-

ments of an extended cultivation.

My object in thus writing is not to take up old disputes, but if

possible to throw some light upon an important subject but little

understood.

It is not difiicult to overthrow slavery, but if sugar and coffee

be more than luxuries to the rich, and really necessities of life to

the masses, (as modern legislation I think rightly regards them,)

then, I venture to say, that in destroying slavery in the West

Indies, our great work was but partially performed ; and that to

organise free labour and make it a success, is a far more important

and difiicult part of the work.

I submit that the measure which I have to suggest in this paper
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is well calculated to aid that object. That if taken in hand by

the same parties who so admii-ably administered and matured coolie

emigration from India, it can in any event do no harm ; and must

and most probably wiU do an immense deal of good. If successful,

we shall revive enterprise in our men West India colonies, and

extend the cultivation of the cane ; and perhaps encourage other

nations to abolish slavery and adopt fi-ee labour in its stead, when

we can poLat to it as a success and worthy of their adoption.

Most of us can well remember the commencement of East Indian

immigi-ation into the British "West Indies, and we know how

useful, if expensive, it has been, in particular to the colonies of

British Gviiana and Trinidad. No sooner was the system established,

than a certain party professing the greatest care for the free blacks,

hastened up to the Colonial office with twenty of what they called

reasons against East Indian immigration to the "^^est Indies ! I do

not wish to speak or think uncharitably of a body of men who

profess to have high objects in view, but it is impossible not to see

with how much ignorance and prejudice this party regarded the

whole subject, and remembering their own professed principles, it

is impossible to forget that their only success has been in show-

ing "how not to do it." Suffice it to say, that East Indian

immigration, improved from time to time and admirably

conducted, has become a great success. Certaia drawbacks

there may occasionally occur, but these when pointed out and

known, are easily removed and corrected. It was satisfac-

tory to find that the Rev. Mr. TJnderhill, a Baptist Missionary who

went to the "West Indies, on pui-pose to inform himself

correctly upon the subject, reported as follows in The Freeman,

on coolie immigi-ation :
" You may now ask how does this system

work ? It is approved of by every class of persons in the island

(Trinidad). I conversed with government officials, planters man-

agers, missionai-ies, storekeepers, and with the coolies themselves,

and I did not hear a single complaint. Men of the most opposite

political opinions, men who very frequently criticise the acts of the

Government, as well as men who naturally view the plantLag

interest with suspicion ; aU concurred in this, that the immigration

as working in the island of Tiinidad, is a success."
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Such being the results of coolie emigration to the West Indies, may

I not ask if there is any reason why a system so beneficial and so

admirably managed cannot be applied to emigration from the West

coast of Africa, mth equal advantage to the African population as to

the planting interest and tothe native population of the West Indies?

However steady and industrious are East Indian coolies, and well

adapted for several kiads of labour, there can be no doubt that

the African races are physically stronger than the coolies, and

therefore better adapted to the use of the shovel and several other

descriptions of labour required on the heavy soils of Guiana for

example: for several years the captured Africans rescued from

slave ships were sent to the West Indies and after a little training

made most useful and well conducted labourers. The expense of

bringing an East Indian coolie a long voyage and across several

oceans cannot with the return passage be put at less than £20,

while the African has but to cross one sea, and can easily come

and go at an expense of a very few pounds. In no country in the

world are his rights and feelings more jealously guarded than ia

the British West Indies. Why, let me ask, should we not give to

the African the advantages of emigration which is so eagerly em-

braced by the Englishman and the Gei-man ?

Till this has been accomplished and is in successful operation, I

cannot think that free labour will have a fair chance of meeting

and overcoming the severities of slavery.

I am. Sir,

Your most obedient Servant,

A WEST INDIA^f PLANTEK.

BEET EOOT AND BEET HOOT SUGAR.

To THE Editob op " The Stoae Cane."

ToEONTO, Canada, 3ed Mat, 1871.

Deae Sie,

The following description of Colonial troubles in the pursuit of

"beet root sugar" may not be very interesting to your more

advanced English readers, but I am sure it will be fully sym-

pathised with by those who, like ourselves in Canada, arc struggling
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to introduce this new industry iato a region wliere it has been

scarcely heard of, and never before tried.

EoUowing out the suggestions of the various books which have

come to our hands, namely, "Baruchson," John Henderson Porter's

" Crookes' work," "The American Patent Ofice Eeports," &c.,

we have in Canada grown this last year, experimentally, in various

parts of the province, several varieties of sugar beet—all, however, of

the white Silesian kinds, and of various tints ; and this year there

is a very large breadth sown, to use for our cattle if we cannot

succeed in making sugar from the roots.

According to the ground and the culture, we have obtained juice

of various specific gravities, from 1036 to 1054, and even higher.

"We have proved that our soil does not produce a greater

amount of salt, potash, &c., in the root than are produced in other

countries. Wg have also proved that the climate is well adapted

to the growth of the plant, and that the severity of the winter

forms no unsurmountable objection to the preservation of the root

;

indeed, we have gone farther, and proved by actual experience that

the root successfully resists a high degree of frost, and that heat in

storage in the house is much more to be dreaded than the effect of

frost on the pitted roots in the field. We have proved that a

covering of eight inches of earth over the pit or heap in which the

root is preserved in the field is quite sufScient to keep the root from

injury, notwithstanding that our frost penetrates every winter two
to three feet into the soil—the root when buried seems to resist the

frost. The importance of this fact cannot be over estimated, since

it gives us a longer season in which to work the root than even in

England—for we can begin in September from the fields, and keep
on with housed and pitted roots till the April following. But with

all these advantages we have this drawback—there are no practical

persons to carry on the process of manufacture. There are some

few Germans here who have worked in beet root sugar factories,

and even some who have had factories of their own, but they are

so mysterious and reticent that nothing can be got from them in

the way of information—like the dog in the manger, they can make
no use of the thing themselves, for they have not the necessarr
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capital or spirit, and they will give no information to others.

I -will now proceed to describe what we have done, premising

that these experiments were not intended to test the quantity

of sugar per ton of roots contained in the beets, but merely to

obtain sugar, we were satisfied that what we did not get the

cows did, so that nothing was lost—our object was to get the

sugar, and improve on the yield per ton afterwards,

Experiment the first

—

Grated down the beets, the red garden variety, they were good

roots but the juice was somewhat watery, specific gravity 1036,

there was a great deal of it for the weight of the roots. This by

the tables ought to give about 9 per cent, of sugar. The juice was

immediately boiled down to a thick treacle, 30° to 32° Baume, it

turned very black, but the object was to keep it for a time
;

finall}"^,

reduced it with water, and reboiled it ; defecated it with lime ; it

threw up an immense deal of scum, but by small successive addi-

tions of lime, broke up and cleared well, first to a gi-eenish hue,

the red colour of the juice and the blackness from boiling both dis-

appeared, and it became of the colour of Maderia wine. "We then

carbonated the juice with bellows and carbonic acid gas, until the

limey taste was all gone, then filtered and evaporated down to 32°

Baume. This syrup was veiy dark colored and strong in flavoux',

with a strong beety odour. It would not crystallize.

Experiment the second

—

Grated down the beets—wliite Silcsian variety, pink and gi'een

skins mixed—they yielded a large quantity of juice, and pressed

very easily; specific gravity of juice 1054 (equal by the table to

14-38 per cent, of sugar) ; took out all the juice we could with the

press, then added water to the pressed mass ; at the heat of 160°

Faht. found it to difi'use well ; first diffusion equal to one pint of

water to each pound of root
;
result, an equal quantity of liquor at

1011 sp. gr. ; added a similar quantity of water, result, a similar

quantity of liquor at 1005J sp. gr. Total results, liquor equal to

3f pints of juice from 4 lbs. root of the sp. gravity of 1054. This

was a very good yield. Boiled the juice with lime, adding the

milk of lime as soon as the juice was 170° Faht. ; raised the heat.
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and continued to add the lime, until the juice went through the

usual changes, first greenish, then it broke and showed white wine

colour ; then raised the heat to boiling ;
skimmed, and carbonated

it until the Hmey taste was all gone ; then added fine bone black,

and boiled for an hour ; then filtered, until the juice was perfectly

clear and transparent. The bone black did not seem to destroy the

colour, when boiled down to 30° Baume it was a deep yellow

brown, it was most carefully done and was never burnt ; it was

first evaporated down with stirring untU about 20° Baume, then

evaporated in a water bath until it became quite thick, like thick

treacle, and at length too thick to try the density.

This syrup was also very strong and disagreeable, smelt like

chicory, and showed aU appearances of having been burnt, although

the vessels in which it was done were bright tin, and were never

even browned or soiled on the bottom, and the fire never came

above the edge of the juice ; set it by in a warm place, but it would

not crystallize.

As soon as we -found that it showed no symptoms of crystalliza-

tion, we again lowered it with water to a thin syrup, and submitted

it to the " osmose " process, the cells being made of "parchment

"

and "parchment paper;" the salts percolated through, and the

taste of the syrup became much better, but it stUl refused to

crystallize. To ascertain the amount of salts taken out by the

"osmose" process, we evaporated tlie water which was in the

parchment cells, and which had a Uttle sugar in it as well as the

salts. "We heated the residuum red hot, then dissolved it with

water, the result was a very strong solution of potash, and other

saline matters, so strong and so much of it as to render it hard to

believe that it ever came out of the syrup.

The lime used was made from the best blue limestone, which is

considered to furnish lime particlarly pure and strong.

The foregoing is a fair sample of the way we tiied several ex-

periments, varying the quantities of Hme, &c., but none would

crystallize, and all seemed as if deeply burnt or browned, which

we were not able to account for, as it certainly never burnt in the

pan in which the operation was performed.
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Experiment the third

—

"We were determined if possible to purify the syrup by the sucrate

of lime process, and for that purpose proceeded as directed in

" Crookes's work," sprinkled the powdered hydrate of lime on

the surface of the syrup, and stirred it, expecting it to form into

granular masses, as set forth in Mr. Crookes' description—it would

do no such thing, but after stirring a good deal and being allowed

to rest it settled down into a fine mud; the lime having apparently

had no effect in taking up the sugar, this was done in the cold, as

desired, but without effect; the mixture of lime and sugar in

the deposit was separated and washed to get rid of the impurities,

which it did, then the result was carbonated and only produced a

very weak syrup ; the sucratation had evidently not taken effect.

"We tried the same thing at yarious temperatures, but with no

better success. "We saw enough of the sucrate of lime system

however to perceive that sometimes the lime did unite with the

sugar, but in a very uncertain and unsatisfactory manner, and the

result of all the trials was disappointment.

Now Mr. Editor can you teU us where we were wrong. I

would not trouble you could I either purchase or obtain the infor-

mation otherwise or elsewhere ; but it is clear that we are wrong

somewhere. If you cannot give us the particulars of where we

are wrong can you recommend us to any book where we can right

ourselves. If we could once crystallize I should be satisfied.

Yours, &€.,

VECTIS.

NEW PATENT.

—

from the jtrchanics' magazine.

2774. C. H. MoBERLT, Erith. Evaporating apparatus. Dated October 21,

1870.

In applying this invention to the concentration of saccharine liquors, the

inventor takes—say for example—the evaporating apparatus patented by

"Walter Knaggs, on the 3rd January, 1867, No. 22, and instead of using the

transverse tubes which overlie the tray or bottom of the evaporating vessel

and receive steam from the steam boiler below, according to that invention

;

he fits into the tray bottom vertical hollow projections set equi-distant from

each other, and forming groups which extend over the bottom of the tray.

—

Jatent completed.
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HAVANNA AND MATANZAS.

(From Licht's Monthly Circular.)

Exports feom the 1st of Jastjaet id the 1st of Apeil.

1871. 1870. 1869.

Tons. Tons. Tons.

49,029 . . 61,371 ..74,220

21,716 . . 44,488 ..35,980

1,365 . . 3,234 .. 3,494

2,695 . . 9,382 . .13,688

11,158 . . 20,974 . . 8,649

25 572 . . 504

843 .. 1,882 . . 1,051

Total

,

86,831 141,903 137,586

Stocks in Havanna and Matanzas

.

73,996 ..118,251 . . 60,520

MAURITIUS.

ExpoKTs FEOM 1st Atjgtjst TO 6th ApEitj

1870'71. 1869-70. 1868-69.

Tons. Tons. Tons.

To 16,014 .. 34,698 . . 19,443

)>
5,930 11,155 . . 4,970

>> 31,440 .. 36,094 . . 27,509

?) 2,962 . . 3,696 . . 3,311

)> Cape of Good Hope. 1,759 . . 1,363 645

>> 14,475 .. 28,496 . . 13,323

)» Other Ports 612 .. 1,109 648

Total 73,192 ..115,611 . . 69,751
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Stocks op Sttgah m the Chiep Maekeis of the Wosld os the

31st MaBCH, in THOTJSAlfDS OF TONS, 10 THE KEAKEST THOtTSAND.

1871. 1870. 1869.

97 .

.

.. 106 . 99

128 . .. Ill . .. 100

Holland 27 . 30 . .. 41

Germany (Zollverein) .

.

46 . 29 . 40

5 . 4 . 5

oOo . . 285

48 .. 95 . .. 40

Havana and Matanzas .

,

74 .

.

.. 118 .. .. 61

425 .

.

. . 493 .

.

.. 386

CoirStTMPTION OF SuGAE, &C., FOE TeABS EKDING 31ST OF MAECfi, .

IK THOUSAITDS OF TOXS.

1871. 1870. 1869.

731 . . 620 . 603

324 . . 313 . 298

Germany (Zollverein) .. 224 . . 212 . 185

29 . . 32 . 25

92 . . 112 . 107

Total in Europe. .

.

. 1400 1288 1218

496 413 442

1896 1691 1660



SUGAR STATISTICS—GEEAT BRITAIN
To 20iH May, 1871 and 1870. In Thousands op Tons, to the Neahest Thousand.

STOCKS IMPORTS. DELIVEEIES.

fl
o o

&
o

don.

rpool
'o
tn

a> d
o

rpool

stol. tal, 70.

Loi-
Live:

•c
w Lon

Live pq s
O 00

Lon Live

•g

W 5 h2 O 00
Eh —

British West India X o 9 1 6 2z 27 30 4 4 15 52 46 30 3 3 19 56 30

British East India 8 1 9 114 2 1 , , 3 4 9 2 11 7

2 1 2 4 1

1

3 3 2 9 22 4 1 2 8 16

Cuba 4 2 3 7 16 27 4 2 5 10 20 51 3 3 4 7 17 43

Porto Rico, &c. .

.

1 4 0 9 1
/-

0 7 12 QO o 1 1 8 8

Manilla & Java .

.

26 9 2 38 43 10 7 3 4 24 19 12 10 3 2 27 21

12 2 14 20 16 2 8 27 37 1 15 2 10 27 28

7 2 QO 12 6 17 8 A DO 00 14 8 6 38

Total, 1871 . .1 61 32 6 22 122 157 68 44 21 74 208 228 « 45 21 80 221 192

Total, 1870 ,

.

81 39 6 31 35decrease 68 60 27 73 20decreasc 63 46 26 58 29increase
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STATE AND PROSPECTS OF THE SUGAR MARKETS.

During the early part of the past month the markets were dull and

in some instances there was a slight decline in prices ; but latterly

great animation has been displayed and considerable business done

at advanced rates. No. 12 Havana afloat is selling at 31s. 6d., an

advance of 2s. to 2s. 6d. during the month, and of 5s. over the

prices ruling last year at this date. Cuba muscovadoes are worth 27s.

6d. to 28s. 6d., and "West India 26s. to 27s. in bond. Refined goods

have latterly participated in the advance ; common lumps are quoted

at 41s. to 42s. 6d. in London. Continental markets are very firm.

In Holland, Javas have sold at high prices, and in Prance and

Belgium beet sugars are worth 27s. 3d. to 27s. 6d., f.o.b., basis

88 per cent. In Cuba, the markets are firm at advanced rates,

with but few shipments for this country.

The stocks at the foiu- ports on the 20th of May were 35,000

tons below those of last year
;
impoits show a falling off of 20,000

tons, and deliveries an increase of 29,000 tons to the same date.

The firmness of the market is fuUy justified by the general stock.

The reports of the great deficiency in Cuba are confirmed, and

the decrease in the production of Colonial sugar in the aggregate

for the present season is estimated at nearly 200,000 tons. The

increase in the Continental beet sugar crop, 75,000 tons, stUl leaves

a great deficiency to meet the generally increased consumption.

Accounts from Cuba of the growing crop are unfavourable ; on the

other hand, a very large breadth of beet has been sown on the

Continent this spring ; with an average yield, it is believed that in

Prance alone, there will be, at a low estimate, an increase in next

season's production of 60,000 tons.
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PLA2fTERS, REFINERS, AND "THE STJG.Ul CANE."

In an article on Central Sugar Factories in its issue of the 17th

June, the " Produce Markets Review " asserts that in London West

Indian mercantile establishments the idea is still maintained, in the

face of all reason, that it is lest for the planters to male the worst sugar

as hadly as possible, in order that it may he suited to the wants of

British refiners. knA that this view is naturally supported in a

recent article by "The Sugar Cane," tlw organ of the British Pieces

Makers, which objects for many reasons to central factories ; further

that, the general tone of its [The Sugar Cane's] articles is, that

while it is desirable for the West Indians to improve the methods of

agriculture and the extraction and concentration of the juice, every-

thing must be done with the ultimate view of selling to British

refiners. "The Sugar Cane" is therefoie anxious to save the planters

from the mistake of crowning their improvements by making good sugar,

with which to appeal direct to consumers, and thus to pass by the

Pieces Makers.

Now even supposing that London West Indian merchants—w ith

whose \-iews (and motives) the " Produce Markets Review"

appears to he so familiar—do maintain that it is bestfor the planter to

make the worst sugar as badly as possible to suit British refiners ;

there is no foundation for the statement that this or any semblance

of it has ever been supported in the pages of " The Sugar Cane :"

for, apart from the interest of the planter it is generally the interest

of the refiner to buy the best sugar he can,—as it is the interest of

2 a
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the cotton spinner to buy the best cotton he can,—and his only-

interest in buying lower qualities is when the price is sufficiently

depressed to leave a greater margin of profit. Of course if planters

could make refined sugar profitably, the refiner's occupation would

be gone, but this is no more likely to take place generally than

that the cotton planter should become a cotton spinner.*

The assertion that "The Sugar Cane" objects to central factories,

is entirely unfounded. In the recent article referred to, which

contains some strictures, not on central factories, but, upon some

statements and arguments contained in a letter on the subject, the

concluding paragraph is ia their favour, though pointing out that

they would promise more abundant success if they purchased canes

rather than syrup, an opinion endorsed by the " Produce Markets

Eeview," which, however, does not give "The Sugar Cane"

credit for it.

* It 13 true that planters who have been tempted to purchase elaborate

machinery may make refined sugar, but that it will be as profitable as the

same amount of capital employed in agriculture and a simpler process of

manufacture, is another matter, as may be seen by the following extract from

Mr. Eobert Russell's work, on " North America, Cuba, &c.," p. 205—which

being the opinion of a disinterested observer ia not without value.

" Vast sums of money have in many cases been expended upon it (ma-

chinery in Cuba). The new apparatus is no doubt sufficiently tested to

compel us to admit its claims as an improvement on the old
;
yet I heard

good authorities assert that those estates were generally the most profitable

which sold their produce in its crudest state. This opinion, I think, under

present circumstances, at first view at least is a sound one. For since all the

produce, sugar and molasses, is sent to market, there can be little carriage

saved by refining it. And as the interest of capital and the price of labour is

much higher in Cuba than in the countries in which it is consumed, I do

not very well understand how it can be profitable to carry on the refining

processes so extensively as many are now doing."

" Commercial interest at Havanna is 12 per cent., and many of the planters

borrow money at rates varying from 10 to 24 per cent., which is expended in

machinery and in slaves. Machinery costs about double the amount of money

in Cuba that it does in Britain. When an able-bodied slave is hired out to

work on the sugar plantations, the common wages are 20 dollars (£4 Ss. 6d.)

per month. It therefore seems to me pretty evident that capital and the

t labour of slaves would bo more profitably employed in raising sugar and

sending it to market in its crudest state."
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As regards the general tone of tte articles in "The Sugar Cane,"

that may very safely be left to those for whom such articles are

vratt^n, as, if colonial planters are satisfied that their interests are

not subordinated to those of refiners, the opinion above quoted,

coming tiom the quarter whence it emanates, is of slight account.

It is true that "The Sugar Cane" has always advocated the

scale of duties, as being in accordance with the principles of

political economy, and, therefore, favourable to the general interests

of producers and consumers. It is this advocacy of free trade in

sugar, which is the "head and front of its offending," and on this

account, a term is applied to it, which whatever may be its object,

is harmless enough. There is ample testimony as to the favourable

light in which it is regarded by the planting interest, and it is

satisfactory to learn, if the "Produce Markets Review" speaks

with authority, that "The Sugar Cane" is regarded Wifh like

favour by "Pieces Makers" at home.

The conductors of " The Sugar Cane " have always aimed at

furthering the interests of every branch of the cane sugar industry;

if in so doing, they have been unable to represent the aims of a

wholesale grocer, it is a misfortune which must be borne with

patience..

ON THE NITROGEN SUPPLIED TO THE SOIL IN

MANURE, AND NOT RECOVERED IN THE INCREASE

OF CROP.

By J. B. Lawes, F.R.S., F.C.S., and De. J. H. Gilbeet,

F.R.S., F.C.S.

fFrom the Chemical News.)

Referring to that part of Dr. Voelcker's lecture "On the

Productive Powers of Soils in relation to the Loss of Plant Food

by Drainage" in which he gave the results of his elaborate

investigation into the composition of drainage waters from differ-

ently manured experimental plots at Rothamsted, it has occurred

to us that a resume of some points of oiir own part of the enquiry
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might be of interest to the readers of the Chemical News at the

present time. It is proposed, therefore, to give a brief account,

chiefly in the form of quotations from, or reference to, former

papers, of those of our own results and conclusions -n-hich relate to

the question of the amounts of the nitrogen supplied in manure
found to be recovered and not recovered in the increase of crop

obtained.

In the early years of our experiments—indeed more than twenty

years ago—we directed attention to the fact that when, especially

in the case of graminaceous crops, nitrogen was supplied to the

soil in the form of ammonia salts, or other concentrated manures,

a large proportion remained unrccovered in the increase of produce

obtained. It would, of course, not be expected that the whole of

the nitrogen, or indeed, of any other constituent of manure, would

be gatKered up by the crop which immediately succeeded its appli-

cation. But it was found, on calculation, that when a given

amount of nitrogen was supplied year after year, and the same

description of crop was grown for a series of years in succession,

generally less than half that which had been supplied was recovered

in the increase of crop
;
whilst, if the application were discon-

tinued, but a very small proportion of the missing amount of

nitrogen would be recovered each year in the succeeding crops.

At first we were disposed to consider that this loss of nitrogen

might, in part at least, be explained by reference to the vital

actions of the plant itself; it haying been supposed by several ex-

perimenters that plants evolved nitrogen from their leaves during

growth. Thus De Saussure,* Daubeny,f and Draper % concluded,

from experiments with plants, that such an evolution did take

place. STiilder, again, from purely chemical considerations, sup-

posed that there was a constant evolution of nitrogen during the

growth of plants, and that the source of it was the compounds

containing it already existing in the plants. Por a fuller account

• "Recherolies Chimiques sur la Vegetation," 1804.

t Memoir "On the Action of Light upon Plants, and of Plants upon tho

Atmosphere." (Phil. Trans., part i., 1836).

% " Chemist! y o Plantf," 1844, pp. 184-5 and context.
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of our treatment of this subject at the time we must refer to our

early papers, and especially to the one published in the Journal of

the HorticuUicral iSociety of London, vol. v, part 1, 1850.*

After showing, in a paper in the Philosophical Transactions, part

ii., 1861,f the relation of the increased yield of nitrogen to the

amount supplied in manure in some particular cases, we submitted

the following questions :

—

" Is the unrecovered amount of supplied nitrogen, or at any

rate a considerable proportion of it, drained away and lost ?

" Are the nitrogenous compounds transfonned within the soil,

and their nitrogen, in some form, evaporated ?

"Does the missing amount for the most part remain in some

fixed combination in the soil, only to be yielded up, if ever, in the

eom-se of a long series of years ?

*' Is ammonia itself, or nitrogen in the free state, or in some

other form of combination than ammonia, given off from the surface

of the growing plant ? Or, lastly

—

"When nitrogen is supplied within the soil for the increased

growth of the graminaceous crop, is there simply an unfavourable

distribution of it, considered in relation to the distribution of the

underground feeders of the crop ?—the leguminous crop which

alternates with it, gathering from a more extended range of soU,

and leaving a residue of assimilable nitrogen within the range of

collection of a next succeeding cereal one?"

Briefly enumerated, the three main sources of loss of nitrogen

here suggested are, then

—

drainage, accumulation within the soil in

a state of combination or of distribution unfavourable for being taken

up hj immediately succeeding crops, or evolution in some form from

the surface of the growing plant.

From some of the results reported upon in the same paper, and
1

* " Experimental Investigation into the Amount of Water given off by

Plants during their growth, especially in relation to the fixation and source

of their various constituents."

t " On the Sources of the Kitrogen of Vegetation, with special reference

to the question whether Plants Assimilate Tree gr TJncombined Nitrogen,"

by Lawes, Gilbert, and Pugh,
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also from other considerations, vre were led to conclude, in oppo-

sition to the vietf vre had previously entertained, that the last

named of these, that is, evolution from the plant, did not take place.

With regard to the drainage, the previous results of Professor

Way,* and especially the subsequent ones of the experiments con-

ducted at Eugby under our superintendence, for the Eoyal Sewage

Commission,! led us to attribute great importance to that part of

the subject. In the course of that enquiry, we arranged for the

collection of sixty-two samples of drainage water, the partial

analysis of which was conducted by Professor Way; and, com-

paring the results with those on the corresponding samples of

sewage, it was concluded that but a small proportion of the nitro-

gen of the sewage which was not obtained in the increase of

produce was recovered in the drainage water in the form of am-

monia. We therefore arranged for the collection of some special

samples for complete analysis, and especially for the determination

of the nitric acid, if any, in both sewage and drainage water. The

results showed
,
considerably more nitrogen in the drainage in the

form of nitric acid than in that of ammonia. Indeed, it was

obnous that a large proportion of that important manurial con-

stituent of the sewage was drained away and lost. Satisfied for

the time with this indication, it was not contemplated to follow up

that part of our own general enquiry until the question of the

accumulation of nitrogen within the soil itself had first been invest-

igated.

When, among other field expeiiments made at Eothamsted,

wheat had been grown year after year, on the same land for more

than twenty years, on some portions without any manure, and on

others with farm-yard manure, or with various descriptions of

manure, and the results obtained in the field during that period

» "On the Composition of the "Waters of Land drainage and of Bain "

(Journ. Eoy. Agr. Soc. England, vol. xvii., part i.).

t " On the Sewage of Towns" (Third Report and Appendices 1, 2, and 3,

of the Eoyal Commission, 1865). " On the Composition, Value, and Utiliza-

tion of Town Sewage (Journal Chemical Society, new series, vol. iv. ; entire

series, vol. xix., 1866.)
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had been published, the question of the varying composition of the

crop according to season and manure was resumed, and that of the

accumulation of the nitrogen of manure in the soil was taken up

;

and the results of the latter investigation were given at the meeting

of the British Association for the Advancement of Science, in 1866.

After considciing the difficulties of sampling, preparing for analysis,

and analysing soils in such a manner as to yield results applicable

to the purposes of the enquiry, and describing the methods adopted,

the results themselves arranged in tables, were discussed. The

percentage and calculated acreage amounts of nitrogen, existing in

such condition as to be determinable by burning with soda-Ume

were given, for the soil of the first, of the second, and of the third

9 inches in depth, of eleven differently manured plots, showing

therefore, both percentage and actual amounts to the depth of 27

inches in all.

In the short abstract only that was published, the results and

conclusions were summarised as follows*:

—

" The accumulation of nitrogen from the residue of manuring

was found to be, in some cases, very considerable ; but even with

equal amounts supplied, it varied, both in total amount and in dis-

tribution, according to cu'cumstances the depth to which the

unused supply had penetrated being apparently influenced by the

character and amount of the associated manurial constituents The

general result was, that although a considerable amount of the

nitrogen supplied in manure, which had not been recovered as

increase of crop was shown to remain in the soU, stiU a larger

amount was as yet unaccounted for. Initiative results indicated

that some existed as nitric acid in the soil, but it was believed that

the amount so existing would prove to be but small. In fact, it was

concluded that a considerably larger proportion would remain entirely

unaccounted for within the soil to the depth under examination

than was there traceable, and the probability was, that at any rate

some of this had passed off into the drains, and some into the lower

* British Association Report for 1866. See also Chemical J^ews, vol, xiv.,

p. 122 ; and Agricultural Gautte, September 8, 1866.
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strata of the soil. Finally, it Vf&s shown, by reference to field

results, that there was not more than I or 2 bushels of increase in

the wheat crop per acre per annum, due to the large accumulated

residue of nitrogen in the soil, notwithstanding its amount was

many times greater than that which would yield an increase of 20

bushels or more, if applied afresh to soil otherwise in the same

condition. On the other hand, it was shown that the effect of an

accumulated residue of certain mineral constituents was not only

very considerable in degree, but very lasting."

Thus, then, it was established, that there was a considerable

accumulation within the soil, of nitrogen supplied in manure and

not recovered in the increase of crop, but that there remained a

considerable quantity not so accounted for ; and it was concluded

that some of this had passed off into the drains, and some into the

lower strata of the soil. Being fuUy occupied at the time with

other subjects, and finding that Dr. Voelcker was desirous to in-

vestigate the question of land drainage, wc gladly provided him

with samples of the drainage water from the differently manured

plots in the experimental wheat-field, and also with full particulars

of their history for the purposes of enquiiy. The results of the

seventy complete analyses of drainage water of accurately known
history, which he has published in Ids lecture will, we doubt not,

prove a most valuable contribution to our knowledge, and an im-

portant aid to the future study of the subject, not only in its

agricultural bearings, but also in relation to the question of the

influence of the sources of potable and other waters upon their

composition and quality.

Eeferring to Dr. Voeleker's own paper for any account of his

results and conclusions, wc will only further observe that, it being

established beyond all question that land-drainage may carry off as

nitrites and nitrates large quantities of the nitrogen supplied as

manure it becomes a matter of great practical importance to con-

sider the power of different descriptions of soil to retain the nitrogen

supplied to them, to estimate approximately the probable average

proportion of the rainfall which may pass from them as drainage

water, and to determine, accordingly, the best modes, and the best
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periods of the year, for the application of nitrogenous manures.

In a recent paper* ve have directed attention to such evidence as

is at command relating to the proportion of the drainage to rainfall

in some special cases, and this subject, as weU as that of the best

modes, and the best periods of the year, for the application of

nitrogenous manures, is now receiving attention at Rothamsted.

BoOiamsUd, May IS, 1S71.

ON THE MANUFACTURE OF SUGAR FROM THE
SUGAR CANE, AND THE MACHINERY

EMPLOYED THEREIN.

Paet II.

The cutting of the cane is the operation Tvhich wUl next engage

our attention. A heavy cutlass is the implement usually employed

to sever the cane from its " stool," to cut off its top, and to lop off

the leaves.

It is of great importance that the cane should be cut quite close

to the ground, as the louver joints are those -which contain the

purest and sweetest juice. On the other hand, where (as is often

the case in the Straits Settlements) the labourers who cultivate the

sou receive in payment a certain amount on the undrained sugar

made, care should be taken that they do not break down the banks

supporting the canes, and thus cut them off below the ordinary

level of the soil. The effect of thus allowing pcitions of cans

which have been, perhaps, for months under ground, and which

are, probably, worm-eaten and sour, to be manufactured along with

the sound canes, wiU certainly be to injure the quality of the

sugar, and to increase the proportion of molasses. Of course there

will be more juice, and therefore more undrained sugar, so that the

amount due to the labourers will be larger than if the underground

* Effects of the Drought of 1870 on some of the Experimental Crops at

Rothamsted. (Journal of Royal Agricultural Society, England, vol, vii, 8.S.

Part 1, 1871.)
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portions of the cane had not heen used ; but the undrained sugar

thus produced will be of inferior quality, and therefore not ivorth

60 much to the planter as the smaller quantity he would have

obtained had none but sound cane been worked up. Any canes

which have been rat-eaten, or from any cause have become rotten

and sour, should be carefully separated from the rest, and thrown

on one side, as their juice would only cause injury, instead of pro-

ducing profit. It is of equal importance that a sufficient quantity

of the top of the cane should be cut off. The cane top is always

much poorer in saccharine matter than the body of the cane, while,

at the same time, it contains a much larger proportion of glucose or

uncrystallisable sugar, which, as has been already remarked, if

allowed to mix with purer juice renders it much more liable to

injury during the processes of manufacture, and thus decreases the

value of the sugar produced.

The cane tops, which, as we have shown, are injurious if worked
up along with the rest of the cane, may, nevertheless, be made
profitable use of, by employing them as the cuttings for planting

fresh canefields ; if so used, nothing will be lost by cutting off a

good large top, since it is generally thought desirable that the

cutting placed in each hole should consist of several joints.

The canes when cut and stripped of their leaves should be tied

into bundles and conveyed to the manufactory without loss of time.

They may be transported cither on the backs of mules or donkeys,

or in carts drawn by oxen or mules. Such carts will usually hold

about ten hundredweight of canes. As they have to be drawn
across the fields, which, in consequence of the way in which the

cane rows are banked up, are usually very rough, it is not desirable

to have carts capable of containing a greater weight of canes than

this. Where the canes have to be conveyed any considerable

distance and water carriage can be obtained, this is of course by

far the easiest and cheapest way of transporting them, but where

it is employed the manufactory ought to be built quite close to the

water, as the cost of transferring the canes from carts to boat and

from boat back again to carts is very considerable.

In many of the French sugar-producing islands where large
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" central factories " are erected, wHch buy up and manufacture

the canes grown by the planters for miles round, tbe owners of

these factories find it to their advantage to put down railways or

to cut canals for the sole purpose of bringing in the canes from a

distance to the factories. On no account should the canes be

allowed to lie in the field after being cut. They ought to be re-

moved to the factory and the juioe extracted from them with the

least possible delay, as fermentation sets in almost immediately the

canes are cut, and, if they are allowed to lie about for any con-

siderable length of time before being manufactured, causes much

damage.

In order to ob^-iate this inconvenience it has sometimes been

proposed to subject the canes, immediately they are cut, to the

action of steam, it being expected that the heat thus imparted to

them would coagulate the vegetable albumen, and render compara-

tively innocuous those elements in the juice which are most active

in producing fermentation, and that also many of these impurities,

being coagulated, would be prevented from mixing with the juice

when it was finally extracted. This system was tried, experi-

mentally, on an estate with which we are acquainted, when the

expected results were to a great extent attained ; but it was found

that notwithstanding this, the system, as then worked, entailed an

ultimate considerable loss of sugar, and it was therefore abandoned.

The canes ha^•ing been duly brought to the factory, the next

process is to extract the juice from them. This may be effected

either by subjecting the canes to great pressure, so as to express

the juice, or by treating canes which have previouly been sliced,

by means of a washing process. The former method is the one

most usually adopted, and is therefore that which we shall describe

first.

Innumerable inventions have been made to effect this expression

of juice from the cane. Some, for instance, have proposed to

reduce the cane to the state of sawdust, and subject this sawdust

first to the action of steam, and then to hydrostatic or other pres-

sure. Then, again, Mr. Henry Bessemer patented a method of

cutting the cane into short pieces, and forcing these by means of a
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plunger through a perforated pipe ; the friction of the cane against

the pipe on the one hand, and the pressure of the plunger on the

other, being expected to ensure the perfect squeezing of the cane,

while the juice escaped through the perforations in the pipe.

However, these inventions have not proved themselves to be more

advantageous to the planter than the method of crushing in what

is known as a " cane-mUl," and for years past the tendency has

been rather to improve the design and efficiency of this apparatus

than to introduce any fresh system of expression.

The cane-mill is amongst the apparatus earliest employed for

extracting the juice from the cane. It consists essentially of three

rollers supported at each end in a framework, and of a "trash-turner"

or " dumb returner." Motion is communicated to these rolls, and

the cane is passed through them. The apparatus works thus : num-

bering the rollers 1, 2, 3, and the "trash-turner" 4, the cane is

first drawn in by the rolls 1 and 2, between which it receives a

preliminary pressure ; the "trash-turner" 4 now receives it, and

forces it to pass on between the rollers 1 and 3, where it is exposed

to a pressure much greater than the former one, and the operation

of extracting the juice is completed.

No. 5 is a table on which the canes are placed, so that they slip

down between the rolls. As these are all geared together, and

therefore all turn round at the same speed, they lay hold of the

cane, grip it, and draw it along, so that while the rolls turn round

it must go forward. No. 6 is a second table, on to which the
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crushed cane is delivered after its second squeezing, and by means

of which it is guided away quite clear of the mill.

A travelling belt or " cane-carrier," numbered 8 in the cut, is

usually employed to bring the cane and feed it on to the table, 5,

and a similar travelling belt (9), called the " megass-carrier," is

made use of in Ukc manner to carry away the crushed cane, either

to some spot where it may be spread out to dry, or direct to the

megass house, where it is stored up for future use as fuel. The

framework holding the axles of the three rolls is marked aa, and

is provided with set screws 7 and T. These set screws act upon

the bearings holding the axles of the side rolls, 2 and 3. Thus,

by tightening the screw, 7, the roll 2 will be forced inwards closer

up to the top roll 1. In like manner, by tightening the set screw

7/, the roll 3 wiU be forced closer to 1

.

This power of altering the distances of each of the side rolls

from the top roll, enables the pressure to which the canes passing

through the mill are subjected to be regulated as required. The

side-frames, aa, usually rest upon a bedplate, bb, which ties them

together, and also forms a receptacle into which the juice, which

falls down between the roUs 2 and 3 may fall, and from which it

may flow either into a small tank to be at once pumped away, or

direct to other apparatus employed to manufacture it.

At first, the whole mill, frames, rollers, and bed was made of

wood
;
next, the framework was made of wood, while the rolls

were of hard wood, covered with plates of iron and steel. Now
the whole mill is made of metal, and of the very heaviest and

strongest construction, for few machines have to undergo more

severe tests of strength and durability than a modem sugar mill.

Until about the end of the last century, the rollers of sugar mills

were usually placed vertically, and many miUs having rollers so

arranged may stUl be found iu old colonies. Mills having the roUs

arranged horizontally are, however, much to be preferred. The

juice docs not get away from a vertical mill so readily and so

entirely as from a horizontal one, and consequently a portion of it

is apt to be sucked up again by the " megass " or crushed cane>

which wiU absorb it like a sponge.
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It thus happens that in practice, other things being equal, the

percentage of juice obtained from a vei-tical njill is much less than

that yielded by a horizontal one.

In former days cane mills verc either driven by cattle, or worked

by wind or water power. Vater, of course, is still used as the

motive power wherever it can be had in adequate quantity, and

having a sufficient faU, but wind-mUls and cattle-mills are gradually

being superseded. Wind-mills are falling out of use because when
the planter has a valuable crop on the ground he does not like to

entrust its manufacture to such a fickle and uncertain agent as the

wind ; though, of course, there ai'e extensive regions within the

tropics where the wind is tolerably constant and regular in force,

and to these regions this argument applies, only with much
diminished force. Cattle mills, though still made in considerable

numbers for some few parts of the world, are quite unable to com-

pete with the larger and more efficient mills driven by steam, and

are only employed by those manufacturing on a very small -scale

indeed. The points which are most essential in a sugar miU are :

—

1st. That every part of it should be so strong that it is almost

impossible to break it, even if it should suddenly be pulled up

when in full work, by the feeding into it of too many canes at once,

or by the dropping in of a bar of iron, or some other material which

it cannot crush. 2nd. That the distances of the rollers from one

another be easily adjustable, so as to enable the pressures most

suitable for the cane to be crushed, to be obtained. 3rd. That the

rollers should be so arranged that they can easily be removed from

the frames if necessary. 4th. That it should be so arranged that

every part of it can readily be cleaned.

"VVe intend in our next number to give illustrations of a modem
cane mill, together with the gearing and engine for driving it ; and

as we describe these, we can most appropriately bring forward the

further observations which we have to make respecting this ap-

paratusi

Paet III.

"We have now the pleasure of laying before our readers, as

promised in our last number, engravings of a modem cane crashing
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TOill, together vdtli the engine for driving the same, and the com-

pound gearing for transmitting the power from the engine to the

mill. These engravings have been prepared from the designs of

Messrs. Manlove, AUiott & Co., of Nottingham, the well-known

manufacturers of sugar machinery.

They represent a mill of moderate size, suitahle for a plantation

capable of turning out some eight or nine tons of dry sugar per

day. The rolls a are five feet long by twenty-six inches in diameter.

The cane is fed into the mill by means of the cane carrier, b, which

dcHvers it on to the table, c, whence it slips down between the

rolls. This cane carrier is made to travel rather more slowly than

the peripheries of the roUs, a a a move. The object of this is to

prevent the cane being fed to the rolls faster than these can take

it. Arrangements are also made which enables the cane carrier to

be thrown out of gear and thus stopped altogether, by simply

turning the handwheel, n. The length of this carrier should be

some fifty or sixty feet, so that the cane, as it is brought to be

crushed, may be stacked up close to it on each side. Thus the

cane has not very far to be carried by hand to lay it on to the

carrier ; and there is also space and time to get the canes arranged

regularly and evenly before they are delivered to the mill. This

arrangement of the canes upon the carrier is a point of some im-

portance. If one minute the thickness of the layer of canes passing

to the miU is double what it is at the next, the result will be that the

thin layer will probably not yield an amount approaching its proper

percentage of juice, while the thick layer may be so thick that it

cannot pass between the rolls at aU, and will then pull up the mill

altogether, thus causing a great and unnecessary strain upon the

machinery. The crushed cane, as it emerges from between the

rolls, falls on to the table, e, whence it slides down on to the megasa

carrier, f, which carries it away to be dried and used as fuel, or to be
carted away as manure. This megass carrier travels at a somewhat
quicker rate than that at which the peripheries of the rolls move,

thus ensuring that there shaU be no accumulation of crushed cane

or megass to obstruct the working of the miU. The three rolls

A A A are all geared together by the powerful gearing wheels g g,
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so that motion communicated to the shaft on to -which the top

roll is secured is by it transmitted to the other two rolls.

The juice, as it falls do-wn bet-ween the rollers, is received in the

mill-bed, h, -which is made of suitable form to receiTO it and to

guide it into the gutter, i, along -which it flows into the juice tank,

J ; inside this tank is fitted a pump, -which is driven from the end

of one of the gearing shafts, and by means of -which the juice is at

once pumped up to the clarifiers or defecators. Cane juice is

exceedingly liable to fermentation, -which does it great injury ; and

as the ordinary temperature in tropical countries is just that at

•which fermentation takes place most rapidly, it is exceedingly

desirable at once to raise its temperature to a point at -which fer-

mentation is no longer so destructive.

So important is this deemed, that the manufacturers inform us

that they no-w heat the mill-bed, and even the trash turner by

steam in almost all their larger mills. Thus the operation of heating

the juice is commenced the instant it is expressed from the cane,

and falls upon the mUl-bed. The tank, j, is quite small, being

merely intended as a receptacle from -which the pump -within it

may dra-w its supply of juice. It. is obvious, therefore, that this

pump must be capable of forcing a-way the juice at least as rapidly

as it comes from the mill, otherwise the tank -would overflow and

much juice be lost. At the same time the supply of juice from the

miU is by no means a constant quantity, but depends much upon

the juiciness or -woodiness of the canes, the regularity -witli -which

they arc supplied to the null, &c. It is, ho-weverj most desirable

that air should not be dra-wn in by the pumps along -with the juice,

and thus mixed up -with it. The certain effect of thus mixing up

any considerable quantity of air -with the juice is to darken its

colour and injure its quality. It is accordingly usual to make the

pump -within the tank, j, -with a variable length of stroke, so that

the quantity of juice it pumps may casUy be adjusted to correspond,

as nearly as possiblcj -with the quantity of juice flo-wing from the

mill. It is, however^ of course necessary that the pumps should

always keep slightly ahead of the miU, and thus it happens that

-where this, the ordinary methodj is adopted, a little air is always
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dra'wn in by the pump and mixed mth the juice. Messrs. Manlove,

Alliott & Co., inform us that in some of their larger mills they

have overcome this evil by introducing an improved steam liquor

pump, the speed of which is regulated solely by the height of liquor

in the tank. Thus, as the pump draws its supply from the bottom,

and the liquor is never allowed to get down so low as to uncover

the suction pipe, they have entirely prevented the possibility of

mischief arising from the entanglement of air in the juice during

the operation of pumping.

The mill is driven by means of a high-pressure beam-engine, s.,

having a steam cylinder 16in. diameter by 3ft. stroke, and provided

with a heavy fly-wheel, L, forming a reservoir in which may be

stored up the power nccessaiy to overcome any sudden strain thrown

upon the engine through an accidental choking of the mill with

canes ; the exhaust steam from this engine may be employed at a

pressure of from three to six or seven pounds for heating the

clarifiers or other similar work, thus effecting a saving in fuel.

The power developed by the engine is transmitted to the mill by

means of the powerful double-gearing, m ir. This gearing is all

carried upon a strong bed-plate, ir, so as to prevent the possibility

of the various parts composing it altering their position relatively

to one another, through sinking of the foundations or other causes.

It is necessary, liowover, that a certara degree of play should be

allowed to the top roUer of the miU, and this is provided for by

means of the double coupling, o, one end of which is coupled to the

shaft carrying the top roller of the mill, and the other end to the

main gearing shaft. Cane passed through a good mUl should yield

from 70 to 73 per cent, of its weight in juice.

Mills having five rollers were at one time introduced. The canes

passing through these mills received four separate squeezes instead

of two as in the ordinaiy mills ; and it was hoped that in conse-

quence of this a considerably larger percentage of juice would be

extracted, but it was found that the evUs of extra cost and greater

complication in this arrangement were more than sufficient to

balance its advantages, and the system was abandoned.

We believe that the way in which to obtain the greatest benefit

2 B
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from the juice left in the cane after it has been passed through the

ordinaiy mill is to wash it or macerate it repeatedly in warm water,

in some such apparatus as that patented by Mr. Alfred Fryer, of

Manchester, under the name of the " Affusor."

This apparatus consists in a series of rollers arranged in an upper

and a lower row, and aU turning at the same speed. The crushed

cane as it comes from the mill, is passed between these two rows of

rollers, and is thus squeezed between each roller, and the one

above it.

These rollers are fixed in a tank containing water, and are so

aiTanged that the points of contact between the first four or five

pairs of rollers are below the level of the water, while the points

of contact between the last one or two pairs are above it. In this

way the crushed cane is first squeezed several times in the water,

and afterwards as much of the moisture as possible is pressed out

of it by the rollers above the water level.

A constant stream of water is kept flowing through this tank

in a direction contrary to that in which the crushed cane passes

through it, so that the cane from which the sugar has been partially

washed comes in contact with the purest water, while the cane as

it first comes from the mill is washed by water which already con-

tains a fair quantity of sugar. The water overflows from the tank

by means of a syphon, which drains it off from near the bottom,

so that the water passing out of the tank is always that which

contains most sugar, since this being of the greatest density

naturally finds its way to the bottom. This method, however,

involves a good deal of extra machinery and some additional com-

plication, and it would probably not pay to adopt it except where

the manufacture of sugar was being carried on on a very large

scale.

As a matter of fact, the planter rarely pays sufficient attention

to the percentage of juice wliich his mill is yielding, and therefore

but seldom obtains as good results as he ought to get. On an

estate with which we are weU acquainted the following system has

been adopted, and much benefit is derived from it. Each day an

average sample of the crushed cane is taken. A fixed quantity of
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this, say 100 grammes, is -n-eighed out; this is then put in a

musliu bag, carefully -(vashed in warm -neater to remove all the

sugar and salts which may be left in it, and then squeezed and

hung up over the boilers for say twenty-four hours, until it has

become perfectly dry. It is then again weighed. If this second

weight is more than half of the first, that is to say, if the 100

grammes weighs more than 50 gi-ammes after drying, the mill is

considered to be doing its work properly. If, on the contrary, it

weighs less than 50 grammes, then either the feeding of the cane

to the mill has been careless, or there has been some fault some-

where, which ought to be remedied. The manager of the estate

is expected personally, at short but uncertain Lutervals, to test

these daily weighings to see that they arc fair averages of the

work being actually done. It wUl be seen that this test remains

constant whether the canes used bo juicy or woody in texture, for

the point tested is not the psrcentnge of juice expressed from the

cane, but the percentage left in the megass, and this ought not

much to vary whatever the quality of the cane. "We believe that

if some such system as this were to be generally adopted, very

great advantage to the planter would be found to result from it.

At present we do not suppose that, on the average, more than 60

to 65 per cent, of juice is obtained from the cane, instead of the

70 or 75 per cent, which it ought to yield, and in many cases we
fear that the planter is content with even as low a result as 50 to

55 per cent.

—

British Trade Journal.

BOILING SUGAR IN TEXAS BY THE SULPHUR
PROCESS.

Br J. P. Caesox, E. M.

The boiUng of sugai- commences about November and ends about

Christmas ; the operation goes on night and day, only stopping on
Sunday, and in emergency not even then. Some of the mills

present a very imposing appearance, with their tall and solid brick

chimneys seen from a distance, but on closer inspection there is
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muoli to be objected to in their mechanical details.

But around all of them a quantity of old machinery lying about

(generally some curious patent) testifies to the former -willingness of

the planter to keep up with the improvements of the age, regardless

of cost. Since the war, but very few changes could be afforded,

and those made are mostly of a temporary character.

In former times the cane-carrier delivered the cane to the rollers,

which are placed about ten feet above the floor, so that the juice

flowed down to the kettles. In some, to avoid the raising of the cane,

it was prefeiTcd to place the rolls on a level with the floor, and

only pump up the juice, thus saving the handling of about 80 per

cent, of waste material ; but this was objected to because of the

juice sometimes tui-ning acid in the pump and destroying the entire

strike.

One of the best managed plantations we visited was the

"Retrieve Place," six miles east of Brazoria, the details and

management being as intricate and at the same time as thoroughly

systematized as any coal-mine or factory at the North.

Here the sulphur process is used with gi-eat advantage, the sugar

produced selling in the market for a higher price than any from the

surrounding plantations. The cane-juice is collected beneath the

roUs, and is conveyed through troughs with several strainers placed

at intervals, to the sulphur-box, which is placed on the floor. The

box is made of cypress, twelve feet long, two feet wide, and three

deep. Along the centre, extending its entire length, is a hori-

zontal shaft with pieces attached forming a stiiTcr, about a foot in

diameter, which is put in motion by a bolt from the engine. In

the top of the box a plate of tin is inserted, punctured with fine

holes, about a sixteenth of an inch in diameter. Over this plate

the juice spreads and is strained, and thus delivered into the box in

a fine rain.

The box is kept about two-thirds full of juice, which is pumped

up at the rate of 30 gallons per minute into the settling-tanks,

about fifteen feet above, by means of two steam pumps placed at

one end. About three feet from the outer end of the box, at the

surface of the juice, the sulphur-pipe enters,
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Off one side, about twenty feet away, is built a small brick

chimney or furnace about fifteen inches square and eight feet high.

On a hearth in the side, a small rectangular iron pan two inches deep

is placed. This is filled with flowers of sulphur and ignited. The

sulphurous acid formed passes up the chimney and through an iron

stove-pipe, enters the washer. This is merely a molasses barrel placed

horizontally on supports ten feet above the floor. It is kept half

full of water, which is renewed two or three times during the

season. The gas is made to pass over the surface of the water

and through another stove-pipe, with the joints well luted Avith

white lead, to the sulphur-box. They find that the pipes do not

last veiy long.

"WTiile the mill is in operation the gas does not escape, but if it

is suddenly stopped before they have time to extinguish the sulphur,

to escape the fumes every one has to leave the entire building

fifteen or twenty minutes, thus endangering a whole strike.

The juice, though tui-bid at first, after passing through this

operation is frequently as clear as spring water.

About a barrel of sulphur is consumed for a thousand hogsheads

of sugar.

Erom the sulphur-box the juice goes to the settling tanks.

Two wooden settling tanks holding fifteen hundred gallons

each, are used. A certain quantity of lime and water is added

to the juice at this stage, and when it is skimmed and

settled, it is drawn off cold into the first evaporating pans, or

" Les Grands." Here, when it comes to a state of ebullition,

much more lime and water is added. During the subsequent

boiling the sugar boiler judges whether there has been top much
or too little lime added, which is corrected by the addition of

more juice or more lime to Les Grands. The juice could easily

be heated to near boiling point in the settling tanks, by means of

the waste exhaust steam, which is always now done in Cuba and

parts of Louisiana. Probably all the lime eonld then be added in

the tanks and the exact point determined by the use of test-papers;

and by introducing a small jet of steam, the whole mass could be

intimately mixed without the labour of stirring. From putting
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lime in the pans a scale forms, wliicli sometimes becomes so thick

that the operation has to stop until it is removed.

Iron evaporating pans are used of the usual hemispherical

pattern. The first two, placed side by side, are called "Les

Grands," and each holds about five hundred gallons. The others,

following in line, are known as " La Propre," " La Flambeau,"

" La Sirop," and "La Batterie." The last is about six inches

higher than the level of Les Grands. A border of wood about

eight inches high is built above the edges of the pans to increase

their capacity and facilitate the skimming ; but from the unequal

expansion of the wood, the cement, and the iron, there is constant

trouble from leakage.

The furnace is under La Batterie, where the most intense heat is

supposed to be required to form the sugar. The flame reaches as

far as La Flambeau, the others being heated by the waste heat.

The flue being flat, the flame passes straight ; thus only the

lower portion of the pans receive its direct action. In recent fur-

naces, projections are placed in the flue, so that it follows the

entire surface of the pan exposed.

Fifteen to twenty cords of wood are used per day for boiling

and for making steam, or about a cord to the hogshead of sugar.

"Wood is worth only the labour of cutting and hauling it to tho

mill—about 1 dollar per cord. Attempts to use bagasse as fuel

have proved failures, although in Cuba and Porto Eico, in suitably

constructed furnaces, it supplies the entire fuel for boiling, and

the waste heat is conveyed under the boilers for steam. Here,

after filling up all the gulleys near at hand, it is burnt as a

nuisance, or allowed to rot.

A labourer is stationed at each pan to skim the juice or transfer

it to the next. The scum is always carried to Les Grands, where

it is removed. Witli tho use of the sulphur process it is found to

be a deadly poison when given to hogs.

The juice is transfen'ed by buckets fastened to the end of a pole,

which rests in a kind of oar-lock on the edge of the pan.

"WTien the sugar-boiler judges that the syrup has reached the

proper stage for granulation, a strike is made ; this occurs once or
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twice an hour. The strike-box, mounted on wheels and running

on a track, is brought to La Batterie, the contents transfcn-cd, and

then run to the cooling tanks, into which it is delivered by means

of a spout on either side.

In the cooling tanks the sugar crystallizes and the molasses

partially separates. The sugar is then shoveled into hand-barrows,

carried into the sugar-house and dumped into hogsheads. These

are placed over brick cisterns, into which the molasses drains

through holes bored in the bottoms and sides of the hogsheads and

loosely stopped with pieces of cane.

"When the sugar is sufficiently dry and the hogshead filled, it is

headed up and is ready for market. The molasses is collected and

barreled up as soon as convenient before the commencement of the

hot weather.

—

American Chemist.

STJGAE FEOM MELONS AS COMPAEED WITH
SUGAE EE03I BEETS.

Mr. "W. "Wadswokih, in a letter to the Sacramento Union,

maintains that sugar can be made more profitably from melons

than from beets. He says :

—

The sugar from cane, maple, beets, parsnips, the sweet-goui-d,

and aU the varieties of melons, when manufactured perfectly pure,

are chemically identical. In Hungary and Italy there are numer-

ous large establishments for the manufacture of melon sugars.

The cost of melon sugar as compared with beet sugar is in favour

of the melon. Every German or Erench authority on the culture

of beets for sugar, admits the necessity of two, and recommends

three, deep and thorough ploughings of the land to properly fit it

for the culture of beets. "With melons it is quite other-wise. To

secure the largest yield and best beets, the seed should be planted

in rows two feet apart, and from eight to ten inches apart in the

row. For beets, aU the land—for illustration say fifty feet in

width—must be ploughed at least twice. For melons, only four

beds, only twelve feet apart and each only four feet wide, or six-
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teen feet in -width of ploughed land, against fifty for heets, mil

need ploughing.

The great expense of beet culture is in the hand-hoeing and

•weeding of every row, and in most lands, as many as three of these

wcedings arc required in a season, before the leaves are large and

and spreading enough to keep do-wn the "weeds. The difference

between the weeding of four rows of melons and twenty-five rows

of beets is very considerable ; whilst the exhaustion of the fer-

tility of the soil is in the same proportion. With both crops the

.

land between the rows is kept free from weeds with the horse-hoe

or cultivator, at the same expense. Young melon plants are not

as tender and delicate for the first eight days as beets. It is

evident, therefore, that the expense of culture is largely in favour

of melons, it being less than one-third the cost of beets per acre.

In gathering the two crops the difference is again in favour of

melons, for they only have to be picked from the vine and thrown

into carts
;
then, without washing or any other process, are ready

for the mill. Beets must be first pulled, thrown into heaps to

protect them from the sun, then each beet must be handled in

having its crown of leaves and rootlets cut off, and then, before it

is ready for the rasp or cutter, must be washed thoroughly clean.

The gathering and handling of melons is an agreeable and cleanly

operation compared with that of beets. Large quantities of melons

in certain localities can be sold for du-ect consumption in the early

part of the season, or whenever worth more in that way than for

sugar, spirits, or vinegar ; it is not so with beets. Sugar making

can commence a full month earlier from melons than from beets,

and with winter water melons, as in Hungary, continue as late as

with beets. Melons yield their seed every year with no extra

expense for cultivation. Beets require a second year, with land,

and careful culture and gathering of the seed. Melon seeds will

yield sixteen per cent, of their weight of excellent table oil. Beet

seeds, beyond what are needed for seed, are of no value. The oil

from the sui-plus seeds of melon angaries in Hungary paj's one-half

the cost of cultivating the entire melon crop. The yield of melons

per acre, in favourable soils, is equal to that of beets. The yield
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of sugar is as seven per cent, from melons to eight per cent, from

beets ; but the cost of manufacture is decidedly in favour of melons

;

they require less time, less bone-black, less machinery, less poAver,

and less fuel, because no water is added, which cannot be said of

beet juice by the ordinary process of extraction.

The natural purity of the juice of melons is so superior to that

of beets, that whilst the melons furnish an agreeable "food and

drink," and a delicious sweet, the juice of beets* is so acrid and

herbaceous as to be wholly unpalatable. The defecation and refining

processes for melon j'lice and sugar are therefore attended with far

less trouble and cost. That part of the beet which in many in-

stances grows above ground, exposed to the sun, is of little or no

saccharine value, whilst the hotter the sun apd the drier the air,

the better and sweeter the melon, and the larger the sweeter

generally, whilst the reverse is true of beets.

Beet juice and piilp exposed to the air, will turn black in fifteen

minutes, and fermentation commences immediately from the rasp.

Melon juice and pulp wiU not blacken at all, and wiU not begin to

ferment in the open air before the third day from the melon.

Beets are remarkable for their power of extracting alkaline and

saline substances from the soU, which injures their value for sugar.

Melons are equally remarkable for letting these salts entirely alone

in the soil.

No centrifugals or presses are required to separate the juice from

the pulp, as with beets ; but all except the rinds and seeds go into

the defecating kettles together. Cloth-filters, concentrators, and a

vacuum pan are as necessary as for beets. The builduigs are less

costly, because requiring less strength to hold in position the cen-

trifugals and other necessary machinery for beet sugar factories.

The chemical processes ofmelon sugar making do not differ materially

from those for the making of beet sugar, except in their simplicity.

Spirits in lai'ge quantities can be extracted from the fermented

juice of melons and the refuse of the factory, and "pure cider

vinegar" is made therefrom ia ten hours that cannot be distin-

guished from the genuine article. The melon rinds, with dry grass

or straw, make an excellent food for milch cows.— Chemical News.
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TECHNICAL SOCIETY FOR THE ADYANCEMEXT OF
THE SUGAR INDUSTRY IN RUSSIA.

Letter feom M. Eug. Feitz to tiie Editor of La Sucreeie

IjfDIGEJTE.

The sugar mpufacture constitutes one of the most important

industries of Russia, every year it is more largely developed, and

it is easy to foresee the time when it wUl supply sugar for export.

Notwithstanding the importance of their common interests the

Russian sugar makers have hitherto had no hond of union between

them. "We have had no society analogous to those which in France

and Germany have rendered such great services to the sugar

industry. It is not however for want of the needful elements

that a society of this sort has not sooner been founded ; Russia is

not without intelligent men devoted to the interests and progress

of the industry. I need not mention the name, now European, of

Count Bobrinski, wbo for many years has devoted his powerful mind

and his immense resources to the transformation of the agriculture,

and the improvement of the various branches of the sugar industry

in Russia.

At the commencement of last season some manufacturers La our

neighbourhood united to supply the long felt want by founding a

special branch of the Grand Russian Technical Society. SOI. Y.

Simirenko and IT. Tolphine took the initiative and were soon

surrounded by a considerable number of members. The learned

professor of chemistry, 51. Alexieff, of the University of Kieff,

accepted the office of president. It is sufficient to say that our

society \vill follow the rational course inaugurated by the associa-

tion of the Zollvcrein. It will besides enter into relations with its

forerunners the German and French societies, it will publish

reports in which, works by its own members and translations of the

most important memoires published abroad will find place. M.

Woestyn, our corresponding member for France, will have pleasure

in keeping you informed of questions current in Russia.
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I now propose to giro you a resume of a Memoire published some

days ago by a member of our Society, by Professor N. Witt, whicli

I trust wiU interest your readers.

M. Witt has the charge every season of examining into the

working of the usines of the la grand societe JachienTco et Simirenko,

of Goroditsch. M. V. Simirenko, chief director, thought it advis-

able to send M. "Witt to examine the most recent improvements

introduced into the manufacture and refining of sugar in the prin-

cipal sugar producing districts of Europe. The great experience of

M. Witt, together with the valuable information which he has

gained during his tour of inspection gives to his report a special

importance.

M. Simirenko has provided each of the four factories under his

direction with a chemical laboratory in which a chemist overlooks

the daUy working of each establishment. In this manner the

general control of the working in the usines of the society is easily

accomplished, and the comparison of the residts of the different

usines has enabled M. Witt to draw some interesting conclusions.

M. Witt recommends that the beets which the peasants cultivate

round their houses should not be bought by the factories, as for

more than twenty years forced cultivation on the same soil has at

length caused the production of veiy poor roots. It is well known,

that the poorer the beet ia sugar, the more difficult it is to work.

M. Witt recommends buying the beets according to their quality,

i.e., saccharine richness. He specially insists on the excellent

custom which he observed in the factories near 3Iagdeburgh. In

Russia, the beet is cut more or less into the neck of the root, which

thus receives a wound prejudicial to its good preservation. Near

Magdeburgh, they merely cut off the leaves [before storage] and

clear the root completely just before manufacture. For the rest,

they are very particular about cleaning and scraping the roots, in

Germany especially, with the aim of diminishing the excise.

The importance of choosing a good method of extracting the

juice, has led M. Witt to enter into the question in detail. As I

am far frog sharing M. Witt's views in this respect, I translate

them nearly verbatim :

—
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"It is very difflcult to express an impartial opinion on this sub-

ject, because of the prejudice •with which new projects are received,

However, I may here ^be permitted to express my ovra personal

opinion. At the beginning of the present year the respective

numbers of sugar factories in the different continental countries

were as foUo-ws : in Russia, 283
;
Poland, 42

;
ZoUverein, 299 ; in

Austria and Hungary, 164; in Belgium, 121; HoUand, 17; in

S^witzerland, 2; and iu France, 500. Altogether 1428 factories.

Of these, 1300 use hydraulic presses. I can only give the exact

proportions in the ZoUvcreLn, where of the 299 factories, 236 use

hydraulic presses; 167 use only single pressure; 69 double

pressure. Of the 63 which do not employ the hydraulic press,

only 29 have adopted the diffusion process. If these figures are

not as complete as desirable, they at least prove that the process

considered as the most advantageous is the hydraulic press.

I give this the preference for the following reasons :

—

(«) It is more easily and regularly worked than the others. It

does not need particularly close attention, and the direction of the

press rooms may be left to foremen having no special knowledge,

which is not possible in the diffusion process.

(J) "WTien presses arc used there is no need for water to be added

to the juice, so that evaporation is economised.

{c) Juice from the press has no time to become modified. The

diffusion and maceration processes on the contrai-y need the greatest

care, and it is then almost impossible entirely to prevent the modi-

fication of the juice. All that I have seen in a number of German

factories, and even in that of !M. Eobert himself, ^^has failed to convince

me that diffusion will supersede the hydraulic press in our factories.

(d) The objection generally made to the press, that it gives a

smaller 'return, is to a certain extent specious. The loss in sugar

is not so great as it is said to be. We know in short that the juice

which remains in the residues of the press is less rich in sugar than

what is extracted. So that it is not so needful to extract these last

particles of juice."

Several objections may be made to M. "Witt's reasons. Although

it is certainly true that it is diflScult to obtain diffusion juice
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unmodified, it does not follow that it is impossible. I saw last

January, in ttc faotoiy of Talnoe, dirooted by M. Bouijsaon, difiusion.

juice perfectly sound and working very well.

M. "Witt omits the principal side of the question for us in Eussia

—workmanship. As to the excess of water to evaporate, that is

an open question ; and besides, the immense majority of Eussian

factories have not yet adopted the triple effet evaporators, and thus

miss a source of heat more than enough to evaporate the additional

water which M. "Witt seems to fear.

After some considerations as to the mode of heating the press

cloths, M. "Witt enforces the importance of choosing good lime for

defecation. The refuse of defecation also attracts his attention.

He observes that in some of the factories in the ZoUverein this

sediment is gasified before being sent to the filter presses; he

recommends this, with good reason.

The Bodenbender process for the extraction of the juice from

the filter press cakes has to some extent been deservedly successful

in Germany. The new filter presses of M. "Woestyn considerably

reduce the amount of juice left in the press cake, so that the

Bodenbender process is of the less in importance.

The extraction of sugar from molasses justly appears to M. "Witt

to be one of the most interesting problems. He recommends sugar

chemists to devote as much of their leisure time to this question as

possible. The comparative harmlessness of crystaUizable salts on

the crystallization of sugar is generally admitted in Germany. This

opinion struck 31. "Witt; he recalls, however, the process of

M. Dubmnfaut founded on the unequal difi'usibility of salts and

sugar. This osmose process has been at work the last two seasons

at Arlovetz, where are now nine osmogenes installed. Our "thirds"

syrup osmosed in the season 1869-70 yielded an average of 22 per

cent, of sugar, whilst the " thirds " not osmosed did not exceed 8

per cent. Our " fourths " syrup, too poor to boil and centrifugal,

gave after osmose 15 per cent, of sugar. By carrying the process

further it would be easy to obtain from it 20 per cent. The
improvement introduced into the management of osmogenes by
M. Gouivon has made the process quite practicable, even with
unskilled workmen,
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X

The use of sulphurous acid gas by M. Seyferth's process in the

boiling of the various products of manufacture, and iu refining, has

not escaped the notice of M. Witt. A considerable number of

factories are already employing this valuable reagent.

M. Seyferth has shown me the results obtained, and I have been

able to see for myself, sulphurous acid gas employed in many

refineries. To return to Arlovetz, I have installed an apparatus

for producing sulphurous acid gas after the design of M. Hittorp,

and I wait with impatience, a complete apparatus.

"Without having been able to prove all the marvellous effects

attributed to it, I can afB.rm that the moderate use of this reagent

faeiUtates the boiling of all the products. Experiments on a large

scale have convinced me that sulphurous acid is a valuable adjunct

in case of alkaline working. It is well known that alkalis render

the boiling of sugars very difiieult, whilst sulphate of lime and

even sulphates of potash, and of soda are much less injurious.

The calco-carbonic treatment of syrups of raw sugars appears to

M. "Witt to be an excellent idea. Your readers know the import-

ant part which il. "Woestyn has taken in its propagation, and the

works of MM. Boivin and Loiseau on the subject are still the

order of the day.

I must complete my resime of M. Witt's observations iu

Germany by citing as one of the most important innovations of

modern times the process for the revivification of char, invented by

Dr. Eissfeldt. This process has given excellent results in many

German factories and its adoption in our usine is decided on.

THE COLOI^IAL COMPAITY, (LIMITED).

The sixth ordiuaiy general meeting of the company was held on

Thursday, at the ofllces, 16, LeadenhaU-street ; the Eight Hon.

E. P. BoTTVEEEE, M.P., in the chair.

Thd notice convening the meeting was read by the Mr. T. H.

Glennie, the secretary. The report of the directors, which was

taken as ifad, was as follows :

—
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" The following is the result of the company's operations for

the past year :—The gross profits have amounted to £69,493 8s. 9d.;

deduct the charge for business expenses and interest on debentures,

£35,020 16s., there remains a net profit of £34,472 12s. 9d.

;

add balance of profit and loss brought forward from last year,

£10,225 8s. lid.; together, £44,698 Is. 8d. ; add amount received

from vendors under their guarantee, £2,696 5s. lOd.
; total,

£47,394 7s. 6d. From this has to be deducted : Interest due to

vendors on amount credited in advance on the 10,000 shares allotted

to them under contract, at 5 per cent., nil ; ad interim dividend of

10s. per share, declared in July, 1870, £14,759 10s. ; ad interim

dividend of 10s. per share, declared in January, 1871, £14,759
10s.

;
leaving a balance of £17,875 7s. 6d. The directors recom-

mend that a further dividend of 12s. per share be now declared,

which wiU amount £ 1 7, 7 1 1 8s. The total di^•idond, thus declared,

being 32s. per share, is at the rate of 8 per cent, per annum. The
directors propose that the dividend for the year shaU be free of
income-tax. Ihe .directors regret the reduction exhibited in the
profits of last year, as compai-ed with those of the preceding year

;

they are, however, able to state that this arose from exceptional
causes, and is to be attributed to diminished crops on the Trinidad
estates, and comparatively low prices for the common kinds of
sugar. The falling off in production was the result of the unusual
drought of the last two years in Trinidad, and the partial destruction

of standing crops by fire, which occurred on some of the estates

there. These also had the effect of increasing expenditure, and
were followed by a blight, -which seriously injured the return from
canes

; while the reduction of the sugar duties by one-half, in
AprU, so greatly diminished the difference of price previously
existing between the higher and lower qualities, as to alter the
character of the home consumption, by increasing the use of the
higher grades, and thereby depressing the lower, which for a time
were neglected; and this was aggravated by the anomalous position

of the sugar trade in France, resulting from the wai-. The directors

are making every effort to adopt machinery and improved appliances

on their estates to secure a better quality of produce suitable for all
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markets; and by continued attention to tillage, irrigation, and

drainage, the estates are becoming much more independent of the

effect of adverse seasons. The directors are able to assure the

shareholders that, having reference to the progress ab-eady made in

the present crops, up to the end of May, the prospects of enlarged

production and augmented profits this year are very encouraging.

The general commission business of the company is satisfactorily

maintained. The debentures, -which fell duo in December last,

have all been re-issued for a fresh period of five years. The
directors have made changes in the colonial arrangements of

the company, -which they believe -will tend to increased efficiency

and economy. In accordance with the articles of association, t-wo

members of the board retire at this meeting. The retiring direct-

ors are Humphrey Ewing Crum Ewing, Esq., M.P., and John

Ent-wisle, Esq., -who, being eligible, offer themselves for re-election.

Warrants for the additional dividend of 12s. per share -will bo

issued on the 4th July next, together -with the usual ad interim

dividend of 10s. per share for the six months ending 30th June,

inst., being at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum.

The Chairman- in moving the adoption of the report and accounts,

said :—With regard to the past year, there -were one or t-wo features

in the report -which probably the shareholders, like the directors,

would not think so satisfactory as in previous reports ; the main

facts in that respect, being, that they carried, this year, nothing to

the reserve fund, as had been done in past years ; and to keep up

the dividend, they had divided the profits up to the hilt. This

arose from the fact that they had had, comparatively, an indifferent

year in their business, and the directors had, in their report, pointed

out the causes of that. In the first place, there had been a dimin-

ished production, especially in Trinidad, and also an inferior price,

and that had been accompanied by increased expenses on the

estates. Not only -was the produce smaller in quantity, but the

effect of previous unusual seasons was to materially increase the

expenses of cultivation. The canes had also suffered from the

attacks of the " borer " an insect -well known to the agriculturists

in those parts, The directors'had thought it right to state all
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these things fully and candidly, as it was always hest to do. But

there was this consolation and this justification of the course which

the directors had adopted in keeping up the dividend, namely, that

the prospects cf the present year seemed hettor and brighter than

in any year since the company commenced operations five years

ago; and the directors believed there was a much better time

coming.

The directors were doing the best they could to improve the

manufacture of sugar in the island of Trinidad. They had laid

out large sums of money in improved machinery, and they hoped

to be able to continue that policy ; and he trusted the result would

be, not only to improve very much the quality of the sugar in the

market, but also result in large additional profits to the company.

Mr. Beex.\ed, one of the managing directors, had been out

ia Trinidad, and the shareholders were uadur deep obligations to

him for the uni-omitting attention, and the great zeal and energy

he had displayed in the management of the company's affairs.

EviLLE Lubbock, another director, had also lately spent some

time in the "West Indies, and had visited the company's property in

Trinidad and Demerara, and had brought home with him a mass of

information which will, hereafter, be most valuable to the interests

of the company.

Tlie concern was now in a veiy sound and flourishing condition,

and the prospects were brighter than at any period of the com-

pany's existence
;
and, with ordinaiy circumstances iu their favour,

they must do better thoji they had done before.

Mr. Robert Gillespie (deputy-chaii-man) seconded the resolu-

tion, which was supported by ilr. Sijipsos. In reply to a question

by Mr. Hodgkix, the Chaiemax stated, that with respect to the

condition of the labourers' in the colony, he mentioned last year

that a commission had been appointed to examine into their con-

dition (on the application of a gentleman who had stated that theii-

condition and treatment were not what they ought to be), and the

report of the commission was to the effect that there was no ground

whatever for such charges, and that the condition of the coolies

was satisfactory.

2 c
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The report of the directors vras put to the meeting, and carried

unanimously
; and a dividend in accordance with the recommenda-

tion contained in the report vras declared. The retiring directors

—Mr. Humphrey Ewing Crum-Ewing, il.P., and Mr. John Entwislc

—wore then re-elected, and the auditors wore also re-appointed.

A cordial vote of thanks to the chairman and directors closed the

proceedings.

BOTANIC GARDENS. JAMAICA.

An official report of the Botanic Gardens has heen published for

last year. The operations of the gardens have been very success-

ful. Over two hundred species of plants, new to the country,

have been introduced, among which are several very valuable

medicinal roots, and some varieties of fruits.

The Chinchona plantations claim a large share of attention in

the report, and deservedly so. The notion that Chinchonas would

not thrive here, is now thoroughly exploded, and the thought

should be of spreading the plant to all parts of the island, where

soil and climate may be favourable to it. Mr. Thomson reports

that the 40 acres of the plant put in near the end of 1868, are

progressing satisfactorily. Forty acres additional were planted in

1869, and the plants are doing well. The entire area now planted

is 90 acres, and about 80 acres of forest liave been felled, and are

being prepared for the extension of the plantation. Mr. Thomson
expects that in very few years, the plantations will begin to yield

the valuable bark ia appreciable abundance. The fact is recorded

that two trees of C. Succurrubra planted nine years ago at Cold

Spring, the property of the Honourable Doctor Hamilton, by way
of experiment, seeded in abundance last year. The seeds have

been gathered and sown, and over forty thousand healthy seedlings

obtained. This promises much for the thorough naturalization of

the plant in the course of time. The trees referred to are now
upwards of thirty feet in height, and present the most healthy and

vigorous appearance.
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A promising announcement is that " at the request of several

sugar planters" steps have been taken to import some ehoico

varieties of the sugar cane, with a view to researches into the best

means of improving the yield cf the plant. Mr. Thomson hopes

to succeed in making the imported plant seed here, so that new

and superior varieties may be had for selection. The improvement

of the great staple having been always a favourite theme with this

journal, wo cannot disguise our supreme satisfaction at finding that

something practical in that direction is about, at last, to be done.

The sympathy and attention of other countries has been already

drawn to the Botanic Gardens, by its great success. The Govern-

ment is now in communication with the Agricultural Commissioners

of the United States, who have applied for cliinchonas, and for

Jamaica plants, and have offered in exchange, whatever their own

country affords.

DEFECATION OE BEET JUICE.

Br L. W.iLKHOFF.

(From Traile complet Fabrication et Rnffinage, ^c.J

The defecation coppers are double-bottomed and steam heated.

When the temperature of the juice reaches about 180° Faht. milk

of lime is added and the juice briskly stirred, the steam pipe is

then so regulated as to admit a very small quantity in order that

the juice should be very gradually raised to the boiling point.

As soon as this is reached, which is easily perceived by the

movement of the surface, the steam is shut off, because it is at

this temperature that the lime acquires its maximum of action.

The addition of lime produces large flakes in the juice which

rise to the top and form a scum more or less thick.

This scum begins to form at 87° Cent, (neariy 190° Faht.) if

the lime has been added in the nomal proportion, if excess of

lime has been used the scum forms at a higher temperature, and if

the contrary at a lower. The scum soon fonns a compact mass,

tliiok and highly coloured.

The clarified juice is below and may be removed by a syphon,
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or by a tap in the bottom of the defecation copper, the tap be-jig closed

as soon as the liquor flowing off presents any turbid appearance.

The defecated juice first drawn from the copper is often badly

clarified, this is a difficulty as this part of the juice is not easy to

separate from its impurities or to work. Endeayour is made to

reduce its volume as much as possible by carefully regulating the

quantity of lime and by allowing it to settle 15 minutes before

proceeding to decant or di-aw it off.

The scum and the turbid portion of the defecation represents from

18 to 30 per cent, of the total quantity of the juice. The juice

remaining in the scum is separated by filter bags and hydraulic

pressure. * * * The treatment by tlie lime produces on the

juice an effect very sensible to the eye ; the liquid before black

and turbid, becomes clear, bright, and scarcely coloured. Unfor-

tunately tliis effect, as we shall see further on, is more apparent

tlian real, the defecation modifies the appearance of the juice, and

transforms the salts which it contains, but the proportion of foreign

matters really eliminated and separated by the lime is. very small.

When the juice has been defecated we know that it contains as

solid elements, besides sugar, some nitrogenous matters such as

albumen, legumin, extractive principles, and salts.

In the salts of the juice the bases are formed by potash and soda

in the first line, then lime, magnesia, oxide of iron, oxide of man-

ganese. These elements are partly combined with organic acids such

as citric and oxalic, and partly with mineral acids such as sulphuric

acid and phosphoric acid. The lime added in defecation gives with

organic and phosphoric acids some slightly soluble combinations of

which the gi'eater part are removed. The bases which the juice

contains are then set at liberty, the potash and soda remain in

solution, the magnesia, the oxides of iron and manganese insoluble

in a free state are separated from the juice with the rest of the

precipitated matters.

As we have seen the lime is only added to the juice when the

temperature reaches 85° or 90° Cent. In these conditions the albu-

men of the juice coagulates and separates itself at 85° Cent, before

the addition of the lime, Often tliis albumen only coagulates at
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a higher temperature, better defecation is then obtained by heating

the juice to 90° C. (194° F) ; as to the other nitrogenous substances,

the lime in a sufficient quantity appears to decompose a part of them
during the defecation. By this decomposition ammonia is formed,

Nrhich at the temperature the juice then is, becomes Tolatilizod.

Ammonia is not one of the preexistent elements of the juice.

This is a point which Hockhetter demonstrated in 1843, and

vrhich MichaeHs has recently confirmed. The ammonia is merely

a product of the decomposition by lime and alkalies, of part of the

organic principles existing in the juice.

The quantity of scum produced by defecation seems to depend

partly on the temperature to which the juice is carried. If heated

to boiling, the scum is vciy compact ; at a lower temperature 86°

to 90° Cent, the scum is more divided, more voluminous, ilichaelis

however has found that a juice defecated at 86° Cent, contained

less organic acid, was purer than when defecated at 102° Cent.

But the difference in the purity of the juice in the two methods is

unimportant.

On the other hand, the lai-ger or smaller proportion of lime

added to the juice exercises gi-eat influence on the quantity of

scum. An excess of lime gives considerable scum of a yellow

tinge, a smaller proportion gives rise to a less gray scum, in large

flakes, more cracked.

The lime employed should be as pure as possible, because the

foreign matterswhichitmight contain, potash forexample, would pass

into the juice and exercise an injurious influence on the sugar, and

its defecation, so that it has been proposed to wash the lime several

times in hot water, in such a manner as to remove all the soluble

elements and particularly the potash which it contains.

Eecently burnt lime is to be preferred, in the state of quick Hme.

It should be mixed with water into a smooth paste before using.

Water is then added so as to obtain a mUk of lime of a determined

density, 20° Baume for instance. It should be well mixed and

then passed through a sieve, which will retain the calx. It may

then be added to the juice, care being taken to stir it constantly.

The quantity of lime used in defecation varies firom ^ to 1 per

cent, of the weight of the beet roots.
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SUGAR Cl^'E SEED.

Through the courtesy of Mr. "\Vm. Drumrn wo have received a

few- seeds of the sugar cane raised by him from the purple variety.

We arc taking steps to ascertain whether plants can be raised from
Ihem in this country under suitable conditions of temperature, &c.

We hope Mr. Drumm wiU he successful in raising new and im-

proved varieties of caue. The subject is one of great importance
;

we are glad that it is receiving attention.

The following letter is from The Barbadoes Reporter, of April

25th :—

To THE Editoe of the Barbadoes Ageicultueal Repobter.

Deae Sie,

We Icam from The Sugar Cane, for Apiil, something further as

to sugar- cane seed, showing us that the suggestions of Mr. W.
Drumm as to the reproduction, crossing, and improving of the sugar

cane by growing it from its seed, have been followed up with good
promise of success in New Caledonia, and also established in the

island of Reunion, p. 203 and 205. Here, in Barbadoes, as it is

chiefly the transparent or purple cane which aiTows and seeds, we
do not care much for that variety, being fuUy satisfied that its

seeds ai-e procurable and fertile, as natural grown plants, and per-

fect seeds have been shown at our annual exhibitions. AVe would
advise all who desire to procure sugar cane seeds to follow Mr.
Drumm's advice, and cover the an-ow or flower of the cane with

a fine muslin bag, as soon as it opens, and keep it covered and tight

and tight on the stem till the whole is fully ripe, and then to pick

out the feto perfect seeds from the multitude with a magnifying

glass of good power. The sugar cane seed shown for the last few

years at our exhibitions and now to be seen at No. 1, Broad Street,

cannot be seen distinctly with the best of good eyes, but with a

magnifying glass they show themselves perfect seeds, very much
like miniature oats. "We are advised that we may have some cane

seed plants to show at our next exhibition, and we have as good

a right to hope and expect success with the sugar cane, as the
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foresters of America had when they crossed the wild fox grape

seeds of their prairies with the cultivated kinds and procured the

prolific wine and luscious table grapes of that continent. It is

a fact, that we want new and better varieties of the sugar cane.

EespectfuUy yours,

DRUMM & CO.

THE GROWTH OF BEETS IN IRELAND.

At the general meeting of the Royal Irish Academy, May 29th,

1871, the President, the Rev. J. Jelieit, read a paper upon "Tfie

Cultivation of Beet-Root Sugar in Ireland."

Six specimens of the white beet grown at the Model Farm at

Glasnevin, had been examined with the Jellett saccharometer.

The sHced root was digested with weak alcohol thi-ee or four times;

the solutions were evaporated and then made up, after having been
heated to 180°, to a given bulk with water. This solution was
filtered thi-ough charcoal, and the first portions rejected as a
certain amount of the sugar is absorbed. The sugar present in the

beet almost entirely consisted of cane sugar. The following are

the results of the six determinations :

—

1st. 12-05 percent. 4th. 12-59 per cent.

2nd. 9-50 „ oth. 11-62 „
3rd. 12-58 „ 6th. 12-43

Professor Jellett said that anything over 10 per cent, might be

considered very good and would pay to work.

Dr. Sullivan remarked (in a discussion that followed) that he

was very glad to find his statements corroborated, viz., that beet

root could be easily grown in Ireland, containing 10 to 12 per

cent, of sugar. No. 2, which contained only about 9 per cent, of

sugar, had not been earthed up, and this fact is corroborative of a

statement that a powerful sun was not necessary to produce

sacchai-ine matter in the root. All the other specimens had been

earthed up.

—

Chemical Keics,

Sfr. RoBT. NiccoL, of Greenock, is about to tring out by subscription a
new edition of his valuable work on Sugar Refining.—For particulars, see

advertisement.
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fee:n"C'h cextral factories.
From the "Journal des Fabricants de Sucre."

The death of the great manufacturer (il. Cail) -n-ho did so

much to popularize central factories in our colonics, furnishes

suitable occasion to review these great undertakings of which

every day's experience shows such excellent economical results,

and which are extending in all parts where the sugar cane is

cultivated.

The situation of the sugar colonies Reunion, Guadaloupc, and

Martinique after the emancipation of their slaves is well known.

Their position was similar to that of the English Antilles as

regards the production of sugar, which was subjected to great

difficulties by the abolition of slavery.

The sacrifice of twenty millions sterling by Great Britain, and

of four millions by France, did not ensure prosperity to plantations

forsaken by the negroes, and the production of the Frencli Antilles

feU from 70,000 to 45,000 tons. In Reunion, where a better spirit

animated the black population, and whore the labour market could

be easily supplied from ludia, the production of sugar instead of

being diminished was for a while increased.

In the j-ears 1849, 50, and 51, many attempts were made to

induce the laboui'ers to [retm-n to the plantations, aud various

methods were tried of giving them an interest in the returns, but

without success. The great diminution of the crop, which in

Gaudaloupe fell to 17,000 tons, and in Martinique to 12,000 tons,

showed that the crisis had arrived. It was then that the Colonial

banks were founded, and that the system of advances on crops

was begun. The situation was thus ameliorated ; decline was

arrested but prosperity did not return, and some great stimulus

was needed by the colonial sugar industry in the face of the

astonishing progress of that of the beet root.

The sugar industi-y being the principal if not the only resource

of Guadaloupe and Martinique, these colonies may be considered

as vast sugar plantations and every means should be taken for the

economic extraction of the produce. The abundance or scarcity
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of sugar must under these conditions be the signs of richness or of

poverty, and if on the same soil of the same superficial extent, and

from the same raw material, the crop of sugar can be increased with-

out increasing proportionately the general expenses of extraction,

it is sufficient evidence that the solution so long sought has been

found, and that the balance of commerce so long burdensome to

our colonies, must now be in their favour. This was the service

rendered to Guadaloupe and Martinique by central factories ; and

now when they excite general envy, we should be the more sur-

prised that their establishment based on strictly rational ideas,

should have excited so much opposition, did we not know tho

influence of routine, especially amongst colonists
;

who, better

taught, have since broken with their old traditions, and have

at a single bound reached if not sui-passed the best industrial

creations of the mother country.

The fundamental idea of central factories is the complete separa-

tion of agriculture from manufacture. This idea was inspired by

an attentive study of regions of small plantations into which the

colonial sucren'e was infinitely divided. In our (the French)

Antilles the annual manufacture on single plantations varied in

1840 from 20 to 250 tons and since that period there has not been

much alteration; how then with a production representing so small

a monetary value, and with changes which notoriously pressed very

heavily on the colonial proprietary, was it possible to undertake tho

transfonnation of machineiy and adopt an industrial organization

only suited to large conccms? Steam mUls and other new

apparatus were not in keeping with a production of less than from

500 to 1000 tons, and a very small number of planters were

individually able to profit by the advantages which the new plant

could afibrd in the increased yield and quality of the sugar.

The first idea of a central factory was suggested we believe in

1838, by the house of C. Derosne and Gail to M. Vincent, of

Bourbon, who put it into execution. The system was tried by him

in that colony, where the plantations were and are much larger

than in the [French] Antilles, and it produced results to which

M. Paul Daubree alluded in his brochure of 1841, in which he
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treated of the colonial question in its industrial aspect, with a

largeness of view and prescience truly remarkable. Whoever had

been the first to suggest the idea of central factories, M. Vincent

as we have said was the first to apply it. "We must however do

justice to the spirit of progress displayed by M. Paul Daubreo

in the work above alluded to, which, despite some errors and

prejudices which belong to the period in which he wrote, shows a

clear and weU defined appreciation of the state of our colonies and

the means to be taken for their regeneration.

In 1843, after the earthquake of Guadaloupc, we find the idea

of central factories developed at length in a mmoire in the form

of letters addressed to the minister of marine and the colonies, by

M. A. Lebaudy, director of the office of commerce and industry,

and son-in-law to M. Ch. Derosne. The author taking as his text

the unfortunate situation of Guadaloupc, ruined by the terrible

earthquake in which a great number of sugar factories were des-

troyed, proposed to re-erect them on the principle of central factories.

In consequence of this proposition the Eoyal Society of the Antilles

was formed, the aim of which was to establish in chosen sites—at

first in Guadaloupe—central factories on a large scale, provided

with all the improvements known at the period, to which the

planters should deliver their canes on the basis of a return of 5 per

cent, of their weight in sugar at the average price in the market

of the colony.

Eelying on the work of M. Peligot, then recently published,

which proved the saccharine richness of the cane to be 18 per

cent., it was not difficult to show, that without increasing the

yield of canes it would be easy to double the production of sugar,

especially where the proposed combination should be applied.

On the coast of Andalusia, where the culture of the cane dates

from the time of the Moors, there existed a rude organization of

central factories far anterior to the scheme we are narrating. It

is a sort of metayage or division of the profits between the manu-

facturer and the planter, the latter receiving as the price of his

canes half the amount yielded by the sale of the sugar and

molasses. As near as we can calculate, this is equivalent to a
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payment to the planter of 29 to 30 francs per 1000 kilogrs. of cane

(about 24s. per ton).

The Eoyal Antilles Company offered it is true, in 5 per cent, of

the Tveight, a lower price than this, but it was however equivalent

to the real return obtained from the small plantations, of which

the yield rarely passed that figure, and further, all the expenses of

manufactirre would be available for the development and improve-

ment of the culture. Besides this 5 per cent, which has since

been gradually increased, a portion of the eventual profits was set

apart for division amongst those who s^^pplied the canes.

The Company triumphed, not without difficulty, over such obstacles

as beset all new undertakings, and founded four usines in

difierent parts of Guadaloupe. But many troubles attended the

enterprise, which had to contend against loss by shipwreck of part

of the material, and to fight against the spirit of isolation which

then prevailed amongst the planters. The expenses of installation

were very considerable, and the apparatus was not at first suffi-

ciently powerful. Further, the yield of sugar from the cane, which

had been calculated at a higher figure, only reached in the first

season 8^ per cent. ; this was too small to pay. Then came the

revolution of 1848, and the complications in the social state of the

colonies by the abolition of slavery completed the embarrassments

of the company, which closed its establishments, and later on was

obliged to put itself into liquidation. This was not because of any

organic defect, and nothing that occurred need surprise those

accustomed to the trials and difficulties of a manufacture when first

established in a new country, for the barbarous methods then

usually employed in the extraction of sugar in the colonies could

not be truly called manufacture.

The planters had doubtless realised some advantages by the

receipt of 5 per cent, of sugar for their canes, but the company had
not reached its productive epoch. It was then that instead of

continuing to manufacture sugar itself, it ofiered the estab-

lishments in tenancy to the planters who supplied the canes, at a

progressive rent calculated on the amount of raw material worked
up. This proposition being accepted, it then became possible to
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reorganize these tmines in such a manner as to draw a larger part

of the existing material to them, and thus to be able to extract in

each usine 500 tons of sugar in the season, a large quantity at that

time, but very greatly exceeded in the later erections.

Since the inauguration of this first society which had the honour

of introducing the system of central factories into the Antilles, the

Culture has continued to increase round the four establishments

which it founded, and both planters and manufacturers have realized

benefits which have fuUy proved the excellence of the principle of

combination.

Thus then the first experiment made on a large scale, during a

series of years, and accompanied by mischances and exceptional

social conditions, has fully proved the soundness of the prin-

ciple of separating agriculture from manufacture. What the

isolated planter, bare of resources, was unable to do, the association

of capital, or the concentration of labour, fully realized without

injury to the chief functions of the planter, which on the contrary,

have been greatly facilitated.

The principle of division of labour, sound in every branch of

human industry, has received new demonstration and confirmation

by results which no financial or fiscal combination could have

produced. Volumes had been written on the colonial question,

seeking in the tricks of tarifife, and restriction of every kind, the

solution of its difB.culties, which was close at hand in all its sim-

plicity, and which consisted in increasing the produce of the soil

and reducing the expenses. It is only needful to generalize these

results and to show them plainly by rigorous calculations.

BARBADOES.

Two projects of an important character, or which will be more

generally regarded as such, have been set on foot. One is for the

formation of a railroad, and the other of a central sugar factory,

which it is at length found are both wanted for the complete de-

velopment of the resources of the island as a sugar colony. The

refinery on the Pierhead has opened the eyes of the planters to the
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benefits to be derived from central factories in the manufacture of

sugar, some of tliem having got rid of their crops at the rate of

£20 per hhd. by grinding the canes and making syrup to be con-

verted into sugar at the refineiy at a shilling a gallon. A central

factory in each parish would take off the crop, and facilitate the

reaping as well as much improve the manufacture of the sugar.

It only needs a unifoiTU duty to compel the establishment of

central factories in all the sugar producing colonics, and that is

simply a question of time. The railroad will follow the intro-

duction of capital required for the constructiDn and vrorking of

the central factories. Every planter knows the advantage of

making sugar in favourable weather and without delay, when the

canes are fully ripe. !N"ow this advantage can best be obtained by

the facilities afforded by the railroad and central factories. The

main line of railway proposed is along side of the track of the water

pipes from Newcastle in St. Johns, Below Cliff, through the valley of

St. Philip and St. George to Bridgetown, a distance of 22 miles, as

the line will extend into St. Joseph and St. Andrew, furnishing

an easy means of transport to these estates of their produce to town.

If this succeeds another line along the leeward coast through St.

James and Speights to St. Lucy, will follow.— West Indian.

- Extension of Sttgae-Refining ix Geeenock.—The sugar-refining

trade at this port, which has already far outstripped other refining

ports in the kingdom, is about to be largely augmented. It is

stated that the cotton mill in Dumfrochar-road, recently sold, is

to be converted into a sugar house by the purchasers, and that it

will be constructed so as to be able to turn out from 800 to 1,000

tons per week. The eleven refineries at present at work in the

town turn out about 4,600 tons per week. "When the cotton mill

is converted, and Messrs. Richardsons' new house in Eoxburgli-

street, and the additions now being made to Bcriy-yards refineiy,

by Messrs. Alex. Scott and Sons, are completed, the weekly pro-

duction of refined sugar in Greenock will amount to fully 7000

tons. The Dellingbura sugar refinery is about to be largely

extended, and its working capacity doubled. It turns out at

present about 200 tons per week.
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BEITISH HONDURAS.

It was long believed by those well acquainted witli British

Honduras, that its rich alluvial soils and its copious rainfall would

prove very favourable to the growth of the sugar cane, and the

very heavy crops taken off have proved this view to bo correct

;

fears were, however, entertained that the climate and soil might

tend to the production of a more . than ordinaiy proportion of

glucose in the cane. That this is not necessarily the case however,

is proved by the analysis of a parcel of Honduras concrete imported

a week or two back, and which was reported as under in the

London sale rooms :

—

CrystaUizable' sugar 89-60

UncrystaUizable ,, 1-90

Water 5-50

Ash; -85

Organic matters 2-15

The proportion of uncrystallizable sugar, i.e., glucose, being

under 2 per cent, is below the average contained in fine raw sugar.

THE WEST INDIA & PANAMA TELEGRAPH COMPANY
(LIMITED).

The Secretary of this Company, states as follows :—Advices

have reached me from the West Indies that the cables to the

Islands of Guadaloupc, Dominica, and Martinique have been

successfully laid, thus placing the Islands of Porto Rico, St,

Thomas, St. Kitts, Antigua, Guadaloupe, Dominica, and Martinique

in direct telegraphic communication with each other.

Messages may now be forwarded to these places by telegraph

to Jamaica, thence by mail to St. Thomas, and telegraphed

to their destination.

The successful completion of the section between Jamaica and

Porto Rico will place all these colonies in direct communication

with the United States, England, and the Continent. We are in

daily expectation of this intelligence. Eveiy exertion is being made

to complete the whole of the system.
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From Seid'n Liverpool Circular, 17th June, 1871.

FoEEiGjf AXD CoLoxiAi, SuGAE.—According to the Board of Trad»
Returns, 31st May, the stock in the kingdom was sho-\vn to he in

excess of that of last year at same date, while hrokere estimated

it ahout 35,500 tons less. This is explained by a change in the

official mode of taking stock
; previously none was added tUl it had

passed through the Customs' scales, while now an assumed weight

is added immediately on warehousing entries being passed. The

sales reported last five weeks amount to 2,406 hhds. and cases,

900 boxes, 147,791 bags, and 5,730 tons afloat, prices having
fluctuated 9d. to Is. per cwt., and closing this week little above the
lowest point. Some holdei-s, however, continue firm for the full

advance. Included in these sales are about 3000 tons Fryer's
concrete, which is now in general favour with refiners,

"
the

quality having been much improved this season; prices ranged
from 27s. to 27s. 6d., duty paid, from quay or to arrive. Owing to
the simplicity and efiiciency of tlie process of manufacture of this
article, the Concrctor is being gradually introduced into the various
sugar-growing countries, from whence increased supplies may now
he expected. Quotations, duty paid :—Low Bengal, Madras,
Manilla, unclayed and inferior Brazil (duty 4s.), 21s. 6d. to 27s.

;

good Brazil, Manilla clayed, and brown "^^'est India (duty 4s. 9d.),
2"s. 6d. to 30s. 6d.

;
yellow "West India, good Mauritius and

Bengal (duty 5s. 3d.), 31s. to 34s. ; fine ditto (duty os. 8d.), 34s.
6d. to 37s. 6d.

;
bright vacuum pan, crystallized, (duty 6s.),

38s. to 41s.

SALE OF SUGAR ESTATE IX DOMINICA.

" The River Estate," in the parish of St. Paul, in the island of
Dominica, containing about 233 acres, 90 to 100 of which are
under cane, 15 recently planted with cocoa trees, and the rest
pastm-e or moimtain land, is to be sold under the Encumbered
Estates Act by Messrs. Hards, Yaughan & Ltifchild, 62, Moorgate
Street, London, Auctioneers, at the sale room of the Commissioners,
Tokenhouse Yard, Lothbury, London.
The estate produces about 60 hhds. of sugar per annum, besides

rum and molasses. There is upon it a dwelling house, water mill
with horizontal rollers, boiling house, curing house and still house
in fair condition. The live and dead stock will be sold with the
estate, at one price.

Particulars may he obtained on ai)plieatio:i to Samuel Spoflbi th,

Esq., 35a, Great (ieorge Street, AVostminstcr, or to Francis P.
Latouche, Esq., Bosseau, Dominica.
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LosBOJT, 17th Juxe, 1871.

To THE Editoe of " The Sugae Caxe."

Sib,

I -would recommend your correspondent " Yectis " to try the

following (premising that lie Ti^ill Tvork on a small scale), and I

tliink he will find no difficulty in ciystallizing the beet juice,

pro-snded it is not too weak. Ho should grow beets weighing not

more than from 2 to 2^ lbs. each.

1.—Heat the expressed juice to about 168° Paht., and then add

cream of lime of the density and proportions mentioned in " Crookos,"

p. 79. Stir it in and continue the heating until very near the

boiling point, then remove it from the fire for a few minutes, and

again replace it and increase the heat until the first signs of boiling

appear ; now remove it from the fire and filter tlirough a cloth

until it runs bright.

2.—Insufflate the filtered juice with carbonic acid gas until it is

no longer alkaline to red litmus paper ; allow the carbonate of lime

to subside and pour off the juice into another vessel, boil for a few

minutes to throw down in the form of monocarbonate the bicar-

bonate of lime held in solution, and again filter through a cloth

until it runs quite bright.

3.—Run the filtered juice through animal charcoal, using of the

latter in a granulated form about 12 per cent, of the weight of juice

employed.

4.—Concentrate the filtered juice to 30° Baume (S.G. 1-245),

then, if not transparent, filter through a cloth until it runs bright,

and while hot pass it through another portion of animal charcoal,

using about half as much again as on the first occasion.*

6.—Concentrate the filtered and now colourless syrup to a den-

sity of 42° Eaume (S.G. 1-381)—this density should not be passed

—and almost before it is cold it will be found to crystallize.

Your obedient servant,

E. E.

* If the animal charcoal is new it should he preriously washed with

hoiling water to remove the sulphides, and dried.
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ON THE MANTJPACTUEE OF SUGAE.

To THE Editoe of " The Stjgab Cane."
SlE,

All who are interested in the production of sugar from the cane,

must have accepted your periodic information with pleasure,

and read your valuable number for June with satisfaction.

It will assist in removing the hallucination, which many very careful

observers of the proximate process, accept in confidence, from their

"practical" teachers. The false impression is, that when getting

their one pound of sugar, from one gallon of cane juice, they get

all the sugar that it is possible to get. This expensive error, is

fixed in some minds, by these interested "practicals," when they

exhibit the most perfect carefulness in the process, and lay claim

to such decided certainty of product, when unwittingly converting

the sugar, which might have been solid, into ethereal gas, to

escape through their fingers: when the keen eyes of our " careful

observer," are of no use to him. The "practical" deception is

complete, when they who endeavour to expose the charlatanism, are

denounced as "theorists," undeserving the least consideration; and

planters allow themselves to be robbed by prejudice, of a vast sum
of money every year, as we shall presently see. The fact, to which

I allude, refers to no "laboratory experiment," it was begun andcom-
pleted by imdoubted "practicals," in the little unobtrusive island

of St. Thomas. You afi'ord us an extract from the St. Thomas

Tidende, which is the newspaper published there, and the contents

lay open to contradiction, if in error ;
" the average being 198 j- lbs.

of concrete (sugar) from 100 imperial gallons of juice, gauging

10J° Baume." Here are these " practicals " getting twice asmnch
sugar, as they themselves and other "practicals," persuaded their

employers is contained in the juice. Both cannot be right ! Then
where does this doubled quantity of sugar come from, if not from

the juice?

I visited that island some twenty years ago, and found them
content with the old notion of " a pound to a gallon." They were

2b
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then grinding the cane with vertical roUs, driven by a windmill.

I have not heard of any bettor quality of cane growing there now

than then. It is true they have introduced the Concretor, and

the use of sulphur, which latter so improves the quality that the

sugar ,is " approaching to a light yellow, or even white."

Here then, we have "practioals" establishing one important

fact, that there is opportunity for improvement, which can afford

a far greater profit than they had been able to sectire by their

antiquated process. Thus they have begun, but not completed

their task of improvement
;
they also eliminated a great fact or

two, which must shake all confidence in the venerated egotism of

our "practicals."

I am not prepared to endorse this use of sulphur in any form,

in the absence of approving experience, even Avhen admitting its

decoloring power, confirmed in the experience of Mr. C.

Haughton Gill (p. 304-5) who used " sulphur dioxide." It occurs

to me, as just possible, for enough of the sulphur to be retained

here by the sugar, to make it as disagreeable as beet sugar, and

involve the same necessity for refining, before using it for domestic

purposes. There are other reasons and other resources. I do not

hesitate to prefer the grocer's better price, especially as I can

secure the better product with economy, to .afford a far better profit.

Apart from this possible offensive odour, the efforts to improve

the quality and the quantity of sugar, are suggested by common
sense, confirmed by scientific investigation, and so far, successful in

practice. "WTien the desire for improvement is indulged in, who is

prepared to proscribe its limits, short of that perfect success which
is attainable ? This effort has done much, if it has only laid bare the

miserable short-comings of the old habit, and broke it down com-

pletely. Another effort may complete this desirable beginning.

The great pecuniary reward for success, which is available at any
time in the open market, should be a sufficient stimulant for them
who consult their own interests. The "practical" proof of an

available—doubled—product, is already before us, an undeniable fact ;

and the increase is sheer profit, after reooxiping any expense for

plant.
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You afford us another welcome extract from a newspaper. This

time it is the " Barhadoes West Indian," of April 24. Therein a

planter's grievance is held to view, together with the hest resource

for a remedy, science. That writer asserts, with truthfulness, that

"the consignees abroad complain that the deficiency between

shipping and landing weights, is so great, as to curtail—if not to a

great extent to prevent—any future orders for sugars, and thus

the business of the merchant is lessened, and the planter's market

for his produce restricted."

I have attempted to show in former communications, that when

we get improvement invited, encouraged, and successfully adopted,

we shall not only get a greater quantity of sugar, but a superior

quaUty also. We shaU also lose this annoying molasses, which is

continually draining away, at all times and places. Much of it is

pumped overboard, in transitu, to the irretrievable loss of all con-

cerned. "We shall lose this liquid molasses, in the sense that we

never get it, when the cane-juice is properly treated. We get a more

valualh, a solid, crystallised suffxr instead, and this avoid tlie possi-

hility of the serious loss, which we see the planters very naturally

complain of. It is gratifying, however, to see the planters begin-

ning to recognise, and lay claim to legitimate help, thus: "These

combined losses can he avoided by the application of science and

skilled labour, to the manufacture of sugar." It is evident they begin

to feel the expensiveness of Sambo's charlatanism, and the offensive

competition of beet sugar, when they can annihilate both at the

same time.

I am. Sir, youi-s obediently,

W. EATHOENE GILL.

Jfi, Mortimer Rood, De Beatmir Square, London, N.

TO COEEESPONDENTS.

E. P., Sinela, Russia.—Dr. Graham's cssaj-a on " Dialysis," have never

been printed in a separate form, they were published in The Philosophical

Magazine (2s. 6d. each number), Taylor & Francis, Bed Lion Court, Fleet

Street, London.

Vectis will find his letter of last month fully answered by E. B. He will

also find in another part of our issue an extract from Walkhofi', on " The
defecation of beet juice," which was translated before E. B.'s letter was

received,
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Impoetation op Ratv jLnd Eefined Srein ijrro the United

Kingdom, pok the teae 1870.

Raw. Refined.

184,776 tons. . 7 tons.

71 • 1 It

>J
—

>)

Prance 41,828 )> . 42,923 ))

30,576 J>
—

ti

28,774 )J . 1,478 )>

The Hanse Towns 21,914 )> • . 3,644 >»

Holland 2,961 )> • . 31,082 »)

, 17,040 1) . 4,680 >)

, 15,431 )J
4 )»

8,963 it * )>

3,998 I) ))

2,707 )J 680 )>

Central AmMica 2,756 J> • ))

T»
2,511 >( )t

nr L' '

1,555 )» 812 )>

2,051 >> • • »
945 it • 1 7)

816 >) t)

603 )> • 107 If

11 )> 136 77

8 >) • 150 77

156 )J • >>

Portugal and Azores . .

.

100 tf • 77

Siam 88 )J • 77

Hayti and St. Domingo . 61 )) • 77

ChUi 31 »> • 77

18 )) • 1 77

621,459 85,706
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HAVANNA AND MATANZAS.

(FhM» Zieht's Monthly Circular.)

EXPOETS FEOM THE IST OP JaNCAET TO THE 6tH OF MaT.

1871. 1870. 1869.

Tons. Tons. Tons.

To United States of America .... 77,071 . . 85,021 . .113,694

„ Great Britain 33,243 .. 76,255 .. 53,441

„ Northern Europe 1,699 .. 6,426 .. 4,883

„ France 3,270 .. 17,375 ,. 17,172

„ Spain 20,361 .. 29,153 .. 21,687

,, Southern Europe 325 ,. 1,067 .. 960

„ Other Ports 2,421 .. 2,676 .. 2,441

Total 138,390 217,974 214,278

Stocks in Haranna and llatanzas 129,438 . . 165,650 . . 90,750

MAURITIUS.

ErPOBTS FEOM Isi Auorsx TO 2!rD Mat.

1870-71. 1869-70. 1868-69.

Tons. Tons. Tons.

To 17,321 . . 36,993 .. 20,473

)> 6,930 . . 11,155 ., 4,979

>> 34,244 . . 39,691 .. 29,924

)> 2,962 . . 3,696 . . 3,311

)) Cape of Good Hope. . 1,859 . . 1,587 ,. 646

jj 14,475 . . 28,496 .. 13,323

>>
643 . . 1,109 .. 611

78,912 .. 122,728 . . 73,266
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EsiniATED Ceop or Beet Eoot Sitgab peobuced oit the CoNimENi

OF ElTROPE, COMPAEED •WITH THE AMOUNTS OF THE

TVro PEEVIOTJS SEASONS.

(From LicM s Monthly Circular.)
1 ft'7n 711 0 / V- / i

.

1 ftRQ '7C\ 1868-69.

tons. tons. tons.

295,000 . 285,146 . . 213,904

Germany (ZoUverein) .... 250,000 . 215,382 . . 208,140

190,000 .. 152,205 . . 101,601

135,000 . 132,500 . . 87,500

55,000 . 43,552 . . 37,078

Holland, Sweden, and Italy 15,000 . 12,500 . . 10,000

940,000 841,285 658,223

Stocks op Stjgae in the Chief Maekets of the "Would on the

SOiH Apeix., in thotjsands of tons, to the neaeest thousand.

1871. 1870. 1869.

114 .. .. 119 .. . . 99

108 .. .. 129 .. . . 86

30 .. .. 13 .. . . 40

Germany (ZollTerein") ,

.

36 .. .. 16 .. .. 23

6 .. . . 4 .. 5

Total in Europe .

.

, 294 275 253

65 .. . . 127 .. . . 83

Havanna & Matanzas^6 May. 129 .

.

.. 166 ., . . 91

488 .. .. 568 .. . . 427

Consumption of Sugae, &c., foe Teaes ending 30th of Apeil,

IN thousands of tons.

1871. 1870. 1869.

United Kingdom 728 615 580

France 332 .... 315 .... 300

Germany (Zollverein) 216 214 191

HoUand 27 ... . 28 ... . 27

Six other Countries 93 .... 110 .... 108

Total in Europe.... 1,396 1,282 1,206

United States 496 .. 431 .. 418

Total 1,892 1,713 1,624



SUGAR STATISTICS—GREAT BRITAIN

To 17th Jitne, 1871 and 1870. In Thousands of Tons, to the Nearest Thotoand.
1-1

STOCKS IMPORTS DELIVERIES.

London.
Liverpool

m
Clyde.

Total, 1871.
Total,

1870.
London.

Liverpool Bristol. Clyde.
Total,

I

1871. Total, 1870.
London.

Liverpool Bristol.

o

o
Total, 1871. Total, 1870.

Xil Lliinil TY XjOu A.id\AXiX 18 5 3 15 40 48 42 8 6 27 83 76 37 4 4 22 68 39

7in'fi<iTi "Rnst". Tntlifl G 1 7 13 2 2 4 5 11 2 13 9

2 1 1 3 9 4 4 2 10 25 4 1 3 1 10 21

Cuba 6 1 2 9 17 31 5 2 6 15 28 73 3 4 6 11 24 61

Porto llioo, &c. .

.

2 o 1 7 13 2 6 1 2 u 20 4 5 1 1 11 11

Manilla & Java .

.

24 8 32 42 11 7 4 4 26 21 15 13 3 4 34 24

Brazil 12 1 3 16 24 20 3 9 32 46 1 18 2 11 32 33

7 2 1 6 15 5 21 11 6 45 82 37 18 10 7 46 82 40

Total, 1871 .

.

64 32 7 35 138 185 87 56 29 104 276 302 93 57 27 96 273 239

Total, 1870 .

.

91 48 8 37 47decrease 93 79 35 95 26decrease 98 55 33 73 34increase
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STATE AND PEOSPECTS OF THE SUGAE MAEKETS.

Duiing the past montli the sugar markets of Great Britain have

scarcely maintained the firm tone displayed in May, and prices

have in some instances given -way, chiefly, however, of lower

descriptions, which have been depressed by the large imports of

beet sugars, of which, the lower grades generally arrive at this sea-

son of the year. The demand by the Parisian refineries has not

been so brisk as was anticipated, so that the shipments to this

country have been unusually large. The better classes of refining

sugars have generally maintained their value, holders in the face

of the great deficiency in Cuba sugars, showiag no disposition

to press sales. No. 12 Havana afloat is quoted at 31s., Cuba
Muscovado, 27s. 6d. to 28s.

;
Middling to good Bahia, 23s. 6d. to

24s. 6d.; good to fine brown Pernambuco, 25s. to 25s. 6d., averag-

ing 4s. per cwt. above prices at same date in 1870. Bahias and Per-

nambucos, which at one time were so much depressed, now fetch

their full relative value. Common brown lumps are quoted at 42s.

in London.

Stocks at the four ports continue to decrease, on the I7th June,

they were 47,000 tons below those of last year at that date

;

imports show a decrease of 26,000 tons, and deliveries an increase of

34,000 tons to the same period.

M. Licht's latest estimate of the continental beet sugar crop of

the present season reaches 940,000 tons, nearly 100,000 tons in

excess of the yield of 1869-70. The prospects of the crops both

of colonial and beet sugars are generally favourable, but the

aggregate stocks are much below those of last year, whilst the

consumption continues to increase, so that a largely increased pro-

duction would be required to aifect prices very materially.
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Before Mr. Peligot's "work on the sugar cane, -which bears date

1842, it is difficult to say what was the commonly receired opiaion

in our colonies as to its saccharine richness. Like other tropical

plants, alimentary or fructiferous, it seemed as if the sugar might

be obtained by merely pressing the cane, without further effort or

labour. There is no name for Indtmtriel (worker) in our colonial

language, but merely for planter ; and it seemed derogatory to be

indebted to the merely mechanical arts for science and method

which were before unknown. Slaveiy, which took from the

master those faculties of which he deprived the intelligent

creature who submitted to his yoke, and which moreover demo-

ralized all parties ;—slavery contributed not a little to this inferior

state of our sugar planter. He had a bailiff or sugar master, and

oxen or the wind turned his miU. But to occupy himself, and to

seek to carry out operations economically, of that he knew little

or nothing.

Our colonists know too well what were the vices of the ancient

colonial society not to recognise that these reproaches, which we
i-elate merely historically, were merited by the vaia and care-

less generation which preceded them. Since, they have nobly

redeemed these faults, and they must acknowledge that the

extraordinary activity of the young branch of the sugar industiy.
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that of the beet root has contributecl not a little to their enlighten-

ment and transformation. It may thus he understood how needful

it was to calamine scientifically the nature of the raw material

operated upon, and to compare the results obtained with those

which might be realised by more powerful and rational methods

of manufacture. It was well known that the beet did not contain

more than from 10 to 11 per cent, of saccharine, and the manufac-

turers obtained 5 to 6 per cent, of sugar from it. How was it

then that with the cane, the richness of which was above 18 per

cent., that this return was not exceeded—a return which -ttathout

great research might be estimated much higher, so apparent were

the causes of loss even to the least observant.

The beet sugar manufacture, whose example had to be followed,

originally obtained only 1 to 2 per cent, of sugar. By intelligent

perseverance this return was increased successively to from 5 to 6

per cent, by giving attention from the first (a fact not to be over-

looked) to the perfecting of the means of extracting the juice.

Beginning with 55 to 60 per cent, the juice extracted had reached

75 to 80 per cent., the refuse or pulp not being above one-fifth of

the root submitted to the rasping, and only retaining sufficient

saccharine to induce the feimentation necessary to preserve it.

Our manufacturers, continually enquiring after more cfiective and

economical machinery, were not yet satisfied with these great results.

"With the sugar cane it was otherwise up to the time of which

we speak—that is to say before the establishment of real sugar

factories, central or other; of the 90 per cent, of juice which the

cane contains, a third at least was left in the megass, a dead loss,

unless it was in the increase of the calorific power of a residuum

generally used as fuel.

This loss, we must say, did not escape the notice of oiu- colonists,

who, with difficulty able to make greater efforts with their

mills, generally moved by water, wind, or animal power, took

into their consideration different methods of extraction—such as

dessication and maceration. Thus it was seriously proposed to

cut the cane in thin slices, to diy them, and afterwards send them

to establishments in the metropolis to have the sugar extracted by
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means of cassettes. In all these cases there was a just idea at

bottom—that of the division of labour, and the separation of the

two elements of the colonial production (agriculture and manu-

facture), an idea which at first tended to confusion, until it took

a definite form. After many useless trials and numberless dis-

cussions it at length appeared best to stick to the horizontal miU,

although since then M. Eoberts' diffusion process has furnished

many industrial applications worthy of attention. This process is

moreover in perfect accord with those new principles on which the

cane sugar industry now rests.

The old fashioned mills expressed 65 to 60 per cent, of juice ;

the new steam mills, with three cylinders (the most simple and

the best) are capable of extracting nearly 75 per cent. Estimating

at only 12 to 15 per cent., the advantage realised by these miUs,

of which French and English manufactiu-e has fiu-nished some

remai-kable models, the increased return resulting from better

pressure alone is not less than 2J per cent, of the weight of the

cane. This quantity of sugar has escaped certain destruction. It

is not necessary to observe that by this greatly increased pressure

the megass loses some of its combustible qualities ; but it is easy

to show that the use of sugar fuel was ruinous, and that it would

be much more economical to use coal at 50 to 60 francs per ton.

Sugar as fuel is a bai'baiism which justly revolted 31. Peligot, to

whom this argument had been opposed by colonial routine, striving

to delay the suggested applications, preferring rather to demand

tiio annihilation of the beet root, than to follow the example of

this ambitious and inconvenient rival. It is not needful to say

that this absurd argument was put an end to by the introduction

of vacuum apparatus of low temperature, which permits of the

utilisation of the escaped steam.

That is the admirable side, the truly practical and useful side of

the triple effet apparatus, which has rendered such great sei-viccs

in coimtries where the fuel is exchanged for money, and which

should render as great in countries where fuel is exchanged for

sugar. It has been proved—and these proofs have been verified

by ourselves in the sugar plantations of Louisiana—that the megass,
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from wliich a hogshead of sugar has been extracted, is equal to one

corde of wood, or in other terms, and to speak more scientifically,

that 4000 kilogrs. of fresh megass reduced to 2000 by diying, are

equivalent in caloric to a corde of wood of the country, cut the

year of the crop, weighing 1500 to 1600 kilogrs.*—^in a word,

three kilogrs. of dry megass will replace as fuel one kilogr. of coal.

Supposing a production of 1000 hectolitres of juice per day with a

mill of a pressure of only 70 per cent., 50,000 kilogrs. of fresh, or

25,000 kilogrs. of dry megass are obtained, of which 2000 kilogrs.

fi-om the old-fashioned mills would be equal to a corde of wood, but

which, when 70 per cent, of juice is extracted, is diminished in

caloric by the smaller proportion of sugar which this megass retains
;

it may however be admitted that, containing 20 per cent, of water,

it is worth as fuel an equal weight of fresh cut wood, say

12 cordes, or in other tei-ms, in round figures, 100 hectolitres of

coal, which represent two-thii-ds of the consumption of a beet

sugar factoiy working the same quantity of juice, half as dense, and

using the most perfect apparatus ; which quantity should sufilce in

the usual, conditions for all the working of a colonial sugar factory, of

which the waste steam is carefully collected and utilised, after having

been employed for the motive force and divers other purposes.

Thus the industrial practice of our day, especially the triple effet,

which, although a French invention, we have seen employed on

the French plantations iu Louisiana, thanks to the introduction

of a Frenchman, and which as journalists we had the the honour
to speak of first in 1852, on our retui-n from America ;—the indus-

trial practice of our day, has solved a problem which appeared not

long ago to present difficulties such as in despair of overcoming,

suggested under the ministry of Admiral Dupcrre, the employ-

ment of English coal.

It was shown then that this coal, if it cost ofr. the hectolitre,

would still be cheaper than the costly fuel of which it supplied the

place, and which was then used by a large number of planters—fuel

* A corde of wood in Louisiana, under these conditions, (. containing 20

to 25 per cent, of water, is equivalent to 750 kilogrs. of coal, of good
ordinary quaUty,
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in which, at the time of -^vliich we write, 20 millions of kilogrs.

of sugar, ahout one-fifth of the colonial export, was annually wasted.

As these improved apparatus, which utilise all the caloric produced,

and multiply its effect as needed ; and these powerful mills, which

leave no more in the megass than an insignificant proportion of the

sugar contained in the cane, were not within the reach of all the

planters, and were not adapted to the restricted conditions of small

Gstahlishments—this was sufficient evidence of the need of central

factories, which solved the question hy completely separating the

culture of the cane from the manufactui'e of sugar.

The possibility of raising the yield of the cane had already been

proved in actual practice. Thus in Eeunion, in a large mine, an

exceptional return of 13 per cent, of sugai- had been obtained,

whilst in our Antilles there was the certainty of 9 or 10 per cent.

In Louisiana, with canes of 8 or 10 months growth (unripe), from

juice relatively poor, 8 per cent, of sugar had been extracted.

The material fact was beyond doubt; but the question of the

approacliing abolition of slavery appeared as a phantom in the

way, preventing our colonies from resolutely entering in the path

of industrial progress. This crisis, so dreaded, was accomplished

in 1848, much more easily than had been hoped, and our sugar

colonies, reassured on this head, were able to devote all their efforts

to the improvement of their principal industi^. Then a new

obstacle presented itself in the surtaae on colour, an oppressive

measure, wliich had no other aim than the protection of the homo

refiners, who feared, with cause, the competition of white colonial

sugar, and who had sufficient interest to provoke legislative

interference to prevent or restrain its introduction.

The law of 23rd of May abolished this surtaxe, and there was

nothing then to prevent the free entrj' into the French markets

of sugars of the best colour which the central factories were able

to produce. The cause of the new apparatus and of progress was

thus gained.

It may not be out of place to relate, that at the period when

beet sugar was sold at 6 francs the half kilogr., the fortunes of

the producers were not made in conditions of price truly mf(r-
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vellous. The fact may also bo recalled, that these same makers of

beet sugars uttered loud protestations and threatened to close their

establishments at the thought of a duty of 10 francs (per 100 kilos.)

being laid on their produce ; and the same sugar, the manufacture

of -which was given up in the ruin of the 500 small manu-

facturers -which France then counted, has since supported a duty

equal to, and even 6 francs above, that laid on colonial sugar,

against which it still struggled "with success notwithstanding

the more favourable position of the other. The latter, according

to the eternal logic of things, has since borro-wed from its

adversary the arms which have served it for the combat. It is

imdoubtedly to the use of new machinery and powerful apparatus,

which enabled it to become a manufactui-ing industry, that the beet

sugar manufacture owes this great progi-ess of which we have

spoken—^progress which the colonial sugar industry cannot do more

than imitate in its turn.

At the period when the question of central factories was first

agitated, IT. Derosne had recently returned from the island of Cuba,

where he had seen sugar factories tainted by the decomposition of

the tanks of syrup or molasses in their neighbourhood. 31. Derosne

showed that the abundance of these molasses was only the result of

the modification of the sugar contained in the cane, and rendered

unciystallizable by the vicious processes employed. Thus, from a

cistern contaitdng 100 kilogrs. of masse ctette, 70 to 75 kUogrs. of

superior sugar could bo extracted instead of the 40 to 42 kilogi-s. of

bad sugar obtained by the ordinaiy processes. On this calculation

it was sho-wn that the production of a plantation could be nearly

doubled, and instead of 6,000 barrels 12,000 would be produced.

This was an industrial revolution in eveiy sense of the word
a revolution in favour of planter, shipper, consumer, and of the

treasuiy.

The mysterious disappearance of AT. Vincent in September, 1841

when he had just inaugurated in his establishments in Reunion,

the principle of central factories, delayed momentarily the progress

of the new idea, but it was taken up -with ardour by other colonists

in the spirit of its introducer; M. Havreau de la Source for example.
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who obtaiaed in the same colony of Reunion most remarkable

economical results. The example set by M. Vincent was followed

in Mexico by the Marquis Jose de Castagnos, at Havanna by M.

do yUla Arratia, and later by M. Zuluetta. In Louisiana also, a

certain number of plantations were organised in connection with

central factories, and this system is the one indicated by nature for

this great sugar country as the means of raising it from the depression

into which it has been temporarily thrown by the war of secession.

But it was in Java where the system of central factories de-

veloped the most rapidly and on the largest scale. It is well

known that this Dutch colony is under such a regime that the homo

government possesses the soil, which is cultivated by the aborigines

of the island. The canes thus produced are delivered to the sugar

manufacturers at 3A- florins (about 6/9) for a quantity representing

a picol (137^ lbs.) of sugar
;
by another agreement with the manu-

facturers the Government buys the raw sugar at 1 1 florins per

picol. This was the state of things at the epoch when the

movement in favour of central factories was started ; the

Dutch Government, struck with the advantages of the system,

studied and applied it, and decided to enter into contracts

with the manufacturers, on whom it imposed the obligation of

erecting the most improved apparatus, and made to each of them

an advance of 500,000 florins, payable in twenty annuities without

interest, on condition of their delivering sugar 20 per cent, superior

in quality to that of ordinary manufactiuxrs. On these terms the

Government treated with MM. Colonel Lucassen, 0. Holmberg de

Beckfelt, Captain Stravers, and others, with the view of the

manufacture of one million of kilogrs. of sugar in each establishment.

To these factories, erected on behalf of the Government nearly

thii-ty years ago, we must add those which have been established

by private enterprise (which is permitted ia this colony), in which

the sugar is produced with the greatest care and economy.

The facts which we have recalled belong henceforth to the

history of that branch of industry with which we are connected.

They make one of the mimcrous examples of the slowness with

which progress is made and the difiiculties which the best ideas
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encounter at their origin. In -fact, so logical, so conformable to

the gifts of science and to the principles of industrial economy

as is the system of central factories, and so decisive as were the

first results obtained by their application, it has needed the dura-

tion of the life of one generation to see their fuU acceptance,

and their introduction into the industry which they were called on

to regenerate.

OK THE MAXUFACTURE OF SUGAR FROM THE
SUGAR CAKE, AKD THE MACHIKERY

EMPLOYED THEREIK.

Paet 1Y.

Continued from page 35 i.

Having dealt in our previous papers with the machinery

employed for extracting the juice from the canes by means of

pressure, we wiU now proceed to examine the process of " diffusion,"

as it is termed, the only process which has ever been employed on

any considerable scale for washing the juice out of the cane.

The principle upon which the process of diffusion is founded is

the action of endosmosis and exosmosis, that is, the well-known

law by virtue of which, if two liquids be divided the one from the

other, only by an organic membrane, and one of these liquids con-

tains salts of any kind in solution while the other is piu-c, such

salts will gradually find their way through the membrane until the

liquid on the one side of it has lost half its salts, which have

passed into that on the other side—in other words will difi'uso

themselves _until both liquors have become equally impregnated

with salts.

Kow, the cells in which the juice of the cane is enclosed, are

composed of such organic membrane, and, therefore, if the outer

surface of these cells can bo brought into contact with pure water,

the sugar will gradually find its way out until the juice left in the

cell is only as rich in sugar as the water which surrounds it. It
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thus happens, that by treating the cells with several different

•waters, almost the whole of the sugar which they contain may be

extracted from them.

If the term diffusion lays claim to be a comparatively recent

invention, the process to which it is applied is about forty years

old. The delicate structure of the tissues bounding the cells of

the sugar beet render them specially adapted to the extraction of

their contents by means of hot water.

Markgraf first drew attention to the subject, and in 1830 various

manufacturers of beet-root sugar adopted the process according to

the system of Dombasle. Since that period various applications of

this principle, more or less ingenious, have been brought out,

among others, the continuous macerator of M. Hallette and Bou-

cherie, the battery of cylinders of M. Beaujeu, and the continuous

systems of Messrs. Eoclincourt and Champonnais; also those of

Martin and Champonnais ; Delimal's battery, and PeUetien's levi-

gator. All these are more than thirty years old. M. Julius

Robert, of Seelowitz, Austria, has adapted this process apparently

with considerable success, and it has been adopted by many of the

beet factories of Germany. It has not made way, however, among

the beet manufacturers of Prance. Some years ago a similar process

was applied to the extraction of juice from the cane in one of the

French colonies ; but it was afterwards abandoned. One of the

grounds for discarding it was alleged to be the difficulty of keeping

the cutting knives in order. It has more recently been applied to

the same purpose in the East Indies by the enterprising director of

the Aska Sugar Company, Limited, Madras. This gentleman, Mr.

F. J. G. Minchin, who holds various patents bearing on this

process, has brought the subject forward in England'by Mr. Ferdin-

and Kohn, who has issued a pamphlet, and more recently read a

paper on the process before the Society of Arts. In our descrip-

tion of the process we shall make free use of this pamphlet by Mr.

Kohn, who is the consulting engineer to this company.

"\Ve intend first to describe the process as practised at Aska, to

state the advantages which are claimed for it, and the results

obtained with it in actual work, and then to give the reasons
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•which, •vre believe, mil prevent it from ever being generally

adopted.

Before the cane can be subjected to this process it must be cut

into thin slices, so as to expose as large a number of the colls as

possible to the direct action of the water. This slicing is effected,

by means of knives fixed to a revolving disc. The cane is led for-

ward on to this disc through a hopper placed at a shai-p angle, so

that as the disc revolves the knives cut the cane obliquely. This

is essential, as it is very much easier to sUco the cane obliquely

than it is to cut it directly across, and an oblique slice is also more

effective in laying bare the juice cells. The silicious coating of

the sugar-cane renders it somewhat difficult to cut, and unless the

knives employed for this purpose are specially adapted to it, they

very rapidly become blunted and unserviceable. The cane is

removed as soon as possible after slicing, and placed in the

" diffusion battery." This apparatus consists of a number of closed

vessels placed side by side. Each of these vessels is provided with

a movable cover on the top, leaving an opening through which it

may be filled with cane slices, and with a manhole at the bottom

through which the slices may be removed when exhausted of their

sugar.

Each vessel is also provided with various cocks, communicating

with different sets of piping, so that the liquid contents of any one

of the vessels may be made to pass into any other of the series

;

all of the vessels are also in communication with: 1st, a heating

apparatus, from which they can be filled with hot water, or diffused

juice, and into which the juice which they contain may be forced

in order to be heated ; and 2nd, a cold water supply tank placed

above them, so that the pressure thus obtained may be used for

forcing the diffusion juice from one of the vessels of the battery

into another, or through the heater.

It is stated (though we believe this is still a moot point) that the

action of diffusion cannot take place while the membrane of the

cell is alive, and that therefore the cells must be subjected to heat

before the process can commence. 'V^'^hile, therefore, the slices are

being fed into one of the vessels before described, hot juice is being
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also discharged into it from the heating apparatus, so that when

the vessel is full of slices and juice, the temperature of the whole

shall he 120° or 130° Faht. "We say fall of slices and Juice, not

water, for the fresh slices of cane are first treated with liquor

which has hefore been passed several times over partially exhausted

slices, and which therefore already contains a considerable quantity

of sugar. As the process wUl continue to go on, even with cold

water, after it has once commenced, it is only the fresh slices which

arc ti-eated with heated liquor ; all the subsequent diffusions are

effected with cold water or liquor.

As we have just remarked, the fresh slices of cane are treated

with liquor already containing a considerable quantity of sugar.

So long as the cane juice contains a larger proportion of sugar than

the water, diffusion will always go on, so that by treating the fresh

slices of cane with liquor already containing a fair quantity of

sugar, the diffusion juice may be made to approach in richness the

cane juice itself. Mr. Kohn states that the diffusion juice usually

contains 20 per cent, more water than the cane juice, though we
shall have occasion to show that, judging by his own figures, the

quantity of water added is really greater than this. The fresh

slices having parted with a quantity of theii- sugar to the liquor

already rich in sugar which has been brought in contact with them,

this latter is run off and passed to the defecators to be clarified, and

afterwards concentrated in the usual way ; its place is taken by
liquor less rich in sugar, which is forced in- from one of the other

vessels ; this operation is repeated some five or six times, or even

oftener, the cane slices as they become exhausted of their sugar

being always exposed to the action of water holding less and less of

that material in solution, until in the last process of diffusion the

operation is conducted with fresh water. This fresh water having

aborbed as much of the sugar still left in the slices as it can take

up, is forced forward to absorb more sugar from slices less exhausted

of it, and its place is taken by more pure water from the pure

water cistern ; as soon as the vessel has become filled with this, its

communication with the other vessels is cut off, the lower manhole
is taken off, and the slices and remaining fresh water are taken
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out. The water may, if necessary, be pumped up and used again,

and the slices may be used as manui'e, or dried and employed as

fuel.

Mr. Kohn says in his pamphlet that iu order to be used asfuel these

slices required exposing for a few days to the sun, and that the

fuel so obtained sufficed to raise the steam required for the process

of difiPusion. It will thus be observed that all the fuel required

for the concentration and evaporation of the juice must be supplied

from other sources, and the quantity of fuel needed for this pur-

pose is greatly increased by the fact that the diffusion juice contains

at least 20 per cent, more water than mill juice. By a recent

modification or adoption of the principle of the inventions prior to

1840, the process of diffusion is now sometimes conducted in a

single vessel, the slices being introduced at the bottom, forced

gradually upwards towards the top, and finally removed from the

top by an apparatus specially designed for that pui-pose. The

water in this arrangement is introduced at the top, and finds its

way gradually to the bottom. Thus, the cane and the water arc

moving in the opposite directions, so that the exhausted slices come

into contact with fresh water, and as the water becomes more and

more impregnated with sugar, it is continually brought into con-

tact with slices containing it in larger and larger quantities. It is

said that this apparatus effects the diffusion quite as perfectly as

the battery consisting of a number of separate vessels.

It is stated that by the diffusion process about 95 or 96 per cent,

of the sugar present in the cane may be extracted, a result certainly

better than that obtained with the mill alone, but certainly not

better than might bo obtained by mill and affusor combined in the

manner described in our last paper.

It is also stated that the diffusion juice is purer, and therefore

capable of producing better sugar than the mill juice.

Thus the advantages claimed for the diffusion process ai-e :

—

1st. The obtaining of a larger yield of sugar from a given quantity

of cane. 2nd. That diffusion juice is purer than mill juice, and

the sugar made from it is consequently of better quality.

The greater' part of our knowledge respecting the process of
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clifFusion is derived from Mr. Kolm's publications on this subject,

and -we must therefore be excused if we quote his figures in order

to show the points in which we believe this system to be faulty.

Unfortunately Mr. Kohn's figures are somewhat contradictory, but

by averaging them we shall probably arrive somewhere near the

truth.

The fii-st and gi'cat claim is, of course, the larger percentage of

sugar obtained by this process. The claims for economy in first

cost of apparatus and saving in labour, which were at first put

forward on behalf of this system, have now, we believe, been

abandoned.

Mr. Kohn claims to get 13 per cent, more sugar from the cane

than can be obtained with the best roller mills ; he further puts

down the quantity of woody fibre in the cane at 10 per cent. only.

If he be correct in this latter statement, it will be seen that his

former one is incorrect, since we stated in a former paper that we

were acquainted with estates where the megass issuing from tho

mill was more thau half woody fibre. Such megass in a cane

having only 10 per cent, of woody fibre, could not retain more than

1 1 per cent, of the total sugar present, and this would show a

difference of only about 7 per cent, in the yield of sugar between

the cmshing system and the diffusion process (for some 4 or 5 per

cent, are lost even where this is employed), instead of 13 percent,

as claimed. "We believe, however, that the generality of cane, at

any rate in districts which have been long under cultivation, con-

tains a much larger percentage of woody fibre, say 13 per cent, to

15 per cent., instead of 10 per cent., so that the truth probably

lies between the 13 per cent, advantage which Mr. Kohn claims,

and the 7 per cent, advantage, which is all that we can deduce

from his figures.

The set off to this is the greatly increased quantity of water to

be evaporated and the destruction of the fuel usually employed for

this purpose, for it wUl be remembered that the dried cane slices

only suffice to conduct the operation of diffusion, and leave no fuel

whatever for conducting the evaporation.

Wc have before mentioned that as lai'ge a percentage of sugar
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might be obtained by means of sugar mill and affusion combined as

by diffusion ; and this system would have the very great advantage

over the diffusion system, that •while, in the latter method of

working, the whole of the juice is diluted with a large percentage

of water, in the former it would only be the small proportion of

sugar obtained by the affusor which would be diluted, while the

much larger proportion extracted by the mill would undergo no

dilution whatever.

This question of dilution and consequent excess of fuel needed, is

a very important one, and in many districts would of itself suffice

to condemn the diffusion process, whatever its advantages in other

respects might be.

The second advantage claimed for the diffusion process is the

additional purity of the juice. In order to judge of this we will

take the figures given by Mr. Kohn as the result of a comparative

analysis of cane jiiicc and diffusion juice. They are as follows :

—

Organic
Water. Sugar. Glucose. Substances. Salts.

Mill juice 81-842 .. 16-758 .. 0-761 .. 0-27 .. 0-369

Diffusion juice . 85-192 .. 13-625 .. 0-723 .. 0-19 .. 0-270

From the above analysis it appears that the total quantity of

sugar, glucose, organic substance, and salts, in fact of solids in the

miU juice, is 18-158 per cent., and in the diffusion juice is 14-808

per cent. Thus, in the diffusion juice, 14-808 lbs. of solid matter

are mixed with 85-192 lbs. of water. It will, therefore, require 104

•461bs. of water to hold 18-158lbs. of solid matter in diffusion juice.

But in the mUl juice, 18-158 lbs. of solid matter are combined -with

only 81-842 lbs. of water. It therefore appears that the diffusion

juice contains about 27J per cent, more water than the mill juice,

as compared with the quantity of solid matter which it holds in

solution. The result is nearly the same if we take into account

only the quantity of crystallizable sugar in each juice. An analysis

of other figures quoted by Mr. Kohn gives an additional percentage

of water closely corresponding to this. Let ns, however, consider

that instead of 27^ per cent, more water the diffusion juice only

contains 25 per cent. more. It is then evident that miU juice
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reduced to the same density as diffusion juice by having 25 per

cent, more w&ter added to it, would contain only iths of the per-

centage of solids present in the undiluted juice. The percentage

of solids contained in mUl juice thus diluted would then be

—

Sugar. Glucose. Organic Sutstances. Salts.

13-406 0-608 0-216 0-295

This shows that mUl juice thus diluted would contain about 1

per cent, less crystallisable sugar than diffusion juice, about 19 per

cent, less glucose, and considerably more organic substances and

salts. N'ow, it is true that the presence of more organic substances

and salts is in itself bad, but the organic substances can easily be

removed by proper defecation, &c., and the salts do not render the

juice more liable to injury during the process of evaporation. On
the other hand, glucose, or uncrystaUizable sugar, is the substance

which the sugar manufacturer has to fear above all others, since it

not only detains other sugars from crystallizing, but renders the

whole mass much more difficult to treat without injui-y, and since,

moreover, when once foi-med, it goes on rapidly increasing in

quantity. In fact, as money is said to make money, so in very

fact glucose makes glucose.

Now, in this pernicious substance, the diffusion juice is far richer

than the mill juice, and therefore, although it contains less organic

matters and salts, we should not call it purer than the mill juice,

nor—both juices being treated with equal care—should we expect
it to produce better sugar.

This increased percentage of glucose found in the diffusion juice

is only what we should have expected from the gi-eat length of

time occupied in the diffusion process, and it is rendered still more
pernicious by the fact that since diffusion juice contains a larger

proportion of water than miU juice, it must be exposed to the action

of heat duiing the process of concentration for a longer time.

—

British Trade Journal.

(To he cont'mwd.)
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NOTES ON MANURING IN CEYLON.

By De. J. C. SoETAEf, OP Batticaola.

Published by the Planters' Association at Kandy, who invite discussion on

this subject.

I—There are two classes of elements necessary to every soil to

ensure the growth and fructification of vegetables, viz., mineral

and nitrogenous.

2.—The former exist in every soil, but not always La an available

state ; the latter are supplied by the atmosphere, but seldom ia

quantities sufScient for cultivated crops.

3.—The mineral elements or the alkalies, make up the bulk of

all soils
i
even pure sea sand contains every mineral necessary to the

growth of plants.

4.—If a quantity of pure sand be placed iu a bottle of water

saturated with carbonic acid, after a time the water will be found

to contain various alkalies in solution.

5.-^Vii-gin soils are fertile on account of their available alkalies,

which have been brought out of the latent state as it were, by the

prolonged action of the carbonic acid supplied by the decomposing

vegetable matter.

6.—SoUs differ in the facility with which they yield to the

action of the carbonic acid. Sea sand, for instance, and volcanic

matter are fertile accordingly.

7.—The soils of Ceylon are generally the debris of hard rocks

'—and thin stores of available alkalies are easily exhausted.

8.—The humus or vegetable matter in the soU will also fail in

due course, and with it the supply of carbonic acid, and the alka-

lies wUl remaia latent.

9.—One object of manuring should be to keep the soil well

stored with humus, and that will ensure a good supply of available

alkalies.

10.—^Where fruit is the object of cultivation, nitrogenous manures

are necessary ; the mineral elements alone, however abundant and

available, will not ensure fruit.
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11.—Without a due supply of alkalies the tree will not flourish,

and nitrogenous manures alone •wiU soon render the best soil barren.

12.—The method of applying these principles wiU vary accord-

ing to circumstances ; nature should be imitated as much as pos-

possible ; the whole bulk of the soil should be supplied with the

two kinds of manures, so that the whole mass of the roots may

perform their vital functions.

13.—The application of manure to land bearing annual crops is

easy ; but if trees are cultivated, the extent to which their roots

may be prudently disturbed must be considered.

14.—Humus absorbs, and is highly retentive of moisture, so that

the more a soil contains the less is it likely to be affected by

drought.

15.—The best season for the application of manure is a very

important question. If the roots of trees are cut during dry wea-

ther their supply of moisture is curtailed ; if nitrogenous manures

are applied too shortly before the heavy rains their soluble matter is

liable to be carried away.

By humus is meant the vegetable matter that has decomposed

and become part of the soil.

By alkalies—^the parts of a plant not dissipated by burning

16.
—"With regard to practice upon the above principles, my

opinion, founded on observation, is that a supply of available alka-

lies should be kept up by the regular application of vegetable mat-

ter ; the sou. will then be always ready to receive and make the

nmt of the nitrogenous or fruit-forckig manures.

17.—Manuring is not the only method by which the fertUity of

the son may be kept up or restored, good agriculture will take

advantage of the elements of fertility supplied by nature.

18.—Rain cai-ries with it much carbonic and nitrogenous matter,

which it yields up to the soil to the extent of their absorbing

power.

19.—The absorbing power of soils varies according to their

chemical composition, their texture, and the depth to which the

rain can soak and pass freely through.

20.—Soils absorb the gases brought to them by the rain in a

F
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definite degree ; -when saturated they will take up no more ; it is

eyident, therefore, that the deeper the bed of soil in which the

roots seek their food, and the more perfectly it is permeable, the

greater the amount of fertilising matter which will be left behind

by the rain.

21.—This bed of surface soil may be deepened hi/ draining,

by which the line of stagnant moisture is lowered, and by en-

croaching upon the sub-soil by methods known to agiiculture.

22.—If the 80 or 100 inches of rain in Ceylon could be enticed

to soak through the soil instead of running olf, no fruit-forcing

manure would be necessaiy. The intention of good agiicultui-e

should be to accomplish this as far as possible.

23.—The power of water to fertilise depends upon the presence

of nitrogenous matter either in it or the soil to which it is applied.

Spiing water, and river water also to the extent that it has filtered

through the soil, have parted with their nitrogenous matter. Stored

water also gradually loses its value, for it rapidly yields up its

nitrogenous matter to the animal and vegetable life that abound in

it. Eiver water is but pai-tially successful when applied to cofifeo

land, and old tank water renders paddy crops feathery.

24.—This relative value of rain and river and tank water should

not be lost sight of when discussing irrigation schemes that involve

great outlay.

PEACTICAL OBSERVATIONS ON CAKE MANURE, No. 10.

By Dr. T. L. Phipson, P.C.S.,

(Late of the University of Brussels, Frofesmr of Oliemistnj.J

"When a cane soil has arrived at the state referred to at the close

of my last paper, when it has yielded sugar for ten to twenty

years continuously, and during this time has been improperly

manarcd, stimulated, but not restored, it is found on analy.sis to bo

partially exhausted. It no longer shows the composition which it

had originally and which is still to be found in samples taken from
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a plot of adjacent ground that has lain idle all this time.* No

manure hitherto known, vith the exception of good stahle manure,

or well fermented farm jaxd. dung, can then restore the equili-

brium in favour of the planter.

The supply of stable manure being limited and its carriage to

any distance being out of the question on account of its large per

centage of water, it was a matter of great importance to ascertain

whether some other product—if possible also a natural product

—

could not be made into a portable manure in every respect suited

to the gro'wth of sugar, and it was decided to try some experiments

with the Urban manure, the only one of its kind, as obtained at

Bloxwitch, in Staffordshire. I have already referred in a previous

paperf to the machinery erected at Bloxwitch by the Urban Manure

Co. in order to obtain in a pulverulent form the solid and liquid

excreta which nature evidently intended to be returned to the

soil, and which many years ago, Professor Polsdorff and Baron Von

Liebig proved ^to be the most effective manure known. The

material in its primitive form is taken in covered canal boats to the

works, and after a minute quantity of sulphuiic acid has been

added to prevent any loss of ammonia, it is evaporated at a low

temperature in large closed iron reservoirs, where it is kept in

constant motion. The steam as it rises is drawn off through

several wide iron pipes provided with powerful centrifugal fans

and condensed in cold water. "WTien the entire mass has arrived

at a semi solid condition, a certain weighed quantity of precipitated

phosphate of lime, bone meal and potash and Hme compounds are

added according to the state of the soU on which the manure is to

be used, in such a manner as to supply together with the nitro-

genous organic matter, sufficient mineral constituents to make up

for loss already sustained in partially exhausted soils.

Hence the Urban sugar cane manure differs somewhat in its com-

* The unworked, original soil, will of course, contain mucli more moisture,

as much as 30 to 40 per cent, sometimes, hut this must not he allowed to

mislead the chemist whose duty it is to ascertain the relative amounts of

fertilizing ingredients present.

t The Sugar Cane, Xo. U, June, 1870)
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position according to the soil for whicli it is destined ; but under any

fomi, with or -without the ahove additions, the experiments

already made have proved it well worthy the attention of the

agriculturist both at home and abroad.

I suggested these experiments a few years ago in the hope of

discovering a cane manure capable of replacing farmyard manure,

in fact, a manure that should contain in an appropriate form all

those substances which I have shown in these papers to be

requisite to the perfect development of the cane, and so little water

as to enable it to bo carried to as great a distance as the guano of

Pera. The proprietors of the Blox^vitch works have been kind

enough to cany out these suggestions and in so doing have succeded in

producing a compound which fertilizes without stimulating; in

other terms, which is calculated to increase the yield of sugar

rather than the size of the plant, and to restore those ingredients

which a soil long cultivated has become deficient in.

No acid is used to render the phosjAates soluble, therefore this

Urban cane manure difi'ers entirely from supei-phosphate (phospho

guano, &c.): it contains no "soluble phosphate" or "superphosphate"

as I do not consider that these acid compounds are suited to any

cane soils, more especially to acid clay soils poor in lime and

alkalies, as so many of our "West India soils are. On the other

hand the tvhole of the phosphatic matter in the Urban cane manure

is assimilable by the plant ; first the phosphates of ammonia and

soda, next the earthy phosphates of the urine, and the precipitated

phosphate artificially added, lastly the phosphate added as fine

bone meal which with its animal matter slowly decaying, entirely

disappears in the soil. The whole amount of assimilable phosphates

existing in these various forms in the Urban cane manure may be

represented as equivalent in figures to from 20 to 25 per cent, of

phosphate of lime, but much more valuable in a physiological sense.

The animal matter of the manure reaches to a somewhat higher

figure and consists of the nitrogenous substances, uric acid, urea,

urate of ammonia, organic salts of ammonia, albuminous matters

In a state of decay, partly soluble in alcohol, partly in water only.

Its mineral elements arc those of the urine and excreta, sulphate
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of potash, sulphate of soda, chloride of sodium, phosphate of lime

and magnesia, phosphate of soda, sulphate of lime and silica, besides

minute quantities of iron and manganese. "WTien newly made it

contains just sufBcient acid to prevent any escape of ammonia

during the voyage, or whilst stored for a month or two in a hot

climate.

In conclusion, I may state that nothing similar to this manure

has ever been produced before, and that it can only be compared to

good farmyard dung deprived of its water and reduced to a friable

condition. It is, with the exception of the latter, the only complete

manure known, and its composition has been calculated with such

care that if science and observation can have any control over the

growth of cultivated plants, it will be found to perform its func-

tions towards the sugar cane in the most desirable manner.

During the last two seasons only it has been tried on a large

scale, and, I am told, with veiy satisfactory results. It is, there-

fore, probable that it will soon become generally known without

any efforts of mine to caU attention to it ; but I was, nevertheless,

anxious to prove an assertion which I published many years ago,

to the effect that agricultural chemistry, in spite of the conflicting

statements of its most ardent cultivators, is quite capable, when

conscientiously applied to any cidtivated plant, of increasing the

yield of that plant upon soils which have suffered from long culti-

vation. This is equally true, whether the plant is cultivated for its

saccharine juice, its seed, its bark, its leaf, or its fibre ; and as a

soU, however rich, must sooner or later lose its fortuity by constant

work, the most essential element in the problem is the discovery

of the proper kind of manure for the plant in question. If my
efforts should hereafter be found to have realized this point for the

sugar cane, I shall be amply repaid for the time I have devoted to

its study.*

Laboratory of Analytical Chemistry,

Pidneij, London, S. TV.

* In a little time hence, I hope to publish in this journal some more certain

observations relating to the cultivation of sugar, together with a number of

analyses bearing upon this subject, and made within the last few years,
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CATTLE EEED AND MANURES.

Trom the West Indian.

Sib,

In looking over the interesting Report published by the

directions of His Excellency the Governor of our Imports, for the

last year 1870, I see stated there, that wo imported the large

amounts of £36,295 for corn, oats and other grain, £13,140 for

oil cake and oil meals, £1,519 for bran and pollards, exclusive

of the amounts exported to the neighbouring colonies, making a

total of £50,954, which we may consider as spent in feeding our

stock ; which gives just about £3 per head per annum for our

17,000 homed cattle, horses and mules, or nearly 28 cents per

head per week.

In the same report I see stated the value of imports of guano

Avas £89,555, and for aU other sorts of foreign manure £856,

making a total of £90,411 spent in these manures, exclusive of

exports.

I have been led to think as the guano has nearly all been used

up, that we shall be very soon obliged to look for a substitute, and

the best substitute wiU be our own pen manure, and if we in-

creased'the number of our stock up to 25,000 head, which is about

the number of acres we plant every year in canes, and double our

importations of grain and oil meal, and double too our fodder crops,

we may easily make ourselves independent of foreign manures,

except for ratoons, we shoxild be then yearly increasing the fertility

of our soils, instead of exhausting it by the frequent dressing

of guano, which is nothing but a stimulant. "VVe should make a

stronger and better sugar more like our old manufacture, much

better able to bear the voyage with Uttle loss on weights, and be

spared the pain of finding at the close of crop time, that we had

over reckoned the yield of our canes, which have rotted and boiled

away, from the application of too much guano.

"While recommending the more liberal use of grain and oil meal

for our stock, I think we may in a gi-eat measure substitute our

molasses for those articles, we all knew that in crop time our stock
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look much better than at any other season of the year, which "we

justly attribute to the sweets they get out of the cane tops, mill-

stuff, and racking copper mud. Molasses is a highly valuable

food for man and his animals, abounding as it does in saccharine

and nitrogenous matters, the chief essentials in all food, with

starch, which is composed of exactly the same elements as sugar,

only varying a Uttle in the proportion of one of them ; a pound of

oil meal usually sells for three cents, and molasses we may take

at two cents for the same weight.

I am. Sir,

OBSERVER.

SUGAR CULTURE IN COCHIN CHINA.

From la Oironde.

French Cochin Chiua is a very important colony ; its extent, the

fertility of its soil, and the tranquil character of its native in-

habitants, guarantee its abundant resources ; but to develop them

effective measures are needed.

This is what M. Victor Kresser, formerly director of the Bank

of Hong Kong, who has written from Saigon, expresses in a note

on the subject, which we are desired to publish, and which gives

an exposition of the means he wishes to be employed by the

Government to encourage various cultures, and especially that of

the sugar cane.

The note which is before us explains the system based on Govern-

ment intervention, which, according to the calculations ofthe author,

would gradually raise the annual production of sugar from 5,000

tons to 250,000 ; and thus increase its value from 2 millions to

1 00 millions francs.

Truly the prospect of such a result is enticing, but we must leave

to those better acquainted with the subject to appreciate it at its

true value. The French Government ought, however, to take the
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question seriously into consideration, inasmuch as the quantities of

indigo, cotton, tobacco, and other products are now so far below

what this new French colony might yield.

M. Kresser thus writes :

—

" The culture of the sugar cane in Cochin China already covers

a superficial extent of 8,000 to 10,000 hectares ; it would be capable

of immense development if the Government would only favour the

establishment of a certain number of central factories, and use its

influence to counteract that of the district chiefs and the native

usurers, who are strongly opposed to the introduction of European

industry into the interior of the country.

"Cochin China can only become a very productive country, condi-

tionally on the substitution for the defective Annamite manner of

working, of the various improved methods which have been in use

for many years in our great tropical colonies.

" The inferiority of the means employed by the natives for the ex-

traction of the juice and the manufacture of sugar is notorious.

Where by European processes 10 to 12 per cent, of sugar on the

weight of the cane is produced, say 5 or 6 tons to the hectare, the

the Annamite mills scarcely produce half the quantity, say 4 to 5

per cent, or 2 to 2^ tons to the hectare. It is easy to prove this

assertion by some comparative experiments which have been made

in the province of Bienhou before the end of the last season. For

the 8 to 10,000 hectares cultivated in the six provinces, a loss may

be calculated from the \'icious systems which prevail of 20 to

25,000 tons of sugar, of the value, calculating at 400 francs for

1,000 kilogrammes, of at least an annual amount of 8 to 10 mil-

millions of francs."

The erection of a certain number of central factories in condi-

tions suggested by the present note, would not only double the

return from the actual plantations, but it would ensure the culture

of the cane in a groat number of districts which are favourable to

it ; an almost ixnlimitcd extension.
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THE LEEWAED ISLANDS.

CoiTespondence has been laid before Parliament relating to the

federation of the Leeward Islands—Antigua, Montserrat, St. Chris-

topher, Nevis, Dominica, and the Virgin Islands. They will, in

fact, be formed into one colony, with one Governor, one Legislature,

one Superior Court, one corps of police, each island retaining its

local Legislature for matters of finance and local interest, and each

local Legislature sending from its own body representatives to the

General Legislature, to deal vdth. the larger questions in which the

interests of the federated colonies arc jointly involved. It is be-

lieved that this will secure a better administration of public affairs,

and enable the federated body to take a place by the side of the

largest colonies in that part of the world. The negotiations for

this arrangement were conducted by Sir Benjamin Pine, Governor-

in-Chief. Having been formerly Lieutenant-Governor of St. Chris-

topher's, ho was able to state that such a functionary is unnecessary

in the small islands
;
indeed, he says, " The more ordinary work of

the Government did not occupy me, on an average, for more than

half an hour a day—scarcely so much ; had I not had some hobbies,

such as studying languages and making codes of law, I should not

have known, what to do with myself." The salaries of those

Lieutenant-Governors or Administrators amount to nearly £4,000

a year. The Imperial Government has consented to continue, but

not for more than five years, the charges now borne by it for the

government of these islands, in order that they may apply the

savings in reducing local burdens and putting the system of taxation

on a sounder basis. A Government steamer wiU also be provided

and maintained at the cost of the Imperial Treasury, {minus earn-

ings from the private traffic), to facilitate communication with the

several islands. It is intended that the General Legislative Council

shall sit alternately in Antigua and St. Kitts. Half the 20

members will be chosen by the elected members of the local Legis-

latures; the other half will be officers of the Federal Government

and nominees of the Crown. The project excited rather violent
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and threatening opposition ia Nevis, but eventually the formal con-

sent of all the island Legislatures was given, in Antigua unani-

mously. In the islands as a whole, there were 60 votes for the

measure and 1 1 against it ; of the members not holding o£B.ce 29

voted for the measure and 1 1 against it. A Bill for carrying it into

effect is now before the House of Lords. The Bill defines the sub-

ject on which the general Legislative Council may make laws. The

Governor may reserve his assent to Bills for signification of Her

Majesty's pleasure, or may refuse his assent, or may assent; in the

latter event the Crown has power to disallow the law,— West

Indian,

THE MAEGUEEITE PEOCESS,

From the French.*

This process is applicable: 1st. to the purification of-raw sugars
;

2nd. to the extraction of sugar from molasses.

To purify sugars proceed as follows : first dry the raw sugar in

a stove in such a manner as to evaporate all the water which it

contains, then place it immediately in a double bottomed steam

apparatus, of similar fom to a charcoal filter, where it is brought into

contact with alcohol acidulated with from 1^ to 3 per cent, of

sulphuric acid (chloric, or sulphuric, or any other rather strong

acid may be used). The sugar may be either stirred about in the

alcohol, or washed with it slowly and methodically, and the liquid

wUl become coloured by dissolving the impurities, and will leave the

sugar perceptibly white. After washing the sugar with alcohol to

remove some slight traces of acid which remain, the alcohol with

which it is impregnated must be evaporated ; to effect this it will

be sufficient to turn the steam into the jacket of the apparatus,

and gradually as the sugar becomes heated the alcohol is vaporized

and condensed, and when the dessication is complete the sugar may

be removed, and is then fit for sale.

Another mode of operating is, after the washing and complete

* Saccharimetrie, Optique, Cheraique et Jlelassimetrique, par 31. L' Al)bc

Sloigno.
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purification of the sugar by the acidulated alcohol the still humid

mass is thrown into a distUling apparatus, full of water containing

a small quantity of saccharate of lime ; to neutralize the liquor it

is carried to the boUing point, the alcohol is condensed and the

syrup is further concentrated in the vacuum pan and allowed to

crystallize. Sugar thus prepared is of very beautiful quality. It

is possible by taking further pains to obtain sugar perfectly

white ; it is -well known that aU crystallizable substances retain

a portion more or less considerable of their mother water, this is

the case with sugar, its crystals are more or less coloured and

impure from the colour and impurities of the mother water in

which they were dissolved. It is not sufficient then to wash the

surface of these sugar crystals in order to purify them completely,

it is needful that they should be pulverized; the acidulated alcohol

can then cany off all the impurities the crystals contain and a veiy

white and pure sugar is at once obtained, which on being re-melted

will yield refined sugar to the last, without lumps, pieces, or sensible

loss.

By this process many of the difficulties and expenses attendant

on refining are saved.

To extract sugar from molasses proceed thus: to a given quantity

of molasses as concentrated as possible, add an equal volume of

alcohol of the ordinary degree of strength, this alcohol having as

in the previous operations been mixed with concentrated sulphuric

acid. The quantity of acid may vary from 5 to 6, 7, 8, or even 10

per cent, of the volume of the molasses
;
by means of a paint mill

or other suitable apparatus the molasses and the acidified alcohol

are very intimately mixed. In consequence ofthe slight elevation of

temperature to which alcohol submits by the addition of sulphuric

acid, the molasses mixes easilyj and soon becomes homogenous. It

then presents the appearance of a thick yeUow liquid, which ex-

amined by a microscope shows a very fine precipitate (of sugar)

disseminated through the syrupy mixture. This mixture allowed

to stand in a cool place over night will show in tlic morning an

abundant ciystallization of sugar.
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THE SACCHAROMETER IN TRINIDA.D.

The following interesting and valuable letter addressed to tho

Port of Spain Gazette is from the pen of a gentleman well-known

in Trinidad.

Sir,
—

"Will you kindly insert in your valuable paper these few

lines, which I have no doubt will interest many of your readers

connected with the sugar estates.

In May last, when the sugar cane had already reached a high

degi'ee of maturity, and yielded a much improved return in the

boiling-house, I felt desirous of ascertaining the saccharine rich-

ness of cane-juice, as obtained from the mUl, also its degree of

richness in tho different parts of the cane. For the purpose I

adopted optical analysis, and used a weU tested saccharometor

;

the followiug are the different trials and results :

—

No. 1.—Liquor taken from the mill, after removing any foreign

matter by means of a subacetatc of lead solution indicated,

of crystallizable sugar 20 per cent, in weight.

No. 2.—Liquor from tho mill, after using the same solution and

passing through animal charcoal .... 22 per cent, in weight.

The difference in favour of this last sample was, I think, simply

due to a better field.

Now as to liquor obtained from the different parts of the cane :

—

No. 3.—Prom the very last top-joints, or the heart of the cane-top,

such as, as a rule, are never brought to the miU . . 4 per cent.

No. 4.—From a few white unripe joints, still protected by

leaves 8 per cent.

No. 5.—From mid length of a sound ripe cane .... 24 per cent.

No. 6.—From the last joints close to the earth, same cane used as

in experiment No. 5 28 per cent.

In October, 1870, the juice of a very fair sample of canes,

picked in the same field, which gave the cane for experiment

No. 5, indicated at that time only 10 per cent, instead of 24 per

cent.
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No. 7.—I have also tided, a faw days ago, to complete, as it -were,

my iurestigation, a piece of sun-burnt cane, such as are not

uncommon at this time of the season : the juice indicated only

9 per cent, of erystallizahle sugar, and the presence of glucose.

The per-centage given above is that of the cane-juice ; to bring

it to the per-centage of the cane, let us suppose that the mUl

yields 70 per cent, of cane-juice (it requires a fair power to do

tliis) then vre have for the analysis :

—

No. 1 14-00 per cent, sugar.

No. 3 15-40 „ „

No. 3 2-80 „ „

No. 4 6-60 „ „

No. 0 16-80 „ „

No. 6 19-60 „ „

No. 7 6-30 „ „

Of that per-centage of sugar, we obtain ia -weight in the

hogshead of well cured sugar, that is to say, of sugar and a small

proportion of molasses -which remains at the very bottom of the

cask, the 3-5ths at the most.

Though many of your readers have some notion of the facts

above stated, yet correct data speak more forcibly and place us in

a much better position to study our interests
;
by ascertaining the

amount of our losses under our present system of tmskUful manu-

facture -we may be led to some means of diminishing, at least, a

great -waste of produce, accessible even to smaU proprietors.

Juno, 1871. L.

THE SULPHUR PROCESS IN LOUISIANA.

From the Louisiana Sugar Botch

"With my feeble means, allo^w me to call your attention for a

moment to the manufacture of sugar. An experience of forty-fivo

years iu this branch of iudusti-y has rolled over my head, thirty of

which I have spent in making improvements, without giving way
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before any trouble or sacrifice. Able planters and distinguished

chemists have applied themselves to find the means of ridding the

cane juice of its detritus and impurities previous to its entering

into the cisterns, either by precipitating these foreign matters or

by other means. I doubt whether this important discovery has as

yet been realized, and confidently hope to have solved the question

myself, and overcome the dilficulty by a system resulting from my
long and unwearied researches. This system or process, very plain

and simple, to be used on any plantation, requiiing no ingi-edient,

and lending itself to any quantity of sugar to be made, would yield,

according to my calculations, a profit of from 2 to 3 per cent, above

the usual return.

My system or process consists in extracting aU the filth and

impurities from the cane before letting it into the vats. So soon as

you have a vat full of juice, you must throw therein a great

quantity of lime, and cause the juice to weigh from 10 to 11 degrees

to your liking; the juice must be very red ; then let it settle as

long as possible. Then run it over a sulphur box of my own in-

vention. The juice comes out as clear as distiUcd water, and you

have no need to busy yourself about liming the juice in your

kettles. On the last day of rolling on the Hope Plantation, in

St. John the Baptist, in presence of witnesses, I made ten gallons

of that juice, which I distributed among many merchants. From

my last year's observations, I dare affirm that when no sugar can

be obtained from frozen canes by the usual process, mine will do

it.

I have a box set up ia my son's sugar house, Hope Plantation,

St. John the Baptist. I call upon the planters to go and see for

themselves
;

they wiU readily admit its efficiency. I have

secured the necessary papers from the patent office to guarantee

my right of discovery.

I beg all the newspapers which shall feel an interest on my
behalf, to give publicity to this communication. Later, in case of

success, they will be remunerated.

N.B.—A word on kettle setting. The main thing in a set of

kettles lies in the cascades, and, above all, in the moveable ones.
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which can be changed and altered at pleasure during roUing, -without

changing or altering the fixed hrickwork of the set.

I offer to show the modus operandi, gratis to any person desiring.

Six gallons of cane juice, left as a sample at the MecJiacahe office,

having been rehoiled, gave neither filth, nor scum, nor impurity of

any kind. This result astonished all those present—they can

testify to the fact. I shall always hold on hand at the public's

disposal the most convincing proofs to demonstrate the infallibility

of my system.

LOUIS TREGllE.

ON A RAPID METHOD OF ESTIMATING GLUCOSE IN

CANE AND BEET SUGARS.

By De. T. L. Phitsox, F.C.S., &c.

The volumetrical method at present in use in most laboratories

is less satisfactory in many respects than that which I now propose,

more especially when the standard solution of copper has to be

prepared beforehand.

One gramme of the sugar is carefully weighed out and dissolved

in a little hot water; to this solution about Vo gramme of caustic

potash is added. The liquid is kept warm but not allowed to boil.

A strong solution of sulphate of copper in distilled water is then

added drop by drop, whilst the liquid is kept in motion, as long as

any protoxide of copper is precipitated, and until the solution

above the precipitate has become blue. The contents of the glass

are then thrown upon a very small filter (Swedish paper) and the

precipitate washed for a few minutes with hot water. It is finally

transferred to a small crucible and calcined. The result is black

oxide of copper which is weighed. 10 equivalents of black oxide

represent 1 equivalent of glucose : 10 CuO = C" H'° 0'".
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Comparison between the Hydkojietees of Baume and Twaddle.

Percentage of

Sugar in Pure
Sugar Solution.
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Percentage of
Sugar in Pure
Sugar Solution.

Degree Baum^. Specific Gravity, Degree
Twaddle.
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THE SUGAE CO^fVENTION OF 1864.

{Continuedfrom page 293.)

The results of the "Cologne experiments being taken as a basis of

the proportional duties on various classes of raw sugars and of

drawbacks on refined, necessitated various alterations ia the tariffs

of aU the four contracting countries. Thus, in England, the duties

and drawbacks were altered as under

—

Sugar candy and refined sugar,

or equal to refined from 12s. lOd. to 12s. Od.

1st class „ lis. 8d. „ lis. 3d.

2nd class „ 10s. 6d. „ 10s. 6d.

3rd class „ 9s. 4d. „ 9s. 7d.

4th class „ 8s. 2d. „ 8s. Od.

the drawbacks being the same as duties except that there was a

drawback on unstoved refined fixed at lis. 5d. per cwt.

In France, as Jbas been said, the duties on raw sugar were not

altered, and refining for export being carried on under the regula-

tion of temporary admission, there was no payment of duty or

drawback on sugar reiined for export ; but a refiner entering into

bond for the temporary admission of 100 kilogs. of raw sugar was

released on the export of 94, 88, 80, or 67 kilogs. of refined loaf,

according to the class of sugai-s taken into his refineiy
;
formerly

100 kilogs. of raw of any class had been represented by 70 kilogs.

of candy or fully refined, or 80 kilogs. of lumps or pieces.

In Belgium the duty before the Convention was 41 fr. 20 cents,

about 17s. per cwt. on all raw sugars imported; on lump 63 fi-., or

25s. 6d. per cwt. The drawbacks allowed were on candy 60 fr., or

24s. 6d. per cwt.; refined inloaf55fr. 50 c., or 22s. 6d. per cwt. ; other

inferior refined 45 fr., or 18s. Id. per cwt. On indigenous beet sugar

it was assessed on the juice in a manner very favourable to the beet

industry. After the Cologne experiments the duties and drawbacks

wore fi.\ed as follows :

—
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Duties.

Home-made

Eefined—Candy
Loaf

Eaw, above No. 18

Foreign—Nos. 15 to 18, inclusive

Nos. 10 to 14,

Nos. 7 to 9,

Below No. 7 .

fr. c.

54 70
51 13

51 13

48 7

45 0

40 91

34 26
45 0

DEiWBACKS.

Eefined—Candy

,

Loaves

fr. c.

54 70
51 13

Eaw sugars, home-made—^No. 11 and above .... 45 0

In Belgium tbe duty on beet sugar was le%'ied on the juice, and

the estimate was raised to 1475 grammes for each degree of the

densimeter at 15° Cent., to be further raised to 1500 grammes

when the produce in Belgium reached 25,000 tons per annum,

at the duty paid on foreign sugars, Nos. 10 to 14, viz., 45 francs

per 1000 kilogs.

In Holland all sugar superior to No. 20 was before the Conven-

tion considered as refi.ned, and all numbers below No. 20 as

unrefined. The duties wore on refined, 35 florins per 100 kilogrs.,

= 293. 2d. per cwt. ; on raw, 22 fl^orins per 100 kilogrs., or

18s. 4d. per cwt. The drawback on the duty paid on 100 kilogrs.

of raw was allowed on the export of 73 '50 kilogrs. of candy, or

81 'Ql kilogrs. of refined loaves exported. After the Convention

and the Cologne experiments the duties were fixed as under, the

drawbacks precisely the same as duties, bastards and pieces being

assessed like raw sugars :

—

Nos. 8 to 10 40 91

Duties.

Per 100 kilogs.

Dutch Florins. s. d.

Eefined loaves and white sugars

)

above No. 18 \

Eefined candy
Eaw sugars, Nos. 15 to 18 ....-L1U». LKJ l\J lO . . . .

Nos. 10 to 14

Nos. 7 to 9

Below No. 7

27-00 about 22 7 per cwt.

25-38 „ 21 2

23-76 „ 19 9
21-60 „ 18 0
18-9 „ 16 4

28-89 „ 24 1 per cwt.
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Comparing the duties and drawbacks established to accord with

the results of the Cologne experiments, it would appear as though

the four powers were put as near on an equal footing as the cir-

cumstances of each would allow, and if the Conventicm has not

realized the benefits expected from it by the British refiners, it is

not because their interests were neglected by the English Commis-

sioners, or that the latter allowed themselves to be overreached by
the representatives of the other powers. It is true that the imports

of foreign refined sugars have greatly increased since the year 1865,

when the Convention was ratified. Duties and drawbacks were

modified by the results of the Cologne experiments.

It is highly probable that but for the Convention the effects of

the various reductions in the sugar duties of Great Britain would

have been to place British refiners in a much worse position than

they now occupy.

In the year 1864, before the Convention was signed, the English

sugar duties were reduced considerably: on refined, 5s. 6d. per

cwt. ; 1st class raw, 4s. 4d. ; 2nd and 3rd class raw, 3s. 4d. ; and a 4th

class was created at a duty of 8s. 2d. per cwt. ; the per centago of

reduction was greater on refined and on first class raw than on

some of the lower classes of sugars. Though this might give no

jncreased advantage to foreign refiners, as in Holland and France

the quality of sugar used for refining was chiefly the 1st class,

between Nos. 15 and 18, yet the effect of the reduction was to

increase the imports of lump threefold, to decrease the exports of

English refined nearly two-thirds, and slightly to reduce the imports

of raw sugars; the following year, when the Convention came

into operation the imports of refined were rather less, and for

several years continued about stationary, whilst the imports of

raw sugar very greatly increased. It must be borne in mind that

the effect of every reduction in duty, in this country, has been to

increase the consumption of refined sugar in greater proportion

than the increase in the consumption of raw. The following table

will show the effect the reductions in duties, and the Convention

have had on the imports entered for homo consumption of raw and

refined sugars into this country since 1860, and on the exports of

English refined goods. Other causes have of course had some effect

ia the fluctuations shown.



Imports.

1860. 1861. 1862. 1863. 1864. 1865. 1866. 1867. 1868. 1869. 1870.

Refined and )

Candy . . )

13,256 12,184 13,410 12,514 39,967 36,230 38,402 38,336 37,507 53,447 85,522 Tons

425,344 446,865 455,581 460,126 446,866 493,947 514,859 546,289 536,480 552,071 639,246 it

Molasses . . .

.

27,870 53,961 55,646 37,093 25,166 28,398 31,900 20,020 37,013 47,587 39,518

EXPOETS.

1860. 1861. 1862. 1863. 1864. 1865. 1866. 1867. 1868. 1869. 1870.

Foreign Re- \

fined Sugar >

and Candy.
)

English refined

1,547

11,790

1,796

17,448

1,135

26,580

1,315

25,248

2,301

9,992

2,275

12,484

1,893

14,723

533

13,309

859

23,263

1,343

15,173

1,628

28,271

Tons

jj

Raw (foreign) 14,316 23,599 12,011 24,418 17,722 24,657 14,608 8,689 12,296 12,061 18,151 i>

Molasses . 2,498 5,227 2,570 2,110 3,168 1,575 3,366 1,658 2,138 2,998 2,225 )>
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There is no question but that the Parisian export refiners enjoy

some advantages which are equal to a bounty on the loaf sugar

exported by them to this and other countries. The system of

" temporary admission " is equivalent to four months' credit on the

duties on all the raw sugar refined by them for export. Then the

duties and drawbacks are assessed according to colour, whereas

sugars in France are universally sold by analysis, according to

their saccharine value. Further, it will be remembered that the

Cologne experiments, by which the proportional yields of the

different classes of sugars were estimated, were made on mixtures

of raw sugars of various kiuds, in which colonial preponderated

;

now it is well known that the relation between colour and sac-

chariuo value is not nearly so close in beet as in colonial sugars ; and

the Parisian refiners chiefly work beet sugars as it is clearly their

advantage to do, they having the choice of the market.

TheFrench Governmentwere bound by treaty to establish an exact

correlation between the duties and drawbacks by the end of June,

1871, but circumstances have so far prevented its being done. Great

opposition is being made by the French sugar manu.facturers to the

terms of the Convention being carried out, although they acknowledge

that under the present system French refiners enjoy great pri-^-ileges,

as the following passage from a speech lately delivered by M.

George at the Reunion General des Fahn'cants de Sucre, held at

St. Quentin, to consider the question of the sugar duties will show.

In his exposition of the objects of the Eeunion, M. George said

—

"The difference between our regimi of duties and drawbacks

provokes the complaints of our co-contractors, especially of the

English refiners, who believe that our method of levying the

duties, gives to the French refiner, amongst other advantages, some

excess in yield, which constitutes a disguised bounty, with which

their concurrence is impossible.

'' Are these complaints well founded ?

""We cannot deny that the default of a coiTelation between

duties and drawbacks gives certain facilities to the French export

refiner : colour being taken as the basis of fiscal value ; its indica-

tions are often falsified. It is not difficult to procure—to speak
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more clearly, to produce almost at "will—sugars wliich very low

in colour are very rich in saccliarine. Guided by chemical analysis,

•which gives them the most exact indications, export refiners seek

for those sugars which permit the greatest difference between their

colour and their real richness, and they may thus obtain important

excess of yield. These differences constitute a bounty to their

profit, by leaving in ther hands quantities of sugar free from duty,

which go into consumption at great loss to the treasury.

" Without going into further examination of the complaints of

the English refiners, we are bound to say that the French Govern-

ment has in a certain measure admitted that they are well founded,

whilst it has engaged to modify its regime of duties so as to establish

an exact correlation between the duties on raw sugars and the

returns fixed in consequence of the Cologne experiments."

If, notwithstanding the powerful opposition of the French sugar

industry, this exact correlation is established by the French

Government, and one drawback fixed on loaf sugar, as appears to

be contemplated by Article lY. of the Convention, there is no

doubt that French refiners will be deprived of some of the advan-

tages which they now enjoy, and although the duties will stiU be

assessed on colour, whilst the sugar is sold by analysis, this

advantage, if such it be, is not monopolised by refiners across the

channel.

Complaints of the working of the Convention axe not confined to

this country. The French beet sugar manufacturers state that their

compeers in Belgium enjoy considerable advantages over them, in

that the duty in that country being assessed on the juice affords

facilities to the Belgian administration to allow a considerable

excess on the prise en charge, which greatly reduces the nominal

figure of the duty. It would appear that the terms of the Articles

of the Convention are not answerable for the advantages said to be

thus possessed by the Belgian beet sugar makers, but rather the

manner in which these terms are carried out ; and that the remedy

lies in representations being made to the proper quarter by the

parties feeling themselves aggrieved,
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CHINESE IMMIGRANTS AS WORKERS ON CANE

PLANTATIONS.

A number of Chinese hare been imported into Louisiana,

and employed in the various labours attendant on cane culture and

sugar manufacture apparently with satisfaction to their employers.

A -writer in the Louisiana Sugar Bowl gives an interesting account

of his experience with twenty-five Chinamen, part of a number of

immigrants imported from Hong Kong in a Prnnch bark last year.

He thus describes the way in which he housed and treated them,

and the manner in which they did their work.

"I brought them to the plantation, and instead of giving to each

man a separate house, I gave the twenty-six men two houses, 20

by 40 feet, and they have ample room, and are contented. I have

another house, 16 by 18, in which all their cooking and eating is

done. One regular cook does all the cooking and policing of

quarters, and prepares both cold and warm baths, which every

man uses twice a day. During the months of November and De-

cember I planted nearly forty arpents of cane with them. I saw,

after a very short time, that it was only necessary to show them

once how you wanted the work done. I had them to drop and

cover the cane with hoes, which they did equally as well as old

hands. In putting up seed cane in mats, they packed heavier

loads of cane than any negro I had, and after once showing made

as good a mat. During sugar making I tried tliem at nearly

everything.

'•Cutting cane.—After the first day or two they did better than

any negro I ever saw, cleaning the cane better, and cutting lower

down, leaving no long stubble in the field.

"Loading carts they did well, from the fact that Chinese are

peculiarly strong in the arms and shoulders. Putting cane on the

band they did better than any other hands I ever saw, because

they put it straight and very regularly. At the kettles they did

as well as possible—in fact, my sugar maker preferred them to

negroes. I had much less trouble in getting the Chinese out at
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night. Taking into consideration that all this -ff-ork -vras entirely-

new to them, and, as every one knows, quite laborious, I don't

think any other foreign labour would have succeeded as well.

"At the end of the year every negro on the plantation left, except

three men, so that my sole dependence was on my Chinamen ; and

now was the time at which nearly every one thought they would

fail—the time for breaking up land with heavy ploughs—and my
feelings on the subject were not too sanguine, as to their success in

managing mules. Anyhow, as necessity urges a man to almost

anythbg, I started six of them to ploughing with double teams,

and after considerable showing how to arrange the gear, and the

difference between "gee" and "haw," it was astonishing to see

with what rapidity they learned to plough. I had several of the

oldest planters of the State, amongst whom were Gov. Baker and

John IT. Pelton, Esq., to come and see them plough, and they

decided at once that the work was satisfactory, and predicted that

they would make as good ploughmen as the negro or any one else
;

and from what you have seen yourself, you will bear me out in

saying that their prediction has been decidedly verified. I have

never seen a Chinaman beat or jerk his mules, hut, on the contrary,

they are very kind and careful. I have had no other hands on the

plantation until about a month ago, when I received thirteen from

Iforth Carolina and JTew Orleans, and eight of those have already

run off, owing me some 25 dollars apiece for transportation, and I

have put into cultivation every acre of open land on the place,

nearly five hunrded ; and up to the beginning of the very heavy

and frequent rains which we have had, my crop was satisfactory.

"My settlements with the Chinese are of the most pleasant

nature. Everyone being able to read, write and figure in their

own language, they keep a regular account with me. All business

of this kind is done by the head man, and when I go to settle,

anyone who may be indebted more than his wages, merely sends

up his book to have it posted, but at the same time he inspects it

very closely, and will detect the slightest mistake, which must be

corrected at once.

"I pay 13 dollars currency for 26 days' work—no half Saturday
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lost—and from each month's wages retain 3 dollars, until the end

of the contract, paying all the halance. As to rations, I give each

man 15 poimds of pork and 50 pounds of rice for 30 days, charging

for board when not at work, except when sick."

The writer further states that the Chinamen gave him much less

trouble, and that he found them in every respect more reliable

than negro labourers, who certainly do not seem in general favour

with the sugar planters of Louisiana.

THE BEET STJGAE CROP.

R-om tJw Journal des Fabricants de Sucre.

The temperature, hotter than it often is in this country, is

exceptionally favourable to the beet root, which has made extraor-

dinary progress during the last fortnight, of a nature to compensate

largely for its slow progress at first, occasioned by the long con-

tinued cold and rains.

The leaf of the early sowings of the plant, which covers the

ground and thus preserves its humidity, is of that beautiful dark

green so approved by the cultivators, and which denotes that the

end of the root is reached to a depth of soil where it is quite

humid, and that its organs of nutrition are fully developed.

Nothing further appears to threaten the beet, of which, in con-

sequence of the former state of the weather which has supplied a

stock of moisture to the soil, the future seems fully assured. The

return of the rain has rather to be feared than the drought, but in

the first case the manufacturers having to work an abundant raw

material but poor in sugar, will only have that to complain of. "We

may add that it is premature to form any conjecture a^ to this

proportion ; all depends on the temperature in the months of August

and September, which makes or mars the sugar in the beet.

But everywhere our manufacturers will have a very large crop

to work, and it is not too soon for them to be making sure of the

means of working and of disposing of the produce. On their account
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we must desire the end of the Prussian occupation, which will give

to our railway companies the resources which they need for the

transport of coal and sugar, and products of all sorts, of which the

sugar manufacturers have great need. 'No other manufacture

requires such facilities for transport, and none needs such liberty

in all its movements.

The news from the Belgian sugar districts is also very favourable,

and in that countiy, where the culture of the beet is being so

largely developed, an increase of at least one-third above the crop

of last year may be anticipated. The accounts from Holland, from

Austria and Hungary, where not less than thirty-five new factories

have been erected, give promise also of abundant crops.

In Germany the month of June was cold, and the torrents of

rain proved destructive to a number of fields, and there has not

been time for the soil to receive the requisite working and second

dressing which it needed. The crop in that country is at least one

month late : the increased breadth sown is estimated at 5 per

cent. ; and reckoning the new factories, the probable production of

the approaching season is, according to M. Licht, 250,000 tons

—

about the same figure as that of last year.

Germany will not be this year the most favoured country as

regards the production of sugar ; in Prance, on the eontraiy, if

nothing happens to disappoint our hopes, we shall have an increase

of at least 15 millions over last year's crop, which reached 300
millions of kilogrammes of sugar.

We may observe that Europe has become a vast sugar colony, of

which the crop for 1871-72 promises to be above 1 million of tons.

The following figures will show the progress during the last four

seasons: 940,000 tons in 1870-71 against 841,286 tons in 1869-70,

658,224 tons in 1868-69, and 664,888 tons in 1867-68.

It is worthy of remark that the production of Cuba, the most

important sugar colony of the new world, has never reached 700,000

tons, which was nearly approached by the European yield in 1 867-08.

AVe may judge by this of the power of extension of the beet culture,

and of the future which is in store for the manufocture of sugar on
the continent of Europe,
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THE BEET ROOT SUGAR MAJSTTJEACTURE IN
ENGLAND.

A prospectus has been issued for the formation of a beet root

sugar company, limited, "for developing the products of the sugar

beet gro-srn in the United Kingdom." The necessary capital is

estimated at £200,000, but it is proposed to issue only half this

amount at first.

The objects of the Company are to erect factories in suitable

agricultural districts, to purchase beets of the fanners, and manu-

facture sugar : it is calculated that for the erection and working of

each factory capable of manufacturing sugar from 20,000 tons of

beets per season, a capital of £40,000 will bo required, and that a

profit will be realised equal to 16J per cent, on this amount. In
the list of directors are the well known names of Mr. Arnold

Baruchson, Mr. George Martiaeau, Mr. Edward Moon, and Mr.

Henry Tate.

THE NEXT LOUISIANA SUGAR CROP

The past season has been a favourable one for Louisiana sugar

planters. The seed cane has turned out well, and owing to the

decline in cotton, sugar planters have been able to obtain all neces-

sary labour at much more reasonable rates than last year. The
stand of both plant and stubble is turning out well, and with the

exception of the districts ruined by the breaks in the levees of the

Mississippi, the prospects are all very favourable for a better and
larger crop of sugar and molasses than any year since the war.
Before the war the crop had reached the enomous quantity of

500,000 hhds. Since then capital has been more employed in the
cultivation of cotton to the exclusion of sugar, but now, as cotton

has fallen to so low a figure, more attention will be given to the

cultivation of the cane, and as labour is obtainable at reasonable

rates—a thing impossible during the last five years—the cultivation

of this crop to a greater extent than ever before is but a question
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of time. The rich soil of Louisiana renders sugar the most profit-

able crop that can be raised, under normal values for other Southern

staples. Even afiairs abroad are Tery favourable to Louisana

planters. The war in Europe mil seriously efiect next season's

crop of beet sugar, and the Cuban revolution is steadily reducing

the crop in that island, hitherto the great rival of Louisiana in the

production of cane sugar, in fact the present year's crop of Cuba,

wUl not much, if any, exceed that of Louisiana for the year 1860-

61. There is, therefore, every encouragement for the sugar

planters of Louisiana, and they need fear no over-production, for

as we showed in The Grocer of June 17, the aggregate falling off

in the production of cane sugar in the different producing countries

wUl amount to 150,000 tons for the present year, whUe the con-

sumption is steadily increasing, and is now estimated at 2,500,000

tons. The South and West can easily take 250,000 hogsheads or

more than this year's crop of Louisiana sugar, and as for

Louisiana molasses the foreign product can not compare with it

and there is no limit scarcely to the demand, as it is sought for

north, south, east, and west, and can drive everything else from

the market for grocers' use. Ko well ordered grocery store in the

country can afford to be without it.

—

American Grocer.

As will be seen from the report in another part of The Sugar

Cane, the continental beet crop of next season is not likely to be

seriously affected in consequence of the Franco-German war, but

will probably be in excess of even the extraordinary crop of last

season.

—

Ed. S. C.
.

DUTIES KM) DEAWBACKS OK SUGAR.

In reply to a question by Mr. Macfie in the House of Com-

mons on the 24th of July, Lord Enfield said that, owing to politi-

cal difficulties the French Government had been unable to fulfil its

engagements with respect to the duties and drawbacks on sugar,

but the Finance minister hoped to be able in a short time to make

an arrangement with that view.
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From Gall's Neics Letters.

Cuba.—Capt. Gen. Valmaseda has determined upon a grand cam-

paign, which, by a simultaneous movement of the Spanish forces, the

insurgents in the Central Department wiU be surrounded, and no

chance of escape westward permitted. He will reduce the insm--

rection to the Eastern Department, and there he says the the last

ember of revolution will be stamped out. He has already stai-ted

from Havana, to take a personal command.

St. Kitts.—The Census just taken, shows the population of St.

Kitts to be 28,158, against 24,303 in 1861.

The weather has been favourable for the crop, two-thii-ds of

which have been taken off. The crop this year, will be the

largest ever collected, and will yield fully 15,000 hogsheads.

TfirsriDAD.—The population of Trinidad this year is 109,638

against 84,438 in 1861 . Of these 22,880 are Coolies, 1,400 Chinese,

and 4,256 Africans.

Jajuica.—An important correspondence has been passing between

the Governor, the Island Botanist (Mr. Thomson), and Mr. "W. B.

Espeut, of Spring Garden Estate, on the culture of sugar cane. A
few acres are to be devoted at Castleton to the culture of every

variety of sugar cane, some of which are to be imported from

Martinique and the Mauritius. Mr. Thomson, in dealing with the

question of sugar culture, strongly recommends the introduction

of steam ploughs, a deeper pulverising of the soil, and the use of cane

trash for manuring purposes, instead of its being converted into fuel.

A fine sugar Estate, " Lyssons," in the parish of St. Thomas in

the East, with 3,500 acres of land, and a shipping wharf at Morant

Bay, is advertised for sale out of the Court of Chancery. "We

believe the sugar yield has doubled itself within the past few years,

under the receivership ofMr. Tucket, son of the original proprietor.

The Estate being one of the finest plantations in Jamaica, it is

expected there will be some competition at the sale, which is fixed

to take place in Kingston, on Thursday, the 28th September next.

From the West Indian.

Bakbadoes.—The refinery on the pierhead has been taken over by

Mr. McChlery's creditors, who it is said have engaged Mr. J. Pitcher,
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of the firm of M. Cavan & Co., to vnnd up the concern. It is

proposed to form a company under tic Central Factories Bill before

the Assembly, to take OTer the refinery at a valuation of £40,000,

and -work it as a central factory, the advantage of -which to the

small estates in the neighbourhood of Bridgeto-wn is acknowledged.

One thousand shares have been taken by the creditors, out of eight

thousand proposed to be raised, at £5 each share.

We have had some showers in the last fortnight, which have

changed the colour of the young plants, and the trees are putting

forth leaves, but the earth is not satarated, and the high winds

dry up the moisture firom the surface. This kind of weather has

prevailed from the beginning of last month, following upon an

excessively dry May. It is not favourable to the young crops.

The Indian com is nearly gone, and the young canes are suffering.

"We are in July, and we are still looking for the wet season to

commence. It comes late this year ; if it tarries much longer we
must give up hopes of a good crop next year. The reaping of the

old crop is closed up. The amount is not given yet, but it cannot

fail to be considerably over 50,000 tons of sugar, including what

is consumed here. The quantity shipped to date is 43,584 hhds.,

besides what is on board the barques "Lady Harewood." "Aimo,"
and "Stirling," which are ready for sea, and which will bring up
the shipment to 46,000 hhds. The gi-eater part of the crop has

been shipped by Messrs. Louis & Son, the agents of T. Daniel &
Co., of London and Bristol. A good deal has also been taken for

the American markets and the British Provinces, and we may say

the whole of the shipment of molasses, which amounts to 13,043

puns., 748 hhds., 588 brls.

From F. IT. Littledah Co.'s Circular of 13th July.

"We are glad to report great improvement this year in Tiinidad

cai'goes, a circumstance which our refiners have not been slow to

notice, having bought several during the month. This has been

especially the case with regard to concrete, which seems to be

increasing in favour, and has maintained its value better than other

sugars, the last price paid for a cargo afloat being 23s. 3d. per

cwt., in bond, which is exactly the same as was paid a month ago.
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To THE Editoe op " The Sugae Cane."

AVo forward you a photograph of some well-made Honduras con-

crete, in order to call your readers' attention to the admirable care

taken in packing it. The layers do not exceed an average thick-

ness of 3-16ths of an inch. The crystals are small, and the mass

hard and dry, and free from acidity, so that all the conditions for

successful concrete manufacture have been observed.

The result required in boiling to concrete, is in one respect exactly

the reverse of that which is wanted by a sugar boiler.

The latter, in order to ensure a brilliant and dry grainy produce,

boils to a fair sized grain, which wUl be favourable to perfect

drainage of the molasses. The former aims at reducing the juice

without injury, to a solid mass, having as little tendency to drainage

as possible ; and this condition is attained by keeping the grain as

small as possible, and by concentrating the juice to as near the

point of dryness as can be done without injury to it.

Rich juice naturally forms a large gi'ain, and therefore large

grained sugar is often regarded as the strongest ; but it can be pre-

vented by the boiler from following its tendency to form large

crystals, or it can be assisted by him in their formation. The juice

is, however, less likely to be injured in its constituent parts, and

in colour, by the care taken to keep the crystals small, than it is

by the condition required to encourage the formation of large

crystals, whilst the danger of drainage from the sugar is reduced to

a minimum when the crystals are small and the mass hard and dry.

Youi's very truly,

FeTILR, BE2fS0N & FOESTEE.

Manchester, 28M July, 1871.



Photogkaph of a sample of FRYER'S CONCRETE, showing

THE THICKNESS OF THE LAYERS IN A WELL MADE PARCEL.
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PRODUCTIVE POWER OF SOILS.

To THE EdITOE of THE SxJGAE CaXE.

Sib,

In the June number of your interesting and most useful period-

ical you have given an abstract of the lecture by Dr. Voelcker taken

from the Chemical News, in -which it is stated: "The lecturer

began by showing the futility of the belief that a soil analysis

could reveal whether a land was productive or not."(!) "Will you

allow me to state that Dr. Voelcker said nothing of the kind. In

opening his lecture he made the following statement {vide Journal

of the Chemical Societi/, June, 1871): " Xo person, liowever,

" slightly he may be acquainted with agricultural chemistry can

"fail to recognize the intimate connection which exists between

" the productive powers of soils and their composition. The

" various mineral matters which compose the ash of every descrip-

" tion of agricultural produce are as essential to the very existence

" of plants as oxygen is to the life of animals. These inorganic or

" ash constituents of plants can only be furnished by the soil upon

" which they are grown, or by the manure which is purposely put

" upon the land, with the view of supplying any deficiency of plant

" food : hence, the absence or deficiency in the soil of lime, potash,

" or phosphoric acid, or any other essential ash constituent renders

" the land either barren, or more or less unproductive."

This is indeed very different from the impression conveyed by

reading the report in the Chemical News.

On page 278 of the Journal of the Chemical Society, Professor

Voelcker says :
" allow me to give a few illustrations showing the

tdility of soil analyses."

I am. Sir,

Your obedient Scr\-ant,

X.
London, July Snd, 1S71.

H
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To THE Editor of the Sugar Case.

Sib,

In my letter, whicli appeared in your July number, I did not

hesitate to challenge the dogmatic teachings of the self-dubbcd

"practicals." I used these words :
" This expensirc error is fixed

in some minds, by these interested "practicals," ivhen they exhibit

the most perfect carefulness in the process, and lay claim to

such decided certainty of product
;

ivhen, unwittingly, converting

the sugar, which might have been solid, into ethereal gas, to escape

through their fingers; when, the keen eyes of our 'careful observer'

are of no use to him."

Of course I could not he aware of the fact, that an extract on

" Defecation," from WalJchoff, would appear in the same number
;

much less could I expect him to explain, so clearly, the position

which I have taken. I shall doubtless be excused, if I quote this

confinnation, in the interest of the owners of plantations : " the

lime appears to decompose a part of the nitrogenous substances,

during the defecation. By this decomposition, ammonia is foi-med,

which, at the temperature the juice then is, becomes volatilized.

Ammonia is not one of the preexistent elements of the juice. This

is a point which Hockhetter demonstrated in 18J3, and which

Michaelis has recently confirmed."

" The ammonia is merely a product of the decomposition hj lime,

and alkalis, of part of the organic principles existing in the juice."

"What I have here done to demonstrate, on superior authority,

the decomposition " of the organic principles existing in the

juice," by lime, to the production of ammonia, I may do for

the production of another volatile product,—carbonic acid gas

—

also, and by the same agency of lime, but now without the assist-

ance of nitrogenous matters. "Whilst admitting with M. "VYalkholf

the consequences of using lime to defecate the juice, that it pro-

motes the decomposition of the various organic matters con-

tained in the juice, it may not be assumed that this decom-

position applies to nitrogenous matters only, nor that even this
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is complete; for all the nitrogenous matters are not so decom-

posed. If such were complete, then -vrould lime be the complete

defecator, -which many are mlling to helieve. On the con-

trary, as, in fact, M. "W. adds, "When the juice has been

defecated (by lime), ve know that it contaius, as solid elements,

besides sugar, some nitrogenous matters, such as albumen, legumin,

extractive principles, and salts." So then, we have not to do with

a simple solution of sugar, iu water, butwith a compound of antagon-

isms, matured into activity by a tropical temperature, aided to des-

truction by lime, and increasing temperature, which begets— in

Dr. Bence Jones' emphatic words—" various processes of oxidation,

hydration, dis-hydration, a^d splitting, producing a multitude of

compounds, which lie between albumen and carbonate of ammonia.

The analytical chemistry of the future," he adds, " wUl, some day,

be able to form from albumen, all those descending compounds, as

surely as wo are now progressing by synthetical discovery, to the

formation of all the compounds that are put together by the sjti-

thetical chemistry of vegetables
;
and, as the synthetical chemist is

already surpassing nature, by forming combinations which vegetable

Hfe has never yet produced, so the analytical chemist of the future

will probably, from albumen, educe innumerable compounds, which,

in the tissues and secretions of animals, have never been known to

occur."

We have also the well recognised fact, long since determined,

and often confirmed, that starch, sugar, and alcohol, when acted

on by caustic alkali, as lime, and stimulated by heat, become vege-

table acids, more or less complex, which acids, unite with the alkali.

If this is sufficiently continued, we may get carbonic acid, water,

and ammonia for products. In point of fact, this caustic alkali

assists the formation of acid in the sugar, destroying the neutral

compound. The alkali disturbs the equilibrium of the elements

in the organic body, by its affinity for acids. From such explanations

of associated facts, may be understood, why I object to the use of

lime in cane juice, preferring to avoid the necessity of its use. Sambo,

and his friends, persist in indulging the notion, that it is impossi-
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ble to make sugar without lime. As I have made an excellent sugar

with cane-juice without the assistance of lime, or the production

of molasses, I apprehend it can be done again
;
and, further, I

suppose, that what I have done, anybody can do, especially when
I tell them, that it can be done with the most perfect simplicity

and economy
;
suggested, as it is, by, and satisfying plain common

sense, and the requirements of organic chemistry. It can be

carried out into practice, by the usual " practicals," without

taxing the industry of tropical assiduity too severely. When will

planters "put thcii- shoulder to the wheel, and whip their horses?"

It will be idle to call on Jupiter until then.

By the help of the " practicals," and in spite of themselves, I

submitted a practical proof, in my last, that they may double their

sugar product whenever they please, and quadruple the revenue

from the sugar plantation, whenever the owners shall condescend

to accept it. I now show them how they unsuspectingly lose some
of these pecuniary advantages, by the sugar insiduously escaping as

gas, at the command of prejudice. How much more remaias to be

done, to induce them to banish their unmerited contempt for

science ?

I am. Sir,

Yours obediently,

W. EATHOENE GILL.
46, Mortimer Road, Be Beauvoir Square,

London, N.

P.S.— Since writing the above, I find that a company has been
started here with a largo capital to supply us with beet sugar.

It is evident that either the planters of cane or the planters

of beet must be affected by the launching of so much capital. The
question of capital appears to be distinct from that of industry, a

distinction which is trembling in the balance, for, they are not so

independent of each other as to defy each other; when either

attempts it, it comes to grief.
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SAVANNA AND MATANZAS.

[From Zicht's Monthly Circular.)

EXPOETS FEOII THE IST OF JaOTARY TO THE 3rD OF JuNE.

1871. 1870. 1869.

Tons. Tons. Tons.

To TJnited States of America . . . .109,471 .102,351 . .131,181

,, Great Britain .111,274 . . 80,616

. 6,969 . . 6,369

,, France
. 26,660 . . 25,975

. 34,595 . . 26,191

,, Southern Europe
. 2,205 . . 1,770

. 3,625 . . 3,419

Total .. 187,017 287,676 275,522

Stocks in Havanna andMatanzas 127,580 . .145,992 . . 98,587

MAUEITIIJS.

Exports feom 1st August to 31st of May.

1870-71. 1869-70. 1868-69.

Tons. Tons. Tons.

England 17,723 . 37,339 . 20,472

France 5,931 . 10,865 . 4,974

Australia 35,886 . 43,869 . 29,580

New Zealand 3,522 . 3,098 . 3,310

Capo of Good Hope. 1,903 . 1,879 645

Bombay 15,911 . 29,207 . 13,323

Other Ports 696 . 1,452 563

Total 81,572 .. 127,709 .. 72,867
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Stocks of Sttgas rx the Chief Maekets of the Woeld on the

31st Mat, in thousands of tons, to the neaeest thousand.

1871. 1870. 1869.

127 . .. 126 , . . 96

82 . . .. 75 . . . . 69

HoUand 42 . .. 50 . . . 46

23 . 9 . . .. 16

4 . 5 . 6

Total in Europe .

,

278 265 233

108 . . . . 126 . . .. 122

Havanna & Matanzas .

.

128 . . .. 146 . . . . 99

Total
, , ,

514 . . .. 537 . . .. 454

Consumption of Sugar, &c., foe Yeahs ending 31st of Mav

IX thousands of tons.

1871. 1870. 1869.

698 .. . . 650 .

.

.. 593

. . 314 .. .. 305

223 .

.

. . 213 .. .. 196

27 .. . . 30 .. . . 28

97 . . .. 119 .. . . 99

Total in Europe .

.

.. 1,382 1,326 1,221

497 . . 440 . . 401

ToTil, 1,879 1,766 1,622



SUGAR STATISTICS—GREAT BRITAIKT

To 22nd Jijlt) 1871 and 1870. In Thousands of Tons, to the Nearest Thousand.

STOCKS. IMPORTS. DELIVERIES.

-

London.
Liverpool Bristol. Clyde.

Total, 1871.
Total,

1870.
London.

Liverpool Bristol. Clyde.
Total, 1871. Total, 1870.

London.
Liverpool Bristol. Clyde.

Total, 1871. Total, 1870.

British "West India ou 0 04 DO A f\ no 4o i t
Id oo o7

British East India 5 2 7 13 3 3 6 6 13 3 16 11

Mauritius o 1
1

1
1

QO C
0 1

1
A1 o 1 0 on 0 1

A
X

1

1

zo

Cuba 7 2 2 12 22 35 7 3 9 21 39 100 3 4 8 14 29 57

Porto Rico, &c. .

.

2 4 3 9 12 3 9 1 6 18 25 4 6 1 15 18

Manilla & Java .

.

22 8 1 1 31 44 13 8 4 4 29 29 18 14 4 4 40 30

Brazil 14 1 3 19 26 26 4 11 41 52 1 21 3 12 37

100

37

6 2 1 4 14 4 25 13 7 55 101 38 23 13 8 57 42

Total, 1871 .

.

75 38 8 45 166 206 121 74 38 139 372 387
1

115 69 35 121 340 302

Total, 1870 .

.

102 49 10 46 40decrease 124 93 45 125 15decrease 97 69 41 95 38increase]
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STATE AND PROSPECTS OF THE SUGAR MARKETS.

Arrivals during the past montli having been large and importers

showing no disposition to hold, the markets have rather given yraj>

although there has been a good demand. Latterly, there being
fewer cargoes in the course of shipment, a firmer tone has been
shown.

There has been some increase in the stocks at the four ports

during the month, the decrease as compared with the same date

last j-ear being now 40,000 tons. The comparative imports have

also increased during July; as regards last year the falling off ig

now only 15,000 tons: on the other hand, deliveries continue to

increase, having to the 22nd July reached 38,000 tons in excess of

those of the same date in 1870.

Prices must be quoted rather lower. N6. 12 Havana is worth

29s. to 29s. 6d. afloat. Xo. 12 Mauritius, 29s. 6d. Cuba
muscovado, 26s. to 26s. 6d. The average price of British "West

India refining sorts is 28s. 6d. duty paid. These prices are

2s. 3d. to 3s. per cwt. higher than those of the same period of

1870. Common refined lump is quoted at 40s. ed. to 41s., standard,

42s. per cwt. iu London.

It is said that the prospects of next season's produce in Cuba
arc unfavourable, but against this must be set the probability of

considerable increase in the continental beet root sugar manu-

facture in the approaching campaign. Crops in Louisiana, too,

ai-e reported to promise a large increase. Although consumption

increases rapidly both in this country and the United States, yet

on the Continent of Europe it appears about stationaiy. The

increase of 30 per cent, in the duties on sugar and other articles in

France, will be likely to have an unfavourable eifect on the con-

sumption, so that of the greatly increased production anticipated in

Europe, the larger part will be available for cxpoi-t, and will

probably reach this country cither as raw or refined.
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THE BOAED OF TRADE RETURNS.

Considerable discrepancy has latterly been shown between the

official returns of imports and stocks of sugar, and the, trade

estimates ; thus the latter agreed in making the landings of raw

sugar in July below those of 1870, whilst the official accounts

showed them to be 22,420 tons in excess, and the total supply for

the seven months instead of being considerably deficient as stated

in The Stigar Cane, for August, was represented in the Board of

Trade returns as 12,000 tons in excess of what was received up to

the same date in 1870.

This discrepancy is attributable to the different principles on

which the "imports" are calculated in private estimates and

official returns.

The trade or private reports have always classed sugar as

"imported" as soon as it has passed the scale at time of landing,

whether it be part of a cargo, or the whole of one. The Customs,

until within the last few months, treated as "imported" only

those cargoes of which the landing was completed and the weight

ascertained
;
therefore, the official system followed during last year

brought sugar later to account tlian the trade did : the new official

system is to add to imports all sugar as soon as it arrives at port of

discharge, the weight taken being an estimate by the importer and

stated on his warehousing entry
;
therefore, as a vessel may be a

2 I
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week or more discharging, the Board of Trade returns now bring

sugar earlier to account than the trade do.

The "official" landings of July were (as has been stated) 22,000

tons more than the trade estimates, but the actual landmgs, accord-

ing to trade returns, during the first iceek of August, were about

21,000 tons : the gi-eatcr part of this was doubtless sugar which

arrived at ports during the last few days of July, and thus included

by the Board of Trade returns in the imports of July, but not so

treated by the trade, because it had not passed the scale.

The circumstances stated above, and the fact that private returns

do not include the ports of Dublin, Leith, Hull, and Plymouth,

whereas the official returns do,—and further, the probability that the

importers' estimates of weight being based on their foreign invoices,

are likely to be excessive, fuUy account for the excess of official

imports over the trade estimates both for the month of July and

also for the first seven months of the year.

Thus as a different system is now in use in the Customs from

what was formerly practised, a fair comparison of the offiekl

imports and stocks of the present with last or former years cannot

now be made ; for instance as regards stock :

—

PlESI OF AtTGUST,

1871. 1870. Decrease.

Official 157,500 tons. .. 166,900 tons. ,, 9,400 tons.

Private .. 167,600 „ .. 210,700 „ .. 43,100 „
Thus the official returns show but a tiifling decrease wliilst the

private estimate gives a diminution of over 20 per cent. For
pui-poses of comparison it is necessaiy to coiTcct the official stock

157,500 tons

by deducting the weight brought earlier to account

than would have been done by the system practised

"11870 say 20,000 „

which gives 137,500

Comparing this corrected stock with the official stock of 1870 a
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decrease appears of 29,-400 tons, a much nearer though not a close

approximation to the trade estimate of deficiency.

There is also a diiference in the two ways of taking stock.

Trade stock is the quantity remaining in public warehouses, official

stock is the quantity in bond ; of course the diflference between the

two weights represents the quantity on which duty has been paid

by the trade in anticipation of their requirements. It is probable

that at present the trade estimates more fully represent the actual

state of things than the official returns, and that the stock in bond is

43,100 tons below that of last year; and also that imports for the

first seven months of this year are rather below those of 1870.

When the period of small arrivals is reached, say October or

November, the difference of system wiU have little or no effect,

because the quantity of sugar brought earlier to account by the

new official system will be very small and consequently the official

stock will then approach nearer the private estimate than at any

other time of the year.

ON THE MANTTFACTURE OF SUGAR FROM THE
SUGAR CANE, AND THE MACHINERY

EMPLOYED THEREIN.

Continued from page 407.

Past V.

Having in our former papers described the various methods by

which the juice may be extracted from the cane, we have now to

treat of the subsequent processes of manufacture.

The first of these is the clarification or defecation of the juice.

This operation is equally necessary, whatever may have been the

method of extraction employed, and on whatever system the

concentration and evaporation are to be efiected.

Its objects are to coagulate the soluble albumen contained in the
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juice, so as to enable it, together -vrith the other organic matter
which becomes entangled with it, to be removed,—to neutralize

any free acids which may be present and which under the action

of heat would cause a rapid coiirersion of crystalUzable sugar into

glucose—and generally to remove as far as possible those impurities

which are chemically associated in the juice, and the presence of

which is injurious to it. The more nearly the claiified juice can
be made to approach in character to a simple solution of sugar and
water, the more easy wiU it be to conduct all the subsequent

processes of manufacture, and the better will be the quality of the

sugar resulting from them. The agents most eommonly employed

for defecation are heat and lime.

The former of these may be applied either through the agency

of direct fire, or, as is preferable and most usual on estates furnished

with steam power, by a suitable application of steam-heat. If it

be intended to heat by direct fire, the clarifying vessel is usually a

large shallow pan made of cast-iron or copper, circular in form, and

having a curved bottom, as this form resists alteration of shape

through the action of heat better than a flat surface. It is desirable,

however, that the bottom of this vessel should not be more curved

than is necessary to enable it to preserve its shape, and that it

should be so set in the brickwork that a comparatively small

quantity of liquid will cover all portions of it exposed to the action

of the fire.

Such a clarifier is placed immediately over a fire-place of its

own, provided witli a damper for the due control of the heat.

It should never be entirely emptied until the day's work is finished,

but enough liquor should be left in it to preserve the bottom from

injury by over-heating. If the bottom is allowed to become

exposed, not only is the metal injured, but also any small quantity

of juice which may have been left upon it is burnt, and the sugar

contained in it caramelized, thus producing deterioration in colour,

quality, &e. of the liquor, besides injury to the clarifier itself.

The scum as it rises to the surface of the clarified liquor is, in

this arrangement, usually swept over the top into a gutter formed

in the brick-work for carrying it awav.
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"We annex engravings of the two classes of clarifier licatecl by

steam, whicli are most in use.

HEMISPHERICAL STEAM CLARIEIER

Figure 1 represents a plan, and Figure 2 an elevation of a double-

bottomed hemispberioal clarifier. The inner bottom marked a in

the plan, which is in contact with the juice is usually of copper,

the outer casing (b in the elevation) most generally of cast-iron

;

the vertical sides c which surmounts the hemispherical bottom are

usually, and should be always, of light copper. Sometimes, for

the sake of cheapness, they are made of wrought iron, but this

material is not a desirable one. It is far more liable than cither

cast-iron or copper to be attacked by acids which foi-m in combina-
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tion with it salts of iron ; these can never be again separated, and

when the sugar containing them is used for sweetening tea, they

combiae with the tannin present in that beverage to form ink, to

the great discomfiture of the consumer.

Through the bottom of the clarifier is an opening enabling the

juice to be run off through the two-way cock v. This cock d, by
means of the two branches (d' and d") with which it is provided,

can discharge into either of two gutters.

At the bottom of the clarifier there is usually a quantity of

sediment. "When the cock is first opened, this runs off through the

branch d' into one of the gutters, which takes it to the scum
cistern ; as soon as the liquor begins to run clear, the handle of the

cock is moved so that the liquor passes through the other branch d'^

into the other gutter, which conducts it to the bag-filters or direct

to the evaporating apparatus. When all the clear liquor has been

run off, there is a quantity of scum left, and as soon as this makes
its appearance the handle of the cock is again reversed and the

scum is allowed to pass off, like the sediment through the branch

d' to the scum cistern.

This style of clarifier is heated by steam admitted into the space

between the cast-ii-on casing and copper bottom. As the heating

surface in this arrangement is not large, steam at some forty or

forty-five pounds pressure is generally used for heating it.

COPPER STEAM COIL
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MANLOVE ALLIOTT & CO

NOTTINGHAM & ROUEN. [H]
Fig. 3 represents a plan and Fig. 4 an elevation of a rectangular

clarilier of cast-ii-on containing a number of bent copper pipes, a a

in tbe plan, through -(vhich the steam circulates, and which form

the heating medium. These arc aU fixed into a cast-iron cross

piece, supported by trunnions, working through stuffing boxes c c',

in each side of the clarilier. The trunnions being free to revolve

in these stuffing boxes allow the copper piping to be swung up
until it stands in a nearly vertical position over the cross-piece, so

that almost the whole of the interior of the clarifier can be readily

got at to be cleaned, or for other purposes. Through one of these

trunnions, c, the exhaust steam from the cane-mill engine is ad-

mitted, and such of it as is not condensed together with the con-

densed water, escapes through the other, c', the copper pipes being

so arranged that through them lies the only passage of communica-

tion between the two trunnions. In this arrangement there is a

considerably greater heating surface than in the fomier one, so that

the exhaust steam from the engine is sufficient to do most of the

heating. It is, however, now becoming very usual to furnish them

with connections for high pressure steam also, so that this can be

supplied for a few minutes to give the liquor a sharp boil just

before the close of the clarification.

It was foi-merly considered very undesirable to boil the liquor in

the clarifier, because the ebullition caused the sediment and scum

to remix with the body of the liquor, from which it was found
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difficult again to sepai'ate them
;

now, however, filtering and

subsidence have become so much more general that the separation

is not usually attended with extra difficulty, and it is found that if

the liquor is boiled sharply in the clarifier less scum makes its

appearance during the subsequent operations.

In this form of clarifier the scum is swept off into the scum

trough, D, at the end of the clarifier, whence it passes away through

suitable piping. The clear liquor is di-awn off by a cock b fixed a

few inches above the bottom of the clarifier, and when the space

below this has become filled with sediment, this is drawn off

through another cock, f.

In the most ordinary method of clarifying, as soon as the liquor

has been brought up to a tempcratui'o of 140° Faht., a quantity of

lime is added. This should always be applied in the form of milk

of lime. If applied in the form of quick (caustic) lime a portion

of it is likely to fall to the bottom, become covered up by the

sediment, and thus rendered inactive, and in this form it is also

likely to injure the clarifying vessels in which it is placed.

The quantity needed for effective clarification varies very greatly

with the quality of the juice to be operated on, the juice from good

ripe canes needing much less than that obtained from unripe, sour,

or inferior canes.

"VVhon the canes are very good, as little as one pound of quick

lime may be sufficient for claiifying 500 imperial gallons of juice,

while with juice of average quality from 2 to 2J lbs., and with

juice of very inferior quality as much as 3^ to 4 lbs. of quick lime

may be required for clarifying the above quantity.

The action of the heat applied coagulates and renders insoluble

the greater part of the albumenoid substances contained in the

juice, and these in coagulating envelope and entangle many of the

floculent impurities suspended in the liquid, which are thus

separated from it, and rise together with the vegetable albumen to

the surface in the form of scum.

The lime neutralizes any free acid it may meet with La the cane-

jnice, and combines with the portion of albumenoid substances not

already acted upon by the heat, and coagulates them, causing them
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either to fall to the bottom as sediment, or rise to the top as scum.

At the same time, it associates itself with the glucose present to

form glucatcs, which, when the juice comes to be exposed to

considerable and prolonged heat, as it necessarily is during the

process of concentration, becomes changed into mellassinatcs, which

arc extremely dark in colour, and thus darken the whole juice.

It is also capable of combining with three times its own weight

of sugar to form sucrate of lime. In addition to all this, it has a

slight discolorizing power.

It will then be plain that the operation of clarification is one

which requires much care, in order to obtain from it the best result

which it is capable of giving.

If lime be applied in excess, loss results—^fixst, from the combina-

tion of lime with three times its own weight of crystallizable sugar;

secondly, from its combination with glucose, and the consequent

veiy serious injury to the coloiu' of the sugar. This loss is much

more serious than the former one.

If too little lime is applied injury will result.

1st. Free acid may be left in the juice ; and this wUl certainly

cause the destniction of a portion of the sugar present, and its

transfonnation into glucose.

2nd. Even if the acids have all been neutralized, yet there may

not be sufficient Kmc present to complete the coagulation of the

albumenoid substances, and the presence of these in the clarified

liquor will cause the sugar produced from it to be small in grain,

and difficult to drain.

In most of the ordinary processes of making sugar, the manu-

facturer is tempted to use too much lime, because, although he

thus gets dark sugar, he yet gets a liquor easy to manipulate, and

a sugar having good bold grain, while any insufficiency of lime at

once produces a difficulty in crystallizing the products, and thus

gives him more trouble.

Those, however, who employ the " concretor," and make con-

crete, are tempted to use too little Ume, -because they at once sec

the injurious effect of an excess, in the darkened colour of the

protluct ; but they do not see immediately the still more injurious
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effects resulting from the use of an insufficient quantity, since they

do not desire to crystallize their product, and have nothing to bring

prominently before them the fact that it is sticky and rich in glucose.

There are various ways in which the quantity of lime most

suitable to the quality of the juice to be clarified may be determined.

One is to take a glass vessel containing a known quantity of juice,

and try what proportion of lime produces the best clarification,

and then to add lime in the same proportion to the whole of the

juice to be clarified. It is manifest that such a test as this is

somewhat rough, and that it only holds whilst the quality of the

canes remains the same. But it often happens that the quality of

the juice will change greatly in the course of only a few days, so

that constant teats are needed.

One test, now much employed, is that of litmus paper. The

presence of an acid changes blue litmus paper to red, while an

alkali will change red litmus paper to blue.

If, therefore, blue litmus paper be reddened by dipping it into a

clarifier full of juice, it is clear that free acid stiU exists in it, and

that more lime must be added. If, however, no re-action should

be produced upon litmus paper, thus showing the juicfrto be neither

acid nor alkaline, but neutral, it is not quite so certain that the

quantity of lime added is sufficient to determine the coagulation of

all the albumenoid substances present in the juice. To complete

this coagulation frequently requii-cs the presence of more lime than

is necessary to neutralize the acids, and though the presence of

acids is fur more to be feared than that of albumen, yet it is desira-

ble, if possible, to get rid of the whole of this latter substance ; and

it is, therefore, advisable to add lime until the juice can just

produce a blue tinge on red litmus paper, thus proving it to be

slightly alkaline.

This is especially desirable when it is wished to produce sugar

having a fine bold grain.

The above described method of clarification is the most simple,

and the most usual. In a future paper we shall have something to

say respecting other methods.

—

British Trade Journal.

(To ic continued.)
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ON THE PROPOSED INCREASE OP THE CUSTOMS
DUTIES IN FRANCE.

By M. Dubeuot'atjt.

On the occasion of the puhlication of some valuable papers

relating to the customs duties in England ; M. Michel Chevalier

gave in the Journal des Debats of the 29th June, the elements of

an excellent lesson on Political Economy, and if this lesson escapes

the •wisdom of our statesmen, there is the more reason that it

should not be wholly lost, but that it should serve for the instruc-

tion of those who have to pay the taxes imposed.

Sugar occupies a prominent place in the figures commented on

by the eminent economist, and these figures have an exceptional

importance to the readers of the Journal des Falrieants de Sucre.

It is so well known in France that the consumption of all the

great products connected with sugar is much greater in England

than France, that the exact difierencc need not be stated nor the

figures given for a number of years past ; but what is not veiy

well understood is the relation that exists between the progress of

the consumption and the variations of the taxes. It is on this

point especially that M. Michel Chevalier has fui-nished the most

useful information, and it is to be regretted that the illustrions

savant has not drawn from his eloquent figures all the conclusions

to which they logically tend.

The raw sugar of the English colonies which furnish the gi'eater

part of the consumption of the three kingdoms paid in 1840 a duty

of 62 francs per 100 kilogrs., (25s. per cwt.) and the consumption

was then 6-9 kUogrs. (about 15 lbs.) per head. Since then, under

the influence of customs reforms which reduced the duties about

half, the consumption increased to 17'75 kilogrs. (about 391bs.)

per head, i.e., more than doubled. Under the influence of the

new tariff of 1870 which reduced the average duty on raw sugars

to about 4s. 8d. per cwt., the consumption which has already

reached about 23 kilogi's. (50 lbs.) per head will doubtless make
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farther progress, in accordance witli a la.w which will be explained

further on.

Similar progress has been realised by the same means in the

consumption of other articles of import which are nearly the

exclusive source of the customs revenue of Great Britain. What

is very remarkable in these economic facts is, that the ameliorations

in question have not caused any trouble, nor any sensible change

in the treasury receipts, and these results are so extraordinary that

the economist who should have dared to predict them d priori as

the necessary consequences of the principles of his science would

have been accused of folly. In the fonn in which they are ex-

pressed below they appear little short of miraculous.

Before the reforms in 1840, the English Customs revenue was

682 millions of francs (£23,280,000). Progressive reductions

made since 1840 are such that they may be represented by 576

millions of francs (£23,040,000) calculated on the actual con-

sumption, which has been doubled since that period ; notwith-

standing this, the actual receipts since the reform commenced have

varied between 548 and 600 millions of francs (£21,920,000 and

£24,000,000) or in other terms they have not sensibly changed

although old fashioned economists, of which there are many in

France, would not have hesitated at the time to predict the ruin

of the English finances.*

These figures and facts clearly prove the truth of the principle

which political economy teaches us : that for the useful products

which have not reached their proper rank in general consumption,

the duty which increases their value is an obstacle to progress

;

that it is an obstacle to the welfare of the masses if the tax on

* We have ventured to change the somewhat mysterious character in

which these figures are presented in the Journal des Debats. It is there

stated that if the consumption had not varied the English Treasury irould

have lost half its receipts ; that is to say, 288 millions of francs. On the

other side that if the duties had not heen reduced and the consumption had

doubled as it has done under the new regime the treasury receipts would

have increased 58 millions of francs. It is then correct to say with 51.

Michel Chevalier that the sacrifice of the Treasury in these conditions is

found to ho exactly 576 millions, a sum very nearly equal to the whole

previous receipts.
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a product Hnders tlie use of what vrould have been for their

good, and that further, that it is a great barrier to the develop-

ment of the national wealth if the article in question is of indi-

genous growth or manufacture.

In seeking to explain the facts and figures which we have set

forth we see the positive consequences which it is possible to

deduce from them in the progress of the development of consump-

tion in its connection with the public revenue.

The duty on sugar in England in 1840 was as great as it is to-

day in France, that is to say very nearly equal to the commercial

value of the article itself, so that the duty exactly doubled the

price to the consumer, who paid to the treasury a sum equal to the

commercial value of the article he consumed.

The consumption doubled between 1840 and 1869, though during

a period when the duty was reduced one-half, the price to the con-

sumer was only reduced 25 per cent.

Commerce and industry have thus in these conditions doubled

their profits ; these profits have been applied to a double quantity

of material, and in addition to this fact the treasury has lost nothing,

as its receipts are maintained at the same level, notwithstanding

a reduction of one-half in the duty.*

• We cannot abandon this grave question without endeavouring to give

some account of the manner according to which the progress of consumption

may he accomplished by the action of the duty on the value of the

articles. Society may be divided into two great classes: 1st. one which

consumes because it can afford to give to a useful product a certain capital.

2nd. the other which cannot consume so long as the price remains above its

means and habits. The progress of consumption in England has been made

by both these classes. Tlius, before 1840, the consumption of sugar absorbed

at the then price a capital of 228 miUions of francs (£9,000,000), and when

the reform had reduced the value of sugar 25 per cent, the above figure was

reduced to 171 millions (£6,840,000), leaving at disposal a capital of 57

millions (£2,280,000), which might especially bo devoted to sugar, and

increase the quantity consumed by 47 millions of Idlogs. (47,000 tons). If

it is considered that the total increase since 1840 to 1869 is represented by

190 millions of Idlogs. (190,000 tons), there remains 143 millions for the part

of the new consumers created by the reform.
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it is considered that the same effect has been shown with

regard to all the chief articles taxed by the English customs, it

must be admitted that the economical progress has been sufficiently-

general to be explained and announced under the form of a law in

the following manner :

—

The consumption of useful products in which the masses are

interested increases in geometrical progression, whilst their aggre-

gate commercial value increases in arithmetical proportion.

"We may judge by this of the immense interest which France would

have in entering with fuU sails upon the path of progress opened

by Great Britain and verified by the experience of the third of a

century. It is now needful to remark, before entering into the

discussion of other points, that the financial project of M. Poyer-

Quertier, inspired and moved by the great disasters of France, is

exactly the opposite of the liberal measures which ai-e the present

cause of the force, the prosperity, and the power of England. It

is needful further to remark, that though this project which would

be at aU times untoward and in-ational, may find an apparently

legitimate excuse in the enormity and rapidity of our disasters, yet in-

stead of being the proper means for repairing them, it offers all the

combinations most certain for completing and perpetuating them.

What should we say to a physician who in the case of a patient

exhausted by disease, ia yielding to the absolute necessity of draw-

ing blood from him, should do so without precaution and without

having reeom-sc to the usual and well known means for supporting

and renewing the source of life ?

Whatever may the general effect of the project of law which

we are discussing, we may affirm with certainty that the progress

of the consumption of all the articles surtaxed will be suddenly

arrested, and it is more than doubtful whether the increased taxes

will produce the resources that are expected. In fact, can the same

returns which had mth difilculty been attained in the normal

conditions of general prosperity be reached after the fearful flood

which has engulphed so much of our laboriously and slowly

acquired riches? We may hope it and delude ourselves, if

we lack the courage to think of the evils caused by the most
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horrible scourge which afflicts humanity. Moreover, we think of

reorganizing our army, and of vengeance, -when Ave ought only

to think of retracing our steps, and breaking in pieces the altar of

an idol on which we have too long sacrificed. This is the only

efficacious remedy for the evils which now surround us. This is

the secret of the triumph of civilization over barbarism. There

wiU doubtless be found the solution of the problem, by which

social order has been so sadly and powerfully agitated. This we
shall endeavour to throw some light upon in future letters.

THE COMPOSITIOls" OF BEET EOOTS AT DIPFERENT
PEEIODS OF THEIE GEOWTH.

Br M. G. LoTMAN, Ajisteedaji.

(From La Sturerie Indigene.)

It is beginning to be understood more and more that a know-
ledge of the laws of Ifature, especially of chemical laws, should

occupy the first place in the art of sugar manufacturing. This

conviction will grow still further when chemists have become

acquainted with all the organic matters which are at present

unknown. Already our manufacturers not only recognise all the

services which chemistry has rendered them, but they are applying

themselves to the study of the science, or at least have recourse to

the advice of its professors.

As I have had the advantage of directing the studies of some

in the analysis of sugars, I have thought that the following

researches, which I undertook last summer, may not he without

interest.

Possibly these researches may find a more extended circle of

readers who wiU be interested in them, as they give a glimpse

of some of the influences and physiological changes which are pro-

duced in the beet roots during the period of their growth..
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Tlie researcLes of Dr. Seheibler on the same subject, publishecl

in April, 1870, have served to guide me in my labours. Only for

want of time, and because the analysis of some of the organic

matters presented extreme difficulty, I have been obliged to go less

profoundly into the subject than Dr. Seheibler, who in his paper

made mention of betaine, a substance discovered by him in tho

beet root, and which he formulated as C H" NO.l (See Table

VI., line 10.)

The beets which I submitted to examination were grown in

argilaceous soil, at Nigtevecht in Holland. They were grown from

the seed of the Silesian acclimatised. In November, 1869, the soil

was cultivated by the spade, and allowed to lie fallow during

the winter. It was again lightly dug over and the seed sown in

the middle of April, 1870, in thi-ee rows, with 18 inches space

between each row. Notwithstanding continued diTuess, the young

plants grew very well ; when they had attained sufficient size they

were thinned, the strongest plants being left with a space of 1 foot

between each. In the corners of this miniature field of beets four

beet roots were planted to gather seed. They developed vigorously,

and had without doubt some influence on the surrounding

plants.

When the seed plants had attained a certain period of their

growth one of them was gathered. It weighed mth the stalk

ISJlbs. ; the root alone weighed \\ lbs. It was very woody,

was very difficult to rasp, and did not contain much sugar ; on the

contrary, the proportion of the ash was 2-97 per cent.

The first young beet roots were gathered on the 18th of July,

the leaves and earth removed, the roots washed and dried with a

towel, the heads cut off and the roots weighed. The specific

gravity of the roots was then exactly noted. We have given the

figures obtained, in order that in the experiments which might

be afterwards tried, there might be points of comparison. These

figures were determined by the method of Dr. F. Mohr, with

some modifications. Thus, in a glass vessel, the volume occupied

by 1000 cubic cent, of pure water was marked by means of a

brass wire, of which the point exactly touched the level of the
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water at the temperature of 17-5 C. (63-5 Faht.) The beet

root having been weighed, was then put into the empty glass,

and the brass wire placed in the position determined above

;

then the quantity of water required to reach the point of the wire

was accurately measured. The difference between 1000 cubic centrs.

and the quantity of water thus measured,- represents the volume

occupied by the beet root, and a simple proportion gives its specific

gravity.

Suppose for example that the weight of the beet root is 235

grammes, and 768-5 be the number of cubic centimetres added to

the glass, the volume occupied by the beet will be

—

1000—768-5=231-5 cubic centrs.

;

then 231-5 : 235 : : 1 : a;

235
therefore, x (specific gravity)= =1-0147

23 1 '5

The beet roots were then rasped quickly, and pressed in a cloth,

by the hand ; two grammes of the pulp when dried were reweighed,

and the weight of the dry matter deducted gave the weight of

moisture.

The juice was also treated rapidly ; two or three grammes were

evaporated to determine the respective weights of the solid matter

and water contained in it ; five grammes were then submitted to

heat and sulphuric acid added ; it was carbonised and then burnt

to determine the amount of ash (II. 6) ; the specific gravity was

determined by the aid of a densimeter graduated to four parts

exactly (II. 1).

The quantity of sugar was determined directly by the improved

polariscope of SoleU-Duboscq, and afterwards the percentage of the

weight obtained was verified by the ordinai-y method ; the results

were in perfect accord. The organic matters were obtained by

difference.

The Tables III. and IV. were calculated fi-om the results of

Tables I. and II.

The Table III. gives the composition of all the beet root juice

(line 2 to 5), and cellulose (line 1 ), of which the quantities are

2 E
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detei-mined according to tlie results given on Table I. (line 4), of

the water in tlie beet roots; and in Table II. (line 4), for the

water of the juice, by the following formula

—

V

X=100v—

in which X represents the quantity of juice, r the quantity of

water contained in the beets, and Y the water contained in the

juice.

To show clearly the influence of manure, of the season and of

the nature of the soil on the development of the beets, I reproduce

the Tables V. and VI., containing the results of the researches of

Dr. Scheibler. The beets on which he experimented were grown

in the neighbourhood of Magdeburgh, in a field of oats which had

been entirely destroyed by a hail storm, the 27th May, 1868.

The manure employed (for oats) was 100 kilogi-s. (2 ewts.) per

arpent (acre) of ammoniacal salts in the fomi of superphosphate,

which contained 8 per cent, of nitrogen and 10 per cent, of phos-

phoric acid ; for the beets there was added 76 kilogrs. of the same

salt, containing 5 per cent, of nitrogen and 15 per cent, of phos-

phoric acid.

By the preceding researches the following conclusions are arrived

at, which fresh experiments may confirm or modify :

—

1. The specific gravity of the beets (I. 3) duiing their growth

is less than that of the juice which they contain (II. 1).

2. The specific gravity of the beets like that of the juice, generally

increases.

3. The quantity of juice slowly increases (I. 6). This conclusion

may be the result of the weather, as Dr. Scheibler arrived at an

opposite conclusion (V. 7).

4. The beets akcady contained some sugar in the first period of

their growth.

5. The quantity of ash and of organic matters continually

diminishes.

6. The quotient of purity of the juice also continually increases,

a natural consequence of the preceding conclusion.
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I. RESULTS OBTAINED FROM BEET ROOTS IN 1870.

Numter and date of \ I.

19 July.

IL

6 Aug.

m.
17 Aug.

IV.

1 Sept.

V.

21 Sept.

VI.

4 Oct.

vn.
12 Oct.

1. Number of roots .... 2 2 3 2 3 2 3

2. Average weight in)

grammes .... J
235 309 320 370 390 401 400

3. Specific grayity of roots 1-0147 1-015 1-017 1-031 1026 1-035 1-036

4. Moisture per cent. .

.

86-1 86-21 85-2 84-41 84-78 83-9 83-5

5. Dry matters „ .... 13-9 13-79 14-8 15-59 15-22 16-1 16-5

6. Amount ofjuice „ .

.

91-93 92-03 92-6 93-34 94-41 94-27 94-1

n. RESULTS OBTAINED FROM JUICE, 1870.

Number and date of 1 I.

19 July.

II.

6 Aug.

in.

17 Aug.

IV.

1 Sept.

V.

21 Sept.

VI.

4 Oct.

VII.

12 Oct.

1. Specific gravity of
j

juice at 15 Cent. >

(59 Fabt.) )

1-0269 1-0273 1-0313 1-0386 1-0415 1-0443 1-0457

2. Water calculated by 1

densimeter, p. cent, j

93-16 93-06 92-07 90-3 89-59 88-92 88-56

3. Dry matters, „ 6-84 6-94 7-93 9-7 10-41 11-08 11-44

4. Water, exact amt. „ 93-65 93-67 92-01 90-43 89-8 89-00 88-75

6-35 6-83 7-99 9-67 10-2 11-00 11-25

1-014 1-001 1-04 113 1-35 0-97 0-91

7. Sng 2-71 4-25 4-9 6-96 7-5 9-34 9-63

8. Organic matters. „ 2-626 1-079 2-05 1-48 1-35 0-69 0-71

III. COMPOSITION OF BEET ROOTS, 1870.

Number and date of ? I.

19 July

II.

6 Aug.

III.

17 Aug

IV.

4 Sept.

V.

21 Sept

VI.

4 Oct.

VII.

12 Oct.

1. Cellulose, per cent. .

.

8-06 7-97 7-4 6-6S 5-59 6-73 5-9

2. 'Water „ .

.

86-1 86-21 85-2 84-41 84-78 83-9 83-5

3< o Asb „ .

.

0-922 0-921 0-963 1-055 1-276 0-914 0-866

4. 1-5 Organic matter „ 2-426 0-988 1-9
i
1-379 1-274,

0-651 0-682

5. .Sugar „ . 2-492 3-911 4-537 6-496 7-081 8-805 9-062
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IV. COMPOSITION OF JUICE, 1870.

Number and date of 1 I. n. m. IV. V. VI. VII.

19 July. 6 Aug. 17 Ang. 1 Sept. 21 Sept. 4 Oct. 12 Oct.

1. Water, per cent 93-60 93-67 92-01 90-43 89-8 89 00 88-75

2. Sugar „ 2-71 4-25 4-9 6-96 7-5 9-34 9-63

3. Ash 1-014 1-001 1-04 1-13 1-35 0-97 0-91

1. Organic matters „ .

.

2-626 1-079 2-05 1-48 1-3S 0-69 0-71

100-— 100-— 100-— 100-— 100-— 100-— 100-—

For every 100 parts of Sugar

—

37-42 23-55 21-22 16 24 18-00 7-38 9-45

6. Organic matters .... 96-9 25-39 41-83 21-36 1800 6-96 7-37

7. Total 134-32 48-94 63-05 37-60 36-00 14-34 16-82

8. Quotient of purity .

.

42-67 67-14 61-33 72-72 73-53 84-9 84-2

V. EESULTS OBTAINED ON THE BEET ROOT, 1869 (BY

DR. SCHEIBLEE).

Number and date of 1
I.

1 July.

II.

14 July.

III.

20 July.

IV.

30 July.

V.

15 Aug.

VI.

7 Sept.

vn.
1 Oct.

1 . Number of roots .... 330 130 163 119 69 60 48

2. Average weight of
J

unwashed roots, in > 38-6 136-6 133-— 3131 474-7 547-1 624-2

8. Average weight of)
roots washed, grms. /

32-5 119-9 106-4 268-1 403-4 487-1 637-3

4.Specifio gravity(63-6 F.) 1-0159 1-0129 1-019 1-0328 1-0171 1-0314 1-0428

87-01 86-47 84-44 84-65 8o-25 83-06 81-1

6. Dry matters „ , , ,

.

12-99 13-53 15-56 16-35 14-75 16-95 18-9

7. Juice „ . , ,

.

96-62 96-4 96-26 97-12 96-14 96-16 96-39
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VI. RESULTS OBTAINED PEOM JUICE IN 1869.

^ umber {Hid cl&t6 oi 1
I. II. III. rv. V. VI. VII.

IJuly. 14 July, 20 July. 30 July. 15 Aug. 7 Sept. 1 Oct.

1. Specific gravity of]
juice at 17 5 C, >

(63 6 Faht.) .... J

I'OilS 1-0437 1-0542 1-0642 1-0486 1-0678 1-0644

10.33 10-85 13-34 12-02 14*18 15-71

densimeter, per cent. J

89-67 89-15 86-66 86-66 87-98 85-82 84-29

4. Water exactly „ 90-14 89-7 87-72 87-16 88-67 86-37 85-02

6. Dry matters exactly „ 9-86 10-3 12-28 12-84 11-33 12-63 14-98

6. Ash „ 0-85 0-56 0-66 0-73 0-57 0-5 0-53

7. Sugar „ 6-32 7-84 9-89 10-7 9-64 11-94 13-27

8. Nitrogen in juice „ 0-322 0-221 0-245 0-173 0-18 0-166 0-19

9. „ as Betaine „ 0-028 0-02 0-02 002 0-011 0-014 0-01

10. Anhydrous Betaine, 1

C3,H:i,N03 ..J
0-234 0-167 0-167 0-167 0-092 0-117 0-084

DEXTEIIfE AS AN ADULTERANT OP STJGAE.

l)r. Scheibler has lately published in the Journal des Fahricanii

du Zollveretn some observations on the subject of dextrine.

Having at different times carefully and repeatedly analyzed

sugars of -which he found the total percentages of the -water, the

salts, and the sugar give a figure above 100, -whence resulted

independently of every other point of view the complete absence

of foreign organic matters in the samples analysed, this singular

result often confirmed, led Dr. Scheibler to search into the cause.

His polariscopc was exact, so that there was no danger of error in

determination ; the sugars analysed, reduced, though in a slight
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degree Fchling's copper liquid, thus denoting the presence of

invciied sugar, and rendering still loss probable the results of the

first analysis, and preventing the admission of the presence of

pcctiue -which would have reduced the copper in a much stronger

proportion. The degree of polarization could then only be ex-

plained by the presence of some substance deflecting the light very

strongly to the right. Thus Dr. Sehcibler found himself under the

necessity of suspecting the adulteration of sugar by dextrine and

of studying exactly its effects on the polariscope.

His first experiments made with the dextrine of commerce

showed conclusively that this substance added to raw sugar in the

proportion of one-half per cent, caused it to polarize from I'l to

1 -2 degrees more, and that this fraud could not be detected by the

ordinary means of clarification of liquids intended for saccharo-

metrical assay, particularly not by basic acetate of lead.

The nature of the fraudulent mixture once known, Dr. Scheibler

employed some reactions which might reveal it, and for this purpose

he studied particularly the manner in which it comported itself in

the presence of divers rc-agcuts.

The use of alcohol gave some indications of the presence of

dextrine in the form of a gluey and gelatinous substance. If the

solution analysed only contains dextrine in small quantity alcohol

even of a strength of 90 to 95 per cent, only causes a muddiness

more or less marked. This characteristic is not besides sufOlcient

to decide the presence of dextrine, as many raw sugars rich in

salts and especially in sulphate of lime, will exhibit with alcohol a

similar muddiness. Alcohol thus furnishes some indications of the

presence of dextrine in sugars, but it will not give absolute

certainty of this adulteration.

According to Biot and Persoz, the greater part of the dextrines

'

of commerce with the addition of a little iodine in aqueous solution

will form a peculiar purple colour. When sugar tried with iodine

gives this reaction, it most certainly contains dextrine, but there

are varieties of dextrine which from the mode of their preparation

will not with iodine produce any coloration. The preceding test
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is then insufficient, because it only applies to dcxtrincs still con-

taining amidon untransformed. It is trae that it is precisely

these dextrines -(vhich possess this right-handed polarising power

in the most marked degree, whilst those in which the traasforma-

tion of the amidon is complete, andwhere there exists no intermediate

product, contain more or less of fruit sugar and show on the

polariscope a rotation inferior to that of raw sugar and are there-

fore less suitable for the adulteration of the latter product.

It is, then, needful to find a reaction characteristic of dextrine

when it will not colour the solution of iodine ; and to this point

Dr. Sheibler specially directed his researches.

F. Uusculus had already remarked that dextrine resists the

continued action of sulphuric acidmuch more than sugar; if, then, wo

cause some sulphuric acid to act for neai'ly one minute with heat on

a mixture of sugar and dextrine, the sugar wUl have become

inverted, and may be tested by the copper liquid, whilst the destiinc

wiU not have submitted to any modification diuing this lapse of

time.

The experiments of Dr. Scheibler have fuUy veiifled the practical

exactness of this method. The results obtained by him are repro-

duced here. At the same time that he proved the coirectness of

the process, he appreciated exactly the influence of the dextrine ou

the saccharomctrical degi'ce of the sample.

The raw sugar which he took as a standard contained

"Water

Ash

Mineral Matters

Sugar

100-00

^yith the adtlition of dextrine it polarised as under :

—

For 0-0 0-5 1-0 2 0 3-0 per cent, of dextrine.

92-6 93-4 94-2 95-6 96-3

'WTien he wished to increase the quantity of dextrine above 3 per

3 'So per cent.

1-73 „
2-32

92-60
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cent., the liquid treated by acetate of lead became so turbid that

saccharomctrical assay was impossible.

To a chemist not aware of the presence of dextrine, the ordinary

analysis •would show as under :

—

For a proper- (

tion of
I

0-0 0-5 1-0 2-0 3 0 percent,
dextrine of '

Water. . .

.

3-35 3-33 3-32 3-28 3-25

Ash 1-73 1-72 1-71 1-70 1-68

Organic

Matter.. 2-32 I'OO 0-77 nil. nil.

Sugar .... 92'60 93-40 94-20 95-60 96-30

100-00 100-00 100-00 100-58 101-23

If verifying by inversion, the following results appear :

—

Mixture of 0-0 0-5 1-0 2-0 3-0 per cent, of dextrine.

Direct ( g2-6 93-4 94-2 95 6 96-3
notation.

(

After
I
^2-5 30.4 yg-o 73-1 67-0

Inversion.
(

These divergences would lead all chemists of any experience to

suspect adulteration.

Thus, as was said above, raw sugar, containing 4 per cent, of

dextrine, can no longer be clarified by acetate of lead, nor polarised

;

a very muddy liquid is obtained, opal and milky. Before leaving the

question. Dr. Scheibler tried whether bone char would act better

than acetate of lead. He obtained, by filtration through char, a

liquid perfectly clear, but which in the polariscope only showed the

same dcgi-ee as the sugar alone, the dextrine having no influence

whatever. Animal charcoal has the property, Dr. Scheibler proved,

of separating the dextrine from the liquid in which it is contained,

and this property constitutes a specific method of analysis for

proving the adulteration of sugar by this substance.

The results of Dr. Schcibler's labours may be thus summed up :

—

1st.—That the adulteration of raw sugar by dextrine has the

effect of considerably raising its degree of rotation,
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2nd.—That sugar so adulterated may be recognised by the action

of alcohol, which causes a gelatinous precipitate or a marked

turbidness
;
by the coloration caused by the addition of iodine

;

by the impossibility of completely clarifying the liquid by acetate

of lead
;
by the differences bet-ween polarisation before and after

inversion ; and lastly, by the absorbent action exercised on dextrine

by animal charcoal.

THE DUTCH SYSTEM IN JAVA.

(From the Mauritius Commercial QazetteJ,

The Melbourne Argus of 20th May announces the probability of

the early competition of Java sugars with our produce in the

Australian market. The Dutch Government appears to be disposed

to renounce, on certain conditions, their claim of two-thirds on the

sugar produced in Java, so as to enable the producers to choose

their own markets. We see little cause for uneasiness as far as

this island is concerned. The system employed by the Dutch

Government in their vast and rich possession could not last long.

It is very profitable to the State but it is founded on forced labour,

and limitation of prices and profits, and is consequently detrimental

to economy and improvement in cultivation and manufacture.

The system is thus described by a recent distinguished visitor:

—

"The State has no manufactories here, only plantations; it

contracts with a manufacturer, advancing £13,388 for twelve years

without interest, and leaves to him the whole management and

responsibility of the field labour and the works, taking for its own

share two-thirds of the sugar fabricated at a minimum fixed by

itself, and leaving to the manufacturer a third of the harvest,

which he may dispose of as he pleases, to cover the chances and

expenses of his undertaking. Under such conditions, the work

must be carried on, on a large scale to make any profiti The manu"
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faeturer pays to the peasants, -who are obliged to labour for him, 5d.

the picol (137Jlbs.) of refined sugar ; he must sell two-thirds to the

government at the rate of 10s. 3d., and the Goyemment retails this

same picol in Holland for 61s. You see again with what rude sim-

plicity the State enriches itselfbythis second monopoly , when 20 1 , 50

6

native families are set to work ia the sugar-cane fields, extending

over 253,047 acres distributed round 97 manufactories where

304,000,000 lbs. of sugar are refined worth seven millions sterling."

" Such is the spirit of General van dcr Bosh's agricultural plans,

which have filled to overflowing the formerly empty treasury of the

mother country. Since 1833, when his energetic measuies first

bore fi-uit, the debt has been rapidly extinguished, the annual ex-

penses of the colony have boon entirely covered, and a constant net

profit, which in some years has been as high as £3,782,320, has in

thirty three years amounted to a total of seventy two millions.

Thus foui-teen mulions of worthy, simple Javanese have been put

under the vice, in the name of their Piinces and of their Prophet,

and millions of picols of coffee and sugar have been made to flow

into the reservoirs of the State."

It is time the change took place. The system was established in

1830 to raise the colony and enrich the mother coimtry at the ex-

pense of the natives. "With the freedom it is proposed to introduce

in commerce there will alsobe freedom to labourers, and the cost of

production wiU be thereby increased.

Let the change come and We shall still be able to compete with

Java, as long as we continue to spare neither expense nor skill to

introduce economy and improvement in our manufacture. "We say

continue to introduce, because although we have attained a per^

fection in manufacture that is equalled in no colony thanks to the

admirable discovery of the Hon. Dr. leery, we have much to do in

the economy of manufacture. The discovery alluded to, by its

purifying properties, has induced a few planters to put additional

machinery to crush the cane a second time, but as yet double sugar

mills are not the general rule.

Again, we are but slowly approaching the inevitable central

factories. The railroads arc aiding towards this end when the land
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and the factory are contiguous to the railway. There are a num-

ber of estates that -will be found too small to be profitable when

prices are low. Now prices must depend greatly on the cost of

production of beet sugar as no less than a million tons will be pro-

duced in Europe from that root this season. This increase—^for the

production in the two previous seasons was 658,224 tons and

841,286 tons respectively—^is to be explained by the insufficiency

of cane sugar for the increasing consumption which has raised profit

sufficiently high to leave a fair profit to beet sugar producers. If

however from over production prices were to descend to a low

figure, from all we can learn the beet cultivators would be the

first to withdraw from the field. Men of science who have speci-

ally studied the subject confirm us in this opinion.

Mr. Kohn in an interesting paper " on the different methods of

extracting sugar from beet root and cane," read before the Society

of Arts, London, in March last, concludes with the following

words :

—

" The sugar-cane still remains the principal and the most im-

portant raw material for the production of sugar, and so it will

continue, in all probability, for an indefinite time."

"We have no reason to fear Java, as we have advantages that will

compensate for any it enjoys. Nor are we afraid Australia will

abandon our produce for that of any other country. Of course we

shall be obliged to take the chances of the market, but we stUl

expect from the superiority of Mauritius sugars that they will

continue to enjoy the preference.

As for telegraphic communication we cannot remain long without

it, as soon as the lines to China and Australia are completed.

As regards the competition of beet sugar it ought to stimulate

us to adopt central factories as occasion offers, where economy and

perfection of manufacture can be better applied ; we shall then be

able to hold our ground against the rapidly increasing manufacture

of a competitor that has had always at hand to aid it the first rate

science and skill of Europe.
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(iENERAL REUNION OF THE COmilTTEE OF THE

AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN BEET ROOT

SUGAR INDUSTRY,

(From the Journal des Faineants de Sucre.

J

Repoet foe tee Yeae 1870, by 31. Rad. It is now 12 years

since our committee inaugurated its Reunions, which it holds

each year in a different city, and it has now chosen the royal and

free city of Presburg for its first general assembly.

If we look back, twelve years, we shall all rejoice over the

happy manner in which the greater part of the hopes and pre-

visions of that period have been realised. The first chapter of the

programme for consideration by the assembly, which we then called

together, may be thus stated : discussion on the actual state of the

beet sugar industry in the presence of a constantly increasing

production, the imports of colonial sugars continuing to increase,

or, at least continuing at the same level.

This was then a vital question for our industry, which was

multiplying its usines and enlarging those already existing, whilst

the colonies sent us each year 500,000 quintals (27,000 tons) of

sugar, and the question was raised, whether the manufacture of

beet sugar would not soon have reached its proper maximum,

unless facilities were given for export ?

Many propositions were made with the aim of rendeaing export

possible, or of reducing the production of indigenous sugar, but

the solution of the problem was left to the spirit of enterprise, and

practical activity of our manufacturers and merchants.

What has been the result obtained during this period ?

The drawbacks having rapidly encouraged exportation, it has

now reached such an extent, that Austria sends abroad every

year as large a quantity of sugar as was ever imported annually

from the colonies, and the import of colonial sugar has become, so

to speak, nil.
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The price of raw sugar is tlie same as it was at the time spoken

of, 20 florins the quintal (about 37s. per cwt.), whilst^the cost of

beet, wages, fuel, and charcoal has nearly doubled.

During the season 1869-70, the return of beet root entered for

manufacture was 26 millions of quintals (1,416,000 tons), whilst,

from September to February, of the season 1870-71, the return

reached 27,368,875 quintals (1,490,626 tons).

The export of the crop 1869-70, was 1,024,962 quintals (55831

tons) of sugar (refined reduced to raw). Of the crop of 1870-71,

the exports, during the first six months, were 804,465 quintals

(43,814 tons), and by the end of August, wUl probably reach a

million and a half (80,000 tons), if they continue in the same

proportion.

Our previsions of twelve years ago are then not merely folly

realized
;
they have been surpassed, notwithstanding the difficulties

which the industry has encountered and stUl encounters every day.

This result has not been entirely attained by the encouragement

and protection on which we were able to count at the epoch spoken

of; it is the consequence of the progress of every kind which has

been made by the courageous persistence of our manufacturers.

"We may affirm, without presumption, that the beet root sugar

industry of Austria has increased in equal proportion to that of any

other country.

The following shows the respective quantities of beets entered

for manufacture in each province, and the duty paid.

Galicia and Buckowina 379,107 = 20,414.. 155,345

Lower Austria

Bohemia

Moravia

Silesia

Quialala.

527,682

13,284,282

6,564,113

1,663,866

28,740 . . 210,780

723,150 . . 5,439,914

357,510 . . 2,688,009

90,621 . . 685,162

Tons. Duty in Florins.

Hungary 4,726,000 257,942 . . 1,941,700

27,155,050

11,122,303 Austrian florins

1,478,816 ,.11,122,303=

: £1,112,230 6s. Od.
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Tie exports for the year 1869-70 from the frontiers of the various

provinces were as under :

—

Sugar.
,

,

Eefined. Eaw.

Lower Austria .... 62,473 . . 425

Bohemia 8,595 . . 704,841

Mora-v-ia 3,776

Silesia 662

Galieia & Buckowina 7,620

Sea coast 167,768 . . 6,855

Hungary 19,807

260,701 .. 712,121

Reducing the refined to raw at80%= 3 1 2, 84

1

Total in quintals 1,024,962 = about 55,831 tons.

The value of this quantity of si;gar was about 15 million florins

(£1,500,000).

During the actual campaign of 1870-71, from 1st September,

1870, to the end of February, 1871, there were entered for duty

31,920,187 quintals of beets, about 1,738,511 tons.

The import of colonial sugar has fallen to 341 quintals (less than

20 tons).

From the above it appears that in the season 1869-70, the return

of beets entered for the manufacture of sugar was 1,416,000 tons,

whilst in Licht's circular the amount of sugar produced in the

Austrian empire during that season is given at 152,000 tons, which

shows a yield in sugar in Austria of 10'7 per cent, of the weight of

the beet, whilst in Prance the average is not more than 6 per cent.

Probably the real weight of the beet root worked materially

exceeded the nominal weight. As regards tho exports, the draw-

backs in Austro-Hungary are so arranged in proportion to the

excise duty on the raw material (the beets) as to constitute a con-

siderable bounty on the export of sugar whether raw or refined.

—

Ed. S. C.
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THE FREI^CH SUGAE INDUSTRY AND THE
CONTENTION.

The French Govemment having increased all the Customs duties

of their country 30 per cent., and having manifested a disposition to

fulfil the obligations entered into by the Imperial Government "with

reference to the correlation of the duties and drawbacks on sugar

according to the terms of the Convention, there has been some

stir amongst the French sugar manufacturers, especially amongst

those who make white beet crystals {poudre blanche), who expect

that under the scale of duties their special manufacture will pay

the same duty as loaf, whilst its market price is several francs

lower.

Generally speaking, the increased duty has been acquiesced in

by the sugar manufacturers as a necessity, arising from the disasters

of the late war ; but the establishment of the scale of duties fixed

by the Convention on the basis of colour, is not generally received

by them with favour.

At a reunion, held at St. Quentin on the 8th of July, the central

committee reported that they had seen M. Ozcnne, the general

secretary of the Ministry of Commerce, from whom they leamt

that the Govemment was disposed to carry out the terms of the

Convention ; and that at the same time the duty was increased the

scale would probably be adopted with five types, as under :—

New Duties Per Returns according

per Cwt. Types. to Cologne

100 kilogrs. s. d. Experiments.

42 francs . . about 17 0 . . below No. 7 67 per cent.

51 „ „ 20 8 7 to 9 . . 80 „
56 „ „ 22 9 10 to 14 ..88 „
60 „ „ 24 5 15 to 18 . . 94 „
64 „ „ 26 0 . . Refined

68 „ • „ 27 7 Candy.

FOK dre Blanche being above No. 18 is the same dutv as refined.
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A proposition was discussed relative to vrhat was called the

impdt a la consummation, i.e., the duty to be paid on the sugar when
going into consumption, hut this did not meet with general favour.

That of a scale of duties regulated according to analysis met with

many adherents, but ultimately the following resolutions were

agreed to :

—

1.—The duty on raw sugars, according to their colour, is a

vicious method of fixing it, and not worth continuance. The

colour should not be the standard of the duty.

2.—The adoption of the Cologne returns, that is to say, the

correlation, wUl aggravate the inconveniencies of the system,

especially with the increased duties.

3.—The actual system may allow some excess of return to

refiners, at all events it causes complaints on the part of foreign

refiners.

4.—For these reasons, this assembly prays the Government to

adopt a method of fixing the duty according to the saccharine rich-

ness as determined by analysis, or to impose the duty on sugar

going directly into consumption, in order that no favour may be

shown either to manufacturers or refiners, and satisfaction may be

given to the other parties to the Convention.

5.—The assembly prays the Government to enter into negotiations

to induce the co-contractors of the Convention to adopt the system

of duties which shall be established in France.

6.—Finally the assembly energetically protests against the im-

position of a duty of 1 per cent, on all sugars exported, when by

an excessive duty the consumption of the interior is restrained.

In reference to the unanimous passing of the above resolutions,

the editor of the Journal des Falricants remarks, that it is worthy

of notice the assembly virtually pronounced against the system of

types ; but in passing a resolution in favour of duty being charged

according to analysis, the French manufacturers certainly did not

favour a uniform rate.

The central committee of the beet sugar manufacturers met in

Paris a few weeks afterwards and was principally occupied in

endeavouring to find means of lessening the injury likely to be
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done to the sugar industry by the increase of the duty and

the establishment of the scale.

Delegates ^^ere appointed to conmunicate with the Ministers of

Finance and Commerce on the subject. These delegates were

assured that the administration was not opposed to the idea of

basing the duty on the richness determined by analysis rather than

by colour.

The delegates left with each of the ministers a note containing a

resume of their ideas, to this effect :

—

That the increase of the duty on sugars is an obstacle to the

development of the sugar industry, which industry is so favourable

to the progress and prosperity of agriculture. That the increased

duty is nevertheless accepted as a tax upon patriotism, but that a

change is demanded in the manner of its imposition. That at

present it is a duty on raw materal, on all sugars going to the

refinery, i.e., the greater part. That it is thus a source of ineqality.

That it renders drawbacks on export necessary
;
compromises the

interests of the treasury, and complicates foreign relations.

That the various classes of raw sugar of different saccharine

richness ought not to pay the same duty. That the graduated

scale was based on difference of colour which appeared to represent

the richness, but that the steps between one class and another

create a great difference between the highest number in one class

and the lowest in the next above it, and that the inequality wiU

increase with the increased duties. That colour not now being

recognised as the standard of value, chemical analysis having

shown that the richness of sugars varies much with the same

colour, this element of appreciation no longer exists in the trade,

and is therefore imsuitable as a basis for the scale of duties.

That the richness of raw sugars not being in true proportion to

their colour, the drawbacks on refined, calculated on this basis, are

inexact. They admit of excess of return, which is in fact a dis-

guised bounty on export, by which the Conditions of the Con-

vention are broken, and loss is caused to the treasury.

That the correlation claimed by England, i.e., the adoption of

2 L
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the scale of duties fixed by the Convention -would diminish the

excess of return in refining and consequent loss to the Treasury

in very small measure ; but it wonld increase from three to five, the

types which now regulate the duties, and thus double the barriers

to the liberty and progress of the sugar manufacture ; and that

the increase of the duty would greatly increase the proportionate

steps between one type and another, increase the value of the.

excess of returns to refiners and cause greater loss to the Treasury

than it would gain by the correlation.

That the excess of returns excites complaints from the English

refiners because those of France can undersell them in their own

market, and the interests of the French indigenous sugar industry

should not be confounded with that of [French] refiners, as the

former look also to foreign refiners t6 buy their raw sugars.

That thus from the view of the liberty and progress of the

sugar manufacture, the iuterests of the Treasury and the agree-

ment between home and foreign buyers, which is the safeguard

of the interests of the producer, the central committee of the sugar

manufacturers demand unanimously the abandonment of the

present tariff on sugars based on types or colours, and pray the

Grovemment to consider

—

Either a mode of assessment according to the richness of raw

sugars to be determined by chemical analysis, i.e., the application

for fixiug the duty of the method in use by commerce for fixing

the price of sugar.

Or, establishment of the excise on refineries and the imposition

of the duties on the sugar obtained, or when it gets into consump-

tion.

In reference to this last proposition, it must be remembered that

no other sugar (worth mentioning) is used in France but refined.

On the 24th July a general reunion was held in Paris of those

beet sugar manufacturers who make especially white crystals

{poudre hlanche), although less numerous than the .assembly at St.

Quentin, where the makers of brown sugar were chiefly represented.

Many very large manufacturers were present in Paris, some who
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•work 50 to 100 millions of kilogs. of beets, producing 3 to 6 milli-

ons of kilogs. (3,000 to 6,000 tons) of sugar.

The makers ofpoudre blanche thought that their interests had not

sufficiently hecn borne in mind at the reunion of St. Quentin, and

they naturally did not approve of the scale of duties either based

on the Cologne types or on analysis, but passed a resolution in favour

of the increase of three tenths in the duty, pure and simple, or (in

case a scale should be adopted by the government) of a duty of

only t"svo and a half per cent above that of the] preceding type,

which would make the duty on white crystals 61 fr. 20 per 100

kilogs. instead of 64 fr., the duty on loaf sugar.

It is obvious that if the scale of duties is to be adopted by the

French government, based either on analysis or on the standards

fixed by the Cologne experiments, no exception can be made
in favour of white crystals, which if pure sugar must, acording to

the terms of the Convention, pay the same duty as refined, other-

wise they would have an advantage over all sugars of lower

types. If not pure a type above No. 18 might be created to meet

the case as at the last meeting of the Commissioners, leave

was given to the Dutch, or other contracting powers, to introduce

intermediate types below that number when it seemed best to do so.

And if it is found impracticable to assess the duty in France by
analysis, there is no reason why the number of classes should

not be increased, so that the objection to the injustice of the great

step between the highest number of one class and the lowest of

that above it, may at least be modified.

The Sugae Crop in Egypt.—The crop this year will probably

be good. It is estimated at 2 millions of cantars (about 87,000

tons), against 1 minion grown last year, and 800,000 cantars

(34,800 tons) the year before.
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CTIBA.

The insurrection in Cuba still continues. As usual the accounts of

it vary in nature according to the quarter whence they are receiTed.

American papers state that the execution of Cuban insurgents

is of daily occurrence, those taken in arms being shot, and

villagers found to have rendered assistance to the insurgents being

executed. It is even said that insurgent chiefs who have surrendered

in reliance on the promised amnesty of General Balmaseda, are

frequently shot.

If these accounts are correct, there is no wonder at the con-

tinued resistance of the insurgents, as they will naturally choose

the chance of death on the field, to the certainty of being shot or

• hanged in cold blood.

Letters from Puerto-Principe confirm the news of the landing of

Rafael Quesada on the southern coast, and of some successes

achieved by the Cubans a few days after. Quesada is said to have

formed a junction with two other chiefs and to have armed a great

number of men with the rifles he succeeded in landing. It is

also reported that the mountainous part of the country between

Guantessamo and Puerto-Principe is occupied by the insurgents,

and that another party has taken the field in the west of the island.

It is difficult to form a correct idea of the true state of things in

Cuba ; the accounts are so conflicting ; but there can be no ques-

tion but that the insurrection is popular with great numbers of the

Cubans, otherwise it could not have continued in this chronic state

for years past as it has done.

Considering that the Franco-German "War, the Eastern and other

questions have occupied the attention of Europe for some time past,

it is not surprising that the state of Cuba has excited so little notice

on this side the Atlantic ; it is satisfactory to see our newspaper

press at length giving some attention to the state of this island. The

following remarks are from the Pall Mall OazeUe—whether the
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writer is correct as to loth the objects for whicli he states the

Cubans are fighting is perhaps doubtful :

—

" Should there come a respite from troubles nearer home, the

attention of the British public may perhaps be turned to the island

of Cuba, where for the last three years a revolution has been going

on which has involved the sacrifice of some 30,000 lives, and the

destruction of an incalculable amount of property. So little interest

in this struggle is felt in England that it is almost necessary to

say that the Cubans are fighting for the right of self-government

and the immediate abolition of slavery. "What is called the Patriot

Government has now the control over two-thirds of the island ; but

the struggle between the Spanish authorities and the successful

Republicans is still maintained, nor does there seem to be any

immediate prospect of its termination. It is true that the King

Amadeus in his recent speech to the Cortes stated that " he in-

dulges in the flattering hope of the prompt pacification of the

island of Cuba," yet there is no talk of any concession to the

demands of the Cubans, and without this there can be no solution

of the quarrel. In a military point of view the belligerents occupy

much the same relative positions as they did two years ago, but

meanwhile the Cubans have been dsdly learning more of the art of

war and the spirit of endurance, and have on their side all the

advantages which spring from a thorough knowledge of the country

and habituation to its trying climate. The Spaniards, on the other

hand, can ill afibrd to spare the 15,000 men they have lost in the

struggle, and are feeling very sensibly the effects of financial

embarassment. Cannot something be done in the way of friendly

intervention to terminate this sad state of affairs ? The sale of the

island to the United States has been again and again proposed, but,

as the patriotic press declares, " Spain has no right to sell the

Cuban people, and the United States cannot buy without a denial

of the underlying principle of Republicanism." A hint has been

thrown out by Colonel Macias, which is at any rate worthy of

consideration. He suggests that if Spain wants money, and is

willing to sell her uncertain rights, Cuba itself will buy them.

The country would infinitely prefer to redeem itself with gold than
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by the sacrifice of further life, and can -well afford to give the sum

demanded and furnish ample guarantees for its payment. " This,"

he adds, "is the solo solution of the Cuban question as it now

presents itself, by which Spain can save her honoui', and at the

same time replenish her treasury and preserve her share of the rich

and growing commerce of her lost colony."

INCEEASE m THE PEODTJCTION OF LOUISIANA
SUGAE.

The last season's (1871) sugar crop of Louisiana is estimated at

144,881 hogsheads, weighing 168,878,592 pounds, against 87,090

in 1869-70, an increase of about sixty-six per cent. The coming

crop promises to reach, with a good grinding season, at least,

225,000 hogsheads. The first crop after the war was only 6,668

hogsheads, and as the attention of planters is now more and more

turned towards sugar planting, on account of the low prices of

cotton during the past season, and the destruction of fully one-haK

of the Cuban plantations, thus ensuring a future good market at

paying prices, it is probable that very soon the production will

equal, if not surpass, that of the year before the war, or about

600,000 hogsheads of sugar, and 875,000 barrels of molasses. Of

the last crop 126,657 hogsheads were brown sugar, made by the

old process, and 18,224 hogsheads were refined or clarified sugars.

The yield of molasses was very large, being about seventy-one

gallons to each hogshead of sugai-, while last year the yield was

but sixty-five gallons. The total amount of molasses this year was

10,281,419 gallons. The number of sugar houses in operation the

past year was 1,105, of which 837 were worked by steam, and

268 by horse power. In 1869 the number in operation were 817,

of which 664 used steam, and 153 horse power. This is a very

gratifying increase, especially as our reports from Cuba, llauritius

and the East Indies show a large falling off in the production of

cane sugar.

—

American Grocer.
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THE CHAMBER OF AGRICULTURE, REUNION.

The Repoi-t of the Chamher of Agriculture of Reunion, presented

by the president, M. de Mazerieux, to the session of 1871, has

been received ; and though the greater part of it is chiefly of local

interest, there are many passages which will bear translation and

transference to the pages of The Sugar Cane.

After passing in review many questions which merit the attention

of the inhabitants of the island, M. Mazerieux turns to those

economic problems, the solution of which, he states, affects in a

high degree the very existence of the country—The Agricultural

Question, Production—The Organization of Labour—The Ques-

tion of Pauperism—and The Sanitary Question.

"With regard to the first, It is a fact, he observes, worthy

of great consideration, that it is only those localities of the island

which have been submitted to irrigation of which the produce has

been remunerative during the past year. Except those parts

watered by the Galet River at St. Paul, the Sources of the Con-

noran at St. GiUes, the branches of the Cilaos, and of the Plaine

at St. Louis and St. Pierre, &c., there are in the colony very few
plantations which have prospered—the rest have scarcely covered

expenses.

In consequence of the cutting down of the woods in the interior,

the sources of our principal watercourses have fallen off one-third,

thus threatening the last resources of production.

At any price it is necessary to arrest the evil. It is a question

of " To be or not to be."

As yet the appointment of foresters in different parts has had no

effect ; their numbers are too small, and the surveillance over them
insufEcient. It is necessary to complete this service, and to have

it under proper control—on which its success depends. "We venture

to hope that the General Council will adopt the recommendations

of its Commission on Streams and Forests ; and far from reducing,

the propositions of the Government, will rather increase them,
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especially by the appointment of a ctdef—indispensable to the

carrying out of the service.

The organization of free labour is connected as -^re have said

with that of streams and forests.

On the day of emancipation and as an act of independence a

great number of the enfranchised quitted the plantations of their

old masters. Finding themselves free, they hastened to emigrate

to the high lands and plains of the interior. Still imbued with

prejudices, bom under a regime -n-hich then disappeared -we

did not know how to make those concessions without which a

system of free labour could not be organised.

M. C. Debassyns had more wisdom. Far from refusing to his

former slaves their place on the free soil, he gave them certain

portions of his estate on the banks of the Eiver Pluies. The
newly enfranchised prized this acquisition, and betook them-
selves resolutely to work. Some years later another settlement

was formed at Sainte-ClotUde.

Thus those centres of population were formed which are now so

useful to our agriculture. There the labourers rise at the sound
of the bell, social relations prevail, workshops have been built,

and some industries have sprung up, schools have been opened,

and civilization has taken root amongst this old disinherited

race.

These centres of population have since that time afforded to the

neighbouring plantations a contingent of very useful labourers, men,
women and children, who all take their part in the different works
of agriculture.

It is from these sources of labour that the inigation works con-

nected with the river Pluies have been carried on for some years
past, and from the same places we have obtained the workmen
at present engaged in digging the canal at the sources of the
Chaudron.

What the colonists of the interior desire above aU things is inde-

pendence, they are naturally prone to return to a savage life, this

existence, away from aU interference, though miserable, is for them
full of charms. Thus experience has already shown that the es-
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tablishment of police posts and of foresters in the interior will have

the inevitable effect, •without the necessity of using violence, of

driving the surrounding population again towards the plains.

In expectation of this result, in each Commune and in the midst

of the centres of agriculture and industry, sites for villages have

been fixed upon, that opportunity may be afforded to Creole vrork-

men to settle, under conditions which wUl be made in advance, and

thus facilitate the emigration of which we speak.

"Without bringing them into new thraldom or subjecting them to

the discipline of our factories, licenses to work will be given to

them
;
they will remain free to organise themselves, and by means

of chiefs chosen by them from amongst themselves to treat with

neighbouring proprietors for the execution of works of enterprise

or for day labour.

After going at length into some other questions, the report of

M. Mazineaux concludes as under :

—

It only remains, gentlemen, for me to finish this report by

giving you some account of . the results of the agrictiltural

and industrial experiments which have been made since our last

meeting.

The experiments made in 1869 with chemical manures

proved fruitless, in consequence of the long continued drought of

last year. We shall not be able to record the results of experi-

ments of the same nature made in 1870 tUl after the cutting of the

next crop.

. In accordance with the plan, decided upon last year, we ordered

direct from France and from India the substances necessary for the

composition of chemical manure intended for the experiments of

1871. "We are now occupied in preparing the mixtures according

to the last formulas of M. G. VUle, and we shall at once distribute

portions amongst those proprietors who are wLUing to try the

experiments.

The Commission appointed to draw up a manual on the prepara-

tion of farm and other manures appropriate to our various cultures

has [finished its work, which will be submitted to you ' by' its

reporter, 31. Delteil.
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Our filter press ordered a long time ago has not yet arrived, the

disorder in consequence of the war caused it to be sent astray.

AVe hope that the apparatus will arrive in time for experiments in

the ensuing season.

Our expeiiments on the re-passing of the megass through the

miU have fully confirmed our expectations ; all the operations

which have been carried on at different estates with mills varying

from 15 to 25 horse power, have given results very nearly constant;

the iacrease of juice has varied between 10 and 13 per cent, of

the quantity obtained by first pressui'c.

Thus, then, in these times of misery and poverty, we have been

allowing more than one-tenth of our incomes to be evaporated by

the sun

The application of the leery process with improved machinery

has given the same resiilts as last year. With the Gimart battery

these results have been variable. We have since been able to make

some experiments which have put us on the right track.

We have already had occasion to explain to you the chief

defects of M. Gimart's evaporating apparatus. To obviate this

defect we have adopted the system of the decantation of the juice

after the double defecation by monosulphite of lime, and by lime

alonCj before sending the juice to the battery. This method has been

perfectly successful at Casernes and at Saint-Marie. The sugars

thus obtained differ very little from those manufactured with the

(riple effet and the vacuum pan.

The experiments made in evaporating at low temperatures have

given very satisfactory results. The raw sugars of the first boiling

are of beautiful colour ; clear and easily drained. The success ia

especially shown in the re-boUing of the 2nd and 3rd syrups, their

tetum is higher and at the same time their colour better.

According to the analysis of M. Dubrunfaut and that whict we

made of the produce of Savannah, the sugars obtained by the

leery process [with the Use of charcoal filters, vacuum pans

and centrifugals,) • are very nearly pure. So much cannot

bo said of all refined sugar. It may then be sold for direct

consumption. But to arrive at this result, and thus emancipate
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our principal industry from the tutelage in which it is held

hj refiners, there is only one means, the centralization of

the factories. "We wiU not repeat the many arguments in their

favour which we have already put before you. "We wiU be content

to quote the words of a compatriot whose merits and eminent

services have raised him to the government of Guadaloupe. He thus

spoke at the opening of the General Council of the present year :

—

" The state flourishes and after the many calamities which it has

"suffered, the prospect of an era of prosperity opens to the agricul-

"ture of the colony. Our exports which in 1869 were 57,200

"casks of sugar have reached in 1870 the figure of 68,433 casks.

" The promising appearance of the coming crop announces a more
" brilliant season even than the last, and thanks to the industrial

"transformation effected by the central factories, we are able to

"foresee the time not far distant when free labour wUl raise the

"production of the colony far above the highest point which it

"attained under the old system (slavery) which is now repudiated

"by political economy no less than by morality."

"And do not believe that this progress is merely economic*

''manufacture separated from culture utUises^the produce of the

" smallest plantation, as well as that of the largest estate. Thus
" the small property takes its part in the development of the

" general riches, its legitimate rdle in the social scale."

A few years ago, and the sugar industry was less prosperous in

the Antilles than in Eeunion. The opposite is the case at present.

In the interval, central factories which have become general, have

been established in Guadaloupe and Martinique, whilst we have

remained stationary. Our produce has decreased, though our

expenses are the same, and we are satisfied when, we are able to

cover them.

"We must raise our yield and diminish our expenses, or we shall go

to certain ruin. Centralisation of factories offers us the means.

It is only by the profound study of important economical
'

questions, and in seeking to give them rational and practical solu-

tions, that we shall escape from the -beaten track and be able to

enter on a better future, further than that, mere expedients,
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empirical means, wiU have no effect. If they retard our fall, they

will only make it heavier.

In the -work of rebuilding our social fabric -which our misfortunes

have rendered needful, we modestly carry our stone, let those who
are willing follow our example, and they who are authorized by their

knowledge and experience, set themselves to the work. If our

combined efforts are not successful, we shall at least have done our

duty.

BEET STIGAE. IN WISCONSIN.

A beet sugar manufactory was established last year in Black

Hawk Valley, twelve miles from Sauk City, in Sauk County,

Wisconsin, by thirty-four German farmers, upon the co-operative

principle. They planted 180 acres in roots one-sixth of which failed

through drought ; the remainder averaged about ten tons per acre.

The manufacturing operations of the company were embarrassed

by a variety of causes, prominent among which was the delay in

receiving machinery from Europe, caused by the Franco-Prussian

war. The manufacture was not commenced till the middle of

February, when it was found impossible to work up the entire

crop, the larger portion of which was fed to stock. Under all these

disadvantages some 40,000 pounds of sugar were made and marketed

at an average rate of 10 cents per pound, including all grades.

The coming year at least 200 acres will be cultivated with sugar

beet, and operations will be gradually extended. The machinery

in use was partly imported from Europe and partly from Fond du

Lac, 'Wisconsin, and Chatsworth, Illinois. It costs 25,000 dols.,

and the building 100 dols. The capital of the company is limited.

Its distance from machine-shops for repairing, and the necessity of

wagoning twelve miles the sugar products and some of the material

used in its manufacture, are drawbacks to the enterprise ; but

under the efficient management of Mr. Wifferling, the -superinten-

dent, the company is sanguine of success, both in making good

sugar and in realizing a fair profit upon the investment.
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BELGIUM,

(From Za Sucrerie Indigent.)

The news we receive from Belgium presents the beet root sugar

industry in a most prosperous aspect. The crop of beet will be

one-third in excess of former years. The crops of winter cereals

have almost entirely disappeared, having been replaced in great

part by the beet. The change has been a fortunate one, if only

because of the great rains, which caused pernicious weeds to

abound everywhere, with which even now the greater part of the
fields are infested.

Two central factories are in course of erection in Hesbaye, which
will be supplied by fifteen rasping mills. One of these mines,

established at "Warremme, will not be opened before 1872 ; but the
other, at the entrance to the town of Huy, on the Meuse, will be
at work this season.

A grand association of the sugar manufacturers of Belgium is

being formed. The first general reunion was held at Brussels, on
the 5th of July. A provisional committee was there nominated to
draw up a form of constitution. The association is receiving the
unanimous adhesion of the Belgian manufacturers.

The sugar industry of that country which now comprises
above one hundred and sixty establishments, is one which the
Government will in future have to take into serious account. It
is unquestionable that the association is being constituted especially

with the view of defending its interests in questions interior or
international in the rigime of sugars, questions which may arise at
any moment, and which in reality have already arisen.

Another subject which will be marked out for immediate con-
sideration by the association is a project for the establishment of
mutual assurance amongst its members. A project of this nature
has lately been brought out amongst French sugar manufacturers
by their central committee.
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INELXTENCE OF THE TEMPEEATUEE 01^ THE
COMPOSITION OF THE BEET BOOT.

The foUowing observations were commuiiicated to the Central

Agricultural Society of the Pas du Calais, in a seance on the 8th of

July, by II. Pagnoul, the learned Secretary of the Society.

M. Pagnoul presented a table, showing the comparative meteoro-

logical states of the months of June in 1870 and 1871.

1870. 1871.

Barometer 759-0 m. =29-9 in. .. 754-1 m. =29-7 in.

Temperature 16-9 Cent.= 62''Faht. . . 14-6 Cent.= 59° F.

Relative humidity 0-56 .. 0-66

Bain 11-3 m. = •45in. . . 89-2 m. = 3-5 in.

The month of June has then been colder this year than last, and

particularly more humid.

M. Pagnoul adds to these accounts some observations on the

connection which appears to exist between the meteorological con-

ditions and the composition of the beet root. Last year, at the end

of June, the beets cultivated with chemical manure in the society's

experimental field contained the enormous proportion of 12 per

cent, of sugar, the roots weighing scarcely 10 grammes each. This

year the average weight of each root was 15 grammes, but the

saccharine richness was only 6-7 per cent. On the other hand, the

per centage in weight of alkaline ash was last year at that period

nearly 6, this year it was 12-4. Thus, this year at the end of June

the saccharine richness was only half as great, and the relative

proportion of ash twice as large as last year at the same time.

These differences are explained by the meteorological conditions

of the months of May and June in 1870 and 1871.

In fact, we find for the two months,

—

1870. 1871.

Average temperatui-e.. 15-3 Cent. (59° F.) .. 13-5 Cent. (56° F.)

Rainfall 39-0 m. (1-5 in.) . .114-9 m. (4-5 in.)
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On another parcel to -wHch very little nitrogen had been applied,

but a large proportion of chloride of potash, the beet roots were

smaller, and only contained 5-9 per cent, of sugar. The proportion

of alkaUne ash per 100 parts of sugar was 15-6, and the amount of

chloride was especially large.

—

Journal des Faineants de Sucre,

IMPHEE.

To THE EbIIOS of THE NaTAL MeHCTTET.

Newcastle, May 7th, 1871.

SiE,—^Acting upon a suggestion that appeared some months ago,

I sowed rather more than an acre of good land with imphee, with

the intention of ascertaining whether the plant could be profitably

grown as a source of sugar. So far as my experience goes the

coast planters need be under no apprehension as to the up-country

demand for their produce.

I give the results of my experiment so that they and others may

judge.

Imphee crushed 5425 lbs.

Juice yielded , , , . 837 ,,

Treacle 124 „

The imphee was crushed between a pair of iron roUers, set by

an adjusting screw to about 1-16 inch. I found, however, by

drying a portion of the imphee weighed before and after crushing

and subsequent drying, that I obtained only half the juice contained

in the fresh cane. As I had not a saccharometer I could not test

the juice for density, but except as a check upon the yield of sugar,

that is not a point of much importance. I boiled the syrup until

the thei-mometer showed (allowing for correction for altitude) 232°

Eaht., and the result was a very good treacle (no sugar) to the

extent of 124 lbs. Had I obtained double that quantity, the total
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amount contained in the imphee, it would not have paid for the

trouhle of cultivation and manufacture up here.

The imphee was of the kind generally sown by the Kafirs, and it

has prohahly degenerated by hybridization with the Kafir com.

I cannot account otherwise for the difference between my results

and those said to be obtained in the United States. I very much

regret this, as I had strong hopes that in imphee sugar a profitable

article of culture would have been introduced to the up-land

districts of this colony.—Tours, &c.,

J. S.

PROFITS OF SUGAR CULTURE.

We every day hear planters declare that no money can be made

at sugar planting, under the present labour System ; but we often

meet enterprising young men, with but little capital, who are

leasing plantations at from 3,000 dols. to 6,000 dols. per year, and

they not only pay aU their expenses, but are usually soon able to

purchase plantations of their own. If such things occur, why

cannot those who own the land also make money ?

To illustrate how soon a sugar plantation can be stocked with

seed, we will mention that in 1868 Mr. Baldridge T. Vinson, on

Bayou Boeuf, bought three-quarters of an sere of seed cane, with

which he planted nine acres. In the fall of 1869, with his nine

acres he planted fifty-two acres, from which he last fall made fifty

hogsheads of sugar, and sold 1,500 dols. worth of seed cane, and

this year he has one-hundred acres of cane under cultivation.

"We honestly believe that no crop in the world is so sure and

so profitable, notwithstanding all that is said to the contrary.—

Zouisiana Sugar Bowl.
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THE WIRE ROPE.

To THE EdITOK op THE NaTAL MeECUEY.

Meadow Bank, County Yictoria, June 20, 1871.

Sir,—I have pleasure in communicating to the sugar planters of

this colony, through your columns, a very successful experiment I

have made for conveying the sugar canes from the hills to the

lowlands heneath, by means of a wire rope, which is now in full

operation here, and which I shall be happy to show and explain to

parties interested. Its construction is very simple, inexpensive,

and answers the purpose for which it was designed most effectually.

I find it effects a saving in cattle and field labour of about 25 per

cent., which, under any circumstances, is an important item—but

particularly so now, when our labour supply is so precarious and

disease is sweeping off our coast cattle so dreadfully.

I have reason to believe that it will recommend itself to all who

see it, and I do hope that within twelve months every hilly estate

in the colony will be deriving substantial benefit from it, by re-

leasing throughout ^our coast plantations very many Kafirs and

oxen.

I am. Sir, yours truly,

CHAS. POVALL.

DEATH OF M. CONSTANT SAY.

(From the Journal des Fabricanta de Sucre).

M. Constant Say our great sugar refiner died last week of

paralysis, aged fifty-five years.

M. Say, nephew of J. B. Say the economist, and cousin of the

present Prefect of the Seine, was the largest refiner in France and

probably in the world. His refinery in the Boulevard de la Gore,

at which thirty years ago only 2000 loaves of sugar were made

per day, has been successively enlarged until it has reached the pro-

2 it
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duction of 20,000 loaves of 10 kilogrs. each, (per diem), sufficient

to supply four cities, each as rich and populous as Paris, or more

than a fourth of the whole consumption of France.

The refinery ofM. Say has in fact worked up 80,000 tons of sugar

per annum and was being prepared for the enormous quantity of

100,000 tons, representing one-third of all the beet root sugar

produced in France. These figures wiU give some idea of the

immense concentration of labour in this establishment, the first in

the world for organization and the perfection and regularity of its

manufacture. M. Say's mark was highly appreciated by consumers,

especially in England.

M. Say's refinery amongst other curiosities possesses an artesian

well of enormous depth, which served to supply Paris \iith water

during the siege.

M. Say had acquired an immense fortune and his death leaves a

void difficult to fill. To create an establishment of such extent

and so well ordered as that which he has left to his successors

requires the possession of rare commercial and manufactur-

ing abilities, and it may be said that his country has lost in him a

useful and a remarkable man.

CONCEETE, THE IMPORTANCE OF COOLINa IT
QUICEXT.

We have been favoured with the following practical observations

on this subject by Mr. J. "W. Mitchell, who has lately returned

from Jamaica.

"With regard to the potting of concrete, it appears to me that it

cannot be cooled down too quickly, in fact this is a very important

point. One morning I found in a hogshead some concrete which
Was badly scorched. On enquiry it turned out that on the previous

evening, a fresh hand had been employed in pottbg, and he had

put together several pailsful into one hogshead, where it seems to

have become scorched solely from retaining its heat for too long a

period. The casks which were potted by others at the same time

contained no scorched concrete and the man in chai-ge of the

cylinder declared that none had left the machine too hot.
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FIRE AT POINT-A-PITRE, GUADELOUPE.

The town of Point-a-Pitre has been destroyed by a fire which

occurred on the night of Tuesday, the 18th instant. None of the

details are given in the Official Gazette, from which we take the

proclamation issued by the Governor on the occasion. Aji eye

witness, (a passenger by a vessel which arrived this morning,)

says :—All the town is burnt except a small comer on which stands

the theatre, near the arsenal. There was no means of checking the

fire amongst the houses, buUt for the most part of wood, with an

inadequate supply of water. The town has about 20,000 inhabi-

tants, who were almost all left without a shelter, clothes, or

victuals next morning. News of the calamity reached the Governor

at Basseterre about five o'clock on the next morning, who immedi-

ately set out for the town accompanied by the Bishop. Intelligence

was sent to the Governors of Martinique and the neighbouring

islands, and assistance demanded, which was met with a ready

response. Three steamers with provisions were sent off from

Martinique, the same day, and the neighbouring islands, and

H.M.S. Eclipse from Ajitigua. Messages of sympathy were

received from Dominica, St. Kitts, and St. Thomas, with promise

of assistance.— West Indian.

BRITISH ASSOCIATION.

In his address, on the progress of chemical science, before sec-

tion B of the British Association, Dr. Andrews made the following

allusion to Dr. Apjohn's discoveries, of which an account appeared

in an early number of The Sugar Cane ;—

"Before proceeding to the subject of fermentation, I may refer

to Apjohn's chemico-optical method of separating cane sugar,

inverted sugar, and grape sugar from one another, when present in

the same solution, by observing the rotative power of the syrup,

before and after inversion, and combining the indications of the

saccharometer, with the results of an analysis of the same syrup

after inversion."
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THE BEET SUGAR CROP.

(From the Journal des Fabricants de Sucre, 24th Oetober.J

In all probability, sugar producing Europe with its 70 new

factories, wUl yield in the season 1871-72 at least 1,150 milUons

of kilogrammes (1,150,000 tons) of sugar against 945,000 tons in

1870-71, 841,000 in 1869-70, and 658,000 in 1868-69.

To THE Editoe of " The Suoae Ca2JE."

Though, of course, disorganized field-labour and seasons have

much to do with the startling deficiencies of the Cuba Sugar Crop,

30 to 35 per cent, in some districts ; from my personal knowledge

of the alluvial character of the soil through that fine island, from

Cienfuegos to Villa Clara, and from the experience of 18 years, I

cannot but think, that much is owing to the need of well adapted

Fertilizers, for the crop returns are by no means up to Demerara,

&c. Jamaica too, with only 47,440 acres now in sugar cane, might

greatly increase her product by manure and tillage.

A Teatellek.

To THE Editoe of "The Stjgae Cake."

Deae Seb,

Accurately ascertained weights and measui-es on sugar estates

will, I have no doubt, always prove interesting to many of your

readers. I, therefore, send you the results of two experiments of

this kind, which I have lately made. The first is the weight of a

cord of canes, 8 ft. X 4 ft. X 4 ft., which was 2 tons 2 cwts., very

nearly 37 lbs. to the cubic foot. These canes were well packed.

I have also weighed carefully the produce from an acre of plant

canes, which were not considered good, hardly medium in quality.

The weight was 19 tons, 12 cwts., 0 qrs., 13 lbs.

I am, Sir, yours truly,

R. B.
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PATENT.

Mr. W. DcNN, of Barbadoes, has taken out a pateat for that island for the

prevention of the putrefaction of distillery lees, and is about to take steps to

protect his invention in Trinidad and Demeraxa, where it will he very valuable,

HAVANNA AND MATANZA8.
{From Licht'a Monthly Circular.)

EXPOKIS FEOM THE IST OF Jantjaet to THE 1st of JuiT.

1871. 1870. 1869.

Tons. Tons. Tons.

To United States of America . . .121,080 . . 127,119 . .145,923

53,082 ..136,731 . .105,322

-.
. 7,724 . . 6,852

8,181 .. 36,827 . . 31,921

, , ,
30,639 .. 41,761 . . 30,876

325 . . 3,090 2,255

2,107 . . 6,082 . . 4,816

' Total 221,284 359,334 327,965

Stocks in Haranna andMatanzas 113,774 . .117,331 ..103,682

EsiiMAiED Ceop of Beet Eoot Sitgae peoditoed on the Continent

OF Etteope, compahed yaiJL the amounts of the

TWO PEEVIOUS SEASONS.

(From LicM s Monthly Circular.)

1870-71. 1869-70. 1868-69.

tons. tons. tons.

295,000 . . 285,146 . . 213,904

Germany (ZoUverein) .... 252,500 . . 215,382 . . 208,140

190,000 . . 152,205 . . 101,601

135,000 . . 132,500 . . 87,500

55,000 . . 43,552 . . 37,078

Holland, Sweden, and Italy 17,500 . . 12,500 . . 10,000

945,000 841,285 658,224
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Stocks op Sugae is the Chief Maskets of the "Woeld on ihb

30th JuifE, nf THOTTSAJTDS OF TONS, TO THE 2CEAKEST THOUSAST).

1871. 1870. 1869.

. . 169 .. . . 108

69 ,. . . 59 .. . . 63

. . 51 .

.

. . 54

10 .. 5 .. . . 10

4 .. .. 7 .. 4

292 240

132 .. . 146 .. . . 156

.. 117 .. . . 104

TOTAI 511 .. . 555 .. . . 500

CoNSintPTION OP StoAE, in THE PKnTOIPAI. COTTNTEIES OP EtJEOPE

AND THE United States, foe the Yeae endino SOih June,

IN THOrSANDS OF TONS.

1871. 1870. 1869.

708 . . .. 651 ., .. 602

. , , 340 . . .. 310 .. .. 300

228 . . .. 212 .. .. 200

26 . .. 31 .. .. 26

107 . ... Ill .. .. 106

Total in Europe. .

.

. 1,409 1,315 1,233

496 . . 460 . . 392

1,905 1,775 1,625



SUGAR STATISTICS—GEEAT BRITAIN

To 19th Aug., 1871 and 1870. In Thousands or Tons, to the Nearest Thottsand.

STOCKS. IMPORTS. DELIVERIES.

London.
Liverpool Bristol. Clyde.

Total, 1871.
Total,

1870.
London.

Liverpoo-
Bristol. Clyde.

Total,
1871. Total, 1870.

London.
Liverpool Bristol. Clyde.

Total, 1871. Total, 1870.

Britisli West India 31 4 2 23 60 75 78 13 10 47 149 138 60 10 8 36 114 75

British East India i 2 6 12 3 3 6 6 14 3 17 12

3 1 4 6 6 1 4 2 13 27 6 2 4 1 13 26

7 2 2 12 24 39 7 4 11 24 45 121 3 4 10 16 34 101

Porto Rico, &c. .

.

2 4 2 7 14 3 10 1 7 21 30 4 8 2 5 19 21

Manilla & Java .

.

21 6 2 30 42 15 9 6 4 34 31 21 15 4 4 45 33

Brazil 15 2 3 20 25 28 5 12 45 56 1 23 4 13 40 42

6 1 1 1 8 3 26 15 8 56 104 38 25 15 8 61 109 43

Total, 1871 .

.

Total, 1870 .

.

73 35 9 43 160 217 139 82 44 152 417 448 135 80 40 136 391 353

106 51 9 51 57de( rease 144 106 51 147 31dcc rease 115 ,80 47 111 38 increase
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STATE AND PROSPECTS OF THE SUGAR MARKETS.

The raw sugar market after some variations diuing the month,

closes firm. Refined has been considerably depressed, but is now
slightly improved.

Stocks, as compared with last year, have fallen oS during the

month to the extent of 16,000 tons, and are now 56,000 tons less

than at the corresponding period of 1870. Imports have also

further decreased, being now 30,000 tons below those of last year

at this date. Deliveries show only the same increase as last month,

having thus remained stationary during the month.

Prices of raw sugars have varied very slightly ; No. 12 Havana

afloat is quoted at 29s. 3d. per cwt. ; Cuba muscovados, at 26s. 6d.

to 27s. ; No. 12 Mauritius, 29s. 9d. to 30s. ;—an average of 3s.

per cwt. above prices at the same date in 1870. Middling to good

Bahias and good to fine Pemambucos are worth 22s. 6d. to 24s. 6d.

in bond. These descriptions are 4s. 6d. to 5s. per cwt. above last

year's prices, and are still considered of good relative value.

British West India refining sorts average about 29s. per cwt.,

duty paid. Fryer's concrete of fair quality has been sold at

28s. 6d. Common refined lump is quoted at 39s. 6d. to 40s.,

in London, being Is. lower than last year's prices, so that

the margin for refiners is 4s. to 5s. per cwt. less than it was a

year ago.

The chief feature in future prospects is the enormous increase to

be looked for in the continental beet sugar crop ; no less than an

excess of 200,000 tons over last year's yield being confidently

predicted on good authority. It is doubtful whether the rapid

progress of the beet sugar manufacture is entirely natural, the

practice of some of the governments, Austria for instance, being to

encourage this industry at the expense of the general taxpayer,

and of the colonial sugar grower with whom it competes.
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ON THE MANUFACTUEE OF STJGAE EEOM THE SUGAE
CANE, AND THE MACHi:XEEY.EMPLOYED THEEEIN.

( Continued from page 4587.

Part YI.

As explaiaed in our last paper, the use of an excess of lime for

the purpose of defecation darkens the colour of the sugar produced,

and has other injurious effects
;
yet the full defecating effect of

the lime cannot be obtained unless it be used in excess.

Many substances have therefore been proposed for use as defe-

cating agents, either in its stead or in addition to it. Some of

these act simply by coagulating or precipitating the albumenoid

substances, or some of the salts present in the juice ; others hare

also a directly decolorizing power.

The use of an infusion of "tannin is strongly recommended by
Dr. Evans, M. Basset, and other writers on the manufacture of

sugar as a valuable disinfecting agent in combination with lime.

Dr. Evans states that the infusion obtained from two ovmces of nut

galls is sufiicient to clarify 400 gallons of juice, while Mr. Ken',

of Barbadoes, says that in his practice, this quantity of infusion has

proved more than sufficient to defecate 500 gallons. Before adding

the infusion of tannin, it is necessary to add milk of Ume to the

cane juice until all free acid in it is neutralized ; and after the

addition of the tannin, the juice should be again tested by means

of litmus paper, and if found acid more lime should be added, as

2 X
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the presence of free tannic acid in the juice during the processes

of concentration would be very injurious. This method of defe-

cation is inadmissible where salts of iron are present in the juice,

or where the defecators are of iron, as tannic acid combines

with the salts of iron to form ink. The addition of the tannic

acid causes the coagulation of such of the albumenoid substances

as have not already been coagulated by the lime, and precipitates

most of the metallic salts, and also any free lime which may be

present. This method of defecation, though very strongly recom-

mended, has, we believe, never been employed on a large scale,

probably in part because of the difficulty of obtaining tannin in

the necessary quantities, and the necessity of employing none but

copper vessels where it is used.

Another material which has many advantages as a defecating

agent is sulphate of alirmina, which may easUy be prepared from

common alum, and is now readily purchased. Alum itself is

sometimes used, but is objectionable, because when it is employed,

sulphate of potash is left in the juice, and the presence of this

substance is injurious during the after operations. "When sulphate

of alumina is used, about one pound of it is needed for eveiy 100

gallons of cane juice, and for every pound of sulphate of alumina

employed some ten or twelve ounces of quick-lime, applied in the

foi-m of cream of lime must be added. The lime decomposes the

sulphate of alumina, and a portion of it combines with the acid

thus liberated to form sulphate of lime, while another portion of

it remains free. The alumina then combines with the colouring

matter, while the free lime and the sulphate of lime combine with
and precipitate almost all the organic substances present in the
juice. In order to obtain the best results from this method of
defecation, the quantity of lime used must be in excess of that

needed to decompose the sulphate of alumina.

It was proposed by Mr. Garcia, of Louisiana, to use an excess

of Ume in defecation, and afterwards to remove the free ILme
left in the juice by the addition of some saponifiable body, which,
combining with the lime, should foi-m an insoluble soap of light

specific gravity, which would gi-adually rise to the surface of the
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defecated juice, carrying up with it all the impurities which had

been coagulated by the lime, so that almost the whole of the

impurities might be removed by skimming, leaving the juice clear

and limpid. In practice this method of proceeding defecated the

juice exceedingly well, but was found too expensive and too

troublesome to warrant its general adoption, and it also had the

inconvenience of occasionally leaving a slight soapy taste behind it

in the sugar.

Sulphate of zinc and diacetate of lead arc both of them excel-

lent as defecating agents, but they are both poisonous, and it is

dilficult, indeed, in the hands of ordinaiy workmen almost impos-

sible to ensure the perfect removal of all traces of them from

the sugar ; so that their employment is inadmissible. The various

sulphites, such as the monosulphitc of lime, the bisulphite of lime,

and the sulphite of soda are valuable defecating agents, and are

now being largely employed. In the French colonies we believe

that the sulphite of soda is the most employed of these substances,

as it is the one of them which is most strongly recommended by

Messrs. Perier, Possoz, Gail, and Co., who are the holders of

patents in France and the French colonies, for the use of the

various neutral and but slightly soluble sulphites. In Demerara

the bisulphite of lime is largely employed, while in the Mauritius

the preference is given to the monosulphitc of lime. All of these

substances act in much the same way, and all of them are capable

of giving very good results, but they are all of them objectionable

if the juice so defecated is intended to be passed through animal

charcoal, or if the sugar made from it is to be sold to the refiner,

since they aU of them leave behind them in the juice substances

which are injurious to the char. Their presence in the juice aids

in the coagulation of the albumcnoid substances, while during the

chemical reactions which take place srdphurous acid is set free,

and this gas has a very powerful effect in bleaching or decolorizing

the juice, while at the same time its presence is a preservative

against fermentation. The action and the advantages of the mono-

sulphite of lime have been carefully studied by Dr. leery, of the

Mauritius, a gentleman weU-known for his careful research into
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all matters affecting the manufacture of sugar, and his earnest

endeavours to introduce improvements into it. We take the liberty

of quoting his •words in reference to this subject :

—

" Setting out upon the hypothesis that in the present state of our

manufacture the acidity of the juice might be modified, but ought

never to be completely overcome during the greater part of its

evaporation, I considered that the best means of acting upon the

colouring matter and controlling the principle upon which its

decolorization depends, was by employing a substance, itself inert,

but capable of yielding sulphurous acid, and which should serve

to store up this agent in the juice, and gradually to emit it to

meet the requirements of the process of manufacture, so that the

decolorization of the juice under operation should, in fact, be

performed by its own natural acidity. If, in addition, the sub-

stance were to be insoluble, of a light density, and consequently

capable of remaining in suspension in the juice, it would become

at the same time a powerful defecator, for it would mingle inti-

mately with the albumen directly it coagulated, and would lend to

it suflcient consistence and weight to precipitate it on its first

appearance. Among the sulphites there are certainly several

which, by their chemical and physical properties, can fulfil the chief

of these conditions ; but most of these are not sufiiciently pro-

curable to be employed on a large scale. Happily, one of them,

monosulphite of lime, may be manufactured so readily, and at so

low a cost, even in Mauritius, that the expense to each factoiy

using it is almost insignificant. It is, therefore, this last substance

which I have selected, and upon which I have been experimenting

on a large scale since the beginning of last year. It is tasteless,

without smell, and of the appearance of a fine clear yellow powder.

It is of itself apparently inert, and only requires its decoloiizing

power as the acidity of the juice renders it gi-adually soluble, and

thus facilitates the oxidation of the sulphurous acid, and thereby

the transformation of the sulphite into sulphate. Since this change

takes place for the most part at a liigh temperature at which the

albumen coagulates, this latter, finding itself in presence of a solid

substance, permeating equally the whole of t]io liquid in a state of
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minute subdivision, unites with it intimately and fonns flocks,

•wliieli, by virtue of their -weight, quickly settle to the bottom of

the vessel ia -which the operation is being carried on, and in a fe-w

moments the liquor is decolorized and freed from albumen. From
what I have stated, you -wUl sec that the principle which governs

the use of insoluble sulphite of Hme is so to utilise the natmal

acidity of the juice as to obtain its deeolorization, and to use such

a substance for this purpose as shall, by its physical properties,

comport itself as a defecating agent. You -wiU observe further

that this substance, insoluble alike before and after exerting its

action, does not itself remain in the liquor, and cannot therefore

subsequently prove an obstacle to the crystallization of the syrups.

Again, since its action depends entirely upon the acidity of the

juice, the quantity to be used need not be carefully regulated, as

an excess may be added -without the slightest Ul efi'ect. Sulphite

of lime being prepared simply by adding to chalk or common lime

a solution of sulphurous acid, all the cost lies in the price of the

sulphur required for the siilphurous acid."

As ra-w sulphur is used this cost is merely nominal. According

to Dr. leery's calculations, some 12 or 13 lbs. of sulphur are

sufScient for the defecation of juice, capable of yielding some five

tons of sugar. The preparation of sulphurous acid is easUy

effected. Ve give belo-w an engra-\-ing of an apparatus -which has

been found quite efiicient for this purpose, and which, at the same

time, is simple and inexpensive.

A. A is a cast-iron tube about four feet long, turned up two feet

at one end, and three inches at the other, b is a small wooden

trough fiUed with water, and above the level of which the inlet

end of the tube, terminated by a flange, stands up one inch ; the

horizontal part of the tube has a slight fall towards the inlet end,

the object of which is to keep the burning sulphur mainly at that

end. c is a conical wooden tub or cylinder, into the bottom of

which the outlet end of the tube a a enters about two inches. The

bottom of the tub c is sloped towai-ds the outlet, into which a fin.

lead pipe d is inserted. This is bent like a trap or syphon, and

the end left open, c' is a false bottom, between which and the end
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of the iron tube aa a clear space of say an inch and a half is left,

c'' is a strong earthenware bowl, inverted on the false bottom c\

and immediately over the outlet end of the tube a a. The wooden

cylinder c is filled with small pieces of coke or pumice stone, and

is closed at the top by a wooden lid. e is a small lead pipe leading

into the top of the wooden cylinder c. This pipe is coiled round

in the form of a ring, and is perforated, so that when the tap is

turned water is scattered all over the coke, and trickles down

through it, and emerges by the syphon, v is a wooden outlet pipe

or chimney, furnished with a wooden throttle valve f', fixed upon

a wooden axis. It is needful that no moist acid shall come into

contact with any other materials than earthenware, lead, or wood.

Brass, iron, and copper are soon eaten away. The end of the cast-

iron tube A A, as far as it projects iato the wooden cylinder c, is

therefore protected by being covered with sheet lead. To start the

apparatus, place a few rolls of sulphur in the tube a, and drop

upon them a bit of red-hot iron chain, open the throttle valve

leading to the chimney and tm-n on the water. Eegulate the

water from time to time, so that the sulphur fumes do not escape

to the chimney, is a small wooden door placed before the

throttle valve, so that it can be readily ascertained whether the

sulphur fumes are escaping or not. The action of the apparatus is

checked by closing the throttle valve. It is desirable, that the

sulphur should be ignited in a vessel sunrounded by water, or

several evils wiU result. 1st. The apparatus is apt to be set on

fire. 2nd. The sulphur becomes sublimed, or transformed into

sulphurous acid. Srd. When the water becomes warm, its capacity

of holding sulphurous acid is diminished.

Sulphurous acid is sometimes made by forcing air on to buiTiing

sulphur, and then bubbling it through water ; but the apparatus

described is efiicacious, simple, and not costly.

Many other methods of employing the defecating properties of

sulphurous acid have at various times been proposed, but we

beHeve those described above are as simple as any.

—

British Trade

Journal.
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GREIG'S SYSTEM OE CLEARING CANE FIELDS.

One of the gi-eat objections to the introduction of steam cultiva-

tion on a large scale is the necessity of providing means for the

removal of heavy crops during harvest time from steam cultivated

fields. Crops such as beet root, or especially sugar-cane, require

for a short period, at present, all the animal power of an estate,

and it is generally difficult to see how horses, cattle, or camels

could be dispensed with, which otherwise would be superseded by
the introduction of steam culture.

This highly important problem is dealt with in a patent lately

taken out by Sir. Greig, of J. Fowler & Co.'s Steam Plough
"Works, Leeds, and first brought before the public at the last show
of the Royal Agricultural Society at "Wolverhampton. As his idea

is especially adapted for the requii-ements of sugar estates under
steam cultivation, we shall give a short description of its applica-

tion under these special circumstances.

Generally, sugar fields are cut up by ditches and cross ditches

to such an extent that it is almost impossible to move a heavy
waggon over the land, and the direct application of traction engines

would be out of the question. At the same time, it would be

practically impossible to handle the sugar-cane twice or three times

in its transit from the field to the mill without great inconvenience

and loss. It is now proposed to construct a number of waggons,

each able to cany three or four tons of cane, on three or four

wheels, of which the front wheels arc steerable. One of these

waggons was exhibited at "Wolverhampton. The steering gear is

similar in construction to the well-known front wheel of Fowler &
Co.'s turning cultivator. The waggon rests on a turn-table, which
is carried by tlie front wheel, the draught stud being placed behind

this turn-table, so as to give to the steering wheel a leverage over

the pull which it otherwise would not possess. Four or more of

these waggons are attached to each other and brought to the field

by small traction engines. These never leave the roads which
divide the sugar fields, and form, as a rule, the headlands for the
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ploughing engines during the time of ploughing. At the two

opposite ends of the field which is being cut two ordinary ploughing

engines are placed, their ropes being connected by a shackle, to

which a spare chain is fixed. The waggons are attached to this

chain and hauled over the field from one engine to the other, being

steered along the uncut edge of the sugar-cane and loaded at the

same time. Thus the train arrives full at the other end and is

taken away by the traction engine, which in the meantime has

moved round the field.

"Where large central sugar mills arc used for several estates,

agricultural railways are generally employed to connect the estate

with the factory. In this case the sugar waggons worked by the

traction engine are provided with a movable cradle, into which the

cane is placed in the field. This cradle is lifted by a crane from

the waggon and placed on the railway truck, so that even in this

case no further handling of the cane is required.

The accompanying sketch shows the operation in the field, and

will scarcely require any further explanation.

NEW SYSTEM OE PAYING FOR CANE CULTIVATION
IN LOUISIANA.

'Wo learn from the Louisiana Sugar Bold, that Messrs. Craigin

and Eisk, of Magnolia plantation, Louisiana, having experienced

the great inconvenience and expense arising from the scarcity

of labour, have introduced the system of having their cane cul-

tivated by weight, to be paid for when delivered at the mill.

After they had finished planting last year they offered to seU

their mules, ploughs, tSrc, to the negro labourers, to be paid for by

instalments (probably annual), each family to be allowed to take

as much land as they could cultivate, and the cane when ripe to

be delivered at the mill, at 1 dol. 50c per load ; ditches to be kept

open and sirfficient com cultivated by the negroes to feed the mules
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and themselves, what supplies they required to he furnished and

charged to them ; and in the event of any of the -work being behind,

labourers to be engaged to help at the negroes' expense. Messrs.

Craigin and Eisk to retain the right of general supervision. This

proposition was eagerly accepted by the negroes, who divided

themselves into squads, selected one of their number from each as

a leader, and went to work. About 40 are now working on these

conditions, cnltivating nearly 400 acres of cane and 200 of corn.

During the rainy season, we are told, when the crops did not

promise well, the negroes were discouraged, but eventually they

succeeded in shovring a fair crop, as good as any in the neighbour-

hood, of which they are quite proud. "When the crop was finished

cultivating they were employed in cutting and hauling wood, for

which they were paid the usual rates.

During the coming rolling season they are to cut and bring to the

null such portions of the crop as their employers direct, and to put

up for seed whatever they are told.

On starting to bring in the crop, a cart wiU be properly filled

with cane and weighed on the platform scales near the mill in the

presence of all hands, its weight to be taken as the standard, then

the weight of each load wiU be credited to the man bringing it in.

To prevent the bringing of green cane tops amongst the cane, a

man will be stationed at the cane carrier to watch each load placed

on it, and for every cane cut too high the bringer is to be fined 50

cents. The extra labour necessary to cut and bring in the cane

during the season is to be paid for by the negroes themselves.

We shall be curious to know the result of this experiment with

negro labour, the price to be paid per load is of course merely

tentative, and whether it is a fair one or not can only be told

after the crop is gathered in. Messrs. Craigin and Eisk intend to

give the labourers all they earn, so we quite hope, with the Ed.

of the Louisiana Sugar Bowl, that the experiment may succeed.
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PASSAGE OF MEGASS THROUGH THE MILL.

In the last nnmber of The Sugar Cane ^vas a translation of some
portions of the report of the Chamber of Agriculture, Reunion,

in which was a passage to the effect, that by passing the canes

through the mUl twice, or rather the passage of the megass through
the mUl, a gain of ten to thirteen per cent, of juice was obtained.

"With respect to this statement the Mauritius Commercial Gazette

doubts whether the advantage is so great as appears ; as by the

repassing of the cane through the mill, much more of the detritus

and impurities of the cane would mix with the juice than by the

first pressure of the mill, consequently, though there would be more
juice, it would be of inferior quality, and need much more defeca-

tion, and probably not yield such good sugar. Our cotemporary

appeals to the authority of Dr. leery, who, in his RechercJies sur

le Juice de la Canne makes the following observations, which we
translate :

—

" We must now ask ourselves if we obtain from the cane by this

increase of pressure a quantity of sugar proportionate to the addi-

tional quantity of juice ; in other terms, if at every degree of pres-

sure the juice possesses the same qualities, and if the elements of

which it is constituted are present in the same respective propor-

tions. It may happen where this proportion is not maintained,

.

that the advantage from a more considerable volume of juice may
be diminished by the new properties acquiied, which wiU trouble

the subsequent operations, and render, in short, the extraction of

the sugar less easy and more expensive. It is then truly a ques-

tion which deserves to be seriously examined, but which however
has never been studied. It is generally thought that the last por-

tions of the juice extracted from the cane are similar to the first,

and those who in different colonies have occupied themselves in

increasing the pressure of the mills have had no doubts of this

similarity. Some persons appear even to attribute greater saccharine

richness to the juice which escapes during the last moments of

pressure. The researches which I have made to clear up this
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point have forcibly led roe to an opposite conclusion. The propor-

tion of sugar in the juice after a certain degree of pressure, dimi-

nished as the quantity of juice decreased, and the other substances,

the nitrogenous principles and the mineral salts were precisely the

opposite, that is to say, they augmented with the pressure."

The subject is one of importance, and worth the making of further

experiments, in order to prove what is the proper limit beyond

which the pressure of the mill cannot be carried with advantage.

The passage of the megass through the rollers may be better than a

heavy pressure on the canes, as the juice from the megass may be

kept separate and manufactured into sugar without injuring the

better juice obtained by first pressure of the canes.

A NEW METHOD OF TJSDfG ANIMAL CHAKCOAL.

By M. EiitLE EossEAXj.

Having been long impressed with the trouble and expense

occasioned by the use of animal charcoal as at present carried out,

I have endeavoured to find means to avoid all the trouble and

useless expense which it occasions. Allow me, in the first

place, to trace as briefly as possible, the inconveniences attendant

on the present method of using charcoal; and, in opposition to

this, the advantages of the plan I propose wiU necessarily foUow.

Every newly made up filter during manufacture is generally used

to filter syrup of 25° [density]. The syrup is, of course, allowed to

pass through the filter until the decoloring power of the char

is nearly exhausted ; in other terms, the syrup is shut off when it

issues from the lower part of the filter with the same colour it pos'

sessed on entering ; thus only a semi-decoloration of the whole

mass takes place.*

"When the decoloring power of the char is thus exhausted, it is

customary to run defecated juice on to the same filter, deprived

* It need scarcely be said that this method of filtration refers to the

manufacture of beet sugar.
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of its lime, of course, and to keep it in for a longer or shorter

time, wliich it is necessary to note, till, ia fact, the filter has

ceased to be of further efficiency ; then water is run on to cleanse

the filter.

Three principal results proceed from this mode of practice :

—

The first is, that the syrup, at a density of 25° deposits in the

char some matters which are easily given iip in consequence of this

density.

The second is, that putting on the same filter [char] a juice of a

much less density, it inevitably lays hold of a certain portion of the

matters deposited by the juice in virtue of the dissolving powers it

retains by reason of its light density.

The third, in short, constitutes, by the water which is run on to

the char to remove the sugar, a real washing, from the property of

solution which is possessed by pure water of all matters which it

can take up.

But if, to all this, is added the expense of the evaporation of all

this water, the excess of manipulation to arrive at only half a

result, all the expense and trouble, and the care necessary in the

preparation of the char, we easUy comprehend that there is very

much in our manufacture which needs improvement. This is what
I have been seeking after, and what I am now about to propose.

In this I am far from opposing the ii^c of animal charcoal ; on
the contrary, I support it. "W^hat I criticise is, the method of

using that which has, up to the present time, rendered the

greatest services. Vithout it, most surely the sugar manufacture

would not be what it is ; and the discovery of this agent is truly

one of the gi-eat facts in the history of the sugar industry.

But, before my proposition is presented, we must first admit

this common axiom of science

—

that bodies act so much the letter

on each other as their molecules are in closer contact: it foUows

that the more the char is di\-ided, the better it will act as a

decolorant ; that is unquestionable. It is well known that char,

reduced to fine powder, acts better than char in grain.

It is necessaiy then to find a decolorizing char, which may easily

be employed in fine powder, and of which the price will be lower
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than the cost of revivifying animal charcoal in grain; in order, that

after using it once, it may be thrown away or applied to agri-

cultural purposes.

This char I offer to manufacturers on trial at a certain price,

and thus with every chance of proving its efficiency.

This admitted, the following is the method in which it is

employed :

—

It is thrown in fine powder into the coppers after the limed juice

has heen saturated by carbonic acid, the quantity used is what is

judged to be necessary to achieve the object sought, then the whole

is mixed up and sent to the filter presses. It is there perfectly

filtered, the scums are dry and do not injure the linen, and a per-

fectly clear juice is obtained ; it is of course needful to keep the

filter presses in a state of cleanliness, easy to effect by some very

simple precautions. At the end of the operation a light jet of

steam removes all trace of liquid sugar, the cakes of residue are

easily detached, and are then thrown away without further trouble.

As wUl be seen after this rapid survey, that by the use of this new

char, and by this method, a fixed point of decoloration is obtained

according to the proportion employed ; the addition of water, that

great source of expense is avoided, and no fermentation need to be

feared in the filters used, and the use of the large filters is done

away with. We are saved the keeping a very extensive stock

of animal charcoal ; and from all the works needful for

the preparation of the charcoal, which is a deal of trouble, and

often a cause of fatal accidents. In short, a gi-eat economy is

realised, whilst my charcoal, to obtain these results, is less costly

than the mere revivification of animal charcoal. There is then a

great simplification of the working which may be tried by all with-

out compromise ; a suppression of the great filters, of all the mani-

pulation of charcoal in the factories, and a fixed amount of work

may be realised with all the economy I have akeady noted. I beg

to offer proof of these results to all who may desire it.

—

Journal

des Fahricants de Sucre.
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EESEAECHES ON THE COMPOSITION OF ANIMAL
CHAECOAL.

By De. Chaeles Siajoceb.

I published many years ago a series of erperiments on the

action of hydrochloric acid upon char. The principal fact proved by

these experiments was this, that the acid did not diminish the

proportion of carbonate of lime as much as was to be expected from

the quantity used, although the chloride of calcium found in the

solution obtained, sufficiently corresponded to the quantity of acid

employed. The discrepancy between these two facts was the

more remarkable inasmuch as no explanation of it could be given.

I have therefore undertaken fresh researches on this subject, and

I have had the satisfaction not only of finding the explanation

desired, but stUl further of proving certain facts important to be

known respecting the revivification of char.

At first it appeared possible though not very likely that the char

(taken from working factories) in the state iu which it had been

submitted to analysis by the calcimeter had contained pure lime

beside carbonate of lime so that the calcimeter would not have

furnished an exact statement of the qur.ntity of Hme on which the

acid had to operate; a similaT supposition had been put forth

previously, and notwithstanding the refutation which it had under-

gone by the calcination of the char with carbonate of ammonia

which never gave a calcimetric result more elevated, it appeared

to me that a more decisive trial was desirable.

I therefore submitted the charcoal in question to the direct

action of pure carbonic acid gas, varying the conditions of

temperature, humidity, time, &c., in every possible way. Although

in this manner every means was used to combine the lime if it

was present with the carbonic acid gas, yet it was impossible to

obtain any augmentation of the quantity of the lime.

It therefore remained certain that no quantity of pure Hme had

been contained in the revivified charcoal, which served for the cxpcri-
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ments ; it is equally certaia that the iadications of the calcimeter

gave correct results, for the charcoal which we had been accustomed

to test by it. Another possibility remained, that of the presence

of some other combination of lime and phosphoric acid than the

tribasic phosphate generally assumed. Although in the ordinary

formulas there are not found any indications of a phosphate more

rich in lime, I believed, neyertheless, that it would be interesting

to make some analyses as exact as possible with reference to this.

These analyses were made in duplicate on three different average

samples, and such care taken in the details that every desirable and

possible guarantee for the accuracy of the method chosen was

attained. This method is that described in the manual of Presenius,

p. 259, and the results of the two analyses of each sample were so

nearly identical that it was thought quite needless to transcribe

both; the conclusions to be drawn from these analyses are besides

corroborated by the results of a series of other researches of which

I shall speak further on, so that the definite results presented all

the guarantees desirable.

The three average samples analysed were the following : new

char, char from pieces factory, and char from a raw sugar factory,

the latter being an average of a great number of samples taken

during the course of an entire season. The last two samples were

of revivified char, i.e., char which had been rebumt.

Below are the results of the analyses :

—

Direct results. 1. 2. 3.

3'66 0-87 1-332

10-08 5-27 5-750
1-95 1-89 2-170

0-19 0-64 0-636
0-14 0-123

44-91 50-75 48-780
0-39 0-36

\

0-06
)

0140
0-38

0-21 0-52 0-524

312 3-77 5-022
33-63 35-49 33-510

98-65 99-76 97-987
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Composition calculated from the above :

—

1. 2. 3.

Water 3-66 0-87 1-33

10-08 5-27 5-75

1-95 1-89 2-17

Oxide of Iron 0-19 0-64 0-64

Sulphate of Magnesia .... 0-40 0-41 0-34

Sulphate of Potash 0-54

Alkaline Chlorides 0-65 .0-12 0-14

Carbonate of Lime 7-08 8-57 11-42

Tribasic Phosphate of Lime 73-58 77-48 73-16

Sulphate of Lime 0-68

Lime uncombined -with any)
1-07 3-97 2-45

98-66 99-76 98-08

If vre calculate the probable combinations present, fi-om the

bodies determined, there remains in each case a certain quantity

of lime (see the last line of the above table) for which no acid

has been found ; -we shall see later on under what form this lime

is contained in the char, and we shall see that this form is such as

will easily explain the definite deficiency found on 100 parts of

char.

The grouping of the elements may of course be made in different

manners and it is not certain that the combinations chosen are

the only ones really existing in the char ; but in every case the

principal fact, viz., that an excess of lime exists not combined

•with any known acid, cannot be altered by any other mode

of making the calculation. This fact is so much the more certain

as the analyses coincide. I have besides examined the results of

some exact analyses of different chars executed by my friend

M. Sehulz, of Magdeburg, and I have found that each -without

exception, similarly gives an excess of lime, thus 1-64—3-12—2-9

—

1-0—0-77—1-75—2-77—2-5—2-88 for the different samples. The

fact then appears to me to be entirely proved, and thereby the desired

2 0
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explanation of the action of the hydrochloric acid found. In eflPect

this acid takes up the lime which is in excess (combined with any-

other substance) and cannot then neutralize the carbonate in the

proportion demanded by the calculation.

The question remains as to the real state in -which this lime is

contained in the char. The pursuit of my researches on the nature

of char have not failed to furnish me also -svith this solution.

The investigation into this matter was at once directed to the

composition of the substance obtained from charcoal by treatment

with water. In fact I have found that all revivified charcoal

even after the best calcination in the furnace contains an organic

substance soluble in -water and which is composed chiefly of a

lime compound. The caustic soda test for ascertaining whether

the charcoal has been properly burnt, is well known, but charcoal

which has given the most satisfactory result by this test contains

such a large amount of organic matter that 20 grammes only

of char are required from which to extract an appreciable quan-

tity.

Twenty grammes of reviviiied, calcined, and pulveiized char

were digested -with boiling water and the solution filtered and

evaporated to dryness; the residue was -IH grm., which heated

to redness left only -086 grm., and this latter contained no trace

of phosphoric acid, being principally composed of carbonate of

lime. The charcoal had therefore contained 0-57 per cent, of an

organic and soluble compound of lime jdelding "43 per cent, of

carbonate of lime.

Fifty grammes of similar char yielded a substance which weighed

'18 grm., lea-ving •112 grm. of residue after calcination; this was

composed of carbonate of lime free from phosphate.

One hundred grammes digested without having been pulverized

gave -2 per cent, of soluble matter, of which -13 per cent, was

carbonate of lime.

It is true that these numbers are less than is required to corres-

pond -with the excess of lime demonstrated above ; this is easily

explained, for the figures only represent the soluble organic lime
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compounds, and certainly only the greater part even of these

;

whilst it is tolerably certain that similar combinations which are

insoluble, and which it would be difficult to separate, would be

much greater in amount, in conformity with the facts respecting

similar well known combinations. "W"e may one day know more
about the nature of the compounds present in charcoal, at present

not much interest attaches to it, and it suffices that their existence

in the charcoal should be placed beyond doubt thereby explaining

the facts observed
;

viz., that though the acid eliminates less car-

bonate of Ume than is required by theory, yet that the quantity of

lime found in the solution corresponds to the amount of acid

used.

TVhat is true of calcined char holds with still greater force of

char taken from the filters which is that treated by acid, since the

organic compounds of lime are here found in much greater propor-

tion than after the burning of the char.

The washing of charcoal requires water as pure as possible which

will dissolve the substances to be eliminated much more easily

than impure water. For this reason I have since 1864 recommended

the use of the water condensed from the juice without admixture

of condensing water. This water which is obtained from the second

and third pans of the triple effet is almost chemically pure and is

best adapted for aU the uses of the refinery, amongst others for the

washing of the char. It has here been used for this purpose long

before Eisfeldt's process was known.

According to several recent publications it has been observed

that the use of this ammoniacal condensed water diminished notably

the quantity of acid necessary for the treatment of the char

—

explanations more random than probable have been advanced to

explain this phenomenon which is easily accounted for, simply by

the purity of the water, whilst formerly the water used was

itself very liable to form calcareous deposits. Ifevertheless, it

appeared to me interesting to ascertain whether this peculiarity of

the water did not proceed from the action of the ammonia, which

it contains, upon the organic salts of lime found in the char.
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The following are some of the experiments to -which a sample of

revivified charcoal, washed and steamed, was submitted : 200

grammes of powdered charcoal, containing 8 per cent, of water,

was digested, for 24 hours, with 500 cubic centimetres of distilled

water; the filtered solution measured 465 c. c, leaving "444 of

dry residue, which yielded by calcination •23 of carbonate of

lime.

Two hundred grammes of the same char treated in the same way

with boiling water, gave a result only slightly different.

Two hundred grammes of the same were then similarly treated

with water containing 1 per cent, of ammonia, a solution left "718

grm. of dry residue, giving '37 giTQ. by calcination. Lime and

phosphoric acid were found in this residue. A second treatment

(of the same char) by ammoniacal water gave 0-256 grm., repre-

senting '02 grm. of residue.

Results in all respects analagous having been obtained by a

certain numtier of similar experiments it mu-st be concluded that

pure water easUy dissolves calcic salts without phosphoric acid and

that consequently a systematic washing with pure hot water will

. act still more energetically, and that ammoniacal water possesses a

power of solution greater than that of pure water ; and indeed that

the latter acts at the same time on the phosphate of lime in the

char.

It appears to me that the facts clearly demonstrated by these

two series of experiments will contribute not a little to the better

understanding of the phenomena which the revivification of charcoal

presents.

—

Journal des Fabricants de Sucrei
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BENNETT'S PATENT SYSTEM OE STEAM CULTIVATION.
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"We give above, engravings illnstrating a system of steam cul-

tivation designed and patented by iTr. H. Ogilvie Bennett, of tbe

firm of Messrs. Bennett & Kennedy, of Edinburgh, engineers to

the Scottish Steam Cultivation and Traction Co., Limited. This

system, when in operation, consists of a traction engine, or farm

locomotive, -which, by running to and fro along the side, or any

convenient part of the field to be cultivated, or on an adjoining

field or road, draws any description of implement from side to side

of the field, by transmitting its motion through a rope passing

round guide pulleys or anchors placed at convenient points to suit

circumstances, some of such guide puUeys or anchors being self-

shifting. The ground plan clearly shows the arrangement. The

self-shifting guide pulleys or anchors, a. a. are disposed so as to be

shifted along the headlands as the operation proceeds, the station-

ary guide pulleys b. b. being placed so as to conduct the rope in

the most convenient manner to and from the engine to the

implements or carriage. The ploughing or other implements are

drawn in the line across from one self-shifting puUey to the other,

and the engine moves to and fro on the track or road t. t. The

simple onward movement of the implement is obtained by the

engine traversing over a distance corresponding to that traversed

by the implement but in a different direction. C. is a self-shifting

pulley, provided to regulate the length of rope by taking up slack

or giving more length ; this will only be necessary where the field

is not rectangular.
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The advantages of ttis patent system are : the application of

the best form of engine for road traction purposes to the cultiva-

tion of the son, by the drawing of implements or waggons across

fields, so that a farmer requiring a traction engine may, with the

best engine to be had for this work, cultivate his farm at favorable

times. The engine can remove the anchors, &c., from field to

field, and by travelling round the field leave them in their places

ready for work, and can also draw the rope round the field. The

system can be quickly set in operation, as the rope is merely

fastened to both ends of the engine by clip links, which are easily

cast loose or attached. The engine can bring a supply tank with

sufiicient water for one day to the field and leave it at one end of

the track on which it has to work. 'No windlass is required, and

the rope being only carried round loose pulleys is not subjected

to the wear and tear of being wound on to drums. At most three

men and two boys are considered suficient to work tnis system,

only one an engineer, and he may be kept in constant employment

with the engine; the other men and boys need only be agricultural

labourers.

The engine, it wUl be noticed, does not pass over the ground to

bo cultivated, or that has been cultivated, but on the contrary, it

moves to and fi'o over any convenient line of ground or road, while

the implement or carriage is gradually working up the field.

Where a road adjoins any side of the field, the engine is run on

this road, and not on the field. "When soft at first the track on

which the engine travels wUl be, after a few turns of the engine

rolled hard, and therefore less easUy affected by rain. "When this

track is too wet for the engine, the rope may at once be cast off,

and the engine sent to perform traction or stationary work, or if

the track be covered with a layer of ashes, the work may be

continued even in wet weather. In many cases hard roads adjoin

fields, and these are, of course, used in preference to the head-

lands.

The advantages which this system appears to possess as compared

with other round about systems are : the tackle lying idle, when

the engine is not cultivating is of comparatively small value. The
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engine can be used for any description' of traction work and for

stationary purposes, as well as for cultivation, and may therefore

be employed tbrougbout the -wbole year, even on a farm of

moderate size. Farmers already ha^ving a traction engine may by

a small outlay in other tackle use their engines for cultivation.

In the West Indies where the cane fields are so often separated

from each other by a barricade or road sufficiently wide for a road

steamer to run upon, this system -we think might be adopted •with

more advantage than in Britain.

There can be no doubt that the adoption of traction engines in

the AVest Indian Islands would prove, as in other colonies, a source

of great economy to the planter, -who has often to bring the hea-vy

cane crops from considerable distances to the mill, and to send the

produce to the shipping port, from whence the gi'eater part, if not

aU, of the store supplies, coals, &c., have to be earned to the

estates.

In fields where surface draining or other difficulties made it

unad^visable to run the engine over the part of the field from

•which the canes had been cut, this system of rope and anchors

may be laid round the field as sho^wn in the ground plan, and

employed in bringing the waggons across the field. The empty

waggons would be brought to one side of the field by a second

engine, and there be attached to the rope and then dra^wn across

the field, receiving theii- load of canes as they passed along.

Meantime, the second engine •would have gone to the mill -with a

train of loaded waggons, and on its return would proceed to the

opposite side of the field carry off the now loaded train, leaving

the empty waggons as before, which in their turn would be found

loaded on the side of the field from which we supposed the engine

to take its first load. A glance at the ground plan ; in which

either part of the field may be considered as representing the uncut

portion, and the implement the train of waggons ; will make the

above description clear.
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EEPOET OF THE LOUISIANA SUaAR CROP, &c.,

Fob the Teae EKDiire Sepxembek 1st, 1871.

(From the New Orleans Times.J

At the commencement of the year the growing crop was variously

estimated at 120,000 and 150,000 hhds. Some persons were
sanguine enough to predict that it would exceed the outside figures,

while others gave reluctant assent to the inside. It was well

known, however, that the result would depend upon the weather

for the rest of the season, and the supply of lahour. An early

freeze, together with other similar contingencies, might reduce the

yield to the iiiside figures, or even less, while auspicious weather —
and the command of efiieient labourers would probably give the

outside estimate, if not more. The result proved to be so near the

latter, falling short of it only 5,119 hhds., that it presents a fair

subject for congratulation, the more so, as, until grinding has been

completed, the precariousness of the crop and imcertainty with

regard to the yield, generally keep the planter in suspense with

regard to the returns he wiU receive for his enterprise and labour.

In fact, if we are to judge from the annals of the culture, there is

no crop that presents greater irregularity. In 1834 it was 100,000

hhds., and in the following year only 30,000; in 1855 it was

231,427 hhds., and in 1856 it feU to 73,976, ; in 1861, the most

fruitful year on record, it was 459,410 hhds., and in 1862 sunk to

223,753. In the former year the productive capacity of the entire

sugar district was estimated at 500,000 hhds., to produce which,

however, would require a combination of favourable circumstances,

including auspicious weather throughout the year. "When we
compare the, extent of the culture, the number of sugar-houses, the

capital invested, the credit of planters which was equivalent to

capital, and the supply and efficiency of labour in that year, with

the present, or with the future, one can readily conclude that a

long time must elapse before we witness a similar liberal yield,
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Of course we have the land, arable or reclaimable from the swamp,

but the capital to build sugar-houses, provide implements and

animals, and extend fencing—in itself requuing a much larger

outlay than is generally supposed—is wanting, and if we had the

capital, we might be unable to supply the labour. In 1867-8 we
made 37,647 hhds., in 1868-9 84,256, in 1869-70 87,090, in 1870-

71 144,881. The growing crop is estimated at about 190,000 hhds.

If this anticipation be realized, it wiU present a rare instance of

uninterrupted increase.

In the 144,881 hhds. for 1870-1, there were 126,657 hhds. brown
made by the old process, and 18,224 refined and clarified. The
motive power and machinery embraced 837 steam engines, 268

horse power, 78 portable miUs, 868 open kettles, 95 open pans, and

53 vacuum pans. There were 1105 sugar-houses in operation, of

which 104 were brick, roofed with slate, 349 brick, roofed with

shingle, and 652 entirely of wood. This shows, compared with

last year, an increase of 173 steam engines, 115 horse power, 34

portable mills, 185 open kettles, 14 open pans, 288 sugar-houses of

all kinds. 15 of brick and slate, 68 of brick and shingle, and 205

entirely ofwood. The weight ofthe crop is set down at 168,878,592

pounds against 99,452,946 pounds last year. The production of

molasses was 10,281,419 gallons against 5,724,256 last year, show-

ing an increase of 69,425,646 pounds of sugar, and 41,557,168

gallons of molasses.

Last year our receipts (in New Orleans) were hardly sufScient to

meet the demand for Louisiana sugar, and the shipments to the

North Atlantic ports wore confined to 1800 hhds. and 4049 brls.

This year, with a large crop, the exports run on to 20,506 hhds.

and 5447 brls., including 10,139 hhds. to New York against 237

last year ; 3366 to Boston and Philadelphia against 42 ; 4849 to

Baltimore against 175; 1495 to Texas against 945; and 707 to

Florida, Mobile and other ports against 278. The shipments up
river are estimated at 86,000 hhds. against 51,000 last year.
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CYCLOiS-E IN THE WEST IKDIES.

A cyclone of great severity passed oyer several of the "West

Islands on the 21st of August. The principal which suffered were

St. Thomas, Antigua, St. Kitts, St. Bartholomew, St. Martin's,

Tortola, and one side of Porto Eico.

In St. Thomas and Antigua the greatest violence of the hurricane

was felt. The St. Thomas Tidende says that " on Saturday evening,

August 19, there was an oppressive stillness in the atmosphere,

and the heat was distressing. On Sunday morning there was a

change, and at half-past ten the barometer stood at 30'15, the

wiad blowing in gusts from IT.N.E. to E.N.E. The barometer

continued to fall slowly, and at 8-30 p.m. it marked 30-10. During

the night the wind continued to blow in gusts and to increase in

violence. The barometer continued to fall all night, and at 4 a.m.

on Monday, the 21st, it stood at 30, and remained so until 9 a.m.

The wind continued to blow in gusts and rain squalls at points

varying from east to north-east, raising foam from the whitened

surface of the sea, and whirling it off in clouds of spray. At 12-30

the barometer was at 29-70, and still falling gradually, the wind

blowing in feai-ful gusts, and veering round more northerly. At
3-30 the barometer was at 29-50, the wind continuing to veer

round to north-west, and stUl blowing with great violence. The

heaviest gusts were between 4-30 and 5 p.m., when they came

with terrific violence from north-west ; then it was that the great

work of destruction was completed. At 5 o'clock there waa a

sudden calm, the centre of the cyclone passing over St. Thomas

during the calm. The barometer reached its lowest point at 1 a.m.

In the harbour it showed 28-40. After half an hour it began to

blow again in heavy squalls from the south-west to south, the

barometer rising rapidly. At 7 o'clock it was as high as 29-50,

and the violence of the wind had ceased. On Tuesday morning

was revealed the full extent of the fearful havoc. Of some houses

there was scarcely a vestige left ; others were but heaps of smashed
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lumber. Some had been moved from one place to another ; others

had been turned upside down. Inland in the island, houses, fruit

trees, fences, and crops -were blown down. The losses experienced

by the planters and labourers were very severe, and will be felt

by them for a long time. There was not much shipping in the

harbour, and what there was, having more room to swing was not

much injured. St. Thomas is considered to have suffered more on

shore than in 1867. The losses are returned at 42 persons killed,

79 seriously injured, and 420 houses completely destroyed. The

town appears as if it had suffered a bombardment. No lives were

lost by damage to the shipping. The barque 3tde of Wellington,

with a cargo of 670 hogsheads of sugar, was totally lost. Several

other vessels were driven on shore or more or less injured."

In Antigua the cyclone was equally severe and the destruction

of life and property proportionately greater; one report states that

80 lives were lost ; the island papers say 30 ; but very many have

been seriously injured and scarcely a house or a plantation has

escaped serious damage. The bishop's residence has been destroyed,

the public buildings at St. John's have been injured more or less,

whilst the villages and houses of the peasantry generally, have

been almost entirely swept away.

A correspondent writes :
—" It is with great regret that I have

to inform you of the occurrence of a fearful hurricane which has

completely devastated the island. On Sunday morning, about 3-30,

I observed a very peculiar blue haze on the mountains, and dark

leaden appearance on the horizon. I had noticed this in other

tropical parts before a hurricane, so consulted the barometer at

once 'and found that it was falling. I then took such precautions

as I could, having the buildings closed as securely as I was able.

About midnight we had several shocks of earthquake, then the

wind began to blow with rain very gusty, but not with much
violence until 3 a.m., Monday, when it increased and blew steadily

from the N-W. until 6, when we had a lull for twenty minutes,

when it again began to blow with double violence from N.E', and

about 1 1 had blown itself out. The damage done has been immense,

few estates having a chimney left, and most have all their buildings
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down—both, manufactories, and dwelling houses, and negro houses

are all down, and a large portion of St. John's is injured and blown
down." Another correspondent states that during his long residence

in the "West Indies (about 20 years), he has never experienced any-

thing like this hurricane.

The following memoranda as to the state of the barometer in

the centre of the island during the continuance of the hui-ricane,

has also been furnished us by a correspondent :

—

OBSERVATIONS OF THE BAEOMETER ON THE ISLAND OF
ANTIGUA, DURING THE CTCLONE OF

21sT AUGUST, 1871.

Snnday, 20tli, U ajn..

2 pm. .

5 p.m. .

10 p.m.

Uonday, llet, 1-30 ajn.

5 ajn...

fi-25a.m.

7 sjn. .

.

-30

Gradaally lo-vrering. . . . i Outward indications
Gusts ot wind and rain j of a gale.

•• Wind increasing.

Gale increasing.

Glass rapidly lowering.
At 3, blowing heavy. 3-55, gale heavy ; shock felt.
4-15, gale increasing ; shocks again felt ; vivid lightning

29 Thunder first heard ; fearful hurricane.

At this time, the house showing every sign of
breaking up, the writer was compelled to
seek safety elsewhere.

• Glass which had been lower had by this time
risen to this point ; and by 10 o'clock a.m.
stood at 29'5,

.27
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At St. Etts the damage to property was equally as great as in

Antigua, but only two lives were lost. The Warrior, which had

just taken in a cargo of molasses, became a total wreck, but the crew

were saved. The Virginia foundered with the loss of the captain

and a boy, three other vessels were dismasted.

The other islands visited by the hurricane, St. Martins, Saba,

and Tortola, suffered but little damage compared with Antigua

and St. Thomas. At Porto Eico no damage was done to the city,

and accounts from the interior had not been received when the

mail left.

Jamaica appears to have escaped the great severity of the cyclone

of the 21st, but a heavy shock of earthquake was felt throughout

the island on the previous day, in the direction of north to south.

Houses were turned completely topsy-turvy or moved from one

place to another ; in the higher parts of the interior of the island,

houses, trees, fences, and crops were blown down. The losses to

planters and labourers were very severe and will be long felt. As

there was but little shipping in Kingston harbour, the damage

done was not great.

The force of the gale was not felt in Guadaloupe.

Barbadoes appears to have escaped entirely; it is remarkable

that this island has not been visited by a cyclone for forty years or

more.

None of the accounts from any part >speak of damage to the

crops. Indeed we have heard it asserted that after a cyclone crops

are generally better.

The many apparent changes in the direction of the wind during

cyclones is from the fact that the wind moves round towards a

vortex in the centre, much the same as in a whirlwind, with this

difference that the cyclone is much larger, the diameter being

occasionally 500 miles, though usually not more than 200 to 300

miles. Sir John Herschell says that, " in the West Indies they are

confined to a pretty definite area, their usual course being in a

parabolic curve, having some poiat Bermuda for its focus—originat-

ing in the Gulf of Florida—and running along the coasts of the

United States following generally the course of the Gulf Stream
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and sweeping across the Atlantic, occasionally visiting our island.

In the Southern Indian Seas they follow also parabolic curves, the

vortices of which often sweep round the isles of Mauritius, Eod-

rigeuz, and Bourbon, and whose average focus is a point about 25°

S. lat. and 70° E. long."

"Along the arcs of these parabolas, in both regions, the initial

movement of the centre of the storm is westward, so that the

movement of the cyclone in its parabolic orbit is contrary to that

of the wind in the cyclone itself. In cyclones which occur in the

northern hemisphere the rotation of the air is invariably in the

contrary direction of the hands of a watch laid face uppermost

;

in those of the southern hemisphere this rule is reversed."

" Cyclones originate between the tropics and run outwards from

the equator to the poles. But on the equator itself they never

occur. Cyclones are announced by the rapid faU. in the barometer,

the depression being greatest in the centre, sometimes amounting

to two inches. The wind is most violent in the neighbourhood of

of the centre of the cyclone, but as the centre itself passes over

any spot a momentary calm is observed, the wind immediately recom-

mencing in the reverse direction to what it was the instant before,

a necessary consequence of the vorticose motion."

THE LATEST WOEKS PUBLISHED ON "DIFFUSION."

By M. Etjgejte Eeltz.

(^From the French.)

M. Eobert's process becomes every year further extended. The

considerable diminution of labour and the possibility of the extrac-

tion of nearly the whole of the juice constitute the most striking

advantage of this process. The latter is especially important in

those countries where the duty is assessed on the best root, either

directly as in the ZoUverein, or indirectly as in Russia.

"Diffusion," like all important novelties, has had its earnest

admirers and its passionate detractors, gradually the subject has
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become discussed calmly, and science has only preserved the voices

in the debate, which have been raised impartially. Scientific vrorks

on Diffusion are already sufficiently numerous, and each of them

has brought its portion of the truth to the definite solution of the

question.

The last number of the Zeitschrift du Zolherein (No. XXI.) con-

tains two new essays on Diffusion ; a remarkable paper by M.

Fischman on the loss of sugar inherent to the process of Diffusion,

and a very interesting notice by Dr. Stammer on the quality of the

•weak juices from different diffusion vessels in the same battery.

M. Fischman's essay contaias numerous excellencies. The

analyses of this chemist being made on the regular workings of

fourteen weeks in the factory of Groenningen, we must attribute to

the results a degree of certainty to which few similar works can

make any pretensions.

He has proved that the extraction of juice by means of diffusion

is often accompanied by the destruction of a certain quantity of

sugar. The development of carbonic acid gas in the diffusion

vessels is a palpable proof of the alteration which is there produced.

The discussions which have taken place on the subject of the

addition of lime with heated juice before their entrance into the

diffusor, leads to the same conclusion. If it is easy to prove modi-

fication—it is very difficult to measure it. To be able to give an

idea of it is no small thing. IT. Fischman has determined by num-

berless analyses the total loss of sugar, after the placing of the

slices in the diffusors to the running of the masse cuite 1st jet from

the boiling pans.

He thus states the average of his analyses :

—

AVEHAGE CoMPOSmOjr OF THE JuiCE.

Density in degrees of the Areometer Brix, 15-8.

Water 85-03 or on 100 parts of sugar.

Sugar 12-80

impu-| Organic matter 1-3777 Organic matter 10-76

rities I Othermatter 0-7923 Othermatter 6-19

100-00 impurities, 16-95 per cent;
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The beet root contained, according to these figures, 12-15 per

cent, of sugai-.

AvEEAGE Composition of masse cuite.

"Water 5-77 or on 100 parts of sugar.

Sugar 83-62

Impu- 1 Organic matter 5-785' Organic matter 6*91

rities ) Other matter 4-825 Other matter 5-77

100-00 impurities, 12-68 per cent.

Thus, in proportion to the weight of heet root, 12-44 per cent of

masse cuite is obtained, or 10-41 per cent, of sugar.

Thus, of this 12-15 per cent, of sugar found in the beet root, only

10-41 is found in the masse cuite 1st jet, which constitutes a total

loss of 1-74 per ce^t.

The loss of sugar determined during the different parts of the

working has been on the average:

—

In the exhausted slices. . 0-234 per cent of weight of beet root.

In the water flowing from

the last diffusors 0-017 „ „
In the dregs of the filter

presses 0-086 „ „

In the animal charcoal.. 0-075 „ ,,

In the water used in the

washing of the filters 0-042 „ „

In the water flowing from

the filter presses .... 0-006 ,, ,,

say 0-460. There is then left an undetermined loss of 1-74—0-46

=1-28 per cent, of the weight of the beet root.

This figure has varied little ; thus its minimum value has been

1-09, and its maximum value 1-53.

The importance of a loss of sugar so considerable has naturally

given place to an attentive examination of aU the working. It is

this which has led to the determination of the sugar contained in the

condensation waters of the evaporating and boUing apparatus. For

this purpose it is necessary to evaporate 17-500 litres of condensa-

tion water in order to determine the sugar in the residue of the

2 p
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evaporation. Knowing besides the total quantity of water with,

sufficient approximation, it has been possible to value the total loss

of water by this means ; it has been proved to have been 0'23 per

cent, of the weight of the beet root. The loss due to reactions, to

all undetermined causes whatever are consequently 1 per cent, of

the weight of the beet root. It is needful then to seek in the

diffusors for the cause of this loss of sugar.

Any manufacturer having closely followed the process of diffusion

wiU not dispute the fact of disappearance of part of the sugar in

the process ; all that can be affirmed is this—that this destruction

of sugar varies in quantity, and depends on complex causes partly

inexplicable. The water which serves for the diffusion appears to

play an important part, perhaps the chief, in these modifications.

The factories which had spring water at their disposal appear to

have obtained superior practical results to those factories using

river water.

The presence of organic, matters especially acts in an injurious

manner on the diffusion.

M. Pischman has endeavoured to prove the direct destruction of

sugar in the diffusors. It is well known that the first phase of the

destruction of cane sugar is its transformation into uncrystallizable.

The determination of the uncrystallizable sugar in the natural

juice and in the diffusion juice might then furnish a proof.

These determinations have indeed shown that the uncrystallizable

does increase, as was expected, but in a very feeble degree.

The loss of sugar, calculated from the excess of uncrystallizable)

only amounts to -0731 per cent, of the weight of beet root, or -575

per cent of the total sugar. The transformation of the crystalliz-

able into uncrystallizable sugar is only the first term of a series

of successive transformations, which may exist simultaneouslyj

some molecules of sugar having already arrived at the state charac'

terized by the disengagement of carbonic acid when other mole-

cules are being submitted to transformation into imcrystallizable

sugar.

The determination of the quantity of carbonic acid disengaged
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•will give a more exact idea of the amount of sugar destroyed.

But the bubbles of gas are with difficulty separated from the beet

slices, and the greater part of the gas developed thus escapes

computation.

The following figures indicate the quantity of carbonic acid con-

tained ia 100 parts of air collected over the different diffusors.

The diffusor designated number 1 is that which receives the fresh

slices.

Di£Eusors. Lowest Figure. Highest Figure.

1 10% of CO' 15% of CO'

2 60 II 11

3 16 „ „ 45 11 li

4 8 „ „ 31 i> II

5 20 i> II

6 6 „ „ 16 i> 11

7 4 „ „ 12 11 11

8 2 „ „ 8 11 II

9 0 „ „ 5 11 II

10 0 „ „ 3 II 11

The destruction of sugar in the diffusors being admitted, a remedy

for the evil must be sought. The addition of lime to the heated

juice is acknowledged to be inefficient ; it has, besides, a pernicious

influence on the phenomenon of diffusion, and M. Eobert condemned

its use. Persuaded that the modifications which supervened were

due to real ferments, M. Pischman proposed to have recourse to

antiseptics, and bases his proposition on the results of some very

striking experiments.

fTo he continued.J
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STATE OF THE BEET CROP ON THE CONTINENT.

The drynessand high temperature of thepastweekhave beenfavor-

able to the beet ; the leaves are beginning to droop and to exhibit

the yellow tint which marks the ripening process. The nights

have been fresh and almost cold, a circumstance which contributes

not a little to retard the development of the plant, thereby aug-

menting its saccharine richness which at present is low.

As we mentioned, last week most of the manufacturers in view

of the backward state of the crop and the reluctance of the farmers

to puU their beets, have resolved to defer the commencement of

operations till the end of the month. And we cannot do less than

express our approbation in this wise course, alike for the interest

of both parties. The greater part of the sugar factories will

therefore not be at work till the first week in October.

Far from being prejudicial to the manufacturers, this delay will

in every respect be of advantage to Ihem. The evacuation of the

Prussians irom several of the sugar departments, which happily is

simultaneous with the opening of the season, will render railway

communication more easy—indeed, it is to be hoped that the

carriage of sugar, coal, and other necessaries wiU not present any

serious obstacle.

The beet manufacture in Belgium has opened under circum-

stances similar to those of France, that is to say, with unripe roots

yielding juice poor and difficult to work. The agricultural yield

will be at least equal to that of last year, but the area sown is

much greater, being equal to the supply of seventeen new factories,

bringing up the production to 65 or 70, perhaps 75 millions of kilos.

In Austria and in Germany, where (and especially in the latter

country,) complaints were numerous enough, there is an improve-

ment, especially as regards the saccharine yield, which under a

temperature similar to that experienced in France has considerably

increased.

The estimate of the total production of Europe is 1,050,000 tons,

against 945,000 tons, in 1870-71
; 841,286 tons, in 1869-70 ; and

658,224 tons, in 1868-69. In France, we still count on 350

millions.

—

Journal des Fahricantt de Sucre, 2l6t Sept^
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IMPROVED SULPHUR MACHINE.

While passing througli the parish of Terrebonne, we found much

worthy of mention upon the various plantations, and one of the most

important to planters was a new sulphur machine, which has been

invented by Mr. John Harlan, on the Indian ridge plantation, on

Bayou Little Caillou. It is so arranged that the sulphur fumes

pass into a tight wooden box, placed over the furnace where the

sulphur is burned, and a stream of cold water is introduced within

it, by means of a pipe, in such a manner that the fumes are tho-

roughly cooled, and purged of the sulphuric acid, which is con-

sidered so poisonous to sugar, before it passes out through another

pipe into a drum, where, by using a revolving wheel, it is tho-

roughly mixed with the juice. Every sugar-maker will readily

agree that to use cold sulphur fumes is much better than the hot,

and all wiU understand the value of this machine.

Mr. Harlan has his so well arranged that it takes up but little

room in his sugar house, which is another consideration of interest.

—Louuiana Sugar Bowl.

SUGAR IN THE UNITED STATES.

(From the American Grocer.)

The month of August opened with a moderately active sugar

market, with a tendency to weakness, holders showing some

willingness to make easier terms to buyers, without inducing free

purchases. On the 3rd instant, we quoted refining grades ^c.

lower and unsteady. Ine week endinjr the 12th closed with a

decline of ^c. on clayed boxes, but firm on other kinds. Although

refiners restricted their purchases to immediate wants, holders

were very confident and commenced withdrawing desirable samples

from the market. During the following two weeks the demand

gradually improved, and with' it holders became more indifferent

about selling unless at full market prices. The last week iij
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August was marked by an advance to 9|c. for good refining, witli

light stocks, small receipts, a much larger consumption than any

month since April last, and holders unapproachable except at the

full advance. The lower grades closing relatively higher than the

medium and best, but all very strong. The following will show

in detail the movement of raw sugars for the month of August

and since January 1, and the prospect for the coming faU and

winter months.

The receipts of foreign and domestic sugar at the four principal

ports since January 1, have been as follows :—New York, 267,436

tons, against 228,903 tons for same time in 1870, an increase of

38,533 tons. Boston, 61,424 tons, against 59,106 tons, increase

2318 tons. Philadelphia, 46,936 tons against 45,880 tons, increase

1056 tons. Baltimore, 70,333 tons, against 56,793 tons, increase

13,540 tons. Total, 446,129 tons, against 390,682 tons for the

first eight months in 1870, an increase of 65,447 tons, or 14 per

cent. The stocks of sugar at the same ports on September 1, 187 1,

were as foUows:—New York, 80,432 tons, against 91,802 tons on

September 1, 1870, a decrease of 11,370 tons. Boston, 22,603 tons,

against 23,854 tons, a decrease of 1,251 tons. Philadelphia 15,572

tons, against 13,537 tons, an increase of 1935 tons. Baltimore,

14,955 tons, against 12,197 tons, an increase of 2758 tons. Total,

133,562 tons, against 141,390 tons September 1, 1870, a decrease

of 7728 tons.

The consumption of raw sugar since January 1st, is as follows :

—

January, 35,129 tons; February, 34,235 tons; March, 55,143

tons; April, 50,177 tons; May, 47,043 tons; June, 49,442 tons;

July, 47,569 tons; August, 48,810 tons; total for first eight

months, 367,548 tons, or an average monthly consumption of

45,944 tons, against 40,771 tons for first eight months in 1870.

The movement of raw sugar at the above ports for the month of

August may be summed up as foUows :—receipts, 43,130 hhds.

foreign, 25 hhds. domestic, 500 hhds. Melado, 62,431 boxes, 7,857

baskets Java, 140,428 bags Manilla, 407 bags Calcutta, 8,449 bags

Java, 13,212 bags Brazil, equal to 44,689 tons. Consumption in

August, 48,810 tons. Average monthly consumption, 45,944 tons,
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Stock September 1, 133,562 tons, consisting of 141,857 hTids.; for-

eign, 264 hMs.; domestic, 9,770 hhds.; Melado, 133,667 boxes
;

8,525 baskets Java, 387,297 bags Manila, 4,330 bags Java, 64,860

bags Brazil, of which New York has 80,432 tons, consisting of

64,856 hhds. Cuba, 5,458 hhds. ; Porto Eioo, 2,083 hhds.
;
English

Islands, 1,974 hhds.; Martinique, 287 hhds.; St. Croix, 9,064

hhds.; Melado, 100,754 boxes, 9,842 baskets Java, 2,700 hhds.,

302,488 bags Manilla, 27,824 bags Brazil.

Advices from the Phillipino Islands state that "the sugar crop

for 1870 was very abundant and amounted to 173,000,000 pounds.

The yield for 1871 is also likely to be nearly as large as that of

1870. A large proportion of the Phillipine sugar is of an inferior

quality, draining, when shipped, sometimes as much as 15 per cent.

This inferiority may be attributed partly to ignorance and careless-

ness, and partly to a system of adulteration practised in its

manufacture. Efforts are being made to remedy this state of things,

but a cessation in the demand is probably the only way to induce

planters to be more honest in their dealings. Previous to 1867,

the greatest part of Phillipine sugar was taken by England, but

now a lai'ge quantity is being taken by the United States, and in

consequence of the great demand from the States, prices for this

sugar have advanced considerably."

THE COOLIE :

A JOUENET TO ENQXriKE INTO HIS RiGHTS AND 'WeONOS.

Bt the Authoe of " GiNx's Baby."

The writer of this book (a collection of a number of articles from

Good Words, of which the first appeared in Januaiy, and the last

in July of the present year) is Mr. Jenkins, who has since contested

the representation of Truro,
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Serious cliarges having been made by Mr. G. TV. Des Voeux

against the Government, Magistrates, Planters and Doctors of

British Guiana, of ill-usage practised, and injustice done to

the Coolies imported from China and British India, a Com-

mission -was appointed by the Colonial Secretary to examine

into the charges thus made ; which Commission consisted of

Sir George Young, Bart., and Mr. Charles Mitchell, of Trinidad,

the latter nominated by Mr. Gordon, Governor of that island, and

Mr. Jenkins was retained by the Aborigines Protection, and Anti-

slavery Societies, as counsel for the coolie in the enquiry into his

wrongs. This enquiry Mr. Jenkins speaks of as a duel between

planter and coolie, and thus states the charges in a style somewhat

inflated :

—

'
' Some one (Mr. Des Voeux) assuming to himself the office of

Coolie's advocate, has, to the Colonial Secretary, represented their

state to be little other than that from which, not many years ago,

the tillers of the same soil vrere redeemed by our generous fathers.

Seduced from India or China by false promises, (so he seems to

have averred), not duly notified of the legislation which would af-

fect their relations when they reached the field of labour
;
assigned

without due caution on the part of the executive to the po^wer of

unconscientious masters, wronged by the la^w against la^w, daily

injured and unable to obtain redress, because of combinations

between unjust magistrates, hired doctors, and manoeuvring

planters, dying unrecked and unreckoned (I have tried faithfully to

sum up this man's charges), such a fifty thousand British sub-

jects anywhere existing would heat the sympathies of English

hearts to hoUing point, andwoe worth the Governorand Council, Court

of Policy or impolicy. Combined Court or Elector's College, judges,

planters, doctors, planters' managers, overseers and " drivers," who
should be accomplices in such a state of things ! Most certainlj-, if

he be reliable, this mudbank question is a heavy matter. One

hundred thousand hogsheads of sugar verstts fifty thousand human

souls. Your money or your life."

Although Mr. Jenkins accepted a brief to represent the Coolies,
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he wishes his readers distinctly to understand that he was their

counsel not their partisan, and that he never belonged to either the

Aborigines Protection or Anti-Slavery societies ; that he went to

Demerara entirely unprejudiced and " determined to form an

unbiassed judgment," on which account he claims for his expressed

opinions "the weight due to impartiality."

Mr. Jenkins tells his readers that he thinks it was Mr. Hume
who used to speak of Demerara as an island, and that he has been

told that the late Lord Stanley perpetrated the same error in the

House of Commons, but he having doubtless overhauled his

geography and made a note of it, gives of the colony a proper

description, which though correct need not be transferred to these

pages.

Mr. Jenkins goes on to say that " having accepted a retainer in an

investigation concerning near halfa hundred thousand souls, I could

not hesitate or be tardy about my movements. So many Coolies

and Chinese imported by and for British enterprise were living and

working in that out of the way colony, They had immigrated

under a system approved by the Colonial oflSce. The Indian

Government and that of British Guiana were also parties to it as

regarded the Coolies, and the Chinese government as regarded its

own citizens."

"But it should be clearly understooil that what I call the Coolie

question is of far larger dimensions than is implied by the above

statement. Other parts of the "West Indies, such as Trinidad and

Jamaica have their coolies, and are eagerly looking for more ; and

in Mauritius alone, over 200,000 of these expatriated people de-

mand our protection and care. If it should be shown by this

enquiry in Demerara that the Colonial oflBce has been hoodwinked,

either in spite of itself, or through its own inertness or stupidity,

I apprehend that every coolie-worked colony of Britain wiU have to

set its house in order and stand a similar investigation."

Every immigrant, whether from British India or China is bound by
the same conditions, one of which is

—"That during the term of

five years he shall well, faithfully, and diligently, and according to
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the best of his skill and ability, -work and serve as an agricultural

labourer in the said colony according to the provisions hereinafter

named."

The " provisions" are that the immigrant shall work seven and

a half hours each day on the estate to vrhich he is sent, with not

less than five and a half days as holidays in each year, besides

Sundays. And in return it is contracted that so long as he

performs his part he shaU be paid the same wages as the uninden-

tured labourer on the same estate, and that he, the immigrant, is

to be provided with house, garden-ground, and medical attendance

free of expense. This contract is made by an agent of the British

Government with the Coolies or Chinese ; but as it is, as Mr. Jenkins

observes "to be performed in British Guiana, it is afi'ected in

many ways by its laws, and is to be enforced in its courts. The

laws, therefore and the characters of the persons who administer

them are of the first importance to the coolie. Seven hours and a

half a day, six days a week, for two hundred and sixty consecutive

weeks, is Lum a Tung's or Eamsahi's contract with an unknown
master. Is he idle ? Is he sick ? Is he ageing and weak ? Is he

foxing ? Is he cheated ? Is he maltreated ? Is he efiiciently doctored

—fed with food when sick—carefully tended in hospital ? Some
one is needed of absolute shrewd independence to answer these

questions, when occasion requii-es, authoritatively yea, or nay, in the

interest of master or servant. Eveiyone will see what a vast

number of issues may arise out of this singular apprenticeship."

The difiiculties likely to arise are here very fairly stated, and it

will be seen how almost impossible it is to supply " some one of

absolute shrewd independence " for every district where coolies

are located. The interest of the planter who employs the coolie

is after all the best safeguard that the latter shall be fairly treated,

as when he is off work from illness or other cause the former

suffers loss. As to the coolie " foxing," i.e. " acting the old

soldier," it is sure to happen to some extent : this is for

the doctor to discover. To what extent these "difiiculties"

existed in Demerara was then the object of the Commission before
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whom Mr. Jenkins was to appear as counsel for the complainants

—

the Coolies. After a very pleasant voyage he arrived at Georgetown,

of which he gives a very graphic account, as weU. as of its hos-

pitality. "Attte table d'hdte" hesays "looking round curiously,

—

it is rather crowded heing mail day—I find I am among gentlemen,

they are mostly of the planter kin. They all know who I am, and

on what unpleasant business I have come among them ; but they

neither stare nor seem to make remark. A stranger comes up to

me, and offers to introduce me to the club—an old Harrovian,

" a Cambridge graduate, a travelled man, a gentleman—and after-

wards in every way a fiiend to me, was E. P. H. who thus genially

tendered kindness to a stranger. A waiter approaches with a tray

and glasses, and says that Mr. C. desires the favour of wine with

me. In fact, I am put at my ease immediately. As for impertinent

commissions and busy philanthropists, and troublesome enquiries,

and cross examinations, leave those to the future—sufScient unto

the day is the eyH thereof. Meantime here is a waif cast upon

Demerara hospitality, and Demerara hospitality is large hearted,

honest, and genial." * * *

"I have said that youfind yourself in Georgetown, amongst gentle-

men—men some of them well bom, some of them well educated

—

full of ideas of sugar and commerce, yet once of good English school

and University ; shrewd capitalists, but also sagacious observers of

public afiairs."

On arriving at the colony Mr Jenkins expected to have found the

"Commissioners" already sitting but was disappointed, the fact

being that the planters were not satisfied with those appointed. Of

one they knew nothing, and the other they thought too young and

inexperienced, therefore they had asked the Governor to apply to

Lord Granville for another commissioner. So pending the arrival

of a third, Mr. Jenkins had to wait six weeks.

This time he appears to have spent in visiting different parts of

the colony, and gives interesting descriptions of the sugar estates

and manufacture. He also gives a full account of the government

of British Guiana. He assei*ts that in about one hundred and sixty
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persons connected with the sugar industry are centred the real

power and wealth of the colony, but that the peculiar form of

government is a sort of balance of power. The government is,

indeed, so peculiar that it is worth while quoting part of Mr,

Jenkins' description of it.

"The Governor, as Her Majesty's representative, is the embodi-

ment of executive power. The Legislature, called the Court of

Policy, consists of ten persons. Five are Government officials,

viz.:—the Governor, the Attomey-Genei-al, the Government

Secretary, the Receiver-General, and the Auditor-General. To

procure the other five resort is had to a College of Electors. This

is a relic of Dutch times, the College of Ketjsers, and consists of

seven persons elected for life by a constituency qualified by

property. This qualification is an annual income of £125. Persons

of every nationality and pursuit are included in the constituency.

The total number of voters in 1865, was 907. Upon a vacancy in

the Legislature, the College of Electors send up two names to that

court, which thereupon selects one to fill the post. The Court of

Policy sits sometimes publicly, but may, and does, hold secret

sessions.

Mr. Jenkins is very severe on the home Government for their

" blunders and misunderstandings " regarding our colonies in

general, British Guiana in particular, and in one instance at least

becomes personal in his objections to the Governors who have been

sent to British Guiana, and in another refers to the story of an

appointment to that post being made by a pure mistake of the

noble Duke who was then Secretary of State to the Colonies.

In his review of the Coolie laws of British Guiana, Mr. Jenkins

shews that the contract made with the Coolie in British India is

not the basis of his treatment when he anives at the colony.

There is no question but that the Coolie very often has exaggerated

notions of what he is to expect as to wages, &o. The recruiting

agents in India or China, like the Sergeant Kites of the British

army, paint everything eouleur de rose, and like the Sergeant Kites

in another respect the immigration recruiting agents have too
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often picked up the dregs of society physically and morally,

though, since strong remonstrances were made this has been

"reformed indifferently." As an instance of the representations

made by the recruiting agent, Mr. .Jenkins gives the following:

—

" On a Chinese indenture before me as I write is a note as

follows :

—

"Eesolution of the Governor and Court of Policy of British

Guiana—" That the immigrant should be guaranteed full employ-

ment on adequate wages paid weekly, with a house rent free, with

medical attendance, medicine, food, and hospital accommodation

when sick ; and that it should be explained to them that a man.

can earn easily from two to four shillings
;
women, from one to

two shillings ; and children from eightpence per diem ; and that a

full supply of food for a man can be bought for eightpence per

diem. The indenture was made in 1863."

" Let us, therefore, take that of which there was indubitable

evidence, namely, that the above statements were made by the'

recruiting agent. If it should turn out that only a strong man

can earn two to four shillings a day, and that one shilling or one

and threepence is the usual average pay, what remedy would Tau-

a-Leurig or Achattu have against the Government of British

Guiana or against his employers ? None whatever. "When anived

there he finds himself to be subject to a law which over-rides his

certificate, and he must either sit down content or look out for

shot driU."

From questions put by Mr. Jenkins, before the Commissioners,

to the " Immigration Agent General," Mr. Crosby, of whom Mr.

Jenkins entertains a very high opinion, it appeared that this

certificate, though undoubtedly the cause of the immigrant's

coming to the colony was not acknowledged there.

The ordinance respecting the reception and treatment of immi-

grants, which Mr. Jenkins quotes at length, seems to be drawn up

with every desire for the fair and kind treatment of the immigrants

when they arrive. By one clause the Agent-General is enjoined

"to take care that children under the age of fifteen years are not

sepai-ated from their parents, natural guardians, or protectors, and
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that relatives are so allotted as to accompany each other, and that

even friends ai-e not separated unless unavoidable." The immi-

grants have no choice as to vehero they shall go on their arrival,

but are drafted off to the different planters vpho have applied for

them. This mode of treatment, -which could not well be otherwise,

suggests to Mr. Jenkins " the transfer of a flock of sheep."

During the six weeks which Mr. Jenkins was waiting for the Com-

mission to open, his opinion respecting the treatment of the Coolies

appears to have improved, his opportunities of observation convinced

him that the ill-usage complained of was exceptional, and that on

many of the estates the Coolies were kindly and properly cared for.

At length, Mr. W. E. Frere, the third member of the Commission,

arrived. Mr. Cowie, the Advocate-General of Bengal, had already

arrived, having been retained by the home planters to represent

them before the Commission. Mr. Jenkins thus speaks with regaid

to these gentlemen :
—" Let me say here how much both truth and

good feeling were assisted, and how fortunate was every one con-

cerned, in having so thoroughly high-minded and genial an acces-

sion to the personnel of the investigation."

In his account of the Commission Mr. Jenkins is very brief com-

pared with the length of its investigations. "The Commission

having been opened, Mr. Cowie asked leave to appear not so much

in the character of an advocate as of a disinterested searcher for

the truth. My own declaration was similar, and the Commissioners

then announced that we and all others were free to suggest any

questions or facts likely to assist them, but that they were the

enquirers and could not recognise any one as advocate. On the

succeeding day they began to take the evidence of Mr Des Voeux

!

"The first sessions," ho continues, "were exciting, but always

Conducted with a dignity and decorum equal to that of the most

august courts I have over scon."

After the examination of Mr. Des Voeux many deputations of

Coolies from different estates appeared, and multitudes of letters

and petitions were received by those in any way connected with the

Commission, which, being handed to the Commission, were trans-

lated into English by the Government interpreter. One of these
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petitions in Coolie English addressed to the Commissioners Mr.

Jenkins gives at length, his reason for giving itheing that it " isso

flagrant a piece of Black and Coolie hypocrisy, yet so plausible."

It complains of their being forced to break the Sabbath, and that

the schools are few and useless, and hopes the Commissioners will

on their return to England mention their miseries, " especially con-

cerning the many thousand perishing souls."

Mr. Jenkins says " the appeal to Christianity in the paper is

shamelessly dishonest," and that " the reference to the schools is

not quite correct. Where schools exist, namely, on such places as

" Sehoonord " and the Messrs. Ewings estates of Better Hope,

Kried's Lust, &c., the managers take great interest in them. The

managers report a very small number of schools. Of the report

made to the Governor of British Guiana by the Commission, Mr.

Jenkins states that " it is very lengthy and exceedingly able. The

minute and honest care bestowed by the Commissioners on the

investigation even of the minor details is a test of the value of their

work. An extended review of the results would here be inappro-

priate, but I may La concluding these papers advert to their

judgment upon some of the most important matters to which I

have called the reader's special attention."

The examination of Mr. Des Voeux whose letter to Lord Granville

had given rise to the enquiiy proved to be of a very unsatisfactory

character. Though some of his charges were wide in their range,

and others in some instances specific, he was unable to verify the

former from any but vaguely expressed remembrances, while the

latter turned out to have been incorrectly stated or not to warrant

the conclusions drawn from them. In fact, Mr. Des Voeux had

written a very long and serious letter, with the honestest of inten-

tions but with the least business like of performance. According

to his own account it was done upon the spur of a report which

led him to fear the colony to be in danger without notes,

memoranda, or documents whereby he could verify his statements.

He considered himself by the circumstances justified in relying on

his general remembrance of the conclusions formed by him during

a five years' experience in the colony. That he had to a con-
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siderable extent read the state of its society aright is proved by

the report ; that he was justified in expressing them in the

exaggerated and formal manner in which he wrote to Lord Granville

hardly admits of argument."

For not being able to substantiate his allegations, the Commis-

sioners passed in their report some severe animadversions which

Mr. Jenkins thinks was " beyond the proper sphere of their duty."

But surely an impartial tribunal like the Commission was better

able to judge of what was within or without its sphere of duty,

than one, who, however impartial, had acted as the advocate of a

side.

This notice has been written with a view of giving the readers

of The Sugar Cane a fair idea of Mr. Jenkins' book, (though for want

of space there is very much not even noticed, (and of the object and

results of the Commission on the Coolie question. Mr. Jenkins

has to a great extent been allowed to speak for himself, in numer-

ous quotations and this paper cannot be more fitly brought to a

close than by an extract from his last paragraph :

—

" Finally, I may say that the Commissioners have not only seen

much to commend in the course of their investigations, but also

not reported adversely to the policy of immigration. Their report

contains some significant instances of the wealth earned and carried

back to their own country by energetic Coolies. So long as capital

continues to flow into the colony, and the extent of cultivation to

be enlarged ; so long as the fine sugars of British Guiana continue

to hold their own in the market, they think that immigration may

be permitted to go on. But the machinery in India and in the

colony needs to be improved. The suggestions in the report with

respect to these improvements cannot here be discussed, or I would

fain hope that the honest, the industrious, and the impartial

labours of the Commissioners wiU—when some of the sore feeling,

naturally excited by the manner in which the enquiry originated,

has worn ofi'—^bear their fruit.
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Estimate of the Ceop of Beet Srain on the CoNiunsjfT of

EuEOPE, FOE Season 1871-72, compaeed with

PEEVIOTTS seasons.

(From LicMs Mtnthhj Circular.)

1871-72. 187.0«7'1.'

tons. :Jons.

Germany (Zollverein) 250,000. . . 252;'500

France 335,000 . . 295,000

Austrian Hungary 205,000 . . 190,000

Eussia and Poland 150,000 . .^135,000

Belgium 65,000 .^_55,000

Holland and other countries 25,000 17,500

1869-70.
tons.

215,382

285,146

152,205

132,500

43,552

12,500

Total l,030,0jjp 945,000 841,285

To THE EbiTOK OF The Sitgae Cane
Sib,

It lias occurred to me that some of your readers may be interested

in the result of some experiments made just before my leaTing

Peru, for a visit to this country.

These experiments were made on the estate of San Nicolas,

Supe, near Lima, with the object of comparing the results obtained

by the Concretor, with those given by the old open tettles, which

still were in the boiling house.

The juice supplied to the kettles was exactly similar to that sent

to the Concretor, and in each instance, the sugar made was passed

through the centrifugal machine.

From 5126 gallons of juice gauging 10A° Baume when clarified,

supplied to the Concretor, there were obtained 6372 lbs. of good

Muscovado, of a light gold colour, and 3974 lbs. of molasses,

gauging 40° Baume, and weighing 89 lbs. per cubic foot. The

sugar thus made sold for 21s. per 100 lbs.

From 308 gallons of similar juice boiled in the kettles only

237 lbs. of sugar, worth 16s. 6d. per 100 lbs., were obtained. The

molasses was not weighed. These results were so very inferior to

2 9
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those given by the Concretor, that the supply of juice to the kettles

was stopped
;
yet, reference to the hooks of the estate showed that

the result obtained with the kettles was better than the average

had been in the past, and indeed this was to be expected since

much more than the usual care was paid both to the clarification

and boiling.

I am, Sir,

Tours truly,

JOHN H. WHITE.

EOTTEX, IItE SEPTEIIBiai, 1871.

To THE Editor op " The Sugae Cine," Maxchestee.

Deab. Sie,

Some months ago, being much struck with the diversity of modes

of reckoning the turn-out of sugar in different countries, I had put

down some notes on the subject to communicate fo you, but various

circumstances prevented me at the time from forwarding them, and

they were laid aside and lost, or mislaid, and up to this time my
occupations have prevented me getting my ideas together again.

It seems to me that all planters and sugar manufacturers have

the greatest interest in knowing what is doing in their line, and

the publication of full statistics can only be conducive to good

results, so long as each individual interest is guaranteed.

I know of no more unsatisfactory general information than that

we get on the sugar-cane industry. Suppose a young man with

some capital, and desirous of going abroad and investing the same

in a sugar plantation ; he will naturally wish to find out where is

the most advantageous place to bend his steps ; he takes up simdiy

publications treating on the subject, for the purpose of settling the

point by an examination of the statistics of produce in different

colonies or countries, and what does he find? That M. A. is getting

in Barbadoes (or elsewhere) 2 tons of sugar to the acre; that M. B.

is getting in Queensland 3 tons to the acre ; and that M. C, of
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St. Vincent, is only getting 1J tons per acre ; he comes to tliu

conclusion either that Australia is far superior to both Barbadoes

and St. Vincent, or else he must conclude that M. B. is a very

superior man, that M. A. is less so, and that M. C. is a decided

" muff." He looks over a few more papers, and discovers that

M. D., in Peru, is getting 1J lbs. of sugar per gallon of juice,

whilst M. E., in Louisiana, is getting 7 lbs. of sugar for every

100 lbs. of cane ; but as to getting at the fact whether M. E. is

getting a good average quantity of cane fi'om his land, or whether

M. D. is getting a good average of juice from his mUl, or of cane

from his land, or whether Messrs. A., B. and C.'s greater or less

turn-out is consequent on climate, soil, cultivation, power of ex-

traction, or mode of manufacture, that is an impossibility. Now,

your readers may say that planters and manufacturers ai-e not

going to give information to enable young men with capital to

judge where they are to go ; I would observe that (although they

might perhaps do worse) I have merely made use of my young man

to illustrate my argument. My belief is, that in every trade

there is much to be gained and nothing to be lost by a fair inter-

change of sound information ; I do not mean that a man who, by

dint of study, energy, and labour, has arrived at certain results, is

to communicate the means he employs, but I cannot see any injiuy

he can do himself by stating the results he has arrived at
;
by so

doing he only creates a spirit of emulation amongst his neighbours

to obtain the same results or better.

XcTT, to msko up proper statistics of the sugar industry in a

given locality, several essential points must be known.

1st. The production of cane to the acre.

2nd. The quantity and density of the juice obtained from a given

quantity of cane.

3rd. The quantity of sugar, and relative local value thereof,

from a given quantity of juice.

4th. The quantity and density of the molasses.

It seems to me that the difficulty which the collection of such

information presents, is very much less than would at first sight

appear.
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A \7eigli bridge at the mill, clarifiers of kno-mi capacity, and

molasses tanks of knowii capacity, -would, so far as each individual

is concerned, settle the difaculty, and as I maintain that each and

every sugar producing country is deeply interested in kno-wing, not

only -what it is doing itself, but also what each and every other

country is doing in tlie same line, simple means of collecting and

classing the required information -would soon come into play. The

above mentioned M.''A: knows and can tell you how much sugar

he produces per acre with a weigh bridge at the mill shed, he

would know at the ' end of the 'crop, and with little expense or

trouble, the quantity of cane he was producing per acre ; and -with

clarifiers of a giveii capacity would kilow how many gallons of

juice he was getting per ton of canes, and could therefore tell how
much sugar he was getting per gallon of juice, and his gauged

molasses tanks would give him his proportion of molasses to his

sugars; putting aside altogether the question of giving this

information to the world at large, he would then be in a position

to control his .whole operation'at. every, stage.

These retm-ris would be noted in the factory journal and once a

year an agent appointed and; paid by the Colonial government and

bound, to secrecy, would go round take lipthe totals of the factories,

and an official record- would be published ; each factoiy, or planta-

tion being designed by a number, so as to prevent any individuality.

In certain parts, wher'e (what some people are pleased to term)

perfected processes of manufacture are carried out, it would be

interesting to know the turn out, from given quantities of green

sugar, in Ist, 2nd, and 3rd crystals, and molasses, as also the

quantities of lime, fuel, and animal charcoal employed.

All this -would be most valuable to cane .planters and manufac-

turers, and to all connected with or who take an intercbt in tropical

culture and industry and woiild go far to clear up the doubts that

exist in the minds of many as to .the relative merits of different

climates, soils, and niodes of culture and manufactiire.

I -remain, yours truly,

. PROGRESS.
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MAUEITmS.
{From Licht'3 Monthly Circular.)

EXPOETS PEOM 1st AlTGTTST TO 24lH OF July.

1870-71 1869-70. 1868-69

Tons. Tons. Tons.

"O _ 1 ~ _ ,1 21,608

6,379 .. 11,155 .. 4,978

OOjO io aha

3,302 .. 3,410 .. 3,311

Cape of Good Hope. 1,910 . . 2,375 754

16,795 .. 29,408 .. 13,323

857 .. 1,515 649

Total 89,167 .. 133,246 .. 77,172

HAVANNA AND MATANZAS.

ExpoETS PEOM THE IsT OF Jakttaet TO THE 6th OF AiraTrsT.

1871. 1870. 186 9

Tons. Tons. Tons.

To United states of America ....139,126 ..148,120 ..154,826

„ Great Britain 60,082 ..161,941 ..133,331

„ Nortiem Europe 7,880 . . 9,109 . . 8,347

„ Prance 10,'708 .. 43,960 .. 42,645

„ Spain. 39,416 .. 52,576 .. 39,698

„ Southern Europe 548 .. 3,410 .. 2,255

„ Otlier Ports 2,851 .. 7,509 .. 5,591

Total 260,611 426,625 386,694

Stocks 82,632 , . 72,252 . . 82,895
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Stocks or Sugab, in the Chief Maekeis of the Woeld on the

1st August, in thousands of tons, to the neakest thousand.

1871. 1870. 1869.

171 .. .. 180 .. .. 117

56 44

41 .. .. 50 .. . . 53

4 .. 4 .. 5

5 .. 6 .. 6

271 296 225

138 .. .. 146 .. .. 156

83 .. .. 72 .. . . 83

492 .. .. 514 .. .. 464

Consumption of Sugae, in the peincipal countries of Europe

AND THE United States, foe the Yeae ending 31st July,

IN thousands of tons.

1871. 1870. 1869.

705 ,. .. 663 . .. 602 •

338 .. .. 313 .. .. 304

Germany (Zollverein) .

.

229 . .. 209 . .. 204

26 .. .. 31 . .. 24

113 .. .. 121 . .. 106^

499 . .. 467 . . . 401

1,910 1,804 1,641



SUGAE STATISTICS—GEEAT BEITAIN

To l€> Sept., 1871 and 1870. In Thousands op Tons, to the Neaeest Thottsand.

STOCKS. IMPORTS. DELIVERIES.

London.
Liverpool Bristol.

Q

1—

1

o
Total, 1871.

Total,
1870.

London.
Liverpool Bristol. Clyde.

Total, 1871. Total, 1870.

j
London.

Liverpool Bristol.
Clyde.

Total, 1871. Total, 1870.

33 4 2 27 66 77 92 15 12 59 179 161 72 12 9 45 138 95

Britisli East India 4 1 5 13 4 3 7 8 15 4 19 12

j^auritins 2 3 6 6 1 5 2 14 29 C 2 4 2 14 28

Cuba 7 2 2 14 25 36 8 4 11 27 50 136 3 5 11 18 38 120

Porto Eico, &c. . . 3 4 1 7 13 3 11 1 8 23 33 4 9 2 7 22 26

Manilla & Java .

.

20 6 1 27 43 16 9 6 4 35 35 24 17 5 4 49 37

Brazil 15 1 3 19 26 30 5 13 49 60 1 25 5 14 45 45

4 1 4 2 26 15 8 58 107 38 27 16 9 64 116 44

Total, 1871 .

.

72 33 7 45 158 215 155 90 47 171 463 500 152 90 44 153 440 407

Total, 1870 .

.

103 50 9 53 57de jrease 160 117 56 167 37de jrease 133 92 52 130 33 increase

oo
to
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STATE AND PROSPECTS OF THE SUGAR MARKET.

The market opened at the begiiming of last month -ndth some

firmness for British West India, hut with no quotahle variation in

price. As the month advanced dullness gradually prevailed, and

when common Dutch lumps -(vere sold at auction in London for

36s. 6d., duty paid, this dullness became of a more settled character,

and prices of nearly all descriptions suffered a decline, •which has con-

tinued, though during the last week of the month some improvement

in demand took place.

Stocks show a further decrease since last month, there being now

57,000 tons less than at the corresponding period of 1870. Imports

have also further decreased, and are now 37,000 tons below those

of last year. Deliveries have decreased during the month, being

now only 33,000 tons in excess of last year at the same date.

Prices as has been stated have declined. No. 1 2 Havana afloat is

quoted at 28s. to 28s. 6d. ; Cuba Muscovados at 25s. 6d. to 26s.

6d., which prices are stiU Is. per ewt. above those of last year at

this date. Middling to good brown Bahias and Pernambucos are

quoted at 22s. to 24s.—4s. 6d. to 6s. above prices a year ago.

Average price of refining qualities of British Plantation sugar duty

paid is 29s.—4s. above prices at the same date in 1870, whilst the

price of average refined is about the same. Common refined Lump

Sugar is worth 38s. 6d.

Some doubts have been expressed as to the Continental yield of

Beet Sugars being so great as was at one time estimated. It is

stated that the crop of beets per acre is generally smaller, and the

amount of saccharine in the roots almost universally less than usual.

But still the immense breadth sown almost ensures a great increase

over last season. The beets are in most countries a month later

than usual in ripening, so that the English market will not be

flooded with Beet sugars so early as might have been the case.

Accounts of the next crop of cane sugars are with the exception

of Cuba generally favourable.
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THE ANALYSIS OF SUGAR AND MOLASSES.

[a TEANSLAIIOlf OE THE EEPOET PBESENTED TO TEE CENTEAL COMMITTEE

OF THE SUGAE MANUFACTTJEEKS OF FEANCE.]

Ohject of the Report.—The chemical analysis of sugars, in order

to deteimine their intrinsic value and their probable yield in the

refinery, is now almost universally adopted as the basis of com-

mercial transactions. But unfortunately a large number of the

manufacturers—the people most interested in a knowledge of the'

exact value of their productions—are strangers to chemical analysis,

and therefore obliged to trust themselves blindly to the guidance of

others. Now, without calling in question the competency and

perfect good faith of the large majority of public analysts, the

Central Committee conceived that the trade is thus placed in ab-

normal conditions, and it has thought it well to draw up through

the agency of a commission selected from among its own members,

a manual of sugar-analysis to be distributed amongst manufacturers.

This treatise will enable every manufacturer who may desire to

avaU himself of it, to initiate himself in the various chemical

manipulations which constitute an analysis of sugar—and thus to

put himself in a position to protect his own interests in the sale

of his production.

2 E
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The Laboratory, and Cliemical Manipulation.

1.

—

Necsessaet Appaeatfs.

A delicate balance.

A good ordinary balance to carry 600 grammes and turn with

one centigramme.

A polariscope.

Some glass flasks with flat bottoms graduated to 50 and 55,

100 and 110, 200 and 220 cubic centimetres.

Some trial jars graduated in cubic centimetres, of capacity

varying from 50 to 500 c.c.

A litre flask with flat bottom.

Some burettes graduated in cubic centimetres and tenths,

containing 25 c.c. and 50 c.c.

Some 10 c.c. pipettes—graduated.

Some porcelain crucibles 3 to 6 inches in diameter.

Some platiuum crucibles about 2 inches in diameter.

Glass funnels of various sizes.

Trial jars of various sizes.

Glass stirring rods.

Filter paper.

Litmus paper—blue.

An iron or copper support for crucibles when heated over the

flame.

A drying stove (described below).

A furnace for incinerations.

2. ChEMICAXS EEftUIEED.

Distilled water.

Pure strong sulphuric acid.

Hydrochloric acid.

Sub-acetate of lead.

Copper-test liquor known as Barreswil's or Violette's solution.

A little crystallizable acetic acid.

Dry chloride of calcium.

Oxalate of ammonia.
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3.

—

The Bal-u^ce. How to "Weigh. Tests and Peecautions.

The laboratory where the analyses are made must be well lighted,

and the balance and polariscope kept in a separate room, that they

may not bo exposed to the acid fumes which may arise in the

laboratory.

The balance should be one of those technically termed assay

balances ; it should be enclosed in a glass case which may be

opened in the front at pleasure. Outside the case is a knob, by

turning which the balance is put into play ; that is to say, when

the balance is not wanted it is in a state of rest—when it is re-

quired to use it, the knob is to be turned :—the steel surface upon

which the knife-edge must rest is raised by the mechanism which

the knob sets in action, and it in turn raises the beam, which then

rests by its knife-edge upon the plate of steel.

"We have said the knob ought to be outside the case, because it is

always better to weigh with the front closed ; a slight current of

air, even the breathing of the operator may disturb the nicety of

the poise.

The balance must be placed very true ; it is provided with a

water-level, and it is only necessary to turn the screws which serve

as the feet of the balance in conformity with the indications of this

level, to ensure exactness in this particular. Of course the table

on which the balance is placed must be very steady.

It may be well to enter into detail as to the manner of testing the

balance and making weighings.

The sensibility should at least be such as to indicate one milli-

gramme in a load of 50 grammes, and this indication should be

nearly equal to one degree on the scale upon which the central

pointer moves.

To test the accuracy of the balance, we may change the

weights—that is to say, having in the one scale a weight of 50

grammes, and in the other any object whatever, and the pointer

standing at 0 on the scale, we may support the beam, exchange

the weight scale for the object scale, and again put the beam into

suspension. If the balance is accurate, the pointer will again show

exactly 0 ; if not, the two arms of the beam are of unequal
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lengths and the balance is false. It is useless unless used according

to certain regulations, of which Tve shall speak presently, but as

these are not always admissible, and in all cases there is a risk,

the balance should be condemned.

After verifying the accuracy of the balance it is -well to test the

weights. Let us suppose a balance which is found to be accurate

and sensitive, able to weigh 100 grammes with the precision of

one milligramme. Put upon one scale the 100 gramme weight,

and upon the other the smaller weights, which together make 100

grammes, say, a fifty, twenty, two tens, a five, two twos, and a

one. Close the front glass, turn the knob to raise the beam and

ascertain whether the equilibrium is perfect by the pointer mark-

ing 0 ; next proceed in the same way with the 60 gramme weight,

and so on tiU only the one and the two gramme weight remain to

be tried. These are to be tested by using the fractions of a

gramme, and lastly, each of these small weights is to be verified in

the same manner. K the equilibrium has been very true at every

one of these trials, it is evident that ail the weights are good. If

on the other hand, the first trial shows a discrepancy, it is

impossible to say which of the weights is at fault
;
but if the

subsequent verifications are aU found satisfactory, then the 100

gramme weight is wrong, for it is difiicult to suppose that all the

others, if wrong, should exactly compensate each other's errors.

If again, the subsequent weighings should fail to counterpoise, it

will be found which of the weights is wrong when it shall be its

turn to be on the scale alone.

Given, now, a good balance and good weights, it remains for us

to explain how to make an accurate weighing. There are two

methods of doing this.

Let us suppose that it is required to weigh 5 grammes of sugar.

Begin by taring a smaU platinum or glass capsule, by placing it

in one of the scales and in the other a small glass vessel, which

must be lighter than the capsule and not large enough to encumber

the scale pan ; then establish the balance by piitting into this

vessel peUets of lead or iron fiUngs ; this done, place a weight of

5 "-rammes in the scale on which is the counterpoise, and the sugar
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to be weighed into the little capsule, taking care in the manipu-

lation necessary to ohtain the precise quantity, always to put the

heam in a state of rest hefore touching the capsule. It is also

best to remove the capsule from the scale in order to add or take

away sugar, because otherwise sugar is liable to be scattered on

the scale-pan, which results, if not in a false weighing, at least

in the necessity of cleaning the scale.

The other method is known as the double weighing of Borda

;

it has the advantage of giving accurate results even when the

balance is offaulty construction, provided that it be sensitive, since

the substance to be weighed and the weight which represents it pull

both on the same side of the balance, that is upon the same scale.

Suppose that 5 grammes of sugar are to be weighed by the

double weighing system. Tare the empty capsule as before with

shot, but after having added on the same scale as the capsule the 5

grammes weight ; this done, remove the weight of 5 grammes and

replace it by the sugar, which is to be put into the capsule until

the balance is restored, observing of course the precautions men-

tioned above.

This method is a good one, and may allow of the use of a faulty

balance, but it is a mistake, we think, to represent it as indispensable

as is sometimes done ; what is indispensable is that the balance

shall he weU made, giving by direct weighing results as sure as by
the double method. Moreover there are cases in sugar analysis

where double weighing is impossible, for instance where sugar has

been incinerated and it is requii-ed to weigh the ash contained in

the tared capsule. In such a case the weighing must be direct,

since it is impossible to remove the salts; therefore a correct

balance must be used, which wiU also be accurate enough for

weighing out samples to be analyzed.

Since the oxidation of the knife edge would destroy both the

sensibility and accuracy of the balance, it is necessary to place

in the bottom of the case one or two vessels of chloride of calcium

;

this salt seizes all the moisture contained in the air of the case, and
thus preserves the balance ; when it is observed to become moist it

must be replaced by fresh.
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Moreover, if it should be needful to take the balance to pieces to

clean it, though this ought never to happen, a soft cotton cloth, or

better still, a piece of kid should be used ; do not employ sand or

emery.

"When weighing, never add or remove a weight from either of the

scales without having first supported the beam, and always handle

the weights, great as well as small, with the forceps with which

the weight-box is provided.

Lastly, never leave the case open when the balance is not in use,

and never allow the scales to remain loaded.

(To be continued.)

THE LATEST 'WORKS PUBLISHED ON "DIPFUSION."

By M. Eugene Feltz.

fContinued from page 539.)

Ordinary beet-juice containing 8'66 per cent, of sugar, 0-168 of

uncrystalHzablc and 1-772 of foreign matter—giving a coefficient

of purity* 81-7-^was kept at a temperature of 57° Paht. for 20

hours in a vessel not hermetically closed. Another portion of the

same juice with the addition of 0-5 per cent, of phcnic acid was

similai'ly treated, and the results at the end of 20 hours were as

under :

—

Unorystal- Foreign Coeffl-

Siigar. lizablc. matter. cient.

Natural juice 8-1 .. 0-76 .. 1-79 .. 76-0

Treated with i^henic acid 8-61 .. 0-19 .. 1-80 .. 81-2

After remaining 60 hours the untreated sample was an acid

viscid liquid which could not be clarified, and probably containing

no oi-ystallizable sugar, whilst that to which the phenic acid had

been added contained

—

Uncrystal- Foreign Coeffi-

Sugar. lizable. matter. cient.

After 60 hours 8-57 .. 0-237 .. 1-793 .. 80-8

„ 10 days 8-42 .. 0-330 .. 1-950 .. 78-6

Experiments on the large scale have also proved that less

carbonic acid gas is evolved when this antiseptic is employed, and

*The coefEcient of purity is the percentage of sugar on tlie total solid

matter.
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the after processes of manufacture are more satisfactory. It will

be extremely interesting to follow up these investigations, with

the view of measuring the conservative effect of the phenic acid,

but the results of one week's trial approach too closely those of

other weeks, to admit of a definite conclusion being drawn from

them, which is indeed the opinion of the author of the method

himself.

This is perhaps the proper place to allude to the solution of the

question which was given by M. C. "Woestyn and submitted

this year for the approval of M. Eobert. Starting from the suppo-

sition, which was generally admitted (and which is now proved by

M. Fischman's experiments) that in the diffusors a kind of slow

fermentation takes place, destroying a notable quantity of sugar,

M. "Woestyn sought the cause of these modifications in the weak

juices, which after a previous heating are brought in contact with

fresh tissue. As a remedy M. "Woestyn proposed to submit the

weak juices to the calco-carbonic clarification before setting them

to diffase with the fresh sHees. By this process the ferments

instead of being paralyzed were eliminated. It will be seen in

practice whether this elimination is satisfactory ; it is easy to

prove by experiments in the laboratory, that weak juice thus

treated yields a considerable quantity of deposit, and keeps mucli

longer than it would in its natural state.

The article of 31. Stammer on the weah juices of diffusion batte-

ries clears up a much debated question. It has been found by

divers experimenters that the coefficient of purity for the juice

or sweet water of the various diffusors—taken at any given time

from a diffusion battery when at work—diminishes rapidly as the

juice is distant from the diffasor containing fresh tissue. Thus

M. IT. Bartz and Eeichardt have given the figures 82'5, 70, 32'7,

and even 12 and 8-7 as the coefficients of purity of the juice in

various diffusors. As M. Stammer remarks, supposing these figures

to be correct, the diffusion would be an excellent process for sepa-

rating syrups of different richness, and we should reasonably

be astonished to see juice with a coefficient lower than that of

the worst molasses being used to put upon the fresh beet. It
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results from the investigations of M. Stammer that the remarkable

figures are due to the fact that these first experimenters only de-

termined the apparent coefiicient—which may be deduced from the

saccharine richness and the density by the areometer of Brix. This

coefScient is in the great majority of cases which present, a

veiy near approximation to the real degree of purity—and is

sufiicient for the ordinary practical du'ection of the work. But

when it is a question of very dilute liquids, the apparent coeffi-

cient has no longer any value, and the objection is of double force,

when, as in the present case, the aim is to judge of a process from

a scientific point of view.

As will be seen from M. Stammer's tabulated statement, the facts

of the question are widely different from what was believed by the

first experimenters.
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It -will be noticed that the real eocfficient of purity is never

lower than 70, ty taking into account the solid matter originally

contained ia the water. The unfavourable judgments on the diffu-

sion process because of the apparent rapid diminution of the coeffi-

cient have therefore little foundation. "We must, however, remark

that the difference which JI. Stammer shows is still considerable,

and may well call in question the desirability of ha'sing so many

as eleven diffusors to one battery.

E. Feliz.

Arhvetz, August ISth, 1871.

CENTEAL SUGAR FACTORIES.

The following circular letter cannot faU, we think, to commend

itself to the attention of our readers, both as dealing with a pro-

minent colonial question, and also in relation to the late disastrous

hurricane :

—

Antigita, 1st Shiembeb, 1871.

Sib,

I have been requested to enclose copy of resolutions adopted

at a large and influential meeting of the resident proprietors and

others interested in sugar estates in this island, and to ask your

assistance and co-operation in carrying out the proposed system of

central factories, which, in the opinion of the meeting, the des-

truction of sugar works during the late hurricane renders so

necessary.

Sir Benjamin Pyne, our present Govemor-in-Chief, so long ago

as 1861, in a report to Her Majesty's Government, made the

following remarks—(Blue Book page 88. par : 145, 146, 147.)

" 145. The average cost of making a hogshead of sugar in this

island (St. Kitts) is at least £11 ; in some cases much more, in

others less."

" 146. To gentlemen who live on their estates they afford a

' very good return for their capital, but I should hardly think that
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as a general rule the estates of absentees were very remunerative

;

and this is not to be wondered at. It seems to mo that in England

the word ' estate ' as applied to West Indian properties, conveys

an illusion. These properties are not at all like estates in Europe,

from which men receive rents and tolerably fixed incomes. They

are much more analogous to manufacturing business in England,

only that upon them several distinct businesses are carried on,

namely, that of the farmer, the mUler, the distiller, and the

merchant."

" In Europe, a man who should leave such a complicated busi-

ness to be managed by an agent in one country while he Hvcd in

another, would scarcely be considered on the road to fortune.

That West Indian properties so managed paid well in former times

w^s due, I am convinced, mainly to the monopoly enjoyed by

them in the British market."

"147. Now, however, that sugar-growing has to fight its own
battle, it seems rather surprising that no attempt has been made

in our colonies to carry it on according to the value of commerce,

by severing some at least of its several branches from one another."

" In the island of Martinique the planters have long since got

rid of the mercantile part of the business, by selling their produce

to exporting merchants on the spot."

"Earnest exertions are now being made in that island to dis-

connect the miller's business, by establishing mills for the manu-

facture of sugar by persons confining themselves to that branch of

industry. The mills are to be established in central spots, so as to

be accessible to several estates."

These valuable remarks have remained unnoticed since the date

of their publication, yet the French islands, more particularly

Guadeloupe, have progressed in the common sense path they were

then only entering upon, and can now shew to the world that the

same principles are as applicable to "West Indian property as

they are to the industry of civilized countries elsewhere.

Land in Antigua, without the requisite buildings for the manu-

facture of the raw material, as a rule may be considered unsaleable.

In fact, few would venture to purchase under existing circum'
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stances, fcaiing that the taxes might exceed the returns ; but were

a now system inaugurated, under which the cane, when cut,

instantly had its market value, it would become the interest of all

to grow canes either as proprietors or tenants. Land would thus

attain a real value, become saleable and good security, which it

certainly is not at present. Nothing would then interfere to limit

the production of sugar over nearly the whole surface of the island,

leading ere long to the formation of an honest, industrious, and

thriving middle class interested in the soU. Some may fear that

the new system proposed might interfere with existing interests of

a mercantile nature in England, but any interference arising from

such a cause could only tend to more satisfactory relations in every

point of view. Those under engagements to ship produce could

stUl do so by taking their per centage in hinA from the factories,

receiving also a larger return per acre than at present, wMle the

security to be offered for advances would be gi'eatly improved.

It is clear something must be done, and that quickly, to extricate

the British West Indian colonies from their present unsatisfactory

condition. The present proprietary body are not in a position to

establish the requisite means of internal land communication equal

to the necessities of the times. We must therefore look to those

who have the means and the will to invest capital in companies,

both for conveyance and scientific manufacture, which, judging

from the success already achieved in Guadeloupe, cannot fail to

prove satisfactoiy to those who may try it.

Fryer's Concrete Company offer advantages to all in the immedi-

ate neighbourhood of their factories at Bodkins and Beniah ; but

without ample locomotive appliances few can avail themselves of

the apparent benefits, from the expense and other evils attending

long cartage.

Mr. EoBEET Smith, late of Demerara—a gentleman of great

experience ia sugar cultivation—in a correspondence with a resident

proprietor of this island, respecting the best mode of manufacture,

wrote last year as follows :

—

"It would be quite in accordance with the spirit of the times to

'form a company for the purchase of a certain number of sugar
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estates to be worked as one; but if so, why cannot a certain

number of tbe proprietors of such estates join together, without

any foreign agency, and without the preliminary of selling and

buying. All that is required is for valuators to be called in, and

proprietors to put themselves in an accommodating humour."
" The canes for the individual estates could be either carted to

the central factory, or they could be crushed by the existing

machinery, and the juice or syrup sent through pipes in the mode

becoming so general on the Continent, for the conveyance of the

beet root jmce. During last year's operations, it appears there

were 70 miles of piping used, and for the next crop it is expected

there will be 200 miles at work. Some fears were entertained at

j&rst of the material getting sour, but that proved to be groundless."

"I can see nothing to prevent the system of union factories

becoming general in the "West Indian Islands, and with them I

believe they would enter on a new career of prosperity. In the

French Islands, as we are all aware, the central factories are

carried on by separate companies, who buy the canes from the

grower ; but it appears to me the plan of association now proposed

would be much easier carried out, and would secure to the

proprietors joining, a shai'e in the profit of manufacture as well

as of that in the growth. The former must be veiy considerable, as

is proven by the large dividends being paid by these companies."

The above practial suggestions are even more applicable during

the present crisis than at the time they were written, as it is not

now a question of abandoning existing sugar works, which though

not perfect were the best of their kind, but in consequence of the

destruction of these works whether it is not better to erect eJffective

central plants rather than to re-build a great number of small and

ineffective ones.

It was not thought advisable[at the public meeting to point out the

particular mode by which the proposed system could be carried out,

as so much depends on the views that may be taken by capitalists in

England, who may be willing to enter into the undertaking, but

the Honourable Mr. Nugent, President of the Legislative Council

of the Island and Chairman of the meeting, proceeds to England
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on private business by this mail, and has kindly undertaken to

receive any communications on the subject, and to afford such

explanations as may be necessary, so that if possible a practical

conclusion may be arrived at. His address in England wUl be

—

9, New Square, Lincoln's Inn, care of Edward Nugent, Esq.

I have the honour to be, Sir,

Your obedient Servant,

PAUL HOESEORD,
Seceetaet.

Besolutions adopted at a Public Meeting held at St. John's, Antigua,

Aiigttst 31st, 1871.

In the Chair—The Hon. OLIVER NUGENT.

Moved by the Hon. "VV. K. Maetin; seconded by the Hon.

G. W. Bennett :

—

1st.
—" That in the opinion of this meeting, the extensive and

very general injuries sustained by every set of estates' works

throughout this island during the late hurricane, seem to suggest

the propriety of seriously considering whether the time is not

opportune for the establishment of central factories, so as to give

the planters the benefit of the most modern and scientific appliances

for the manufacture of their produce, and the many other economi-

cal advantages which such a centralization would afford."

Moved by Tnos. D. Foote Esq. ; seconded by Victos Guefeot

Esq. :—
2nd.—" That the central factories in the neighbouring French

islands, Martinique and Guadeloupe, abundantly prove that the

system when fairly established, not only affords a large return to

the proprietors or shareholders in these establishments, but is of

incalculable advantage to the planters within available reach of

them."

Moved by F. B. Haeman Esq.; seconded by the Hon. E.

Beckett :

—

3rd.—" That a large majority of the resident propiietors in this

island are anxious and ready to enter into a fair and equitable
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arrangement for the manufacture of their produce at central

factories established in their districts."

Moved by the Hon. P. Bmafs; seconded by R. Buchaxas

Esq.:—
4th.—" That in order to secure the co-operation and assistance

of absentee proprietors, the Secretary of this meeting be requested

to enclose a copy of these resolutions to each of the said pro-

prietors, and to others interested in sugar estates in this island, -vrith

a circular letter embodying the advantages which the suggested

system will afford."

Moved by G. Holboeow Esq.; seconded by James Babeett

Esq. :—

5th.—" That the members present at this meeting form them-

selves into an association for carrying out this object, and do pledge

themselves to defray all necessary expenses incidental to the move-

ment, and for this purpose wUl subscribe such sums as may be

found requisite."

Moved by the Hon. G. "W. Bexneti; seconded by Dr. Thibot::—
6th.—" That Mr. Pattl Hoesfoed be requested to act as Secre-

tary of this Association."

Moved by His Honour the Chiep Justice ; seconded by Paul

Hoesfoed Esq. :

—

7th.—" That the thanks of this Meeting are- due and ai'o

hereby tendered to the Chairman for the ability with which he

has occupied the chair."

THE SUGAR INDUSTRY OF JAMAICA.

The following letter, from Mr. Thompson, the Curator of the

Botanical Gardens, Jamaica, addressed to the Acting Colonial

Secretary, wUl be interesting to our readers:

—

" Chinchona Plantation, Gordon Town, P. 0.,

"27th May, 1871.

" Sir,—I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your

letters of 1st March last. No. 1002, and the 16th March, No. 1415,
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referring me to a copy of a letter, together with two copies of the

Suffar Cane magazine, from Mr. Espeut, recommending the intro-

duction and cultivation of valuable varieties of sugar cane. I have

to state that I have most carefully considered the directions con-

tained in your first-mentioned letter, relative to appropriating a

suitable part of the Botanic Garden for the purpose of representing

under cultivation specimens of all procurable varieties of sugar cane;

and his Excellency the Governor, in the said letter, has most par-

ticularly called upon me to devote the utmost attention to this

matter; and the question being one of paramount interest to the

country, I most respectfully venture to submit, iu this report, other

means, besides cultivating new and improved kinds of cane, which,

in my opinion, are calculated to aiFect powerfully the sugar

industry.

" Notwithstanding that in the early history of sugar cultivation

in the West Indies, Jamaica stood pre-emiaent, she has yielded

this position through various causes. In the time of slavery, with

her sugar-producing monopoly and abundant labour, with rich and

fertile soil, skilful appliances iu agiicultui-e were unthought of.

Abolition came—the cultivation of cane had spread extensively to

the other parts of the world—competition thus afi'ected Jamaica.

Estates were abandoned, and primitive agriculture remained un-

improved, whilst other entei-prising sister colonies, such as Trinidad,

Barbadoes, Demerara, &c., introduced improved skill and imple-

ments of husbandry, and systematic manuring—each of these

colonies now possessing steam-ploughs turning up treasures of

fertility, the while Jamaica sugar-farming consists simply of

scratching the surface of the soU, rarely deeper than five or six

inches, and moreover the hand hoe continues in general use

—

digging only the furrows and turning up the mould on the hard
intervening surface. Manuiing here also can hai-dly be said to be
in advance of the other agricultural operations. The result now is

that Jamaica yields an average return from plants and ratoons of

about 1 ton to ton per acre only, whereas the above-named

colonies produce, on an average, as nearly as possible double this,

or 2 tons to 2J tons per acre.
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"I ana convinced of the practical importance of better and

deeper tillage—pulverising the soil to a depth of 15 to 30 inches,

of course with improved farming implements, and judiciously

applied manure; together with another great desideratum for

renovating the soil and ensuring immense and certain returns

—

irrigation. The combined action of heat, moisture, and fertility,

under scientific culture, wiU thus play an important part in restor-

ing to Jamaica at least her fair share of the prosperity enjoyed by

other sugar-producing colonies. Frequently, under favourable con-

ditions of sou and climate, certain portions of estates here yield

three to four tons per acre, and five or six tons have been obtained

in other countries. Now I have no hesitation in stating that, con-

sidering three tons per acre arc frequently reaped in Jamaica,

under a low standard of agriculture, this average from plant-canes

could be brought up by the farming and irrigation above indicated.

The agricultural products of all countries are vastly augmented by

thorough tillage. The following extract of the efficacy of deep

tillage in the United States as applied to sugar-cane is by no means

an over-estimate with respect to its influence on crops generally.

The ploughing here spoken of was to a depth of 15 to 20 inches.

I may also state that the average yield of sugar from the cane, per

acre, in the United States is 1,300 lbs.

" ' On the first forty acres of steam-ploughed lands which were

broken up in the spring of 1868, and planted in com and peas and

sugar-cane, in the fall of the same year there was a yield of over

100,000 lbs. of dry sugar, being over 2,600 lbs. of sugar to the

acre. On other steam-ploughed lands planted the following spring

in cane the result has been nearly as satisfactory, and this, too,

during a season more unpropitious for the yield of sugar than any

I have known for the last 25 years. Many of the fields where the

stand of cane was equally as good, but cultivated only by horse or

mule power, and receiving much more labour and attention than

the eteam-ploughed lands> did not produce more than 1,500 lbs. to

the acre.'

" I cannot touch upon the manufacture of sugar, but I think it

is greatly to be regretted that so much precious trash or megass is
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consumed for fael, since it is so valuable for manure. The average

percentage of sugar from the cane, under favourable circumstances,

is 17 and 18, but probably not more than 10 to 12 per cent, is ex-

tracted here ; much certainly is left in the megass. I consider that

the numerous kinds of sugar-cane in cultivation are but varieties of

one species. In horticulture, varieties are subjects having a strong

tendency to revert into new forms; advantage may be taken of this

in the case of sugar-cane. Thus, strong and vigorous, or some-

what dissimilar shoots, selected and earefiiUy tended, are likely to

produce new and superior varieties. In my last annual report I

mentioned that I was experimenting with the cane at a height of

5,000 to 6,000 feet above the sea, with the view of inducing it to

seed; but perhaps the probability of its seeding is less certain than

it would be if new varieties were raised from cuttings.

" Amongst the other experiments which it is desirable should be

instituted with the new varieties as well as with our own varieties

at Castleton, I would mention—the weight of cane from a given

surface,—^planted at various distances apart,—the percentage of

juice,—and sugar therefrom,—the effect of high farming,—and of

different manures,—and peculiarity as to soU,—and moisture. In

reference to introducing new varieties of cane in the manner that

has been done in the Botanical Garden at llauritius, I respectfully

beg to submit that the Government do communicate with the

Government of that island, requesting aU the varieties cultivated

there, except the six varieties already in Jamaica and enumerated

by Mr. Espeut in his letter to you of the 1 1th February last.

" I would also respeetfiilly suggest that the Government of Mar-

tinique be communicated with, asking a large consignment of the

' Salangore' cane. This is one of the richest in saccharine matter

known.

" I have the honour to be, Sir,

" Your most obedient Servant,

" EOBEET THOMPSON."
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ADVANTAGES OE THE USE OE TEACTION ENGINES,
PAETICULARLT ON SUGAR ESTATES.

By Heney Ogilvie Bennett.

A short residence in any of the colonies, and particularly in tlie

West Indies, must be sufficient to convince any one of the great

importance of the subject of this article, and also of the difficulty

colonists experience in obtaining practical information and detailed

particulars of new systems of traction, -which may have been intro-

duced in other parts of the world.

The question of the advantages of the use of traction engines,

if considered generally as affecting the various branches of industry

and commerce throughout the world, would supply endless material

for an article, but would not have that special interest for the

readers of The Sugar Cane which w« hope to succeed in giving this

paper.

We shall, therefore, only consider the advantages of the use of

traction engines to colonists, and more particularly to that large

section of them, who so perseveringly expend their energy and
capital in the improved and economic development of sugar-cane

cultivation.

While W6 think illustrations are hardlv necessary, to convince

the planter or colonial merchant that the present systems of car-

riage are insufficient and harassing, and form one of the heaviest

items in the expenditure on the sugar estates, we will draw a few
from our West Indian experience, which will apply almost with
equal force to most of the sugar growing colonies.

Should we visit the cane field in crop time, we might perhaps

find some small carts receiving their load of 10 or 12 cwts. of cane,

while the two strong, well-fed, woll-harnosscd mules enjoy a
leisurely bite of the fresh cane tops ; or somewhat larger carts with
four stall-fed oxen, tossing their noble heads with cane top in

mouth, or restlessly whisking ofi' the tormenting fiy. But much
oftener we might see thin, ill-fed, ill-harnessed mules, with galled

backs or shoulders; or lanky, over-worked, mangy oxen, so irritated
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by heat and flies that they cannot enjoy the rich food scattered so

inyitingly at their feet. A swarthy active driver dashes a crowning

bunch of cane on the top of his loosely-packed load (four of which

would be a holiday to a Manchester dray-horse), and whirling his

long thick-plaited whip round his head, twiaes its sinuous lash

roTind the legs of the leader of the handsome pair, with a report

like a pistol shot, while the animals gulp their last bite of sweet top,

as they spring to their work. The overseer arrives to hui-ry up cane

to the nuUyard,—where the now idle mill-gang are enjoying the

tit-bits of the last load,—and actually seems cheered by the sight,

while the proprietor (just arrived from England) ironically enquires

if that is what is called in the return, a "load," and looks disgusted

when he is informed that it is a very good one.

We follow the cart, and almost feel disposed to excuse its

absurdly light load, as we see the shaft mule racked and jerked, as

it crosses the deep furrows, or deeper trenches. As we approach

the millyard, we meet the empty mule-cart rattling towards us,

the mules at a full canter, adroitly turning a sharp comer to the

tune of another pistol shot. On reaching the yard our mules are

wearied and panting, even with their light load; the cane is

upset in an empty yard,—a few turns of the carriers, and it has

passed thi'ough the mUl, and all again waits for another turn of the

carts.

This may seem overdrawn, and yet how often is it not the case,

when the more distant fields are being cut, that not only the milL-

gang, but the boilers, and all hands at the works, are kept idly

waiting for cane.

To get an idea of how disproportionate the expense and trouble

of maintenance is to the work done by the stock, we need only

visit the stables or pens at feeding time. There we should find a

row of hungry mules, devouring from their troughs a liberal supply

of Indian com, which costs 6s. 6d. per bushel. TVe should see

one or two mules, too much exhausted, if not too sick, to eat,

and one lying down in a comer, which we are told is now too old

for much work. These mules cost from £26 to £35 each. In the

cattle pens we should also find a liberal feed, mixed with costly
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linseed meal, and again a large sick list and deficiency. What

proprietor has not experienced the inexpressible (because so unusual)

pleasure of finding no deaths recorded in the monthly stock return,

and what overseer or manager has not been summoned in the night

to attend and physic, sick, and too often dying, mules and oxen.

Let us visit the miUyard on a Monday, and enquire why the

mill is not at work, when possibly canes are lying spoiling in the

yard, and at any rate a bright, dry, crop-day is slipping away.

The overseer—^busily marking casks in the curing house—informs

us that they have been obliged to stop grinding, as the carts are aU

employed in forwarding sugar for a certain ship, or to make room

in the curing house. Even on Tuesday we may return and find

the same idleness, and receive the same answer.

Going towards the port late hi the evening, we meet a string of

earts returning to the estate, having made their second journey,

each time carrjing a heavy hogshead of sugar, and now laden with

com, linseed meal, coal, lumber, staves, or other stores. The

mules hang their heads
;
they are wet and jaded with excessive

work, and even the unsympathetic driver seems to share the de-

pression of his team.

Surely there is in aU this much loss, endless woriy, and great

room for improvement. Planters frankly admit it, but ask what

they can do to better themselves. "We suggest, as a remedy, the

use of steam traction, as we feel sure that its adoption would to a

great extent, if not entirely, remove their difficulties. We hope

we wUl succeed in shewing that it would prove a great saving both

in money and time, and at the same time relieve the planter of

much vexation and trouble.

To the adoption of traction engines, the following list of ob-

jections seems to us to embrace all those most likely to occur to

the planter, viz. :

—

1st. They are not yet brought to perfection.

2nd. They are very expensive.

3rd. The roads in the colonics are not suited to them.

4th. They would not suit the work.

5th, The difficulty of keeping them regularly employed,
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6th. Drivers from Great Britain (engaged at high wages) -would

be necessary.

7th. They are constantly requiring repairs.

8th. They would not pay.

"We will attempt to answer these objections seriatim. It is true

that no form of traction engine is, as yet, perfect, but it is now
beyond question that road steamers or traction engines are success-

fully and profitably worked ia almost every quarter of the globe.

The principle of employing steam engines on common roads is not

new—^it has been tried in an immense variety of forms—and large

sums of capital have been sunk by inventors and manufacturers,

as weU as by the more go-ahead section of the public. In 1867

the use of steam on common roads received a new impetus by Mr.

E. 'W. Thomson's invention for the application of india-rubber

tires to the wheels of " road steamers." The importance of this

improvement may be measured by the universal attention and

discussion which its advantages have excited throughout the world,

and more particularly in this country.

There are few now who deny that india-rabber tires give con-

siderably greater adhesion with the same weight of engine (which

may therefore bo made lighter for the same load) ; and that the

elasticity of the tire so much reduces the jar on the machinery,

that repairs are much less frequent than with rigid wheels, and the

speed may be much greater. The increased beariag surface and

the yielding tire also enable a road steamer to pass over soft

ground, or rough roads, with greater ease, and with much less

damage to the ground than a rigid tired engine.

The durability of this rubber has been seriously doubted, but

we have had the best opportunity of forming an opinion for our-

selves, and of gaining that of those who have tried these tires, and

have no hesitation in saying that they wUl stand, with reasonable

treatment, for a long time in any climate
;
and, as we wUl try to

show, make it possible to work traction engines at a very large

profit.

Traction engines are imdoubtedly expensive, and capital is neces'
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sary to employ them advantageously. This objection is more true

of the road steamer -ndth elastic tires than of other forms, as the

cost of the former exceeds that of the latter by about one-half; but

as the cost of the waggons, &c., remains the same in both cases, the

first cost of an elastic tired road steamer and "train," as compared

with a rigid tired engine and "train," is only about one-fourth more.

This extra cost of elastic tired engines is, vre think, mare than

balanced by the advantages gained in speed, and the saving in

wear and tear.

The roads in the island of Antigua, "West Indies, may, we think,

be taken as a fair average specimen of the roads in the more

advanced sugar producing colonies ; and knowing these thoroughly,

we can safely say that they would present no difficulty to the use

of road steamers. We have seen them working regularly and

profitably, on roads in this country no better, and in some cases

much worse than the roads in Antigua.

We do not advocate the immediate adoption of road steamers on

sugar estates, for all the varieties of work now done by mules and

oxen, but we are siu-c that a largo number might be at once

employed, oven in small colonies, for removing the produce from

the estates to the shipping ports, and conveying stores back to the

estates. This work could, as we wUl show, be done at a much

lower rate than at present ; and besides, would not only save the

live stock of the planter from the heavy work of carting the

produce, but enable them to keep their stock steadily employed in

taking off the crop, and so shorten the ci'op time, and effect a

considerable economy by keeping the mill, and the people at the

works, constantly employed.

The conveying of canes from the fields to the mill by road steamer

trains wiU follow in time, but wo believe, that on large estates

where the canes have to be brought long distances, traction engines

could be easily employed at once, and their use would prove very

economical.

This is still more the case, where anything approaching the

central factoiy system has been introduced ; and we are glad to

learn that there is an energetic movement on foot for the more
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general adoption of tliis system, wliicli has proved so eminently

successful and profitable in some of the French West Indian

colonies.

It will be seen that the proprietor (jf the estates for which the

following estimate was made, has employment for an 8-h.p. engine

for 3J days a week during crop time. Any estate in crop time

would be glad to hire the road steamer at rates equivalent to those

mentioned, so that there need be no fear of keeping it fully em-

ployed in the carriage of produce alone during that season. But

we think that on large estates it would pay even better to employ

it in carrying cane from the more distant fields, than to hire it out

to other proprietors.

Out of crop, sufficient work would, we have no doubt, be found

in the carriage of manure and stores from town, &c. ; but we may

point out that every year one or more estates make considerable

alteration or extension of their works, and that there are therefore

always quantities of bricks, lime, timber, machinery, &c., carried

to them, and managers would be glad to employ the steamer for

this work, as they require their stock at home for tillage, &c.

At first it is certainly advisable and necessary to employ British

mechanics as drivers, but we hope soon to see the time when road

steamers will be so commonly used that natives wiU be quite as

capable of driving them as they now are of driving stationary

engines. Repairs, of course, are more or less frequently necessary,

but we have allowed liberally for these in the estimate. Notwith-

standing the repairs and the high wages paid to the English

drivers, we hope to show that the profit remains tempting.

That road steamers will pay we ourselves have no doubt, but we

will leave our readers to form their own opinion from the annexed

statement of cost and return. The estimate was carefully made

out for the proprietor of two estates in Antigua ; the larger four

miles from port, making 60hhds. per week, and the other twelve

imles from port, making 1 5 hhds. per week ; and we are glad to

say that a road steamer train will be employed upon them nest

season.
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First Cost.

One 8-h.p. Thomson's road steamer £600

Extras, viz., pump for filling tank, injector for

feeding boiler, and necessary spare parts, say. ... 60

Six 5-ton -waggons, with, sides and ends to fold

down or take off, and edge pieces to put on

when used as lurries—about £62 each 372

Total for plant £1032

tacking and shipping at English port, about 42

Freight to Antigua 66

Shed, &c., in Antigua , 25

Total capital expenditure , £1165

WoEKiKG Expenses.

iDriver, at £14 per month. . . ; per annum £l68

Stoker, at 2s. per day ,, 30

Boy, at 8d. per day 10

Coal for 220 working days, at 10 cwt.

per day and 35s. per ton ,, 192

OU, tallow, waste, &c., at Is. 6d. per

working day ,, 17

"Wear and tear, and depreciation at 15

per cent, on £1032, say ,, 155

Interest at 5 per cent, on £1165, say . . „ 59

Total \Vorkiilg expenses ?'.£63l

This equals £2 I7s. 3d. per day, counting 220 Working days

per annum, which numbers we have taken by supposing the engine

to be employed five days a week during crop (say 120 days), and

four days a week during the off' season (say 100 days). This

loaves a fair margin for holidays, &o.

From the larger estate to the port, the present rate of carriage
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is 3s. per lihd. From this estate (the gi-adients not being heavy),

the engine could make without difficulty three trips a day of

lOhhds. (ten tons) per trip. This assumes a speed of only 2^ miles

per hour going in with load, say five hours for three trips, and

four miles an hour coming hack, or three hours for the three trips,

making altogether eight hours running, leaving four houi's for

delays at ends, or for a slower speed with extra heavy loads.

Carting 30hhds. at the present rate of 3s. each. ,£4 10 0

Carrying 30hhds. per road steamer (one day). ... 2 17 3

Leaving for net profit per,working day. ... £1 12 9

The other estate gives us a stiU more striking illustration of the

saving which may be effected by the use of steam power. The
crop in 1869 amounted to 150hhds., and the cost of conveying it

down to the port was at that time carefully estimated by the

attorney of the estate to be £93. The 8-h.p. steamer would easily

make one trip per day to the port, drawing lOhhds. (ten tons).

loOhhds. at £98 - for lOhhds £6 4 0

lOhhds. per road steamer (one day) 2 17 3

Leaving for not profit per working day. .. .£3 6 9

Besides this, return loads would often be obtained, which would
give a large additional profit. In short, we think we may safely

put down the net saving in money alone as amounting to £300 per

annum.

In the above costs we have put aU items down at outside figures.

For instance, we believe the average consumption of coal would
not be more than 7 cwt., which makes a difference of 5s. 3d. per

day. "We have made ample allowance, also, for repairs and

depreciation.

"We have endeavoured to sketch the many drawbacks and incon-

veniences of the laborious systems of carriage now common in

sugar-growing colonies, and to give our readers a coiTCct idea of
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tlie relative cost and advantages of substituting steam traction. It

will give us pleasure if we have si;£ceeded in giving planters any

information or particulars that may be interesting or useful to

them, or in promoting the speedy adoption of traction engines in a

field for which they are so well adapted, and where there seems so

much room for improvement and economy.

ON A COMPOUND- OP SUGAE AND COMMON SALT.

Bt E. J. MATBIElfE.

{From the Journal des Fahricants de Sucre.)

The Academy has not perhaps forgotten my last communication

upon sugar, which related to the preparation of a variety optically

neutral, and which I obtain by using equal weights of ordinary

sugar and nitrate of silver, as indicated by my general theory of

chemical action. Being convinced of the extreme importance of a

thorough investigation of the neutral sugar not only from a

scientific but also from a manufacturing point of view, since it is a

leading cause of the formation of molasses, I have continued my

researches upon the relations which it bears to ordinaiy sugar, in

the hope of solving the problem how to avoid foi-ming it on the

large scale, or when formed, how to bring it back to the state of

ordinary sugar, if this is possible.

The first necessity in the comparison of ordinary sugar with the

neutral kind was to discover a sure method to distinguish the two,

and to separate them accurately. Now there exists but a very

small number of definite compounds formed by sugar with any

given reagent, and since in difiicult researches no other than

crystallizable forms can be admitted, we are reduced to a single and

unique substance, namely chloride of sodium, which appears able

to combine with several sugars forming crystalline compounds.

It is well known that the first combination of this sort was

obtained by M. CaUoud with glucose, which he extracted from

diabetic urine, where exists a glucose identical with that of the

grape or fruit sugar, and also with that which may be extracted
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from ordinary sugar in the inverted state. This compoimd of

glucose and salt forms crystals which arc bulky and very •well

defined.

A second combination of salt and sugar has been subsequently

attempted by M. Peligot with ordinary sugar ; but in spite of all

his endeavours this clever chemist was not able to obtain distinct

crystals, and since that time nobody has been more fortunate.

The Academy will understand what importance attaches to

obtaining this compound well crystallized ; I have succeeded in

obtaining it in large crystals of the greatest precision, as is demon-

strated by the sample which I have the honour to present. These

crystals are trimetric prisms of about 136°, with small latemal

surfaces and a double edge parallel to the small diagonal.

These prisms, which are singularly constant in their form, are

sometimes one centimetre in size, and certainly may be obtained

larger than that. They are perfectly transparent and colourless

as the finest sugar candy.

The analysis of the crystals might appear useless after the

researches of M. Peligot, nevertheless I thought well carefully to

execute it, in order to establish an identity, which I considered

certain, between these crystals which were so definite, and the less

crystallized substance prepared by IT. Peligot under conditions

differing very little from my own.

To my great surprise the results were different, and after a veiy

lengthy investigation I came to the conclusion that M. Peligot had
operated upon a mixture of the sucrate of common salt,' with an

excess of the latter substance, as I am about to show.

The following are the results of my analysis :

—

0 975 grms. of crystals gave 0-3215 grms. of chloride of silver.

1-950 „ „ 0-6335

1-262 „ „ 0-4080 „
which is equivalent to chloride ) \

01 sodium, per cent }

„ „ „ 13-24

>> !( ))
13'20

M. Peligot found an average of 14-65 per cent.

- average 13-295
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According to his fonmila and -with the corrected equivalents, the

same figure, 14'65, •was given by calculation. The difference, it

is plain, is great—almost 15 per cent.—and could not be an error

of observation.

The discrepancy is still more striking -when it is represented by

formulfe :

—

M. Peligot had found C24 H21 O21 'Ra. CI

lly analysis corresponded to. . C24 Hjc Ose Na CI

that is to say, five equivalents of water more. Tinder this form

the difference is startling.

It was absolutely necessary to raise all sorts of doubts respecting

the true nature of the sugar contained in my crystals
;
although

the conditions imder vrhich they were prepared rendered the

probability of inversion very remote, yet the extreme instability

of sugar in aqueous solution might justify the supposition that a

partial inversion had taken place, and that the same compound

had been formed which M. CaUoud had obtained, and which

contains, like my ciystals, rather more than 13 per cent, of

salt.

All the facts concurred in indicating that my crystals were

composed of sugar strictly speaking, without any modification.

These are as foUows :—Firstly, the compound had been prepared

with crystallized sugar washed with steam and presenting every

guarantee of purity. Eighty-five parts of sugar were mixed with

fifteen of salt so as to approach the proportions indicated by 31.

Peligot, which I thought more exact. The solution was always

made jn the cold or at a very gentle heat, and after filtration the

liquid was concentrated with dry air, by placing it under a bell-

glass with a vessel of sulphuric acid. After some time the edges

of the liquid assumed the crystalline state observed by M. Peligot,

which is a confused mixture of some distinct crystals of sugar, of

many others very iU formed, and very minute crystals of salt.

Little could be clearly ascertained in this mixture except by means

of the polarizing microscope, but it was evident that if it con-

tained sugar and salt in a different state from that in which they

were originally introduced, this would be shown by examination
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of the niothor liquor. Consequently when the "CTaporation is cour

ducted in the ahove manner, the confused crystalline mass which

results is no indication of its composition.

This is what happens, as I am well assured. The first crystals

are generally rich in sugar, the liquor becomes richer in salt, and

when evaporated, no matter hy what means, the crystalline mass

may contain 14'5 or 14'8 per cent, of salt as M. Peligot ohsen-ed,

and even rather over 15 as I have foimd. But by carefully

observing this mass ixnder the microscope, polarization will correct

the results of analysis ; for in the midst of those portions which

ehenxical analysis shows to be too rich in salt, it is easy to dis-.

tinguish crystals of salt alone, more or less numerous. It is with

reluctance that I insist upon these details, but I should observe

that since H. Peligot employed 1 part of salt to 4 parts of sugar

instead of 5'67 which corresponds to his formula, it was only to be

Gxpeoted that he would meet with an excess of salt
;
besides, the

first crystals obtained were of sugar—consequently the mass

remaining must become still more saline. The confused mass of

ciystals resulting must therefore contain salt in excess—^which is

in reality the case.

The crystals which the Academy has before it do not require

that the liquor should be extremely concentrated in order to

produce them. The readiest way to prepare them is the following;

After having dissolved 87 parts of sugar and 13 of salt in about

200 parts of water, the solution must be concentrated at a very

gentle heat or by sulphuric acid until nearly one-half of the con-

fused crystall ine mass is formed. The whole must then be thrown

upon a large filter containing inside a smaller one or a piece of

linen, which serves to restrain the crj^staUine part. From this the

first crystals are not to be separated, since it is better they should

remain with the mass. The liquor drains away very slowly ; it is

to be caught in a wide-mouthed bottle and repassed several times

through the ciystals, no precaution being taken to prevent its

further evaporation in the air. The object of this is simply to

favour deliquescence, which, having taken place in due time, pro-

motes the formation of the ciystals. Then leave the liquor to
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itself in the bottle, keeping it closed by a filter covered simply

with paper, and in these conditions the crystals gradually become

larger and larger.

Again, the action of the crystals which I have prepared upon

the copper-test liquor is absolutely nil, whereas it is notorious that

the slightest trace of glucose is detected by this means, even before

the liquor boils. M. CaUoud's combination gives an enormous

deposit of protoxide of copper.

Thirdly, the rotation in the polariscope is unlike the curious

phenomenon presented by the glucose compound, and which I have

called "deversion." The rotation of these crystals is constant

and remains so for months, as is well known to be the case with

ordinary sugar. It corresponds moreover very exactly to the

quantity of sugar contained in the crystals, which is 78 'SS per

cent. When the standard weight of 16'35 grammes is taken and

brought up to 100 c.c. for the polariscope, the result is always

more than 77 degrees. This is a new and very important fact, for

it proves that salt, in spite of its evident combination with the

sugar, does not alter its rotatory power, as was believed.

Fourthly, I have sought for a fresh proof (though little needed

after the preceding) by endeavouring to extract the sugar from

my crystals ; and to prove that this could be done without depri-

ving it of its power of crystaUizing. I operated upon 24 grammes,

which I decomposed by nitrate of silver. The liquor when filtered,

&c., only showed a fall in the rotatory power which was almost

inappreciable—not quite loo, and on evaporation it furnished more

than 15 grammes of crystals. I made also a second experiment

with 92 grammes, decomposing with nitrate of lead. After filtration

in order to separate the chloride of lead, I thought weU to avoid

exposing the liquor (which it was necessary to dilute and treat

with sulphide of ammonium) to an accidental inversion, and with

this view I dissolved in 10 grammes of quicklime before adding the

sulphide. The lead was carefully precipitated, the liquor filtered,

treated with carbonic acid, &c., but in spite of all this treatment

the final portion still possessed a rotatory power, denoting the pre-

sence of 55 grammes of sugar out of the 72-1 originally indicated.
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tliat is to say, more than three-quarters. By evaporation it yielded

a first crop of sngar-crystals weighing 47 grammes.

It is therefore plain that the beautifully crystallized compound,

which I have the honour to present to the Academy, exactly repre-

sents the sucrate of common salt, •which has never before been

accurately defined, according to the principles so strongly recom-

mended by the president of the Chemical Section, M. Chevi-uel.

Let us no-w return to the composition of the sucrate ; this -will

be of interest to the Academy under two heads.

Fii-stly, it is very different, as I have just remarked, from what

M. Peligot considered he had discovered it to be. Instead of

C24 H21 O21 Na CI inferred by this gentleman from his analyses, its

composition is according to my analyses C24 II26 O26 Na CI. In

addition to this diflference of five equivalents of water, M. Peligot

had been led into serious error by the theory of substitution, the

dangerous fallacy of which is now well known to the Academy.

M. Peligot considered that there was a substitution of 1 Na CI for

one equivalent of water in the sugar, which he admitted equal

to C12 H12 O12, but it is impossible to maintain this view in presence

of my analyses. ThSSe prove that the sugar not only retains all

its water, but takes up four equivalents in addition on its combi-

nation with the salt.

The condensed formula C2i H26 O26 Na CI might better be written

C21 H22 O22 Na Cl+4 H 0, which excludes all idea of substitution.

The Academy may thus see once more to what errors the best

chemist is liable when he blindly follows the absurd theory of

so-called substitution, as presented by M. Dumas in the whole of

his memoirs.

The second point of view exhibits the formula as a subject of

great interest in itself.

The condensed formula C24 H26 O26 K"a CI is absolutely identical

with that of the glucosate of salt of IT. Calloud, and this identity

presents a case of isomerism perhaps the most curious known. The

condensed formula corresponds to the two :

C24H22 O22 Na Cl+4 H 0 (the sucrate)

C24 1124 O24 Na CI+ 2 H 0 (the glucosate)
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and wc thus soo that two compounds, though evidently quito

distinct, may exist, containing quantities of -water which would

pomit the one to fonn the other, and this notwithstanding the

presence of Na CI, which tends to hring ahout this transformation.

It is very remarkahle that a heat of 212° E., even though pro-

longed, does not disturb this equilibrium. The crystals of the

sucrate melt but lose no traqe of water, and take the form of a

vitreous mass, which has not the slightest effect upon the copper

liquor, and which still polarizes to the right. A heat of 239° E. at

least is necessary before the change begins ; it is complete from

239' E. to 297° E. about, with the loss of two equivalents of

water, which leaves behind

:

C24H24 024NaCl,

that is to say the glucosate, which is very active upon the copper-

test liquor.

At a still higher temperature the composition becomes C24 Hg Os

Na CI, with the loss of sixteen equivalents of water.

C24 Hs Os is the caramelin previously pointed out by me.

E. J. ilArMEXH.

THE SUGAE CANE SEED.

By Db. AuaTTST Vesson.

I am always sui-prised at one thing, and that is how people

should have made and eaten so much siigar without knowing the

origin of the cane which produces it. It appears to me a matter of

importance, if not of duty, for planters and manufacturers of sugar

to inquire into the history of the plant which leads them on either

to fortune or to ruin. To me this has been an absorbing study,

and I believe that by the observation of phenomena connected with

it, I have arrived at the truth. At present my conclusions appear

to answer all the necessities and probabilities of the question.

The name of saccharum officinarum given to the cane is not a

botanical designation, but purely conventional. The sugar cane is

nothing less than a conquest ,of humanity—a plant produced by
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artificial rearing—in short, an agricultural production wliich is

entirely human. Being a thing which man has developed by de-

priving it of its means of reproduction, it -would, if left to itself,

inevitably perish; it continues to exist simply by cuttings planted

by man, who is interested in its preservation; it is an ideal pro-

duction, the result of the training of many centuries. To be con-

vinced of this it is only necessary to look into history. Sugar

descends to us from the most ancient of the industrious peoples of

Asia, particularly the Chinese, the oldest nation of workers on the

earth. It is from China that the cane has spread into the islands

from whence we have obtained it, and where we find the most

beautiful, the richest, and most perfect species.

I am amused at the naiveU of those who are seeking for cane

seed, and for the simple reason that, since it has required the

lapse of centuries and the unremitting labour of successive gene-

rations, in order to train the cane so far from its original type, at

least an equal period of time wiU be necessary to bring it back to

this, together with such constant efibrt as mankind is incapable

of without a direct interest, which shall bo powerful and even

instinctive. It would be necessary to undo that which has been

accomplished—gi-adually to descend the same ladder by which the

present elevation has so slowly been reached. It would be well

if people could be convinced of this truth, namely, that far from

obtaining cane seeds in order to regenerate the species, it wiU be

necessary for the cane to degenerate to obtain the seed. Moreover,

to bring this about would be a work of centuries; and even if it

should be accomplished, what would be the result? Doubtless a

common grass already known to botanists. ISTow I believe that

this grass is the sorghum.

The pompous title of sacchamm officinarum falls to the ground.

The sugar cane has no botanical existence—it is my fii-m conviction

that it is not in nature. It is men who have made this plant, as I

before stated; and therefore, being of artificial production, manured,

denaturalised so far that it cannot reproduce its own forms, it is to

be regarded as one of the greatest conquests of man over nature,

one of the grandest marvels which indush-ial and agricultural

2 I
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power have yet achieved. The object was a necessity, in order to

induce generations to work like bees for the production of this

human honey which is called sugar.

Now, all the facts derived from observation and investigation,

from practical cultivation, and from the study of dispersed and

various species resulting from one common origin, serve to corro-

borate the truth of this my theory. In the place of the primitive

and original reed—that meagre grass, with long knots and thick

bark ; with leaves slender, narrow, speckled, and absorbed into an

enormous pyramidal tuft, which weighs down the whole plant

under the weight of its monstrous seeds, we have a thick and well-

nourished stalk, with shortened and inflated intemodes, a delicate

rind, containing a sap rich in sugar, well-nourished and suc'julent,

with fresh and graceful leaves, without seed plumes, or with simply

a small sterile tuft.

Now let us consider how this applies to the species of cane

which is the object of our study, and the parent of the sugar in-

dustry. All our observations go to corroborate my theory con-

cerning the origin of the sugar cane. We distinguish between

those canes which sprout and those which flower, and the latter

wp find have longer knots and harder rind. "Wherefore ? I think

because they are less removed from the natural type. Again, in

canes which do not flower, we find the knots nearer together and

thicker, and the rind less hard; the reason being, as I believe,

that they are more removed from the original type. The former

are more rustic than the latter, and the latter, like those races of

animals which are most domesticated, are most liable to disease,

and thus they Lave been more damaged by the epidemics to

which this remarkable grass is subject, insomuch that the planters,

to their great chagrin, have often been obliged to abandon the cul-

tivation of the most perfect species of cane, and to confine them-

selves to those which are less rich.

I spoke of the races of domestic animals
;
these, like the sugar

cane, have all been produced by artificial means. It requires all

the knowledge we possess to recognise the ignoble animal known

as the wild horse, with his white coat, furry and curled, with his
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misBhapen and Ticious head and frightful hoofs, as the ancestor

—

remote it is true—of the high-hred English or elegant Barhary,

or the intelligent horse of the Arab. It would require a strong

effort of the imagination to suppose the exquisite lorrette, or the

pointer, descended from the snarlish wolf-dog of nature. Our

beautiful cane proceeds in the same way from the vulgar sorghum.

This is my opinion. Ve must then drop the name of mccharum

officinarum, if we would be found botanists. But animals do not,

like vegetables, lose the faculty of i-eproduction. This is dis-

tinctive of animals
;
yet they also become less proMc or sterile

when their form is improved by cross breeding. It is likewise

in this manner, no doubt, that all our fine roses, so rich in colour,

so fuU of petals, of such great size, and of such various appear-

ances, and so odoriferous, have descended from the simple briar.

But Buffon has said long ago, with regard to the canary so much

associated with man, that it was a human product, an artificial

bird, and as such non-existent in nature.

Has not wheat been a creation of the same kind, only that the art

has been appKed in an opposite direction ; in the cane the seed

disappeared to the advantage of the stalk, but in wheat the stalk has

vanished for the development of the seed. Here is the hypertrophy

of the seed, since art has provided for the indefinite reproduction of

the wheat by means of it—admirable design, wonderfully executed.

Therefore, to seek for cane seed is to follow after a myth—an im-

possibility. The sugar cane, as we are acquainted with, it, cannot

seed.

The seed exists in a grass so remote from the sugar cane of our

day, that it has no resemblance to it, and should be differently

designated. To search for sugar cane seed with a view of regene-

rating by this means, is to march in a direction diametrically opposite

to that in which we have been going, and it will prove a delusion.

Seed can only be procured by a prolonged degeneration, and no

single observer uould live long enough to obtain the result. It is

planting, continued through previous and successive generations,

which has produced the cane by defoimation and cultivation ; it is

a human and artificial production.
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At its highest point of perfeetioii the sugar cane does not flower.

The cane that has not attained to this high state of cnltiTation,

and which is nearer to the original, does flower.

The mixed cane, which is an inteiinediate state, flowers upon a

poor soil, hut not when placed under privileged conditions.

The sugar cane presents numerous varieties, or species descended

all from one unique type, which I helieve to he the sorghum.

These varieties or species have heen gradually produced hy
geographic and climatic influences. Plants which have heen arti-

ficially produced, cannot he other than artificially classified.

In adopting efflorescence as a criterion for purposes of classifica-

tion, douhtless good ohservers have heen in the right. But it is

necessary that the resemhlances should he complete, and not only

partial. In this way three groups may he formed :

—

1st.—Canes which flower.

2nd.—Mixed canes which flower on arid soU, and not on rich soil.

3rd.—Canes which never flower.

Since the intermodes are long on the flowering cane, moderately

long on the mixed sort, and short and thick in the cane which never

flowers, the classification wiU. he in accordance with the true criteria

—namely, the greater or less perfection at which the plant has

arrived.

Atjgitsxe ViNSOir.

Seeds from the sugar cane have heen ohtained and sent over to

England hy Mr. Drumm of Barhadoes. They have been distributed

to various hot-houses in difflerent parts of the country, some having

been forwarded to the Kew gardens. As yet, however, it is not

known whether they are growing.

—

Ed. S. C.
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SUCRATE OF LIME PROCESS.

By M. Emile Rotjsseatt.

Writing to the Journal des Fabricants de Sucre, M. Rousseau

sketches the outline and the objects of his process, which is "to

render possible the cultivation of the beet in all districts through-

out the country, even in those most distant from a factory, and at

the same time to enable the manufacturer who is idle during the

spring to continue work on a new substance, exactly representing

in properties and composition the juice of fresh beet." As his

letter, though written ia immediate contemplation of the beet-root

industry, contains much that cannot fail to interest those engaged

in cane-growing, a translation is subjoLued.

M. Rousseau proceeds :

—

" The dominant idea pervading this work has been to provide

for the effectual cultivation of the beet upon the farms, to the

exclusion of any other pre-oecupation. Prom the facts before me,

it appears that a crop of beet-root restores to the land four times as

much as does a crop of grain ; which is easily accounted for, by

recollectiag that when the beet is worked on the ground where it

is grown, it yields all the detritus to the land which in the case of

other crops is sent away—in short, that it furnishes in the pulp a

substance which fattens cattle, thereby producing manure, which

in turn produces com. Render to the land aU that has been taken

from it, and it may well be said that beet-root yields bread and

meat. The problem, therefore, resolves itself into making the

cultivation of this plant possible and fruitful. But the conditions

must be very different from what they are in the neighbourhoods

of factories
;

for, in the cases of which we speak, all is diflferent

—

the sugar instead of being the end is but the means of the cultiva-

tion. The farmer does his own carting, and that for short distances

;

he has no longer to suffer from discrepancies of tare or loss in

weight, &c. ; aU the residues are left in his hands ; in a word, he

manages his own concern, and his foremost profit should be the
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pulp, since in it are all the elements of manure and augmented

yield, -vrliicli he has thus under his own control.

" But before this can he accomplished, it is necessary to find

means of obtaining the sugar in the form of some combination

which will permit of its being kept for an almost unlimited time,

and of its easy carriage without any material accession of weight,

and which shall, moreover, represent without modification aU the

original saccharine richness of the juice. Lastly, the compound

must be such as wiU admit of the ready separation of the sugar in

the greatest possible state of purity.

"It is precisely the solution of this problem which I shall

submit to your readers. But in order that my system may be

rightly apprehended, it is necessary, first, to enter into some

technical details, the knowledge of which is essential to the

subject, and which will explain the whole course of my
investigations.

" The first point—a very important one even in the ordinary

method of manufacture—is the fatal action of carbonic acid upon

sugar imder certain conditions. This important fact, of which I

humbly confess myself to have been ignorant in common with my
predecessors, was revealed to me in a conversation which I had

some time ago with M. Bechamp, the learned professor at Mont-

pellier. He informed mc that under certain circumstances car-

bonic acid transformed sugar into glucose. This discovery, I

confess, so struck me that, with his permission, I investigated the

conditions under which this action took place in the most marked

degree. After experiments which were incontestable, I found that

carbonic acid did indeed attack the sugar, and that the damage was

in direct proportion to the degree of heat. Anyone may be satis-

fied of this fact by taking a solution of pure sugar, gauging 4° or

6° on the areometer, and passing a current of carbonic acid through

it, meanwhile raising the temperature by the aid of a water-bath.

Then, by means of the copper test, the progress of the damage may

be traced according to the rise of the thermometer. Beyond 50° C.

the action is so rapid that the determinations by the copper test

show it momentarily.
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" The observation of the learned ctemist wliom I have men-

tioned, acquires thus a highly practical importance.

" The iirst thought that came into my mind for remedying this,

naturally was to leave the liquor sufficiently alkaline to absorb the

free acid. But here another difficulty arises, in that lime at a

high temperatiu'e destroys sugar, and becomes no less an evil.

This fact I have pointed out ever since 1849-50, though contrary

to the opinions of others ; and I have loudly called the attention of

manufacturers to the decomposition not only of sugar by lime at a

high temperature, but also to that of the foreign matters which the

juice contains, and which, by a secondary action, react mis-

chievously upon the sugar. These considerations are grave and

not to be overlooked ;
nevertheless, the evU. is not without a

remedy, and must not bo exaggerated, for the manner of operating

which I now propose seems to me to siu-mount it.

" The principles upon which this is based and the modus

operandi are as follows :—I have found that when quicklime in the

state of dry powder is added to a syrup varying according to

quality from 26° to 32°, there is formed immediately with all the

crystallizahle sugar a solid compound, which can be easily dried

without risk of any modification. This compound contains on the

average 20 per cent, of lime, and will have when properly dried

70 per cent, of sugar, the remainder being water chemically com-

bined, &c. "When I say that only the whole of the crystaUizablc

sugar is combined, it is because the glucose is decomposed by the

lime with the absorption of oxygen, by which in certain cases the

temperature is much raised. The formation of this compound,

which I call sucrate of lime, is so complete with sound juice, that

by working according to precautions which experience has taught

me, there does not remain behind one drop of syrup. Here is,

then, a product obtained with certainty, which represents exactly

the composition of the juice or syrup employed, and in the prepa-

ration of which every operation is performed in the cold, thereby

protecting the sugar from the damage to which it is exposed from

lime at a high temperature. It must be noted that the juice

should be extracted by the ordinary means of raspers and presses,
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for the juice obtained by maceration always undergoes, whatever

care may be taken, a change which has furnished me with the

worst results—a circumstance easy to understand from what

precedes.

" It is therefore plain, that by whatever name this product may
be called, or from whatever point of view it is considered, it

contains all the elements of the juice which has been used, and

may be regarded as sugar having all the qualities of fresh beet

juice. It is a solid substance, granular like sand, dry, under-

going no change in the open air, very slightly soluble in cold

water, not fermentable, of easy carriage in bags, and in short

uniting all the qualities of a good raw material. No one can deny

these facts
;
they are palpable to all. I do not wish to enter here

into any discussion either as to its composition or its name, but

confine myself to saying : Here is a new substance, which repre-

sents in its entirety the juice from which it has been prepared : at

present I go no further than this, which is undeniable. But there

remains this question : Can the sugar which it contains be easily

and economically extracted, and in what state ?

"Nothing is easier. At the first I dissolved the sucrate in hot

water or in beet juice, but I found by experience that this method

was faulty for several reasons which I will enumerate at a more

suitable opportunity. It is sufilcient simply to throw the sucrate

when reduced to powder into a copper containing cold water

—

then pass the carbonic acid gas through cold, and the decom-

position of the sucrate is complete, only carbonate of Hme

remaining.

" In tliis way it is possible to procure concentrated syrups, and I

have obtained them experimentally gauging 24°, but it would be

inconvenient to work at so high a density. I recommend a gravity

not higher than 12°, or the pressing of the residue may be attended

with loss. The syrup is purified and decolorized perhaps better

than it would be by defecation with excess of lime, since the juice

when submitted to the action of carbonic acid would never contain

so much.

" rurthcrmore, it would be easy for the factories at present; in
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existence to work the sucratc during the spiing without any

additional machinery.

Thus it will be seen that I have made good my claim, and

that it is possible to make this new article in districts the

most remote from sugar factories ; it wiU also readUy find its

place in the market according to its saccharine content deter-

mined by analysis. Ifow I have always noticed that the

average richness of good beet is about 8 per cent. ' Since, then, all

the crystaUizable sugar is contained in the sucrate, it follows that

if this be sold at 30 centimes per kilo. (12s. 8Jd. per cwt.) it

would be equivalent to having sold the beet at 24frs. per 1000

kUos. (Is. IJd. per cwt.) Over and above this the farmer would

have the pulp and other detritus ; his profit is then evident. For

a farm working 4 millions of kilogrammes of beet (nearly 4000

tons) the cost of the necessary apparatus would be from £1100 to

£1200 altogether; this is a price settled with the makers.

" This new method of working injures no interest, on the contrary

it may render, as I have pointed out, great services both to the

agricultural and the manufacturing branches of the trade. The

sucrate possesses all the properties desirable in a material for manu-

facture. Eour millions of kilogrammes represents a large out-

turn, but it is quite easy for several smaller cultivators to combine

and join at one of those plants. In this way they would have the

manufactory close at hand and would be able to find work for

their men during the winter.

"I am wishful to bestow my labour and the ideas which have

guided it upon the sugar industry. I have no other object than

to be useful, and I shall think myself happy when I have achieved

this distinction."

EmIIJ! EoTJSSEAtr.
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ON THE EAW SUGAR INSECT.

Proliably it is the practice of many a careful housewife to attach

a preference, for some culinary and even table purposes, to sugar in

its raw or unrefined state. Doubtless each one to his taste ; but

meanwhile it is possible for one's proclivities to be altered, and

perhaps even reversed, by a more complete knowledge of the facts
;

and though even in this particular there may be divergence of

opinion, yet it is by the majority thought (Jesirable to exclude

certain species of the animal kingdom, at any rate from our vege-

table dishes. It is the present intention to give a short account of

a Uttle animal which we suspect is in the habit of thus obtruding

his unwelcome presence a good deal oftener than it is comfortable

to contemplate.

This minute being, which is known as the Acarus sacchari or

raw sugar insect, is, as may be seen from the engraving, an

exceedingly formidable creature, being furnished with claws,

spikes, and a proboscis, at the end of which is a scissors-like

arrangement, which it employs for the purpose of seizing upon its

food. It comes of a numerous family, of which the cheese-mite is

an influential member. To observe the insect accurately a micro-

scope is necessary, for which the object may be prepared as

follows : Take a little raw sugar of moderately fine quality, dis-

solve it in a tumbler of lukewarm water and allow it to stand.

After a short time small specks will appear floating on the surface

of the liquid, which if intently watched may be seen to move even

with the naked eye. These are the acari, which may be removed

on to a glass slide and examined. It will probably be found that

in the little community which wUl appear, various phases of

development are represented—from the egg to the insect of full

stature and remarkable locomotive powers; besides which, pro-

bably there will be a miscellaneous collection of dipnembertd

limbs and dead bodies. If these creatures are of a pacific and

amiable disposition, certainly appearances are much against them.
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But the descriptioii given by Dr. Hassal is so accurate and vivid

that we will quote some part of his remarks :

—

" The Acarus sacchari is first visible as a rounded body or egg
;

this gradually enlarges and becomes elongated and cylindrical

until it is about twice as long as broad; after a time, from the

sides and one exti'emity of this ovum, the legs and proboscis begin

to protrude. The acarus thus far formed goes on increasing in

size untU it attains its fuU growth, when it is visible to the naked

eye as a mere speck. In its perfect state its structure is as

follows :—The body is oval or rather somewhat ovate, being

broader behind than before ; from its posterior part four long and

stiff bristles proceed, two together on each side, and some eight or

ten smaller ones are arranged nearly at equal distances around the

circumference of the body ; from its anterior part a proboscis of

complex organization proceeds, and from its inferior surface eight

legs, jointed, and furnished with spines or hairs at each articu-

lation ; the spine which issues from the last joint but one of each

leg is very long, and extends much beyond the termination of the

leg itself; lastly, each leg is armed at its extremity with a

formidable hook.

"When the acarus is alive the legs are most commonly regularly

disposed around the body, and the creature makes efforts to crawl

;

not unfrequently a number of acari may be seen attached to

fragments of the cane. When dead the attitude and disposition of

the several parts are changed ; the proboscis falls on one side, and

the legs are variously arranged."

The acarus is nevertheless by no means very anxious to " shuffle

off this mortal coU,"—on the contrary it is extremely tenacious of

life, and will live for many hours in water even at a high tempera-

ture. It is, however, an air-breathing animal and is not found, or

very sparingly, in low sticky sugars, since these clog its pores and

air-vessels, and are moreover unsuited to its active disposition.

But in aU unrefined sugar which is free from this characteristic

—

there the acarus will almost always be found;—the average number
contained per pound has been estimated at a hunired thousand !

Their food consists chiefly of the nitrogenous matters contained
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in the sugar, and it is mainly because these are eliminated by the

charcoal in the process of refining that acari are not to be found in

any sort of reiined goods. The boiling which the liquors undergo

in the refinery kills all life that may be present, the mechanical

filtration removes it from the liquor, and the filtration through

charcoal abstracts the substances upon which a fresh colony must

be supported, and hence refined sugar is free.

Erom a sanitary point of view it is obvious that the constant

introduction of such numbers of living and highly organized

creatures into the human system must have a very prejudicial

eifect, and wo would therefore counsel the consumers of raw sugar

to remember the acams—consider its ways and be wise.

F. A.

SIMPLIFIED METHOD OF SUaAR AJS'ALYSIS.

A recent issue of the Journal des Faineants de Sucre contains a

letter advocating a system of analysis which -wiU doubtless be new

to many of our readers. As the subject of analysis is one which

must more and more engage the attention of the British sugar

trade, we take the opportunity of making a few observations with

regard to the proposed simplification.

The writer, a Spanish gentleman well conversant svith sugar,

proceeds :

—

"Although the attention of those engaged in the analysis of

sugar is at present mainly directed to the question of the estima-

tion of salts and their influence upon crystallization, with the

view of deciding upon a suitable coefficient for their correction,

yet I trust that a process which aims at simplifying the modus

operandi pursued in determining the sugars, crystaUizable and

uncrystallizable, will meet with a favourable reception, especially

since it is of more rapid execution than the method hitherto in

use, and at least as accurate.

"The polariscope and copper-test methods of analysis, though

exceedingly exact in theory, have yet one weak point—which will
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doubtless go far to accoimt for the cliscrcpaiicies frequently met

with in analytical reports of sugars that are identical. In my
opinion this -weak point is the inversion system, a long and delicate

operation.

" The method which I use and which has furnished me with the

best results, is a combination of the polariscope and the copper-

test, by which inversion is dispensed with. It consists in a direct

observation by the polariscope of the liquid to be analyzed, and a

determination by the copper-test of the quantity of unci-ystallizable

sugar originally present ; and this latter kno^wledgc is made use of

to separate the deviation due to C,.j H,, 0]2 (uncrystallizable) from

that due to Cj^ Hu O,, (crystallizable).

" To illustrate this, take the foUo^wing example of the way in

which I proceed :

—

" Ten grammes of sugar arc dissolved in distilled water, claiifled

by sub-acetate of lead, and brought up to a volume of 100 cubic

centimetres. By examining a portion of this liquor in the polariscope

I have found a de^viation to the right of 55-5 di^visions.

" The copper-test determination of another portion of the liquor

has shown 4'33 per cent, of uncrystallizable sugar.

" The temperature at which the polariscopic observation was

made has been 24° Centigrade.

"It is kno^wn that 16 '35 grammes of crystallizable sugar pro-

duce a rotation of 100° to the right, and that at a temperature of

24° Centigrade the equivalent of this quantity in C12 II12 O12 (un-

crystallizable) would show 32° to the left. Now the equivalent

in imcrystallizable of 16*35 grammes crystallizable will be :

—

171 16-35
-77— = X = 17'21 grammes.
180 X

Since then 17-21 grammes of uncrystallizable will produce a rota-

tion of 32 divisions to the left, it follows that 0-433 gramme (the

quantity present in 10 grammes of the sample) will produce an

effect of

:

32X0-433 .—
Yj.2\

— ~ 0'80 dmsions

But 55-5 divisions is the net result of the deviation- to the right

and that to the left, therefore by adding 0-8 to 55-5, obtaining
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thus 56-3 divisions, we have the rotation which the crystallizable

sugar would have produced if it had been unaccompanied by any

of the uncrystallizable variety.

"It only remains to multiply 56-3 by 0-1635 in order to have

the quantity of CijHu 0,i contained in the 10 grammes analyzed,

that is, 9-205 grammes or 92-05 per cent, of crystallizable and

4-33 per cent, of uncrystallizable sugar.

" By this simple explanation the rapidity as well as the acciu-acy

of such a method may conveniently be judged of.

"A. Delokme."

To be thoroughly satisfactory, it appears to us that an analysis

of sugar should be exhaustive ; it should take accurate account not

only of the crystallizable and other forms of sugar which may bo

present, but also of the nature of eveiy salt, besides being able to

give a much more definite and satisfactory explanation of the sub-

stances included under the head of "Extractive Matter," which

indeed is sometimes considerable, than hitherto. Unfortunately

however, science is at present scarcely in a position to comply

in these particulars for purposes which are strictly scientific ; it

will probably therefore be long before commerce can reap the full

benefit of a knowledge of such exact and important information.

Meanwhile it behoves us to see to it, that the means employed

for the analysis of saccharine productions should be such as to

throw the utmost light upon the composition of the sample under

test, consistent with the limits of practicability, as prescribed by
the clumsiness of apparatus and manipulation, the tediousness

of the operations, and the cost entailed.

It is obvious that any new process which is recommended by its

speediness of execution is on that score entitled to fuU considera-

tion, provided accui-acy is not thereby sacrificed. Let us now
briefly consider the subject of which the present communication

treats.

"When a chemist weighs out his sample in order to analyze it,

he is of course in considerable ignorance respecting the substances

which it may contain. Now one of the most essential things to

be ascertained is obviously the quantity of pure sugar, and if it is
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possible to provide that the correct estimation of this shall not be

interfered with by the presence of any other substance -whatever, a

great point is gained. But it is weU known that erystaUizable

sugar is only one of many bodies which exert an influence on

polarized light. Therefore when this means of analysis is selected,

evidently some precaution must be used which shall, if possible,

nullify or eliminate the influence of aU other substances endowed

with polaiizing properties. Such a precaution has been adopted

in the inversion method, which consists in tre'ating the saccharine

liquid, after it has been examined in the polariscope directly, with

an acid, and the efi'ect of this treatment is specific, ciystaUizable

sugar being (theoretically at least) the only polarizing substance

upon which the acid exerts any influence. This it transforms into

a definite compound, composed of two iinds of sugar of opposite

rotations, and which are present in equal proportions (Dubrunfaut).

The net polarizing efi'ect, so far as the crystallizable sugar is

concerned, is to produce a rotation to the left about one-third as

great as was before exerted by this body to the right, which

rotation to the left varies with the temperature at which the

observation is made.

If then the theory holds good that pure sugar is the only

body susceptible to this modification by acid, the inversion

method is all that can be desired. This is however not abso-

lutely the case
;

asparagine, a substance often occurring in

beetroot sugars, exhibits a similar phenomenon, and for beetroot

analysis therefore, inversion is out of place, though it should be

remembered that the error is not likely to exceed one or two peer

cent. It must also be admitted that when it is a question of the

analysis of some of the low products of refineries by the optical

method, including inversion, there is frequently a very large

margin between the sugar indicated and the quantity which repre-

sents totaKty— a larger margin than it is easy to explain by

supposing the presence of other substances. Inversion is not and

cannot claim to be a perfect system. On this matter there is a

wide field for investigation. "Wliat is the efi'ect of continued heating

and of treatment by alkalies upon the optical properties of sugar ?
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Having now spoken of tlic inversion method, let us now con-

sider the proposed simplification.

This is simply to augment the direct notation indicated by the

polariscope in proportion as the copper-test denotes the presence of

uncrystallizahle sugar. Practically it resolves itself into increasing

the direct notation by one-third the amount of uncrystallizahle

present. No account is taken of the optical influence which may
be exerted by salts, gums, starch, and a thousand other substances

which may be present either naturally or as adulterants. The
fraudulent admixture of two per cent, of starch would by this

method falsify the result to the extent of at least six per cent.,

and the "correction" would but increase the error.

Where a number of analyses are made daily, the saving of time

by the omission of inversion is considerable, but we venture to

think that this is a vciy false economy. Doubtless both methods

have their imperfections, and we may hope for much fresh light

upon the subject. But as the facts stand at present, we cannot resist

the conclusion that the new method is in every respect a blind one,

since it not only omits to take into account the optical effect of any
non-saccharine substance, but also it supposes the uncrystallizahle

to be present invariably in the form which is assumed by the inver-

sion of crystallizable sugar. But beyond question there is always

an uncrystaUizable variety pre-existent in the cane. It becomes

therefore a matter of importance to determine the properties

optical and otherwise of this body. Ed. S. C.

NEW PATENTS.

Manufacture of Syrups and Sugars. Dated March 30, 1871. W. E.
Netvtox, Chancery-lane.

1. The construction of closed vessels for the concentration of cane-juice,
and other liquids at low temperatures. 2. AppHcation of steam therefor.
3. Apparatus for clarification and decolorization.

Sugar Cane Mitts. J. Nokman, Glasgow. Dated April 6, 1871.
Each frame cheek of the mill is made separate from the bed frame, and

with horizontal surfaces at the lower parts, to receive the brass boarins
blocks of the two lower roUers. The middles of the cheeks are enlarged to
receive the bearing blocks of the upper roller. A cap is placed over each
cheek, and extends over the lower bearings—the lateral bars are placed ver-
tically against the cheeks, and secured by strong bolts.
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THE RECENT HURRICANE.

The "West India newspapers abound -witli notices of associations

formed, subscriptions raised, and ofScial correspondence d propos

of the late hurricane. In the Barbadoes House of Assembly the

sum of £1700 has been voted for the relief of the sufferers, which

is apportioned as follows :— Antigua £1000, St. Kitts £300,

St. Thomas £150, Virgin Islands £150.

At home also the disastrous event has strongly elicited the

public sympathy, which has taken practical form in the contri-

bution of funds for the mitigation of the sufferings entailed upon

all classes of the population in those unfortimate islands which

have been visited by the cyclone. In aid of this object a large

and influential meeting was convened at the Mansion House, on

the 11th of October, which was presided over by the Lord Mayor,

supported by many gentlemen connected with the West Indies in

various capacities.

At this meeting. Sir BENJAJinf Ptue, in proposing the first

resolution, to the effect that the meeting deeply sympathized with

the wide-spread distress occasioned by the hurricane of the 21st of

August, adverted with especial force to the deplorable effect of

such an event upon the poorer classes of the community, and on

their behalf appealed for pecuniary aid from the British public,

reminding his audience that the fact that England had engaged in

the slave trade, and also that our forefathers had spent millions of

money to rid her of the curse, could never be forgotten, and that

the circumstance of the island of Antigua, upon which the present

calamity had fallen most heavily, having emancipated her own

slaves, would be recorded in her honour to all posterity. The

speaker also expressed his sympathy with the planters and estate

owners whoso property had been destroyed, and appealed to his

hearers to remove the duty of pecuniary aid to the poor from their

already overburdened shoulders.

Amongst the other speakers at the meeting was the Rev. Canon

KixGSLET, who has but recently returned from the West Indies,

and who drew a picture of the tenible scene presented during the

raging of a hurricane, and of the frightful loss of life and limlj

2 r
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which is occasioned, in addition to the -wreck of property. Ho
stated his belief that the whole of the negro habitations in St.

Thomas had been literally swept oflf the face of the earth, and that

doubtless, in other islands the devastation was at least of equal

extent. The case was rendered the more distressing by the approach

of the wet season, and the rebuilding of houses was a work of

great expense. In many of the islands there was no wood, it had

to be conveyed from North America, and then there was the

difficulty of obtaining an efficient force of carpenters to erect the

houses. He strongly approved of the suggestion that had been

made, to send out from this country ready-made houses in pieces,

which could be readily put together on anival. In conclusion,

Mr. KiNGSLEr commended the case of the unfortunate people, to

the known generosity of the citizens of London.

The Hon. Olivee Nugent, President of the Council of Antigua,

in moving a vote of thanks to the Lord ilayor, strongly recom-

mended the scheme of sending out ready-made houses, which he

considered was the best possible way of affording relief to the

houseless sufferers.

The subscription made at the close of the meeting amounted to

about £2,500, to which the East and "West India and the St.

Katharine Dock Companies each contributed one hundred guineas.

NOTES ON CENTRAL FACTORIES AS CONDUCTED IN
MARTINIQUE.

Engagements between the factory and the planters are usually

made for a term of ten years ; when first established the planters

received 5 per cent., but now in some cases the rate is as high as 6

per cent, of sugar on the weight of canes ; the payment, however,
is never actually made in sugar, but in its money value, which is

fixed at the average between the lowest and the highest rate for

muscovado, quoted in the St. Pierre market. This price is fixed

every fortnight and in some cases the arrangement provides that the

planter shall participate in the profits of the factory, but in those

which pay the 6 per cent, rate he has no share in these. The
factories lay down lines of rails which intersect the land, and the
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planter if possible suits his cultivation, to the direction of this

tramway, but must do his own cartage, from the cane-piece to the

nearest point of rail. In some instances also, where estates are

on the sca-board, and the factory of convenient access fi-om the

sea, the canes are transported in barges.

In the case of one factory, a 40 horse power mill is employed

;

the rollers of this are much thicker in proportion to its length,

than is common. It expresses about 72 per cent, of jttice from

plant canes, and from 60 to 70 per cent, from ratoons. Five

multitubular boUers supply the steam.

The quantity of sugar is about 15 tons per day of fifteen hours,

in the manufacture of which 1 6 centrifugals are used, the annual

waste of charcoal being about 15 tons.

The outlay required to establish a factory capable of turning out

2000 tons of sugar, including eight miles of tramway and 10 acres

of land, amounts to about £50,000. The shareholders obtain on

the average about 25 or 30 per cent, interest upon this.

—

Barhadocs

Globe.

THE INFLUENCE OF TKEES UPON KAINFALL.

In many sugar producing countries the practice of dealing timber

is largely resorted to ; it is therefore well that the important part

played by forests in conducing to an abundant rainfall, should be

kept under notice. The following extract is from " Proctor's Light

Science " :

—

" "We may point out in this place the important connection which

exists between the rainfall of a country and the amount of forest

land. We notice that in parts of America attention is being paid,

with markedly good results, to the influence of forests in encourag-

ing rainfall. "We have here an instance in which cause and effect

are interchangeable. Eain encourages the growth of an abundant

vegetation, and abundant vegetation in turn aids to produce a state

of the superincumbent atmosphere which encourages the precipita-

tion of rain. The consequence is that it is very necessary to check

before it is too late, the processes which lead to the gradual des-

truction of forests. If these processes arc continued until the
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climate has become excessively dry, it is almost impossible to remedy

the miscliicf, simply because the want of moisture is destructive to

the trees which may he planted to encourage rainfalls. Thus, there

are few processes more difficult (as has been found by experience in

parts of Spain and elsewhere) than the change of an arid region

into a vegetation-covered district. In fact, if the region is one of

great extent, the attempt to effect such a change is a perfectly

hopeless one. On the other hand, the contrary process, that is the

attempt to change a climate which is too moist into one of less

humidity, is in general not attended with much difficulty. A
juidicious system of clearing nearly always leads to the desired

result."

THE BEET CROP.

It wiU be remembered that the gathering of the beeti-oot was
almost universally deferred to a date rather later than the usual

time, on account of the backward and somewhat unsatisfactory

state of the root. Operations were commenced about the beginning

of the month under auspices the reverse of favourable, the weather
being cold and wet, the progress of the work slow, and the results

divulged somewhat unsatisfactory and disappointing. The roots

generally were arrived at too advanced a point to profit much by
the rain, even in an increase of bulk and weight, though the late

sowings will probably receive benefit. It became, therefore, clear

that the unfavourable climatic conditions which prevailed up to

July had been productive of mischief, which could only have been
repaired by a continuance of fine, warm weather. But this not
having been the case, the beetroot does not promise the extra-

ordinary crop which was predicted, though, according to the
best authorities, it will still be about equal to that of last year;

This, however, is to be chiefly explained by the large area sown,
which is considerably greater than ever before. The yield of roots

per acre, and the density of the juices are, so far, both inferior to

1870, though not much beneath an average. The estimate has

been gradually reduced throughout the month, and is now 10,000

tons below that of last month.
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HAVANNA AND MATANZAS.

ExPOHTS FEOM THE IST OF JaNUABY 10 THE 2lfD OF SePTEMBEH.

1871.
1 OTA1870. 1 QRQ

Tons. Tons. Tons.

To United States of America .

.

.149,962 .158,603 . .164,600

,
61,486 .167,642 .142,062

7,965 . 9,925 . . 9,077

10,707 . 43,960 . . 46,151

43,570 . . 56,415 . 42,281

547 . 3,410 . . 2,540

2,905 . . 7,663 . 5,768

277,132 447,618 412,479

Stocks in Havanna and Matanzas . 66,915 .. 68,854 . 66,440

EsiiMAiED Ceop of Beeteoot Sugae compaeed with the iWd

PEETIOUS seasons.

(From Licht s Monthly Circular.)

1871-72. 1870-71. 1869-70.

Tons. Tons. Tons.

Germany (Zollvercin) .... 225,000 . . 254,220 , . 215,382

300,000 . . 289,083 . . 289,324

200,000 . . 190,950 . . 151,353

160,000 . . 135,000 . . 132,500

50,000 . . 55,739 . . 43,520

Holland and else'Wliere .... 25,000 . . 17,500 . . 12,500

950,000 942,492 844,579
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Stocks of Suoae in the Chief JIaekets of the "Wokld ox the

31st AroirsT, is thousands of ions, to the neakest thousand.

1871. 1870. 1869.

166 ,. .. 181 .. .. 133

30 .

.

. . 34 .

.

. . 32

38 .. .. 39 .. .. 43

2 .. 2 .

.

3

5 .. 6 .

.

4

241 262 215

134 .. . . 141 .

.

.. 146

67 . .. 58 .. . . 66

442 .. .. 461 .. .. 427

Consumption of Sugar in Europe and the United States, foe

THE Year ending 31st August, in^thousands of tons.

1871. 1870. 1869

689 .. . . 676 . .. 620

332 .. .. 318 .. .. 292

Germany (Zollverein) .

.

229 . .. 208 . .. 205

25 .. .. 31 .. .. 25

115 .. .. 109 , .. 106

1,342 1,248

507 . .. 470 . . .. 405

Total .. 1,997 1,812 1,653



SUGAR STATISTICS—GREAT BRITAIN

To 21sT OcTOBEE, 1871 AND 1870. In Thousands of Tons, to the Nearest Thousand.

Britisli "West India

British East India

Mauritius ....

Ciiba

Porto Rico, &c.

Manilla & Java

Brazil

Beetroot, &c. .

.

Total, 1871

Total, 1870

I
g

27

4

3

7

2

63

92

o

2

2

1

1

3

6

12

26

44

STOCKS.

23

12

41

41

' O 00
Eh ^

53

6

4

21

5

24

18

3

134

O 00

58

15

5

27

11

41

23

4

184

50deerease

o

101

5

7

8

3

17

1

27

170

IMPORTS.

i3

16

4

2

4

12

11

33

16

176

98

123

a

13

5

12

1

6

6

8

51

59

n3

65

3

28

8

4

15

60

182

177

IB

195

9

16

52

25

39

55

111

501

« 2
O 00
Eh r-.

175

10

29

147

36

37

63

41

536

35decrease

§

0

87

16

7

4

5

27

1

30

DELIVEEIES.

o
&

1-^

15

4

2

5

11

18

31

17

176 104

160 104

12

5

13

2

6

5

9

51

59

54

2

21

8

4

15

66

169

150

a '-'

O 00
Eh r-.

167

20

16

43

25

55

52

122

500

O 00
Eh

128

13

29

137

30

40

51

44

474

26 increase

o
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STATE AND PEOSPECTS OF THE SUGAR MARKET.

The market at the heginning of the month opened firm, and has

continued up to the present to exhibit a steady upward tendency.

The extreme prices asked have in some cases checked business, yet

notwithstanding, large transactions have taken place, many refiners

having run rather low in stock. These, having regard to the state

of the statistics, and dreading the risk of being compelled to buy

perhaps in an excited market, have been steady buyers during the

month.

Low raw sugars are remarkably firm, and extreme prices have

in some cases been realized. No. 12 Havana afloat is quoted at

29s. 6d., as compared with 28s. 6d. at the end of September; good

to fine brown Pemambuco 24s. 6d. to 25s., against 23s. to 24s. last

month. Generally, prices in the raw market may be put down at

an advance of Is. 6d. for the month, which is on the whole about

2s. 6d. above those current for the corresponding period of last

year, though, the comparison is somewhat anomalous ; in the case

of No. 12 Havana the difference is only Is., whilst for middling

Bahia it reaches as high as 5s.

In the refined market the tone has been quieter but very firm,

and for pieces 6d. to Is. advance is paid. Loaves also are dearer,

being quoted at 39s. 6d. to 40s.

An examination of the stocks in England, and also in the chief

markets of the world, show a further diminution since last month,

and also a greater deficiency as compared with the corresponding

period of last year. On the other hand, deliveries are increasing.

These considerations, together with the fact that the beetroot

crop does not promise very materially to exceed that of last year,

would make us look for even still higher prices,—but against this

must be placed the circumstance that the present scale of prices

is a high one. For the present, however, we see no immediate

prospect of a decline.

ERRATXJM.—On page 501 (September number), it is stated that Mr. Dunn, of Barbadoe-s
took out a patent for the preservation of distillery lees; the name should hare been
Mr, W. Drumm,
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ON THE MANUFACTURE OF SUGAR FROM THE SUGAR
CANE, AND THE MACHINERY EMPLOYED THEREIN.

(Continued from page io8J

Having in our former papers described the methods of extracting

and defecating the cane juice, we have now to speak of its

evaporation, concentration, and crystallization.

While considering the various ways in which these operations

are accomplished, it will he well for us to hear in mind a few

fundamental facts in reference to the injury done to solutions of

sugar by heat. An eminent authority on this subject says:—" AU

heat above 140° Fahrenheit is capable of exerting an injurious

effect. As regards the time, this effect is proportionate to the

duration of the heat; the continuance of any syrup for two hours

at any given temperature would cause just double the mischief

which would be produced by its continuance at the same temperature

for an hour. But as regards the heat, the mischief increases about

as the square of the difference from 140", the highest innocuous

temperature. Thus, to syrup kept at 160° during any given time,

a certain degree of mischief would be done. To keep the same

syrup for the same time at a heat of 180° would cause four times

the mischief; at 200°, nine times; the difference of 180° from 140°

being twice as great as that of 160°, and that of 200° being three

times as great. This mischief consists partly in the change of

colour, partly in the change of a quantity of cane sugar or sucrose

2 w
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into fructose (uncrystaUizable sugar). This latter miscliief is made

still greater by the fact that every particle of fructose ia a mixed

solution, detains from crystallization nearly its own weight of pure

sugar. It would be impossible, after mixing equal weights in

solution of loaf sugar and fructose, to recover the former in a

crystalline state."

It would appear from the above statement, that—1st, it is before

all things important to evaporate and concentrate at the lowest

possible temperature, since the mischief done to the juice, is as the

square of the number of degrees by which the temperature of the

syrup exceeds 140° Fahrenheit; and 2nd, it is desirable that the

concentration should be effected in the shortest possible space of

time. Here, however, another consideration will come into play.

The crystals of sugar are not formed instantaneously, but, being

very small at first, they gradually grow in size if continued in a

syrup of a density and temperature favourable to their growth. If,

therefore, large crystals are wished for, time must be given them

to grow. The solution of sugar must then, of necessity, remain

exposed to the injurious action of heat during the time needed for

the growth of crystals of the size desii'ed. It will, accordingly, be

plain that when it is wished to produce a large-grained sugar, it is

even more than usually important that the concentration should be

carried on at a low temperature.

Now, let us consider the various apparatus actually in use for

evaporating and concentrating the j uice. The first we shall describe

is the battery or Jamaica train. This apparatus is more used than

any other, yet it most grossly violates the rules which we have

just laid down, as those which ought to guide us in operating upon

any solution of sugar and water. The Jamaica train consists of a

range of some four or five hemispherical pans of varying size, heated

by a furnace placed under the smallest of them. For a long time

these pans were proportioned in such a way that each pan was just

large enough to hold the contents of the one next to it, less the

evaporation. Thus, the tayche, which occupied the position over

the furnace, was just able to hold the contents of the largest copper

when these had been concentrated nearly up to the "striking"
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point. It was tliought that this arrangement of the proportions of

the coppers had much to do with obtaining a good result, as it

enabled each charge of the large copper to be kept pretty well

together during the whole of the process of evaporation. This idea

has, however, been abandoned, and the proportions of the various

pans to one another now vary a good deal. The usual shape of

these pans is hemispherical, the form which of all others gives the

least amount of surface in proportion to the contents. Thus, this

form of pan requires the greatest expenditure of time for effecting

a given amount of concentration, thus violating the second rule we
laid down. Then the evaporation is carried on in the open air, and

as the density of the syrup increases, the temperature at which it

boils also rises very rapidly. As an example of this, we will give

the absolute temperatures found to exist in the various coppers of

a battery on testing them with the thermometer :

—

Grand copper 210° Faht.

Second 212° „
Tayche 225° „
At proof 233° „

Mr. "Wray states that the sugar is usually discharged from the

tayche at a temperature of from 240° to 250° Eahrenheit. Not

only are the temperatures in the battery excessive, and the time

during which the syrup is exposed to them far too great, but of

necessity the greatest heat is applied to the most dense solution.

To such a solution, owing probably to its sluggish circulation and

feeble power of conducting heat, the application of a high

temperature is much more injurious than to a solution of low density.

"We see, then, that the first rule laid down in reference to the

evaporation of sugar solutions is also most grossly violated.

As an example of the enormous injury thus done to the juice, we

may mention an instance in which 17 per cent, of the sugar present

was converted into fructose, or uncrystaUizable sugar, during the

process of concentration in the battery. Remembering that each

per cent, of fructose detains another per cent, of pure sugar from

crystallizing, it will be seen that the ultimate loss in this instance

was one-third of the entire sugar present.
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On another occasion the proportions of fructose to pure sugar in

the Tarions vessels of the Lattery -were found to be,

—

Grand copper 10-7 per cent, fnictosc,

Second do. . . . . . . 15 ,,

Tayche 22-7

shomng the conversion of 12 per cent, of pure sugar into fructose

in the battery, or, doubling this percentage as in the former case,

an actual loss to the planter of 24 per cent, of the sugar.

The above figures only show the injury to the composition of the

syrup; but in addition there is a very serious injury to the colour,

to -which the planter has also to submit.

In the latter instance certainly, and probably in the former, the
.

juice was of very inferior quality before it was sent to the battery.

When the juice is purer in the first instance, the injury done to it

is much less. "We should probably not be far off the mark if we

considered that of the sugar present in average cane-juice 5 per

cent, was fructose, and that this 5 per cent, increased to 15 per

cent, during the process of concentration in the battery. This

would show a conversion of 10 per cent, of sugar into fructose, or

a practical loss of 20 per cent, as the result of this method of

concentration.

Latterly the tendency has been to decrease the depth of the

coppers in the battery and to increase their diameter, so that they

may present a somewhat greater heating surface in proportion to

their contents, This is doubtless a step in the right direction,

though the improvement thus obtained is but slight.

We illustrate in Fig. 1 a sectional elevation, and in Fig. 2 a plan

of a modem arrangement of Jamaica train. In this instance the

pans are of cast iron (which indeed is the material now most

generally employed in their] construction) made to bolt firmly

together, and provided with shelving sides of iron to prevent

boiling over.

The brickwork of the flue is so arranged as to force the flame

upwards against the bottom of the coppers, thus making the heating

surface which they present as effective as possible.
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In •vforking the battery the largest copper, which is also the

farthest from the furnace, receives the juice as it comes from the

clarifiers, or from the receiving tank, which for the sake of con-

venience is often placed between them and the battery.

At this stage the juice is merely brought to a slight simmer, the

heat being usually insuflcient to make it boil rapidly. As before

explained the defecation of the juice is very seldom perfect, and

therefore in this copper, and indeed in the others also, scum is

continually rising to the surface. This is removed by means of

skimming. A channel is usually made in the brickwork in which

the coppers are set, to carry away this scum to the receptacle pro-

vided for the scum and dregs from the clarifiers. As the process

of evaporation goes on, the juice is ladled from copper to copper,

those nearer the fire being continually replenished with juice from

those more distant from it. Passing in this way from copper to

copper, the juice at last arrives in a highly concentrated state at

the tayche or smallest copper, which is placed immediately above

the fire. Its condition must now be very carefully watched, as

the concentration is completed here. The degree of concentration

attained is judged of partly by the general appearance of the

boUing liquid, partly by the resistance it ofiers to being stirred, but

most accurately by taking a drop of it between the finger and

thumb, then separating these and observing to what length the

thread of syrup can be drawn out. The presence of small crystals

in the syrup thus tested is also a good indication of its condition.

The density may, too, be pretty accurately determined by noting

the temperature registered by a thermometer plunged into the

boiling liquid, but this method, though simple, is rarely made

use of.

The higher the degree of concentration to which the syrup is

carried, the more elevated becomes its boiling point, and the more

is it injured both in colour and chemical composition. At the same

time, if the syrup be not so highly concentrated, a much larger

portion of it afterwards drains away as molasses; and as the planter

seldom reboUs these to extract from them the crystaUizable sugar

which they contain, his return in sugar is decreased. Thns he has
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usually to choose between diminislied quantity of sugar or inferior

quality.

"WTien the syrup in the tayche is judged to be sufficiently con-

centrated, or, to use technical expressions, to be " at proof" or to

have reached the "striking point," the fire is damped and the

syrup is removed as rapidly as possible into coolers, usually some

eighteen inches deep, where it is allowed to remain until it has

attained a fair degree of consistency. The best—^because the most

rapid—plan of removing sugar from the tayche is to let down into

it by means of a crane a vessel just fitting to the inside of the

tayche, and provided with a large valve in the bottom. By means

of this apparatus the whole of the contents of the tayche are

removed at once. Even where this plan of removing or " striking"

the sugar is adopted, a certain quantity is left adhering to the sides

and bottom of the tayche, and the heat radiated from the brick-

work of the furnace and flues is often sufficient to convert much

of this into caramel before the tayche can be refilled with syrup.

This evil is of course greater where the process of emptying the

tayche is slower.

From the coolers, where it usually remains some twenty-four

hours, the sugar, which has now attained some degree of solidity,

is taken into the curing house. Here it is placed in hogsheads, the

bottoms of which are perforated, each perforation being loosely

stopped by the stem of a plantain leaf. In this condition it is left

for some weeks in order to allow the molasses to drain away from

it. This tedious process is, however, not very efficient, and the

leakage of molasses usually continues after the sugar has been

shipped. The loss of weight from this cause is often as much as

15 and sometimes 20 or even 25 per cent, during the voyage; and

this is an absolute loss, as the molasses thus leaking away becomes

mixed with the bilge-water in the ship's hold, and is pumped away

with it into the sea.

"We have here described the worst, but also alas! the most

common method of making sugar. We reserve modifications of

and improvements on this method for future papers.

—

British

Trade Journal.
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RESEAECHES" ON BOILING IN VACTJTJM.

Bt De. B. "Wackeeodee,

Having commenced a series of experiments on the action of

sulphurous acid on different saccharine solutions at various tem-

peratures with unsatisfactory results, I -was compelled to make

trials more nearly approaching to the practical working, and

therefore prepared a small vacuum apparatus for experimental use,

1.

Effects of Diffeeent Agents on Sacchaeise Solxttions dueinq

BoruKG IN Vactjitm;.

The essential conditions for experiments of this kind are the

uniform and well known qualities of the saccharine solutions and

of the agents used with them. I prepared therefore a small model

vacuum pan in all points resembling the apparatus used in manu-

facture, communicating with the pump by a copper tube. The

condensation was produced by a current of air in the interior of the

tube, and all the operations were conducted in the same conditions

as in ordinary [vacuum pan] boiling. The juice cistern contained 50

litres, sufficient for six consecutive boilings : the quantity of Hquid

drawn into the apparatus was measured by a water gauge.

A.—EFFECT OF A SOLUTION OF SULPHUROUS ACID.

This effect was shewn by comparative analysis of boilings with

and without the addition of the acid in question.

1.—CONCENIEAIED JuiCE.

1st boiling.—Boiled 5 litres (4-4 quarts) with the addition of 3-5

litres (3-08 quarts) and -35 litre (-308 quart) of

sulphurous acid in solution of -ys per cent. The

boiling was finished at 176° Faht.

4th boiling.—The same juice ; the acid solution being of the

strength of -21 per cent. ; the temperature 16g°

Faht.

3rd boiling.—5 litres + 3-5 litres without acid.
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Composition of the masses cuites—
m. I. IV.

Without acid. With acid.

_ Of-737„ :0f -21%'

Water 16-77 13-50 15-24

Salts 3-26 3-18 3-30

Organic substances 3-07 3-72 3-26

Sugar 77-90 79-60 77-50

100-00 100-00 100-00

In 100 parts of dry substance

—

"Water — —
Salts 3-87 3-67 3-89

Organic matter 3-64 4-30 4-68

Sugar 92-49 92-03 91-43

100-00 100-00 100-00

The diminution of the proportion of sugar is evident.

2.—CONCENTEATED JlTICE.

6th boiUng.—5-0 + 3-5 litres of juice, without acid.

7th „ 5-0 + 3-5 litres of juice, -with the addition of -35

Ktre of sulphurous acid in solution of 1-2 per cent.

8th „ 5-0 + 3-5 litres of juice, with -35 of acid in solution

of -9 per cent.

9th „ The same quantities of juice and acid, the latter in

solution of -6 per cent.

10th ,, The same ; acid in solution of -3 per cent.

11th „ 7 litres of juice (6-16 quarts) ; -5 litre of acid in

solution of 1-0 per cent.

Composition of masses cuites—
VI. vn. Ym. IX. X. xi.

"Water 15-08 14-21 15-37 14-26 14-13 14-31

Salts 3-36 3-68 3-36 3-12 3-33 3-10

Organic matter. 3-46 3-81 4-47 4-12 3-94 4-79

Sugar 78-10 78-30 76-80 78-50 78-60 77-80

100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100 00
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In 100 parts of dry substance

—

Salts 3-96 4-26 3-97 3-64 3-88 3-62

Organic matter. 4-07 4-44 5-28 4-81 4-59 5-59

Sugar .... 91'97 91-30 90-75 91-55 91-53 90-89

100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00

3.

—

Geeen Steot of 1st Phodttct.

12tli boiling.—8 litres (7-04 quarts) -without acid.

13th „ 7 litres, -with -35 litre of acid in solution of 1'48%

•70%

•40%

14th „ 7-5 „ •with -35

15th „ 7-5 „ •with -35
>> ))

Composition of the masses cuites-

xn. xm. XIV. XV.
Without acid.

15-07 15-96 14-52 13-25

Salts 7-35 7-29 7-60 7-59

Organic matter. 8-08 7-85 8-98 9-46

69-50 68-20 68-20 69-70

100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00

In 100 parts of dry substance

—

Water

Salts 8-66 8-67 8-89 8-75

Organic matter. . 9-51 9-34 10-51 10-90

81-83 81-99 80-60 80-35

100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00

4.

—

^Weak Sacchaetne Soltjiions.

The effect of sulphuric acid on a very diluted solution of sugar

during its concentration to a certain degree of density -was studied

merely with a scientific aim.

31st boiling.—5 + 5 litres of solution boiled at 162° Paht.

34th „ (a) 5 litres of solution •w ith 1 litre of acid of 1 -4 per

cent., boiled at 135° Faht,
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34th boiling.

—

(h) 5 litres of solution with 2 litres of acid of 1-4 per

cent., boiled at 194° Faht.

Composition of these solutions after concentration

—

XXXI. XXXIV(o). XXXrV(i).

"Without acid.

Water 96-15 97-81 97-66

Foreign matter . . 0-10 0-07 0-09

Sugar 3-75 2-12 2-25

100-00 100-00 100-00
I

In 100 parts of dry substance

—

Water — — —
Foreign matter .. 2-60 3-20 3-84

Sugar 97-40 96-80 96-16

100-00 100-00 100-00

B.—EFFECT OF SULPHITEOUS ACID HAS.

1.—SxEUP raoM 4th Peobttct.

25th boiling.—5 litres of syrup +2+2 + 1 added, without acid,

boiled at 149° Faht.

23rd „ 5 + 2 litres of syrup, with sulphurous acid added at

the commencement, boiled at 158° Faht.

24th „ 5+2 litres of syrup, with continuous addition of

sulphurous acid gas, boiled at 162° Faht.

Composition of the masses cuites—
XXV. XXIII. XXIV.

Without acid.

13-49 13-34 13-73

Salts 1-67 1-56 1-91

Organic matter 0-94 2-20 2-16

83-90 81-90 82-40

100-00 100-00 100-00
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In 100 parts of dry substance

—

"Water — — —
Salts 1-92 1-81 1-98

Organic matter . . 1-08 2-56 2-50

Sugar 97-00 95-63 95-52

100-00 100-00 100-00

2.

—

Green Steup (feoji Eefixed Loaves.)

40th boiling.—5 + 2 litres of syrup, without acid ;
156° Faht.

41st ,,' 5 litres of syrup, with sulphurous acid gas, then 2

litres of syrup added; boiled at 158° Faht.

42nd „ 5+3 litres of syrup with continuous introduction

of sulphurous acid gas; boiled at 160° Faht.

Composition of masses cuites—
XL. XLI. XLn.

"Without acid.

16-47 14-16 14-63

1
6-43 7-24 6-97

Organic matter.

77-10 78-60 78-40

100-00 100-00 100-00

100 parts of the dry substance

—

Salts 3-96 3-96 3-96

Organic matter 3-74 4-47 4-21

92-30 91-57 91-83

100-00 100 00 100-00

C.—EFI'ECTS OP ACSETIC ACID AND OF POTASH.

1.

—

Acetic Acid and Geeen Syettp op Fiest Peoduct.

12th boiling.—8 litres of syrup without acid.

16th ., 7-5 ,, ,, with 0-35 litre of acetic acid of

1-1° B., boiled at 144° Faht., the masse cuite and

the condensed vapour decidedly alkaline.
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Composition of the masses cuites—

"Water

XII.
Without acid.

XVI.
With acid.

14-53

Salts 7-44

8-83

69-20

100-00 100-00

' parts of dry substance

—

Vater

Salts 8-70

Organic matter 10-33

Sugar 80-97

100-00 100-00

2.—CoTEEiNG Stkto and Catistic Poiash.

35th boiling.—5 + 3 litres of syi-up without potash.

36th „ 5 + 3 „ T^ith potash.

Composition of the masses cuites—
XXXV. XXXVI.

.
Without potash. With potash.

Water I4.78 13-20

Foreign matter 0-42 0-80

Sugar 84-80 86-00

100-00 100-00

In 100 parts of the dry substance-

Water

Foreign matter. o-49 0-92

Sugar 99.51 99.Q8

100-00 100-00

(To he continued.J
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TEAlfSFOEMATIOX OF A SOLUTION OF CAlfE STJGAE
INTO GLUCOSE BY THE INFLUENCE OF LIGHT.

2{ote emnmumcated to I'Academie,

By M. E. M. Eaouxi.

It is generally supposed that a solution of cane [i.e., pure] sugai-

at tlie ordinaiy temperature kept free from the action of ferments

will retain its taste and chemical properties for an indefinite period:

this is an error. I have proved by repeated trials that a solution

of cane sugar, without having been submitted to the least fer-

mentation, may become modified, and at length more or less

completely transformed into glucose; and ia the course of this year

I have made an experiment which proves that this transformation

takes place under the influence of light. The experiment was
conducted as under :

—

On the 12th of May last, 10 grammes of white sugar were
dissolved in 50 grammes of pure water; equal volumes of this

solution were introduced into two white glass tubes and boiled for

some minutes, after which and before the re-entrance of the air

the tubes were hermetically closed. These tubes thus prepared

were placed one in a quite dark, the other in a very light place,

but near to each other, so that they should experience the same
variations of temperature. Five months afterwards (the [SOth of

October) I opened the tubes ; the solutions were perfectly trans-

parent, and neither of them contained any microscopical vegetation.

That which had been kept in the dai-k did not (on trial)

in any degree affect Baneswill's copper solution, this tube

therefore contained no glucose ; the other, on the contrary, which
had been exposed to the light, gave with the same rc-agent an
abundant red precipitate

;
nearly half the cane sugar which it had

at first contained had become converted into glucose. Thus under
the influence of light alone, cane sugar dissolved in water is slowly

transformed into glucose.

It foUows that a syi-up may contain a quantity of glucose when
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the manufacturer has used only cane sugar in its preparation ; such

a sjrrup is not therefore necessarily adulterated.

"With reference to the above note, M. E. Maumene addresses a

letter to the Journal des Fabricants de Sticre, from, which the

following paragraphs are extracted :

—

" This note contains an interesting fact ; that of the part which

is played by light in the formation of inrerted sugar, but the con-

clusion relative to syrups is one to which I drew attention a long

time ago, and which I ask your permission to recall, as M. Eaoult

seems to be unaware of it.

" The very important conclusion is this, that a syrup may contain

a quantity ofglucose (inverted sugar) when the manufacturer has used

only cane sugar in its preparation; such a syrup is not therefore

necessarily adulterated. Nothing can be truer than this fact, and I

attach the more importance to the priority of its discovery inasmuch

as it was the result of my first studies on sugar, and enabled me

to save from prison an honest grocer of Rheims, whose sirops de

gomme had been declared adulterated for the single reason that they

contained inverted sugar.

" In 1852 I shewed that the analysis of syrups requires great

precautions, and in 1854 I explained that the inversion of sugar

may take place at a low temperature and in a little time produce

in the druggists' syrups large quantities of glucose. For example,

I observed polariscopicaUy

—

February, 1854. October, 1854.

Druggists' syrup, C 44° to the right . . 14° to the right.

» B 44°

„ A 45°

Grocers' „ E 63°

„ E' 48-5°

10°

8° to the left.

6-5° to the right.

4° to the left.

" Two sirops de gomme preserved in my laboratory shewed no

increase of inverted sugar in eight months."
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THE SUGAR DUTIES IN FRANCE.

The Govemment of M. Thiers appears disposed to carry out in

their entirety the terms of the Convention of 1864, to which,

under the Imperial Govemment, France was one of the four con-

tracting powers. The general Customs duties of the country

having hcen augmented by three-tenths, the proposed alteration in

the sugar duties comprises this increase. The proposed law was,

it is said, laid hefore the National Assembly on the loth of

September last; yet it has not hitherto been made public; but

as it is to be submitted to the Assembly nest month for discussion,

the prqfet de hi and the report of the Minister of Agriculture

and Commerce (which precedes it) have at length appeared in the

Journal Officiel. The report, of which the following is a trans-

lation, gives the reasons for the proposal
; technically the expose

des motifs

:

—
GENTtEMEN,—During many years, France, England, Belgium,

and Holland encoiu-aged the export of refined sugars by bounties,

which burdened the finances of each of these states in proportion to

development of the exportation.

In France the system of bounties on refined sugars exported

originated in the necessity of satisfying the colonial and shipping

interests, which were intimately connected. On the establishment

of the general peace in 1815, some of her ancient colonies were
restored to France; Martinique and Guadaloupe in the sea of

the Antilles, and the isle of Reunion in the Indian ocean.

The chief product of these colonies was sugar : at that time the

continental blockade had unaccustomed us to the consumption of

sugar, its greatly advanced price having placed it out of the reach

of all but the wealthier classes of the population. Notwithstanding

this, by the re-establishment of the exclusive policy known as

the Colonial Pact, the Govemment of the Restoration entered into

engagement with our colonies that all the sugars which they

produced should be placed on the metropolitan market. But thq

2 X
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consumption not increasing so fast as the production, it was necessaiy

to supply the deficiency in the former, by exportation to foreign

markets, and to attain this object, recourse was had to bounties,

which already prevailed in England and the Low Countries, both

of which had to succumb to the necessities of their colonial and

maritime policy.

But it soon became evident that this method of guarding

important interests was detrimental to another interest not less

important, that of the treasury, which is the patrimony of all

because aU share in supplying it. Therefore at different renewals

of the pact the legislature was obliged to intervene to reduce the

financial sacrifice of the country.

On the other hand a new industry, the manufacture of sugar

from the beet root, established under the shelter of the continental

blockade, was developing itself under the douHe action of the

encouragement given [by bounties] to our colonial sugar, and of

the exemption from duty which the new industry had enjoyed for

many years. Intimately allied with the agriculture of the country,

the beet root sugar industry, with a power of production almost

unlimited and which had at its disposal aU progressive science,

notwithstanding the imposition of a duty which weighed heavily

upon it, soon became a formidable competitor to colonial sugar.

But by the time that the new industry was subjected to the same

duty as the other, it began to demand the same advantages which

the latter enjoyed, viz., to participate in the benefits of export with

drawback. This demand being perfectly just, only needed to be

brought before the legislature, which by a vote of the 7th May,

1864, conferred on the native sugar industry the right of exporta-

tion under the form of refined, and at the same time revised the

legal return on refined sugar, and to promote the interests of the

treasury considerably reduced it.

The French Government frequently entertained the question

of relieving the treasury of the bounties which existed in the

drawback accorded to refined sugar, and with this aim had in

1863 opened negotiations with England, Belgium, and Holland in

order to a common agreement on the bases to be adopted in fixing
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the drawback
;
because, if it was importaiit to guard tlie interests

of tbe treasury, it was not less important to preserve to our trade

in sugars the position which it had acquired in foreign markets,

and this end could only be attained on condition that competing

countries would renounce on their parts the maintenance of bounties

on the export of refined sugars.

The negotiations which began in 1863 having failed, each

country then wishing to preserve full liberty of action for the

arrangement of its tariff of sugar duties, were re-opened in

1864 with entire success, and resulted in the Convention of the

8th November of the same year. Lea%-ing to each state the power

of placing on sugars the amount of duty it thought best for its

own financial interests, the Convention of the 8th November

acknowledged the principle of the same drawback as regards the

bases on which it rests, and at the same time it decided that some

experiments in refining should be made on neutral territory with

the view of ascertaining with certainty the yield obtained from

different sorts of sugar.

Each countiy retained the right of fixing its own rate of duty,

under the reserve, however, that in case of the establishment of a

single rate of drawback the tariff should be in exact correlation

with the returns fixed by the Convention, or to be settled by the

experiments in refining for which it provided. As to the duties on

refined sugars imported into one country from another, they should

be equal to the drawback accorded on their export.

For France, however, which had regulated her system of

duties by the law of the 7th May, 1864, as it would be difficult

to make changes immediately after the adoption of this law, it was
agreed (Article XIII. of the Convention) that her duties on the

importation of refined goods should be 15 per cent, above the duty

on raw sugars of the Nos. 15 to 18, and that this figure should be

reduced or advanced in inverse ratio to the yield which should be

definitely established.

According to this base, taking the duty of 44 francs established

by the law of 7th May, 1864, on sugars Nos. 13 to 20, the difference

between raw and refined sugars would be C fr. 60 c, per lOQ
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kilogrammes, equivalent to an average return of 83 per cent. A
decree of 24tli July, 1865J confirmed this and fixed a duty of

50 fr. 60 c. on refined sugar from the countries which were

parties to the Convention of the 8th November, 1864, ratified

and put into operation by decree of 8th July, 1865.

At the same time the experiments in refining provided for by

the Convention, Article II., were commenced at Cologne, which

was unanimously chosen by the delegates from the four powers.

These experiments which lasted eighteen months resulted in im-

portant changes in the returns fixed provisionally by the Convention.

Thus on 1st class raw sugars, 15 to 18, the yield obtained reached

94 per cent., 7 per cent, higher than the figure fijst adopted.

This result which was quite unexpected was of great importance

to us, inasniuch as Article XIII. of the Convention fixed the

difference of 15 per cent, between the duties on raw (Nos. 15 to 18)

and refined, which was to be reduced or augmented in inverse

proportion to the return obtained. . Therefore, beside the fact that

our duty on refined would not have been in harmony with those of

the other three contracting countries, we should have arrived at

the singular result of admitting refined sugar of their manufacture

at 47 fr. per 100 kilogrs., a less duty than that on the refined

goods of our own makers home or colonial.

However the co-signataries of the Convention insisted on our

rigorous execiition of the 2nd clause of Article XIII. Thus

obliged to modify our system of duties on refined, we convoked

another meeting of the delegates according to the provisions of

Article XXI. of the Convention.

The Conference opened at the Hague in August, 1868, when the

French Commissioners had no difSculty in shewing that the

rigorous application of 2nd clause of Article XIII. would be

absurd. In fact it was shewn by ofiicial statistics tliat the pro-

portion of sugars of Nos. 15 to 18, was only 5 to 6 per cent, of the

whole quantity used by our refiners. These statements were the

more easily accepted from the singular coincidence tliat the average

returas adopted provisionally by the Convention of the 8th
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Xovemlier, 1864, corresponded exactly •with the average returns

obtained by the experiments of Cologne.

We could not expect that in consequence of these similar

results no change should be made in our duties on refined, for besides,

that this pretension would have been contrary to the text of the

Convention, we were obliged to recognise the fact that if sugars

of the first category (Nos. 15 to 18) only comprised 5 to 6 per

cent, of the supplies of our refineries, it was much, the same with

the last category, and that Nos. 10 to 14 furnished nearly the

whole of the sugars refined by us, of which the return was fixed

at 88 per cent. This was accepted as the right basis for us, and

our duty on refined sugar was reduced from 50 fr. 60c. to 48 fr.

85c. But at the same time the English, Dutch, and Belgian

commissioners declared that this transaction could only be pro-

visional ; a recognition of the fact that it was impossible for France

to establish an exact proportion befr\7een the duties on raw and

refined so long as there did not exist in that country—^what did

exist in the other countries parties to the Convention of 1864,—

a

precise correlation between the duties levied on raw sugars and the

returns fixed according to the Cologne experiments. France then

found herself in this alternative, either to execute in its exact terms

the provisions of the 2nd clause of Article XIII. of the Con-

vention of the 8th JJovember, 1864, or to establish an exact cor-

relation between the tariff of raw sugars and the returns in refined.

Her choice could not be doubtful and an engagement was entered

into for her to adopt the latter system, which worked without

difficulty in the other three countries with which she was

associated.

This engagement could not be carried out at the time first agreed

upon and at another conference held at the Hague in October 1869,

the term was extended to the 30th of June, 1871.

There is no doubt but that in consequence of the events of-

the present year a fresh delay might have been demanded and

probably obtained ; but the time when our financial necessities

imposed upon us the necessity of increasing the duties on sugar,
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appeared opportune for carrying out the engagement entered intoi

and fixing our system of sugar duties on the bases adopted by

England, Belgium, and Holland, that is to say to establish a series

of types corresponding to the returns.

In the enquiries which preceded the law of the 7th May, 1864,

the system of types had many advocates, and the majority of the

sugar manufacturers prefen-ed this system because it approached

nearer to an equitable tax than a single duty of which the effect is

to exclude from consumption sugars of low quality which in

England especially are of great importance. It is tme that since

1864 some notable alterations have been introduced into the sugar

trade. Saccharimetry combined with chemical analysis is now the

method employed for ascertaining the relative saccharine richness

of sugars, the colour alone being too uncei'tain an indication

whereby to regulate their classification. Without disputing

this fact, we must remark that the types based on the colour

of sugars are still the nile by which colonial, i.e., cane sugars

are purchased; and besides, whilst England, Belgium, and

Holland use the types as the bases of duty, we shall be equally

obliged to use them in our legislation. There can bo but little

objection made to the pai-t taken by the native sugar industry

on this head. It comprehends that the Convention of 1864 must
be respected ; but as the term of the Convention concluded for

ten years will end in three years, the native manufacture demands

that the new system which it recognises may be studied now in

order that at the end of that time it may be substituted for the

actual regime.

This veiy legitimate demand may not only be acted upon, but

even at present it may be satisfied to some extent. A provision

will be inserted in the new law on sugars analagous to that

inscribed in the English Act of 5th April, 1867, the object of which
.is that when the quality of the sugar does not appear to be in ac-

cordance with the colour, recourse may be had for its definite

classification to saccharimetry and chemical analysis to ascertain as

exactly as possibly its tnie saccharimetrical value. Consideration
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mil also be given to the question of factory refineries -whieh

at present are subject to a special regime, and which because

of obtaining their ^refined from first boiling and, consequently

•without passing under the system of temporary admission their

products are not able to compete for exportation.

The law of the 7th May, 1864, and the modifications it intro-

duced gave considerable advantages to the manufacture of white

crystals {^Poudres blanches), the production of which was then new.

The Poudres blanches are of two sorts or qualities, one of the

character of refined and serving for the same purposes, the other

more of the nature of sugar called eassonade (moist or brown), and

only difiering in colour, which is a nearly pure white. In

fact, a great part of the Poudres blanches of this last kind pass

through the refineries where they lose in weight. It is only just

to take account of this loss in determining the duty which should

be levied on them. From this difference the necessity results of

establishing two classes of Poudres blanches, as is already the case

in the sugar tarift' of the Low Countries.

The first class would be refined sugar and would comprehend the

poudres blanches brought to the same condition as refined loaf;

their grain and character being in accordance with type Ko. 3* of

Great Britain, which type for this description of sugar is regulated

conformably to the provisions of Article VIII. of the Convention

of 1864.

The second class would comprise the powder sugars of numbers

19 and above, which will pay proportionally to their return, fixedby

the Cologne experiments at 96 per cent.

The poudres blanches assimilated to refined should enjoy the

same drawback as refined sugar in loaf, inasmuch as they will pay

* The sugar alluded to here is that known in this country as Ifo. 3 Bristol

crystals, which at the date of the Convention was represented hy our No. 3

export standard. Our classification of drawbacks has since been altered, and

the same sugar is now represented hy TSo. 1 export standard. It is Artiola

IX., not ¥111., by which the export of this description of sugar is regulated,

—Ed. S. C.
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the same duty. As to the others they are excluded by the Con-

rention from export as refined, and can only receive that right by

concurrence of the contracting powers. The Government mil
take into consideration whether it wiU invite this concurrence.

In consequence, and conformably to the increase of duties pre-

scribed in the law of the 8th of Jiily last, the Government have

the honour to propose the following measure :

—

The President of the French EepubHc decrees that a proposal

for a law of the following tenor shall be laid before the National

Assembly by the Minister of Agriculture and Commerce, who is

charged with the explanation of the reasons and with the main-

taining of the discussion.

Art. I.—The duties on sugar shall be as follows including the

increase of three-tenths.

Native sugar, colonial sugar, and' sugar from the countries

parties to the Convention of the 8th November, 1864, shall pay as

under :

—

Per 100 kilogs. Per cwt.

fr. c. s. d.

Refined in loaves 64 0 . . 26 0

„ candy 68 40 . , 27 10

"White powdered sugar, equal to type

No. 3 of Great Britain 64 0 . . 26 0

Raw sugar, above No. 18 61 45 . . 25 0

„ Nos. 15 to 18 inclusive 60 15 . . 24 6

„ „ 11 to 14 , 56 30 .. 22 11

„ 7 to 10 „ 51 20 .. 20 9

„ below No. 7 42 90 . . 17 5

Art. II.—Sugars imported from other than European countries

in foreign ships, and from depots in Europe whatever the mode of

transport shall pay a surtax of 2 fr. per 100 kUogrs.

Art. III.—This surtax wUl not apply to beet root sugars

originally from those countries parties to the Convention of 1864,

whatever their mode of transport.
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Art. IV.—To facilitate and render more equitable the levying

of the duties to be established by the proposed law on sugars of all

origins, also for the payment of the drawbacks fixed by the

Convention of 8th November, 1864, and the Declaration of the 20th

November, 1866, the Ministiy of Customs and of Indirect Taxes and

of Commerce may, at anytime when doubt shall be raised as to how
far the quality and saccharine richness of the sugars presented for

importation or for temporary admission are in accordance with the

colour represented by the types of the Dutch series, have recourse

to chemical analysis or to saccharimetry for the precise classification

of the sugars.

If the classification thus made by the agents of the customs and

indirect taxes shall be disputed, recourse shall be had to one of the

legal experts instituted by Article XIX. of the law of the 27th

July, 1822, and the skilled commissioners shall be empowered to

use those measures therein specified.

Art. V.—All the arrangements of the 7th May, 1864, of the

Convention of the 8th November of the same yeai-, and the

declarations of the 20th November, 1866, and of the 8th November,

1888, not modified by this law, are maintained in their form and

purport.

LAST SEASON'S SUGAR CROP IN MAURITIUS.

Our last sugar crop was, as usual, brought to a close at the

Customs on the 31st of last month, and amounted to 180,748,405

lbs. French (about 89,000 tons).

With the exception of the crop 1868-69, which was devastated

by a violent hurricane, the last crop has been the smallest

made for these last eighteen years. Yet, with the assistance

of the comparatively high prices which have ililed, and the
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demand for our sugar in different markets, it is not too much to

say that the last crop after all expenses are paid has left a profit

and has added to the wealth of the colony. But we must not he

satisfied with a mere glance at the results of our industry for the

present time. "W'e must examine and compare the past and use our

intelligence to look as far as we can into the future. For this pur-

pose we have prepared the statistical statements we puhUsh in

another part of our present issue. "With our production we have

given the yearly number of that portion of our population to whom
we are in a great measure indebted for its maintenance. As far as

the number of labourers on estates is concerned, it must be con-

siderably less than in 1865 and 1866, when there were 21,000

male Indians in the colony more than now and a less number of old

immigrants. The long residence of the greater number of our

immigrants, their intelligence and their experience leave no doubt,

that they give better work and more of it than they did formerly

;

and notwithstanding aU the drawbacks that agricultxire has to con-

tend with, in a really favourable season we should make as much

sugar in proportion to the men employed as in any previous year.

For instance, we made 316 millions of sugar in 1862-63 when

there were 151,000 male immigrants in the colony. If the season

had been all that could be desired, this year we should have made

as much with 140,000.

As we advance, however, greater exertions wiU be required to

maintain our production. Not only as regards mere manual labour

but as regards skill, science, and economy. We are justified in

expecting these will be forthcoming when we look at the improve-

ments and the successful efforts made here to overcome difficulties

as they arise. We estimate that by the improvement in our manu-

facture, on the aggregate the sugar produced is worth a dollar per

c^vt. more than it was ten years ago. This alone makes a differ-

ence of two millions of dollars on a crop of only 100,000 tons.

Economy of manufacture is also pushed to a great perfection on

some estates to be imitated by others a little later. Twenty per

cent, of the juice is no longer left in the cane, thanks to the ad-
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ditional pressure of the trash as it comes from the mill. If only

a small portion of the immense quantity of water which flows into

the sea could be reserved for the irrigation, of plantations when

they need it, and if by the plantation of trees our climate could

be favourably influenced and our sources and rivers preserved,

our production may not only be well kept up but increased,

and the vicissitudes of agriculture by drought considerably di-

minished.

We expect no material change in the distribution of our crops.

The equalization of duties is only a question of time in England,

and then a larger poi-tion of our fine sugars will find their way

there. "We see little reason to be alarmed about any diminution

in our exports to Austi-alia, notwithstanding the telegraphic com-

munication with Java and the improving quality of the sugar from

that island. Wc also look for the usual demand from India. With

ifatalso near it is- a matter of surprise that we now send any sugar

to the Capo. That Natal, after so many years' trial, cannot pro-

duce sufiicient sugar for the consumption of the Cape does not

give us much confidence in our neighbour as a sugar producing

colony.

But even if we admit that there may be changes in our markets

we must not fancy that one will pay dearer than the other, with

the facility of obtaining immediate information which all are

destined to enjoy. Wo must look rather to the beauty of the

quality of our sugar and the economy eifiployed in its pro-

duction.

We have said the last crop, though a short one, has left a profit,

it will consequently depend on prices to form an idea of the profit

that the crop now commenced will yield. If no great change takes

place in the value, the result of the year will be satisfactory to the

planting interest, and afford compensation for previous misfortunes

which have taught us to husband our resources so as better

to receive, when it comes, the shock of adversity.— Co;»OT«m«?

Gazette.
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EXPORTATION OF SUGAB FROM MAURITIUS TO DIFFERENT PLACES,

FROM THE CROP 1843-44 TO THE CROP 1870-71.
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INDIAN [COOLIE] POPULATION IN MAURITIUS ON THE 31st

DECEMBER OF EACH YEAR FROM 1843 TO 1870.

Year. Male. Female. Year. Male. Female.

1843 .. ,, 44,454 5,049 1857 .. ., 107,072 35,462

1844 .. .. 48,224 6,715 1858 .. .. 120,334 43,670

1845 .. .. 52,896 8,705 1859 .. .. 145,844 56,135

1846 .. .. 55,140 10,301 1860 .. .. 151,760 61,153

1847 .... 58,156 11,154 1861 .. .. 141,615 51,019

1848 .. .. 59,693 11,788 1862 .. .. 151,462 58,250

1849 .. .. 61,240 12,572 1863 .. .. 150,220 60,766

1850 .. .. 65,718 14,018 1864 .. .. 150,649 63,424

1851 .. .. 70,658 15,746 1865 .. .. 161,307 69,575

1852 .... 80,727 19,478 1866 ., .. 161,362 72,348

1853 . . . . 87,735 21,960 1867 .. .. 146,278 68,416

1854 .. .. 96,142 25,134 1868 .. .. 141,391 67,508

1855 .... 100,541 28,245 1869 .. .. 138,883 67,888

1856 .... 102,825 31,446 1870 .. .. 140,283 70,353

THE ANALYSIS OF SUGAR AND MOLASSES.

[a TEANSLATION of the EEPOET rllESENTED TO THE CENTKAL COMMITTEE

OF THE SUGAE MANUFACTTJEEES OF FEANCE.]

(Continuedfrom page 566.J

Veeipication of the Flasks.—The graduation of the flasks

may be verified by pouring into them a known weight of distilled

water corresponding to 100 c. c. at the proper temperature.

Perhaps the better way would be to purchase of a maker of exact

instruments some standard flasks, together with some burettes and

pipettes, graduated to from 10 to 100 c. c, and to compare them

with each other in the same manner as we have explained in detail

as regards the weiglits. The flasks once standarised will serve for

the verification of all those which may be subsequently purchased.

Taking the sample.—Those directions being intended for the
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manufacturer rather than for the analyst, as the latter is familiar

with the subject, we must commence by indicating how the sample

should be taken from the bulk, and then how the sample should

be treated in the laboratory. When the sugar lies in bulk in

a heap in the factory, it is necessary to take a handful from twenty

or thirty places, not only from the surface, but from the interior

of the heap ; this being done, mix well the large sample thus

obtained, and then take from it smaller samples in the same way
from which the analysis must be made.

If the sample has to be taken from sugars which have been

packed, the foUowing precautions are indispensable in order to

obtain a sample which shall represent as exactly as possible the

sugar which is intended for analysis. Suppose a lot of 100 bags

which have been warehoused for some time. This sugar may have

imbibed moisture, or it may have dried on the outside of the heap

or next the sacks; the outside bags, therefore, or the sugar next the

sacks would not represent the bulk of the sugar. It would be needful

to open several sacks from the interior of the heap, and to take a

handful of sugar from the interior of the sack. It may be objected

that if part of the sugar has absorbed moisture, we do not thus

get a fair average sample, but it must bo noted that according

to commercial usage, any acquired moisture ought not to be

represented in the sample to be analysed, in fact, it would diminish

by so much the results of analysis, but on the other side, the buyer

would not account to the seller for any corresponding excess of

weight of the sacks. The same observation is just in the contrary

case when the sugar has diied ; the outside of the heap or the

sugar next the sack would give to the seller a sample of a higher

quality than the interior, and no account would be taken of the

diminished weight of the sacks.

This observation is not without its use inasmuch as the sugar

may vary on the outsides of the heap, or next the sack, in ware-

houses not heated, very rapidly and to a great extent. In four

or five days iu damp weather, the sugar nearest the sack, if it has

been well dried in the centrifugal, wiU absorb 2 to 3 per cent, of

moisture.
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The sample having been taken with the precautions above re-

commended, should be placed in a bottle •well corked, and not in

paper or in boxes.

In the laboratory and when about^ to make analysis, the whole

sample is placed on a sheet of paper (which should not be too

dry nor yet damp), the whole should be then well mixed and aU
lumps carefully crushed, it may then be returned to the bottle

;

when the sugar is to be analysed it should be taken from the mass,

not frcm the top of the bottle.

"We wiU now describe the divers manipulations by which an
analysis of sugar is made, to ascertaia :

—

The amount of moisture.

The proportion of pure sugar by the polaiiseope.

The quantity of ash.

And lastly, the uncrystallizable sugar.

6. AsiotTNT OF MoisTOEE.—Weigh 5 grammes of sugar to be

analysed in a capsule, the sugar being spread over the capsule.

Platina Capsules (5 or 6 centimeters in diameter) which are used

for ascertaining the moisture, are also employed for the incineration

of the sugar. Dry these 5 grammes on a stove of which the tem-
perature is kept at from 212 to 230° Faht. (without passing above

the latter).

If the stove is heated with boiling water the capsule may be
placed directly upon it, but if it is a gas stove the capsule must be
placed on some support at such a distance as the thermometer will

indicate.

Reweigh this capsule after half an hour or less, note the weight
and replace it on the stove, again weigh it after nearly a quarter of
an hour has elapsed, if the weight is not the same as before
replace it on the stove, and continue to do in this way until you
get exactly the same weight twice.

The weight of the dry sugar being, for example, 4-92o gr.

the moisture of the sugar is represented by 5-000

4-925

which divided by 5 = 0-015 or 1-50 per cent.

(To be continued.

J
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VALUE OF MANTJEE.

(From the Barbadoes " West Indian.")

SiE,—As I believe that our planters as a body have long over-

looked the value of manure, and generally deceive themselves as to

the quantity and quality required to produce good crops, I think

my estimate of its worth may be of interest. I therefore will be

glad if you allow this a space in your journal.

That muck is the mother of money has long been a saying, and

every day adds to its truth and force. Our late talented country-

man, Dr. P. L. PhUlips, often urged its value and importance, and

used to say, that we may make any quantity of sugar we like, if

we would apply the necessary quantity of manure, the difficulty of

course lies in obtaining it, but he pointed out the methods neces-

sary to increase it
;
green fodder crops he advised to be raised to

the greatest extent possible, and ample feeding of our stock.

I hardly need mention that fertile well manured land bearg

drought better than poor land, that the crops cover much earlier

and thereby save much weeding. 'Well manured canes generally

yield us richer juice, a gallon often giving one pound and a half of

sugar by the common process, while only one pound is obtained

from the juice grown on poor lands lightly manured.

Manure is the solid and gaseous remains of plants and animal

matter after undergoing the natural fermentation or putrifying

process, whereby many of its elements enter into fresh combinations.

Not an atom of all our simple substances has ever been lost since the

world was made, but as constant dissolutions and fresh combinations

are continually going on in the substance of it, chiefly on its sur-

face, it is inevitable that all animals and plants commingle again

with the earth from which they are originally produced.

In forming some idea of the value of manure I will assume that

a basket which costs a cent, produces a bunch of canes of eight,

each cane containing three pints of juice and three gallons to the
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hole or bunch ; each gallon -will give at the rate of 75 gallons to

the pot one pound sugar or at 50 gallons per pot one pound and a

haK; at 75 gallons the hunch would he worth, sugar 12 cents,

the molasses from it three cents, 15 cents total, and half as much

again at the rate of 50 gallons that is 22J cents at 6 x 6 lining

that would he 180 dols. per acre, or nett profit of 80 dels, after

deducting all expenses for cultivation and manufacturing the pro»

duce of one acre, the manure at a basket to the hole will be worth

12 dols. per acre, giving a clear profit of 80 dols., but something

must be due to tillage. The manure I think should be considered

worth two-thirds or about 52 dols., the tillage the rest. If the

manure were doubled we may reasonably expect to double the

return, the expense for cultivation being the same.

The profit on the purchase of manures is very great, by this

estimate over two hundred per cent. I do not enter into the sub-

ject of the cost, when the material is raised and the cattle fed off

the lands to be manured or under fallow. By the mixture of

mould in the pens, we much increase the quantity and eflScacy,

and make stronger sugar, the juice from canes grown with heavy

pen manure, is said to be much richer in saccharine matter.

I have of late been drawn to consider the reasons why we so

often hear of failures in many fields planted in canes, and I think

the chief cause wiU be found to be a want of a sufiicient suckering,

too few canes in the hole, and too many thin spots ; all tending to

show a want of manure either in quantity or quality. If we are

to successfully compete with our great rival, the beet root, a great

increase in our yield per acre which is obtainable by higher manur-

ing must be our chief recourse. If an outlay of 24 dols. or even

48 dols. per acre in manure will give us fertility sufficient to grow

four or five tons a year to the acre, we need not fear competition

with any other sugar producing plant. We may feel assured that

the more we increase our manure, the more we increase our wealth.

I remain, your obedient servant,

A PlAKTEE.
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THE CEKTEAL SUGAR FACTORY OF
ORIGNY-SAINTE-BENOITE.

In the Sugar Cane for June, 1870, some account was given

of a system of central factories then new in France, in which

the rasping mills are located in the neighhourhood of the farms

where the beet is cultivated, and the juice conveyed from them in

pipes underground to the central works where it is made into

sugar ; thus the double labour is saved of carting the beets to the

factory and the pulp back to the farms. The factory of Origny

was one of those founded on this principle ; and notwithstanding

many difficulties, appears to have been thus far successful. Some

interesting particulars of its progress are given in an account of a

visit lately made to it by M. Bureau, from which the following is

translated :

—

The first season, 1869-70, 40,000 tons of beets were worked up,

but in unfavourable conditions, the rasping not having commenced

until the end of November, and the working having been afterwards

delayed by divers accidents which later precautions have since com-

pletely avoided. The second year, that of the war, 42,000 tons of

beets were worked up, and that without either manager or sub-

manager, whom the exigencies of defence had called under arms,

and besides which, the blockade of Paris had kept in the city the

material for three new rasping mills; thus with incomplete working

plant, insufficient oversight, some of the bridges destroyed and

juice tubes cut, and the continual moral disquietude around, it had

to face the work of the season, which notwithstanding, was by the

force of energy and the adoption of various expedients, brought

to a satisfactory conclusion, and considering the circumstances gave

very satisfactory results.

This year the estimated supply of beets wUl exceed 90,000 tons,

and there is no likelihood of disappointment as to this quantity,

for already at the date of our visit the quantity registered as

received reached 80,000 tons.

Four rasping mills have been added since the first year, and
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Origny now possesses nine press houses, able to produce daily

9 to 10 thousand hectares of juice, which supply centrifugals

•working nearly 350 sacks of sugar of the types 15 to 19, thanks to

the absurdity and misconception of the present law, -which taxes

white sugar by refusing it the privilege of " temporary admission."

But there is some hope that this injustice will soon cease, and that

the machinery of Origny like that of all the new factories wUl no

longer submit to the degradation of making brown sugar, but will

begin their special function which is to make white.

The machinery of Origny-Sainte-Benoite is calculated to workup

ICQ to 120 thousand tons of beets, and in a year or two it will

need further enlargement, a complete justification of the system of

central factories, which have the special effect of developing

the culture of the beet, and giving proper satisfaction to the

agricultural interests with which they are connected ; this is proved

at Origny not only by the fact that the farmers have increased

their culture of beets, but also by the number of contracts made

of long duration, which assure the supply of the factory for

many years and consequently give to it the elements of continued

prosperity.

Several improvements and additions have been made at Origny,

with a view to simplicity and economy. The lime furnace is fed

by a monte charge, which works under the simplest conditions. . The

juice after having passed through a tubular machine heated by the

waste steam of the triple-effet goes direct into the carbonating

coppers. The preparation of the milk of lime (an essential opera-

tion) is done by mechanical mixers working on moveable pallettes.

It is projected to add to the establishment an Arehimideam screw,

which will take the masse cuife to the crushing mill and thence

to the centrifugals, from these the sugar will be carried by a

chain elevator to a higher floor than that of storeroom, where it

win be sifted by machinery, and in its descent the sugar will be

intimately mixed, a process at present carried out by costly manual

labour. The packing in sacks will also be done without workmen.

In a word, the various operations connected with the management of

the sugar will be executed by mechanical force at a trifling expense.
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The singular vitality which has animated this enterprise has

procured it many imitations. A colossal estahHshment is projected

in Cambrai, capable of working 500,000 tons of beets in the

season, to be ready for the campaign of 1872-73. Smaller establish-

ments have already been inaugurated or projected in other parts,

so that if aU are equally successful as that of Origny is likely

to be, the production of sugar in France will be very greatly

increased.

THE HUEEICANE IN "THE "WEST INDIES."

Subscriptions in aid of the poorer classes of sufferers in the

late Cyclone have been given very liberally, and will have

greatly mitigated the distress which would otherwise have been

severely felt.

Some fears have been expressed lest the distribution of the relief

should have the effect of rendering the negroes more independent

and less willing to work than before. The labour question es-

pecially in Antigua is one which has already given great anxiety

to the planters nnd estate proprietors ; the negroes it is said are

becoming more and more unreliable, not only demanding higher

wages than their labour is worth, but many of them refusing to

work for hire on any terms.

The free village system which was established with a view of

preventing the negro being oppressed by the planter, is in a great

measure responsible for the fostering of this habit of indolence, and
for the bai-barism and vice which are the result. Most of the

houses of which these free villages consist were destroyed by the

hurricane, or so greatly injured as to require all but rebuilding,

and it is a question for serious consideration whether public money,

or money subscribed by the public should be expended in re-erect-

ing these free villages, or to what extent the system of building

' cottages on the estates should be adopted : against the latter it has

been objected, that if the negroes were generally located on estates

as tenants at will, they would be completely in the hands of the
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planters ; almost as much so as when in a state of slavery, inas-

much as they might be forced to work on the planter's or manager's

own terms, under penalty of being turned out of house and home at

a moment's notice. Of course the owners of estates have a perfect

right to build cottages on their property and to iaduce their

labourers to occupy them, but the question is whether public money

should be used for this purpose.

What appears to be wanted, is some system whereby the evils of

the free villages should be avoided, and yet that the negroes should

be free to carry their labour to the best market, not forced to work

for one master alone.

It might be suggested that the houses erected for the labourers

by public money should bo vested in the local government,

and thus the evils of the free village system would be avoided, whilst

the negro would not be so dependent as though his employer was

also his landlord. Whether this or any system leading to similar

results is feasible or not, one thing is we think clear, that public

money should not be expended in continuing a system so de-

moralizing to the negro as that of free villages has proved itself

to be. The money has been subscribed for the benefit of the

negro, and there is no question but that it is for his benefit both

morally and physically to work for fair wages, rather than to be

squatting on his cane patch or pumpkin groimd, idling the greater

part of his time.

ALLEGED FEAUDS EST THE CLASSIFICATION OF
SUGAES IN FEANCE.

A letter appears in the JouttiuI d€s FdhvicuntSy of the 16th inst.,

under the head of "The New Tj^es," to the efi'ect that different sets

of types or Dutch standard samples are used in the sugar manu-

factures from those in the refineries, whereby the latter profit

considerably. "We trust that the real facts of the case are that new

standard samples are in course of provision in France, and that
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they have merely been provided for the refineries as a matter of

priority, and that the same types will shortly be in use in the

factories also ; we should he sorry to believe that the Republican

authorities would lend themselves to a gigantic fraud on the

revenue. The following is a translation of so much of the letter as

directly refers to the question :

—

" Some persons who appear well informed on the subject

assert, that the types fixed by the Convention have been changed,

and that the new ones are so much whiter than what are stiU. in

use in the sugar factories, that the sugars sent out as 10 to 14,

are reclassed as 7 to 9 ; and those at 15 to 18, are reclassed as

10 to 14.

" The buyer profits by the difference of the return which exists

between 7 to 9 and 10 to 14, and between 10 to 14 and 15 to 18.

In the first case the advantage is 8, and in the second 6 per cent.,

that is to say, that to obtain restitution of duty paid on 100 kilo-

grammes of raw sugar, 6 to 8 per cent, less refined will have

to be presented than if there had been no reclassing ; and 6 to 8

kilogrammes of raw sugar will enter into consumption without pay-

ing any duty, the amount of which wiU be extra profit of the

refiner alone

" On leaving the factory, the sugars are too often classed

capriciously. The buyer knows that the classification which is

final for the maker is only provisional for him. He has the sugar

reclassed on its arrival ;—this is now the common practice.

" There is one standai'd for sugar leaving the factory, and

another when it reaches the refinery ; one type unfavourable to

the maker, the other advantageous to the refiner.

" The pretence is that these standard samples which have been

in existence some time for the advantage of the buyers of raw sugar

have only not yet reached the manufacturers.

" There is an Interest which is so powerful and has so many
connections everywhere, that it would be able to have the new
standards sent to our sugar manufacturers by way of India and the

Cape. Let the manufacturer have patience ; he will receive them
on their return.'
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PEODUCTION OF SUGAK EST THE WEST INDIES, 1867.

Honduras 544 tons.

Bahamas

Turks' Island

Jamaica 25,795 „

Virgin Islands

St. Kitts 16,409,000 lbs. = 7,325J „

( 1,390 hMs.
)

Nevis
I

40 tierces
|
= 1,590J „

( 5,269 tarrla.
)

Antigua 7,050 hMs. = 5,287i „

Montserrat 902 hlids. = 676J „

Dominica 6,309,750 lbs. = 2,817 „

St. Lucia 9,626,380 lbs. = 4,298 „

St. Vincent 11,145 hhds. = 8,359 „

Barbadoes 53,749 hhds. = 40,312 „

Grenada 4,005 ,,

Tobago 3,574 „

Trinidad 92,898,200 lbs. = 41,472 „

Demerara 83,097 hhds. = 62,323 „

Total 208,379 tons.

CURIOUS ACTION OF SUGAR ON PLATINUM.

By De. T. L. Phipsojt, F.C.S.

I have found that when the ordinary raw sugar from Jamaica is

ignited in a platinum crucible over the flame of a Berzelius spirit-

lamp, the crucible is most curiously corroded, and that minute

fragments of the metal can afterwards be detached in great numbers

from the bottom and sides of the vessel. At a certain temperature

the inside of the crucible is tarnished a peculiar violet black colour,

which I believe to be due to the formation of a carbide ofplatinum;

when the heat is raised to about whiteness this carbide is decom-

posed, leaving the platinum crucible highly corroded, and unfit for

use until scraped and polished.
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EAETHQTJAKE IN ANTIGUA.

On the evening of the 6tli and morning of the 7th several severe

shocks of earthquake were felt in this island ; the first at a quarter to

five, the second a quarter to eight, and the last at a quarter to

two. More severe shocks have not been felt since the great earth-

quake of 1845. The wind was very terrific, and great alarm was

felt by the inhabitants ; one woman is reported to have died of

fright ; hut no serious damage has been done to property, though

the vibration was so great that in one instance the doors of a

verandah which were locked were thrown open. Some shocks of

a slighter character have since been felt.

NEW PATENTS.

1048. M. M. Harris, 21, Cockspur-street, Westminster, Middlesex.
Distilling and Purifying Spirituous Liquors. Dated April 21, 1871.

This consists of an apparatus for distilling and purifying spirituous liquors
in vacuo, comprising a still or vacuum pan, -with goose neck arrangements
and glass tube, communicating with a principal vacuum receiver with
concavo-convex corrugated plates or shelves, and a ' secondary vacuum
receiver.

1185. E. T. Hughes, Chancery-lane, London. Manufacture of Suqar.
Dated May 3, 1871.

J J

Congealed molasses are worked in centrifugal machines without breaking
them into small pieces, or mashing them.

Mr. Drumm, of Barbadoes, who has patented the process for purification
of distillery lees has obtained provisional protection for it in Demerara.
Mr. Drumm is endeavouring to form a company for carrying out his process.

Malaga, 16ih Novembee, 187L
To THE EDiToa OP « The Stoas Caije," Manchesiee.

Sir,

In the November number of your interesting publication, after

your translation of Mr. Delorme's analytical process, you make
the following remarks :

—

" Practically it resolves itself into increasing the direct notation
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by one third the amount of imcrysi^llizable present. No account

is taken of the optical influence which may he exerted hy salts,

gums, starch, and a thousand other suhstanccs which may he

present, either naturally or as adulterants. The fraudulent mix-

ture of two per cent, of starch would, by this method, falsify the

result to the extent of at least six per cent., and the correction

would hut increase the error."

The aim of my letter, which please insert if you think it of use,

is to defend my Mend against (in my opinion) the two severe

censures implied in the lines above quoted.

In the first place, the correction is not approximative but

mathematical, and based on the tables of Clerget. Then the use of

tribasic acetate of lead which Mr. Delorme employs, eliminates

precisely the acids, some salts, (phosphates, sulphates, carbonates,

chlorides, &c.) and the gummy matters, precisely as is done in

all polariscopic methods.

If by starch is meant amidon, it is removed by the filter ; but if

sugar of amidon is spoken of, the objection holds true, as the

method is not applicable. But Mr. Delorme does not advise its

use in this instance, he gives his method as a good one (which it is)

for analysing a mixture of crystallizable and uncrystallizable,

which, in 99 cases out of 100, is what has to be done, as well in

the analysis of Poudres blanches as in that of sugars used in

refineries. In fact, the method may always be employed where

there is no adulteration ; where this exists it will be needful to use

inversion, as the copper test will not be sufficient. But if imcrys-

tallizable is also present, as is generally the case, since it is only

ca^somdes which are likely to be falsified with levulose, we must

have recourse at the same time to the polariscope and the copper

test to obtain the three equations on which depend the three

unknown quantities*

In respect to this allow me to observe, that in aU polariscopical

analysis where inversion is used, it is usual to consult the tables of

Clerget, which are thus a necessary part of the laboratory. There

is, however, a simple plan of dispensing with them, as they are .

merely the results carried into figures of the following law.
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The rotatory power of the imcrystallizable between 10° and 35°

decreases half a degree on the scale of the polariscope for each

increase of temperature 1 degree C. The standard solution gives

39° at 10° Cent.

In fact, supposing that without making the experiment we wish

to obtain the inverse notation at 31°C. of a solution containing 10'30

grammes of pure sugar per decilitre. The question is thus to be

solved.

"We will say: If the solution, instead of 10'30 grammes, contains

16-35 grammes, the number sought will be 39— .
^^
=28-5

;

and as according to Biot the rotatory effect is in proportion to the

weight, the deviation x sought will be given by the following

proportion :

—

16-35 : 10-3 : : 28-5 : x x= 17-90

the figure which will be found on examining the tables.

The analyses will be calculated in the following manner : Let

M and w be the unknown numbers given by direct notation of the

pure sugar, and the uncrystaUizable contained in the sample;

d the number of divisions observed, we shall have :

n— ni = d (1)

If after inversion, is the number of divisions read to the right of

zero on the scale, the temperature being the same as in the direct

notation, 10° C, n will have become kn, and we shall have :

kn + n' =d' (2)

From the equations 1 and 2 we shall be able to obtain n and »'

when k shall be known.

But according to the law of Clerget, 100 divisions inverted

become 39° at 10 Cent., and 39— ^ at 10 cent. +i [the extra

temperature] ; then n will become

100 : 39—2 : : « : /Im

39-^
whence k=

~Yqq
—

' a known quantity when t is given.

We see that this law is very simple
;
having the coefficient of correc-

tion k at the temperature.
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Knowing n and n','0-l6So n and 01-721 w'will represent the

respective weights in grammes of the pure sugar and of the

uncrystallizable.

E. PiMIENTA.

We trust Tvo have consulted the writer's wishes by translating this letter

from the French rather than giving it in the original.—Ed. S. C.

To THE Editoe of " The Sugae Cane."

SlE,

A 10 per cent, income tax sounds startling, but I am virtually

subject to it, for my chief source of income is an estate in Demerara,

the sugar from which loses by drainage on its voyage home at

least 1-lOth of its weight. The loss used to be even more excessive,

but I have reduced it to its present extent (which is bad enough in

all conscience,) by having the foots removed after the hogsheads

have been headed up, and replaced by fresh sugar.

The sugar is made by the old-fashioned " common process," and

is to all appearance good of its kind, that is to say, it has been

selling lately at 30s. in the London market. Can you, or your

readers, suggest to me any method of stopping this dreadful waste?

In my ignorance of chemistry I can only guess at two possible

causes:— 1st, some error in tempering or evaporating the juice;

and 2nd, deterioration of the juice from alteration in the soil

produced by the use of ammonia and other artificial manures.

I know what Mr. GiU. has written on this subject in The Sugar

Cam for July, but unluckily for me, he only says there is a remedy,

not what the remedy is. I should add, that I am anxious to

improve the quality of the c. p. sugar, rather than alter it by the

erection of a vacuum pan.

Yours obediently,

S.

To THE Editoe of "The Sttgae CaitE."

Sib,

Perhaps some account of the method of preparing the land for

canes in Antigua, by the use of the steam plough, and how by
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new implements manual labour may be saved to a great extent,

may not be uninteresting to some of your readers.

At present the usual course of procedure is to close plough, the

land, and after two or three months rest to cultivate and bank it,

the cultivating and banking are done at the same time and by the

same implement—one end of the plough cultivating the other bank-

ing, the end to bo obtained by these operations is to pulverize the

soil and expose it to the atmosphere, and to make furrows of about

16 inches deep and 2 feet across at top—these furrows are about

5 feet apart, and the cane plants are planted in them. The object

of these furrows is to allow of the plants being earthed up and as

the crop progresses they become filled up, and this prevents the

cane roots growing too near the surtace. In some countries the

canes are planted on the flat, and when growing, and after being

cut, the earth is moulded up to the plant. This system has con-

siderable advantages, as allowing the more easy use of the steam

cultivator.

At present no trenching is done except by hand, and when I

inform you that we have now 42 men at work on trenches

you can form some idea of the amount it costs in labour. It struck

me lately that this work might be done by the steam engine, so I took

an old plough and made a kind of double mould board plough of it

;

I also devised means of drawing the slack rope after it without

interfering with the man who is holding the shafts. The result

suipassed my most sanguine hopes. "We made trenches at the

rate of a mile an hour, and they only needed dressing up with the

hoe : probably not one-tenth of the manual labour was required.

I also found that banking could be done weU. and quickly by this

method.

I have no doubt but that by suitable implements much of the

weeding of the young canes might be done, by suitable implements

I mean a grubber or weeding machine with a harrow to take up

the weeds, which might afterwards be picked off and destroyed

and thus instead of weeding canes twice a month they might be

in great measure eradicated.

Received.—The Coolio in Demerara. By West Indian.
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MAURITIUS.
{From Licht's Monthly Circular.)

EXPOETS FEOM 1st AtJGTJST TO 19lH SePIEMBEE (NeW CeOP).

1871. 1870. 1869.

Tons. Tons. Tons.

To England 5,114 . 611 . . 3,330
1,898 . 438 . 735
3,692 . . 2,432 . . 4,688
223 . 354 895

,, Cape of Good Hope.

.

183 162

4,752 . . 5,209 . 2,637
799 . 123 194

Total...... 16,478 .. 9,350 . 12,641

HAVANNA AND MATANZAS.
Exports feoh the 1st op JAffUAEY to the 4th of Ociobee.

1871.
Tons.

To United States of America 163,744
Great Britain 62,866
France 11,080

Spain 44,060
Northern Europe. 8,315

Southern Europe 547
Other Ports 3,069

1870.
Tons.

171,370

173,815

43,960

57,247
10,195

3,410
8,045

1869.
Tons.

.175,532

.147,860

. 47,194

. 43,071

. 9,481

. 2,729

. 5,849

Total 293,681 468,042 431,706

Stocks in Havanna and Matanzas . . 50,847 .. 33,332.. 50,119

ExpoETS OF Stjgae feom Bahia, feoh 1st Octobee to 30th
Septesibee, in ions.

1870-71. 1869-70. 1868-69. 1867-68.

To Europe 45,340 . . 30,346' . . 35,604 . . 44,003

„ United States. . . 817 .. 608 . . 3,890 .. 1,689

„ The La Plata . . 490 . . 23 . . 600 . . 965

„ Africa 12 . . 8 . . 4 . .
—

46,659 . . 30,985 . . 40,098 . . 46,657
From Peramhuco . . 48,351 .. 73,592 .. 72,750 .. 48,624

Total from BrazU 95,010 ..104,577 ..112,848 .. 95,281
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Stocks op Sttoas m the Chief Markets of the "Woeld on the

1st Ociobee, m iHousAirrs or tons, to the neakest thotjsaitd.

1871. 1870. 1 fiM

TTnited Kingdom 145 186

.. 24 .. . . 30

.. 30 .. .. 33

Germany (ZoUverein'l 3 .. 9 .. 9

5 .. .. 4 .. 4

911

.. 107 .. . . 121

.. 33 .. . . 50

TOTAX 379 .. . . 393 .. . . 400

CoNsmiPTioN OF Stoae in Eueope and the United States, foe

THE Teabs ending 30th September, in thottsands op tons.

1871. 1870. 1869.

.. 687 . .. 608

Prance .. 310 . .. 289
Germany (Zollverein)

, , , 228 . .. 209 . .. 206

HoUand .. 31 . .. 28

Six other Countries 116 . .. 109 . .. 103

Total in Europe. . ,

.

, , 1,380 1,346 1,234

.. 470 .. .. 410

Total 1,881 1,816 1,644



SUGAE STATISTICS—GEEAT BRITAIN
To 18th November, 1871 and 1870. In Thousands of Toifs, to the Neakest Thousand.

STOCKS IMPORTS. DELIVERIES.
i-H

London.
Liverpoo

Bristol. Clyde. Total, 1871.
Total,

1870.
London.

Liverpoo
Bristol. Clyde. k Total, 1870.

London.
Liverpoo

Bristol.
Clyde.

Total, 1871. Total, 1870.

British West India 19 1 I 13 34 40 103 17 15 67 201 179 97 16 13 63 189 150

British East India 4 2 6 15 C 5 10 12 17 5 22 15

3 1 1 1 7 5 9 2 5 4 20 30 8 5 3 17 30

Cuba 5 1 1 7 14 18 8 5 13 28 149 6 6 14 24 50 150

Porto llico, &c. .

.

2 3 1 6 10 4 12 2 8 26 39 5 12 2 8 27 34

Manilla & Java .

.

16 6 22 42 20 13 6 4 43 31 20 6 4 62 46

10 1 4 16 18 1 34 6 16 57 64 1 34 5 16 56 57

3 1 3 7 7 31 18 8 63 120 51 32 18 9 69 128 51

Total, 1871 .

.

52 25 4 30 112 155 180 106 55 191 531 566 197 113 55 188 553 533

Total, 1870 .

.

82 38 5 31 43dec rcase 187 129 62 188 35dcc rcase 182 117 62 172 20inc rcase
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STATE AND PEOSPECTS OF THE SUGAR MARKET.

The market has been very firm all tlirougli the past month and

a further advance in price has been established on all descriptions

of sugar. But little has been done in good refining qualities

because of the small quantity offering and the high prices asked,

but a considerable amount of business has been transacted in low

sorts both on refiners account, and for speculation, there being yet

a fair supply of sugars of this description, and beet sugars continu-

ing to arrive very slowly.

No. 12 Havana afloat is quoted at 31s. to 31s. 6d. ; and good re-

fining Cuba muscovadoes at 28s. to 28s. 6d.; good to fine Bahias and

Pemambucos are selling at 26s. 6d. to 27s. 6.; all these shew an

advance of 2s. to 2s. 6d. within the month. The average duty

paid price of refining qualities of British West India is now 31s.,

being 4s. per cwt. above that of last year at this date. Refined

goods have been in brisk demand, but the advance has scarcely kept

pace with that of raw. Common refined lump is quoted in London

at 40s. 6d. to 41s.

Stocks of raw sugar at the four ports have decreased during the

month 22,000 tons; but the relative decrease as compared with

last year is less than it was a month ago. The imports show the

same decrease as last month, whilst the deliveries have fallen off,

the increase for the eleven months being rather under 20,000 tons.

Our latest advices respecting the beet crop do not differ

materially from previous ones. The increase of the Erencfu^ t

duties three tenths, and the generally increased taxation oi lu^

country, may tend to lessen the consumption of sugar, so that more

may be available for export. Accounts of the crops in Cuba,

Brazil, and the British West Indies are generally favourable, and the

present season's yield in Mauritius is likely to be considerably in

excess of last ; but on the whole, notwithstanding a favourable

outlook in the future, it is not improbable that present prices may

be maintained for some time, in fact nothing but a near prospect of

largely increased supplies is likely to cause material reduction in

value. •>














